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I. On a Method of Discriminating Real from Accidental

Coincidences between the Lines of different Spectra ; uith some
Applications. By E. F. J. Love, M.A., Demonstrator of
Physics in the Mason College, Birmingham/^

[Plate I.]

IN investigating problems the solution of which depends
on the coincidence of the lines belono-inor to different

spectra, e. g., m determnimg the presence of any particular

substance in the Sun's reversing layer, it is usually considered

sufficient to demonstrate a close agreement between the

wave-lengths of a number of lines in the spectra. That
this method, however, taken by itself, does not suffice to give

us a reliable result was shown by Schiisterf, who demon-
strated that, in accordance ^^-ith the Theory of Probability, a

certain number of coincidences between the lines of two
spectra might be expected to occur, even if the spectra be
quite unrelated; and showed how to calculate the maximum
number of coincidences possible on the assumption that no
relation exists between them. If no greater number than
this is found, the coincidences must be looked upon as

probably accidental. The method as given by Schiister is

employed to determine whether the lines of a spectrum are

harmonically related; but it could obviously be quite as well

applied to examine the relations between two different observed
spectra. It demands, however, a considerable amount of

rather troublesome computation. Further, cases may occur

* Communicated by the Physical Society ; read Xovemher 26, 1887.

t Proc. Roy. Soc. xxxi. p. 337, 1881.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 152. Jan. 1888, B



2 Mr. E. F. J. Love on a Method ofDiscriminating

in \\ liich approximate equality obtains between a great number
ot" lines in two spectra, one or both of Avhieli is so crowded

with lines that the question arises, What ditlerence of -wave-

length between the lines is a(hnissible as a coincidence?

This difficulty especially meets us when we are dealing with

certain parts of the solar sijectrum—especially those obtained

from portions of the sun's surface near to, or including, a

spot ; and Schiister's method gives us no hint towards its

solution.

While engaged in preparing a report on Griinwald's* recent

investigations into the relation between wave-length and

si)ecific volume, the present writer was led to a simple method

of comparison, based on the Law of Error. Li accordance

with this law, the errors of observation of a single quantity

group themselves about the mean value of the quantity in

such a way that the number of observations in which the

errors are less than some small quantity x is greater than the

number in which they lie between x and 2.?', this again is

greater than the number between 2>r and 3.r, and so on ; the

equation between the number of observations and magnitude

of error being, as is well known, of the form

Now since the various spectrum-lines of a substance in a

given physical condition are connected by an invariable

relation, it seems allowable to assume thi.t observations of

the several lines in one spectrum may be regarded as different

observations of one phenomenon, viz., that spectrum ; as a

consequence it is here assumed that, if the differences of

the wave-lengths of corresponding lines in spectra really due

to the same substance, but determined by different observers,

and under different conditions {e.g., the substance as examined

by one observer being on the earth ; and as examined by the

other, on the sun) be comjjared, they will accord with the

Law of Error. The method thence derived is as follows :

—

The differences between the wave-lengths of the lines com-

pared are arranged in groups, each group containing those

observations the errors of which lie within certain narrow

limits. The number of observations in each group is then

])lotted as an ordinate of a curve, the average error of the

('•roup being the abscissa. If this curve be then com]iared

with the cui've given by the Law of Error, any serious diver-

o-ence from the form of the latter curve is at once made
manifest. It should, however, be borne in mind that the Law
of Error admits the possibility of errors of every conceivable

* Astr. Nadu: Bd. 117 ;
Pliil. Mag. [oj xxiv. p. 354, 1887.
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magnitude, and assumes the number of sources of error to be
practically infinite; as a result we should expect the curves

actually obtained to be steeper if anything than the theoretical

curve in the portion near the y-axis.

It is obvious that the method can only be applied to spectra

which contain a considerable number of lines, and that

measurements of all the coincidences observed must be in-

cluded, otherwise the method will not give a correct I'esult

;

it might under different circumstances cause us either to

underrate or overrate the probability in favour of the coinci-

dence. On the other hand, in dealing with the solar spectrum,

with the aid of Angstrom's map, it must be borne in mind
that the map is very incomplete, many lines being omitted

;

as a result we must not expect to find all the lines of any
substance in the map, even if these lines exist in the sun.

We may illustrate the method by means of the curves

shown in figs. 1-5 (Plate I.). Fig. 1 is the Theoretical Curve
of Error; fig. 2 that actually obtained by comparing the values

of 21 lines in the arc-spectrum of iron, observed by Angstrom,
with their values obtained by Cornu ; fig. 3 is the curve ob-

tained on comparing Kirchhoff's measurements of the spark-

spectrum of cerium (27 lines) with those of Thalen. The
agreement in form between these curves is obvious, and,

considering the somewhat small number of lines included,

rather striking; the greater steepness of the two latter curves

(owing to the finite number of sources of error) is also well

marked. Fig. 4 contains a comparison of the arc-spectra of iron

and nickel (19 lines) between wave-lengths 4850 and 5890;
and fig. 5 a comparison of those of iron and titanium (34 lines)

between the same limits. The divergence of these from fio-. 1

is, as we should naturally expect, very marked ; so far as

a7i^ curves may be said to represent the results, the best

would be straight lines nearly parallel to the A'-axis.

Having given these instances as illustrations of the degree
of accuracy of the results to be obtained from the method, we
will proceed to examine its bearing on two problems of con-
siderable interest: (1) The existence of cerium in the sun;

(2) Professor Griiuwald^s recent investigations.

Cerium in the Sun.

The existence of cerium in the sun's reversing layer was
indicated as probable by Professors Liveing and Dewar"^ in

1882 ; and in the following year the same observersf pub-

* Proc. Kov. Soc. xxxiii. p. 428, 1882

t Pliil. Mag. [5] x\i. p. 401, 1883.

B2



4 Mr. E. F. J. Love on a Method ofDucriminating

lished ;i ma]), extendin^r from F to l>, showing among others

the :iro-sjiectruni of cerium, and the sj)ectra of the Hnes seen

widened in two sun-spots at Greenwich in 1881. The spec-

trum of ceriu!n exliihits numerous coincidences with widened

lines, though comiiaratively few with hnes given in Angstrom's

map. On the other hand, Messrs. Hutchins and Hol(hni*,

who have re-examined the evidence for the existence of certain

substances in the sun, with the aid of photography, remark,
" So numerous are the Hnes [of cerium, molybdenum, ura-

nium, and vanadium] that often on the photogra))hs the total

space occupied by them is greater than the space not so

occupied. . . Evidently coincidences between these and solar

lines cannot fail to occur as matters of chance and therefore

prove nothing. One can easily count a hundred or so such

coincidences without the slightest conviction that the con-

nexion is other than fortuitous."

As a complete maj) of the arc-spectrum of cerium has not

yet been published, the writer has been obliged to fall back on
the evidence given by Liveing and Dewar's map, mentioned

above. It is briefly as follows :—Of the 34 lines included in

the map 20 coincide with solar lines which are not already

assigned or possibly assignable to other metals; of these solar

lines 6 only are represented on Angstrom's map, and the lohole

have been observed to be widened, most of them very con-

siderably, in sun-spots, though not all in the same spot. This

fact by itself cojisiderably strengthens the case for the

existence of cerium as a constituent of the sun, since it

demonstrates a connexion between these lines. Lot us apply

the method to these twenty coincidences. The dit^'erences

between the wave-lengths of the cerium and solar lines are

given in the following table :

—

Between 0*0 and 0*1 Xth metre, 12 coincidences.
0-1
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sources of error affecting the wave-length measurements.

The evidence afforded by the method appears then to supply

a substantial confirmation to the reality of the coincidences,

so far as the material for investigation goes.

Professor Grilnwald's Investigations.

The most important verification of his theory put forward

by Grlinwald is that afforded by the close agreement between
the wave-lengths of the lines in the spectrum of water, as

deduced by him from those of the hydrogen spectrum, and
their values as obtained by observation. So far, 58 of the

predicted lines have been observed by Prof. Liveing; and
the remainder occur in a part of the spectrum not yet sub-

mitted to examination. The wave-lengths are given in

Griinwald's* paper; the differences between the observed and
calculated values are given here :

—

Between O'O and 0*1 Xth metre, 7 coincidences.
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Bchveen O'O and 0*1 Xtli metro, 8 coincidences.

o-i
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II. On the Mean Height of the Surface-Elevations, and other

Quantitative Results of the Contraction of a Solid Glohe
through Cooling ; regard beingpaid to the existence ofa level of
no ffrain. as lately/ announced hy Mr. T. MellarJ lieade and
by Mr. C. Davison. By Rev. 0. Fisher, M.A., F.G.S."^

IN an article which was published in the ' Philosophical

Magazine ' for Febniarv last, I calculated the mean
height of the elevations which might have been formed by
the cooling of a solid earth upon the " too hiirhlv favourable "

hypothesis that the whole cubical contraction of the crust was
thrown into the vertical dimension, and that each elementary
shell consequently retained its original horizontal extension,

which, rendering it too large to tit its new position due to the

contraction of the matter interior to it. caused the compression
by which that particular shell contributed its share towards
the surface-elevations. Upon summing these, the resulting

mean value appeared to be too small to account for the

existing elevations having been caused by contraction of

the crust through cooling merely.

Mr. T. Mellard Reade had, however, already pointed out
what was the truer conception of a cooling globe : but at the

time I had not read his bookf. Afterwards Mr. C. Davison
independently, as I happen to know, arrived at the same
conclusion with Mr. Reade : and in the paper in which
he communicated it to the Royal Society in April of this

year he criticised my February article as " losing its force,"

in consequence of the hypothesis not according with the more
true conception. In the * Philosophical Magazine " for Xo-
vember I think I have made it clear that, inasmuch as I had
based an argument upon the etfects of contraction being too

small according to a certain hypothesis, my argument could
not, as Mr. Davison supposed, " lose its force 'Mn consequence
of his having offered a better and truer hvpothesis, which
led to the conclusion that mine did not make the effects of
contraction small enough.

In the same article I promised a calculation of the mean
height of the elevations, which could be formed upon the new
and better hypothesis. This I now send, suggesting that,

before reading it, it would be well to refer to the unmathe-
matical article of November.

^Ve now follow the new hypothesis, that the earth has

* Communicated by the Author.
t The Oi-igiu of Mountain Ranges (London : Taylor and Francis, 1SS6),

Chap, XI.
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cooled as a solid, and that there has always been within the

crust a level of no strain, below which the elementary

spherical shells have tended to be extended, and above it to

be compressed ; and we make the probable (though not

certain) hypothesis that, below the level of no strain, during

the process of contraction, the interior sphere remains without

vacancies—that is, the substance settles together by what

Mr. Reade calls "compressive extension" and Mr. Davison
" stretching." This precludes our applying separately the

coefficient of contraction to the vertical and horizontal dimen-

sions throughout that portion ; but we may so apply it to the

voluminal only, which is generally applicable.

Retaining the symbols used by Sir William Thomson, in

his paper on secular cooling*, let

?'= the radius of the earth at present, taken at 20,900,800

feet,

i= the time elapsed since the globe solidified,

V=the temperature of solidification,

;r= the distance of a spherical shell of elementary thickness

dx from the surface at the time t,

s= tho distance of the same shell from the centre,

2''= the distance of the same at the time t + dt,

v= the temperature of the said shell at the time t,

^=the fall of temperature of the shell between the time

when it first began to be compressed and the time t,

^=:the fall of temperature of the level of no strain,

E = the coefficient of voluminal contraction,

e= the coefficient of linear contraction,

7t= the mean height of the surface-elevations.

Two other quantities are involved, which are defined in Sir

W. Thomson's paper, wherein he shows that, at the depth x

at the time t,
j x -—

«

where b is a temperature such that

and a is a length such that

a=2 \/Kt

= 402832 feet at the present time,

K being the conductivity of the substance expressed in terms
of its own capacity for beat.

* Trans. Eoy. Soc. Edinb. vol. xxiii. part 1, p. l')? ; also Phil. Mag.
[4] vol. .\xv. ; and Tliouisiou and Tait's 'Natural riiilosophy,' p. 711.



will therefore be pr ,/„

E47rl (r-x?j^dtdx.

Results of the Contraction of a Solid Globe. 9

I.

To find the Depth of the Level of no strain.

The volume of the shell at the depth x is 4i7rx^dx, and it

will contract in the interval dt through

^ Airx'^dx— dt.
dt

The whole contraction of the sphere interior to this shell

(r-xf^

So that the volume of the sphere interior to this shell will

CIV
become, observing that -y- is negative,

1^(^-^)3+1 E 47r (\r-xyj\ltdx ;

and, neglecting E^, its radius will be

The circumference of the interior sphere will therefore be

diminished in the interval dt by

.
'^

-2 }
(r—xf'^'cltdx.

It is evident that, if the diminution of this circumference is

equal to the horizontal contraction of the shell next above it,

that shell will neither be compressed nor extended. But the

horizontal contraction of that shell will be

27rg(r— x) -j-dt dx.

Hence the condition that the shell at x is situated at the level

of no strain will be, since E = 'de,

Se r*" . .9 dv , , .dv

(7=^ J/^'-^^')-
^ ^?^^'=<^-^^)

J,
•

It will be observed that the position of this level of no strain

does not depend on the coefficient of contraction, which will

divide out.

Accordino; as

(r-xy}^'-
. o ^??' 7 > ^ -. dv

'^dt'^''^<'-^'^dt^

so will the shell be compressed, not strained, or extende
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Now the fiimlamontal partial differential equation for the

conduction of heat gives

(Zr _ (Pv

dt ~ dai^'

Making this suhstitution, the above becomes

If we integrate by parts, so as to raise the index of (r— .i-y,

iPv
observing that -y-^ may be put =0 when .v= r, we can

obtain Mr. Davison's expression No. 2 in the 'Proceedings'

of the Royal Society*.

Putting the members of the above as an equality, the value

of X will give the depth of the level of no strain.

d''v
If we integrate -i-g first, we get by parts

= _.(,._,^.)2_J_e 4.*+ 2(r-.r) —1— 6 '•''J.r,

because

But

—-= when .i'= ?*,

ax

cPv _ V -^'/_^\
dx^ s/^t \ "^Kt/

—V
Hence, dividing by — , transposing, and writing a" for

^JlVKt

4:Kt, wo liave for the equation to find ,v,

(7ir^^{0'-'^')'e
-'-J

2(r-x)e "Ulx^=(r-x)e a^-.

(r— x)-
Multiply by ^—-,—-, and transpose.

2r -Ir]^ \ a' J Or a^

= \ € ''"'dx.

J-'

* V<.]. xlii. p. rt:20.



Results of the Contraction of a Solid Glohe. 1

1

The term to Le integrated on the left-hand side becomes

-2rV "-' "7

between the limits.

Let us take a for the unit of length. Then e"*"" may be
neglected, and the equation may be written

^,{(r-..)^+l-|(.-.0^.1=J>V.f. . . (A)

The value of x given by this equation will be the depth of

the level of no strain below the-surface in terms of 2 ^J Kt, or

a, as the unit of length. In order that the left-hand side may
be positive, we must have

''''

|(r-.r>-<H-^^,.

The last term is very small. We shall therefore get a close

inferior limit for x if

^,{v-x)x= l,

which is satisfied by
r ^^^^
2 2

It is evident that the lower sign must be used.

Putting a at 402832 feet, which corresponds to V= 7000°F.
and the present epoch, we find log 5"=: l"7150371i and
r=51*884:0({. This gives as a hmita; = 0'0287, and the laroe

factor in the term in {r—xYx warns us that x must not be
otherwise than very small.

The values of the definite integral I e-'^'dx are tabulated

for values at the interval of O'Ol*.

Jx Jo Jo

= 0-8862269254 - {%--\lv.

We must therefore try values of x proceeding by intervals
of 0-01.

Let X = 0*02, and call the left-hand side of the equation (A)

p, and the right-hand side q.

* Oppolzer, Lehrhuch ziir Bahnbestimmimif, vol. ii. tab. x.
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TlK'll />.=o.o2=S'0^3^

and 7^=002 is fractional.

Hence 0*02 is too small a value for x.

Try X - 0-03 ; then
^

p = -0-94933,

.^nd ^ = 0-856236.

Consequently this value of x is too large, and x must lie be-

tween 0-02 and 0-03.

Treatino- jt> and q as the ordinatcs of two curves, the value

of X sonoht is the abscissa at their intersection, and, if that is

0-03— ^r, hx will be given by

g _ p + g'

dp dq'

dx dx

without regard to signs.

Now log7^ = log \^[{T-xy + \-\-l{r-xYw] -\ogre-\

dp
. ~d7c -(r-x)+ ir-x)\v-i{r-xf_ r€''2x

" — = J[{r-xr +l]-i{r-x)^r' re^'
'

When X = 0-03 tliis gives

dx

Also ^j'?^g-x^^e^^i;i)^_ 0.99910;
dx

whence

Bx=f^ =0-00202.
dp dq

dx dx

And .r = 0-03— 0-00202= 0-0280 in terms of a as the unit.

This is correct to the nuinl)er of places given.

Now a at the ])resent time is, on the supposition that the

temperature of solidification was 7000° F., 402832 feet. The

level of no strain is theretbre at present at a depth of 11,279

feet, or 2-1361 miles.

To find X approximately from the equation

\ 2r 2r 3ra^ j J,
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In 1 e 'dx put
'^' = z. Then da= adz; and wlicn x becomes

Jo t*

r, z becomes -.

Therefore
€~a^dx = a

" -»2 7

6 «^;

which,if2>4, ==0-886a.

The equation may then be written
ar2

'-.j {r-a;)'
)
-^- + ^ - ^^^^4^' 1 = 0-886a - .. + ^.,&c.

or

'da'

Divide by r, and neglect terms in —2 ^md '-g,

a v

S-- + y— -9^2 =0-886— -; ]

2 r zr oa r r

._ 3aYl_0-886a a^\
• • '^* r V2 r 2rV'

If we make a the unit, as before, and neglect the very small

term-—^, this gives

X = 0-0279
;

2r-

whereas the value obtained by the fuller method was
/i?= 0-0280, which shows that this is a close approximation.

Hence, generally, the depth of the level of no strain varies

nearly as a^, that is as the time t, more nearly as ntt— ntK

II.

Let Zq be the value of z, and .Cq of .r, at the

level of no strain at any time t. Then at that

time the shells above Zo are being compressed,

and the coefficient of linear contraction may be
applied to them in the horizontal and vertical

dimensions separately. But we cannot so apply
the coefficient to the shells below Zq, where the

shells are undergoing what Mr. Reade aptly

calls "compressive extension."

From what has already been proved, it appears

that the position of the level of no strain does

not depend upon the numerical value of the

coefficient of contraction : and that, if we neolect

-g, its distance from the centre is

- z

- z„
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= ;— - — = r— mt, suiipose.
z r

J i i

llencc tlie depth of this Icn'oI from the surface is

_,34W_3a2
2 '/' 2 r

This agrees with Prof. Darwin's value, — ; ))ut it does not

agree with Mr. Davison's law that the depth varies as the

sijuarc root of the time, m is very small, heing ^ouuog*

y^ is the rate at which the temperature at the level

of no strain is falling at the time t. Let Z be the position of
JQ

a shell under compression between Zq and the surface
; j-

the rate at which the temperature of Z is falling. the

centre of the sphere.

Now the property of the level of no strain gives that the

mean contraction of OZo in the interval dt is the same as that

of. the circumference at Zq, because, on contracting, the shell

is neither stretched nor conij)ressed.

Hence, OAving to the change in position of that level in the

time dt, OZ,^ is diminished by mdt ; and, moreover, by the

contraction of the radius according to the property just men-

tioned, it also diminished by e(r— mt)-j^dt.

For like reasons, ZqZ is increased by mdt and diminished

»/ *0

The nuWs cancel ; and if we take c'as the value of z before

the interval dt, we shall have

z'= z + e(r—i)it)'-^dt + e \
-.- dtdz.

^ dt dt

Now the contribution to the superficial elevations from the

shell at Z, caused by compression during the interval dt

arising from want of room, would be, if the shell did not
contract horizontally,

{i-nz"^-i'irz^)dz,

where it is to bo observed that z' contains dt.

Jjiit, owing to the horizontal contraction of the .-^hell, this
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must be diminished bj the areal contraction, or by

2e'^iUA'Kz^dz.
dt

Hence the contribution to the surface-elevations in the

time dt from this shell will be

47rr2 fl^dtdz= Uirz'^ -Atrz'^dz- 2e^ dt iirz^dz.
dtdz ^ ^ dt

•'•
^ dtdz~dt dt dt'

Substituting for z"^, and neglecting terms in e^,

2 dVt - , ,d^^^ C'dd . ^ ,de

'dtdz=^<'-''''^dl ^^''],Ii'^'-^''dt'
Since z= r— x,

dz = —dx ;

therefore
rz rz rxo
\ dz= —

I
dx= \ dx.

Jza J Zo Jx

The equation then becomes

. dVi

dtdx
= 2e(^r-x){r-mt) '^ + 2<r-..)£"f .^o;

We are concerned only with values of x down to the level

of no strain, "vvhere x is about 2 miles ; so that the largest

tjC v
value of - is about 4xfooj ^^^^ terms in - may be neglected.

Now
b (

^ --!
r= const. H -= \ e '^%

v4«Uo
where d^= AKt.

AVe have seen that when a, or \^AKt, is taken for the

unit,

1 1

therefoie restoring a,

Xq

^0<|^,,_^,)+|(,_,)3.

<o7- -X +

In the present problem the order of increasing magnitude
is X, Xq, a, and these all vanish when ^= 0. The above
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inequality shows that '- is zero when the ratio vanishes.

A fortiori then is the ratio of - , which is always less than

a
that of — , a quantity of the order of -, and therefore its square

may he neglected. This will reduce the equation of the

temperature-curve to

V = const. -1

—

J-.
-= .f

;

which signifies that, to the depths with which we are con-

cerned, we have a family of straight lines only to deal with,

all starting from the same point on the surface, and hecoming

more neaHy vertical as the time increases. This consideration

will facilitate the calculation.

mt 3 AKt 3 a^ ,
i , j i u-

Aoani, — , or -^ —^= ^ -w, may be neglected when multi-o ' ^. 7 2 r Z r

plying -^, for it will be found that
dt

J
mtdcf) , 3 v/4«/

It is also evident that j 6 d.c, when diAaded by r^, may be

neglected. Therefore, dividing by r~, integrating for t, and

neglecting the small quantities referred to, the equation is

reduced to

-f^ = 2ec}>-2ee + f{a;
dx ^

where /(.r) is to be determined by the limits of t, the same for

^ and 6. These are, (1) the time when the level of no strain

was at ,r, and (2) the present time, when it is at the depth

3 a^
•- — . It is obvious that <i> and 6 were identically equal at the
2 r

former epoch ; their difference was then 0.

At the second epoch, since we are permitted to regard the

temperature-curve as a straight line,

,
. b 3 a^

,0= const. R — '^ a 2 r

and
/J

. , /'p= const. .r :

a
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dh . h/ 3a2>dh ^ i> / d a^\

d,v a\ 2 r /

a V 2 I 7' )

To obtain the mean height of the total elevations which can

be formed out of all the portion of the crust which has been

subjected to compression up to the present time, the integral

3 c?
must be taken from to x —

•

2 T

Therefore, finally,

--U(i?)'-Ki7n
I 9 a*

a 4 T^

In order to fix upon a value for e, the coefficient of con-

tructiou for 1° F., I have reduced the results of some
experiments by Mallet upon large masses of slag run from

the furnace. They give 6= 0-0000071*. The mean of six

results obtained for the contraction of rocks at much lower

temperatures by Mr. Adie was 00000057t, and Mr. Mellard

Reade's experiments lead to a ]ike result J. We may there-

fore accept 0*000007 with tolerable confidence as being at

any rate large enough. - is the temperature-gradient at

present, which may be taken at Jj° F. per foot. The
value of ff, corresponding to 7000° F. as the temperature

of solidification, is 402832 feet, and r the radius is 20900800
feet. With these numbers our result gives, for the mean
height of all the elevations which would be formed upon a

solid earth by cooling,

19 feet.

The smallness of this result renders it impossible to attribute

the inequalities of the earth''s surface to this cause, even if we
confine our attention to the height of the land above the sea,

for that alone has been reckoned at 900 feet§. It is also to be

observed that, if the level of no strain does not conform to

the varying level of the surface, which it probably does, it

would not pass beneath the floor of the deeper oceans.

Another very important fact is that the temperature of the

* ' Physics of tlie Earth's Crust,' by the Author, p. 68.

t Trans. Eoy. Soc. Edinb. vol. xiii. p. 370.

j ' Origin of Mountain-Ranges,' p. 112.

§ Nature, vol. v. p. 479. :

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Yol. 25. No. 152. Jan. 1888. C
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3 a
level of no strain exceeds the surface-temperature by l^-. -

degrees onl}^, which, with the high estimate of 7000° for

solidification, gives an excess of 228° at present ; so that no
rock can ever have been pressed up from a depth where its

temperature has been much higher than that of boiling

water. Neither can it be replied that it may have been
otherwise in former ages, because the above expression for the

excess varies as the square root of the time and must have
been less hitherto than it is now.

The very slight changes, either through cooling or com-
pression, which the rocks above the level of no strain have
undergone since solidification, render it improbable that

their effects would be observable. The fact that the rocks now
being compressed were once extended would not have any
effect upon the calculated mean height of the surface-eleva-

tions ; because their former compressive extension was at the

cost of their thickness. If, however, the effects were sufficient,

they might be traced petrologically. But it must be re-

membered that the thickness of the sedimentary strata must
be in most places greater than the depth of the level of no
strain.

The property of the level of no strain enables us to calculate

the contraction of the radius of a solid globe, cooling according
to the supi^osed law; because the mean contraction from the

centre to that level is the same as that of the circumference

there. Therefore the mean contraction of Zq in the interval

d(b - 3 b /K ,
ez,^^^dl = ez,^^-^^-dt',

.'. in the whole time t it will be

or
J^,(,,,_„j^)^(;^/^,//,

e I
^[ \/'c(2rt^-^mt^).

2

in

r

Hence th(; contraction from the centre to the level of no

The term in is negligible.

strani is >^ o i

e'-.h s/AkI = e-- a^
^ la

which, with the assumed values, gives

()'3272 miles.
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The vertical contraction of the crust above this level is

inconsiderable. It may be thus found :

—

( c<^d
7 7 rri ^ -377

CI h _3 x^ ,= e \ -{
—:=-t a 7^ dt.

1=

=4^

V4/C 2

which, being taken from x= to x= mt, the depth of the

level of no strain,

bm^ 2 ^
^4^32

e 5 1)
«*

= 7.-7-5 =!i/i = 3 feet.

We may therefore say that the

Radial contraction of the globe= 6*3 miles.

It will be noticed that, in the above calculations, no
reference has been made to the numerical value of the con-

ductivity, nor to the time elapsed since the surface first

assumed its present temperature. All that has been assumed
is that the present temperature-gradient, expressed by b/a,

is 1/51, which is about the mean result of innumerable

observations ; and that the temperature of solidification was
7000° F. These have been sufficient for our purpose. How-
ever, the temperature-gradient being known, and the tem-
perature of solidification assumed^ there follows a relation

between the time and conductivity ; and this appears to have

been the original object of Sir William Thomson's investi-

gation. If we make use of the value for the conductivity

which he has deduced from certain observations on rocks

in situ (viz. 400), the results just obtained will correspond to

98 millions of yeai-s. But a lower temperature, say 4000° F.,

seems more probable ; in which case the time would be about

33 millions of years. In that case all our estimates will have
to be reduced. These depend upon the constant a ; and

a 2V ^, 2V
a= ^; = = 51-

b /v/tt Vtt

aaV.

If, then, we reduce the temperature from 7000° to 4000°,

h'= (^yxh feet=2 feet.

The excess of the temperature of the level of no strain over

C2
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the surface-temperature ocV^; so that, if we put the surface-

temperature at 50°, it is at present 124'' F., and, since it varies

as \/t, low as this value may seem, it is higher now than it

has ever been.

The depth of the level of no strain is j into the excess of

temperature, or 51 x 74*56 feet.

Hence the depth of the level of no strain is now 3802 feet,

or about 0*7 of a mile.

The radial contraction gcV^, and will therefore be 2 miles.

Lastly,

since h=e -r -^,
4 r'^

h or. d and
dh /—

This shows that the rate at which mountains would be

formed is proportional to the square root of the time, and
ought therefore to be greater at present than at any previous

period.

Collecting our results, we may say that, on the two suppo-

sitions made respecting the temperature of solidification, we
should have, at the present time :

—

Temperature of Solidification...
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III. A Note on Valency, especially as defined hy Helmholtz.

By Henry E. Armstrong, F.R.S)^

YERY little has been either said or written of late on the

subject of Valency—not because the topic is admitted

to be exhausted, nor because our views can be regarded as

reposing on a fixed basis of fact, but more I believe on
account of the feeling being almost universally entertained

that little is to be gained by continuing the discussion from
our present standpoint.

My purpose in this note is to call attention to the extreme
importance of reopening the discussion on account of the

intimate bearing that it has on the work in which the Electro-

lysis Committee, jointly appointed by this Section and by
Section A, are now engaged ; and to urge that it is time
that the gage thrown down by Helmholtz in the Faraday
lecture (Chem. Soc. Trans. 1881, p. 277) was uplifted by
chemists.

We are told by Helmholtz that it is a necessary deduction

from the fundamental law of electrolysis established by
Faraday, that definite, as it were atomic, charges of elec-

tricity are associated with the atoms of matter ; that, in fact,

a monad bears a single charge, a dyad two, a triad three
;

and that when combination occurs, the charges are still

retained by the atoms, but neutralize each other—" the atoms
cling to their charges, and opposite electric charges cling to

each other." I cannot help thinking, however, that Helm-
holtz deprives his statement of much of its force and simplicity

by adding :
" But I do not suppose that other molecular

forces are excluded, working directly from atom to atom
;

"

he is led to do this apparently by being aware of the distinc-

tion which it is usual to draw between atomic and molecular
compounds. The attempt should at all events be made—and
in my paper on " Residual Affinity " I have already ventured
the first step—to include both classes of compounds, mole-
cular as well as atomic, in the discussion ; indeed it is some-
what difficult to reconcile the passage above quoted with the

following statement which occurs previously in the lecture :

—

"The law of the conservation of energy requires that the

electromotive force of every cell must correspond exactly

with the total amount of chemical forces brought into play,

not only the mutual affinities of the ions, hut also those minor

* Communicated by tlie Author, being a communication to Section F
of the British Association at Manchester,
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molecular attractions prodnced hy the water and other con-

stituents of the fluids Tho italics are mine. But if the
" minor molecular attractions " contribute to the electro-

motive force of the cell, then conversely these also will have

to be overcome in effectinfr electrolysis, and are as much to

be reckoned as are the " mutual affinities of the ions "
!

It is obvious that if it should prove possible to decide what
nnnil)er of charges are necessarily associated with any par-

ticular atom, the conception of valency will have acquired a

definiteness which cannot possibly be attached to it as long

as the views that have hitherto guided us are adhered to. A
decision must involve the discussion of the question of the

existence of molecular as distinct from atomic compounds.
To cast the apple of discord without further preface, I

would direct attention to the insufficiency of the evidence on
which it is usual to rely as proof that nitrogen, for example,

is a pentad ; nay more, I would assert that this very evidence

should be interpreted as proof that nitrogen is not a pentad.

It is commonly held that the behaviour of the alkyl tetra-

substituted derivatives of ammonium is such as to negative

the idea that these are " molecular compounds " of triad

nitrogen, and that it must be assumed that the elements of

the binary compound which are added on to the ammonia
derivative are distributed in the ammonium derivative ; for

example, that in the formation of tetramethylammonium
iodide from trimethylamine and methyl iodide, the methyl
and iodine of the iodide part company, and separately attach

themselves to the nitrogen, thus :

—

/CH3 CH3 CH3 ,QW
N-CH3 +

I
= ^N-CHa

"^CHa I 1 CH3

But I contend that the properties of tetramethylammonium
iodide and hydroxide prove that such is not the case : the
iodide, it is well known, can be boiled for hours with the
strongest caustic j)otash solution without undergoing change;
there is not a single case on record, however, of any haloid
compound other than an alkylic compound behaving in this

manner, tho chlorides, bromides, and iodides of every element
except carbon are almost at once converted into hydroxides
by such treatment, and a nitrogen iodide would surely be
acted on. The behaviour of tlu^ iodine is much more nearly
that of iodine in methyl iodide, and, it may be said, exactly
that of the iodine in iodobenzenc; ; indeed it would seem that

in the alkyl-ammonium haloitl compounds the halogen is
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always less easily displaced by the action of alkalies than it

is in the parent haloid alkylic compound.
The remarkable resemblance of the tetra-substituted am-

monium hydroxides to potassium hydroxide has led to their

being regarded as in every respect analogous to this latter,

and would appear to preclude the idea that they are molecular

compounds of an alcohol with an ammonium derivative. But
attentive consideration of their properties will suffice, I think,

to show that the apparent discrepancies are not only explic-

able, but that they actually support the molecular compound
hypothesis. Thus it might be said to be improbable that

tetramethylammonium hydroxide should behave as a

powerful base, and have the same heat of neutralization as

potassium hydroxide, if methyl-alcohol were one of its proxi-

mate constituents ; but it is to be remembered that the salt

which results from the action of an acid on methyl-alcohol is

liable to suffer reconversion into the alcohol by the action of

the water produced in the interchange ; also that in many
cases the methyl salt is insoluble in water, or nearly so. The
heat developed on neutralizing methyl-alcohol therefore falls

far short in amount of that which would be evolved if the

interchange were complete, and if the product were capable

of interacting with water, and perhaps also with itself in the

way that apparently is possible in the case of metallic salts.

In the case of the tetramethylammonium hydroxide, the

action of acids is total as the change is irreversible, or almost

so, under the conditions which obtain during the forma-
tion of the salt, just as in the case of the conversion of

potassium hydroxide into a salt ; moreover, the product is

easily soluble, even when acids like muriatic are used. Why
the methyl- alcohol, or other methyl derivative, retained in

the annnonium compound behaves so differently as compared
with the unassociated methyl derivative, is a question which,
for the present, we must be content to put aside unanswered.
I am also of opinion that in discussing their constitution,

no pai'ticular weight can be attached to the mode in which
the tetralkylic ammonium hydroxides undergo decomposition
when heated, as the products in some cases are an amine and
an alcohol, but in others an olefine and water, instead of an
alcohol ; in the case of the phosphonium salts the diversity is

still greater (Chem. Soc. Proceedings, 1886, p. 164). That
amines may act as "dehydrating " agents in the manner re-

quired, if the molecular compound hypothesis be adopted,

appears by no means improbable.

What is here stated of the tetramethyl compounds is true

of tetralkylic ammonium haloid compounds generally, in the
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sense that they are all less readily acted on by alkalies than are

the parent alkylic haloid compounds ; but just as these latter

are more readily attacked by alkalies and other agents the

more complex the alkyl, so are the tetralkyl ammonium
compounds ; in no case, howev(!r, do they manifest a reac-

tivity at all comparable with that of simple metallic or non-

metallic haloid compounds— always excepting those of

carbon.

The argument used above would apply equally to the

phosphonium and sulphine compounds ; indeed with greater

force.

In many other respects, the behaviour of nitrogen in

aminic compounds is altogether peculiar and irreconcilable

with the assumption of pentadicity. Thus it is commonly
pointed out that the basic properties of aniline, for example,

become lessened and ultimately almost annulled by the intro-

duction of chlorine or bromine into the phenyl radical ; and

that acetamide, C2H3O . NHg, and other similar compounds

formed by the introduction of acid radicals into ammonia are

all but destitute of basic properties ; the power to form

ammonium compounds, therefore, is not a simple function of

the nitrogen atom, but is largely dependent on the nature of

the radicals associated with the nitrogen atom. Other illus-

trations are afforded by the hydrazines. Thus phenyl-hydrazine,

CeHg . NH . NH;j, although it contains two atoms of (triad)

nitrogen, forms with hydrogen chloride the compound
CgHg . N2H3 . HCl, which crystallizes unchanged from fum-

ing muriatic acid, in which, moreover, it is almost in-

soluble. Ethyl-hydrazine, however, forms a dichlorhydride,

C2H5 . N2H3 . 2H(J1 ; but on evaporating the aqueous solution

of this salt a monochlorhydride is obtained: and unsymmetric

diethyl-hydrazine, (C2H5)2N . NH2, is a monobase like phenyl-

hydrazine.

Hence it may well be argued that we have no reason to

assume that nitrogen is pentad in the ammonium compounds,

or phosphorus pentad in the phosphonium compounds, or

sulphur tetrad in the sulphine compounds ; but that these are

all to bo reckoned as molecular compounds.

What then is the valency of the elements in question ? and

what is a molecular compound ?

In answer to the first of these questions, the proposition

may be advanced that gasefiable hydrogen compounds are

the only compounds available for the direct determination of

valency, and that the valency of an clement—the number of

unit charges necessarily associated with its atom—is given by

the number of hydrogen atoms combined with the single atom
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of the element in its gasefiable hydride*. In cases where

such hydrides are unknown, the determination of valency is

very difficult ; it can be but provisionally effected, and only

by most carefully weighing all the evidence relating to the

constitution of the compounds available for discussion.

But if it be granted, for example, that nitrogen is a triad,

and that iodine is a monad, How are we to explain the fact that

the methyl compounds of these two elements unite to form

so well characterized a molecular compound as tetramethyl-

ammonium iodide ? How are such molecular compounds con-

stituted ? My own \'iew has long been that the nitrogen and

iodine in such a case are both possessed of a certain amount
of residual affinity; and I would define a molecular compound
as one formed by the coalescence of two or more molecules,

unattended by redistribution of the constituent radicals, and

in which the integrant molecules are united by residual affi-

nities. In other Avords, the unit charge must be capable in

certain cases of directly promoting the association, not merely

of two, but of at least three, atoms. To put this hj-pothesis

into terms which cannot be misunderstood, let unit valency

or charge be represented by a unit line, and further be it

supposed that the charge 2)^^^^trates the atom, then the atom

with its unit charge may be represented thus :

—

f /O ./e
i. e., the unit charge may be held to consist of three portions,

the buried portion a, and the free portion /'+/'. The facts,

as they present themselves to me, also appear to necessitate

the assmnption that, in the case of different elements, the

charge penetrates the atom ; and in the case of some polyad

atoms, different directions in the atom with varying degrees

of freedomf. The union of two atoms may then be pictured

as an overlapping of the unit lines. If the atoms are freely

penetrated by their chai-ges, each atom may tend to move
out to the end of the line, leaving either no portion, or but a

very small portion, free ; a conception of this order would

* If this be granted, it follows that the maximum number of charges

which an atom can carry is four ; in other words, that the possible

maximimi valency is attained in the case of carbon.

t This is practically but a modihcation of Helmholtz's statement that
" the phenomena are the same as if equivalents of positive and negative

electricity were attracted by ditl'erent atoms, and perhaps also by the

different values of affinity belongmg to the same atom, with ditierent

force."
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appear to apply in the case of hydrogen, and may be repre-

sented thus :

—

II. H. H^.

But if the atom be not easily penetrated by its charge, it will

not move out to the end of its line, and the resulting com-

pound molecule will possess more or less " residual affinity ""
;

this conception would appear to apply to the non-metals

generally, and to some of the metals ; it may be illustrated

thus :

—

H. CI. HCl.

I have thought it permissible to state my views in this

form merely in order to advance the study of molecular

compounds by the introduction of a working hypothesis, an

absolutely artificial mode of expression such as is here adopted

being perhaps pardonable in the absence of any explanation

which may serve to guide us in extending our enquiries as

reoards the structure of such compounds, a knowledge of

which is all important to a rational conception of the nature

of chemical change generally. Moreover, I do not hesitate

to affirm that, from the chemical point of view, it is impossible

to adopt the Helmholtz explanation of valency, unless physi-

cists are prepared to grant the possibility of the " division
^'

of the unit charge somewhat in the manner here suggested ;

and it is in order to impress this that I have ventured to give

utterance to these speculations.

To return to the consideration of the compounds previously

referred to, it may be supposed that the nitrogen of trimethyl-

amine and the iodine of methyl iodide are possessed of residual

affinity, and hence the two molecules unite to form the

molecular compound tetramethyLimmonium iodide, which

may be represented thus :

—

n,c .

H3C N--I

—

CH3

The phosphoiiium and sulphine iodides may be regarded as

similarly constituted. It is well known that the ammonium
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haloid compounds and their analogues are also capable of

forming still more complex molecular aggregates with the

halogens, &c. : they are therefore to be regarded as possessed

of residual affinity ; and that polyad elements, e. g. nitrogen,

phosphorus and sulphur, should still exhibit residual affinity

in such compounds is not surprising in the light of the

hypothesis advocated in this note ; but it is scarcely com-
patible with the assumption that the halogen in the ammo-
nium haloid compounds serves as the bond of union. On the

other hand, if it be assumed, as I think it should be, that the

formation of double metallic chlorides, &c., is the outcome of

the possession of residual affinity by the halogen, the com-
plete analogy which appears to exist between the ammonium
haloid compounds and those of the alkali metals would seem
logically to involve the inference that the halogen of the

ammonium compound does serve as the bond of union. I

see but one mode of escape from this conffict of evidence,

and that is to call in question the time-honoured assumption

that the radical ammonium is the true analogue of potassium

and sodium, which, be it remarked, is of necessity subject to

doubt if the hypothesis that the ammonium salts are molecular

compounds be entertained ; and evidence which supports the

conclusion that the per-haloid compound is formed by the

addition of the halogen to the nitrogen (phosphorus or

sulphur) is afforded by the observation that not only haloid

ammonium and sulphine compounds, but also the sulphates

combine with halogens (Dobbin and Masson, Chem. Soc.

Trans. 1885, p. 56 ; 1886, p. 846).

It is now proved by abundant experimental evidence that,

whatever the order in which the radicals A, B, C, D, are

introduced in forming a tetralkjdic ammonium compound
N(ABCD)X, one and the same end product always results.

This is commonly regarded as proof, not only that nitrogen

is pentad, but also that the five affinities of the nitrogen atom
are of equal value, and it would appear to favour the conclu-

sion that the ammonium salts are in truth " atomic ^' com-
pounds ; but I see no reason why isomeric change should not

occur at the moment of formation of a molecular compound :

why the integrant molecules, in fact, should not interchange

radicals. If the statement be confirmed that the compound
formed from dimethyl sulphide and ethyl iodide is different

from that obtained on combining methylethyl sul[)hide and
methyl iodide (Kriiger, Journ. pr. Chem. 1876, xiv. p. 193), it

will follow, not that sulphur is a tetrad, and that the four

affinities are of unequal value, but that there is little or no
tendency for isomeric change to occur in the formation of
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sulpliines. Tlio possible occurrence of isomeric change in

the formation of molecular compounds, however, is a subject

which certainly deserves careful study at the present time.

In the case of ])hosphorus, the existence of the highly

stable gaseous pentafluoride PF.^, discovered by Thorpe, is

undoubtedly regarded by many as final proof of the pentad-

icity of this element ; but the existence of compounds such

as HgFo, HFFR, &c., which clearly belong to the class of

molecular compounds, is an indication of so marked a

tendency on the part of fluorine to combine with itself, that

for this reason alone (as Naumann and others have asserted)

the pentafluoride is by no means necessarily regarded as

an atomic compound. And I would here add that stability

affords no criterion as between atomic and molecular com-
pounds, every degree of stability being met with even among
those of the former class.

An argument in favour of the pentadicity of phosphorus,

which apparently cannot be disposed of by any explanation

based on conventional considerations, has, however, been

advanced by La Coste and Michaelis (Berichte, 1885, p. 2118),

who have shown that the compounds obtained from diphenyl-

chlorophosphine. PCl(C6H5)o and phenol is not identical with

the triphenyl-phosphine oxide, OP(CeH5)3, obtained by oxi-

dizing triphenyl-phosphine, as it should be if the latter were

a compound of the formula (C6ll5)2P • OCeHg ; this last cor-

responding to the formula ('LP . OCl which has been

suggested as that of phosphorus oxychloride, and which

appears to derive considerable support from Thorpe's obser-

vations on the specific volume of the oxychloride (Chem. Soc.

Trans. 1880, p. 388). It is, however, conceivable that the

oxygen and phosphorus are united by residual affinities,

thus :

—

Michaelis and PoUs {BericJde, 1887, p. 52) have argued in

the case of bismuth, which also is a member of the nitrogen

group, that the pentadicity of this element is proved by the

existence of the triphenyl dibromide (CeH5)3BiBr2. But the

mere production of such a compound proves nothing so long

as its constitution is undetermined; it at most serves to

strengthen the conviction gained from the general study of

the element, that bismuth is a member of the nitrogen-

phosphorus group.

In other cases also it is possible that undue importance
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may have been attached to the existence of alkylic compounds

of particular types : thus lead, judging from its general

chemical behaviour, would appear to be a dyad ;
yet the

existence of the tetrethide Pb(C2H5)4 is commonly held to be

a proof that it can function as a tetrad. But the properties

of lead are such that I am tempted to suggest that it is one

of the metals in which the " charges " have but a small

deo-ree of freedom ; and it is conceivable that the tetrethide

is actually a compound of dyad lead, each charge serving to

bind two ethyl groups, thus :

—

H5C2 ==P-,
C,Hs

The same may be true of tin, although in this case the fact

that we are dealing with an element of the carbon-silicon

family tends to favour the conclusion that it may be a tetrad.

Also too much importance must not be attached to the

existence of stable volatile chlorine compounds : thus tellu-

rium ^e^mchloride may well be a compound of dyad tellurium,

thus :

—

CI =^f7r= Cl

Cl =J:#= Cl

Iron, and the other members of the family which boron

heads, in like manner, I feel convinced, are triads even in

their ic compounds : recent vapour-density determinations all

support this conclusion.

It is even conceivable that chlorine may form closed-chain

compounds, and that a tetrachloride may exist, such as is

represented by the formula :

—

Te

I think it is especially noteworthy that so many well

characterized and comparatively stable double chlorides exist

formed by the union of chlorides, of which one at least is

per se very unstable ; the tin-sulphur chloride SnCl4 . 2SCI4,

and the remarkable series of aureus compounds recently de-

scribed by Lepetit {Ann. Chim. Pliys. 1887, p. 11) may be

cited as examples.

If my contention in this and previous papers be correct,

that residual affinity thus plays a far more important part

than has hitherto been supposed, and that it must be taken

into account in all discussions on valency, it follows of

necessity that our views regarding the constitution of the
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majority of compounds at present rest upon a most uncertain

basis : the constitution of the parafHns, of tlic Itenzones, and

of the haloid compounds and alcohols derived from the hydro-

carbons of these series, may be regarded as determined with

a degree of precision almost amounting to certainty ; but in

the vast majority of other cases we have as yet no secure

method of arriving at conclusions which in any sense

approach finality. There can be little doubt that in framing

our modern conceptions of valency, we have been too much
influenced by the graphic symbols which have been so widely

made use of. In the future it will be necessary to attach a

more liberal interpretation to the facts, and it may be hoped

that it will some day be possible also to take into account

differences depending on the relation of the different forms

of matter to the pervading medium.

IV. On a Geometrical Determination of the Conditions of
Alaximum Efficiency in the case of the Transmission ofPower
by means of Alternating Electric Currents. By Thomas H.
Blakesley, M.A*

1. ^^HIS paper treats the above problem as a particular

JL application of the method of representing Combinations

of Electromotive Forces possessing a simple Harmonic Law of

Change, already given by the author more than three years

ago, and detailed in a series of papers published during 1885

in the ' Electrician.'

It was then pointed out that, though with two constant

electromotive forces acting in a simple circuit the transmission

efficiency does not exceed the ratio of the smaller to the larger,

yet with alternating electromotive forces [denominated by

their maximum values] the efficiency may exceed this ratio,

owing to the self-induction of the circuit, and to the possibility

of varying the interval of time at which the ])hases of one

electromotive force may follow the corresponding phases of

the other.

It is here proposed to show how the particular interval of

time which will give the maximum efficiency may be geome-

trically determined, and what the value of that maxinmm
efficiency is for two given electromotive forces undergoing har-

monic repetition in the same given period, in a sim})le circuit

possessing a known resistance and a known coefficient of self-

* Commtmicated by the Physical Society : read November 12, 1887.
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induction. The phase-interval is then the only independent

variable in the problem, and what its value must be to give

the maximum efficiency of transmission of Power, and what
that efficiency will then be, are the questions to which we
shall have answers from Geometry alone. A short statement

of the general method of representation will make the

particular steps required for these problems perfectly clear.

2. Let a straight line of fixed length, and situated in the

plane of the paper, undergo uniform rotation in that plane.

Then its projection upon a fixed indefinitely long line also in

that plane will undergo harmonic variation, and may repre-

sent any magnitude capable of undergoing such change {e. g.

an electromotive force), the maximum value of this varying

magnitude being represented by the revolving line itself.

The period in which the revolving line makes one complete

revolution is the period of the change. Hence, if we know
the position of the fixed line and of the revolving line at any
instant, we can say in what particular phase the magnitude
undergoing harmonic change is at that instant. For instance,

suppose these lines make 30° with each other, we can say at

once that the magnitude is removed from its maximum value

by an interval of time equal to one twelfth of the period. If

the angle is at the instant increasing, the magnitude has

passed its maximum value that interval of time ago. If the

angle is growing less, the magnitude will attain its maximum
after that interval of time. It is therefore necessary to fix a

positive direction of rotation as representing the positive lapse

of time. [That direction which is opposite to that of the

hands of a watch will here be adopted.]

3. It foUows that when we have two such electromotive

forces acting in the same circuit, having different maximum
values but the same Period, since each is represented by the

projection of a revolving straight line upon a fixed straight

line, the resultant electromotive force at the instant is the
algebraical sum of the individual projections. And if the two
revolving lines are laid down as the two sides of a triangle

taken in order, the rotation being uniform and the same for

both lines, the lines will remain always inclined at the same
angle to each other, and the algebraical sum of their projec-

tions is the projection of the third side. Thus, in the matter
of such electromotive forces, we have a theorem exactly cor-

responding to the triangle of directed quantities.

4. We may extend this mode of representing such quantities

so as to form a theorem corresponding to the polygon of
directed quantities, and cite it thus :

—
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'' If the straight Hnes AB, BC,
CD, ... ST re])resent the maximum
values of ditferent electromotive

forces, and, as to direction, are so

laid down upon the paper that their

projections upon a fixed straight lino

represent at some point of time the

instantaneous values of those elec-

tromotive forces, their instanta-

neous resultant is the projection of

the simple straight Hne AT."
5. If, in any particular case, we

have taken into consideration all

the electromotive forces concerned,

then clearly the line representing
^"'''

the resultant corresponds in phase with the instantaneous

current; and if by scaling or calculation we find the

value of this resultant in volts, we have only to divide by
the resistance in ohms to obtain the maximum value of the

alternating current resulting from all the component electro-

motive forces. This is true even if one of the electromotive

forces is that of self-induction. But suppose we have arrived

at a preliminary resultant by compounding all the electro-

motive forces with the exception of that of self-induction ; we
then require the final resultant, and we obtain it by remem-
bering that it must be at right angles to the electromotive force

of self-induction ; for the electromotive force of self-induction

must be greatest when the current is passing through zero :

therefore it must have its projection on the fixed line greatest

when that of the final resultant (corresponding with the cur-

rent) is zero. Therefore the final resultant and the electro-

motive force of self-induction must be to the preliminary

resultant as the two sides of a right-angled triangle including

the right angle, are to the hypothenuse ; and as W'c already

possess the hypotheneuse we have only to determine the ratio

of the sides, and ujjon which side of the hypotheneuse they

must be placed, in order fully to determine the position and

size of the final resultant and the electromotive force of self-

induction. The geometrical construction is as follows.

From one end of the preliminary c
resultant set off an angle in the

negative direction of rotation whose

tangent is equal to the ])roduct of

the coefficient of self-induction and
the angular velocity of rotation di-

vided hy the resistance, and then
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complete the right-angled triangle. For if ABC is such a
triangle,—AB, BC, AC representing respectively the preli-

minary resultant, the electromotive force of self-induction,

and the final resultant at the maximum values,—it is clear that
the maximum rate of increase of the resultant electromotive
force will be AC x angular velocity. Divide this by the
resistance, and the maximum rate of increase in the current is

obtained, which, multiplied by the coefficient of self-induction,

must give the maximum electromotive force of self-induction,

from the fundamental conception of that magnitude.
Hence, in symbols, if r = the resistance,

L = the coefficient of self-induction,

CO = the angular velocity,

Af!
BC= — wL,

r '

or BC -p.p, wL
T-7T = tan BAC=—AC r

If 2T is the period, (o = ~, .-. tan BAC= ^.'^ Zl Ir

And since the electromotive force of self-induction must be
greatest and +ve when the current is changing tlirougli zero

from +re to —ve, it is clear that the phases of the electro-

motive force of self-induction mu<t foUoiv those of the final

resultant electromotive force at an interval of time represented

by a quarter of the period. Thus the above construction is

justified.

6. The power worldng at any instant in a source of electro-

motive force is the value of the product of the instantaneous

electromotive force in question and of the instantaneous cur-

rent ; but this is constantly changing during a period, and
the mean power is half the product of the maximum value of

the electromotive force, of the maximum value of the current,

and of the cosine of the angle representing the time-interval

between their similar phases. I have given a geometrical

proof of this theorem in "Alternating Currents/' It amounts
simply to this in the methods of representation here employed,
that if we project the revolving line corresponding to any
particular source of electromotive force upon the direction of

the final resultant, the power derived from this particular

source will be the product of such projection and the final

resultant divided by twice the resistance. Hence the various

powers of the different sources will simply be proportional to

the various projections upon the line of the final resultant.

I'Ml. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 152. Jan. 1888. D
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7. Suppose, then, that AB, BC are the revolving represen-

tatives of two electromotive forces. Then AC is their resultant

;

CAE is an angle whose tangent is equal to yrr;, as explained ;

CE, BF are perpendiculars upon AE. Then AE is the final

resultant or eft'ective electromotive foi'ce, merely requiring

division by the resistance to give the current.

A
E

AE
theThe power derived from the source of AB is AF _

. AE ^''

power transferred to the source of BC is FE -^r— ; and the

AE AE^ ^**

power heating the circuit is AE -—
-;- = -^'

As regards the projection of BC, viz. FE, since (as here

drawn) FE is in a contrary direction to AE, there is a

transfer of power to its source. Had F been situated nearer

to A than E is, the source of BC would do work and assist

in heating the circuit. This obviously depends upon whether

BC, AE are inclined to one another at an angle greater or

less than a right angle.

If we denominate these three powers as the power of the

active source, the power of the recipient source, and the

heating-power, they will be to each other in the proportion

AF : FE : AE
;

FE
and the efficiency of transmission will be -^, the ratio of

waste beinc
AE
AF*

8. Since AFB is a right angle, F always lies upon the

circle described upon AB as diameter. Describe this circle.

We may call it briefly the F circle.

At A set off the aui-le BAD in the negative direction
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L'
equal to CAE, i. e. its tangent is equal to 7p7, and therefore

its mnonitude is independent of the angle of phase-difference

{tt-ABC}.
Let D be in the F circle, and join DE.

A

Now it is easy to see that the two triangles EAD, CAB are

similar, and their sides homologous in the order of the letters

given. For
EA=CAcosEAC,
DA= BA cos DAB= BA cos EAC,

and the angle

EAD=EAC + CAD=DAB + CAD = CAB.

Hence the third side

DE = BCcosEAC,
and therefore is invariable, whatever the phase-difference

between the lines AB, BC.
But D is also fixed ; therefore E lies upon a circle whose

centre is D, and whose radius is BC cos EAC, or BC cos DAB.
I call this circle the E circle.

We have now reached the following state of things :

—

F must lie upon a fixed circle,

-•^
5> 5J JJ JJ

and AEF are in one straight line.

With these prefatory remarks I now proceed to the solu-

tion of the questions particularized at the beginning of the

paper; which will now be seen to be merely the finding out of

the particular position of E upon its circle, which will make
. FE

the ratio -t-f^ as large as possible, or, which is the same thing,

AE
that of -T^ as small as possible.

9. Let e and / be the two electromotive forces. Take

D2
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AB equal to <?, and cut off from it BM equal to /. Describe

the r circle upon AB, and set off BAD as before, an angle

having its tangent equal to Tp--

D is on the F circle. Draw MN perpendicular to AD,
and Avith centre D at distance DN describe a circle. This

is the E circle, for its centre is at D, and its radius

= DN=BMcosDAB.

/

Through D draw the radius DH pai-allel to AB, H being

on the same side of D that M is of A. Join AH by a straight

line cutting the E circle in E and the F circle in F. Then
these are the particular ])Ositions on the circles which make

-,, as here found, is the
,. FE . . FE

the ratio -1-^^ a maximum -, i. e. x^AF Ail

maximum efficiency. And if DE be joined, the angle ADE
will give the phase-difference between the electromotive forces

to give this efficiency.

FE
For, in the first place, it is clear that the ratio -j^ has some

maximum (not a minimum) value between the ]iositions where

E and F coincide, viz. when the two circles intersect. And
because DII is parallel to AB, and AH cuts them, therefore

the angle DHE = the angle BAF.
But DH, BA pass through the centres of the two circles

resjiectively; therefore AH. making the same angle with BA
as it does with DH, must cut the circumlcrenees of the E and
F circles at the same angle. Thus at E and F, the points

where AH cuts the E and F circles resj)ectively, the arcs of

those circles are parallel. Therefore an elemental disi)lace-
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ment of E and F from these positions would result in no

alteration of the ratio in which E divides AF.
But this is the chcaracteristic of a maximum or minimum

. FE
value of such a ratio. Hence the maximum efficiency is -^,;

and it has before been proved that the triangle ADE is similar

to one in which the sides homologous to AD, DE are the

electromotive forces themselves. Thus, for maximum effi-

ciency, the phases of/ must follow the phases of e by an

angle equal to (180° + ADE), or, which is the same thing,

precede them by (180°—ADE) or (tt—ADE). This, reduced

to time, is

(tt-ADE) ^^^ A ADE\
^^

"Iir \ IT ) '

DX
It is clear that -^ttt is the ratio of /' to e. The maximum

FE ^^ . . .

efficiency -r^ exceeds this ; and it is seen to do so in vu'tue

of the existence of a coefficient of self-indnction, the absence

of which would cause D to coincide with B.

Addendum.—Ancdytical Expressions.

The value of the maximum efficiency in symbols is

j^
1 + -^ cos /3

where tan/S= yr^. The fraction —; can be easily

- + cos B
e

shown to be greater than unity. And the angle ADE may
be calculated; if desired, as follows :

—

where

, sin B
tan;^=

cos /3 + -
e

[X ^s the angle DHA or BAH.]
Adapting to logarithms.
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Let f= cos a,
e

'

,
pin 6

tan % = -
_ /8 + a /3-a
2 cos --T— cos —5

—

There may be transmission of power from the source of e to

the source of/ oven when f> e, provided that /cos ^ is not > e;

as would appear at once from a geometrical construction on
the plan given above, and in any case the condition of maxi-
mum efficiency is one of stability.

T

V. Hoie on the Motion of a Gas " in Mass."

By Professor Tait*.

^HE objections raised by Mr. Burbury and Prof. Boltz-

mann to certain parts of my first paper on the Kinetic

Theory of Gases were such as 1 could understand ; and ni}--

reply to them seems to have been accepted as sufficient.

Mr. Burbury now (Phil. Mag. Dec. 1887) raises an objec-

tion, which I do not understand, to an assumption made
(after Clerk-Maxwell and Clausius) in my second paper. This

objection is based upon a Theorem which Mr. Burbury sup-

poses to have been established by Prof. Boltzmann. The
passage objected to is as follows (the italics are not in the

original) :
—" except in extreme cases, in which the

causes tending to disturb the ' special ' state are at least nearly

as rapid and persistent in their action as is the process of

recovery, we are entitled to assume that in every part

of a gas or gaseous mixture a local special state is maintained.

And it is to be observed that this may be accompanied by a

common translatory motion of the particles (or of each sepa-

rate class t of particles) in that region ; a motion which, at

each instant, may vary continuously in rate and direction

from region to region ; and which, in any one region, may
vary continuously with time. Tiiis is a sort of generalization

of the special state, and all that folloivs is based on the assump-
tion that such is the most general kind ofmotion ichich the parts

of the system can have, at least in any of the questions here

treated. Of course this translational s]>eed is not the same for
all 2>artides in any small jnirt of the syistem. It is merely an

* Communicated by the Autlior.

t The " classos '' here spi^keii of are diiferent kinds of gases, not (as in

Mr. liiirbuiy's paper) groups of particles of one gas which have nearly
the same speed.
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average, lohich is maintained in the same roughly approximate

manner as is the ' special state,'' and can like it he assumed to

hold with sufficient accuracy to he made the hasis of calculation.

The mere fact that a ' steady ' state, say of diffusion, can be

realized experimentally is a sufficient warrant for this assump-
tion ; and there seems to be no reason for supposing that the

irregularities of distribution of thetranslatory velocity among
the particles of a group should be more serious for the higher

than for the lower speeds, or vice versa. For each particle is

sometimes a quick, sometimes a slow, moving one:—and ex-

changes these states many thousand times per second. All

that is really required by considerations of this kind is allowed

for by our way of looking at the mean free paths for different

speeds."

I confess I cannot see how objection can possibly be taken

to this assumption when the question is that of the Viscosity

of a pure gas ; though Mr. Burbury specially mentions Vis-

cosity among the subjects which he considers to be on this

account erroneously treated in my paper. And it would
require, I think, a most determined sceptic to entertain a

doubt of its lawfulness in the question of Thermal Conduction,

also in a pure gas. In the matter of Diffusion some doubts

may possibly occur to one looking at it for the first time ; and
it was on that account that I inserted in my paper the w^ords

quoted above. To deny their validity would, I consider, be
tantamount to a wholesale repudiation of the statistical method
of treatment, which has done so much for questions of this

kind. Mr. Burbury departs from the statistical method in his

equation (1) by treating as a separate gas, icith its oion pres-

sures and resistances, the class of particles of one gas which
have speeds from v io v + Zv :—thus ignoring the community
of interests which the mutual collisions secure for all the par-

ticles of a gas. It might be lawful, though perhaps not very
useful, to treat thus a part of one gas ; but it must be a part

which contains particles with all varieties of speed in their

proper proportions.

But more. I think I have given a self-consistent, and
therefore accurate, solution of the problem of steady Diffusion

(at all events when the masses and the diameters of the

particles are the same in the two gases), basing my work
entirely on the assumption above. If Mr. Burbury can show
that solution to be erroneous, he may possibly make out

a presumptive case against the assumption on which it was
founded :—but not otherwise.
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VI. On Dedekind^s Theorem concerning the ^fot^on of a

Liquid Ellipsoid under its otvn Attraction. By A. E. H.
Love, Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge* ,

TT^HE interesting problem, to determine the general motion
I of a mass of liquid in the form of an ellipsoid which

moves, subject to its own attraction, in such a way as to remain

ellipsoidal and of constant volume, was the subject of a posthu-

mous paper by Dirichlet, edited, with additions, by Dedekind,

in Borchardt's Journal, vol. Iviii. (Iba'J).

Dirichlet set out from the assumption that the coordinates

of any liquid particle are at any instant linear functions of

their initial values, and showed that all the conditions could

be satisfied. The investigations of Greenbillf, completed by
Basset J, lead to the conclusion that the most general type of

motion within the ellipsoid can be thus expressed.

Dedekind's most important contribution to the subject is a

theorem of reciprocity, according to which there corresponds

to any given motion of the ellipsoid a certain other correlated

motion. It is the object of this Note to give a proof of this

theorem, and especially to discuss the motion which is thus

correlated with the well-known Jacobian form of the rotating

ellipsoid. This case of motion is usually referred to as
" Dedekind's ellipsoid ;" and the physical description of it is

that the ellipsoidal form remains fixed in space, while the

hqiiid moves about inside it. Regarded from a tidal point of

view, we might say that it corresponds to a case of a fixed

finite tide with no disturbing body.

Dedekind^s Theorem.

Let a, h, c be the axes of the ellipsoid at any time t, and

X, y, z the coordinates of a fluid j)article at this time referred

to axes fixed in space whose origin is at the centre of the

ellipsoid ; Oq, Iq, Cq, o-q, yo, ~o the initial values of these quan-

tities at time /= 0, and let us suppose that at this time the

axes of coordinates coincide with the axes of the ellipsoid.

Then we take

(1)
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where the nine quantities .^•,, j/i, . . . s's are functions of the

time, and initially Xi= aQ, y2= h, •^3= ^0; ''^"•i the rest are zero.

Then Dedekind's theorem states that another motion of the

elKpsoid will be expressed by the equations

A' =
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Again, solving (1)^ the equation of the free surface,

becomes

J.

A'

Here

1 r/ BA^ ^^ ^ ^^Wf BA^ bA BA\2

Also

---(0—

}

\d'>-2 B,'/3 B2/2B.'-3^ J

= xi^(.^'i^+yi^+^0A
that

Also A'= Jl;
A^'

thus

and M'o have to substitute this in (6).

By the principle of Least Action, the equations ai'e to be

found )jy making the integral

+ ^/^^S?(.r+// + .") + ^^^(7)

J {K^y'+i/i' +\' + ^V +i/2' + i^ + ^^3^ +^3^ + ^-3^) +X\ ^^t

stationary, subject to the condition A = constant.

Hence, taking a an arbitrary multiplier, the nine equations

of motion are of the type

^X ,
BA

.ri= ^+o-^—

.

(8)
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And since %, A are not altered by interchanging the rows and
columns of A, we have at once Dedekind''s theorem. It is

assumed that motions of the type (1) exist ; this was proved

by Dirichlet and Basset.

Dedekind's Ellipsoid.

The motion in Jacobi's ellipsoid, the fluid rotating as if

rigid, is expressed by

x^XoCoskt— T/QsinJct, ^= ,VQsmkt+^QCOS kt, z=-Zq.

The correlated Dedekind's form is given by

a.
X= .r^, cos ht + -ryo sin hi,

y= — .I'o
— sin kt+yQ cos kt,
ttQ

Z = Zr,.

(9)

The free surface is

h ~ -\

«o^ ^'o^ ^0^

= 1.

Since the motion is steady we may drop the suffix zero in

«0j ^0! ^0-

The Lagrangian equations are three, of the form

^s— +y =^+^'^ ^^ ^ -^ = ^,

where p is the density, p the pressure, and V the gravitation-

potential; so that

Y= TT/yp
dyfr

;0-.^ + -v|r b'^ + y^r c^ + ylr^

and the pressure

;.= const. +cr^l-^-^-^j.

With the usual notation,

and with the above values of w, y, z the equations of motion

become
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— k'^Lv cos Id— >/ -s'm/dj + (Ax co^ Id— Bi/- sinkn — '^^ =0j

—k^Lc y sill Id +y cos /./
) + (Kx j sin kt + By cos kt\— "-r^ = 0,

Cz„- ?^° =0.
Co

;,= const.+lC.'(l-|.-f-^),

and substituting for cr, we obtain two equations,

'^ [Aa^-Cc^-ytV) cos^ kt + (BA^-Cc^-A;^^^) sin^ /./]

a

ah

and

+ ^sin kt cos Id[Ka^-Bh^-k\a'-h'')']=Qi^

yj^^
[

(Aa2- Cc^- ^^a^) sin^ Id +{V,h^- Cc^- F^.^) cos^ Id']

h

+ -''
sin kt cos /ci [Aa2- B6^- A;2(a2- Z.^) ] = 0.

ab

which are both satisfied by

,2 Aa2-Cc^ B/>2-C6'2^= ^^~"= P ^^^)

These are the same conditions as those required for Jacobi's

ellipsoid.

Another very simple proof can be derived by Greenhill's

method. Su})pose the liquid occupying an ellipsoidal case to

be rotating, as if rigid, about the least ])rincipal axis with

angular velocity o), and let an equal and opi)Osite angular

vidocity be imparted to the case. We shall sliow that I)ede-

kind's condition is the condition that the surface may l)e free.

The velocity-potential of the motion set up by rotating the

case is a^—lr^

Thus the velocity-components of the liquid are

u= -coy-coy -^^,,

v= cox-cox-^—--^-

10= 0.
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The Eulerian equations of motion are

Giving

V-£+i.^[l-(«4-|J](..=+/,= const.

Since V= const. — ^(A.i-^ + Bj/^ + C^^), the surface

a- 0- c"*

can be free if

giving

„ 4a-7>2 Aa2-Cc2 Bi2_Cc2

which was the condition found before.

As this case of motion is A'ery interesting physically, and
Las only been discussed in memoirs devoted largely to other

objects, I have thought it worth while to give these proofs.

VII. The Effect jyroduced on the Thermoelecirical Pro-
perties of Iron when under Stress or Strain hy raisinq the

Temperature to Bright-red. By Hekbeet ToMLiNSON,i?.^.*

THE author has already had the pleasure of communicating
to the Physical Society t the results of some experi-

ments relating to a certain curious behaviour of iron wire
when under stress or strain at a temperature of bright red.

It was found that if the metal was under a slight stress either

of torsion or of flexure, there was apj)arenily a sudden
increase of elasticity when, on heating, the critical tempera-
ture had been reached ; that is to say, if the wire was under
a slight twisting stress it suddenly untwisted, and if under a

* Comnmriicated by tlie Physical Society ; read November 2C, 1887.

t Phil. Mag. vol. xxiv. Sept. 1887, p. 2o(3.
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slight bending stress it suddenly unbent. Corresponding

sudden changes in the op])osite direction occurred on cooling.

When, however, the wire was permanently (^trained and

relieved from stress the equally sudden changes which ensued

at the critical temperature were opposite in direction to the

changes produced when the wire was under stress ; namely,

a permanently twisted wire free from torsional stress would

suddenly twist further when, on heating, a temperature of

bright red was reached, and a permanently bent wire would
suddenly bend further. Likewise the sudden changes which

took place on cooling were in opposite dii'ections for stress

and permanent strain : the permanently twisted wire suddenly

untwisted, and the permanently bent wire unbent.

Those sudden changes were regarded as probably indicating

equally sudden changes in the molecular architecture of iron
;

and experimental evidence was brought forward to prove

that the temperature at which the above-mentioned phenomena
occurred was not the same as that at which iron suddenly

loses its magnetic properties.

Again, Sir W. Thomson'^ arrived at the remarkable con-

clusion that when a permanent strain is left after the with-

drawal of the stress producing it, the residual thermoelectrical

effect is the reverse of the thermoelectrical effect which is

induced b}^ the stress and which subsists as long as the stress

acts.

The author was led by the above-mentioned considerations

to attempt to ascertain how far the thermoelectrical properties

of iron when under temporary stress or permanent strain

might be affected by raising the tempei-ature to a bright red.

Experiment I.

A piece of w^ell-annealed iron wire one millimetre in

diameter was subjected throughout half its length to a great

many turns of permanent torsion. It was then supported on
the ring of a retort-stand, being insulated from the latter

by paper, with the junction of the twisted and untwisted

portions in the centre of the ring. The free ends of the

iron wire were connected by silk-covered copper wire with

the terminals of a delicate reflecting-galvanometer of about

7 B.A. units resistance ; the two junctions between the iron

and copper being tied together and well wraj)ped uj)in tissue-

paper, which ser^•ed also to insulate them from each other.

The junction of the twisted and untwisted portions of the iron

wire was now heated slightl^-^ by a Bunsen's burner ; this

• " Electro-dynamic Qualities of Metals," Pbil. Trans. Tart IV. 1856.
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caused a deflection of the galvanometer, indicating a current

from the strained to the unstrained portion through the hot

junction, as already found by Sir William Thomson. The
flame of the burner, which was placed underneath the junc-

tion, was at first kept small, but was afterwards increased

by degrees. At about dull red temperature the deflection

nearly ceased to increase, but as soon as the wire assumed

a bright red colour, the light reflected from the mirror of the

galvanometer went off the scale. The adjusting magnet
was therefore used to bring the spot of light back on to

the scale in the hope of getting a fairly steady deflection;

but this was found to be impossible, the light frequently

changing its position by fits and starts and sometimes going

over to the other side of the scale. The reason of this un-

steadiness will be explained later on.

The experiment was repeated with a second piece of the

same wire similarly treated, with this difference, however,

that after slightly heating the junction to observe the

direction of the deflection, a large resistance was introduced

into the galvanometer circuit. By this means the variations

of the sudden deflection again produced at the temperature

of bright red were much diminished, and a moment of fair

steadiness Avas seized to remove the burner and allow the wire

to cool. Almost immediately after the removal of the burner

the light on the scale, after pausing slightly, went suddenly

in the opposite direction.

The experiment was repeated some six or seven times w^ith

different pieces of the same wire, but always with like results.

Experiments similar to the above were tried with other

pieces of the same iron wire, to which permanent strain Avas

imparted by hammering transversely, by stretching longi-

tudinally, or by bending the wire into coils of small diameter.

In all these experiments the thermoelectrical currents pro-

duced by moderate heating were, as Sir W. Thomson has

already found, from the strained to the unstrained through

the hot junction, and in all there was a very sudden increase

of the current when, on being heated, the wire became bright

red, and an equally sudden decrease when the wire was

cooled.

Experiment II.

Two pieces of the same wire were arranged as in fig. 1 (p. 48)

.

Aj Bi, Ag B2 are two wires brazed together at C and looped at

Ai,Bi and A2, Bj; from Bj and B^ the wires continue to D,

where they are joined to the connecting wires of the galva-

nometer G- ; D was well wrapped up in tissue-paper. Bi Si,
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Bg 83 aro pieces of strong string fastened at S], So to the ring

of a retort-stand weighted at the bottom. From A^ passes

a string over a pulley P, and to the end of this string a

weight of 1 kilo, was attached ; from A2 passes another string

to a support so as to hold up the portion A2C of the wire A2,

Bg. The two wires Ai Bi, A2 B2 lie in the same horizontal

plane ; to the left of C they are covered with sand from C to a

distance of 10 centims. To the right of C for a distance of

about 3 centims. the wires are bare, but beyond this for

about 7 centims.' are covered with sand ; the sand is sus-

tained on two stands placed to the right and left of C.

First, the junction C was slightly heated b}^ a burner, and

as the weight of 1 kilo, was not sufficient for the moderate

temperature then used to produce any sensible thermoelectrical

effect, the end Ai was pulled rather hard by the hand to

ascertain what would be the direction of the thermoelecti'ical

current due to the stress ; this direction was found to be from
the unstressed to the stressed wire through the hot junction,

as Thomson had already found. A rather large resistance

was then introduced into the galvanometer circuit for the

purpose of diminishing the sensibility of the instrument, and
the parts of the uncovered wires to the right of C were raised

to the temperature of bright red. Immediately this temi)era-

ture was reached, there was a sudden start of the galvanometer-

needles, indicating that the stretched wire had suddenly be-

come more negative relatively to the unstretched wire. When
the wires were allowed to cool there was, alter a short pause,

an equally sudden deflection in the o})posite direction.

The weight of 1 kilo, was now su]»])orted by blocks placed

underneath it, and the junction C was again heated to a

bright red. At the critical tem])erature there was again a

sudden deflection, now indicating that the wire, Avhich had
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been previously permanently lengthened by the 1 kilo, weight

at the bright red temperature, was rendered suddenly more
positive relatively to the unstrained wire. When the wires

were allowed to cool there was, after a short pause, an equally

sudden deflection in the opposite direction. This experiment

was repeated with three different pairs of wires and with the

same results.

It has been mentioned in Experiment I. that as soon as the

temperature reached a bright red the deflection of the galva-

nometer frequently altered by fits and starts, and was even at

times strongly reversed in direction. This circumstance con-

stituted a difficulty in all the experiments, and was presently

found to be due to slight shiftings of the flame of the burner

from slight draughts in the room. Hot iron at any tempera-

ture is thermoelectrically negative to cold iron ; but when the

temperature reaches a bright red there is such a sudden
accession of negativeness that if we lay a piece of iron at

this temperature upon another piece of cool iron there is

developed an electromotive force which, thermoelectrically

considered, is very large.

Experiment III.

In fig. 2 A is a piece of the same iron wire connected with

one terminal of a condenser C having a capacity of one third

Fio-. 2.

hat/

of a microfarad ; B is a second piece of the same iron wire
connected by insulated copper wire with one terminal of a
reflecting-galvanometer G having a resistance of about 6,000
B.A. units; the other terminals of the condenser and galvano-
meter are connected together with insulated copper wire.

The free end of B was heated in a burner nearly to a white
heat, and then, having first been removed from the flame, was
quickly placed on the free end of A; immediately there was a
deflection of the spot of light on the galvanometer-scale

Phil Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 152. Jan, 1888. E
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through 10 divisions, showing that the condenser was being

charged. Ahiiost iniiiictliately after B had touched A, it was
removed, and after allowing isufficient time lor the wires to

cool B was again placed on A, when a deflection througli 10

divisions of the scale in the o])j)Osite direction indicated the

discharge of the condenser. This experiment was repeated

several times with fairly uniform results; and by comparing

the deflection thus obtained with that produced by a Danieirs

cell, it was ascertained that the E.M.F. produced by putting

iron at a bright red temperature on iron at about 15° C. was
one twentieth of a volt, i. e. considerably more than twice as

much as would be developed in a single element of bismuth

and antimony with one junction at 100° C. and the other at

0" C.

It has long been known that hot iron is negative to cold

iron, and this seems to be so at all temperatures, but it has

not, the author believes, been noticed before* how very

suddenly the negativeness is increased when the temperature

reaches a bright red. If the wire B be heated to a tempera-

ture between dull red and bright red before being placed on
A, there is a current from A to B which can be readily

detected if the condenser be cut out and the galvanometer

connected directly with A and B, but no effect whatever could

be detected when the condenser was used as in the experiment.

Experiment IV.

A piece of the same iron wire was connected directly with

the two terminals A, B of a reflecting galvanometer of 7 B.A.
units resistance (fig. 3). A portion C D of the wire was

Fig. 3.

heated above a bright red by a burner, and as soon as the

required temperature had been reached the burner was

• Unless we except Prof. P. G. Tait's observations, which will be
referred to presently.
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stiifted suddenly and slightly towards C; almost immediately

afterwards the light darted off the scale of the galvanometer,

indicating a strong current from A to D through C. The
portion C D was again heated above a bright red temperature,

and the burner then was shifted suddenly towards D ; the

deflection of the galvanometer needle was now strong in tlie

opposite direction, showing a current from B to C through D.
Experiment III. furnishes the clue to the ex])lanation of

the phenomenon described in Experiment IV. The portion

C D, when at a bright red, is thermoelectrically negative to

the rest of the iron wire, and is in fact like a different metal.

So long, however, as the flame of the burner is kept in one

position the temperature at C will be the same as at D, and
there will be no current ; but directly we shift the burner

towards C we make C hotter than before, whilst D cools more
or less, and we get a current from A to D through C.

We also see why a slight draught of air blowing the flame

of the burner towards C or D may suddenly generate a strong

current in one direction or the other and may completely

mask the phenomena recounted in Experiments I. and II.

Experiment IV. may be varied in several ways, thus :—If

we keep the flame steadily burning so as to maintain C D at

a high temperature, and allow a small stream of water to flow

down on C, we o-et a continuous current from B to C throuoh

D, and if we shift the stream to D we reverse the current.

Or, instead of the stream of water, we may blow with a small

pair of bellows at C or D.
What connexion there may be between the above-men-

tioned phenomena and the discovery of Professor P. G.
Tait that the thermoelectrical diagram of iron cuts that of

iridium-platinum at least three times below a low white heat*,

that is to say that an iron and iridium-platinum circuit has at

least three neutral points, does not quite appear.

In conclusion, it may be said that the investigation serves still

further to confirm the author in his opinion that a sudden
and profound change takes place in the molecular arrange-

ment of iron at a temperature of bright red.

* Heat, by P._ G. Tait, § 199. Also Trans. E. S. E. 1873, for similar

peculiarities in nickel at lower temperatures. The author has failed to

observe in nickel wire any such phenomena as those mentioned in

Experiments I. and II.

E 2
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VIII. On the Theorij of Electric Emloamoae and other Allied

Phenomena, and on the Existence of a Sliding Coefficient for

a Fluid in contact ivith a Solid. By Professor Horace
Lamb, M.A., F.R.S.*

THE laws governing the electric transport of conducting

li(|nids through the walls of porous vessels or along

capillary tubes, and other related phenomena, have been in-

vestigated experimentally by Wiedemann f and Quincke},

and explained by the latter writer on the assumjition of a

contact ditforonce of potential between the fluid and its solid

boundaries. Tbis explanation has been developed mathema-
tically by von Ilehnholtz in his well-known paper on el(;ctric

double layers §. Ai)i)lying the known laws of motion of

viscous fluids, he finds that the calculated results, so far as

they depend on quantities which admit of measurement, are

in satisfactory agreement with the experiments, and that the

values which it is necessary to assign to the contact difference

above spoken of are in all cases com])arable with the electro-

motive force of a Daniell's cell. Incidentally he arrives also

at the conclusion that in the cases considered there is no

slipping of the fluid over the surface of the solids with which

it is in contact.

In the present paper a slightly different view is adopted on

this latter point. It is assumed that a solid off'ers a very

great, but not an infinite, resistance to the sliding of a fluid

over it, and that this sliding is an essential factor in the ])he-

nomena referred to. On this modified hy[)othesis the various

cases treated by von Helmholtz are discussed, and in some
respects extended. In all cases the results differ from those

obtained by von Helmholtz by a factor //(/, where Z is a linear

magnitude measuring the " slip," and d is the distance between

the plates of an air-condenser equivalent to that virtually

formed by the opposed surfaces of solid and fluid. For in-

stance, comparing with the ex])erimental results of Wiede-
mann, von Hehnholtz infers that for a certain solution of

CUSO4 in contact with the material of a porous clay vessel,

E/D = l-77,

where E is the contact diff'erence of potential, and D the

• Communicated by the Author : read before Section A of the British

Association at th(! jNIanc-hester meetinrr, September 1, 1887.

t I'ofTf,'. AiDi. Ixxxvii. 18'):2, and xcix. 1850.

\ Ihid. oxiii. 1801. An excellent summary is given in Wiodemaim's
Ei'ktricHiit, ii. p]>. lfi(i pf scq.

§ Wied. Ann. vii. l87U; or Collected Papers, i. p. 855.
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E.M.F. of a Daniell's cell. Ou the views adopted in this

paper the inference would be

—

D'd=^'^'-

Since this involves two unknown ratios, no such definite con-

clusion as to the value of E can be drawn ; but it is evident

that the phenomena are consistent even with very small

values of E/D, provided Z be a sufficient multi})le of d. Since

this quantity d is of molecular order of mao-nitude (com-
parable probably with 10^*^ centim.), I may still be so small

that the effects of slipping would be entirely insensible in

such experiments as those of Poiseuille.

1. In Wiedemann's experiments the poles of a galvanic

battery were connected with two metal plates immersed in a

conducting liquid (for instance, copper plates in a solution of

CUSO4) and separated by a porous partition. In one set of

experiments the liquid was maintained at the same level on
the two sides, and the amount carried by " electric endos-

mose " through the pores was measured by the overflow on
the further side. This amount was found to be proportional

to the total amount of electricity conveyed by the current,

and independent of the area or of the thickness of the porous

partition. For solutions of the same salt, but of different

degrees of concentration, the amount of fluid carried across

was roughly proportional to the specific electric resistance.

As typical of this class of experiment von Helmholtz con-

siders the case of a straight tube of uniform section, made of

insulating material, and containing a liquid through which
an electric current is made to flow. Taking the axis of x
parallel to the length of the tube, let 71 be the velocity of the

fluid at any point, /a the coefficient of viscosity, jS the co-

efficient of sliding friction of the fluid in contact with the

wall of the tube. Considerino; the forces actino- on a thin

surface film, and denoting by d7i an element of the inwardly

directed normal, we find

—

/£-^u + X=0, ..;...(!)
where the first term is due to the fluid friction on the inner

surface of the film, the second to the friction between the

outer surface and the tube, while the third term represents

the external forces reckoned per unit area. In all ordinary

liydrodynamical questions the latter term is absent, but in

the present case we have forces due to the fall of potential

along the tube, acting on the superficial layer. Let E be the
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excess of potential of the liquid in contact with the wall of

the tube over that of the wall itself. It has been pointed out

by von Helniholtz that a discontinuity of ])otential implies the

existence, over the surface of discontinuity, of a "double

layer " of ])ositive and negative electricity (analogous to the

magnetic shells of Ampere), the diflPerence of jiotential on the

two sides ])eing ecpial to Air times the electrical nwment of the

layer. We therefore suppose that in our present case there

exists in a thin superficial stratum of the fluid a distribution

of electricity whose amount per unit area is p, say, whilst in

a thin superficial stratum of the solid there is a complementary

distribution —p. If d denote (in an obvious sense) the mean
distance between these distributions, we have

E =477/3(7,

or

p=cE (2)

if

c =l/4:7rd,

that is, c denotes the capacity per unit area of the quasi-

condenser formed by the opposed surfaces of solid and fluid.

For the case of metallic electrodes (platinum, mercury) in

contact with acidulated water, von Helmholtz and Lij)pmann

have independently found the value of d to be comparable

with 10~^ centim., and we may reasonably suppose it to be

of a similar order of magnitude in the cases at present under

consideration.

If cp denote the electric potential at any point in the interior

of the fluid, we have

^=-p!t. («)

If Q bo the sectional area of the tube, J the electric current

through it, a the specific resistance of the liquid, we have, by
Ohm's law

—

d.c Q ^^

When the motion has become steady, there being no dif-

ference of fluid pressure between the two ends of the tube,

the velocity u will be uniform over the section, so that the

equation (1) becomes

/3"=^p ' ^^^

and therefore the total flux per second is

atU=wQ-^/e (6)
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Since in most cases the flux is in the positive direction of the
electric current, we must assume that, as a rule, E is positive,

i. e. the fluid is positive relatively to the soKd *.

To compare with von Helmholtz^s result let us write

c= \/4.ird (7)
as before, and

1^1^= 1 (8)

The constant I, which is of the nature of a line, measures, as

it were, the facility of slipping. In ordinary hydrodynamical
problems, in which there is no question of external surtace-

forces, the surface condition (1) reduces to

«=4: w
The motion will then be sensibly the same as it would be on
the hypothesis of no slipping, provided a layer of thickness I

were removed from the surface of the solid and replaced by
fluid, it being supposed that I is small compared with all the

dimensions of the space occupied by the fluid.

On making the substitutions (7) and (8), the formula (6)
becomes

u=^-a-^. (10)

which differs from von Helmholtz's result only in containing

the factor l/d.

In one respect the difference between the view here taken

and that adopted by by von Helmholtz is little more than

verbal. Von Helmholtz considers that the velocity u is

practically uniform over the section of the tube, except near

the wall, where it falls rapidly to zero. The stratum within

which this fall is supposed to take place is that occupied by
the (probably) molecular charges of electricity, whose aggre-

gate is represented by p. The two views might perhaps be

reconciled by interpreting von Helmholtz's investigation as

virtually a proof that l^=d, if it were not for the assumption

that the equations of motion of a viscous fluid, as well as the

electrostatic equation

(where '^'^= d?Jdx^-\-d^/dy'^ + d?/dz^, and e is the volume-

density of free electricity), may be supposed to hold through

* The most noteworthy exception appears to be oil of turpentine in

contact with glass or clay. In contact with sulphur, on the other hand,

it appears to he positive (Quincke).
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the tliickness of the stratum in question. Since these equa-
tions are only true in a statistical sense, when the hnear
elements dx, dy, dz are taken to be large in comparison with
the average distance between neighbouring molecules, whereas
the thickness of the stratum is ahnost certainly not more than

a very moderate nuihi})le of this distance, it seems doubtful

whether they can fairly be pressed into service in the manner
indicated.

Although we have only somewhat vague probabilities to

guide us, it appears reasonable to suppose, from what we
know of contact ditferences of potential in cases where they
can be measured, that the ratio E/D will not very greatly

exceed or tjill below unity ; that it will lie, say, between about
'1 and 10. If this be so, the comparison of our theory with
the observations entitles us to say that the sliding coetficient

I is at all events of the same order of magnitude as d. If

for water in contact with glass I were equal to 10~^ centim.,

this would make
/3= /x//=l-4xlO''C.G.S.

;

in other words, the shearing-stress necessary (in the absence
of electrical surface-forces) to produce a sliding of one centi-

metre per second would be 1"4 megadynes per square centim.

It follows that the effects of slii)j)ing would be utterly insen-

sil)le in ordinary hydrodynamical questions, e. g. the experi-

ments of Poisouille. The slipping leads to appreciable results

in the cases at present in view, only in consequence of the

relatively enormous electrical forces acting on the superficial

film, and dragging the fluid (as it were) by the skin, through
the tube.

The formula} (6) may be written:

—

Flux of liquid _ ccE
Flux of electricity " ~J~

^'

In this form it can be shown to be true, under a certain

restriction, for a tube of varying section, for a network of

tubes, and even for the labyrinth of channels contained in the

walls of a ])orous vessel, ])rovided no difference of pressure be
allowed to establish itself on the two sides.

Let denote, as before, the electric potential at any point

of the fluid. It will appear that all the conditions of our
problem will be satisfied if we suppose the motion of the fluid

to be irrolaiional, the •velocity-i)otential
;^^

being everywhere
projjortional to </).

Since V'X = 0, the equations of steady small motion of a
viscous litjuid, viz.
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(12)

are satisfied by p= const. To form the boundary condition

corresponding to (1), let ds be a linear element drawn on tlio

surface in the direction of the flow of liquid, and therefore

also of electricity. Wo obtain

where /is the rate of shear in a plane through ds normal to

the surface. If / be small in comparison with the linear

dimensions of the channels, the first term of this equation

may, in the cases at present under consideration, be neglected

in comparison with the rest*, so that (13) is satisfied provided

X=-l^ (14)

everywhere. Hence the flow of liquid is everywhere in the

same direction as that of electricity, and stands to it in the

ratio of % to — <^/cr, that is in the ratio o-p//3. The formula (11)
embraces all the laws discovered experimentally by Wiedemann
for the electric transport of liquids through porous vessels.

2. If a difterence of pressure obtains between the two sides

of a porous wall, or between the two ends of a capillary tube,

the flux above calculated must be superposed on that which
would be maintained (as in Poiseuille's experiments) by this

* To see tliis, take the origin at any point of the boundary, and the

axis of z along the normal, and let the equation to the boundary then be

If the axis of x be in the direction of the flow at 0, we have to prove that

l<Px^/dxdz may be neglected in compai'ison Avith d^/dc, It is proved in

the appendix to this paper that at U we must have

dw 4 , -n

dx
and therefore

dxdz ax

which proves the statement made above, when I is small in comparison
with the radii of curvature of the wall.
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difference of pressure in the absence of electrical forces. This

follows at onco from the linearity of the equations. Wiede-
mann and Quincko have made experiments in which the

fluxes of ll(|uid due to the two causes just balance one another,

the subject of measurement being the difference of pressure

which exists between the two sides when this equilibrium is

established. In Wiedemann's experiments the difference of

pressure maintained in this way between the two sides of a

porous [)artition was found to vary directly as the strength of

the electric current, inversely as the area of the porous wall,

and directly as its thickness. For solutions of different

degrees of concentration the pressure was proportional to the

electric resistance.

In the case of a tube of uniform circular section treated by
von Helmholtz, taking the axis of x along the axis of the tube,

and using cylindrical coordinates a", r, the first of the equations

(12) becomes

dp /d^u 1 du\ .^ ,

.

^•=K^7^ + r^j ^^'^

Here /> is a function of x only, ic one of r only. Hence each

side of the equation must be constant and =P/L, where L is

the length of the tube, and P the difference of pressure between

its ends. Hence

Determining so that the integral flux across the section is

zero, we find

«=i|L('^-f) (1«)

The velocities close to the wall and in the axis of the tube are

equal and opposite. The surface condition, viz.

dll a ^4* r\ /ir-\

leads, since
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If A denote the E.M.F. along the tube, and if we neglect the

small term //R in the denominator, we get

which again diflFers from von Helmholtz's result only in con-
taining the factor I'd. The comparison with Quincke's expe-

riments on the discharge of Leyden jars, &c., through a column
of liquid in a slightly inclined capillary tube can then be made
exactly as in von Helmholtz's pa})er.

The result contained in (18) can be generalized. Taking,

for example, the case of a porous vessel, it has been shown
that the flux of liquid due to electrical causes is

—p-- X flux of electricity.

The flux due to the difierence of pressure P on the two sides is

-P/K,

where K is a constant depending on the form and arrange-

ment of the channels and on the values of /x and j3. This

constant might be called the " hydraulic resistance " of the

system of channels. Equating the total flux of liquid to zero,

we find

P= —^— X flux of electricity. . . (19)

For a tube of uniform circular section we have, neglecting ^/R,

leading to our previous result.

3. Quincke has also made observations on the motion of

fine particles, suspended in a liquid through which electric

currents are flowing. For instance, in the case discussed in

§ 2, where, under the influence of an electric current, the fluid

in a tube of circular section flows (as a rule) forwards along
the walls and backwards along the axis, the integral flux across

any section hemg zero, he tound, using a glass tube '4 millim.

in diameter, that for a certain strength of current the particles

near the axis move backwards, whilst those near the walls

move forwards, though with less velocity. For stronger cur-

rents the motion of the suspended particles is everj-where
backwards, but more rapid the nearer to the axis. In nar-

rower tubes the motion was everyAvhere backwards, even with
the feeblest currents which were sutficient to produce percep-
tible motion at all.
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Those phenomena have been explained in a general manner
by Quincke and von Helmholtz. If E denote the contact

difference of potential bet\ve(ni the solid particle and the fluids

we have electrifications + cE on the opposed surfaces, Avhich

are therefore urged in opposite directions by the electric

forces whose components are —d<f)/dx, —d(f)/di/, —d(p/dz.

The principles of this paper lead to a very simple expression

for the velocity of an isolated particle when the motion has
become steady, viz., the velocity relative to the iluid in this

neighbourhood is in the direction of the electric current, and
its amount is

V--CW/3, (20)

where C denotes the gradient of electric potential and p, /3,

have the same meanings as before. To prove this, take the

axis of X parallel to the general direction of the electric cur-

rent in the neighbourhood of the particle. The problem is

virtually unaltered if we suppose the fluid to flow with the

general velocity —V past the solid, which is at rest. The
electric potential at a distance from the solid will be of the

form
<^=-Ca.+ So + S_2+ S_3 + , . . . (21)

where So, S_2, S_3 .... are solid harmonics of the degrees
indicated. These latter terms represent the disturbance of

the otherwise uniform flow of electricity by the presence of

the insulating solid particles. It will be found that all the

conditions of our problem are satisfied by supposing the fluid

motion to be irrotational. We therelbre write for the velocity

potential at a distance

^=_Y.^ + To + T_2 + T_3 + . . . . (22)

where To, T_2, T_3 . . . are solid harmonics. The surface

condition will be of the form (13), in wdiich we may neglect

the first term if we suppose the quantity / defined by (b) to

be small in comparison with the dimensions of the particle*.

Hence the condition is satisfied provided

X=-$<l>> (23)

and therefore

V=-CV/^ (24)

In order to satisfy ourselves that the assumption (23) makes

* For the case of a .split-rc of a radius K, I iind without making this
approximation that

V=--/'(1+-V,K)-
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the resultant force and couple on the sphere equal to zero, it

will be sufficient to show that the force and couple-resultants

of the stress across a closed surface 2i drawn in the fluid and
just enclosing- the solid are zero. Using a common notation

for the components of stress at any point of the fluid we have

where /> is constant, by (12). The resultant stress parallel to

X across the complete boundary 2 of any space occupied by
fluid is

whore I, m, n are the direction-cosines of the normal to any
element d^ of the boundary. This surface-integral is equal

to the volume-inteirral

JJJ'(%-t^^)'^^"^"
taken throughout the interior of %, which vanishes, by (25),
since V"%— 0. In a similar manner it may be shown that

the couple-resultant of the stress across S is zero. Now let

2 be made up of the surface ^i above defined, and of a sphere

Sg of infinite radius, having its centre at the origin. It

Ibllows that the stresses across 2i are statically equivalent to

those across So. And it easily follows from {"I'l) that the

latter stresses are in equilibrium.

It is remarkable that the velocity (24) is independent of

the size or shape of the particle, so long as its dimensions are

large in comparison with I. This velocity is, of course, to be

superposed on that of the fluid in the neighbourhood. For
instance, in the circumstances of Quincke's experiments we
have

and, therefore, for a suspended particle of the same nature as

the walls of the tube we should have for the absolute velocity

the value

_3 ctJ cE

2 7rK2
• ^

when the particle is in the axis, and
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_1 o-J cE

when it is near tlio walls^.

4. We may next consider the electromotive forces produced

by the ])assago of a liquid through a capillary tube or a porous

diaphragm. This subject has been studied experimentally by

Quincke, Edlund, Haga, Clark, and more recently by Dornf,

the general result being that the potential is higher on the

side where the pressure is least by an amount proportional to

the difi'erence oF pressure. Tlie phenomenon is ascribed to a

sort of electric convection, the superficial electrified layer of

fluid carrying its charge with it as it slides over the walls of

the channels. In the case of a straight uniform tube, for

instance, there is in this way a transfer of positive electricity

along the walls, from the near to the farther end, which is

compensated, if no other path is open, by conduction back-

wards through the column of liquid in the tube. If the tube

be of varying section there will be a tendency also to con-

vergence of positive or negative electricity by convection at

intermediate points, and a consequent establishment of
" sources '^ and " sinks ^' as regards the conducting mass of

fluid in the interior.

Taking the case of a tube of circular section, through which

fluid is forced by an excess of pressure P, and using the same
notation as in § 2, we find by the ordinary theory of Poi-

seuille's experiments

M=^(R2-r2 + 2/xR//3). . . . (26)

Hence the total quantity of electricity carried per second

along the wall of the tube is

27rEp . ur = -^. p.

If no other conducting channel is open the electricity thus

carried forward Avill return by ordinary conduction through

the column of liquid in the tube. Since the resistance of

this column is o-L/ttR^, the difference of potential between
the ends of the tube is

|-^E (27)

* It is to bo noticed that one of Quincke's observations remains unex-

plained, viz., tlie fact tliat in suillciiMitly ^^•ide tubes tlie direction of motion

of particles near the walls vaiied with tlie strength of the current.

•f For references see Wiedemaun, Elektrkitiit, ii. pp. 153 et seq.
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If E is positive (as it appears to be in most cases ) the higher

potential is at the end towards which the liquid is forced.

With the same substitutions as before, this becomes

4^-^^ (2»)

dififerinor from von Helmholtz's result by the factor Jjd, as in

the previous cases*.

This result does not involve the dimensions of the tube, and
may therefore be surmised, like that contained in (10), to be
of much wider application than to the particular form of

channel above considered. It may be shown, in fact, that if

a liquid is forced by pressure through any system of channels

M'ith homogeneous walls, and no external path is provided for

the electricity set free at various points of these, the resulting

distribution of electric potential is given by

(/)=-^7; + const (29)

In the first place it follows from (12) that this value of ^
satisfies

\/^(f>
= ().

We have next to take account of the fact that the integral

amount of electricity which, in consequence of the shpping of

the superficial film of liquid, crosses the contour of any
elementary area rfS of the wall is not in general accurately
zero, and that each such element dS must be regarded, in

relation to the conducting mass of liquid, as a (positive or

negative) " source " of electricity. If the origin be taken in

this element, and the axis of z normal to it, the strength of
this source is

or

div ^-rdb.
dz

Now at the origin we have

lu dio\
I .... (30)

zf=0 ->>

_./du dio\
I

\dz dx)
]

, /'dv dio \

* Dorn infers from a comparison of his experimental results with von
Helmholtz's formula that for water in contact with the 2iass of his tubes
ED=3-9, about.
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and if / bo small in comparison with the radii of curvature

of the walls &c., we may neglect the second terms in the

brackets*. Under the same circumstances we shall also

have, approximately,

du_ , (Pu ^

dx dzdx I

dv^^dS^
I

^^^^

dy dzdy J

so that the expression for the strength of the " source

"

becomes

_ / d^u d'v \

P\Laiz'^ dydzP
or

,d?w

P^d?'

We may further neglect d^wjdx^, d'^wjdif in comparison

with d^icjdz^, so that the last expression may be written

which equals

pi dp

/u, dz

by (12). Hence (29) makes
1 d(h

source = r»
(T dz

which is the proper surface condition for ^.

5. A similar investigation a})plies to the electromotive

forces called into play by the motion of solid particles through

a liquid. This ])henomenon, which is in a sense the converse

of that discussed in § 3, has been observed by Dorn in the

case of grains of sand or glass beads descending by gravity

through a vertical column of water. For the case of steady

motion the fornmla (29) shows that the top of the colunm
will be at a higher ])otential than the base by an amount
equal to o-p//3 times the jiressure per unit area of the base due

to the solid particles. This pressure is ecpial to the effective

weight {i. €., the gravity minus the buoyancy) of the ])articles

vertically over the unit area. In Dorn's exj)eriments the

observed excess of potential was in fact positive, in accordance

with the general rule that p (and therefore E) is positive, but

the data are not sufficient for further com})arison with theory.

* Tho juHtification of these aud tlie following appioxiuialions is given

in tho A ppeudix.
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The details of ilie process may be illustrated by the cas<^ of

a spherical particle. If r denote the distance from the centre,

6 the angular distance from the lowest radius, the stream-

function for the relative motion is of the form

^=/^+Br-iV7'2^sin'^6», .... (32)

where V is the velocity of the sphere. The relative velocity

of the fluid over the surface is therefore

if R be the radius, in consequence of the slipping, the zone

bounded by 6 and 6 + dd gains electricity at the rate

-p~{^irK^md.^)dd.

Dividing by the area '"lirW sin 6 . dd of the zone, we find that

each point of the spherical surface is, in regard to the sur-

rounding conducting mass, a source of electricity of strength

2 /A B „\ .

per unit area. Now

A/R^=-iV/(l + 3//R) -1

B/R = |V(l + 2//R)/(l + 3?/R)J' "
' ^

'

whence, for the strength of the source,

3V- j^ ^/> cos ^, (^^)

approximately. The corresponding potential at any point of
the fluid is therefore of the form

, Ccos6>
0= —

j^
— + const., (36)

* " Motion of Fluids," § 185. I take occasion to correct the final result
(4G) of the article referred to. The dis-^ipatiou of energy by sliding
friction has heen overlooked. Allowing for this I now find, in the uota"
tion there employed,

P =6;xaV . (l+ 2/x//3«)/(l +3^,^a).

If /i/^fi(= //o) be small, this is equal to the resistance which would be ex-
perienced by a sphere of radius a -I'm the absence of .slipping.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 152. Jan. Ib8a. F
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with the conditiou that at the surface

whence
C= -|<7VR/p (37)

If we neglect the sHpping, the hydrodynamical theory gives

;^=|/iVR.^+ const., .... (38)

so that the relation (29) is verified.

6. It is to be noticed that a comparison of the results of

§ 1 with those of § 4 indicates the existence of a Dissipation-

Function ; and from this point of view the connexion between
the various classes of phenomena discussed in this paper may
be very concisely exhibited. Considering, for instance, the

case of a porous diaphragm, and distinguishing the two sides

of it by the letters A and B, let P be the excess of pressure,

and V that of electric potential, in the fluid on the side A.
If U be the quantity of fluid, J that of electricity, which is

transferred per second from A to B, then the rate of dissipa-

tion of energy is

2F=PU + VJ (39)

Now P and V are obviously linear functions of U and J, say

P=KU + /cJ1

where K is the hydraulic and R the electric resistance of the
system of channels. In the case of § 1 we have P = and
therefore

whilst in § 2, U=0, and therefore

P= «J.

Again, in the case of § 4 we have J= 0, and therefore

V=\U=^.P.

The results we have obtained show that

K=\=—Ko-pJji (41)
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Hence we have

(42)

where

F =iKU3-^UJ + iIU^; . . . (43)

that is, F possesses the characteristic property of a dissipation-

fuuctiou*. If we had been entitled, «/»nor/, to assert the

existence of such a function, the laws of the phenomena con-

sidered in § 4 could have been deduced from those of § 1.

If the suffixes j and 2 refer to the circumstances of two

different experiments, we have

PiTJo + V,J3=P3Ui + V2Ji. . . . (44)

In particular if Pi= 0, J3= 0,

as is otherwise evident from (41) and the preceding equations.

I do not know whether experiments on the electric trans-

fusion of liquids through a porous diaphragm, and on the

electromotive forces developed by difference of pressure between
the two sides, have ever been made with the same apparatus.

In any future experiments on these subjects, the testing of

the reciprocal relation (45) would be of interest, and would
apparently not present rny great difficulty.

Appendix.

I give here the proofs of certain relations which hold be-
~

tween the fluid velocities u, v, lo, and their space-derivatives

at any point of a rigid boundary. Some of these have been
employed in §§ 1 and 4.

Taking the origin on the boundary, and the axis of z along

the normal, let the equation to the boundary be

2= i(Aa;2 + 2Ba^3/ -1- Cf) + 1 (F«3 + SGx'y + SBxf -I- Kif) + . (46)

Let us first express the kinematical condition that the velocity

in the direction of the normal is zero at all points of the wall.

The direction-cosines of the normal at any point {x, y) near

* See Rayleigh's ' Sound,' i. § 81.

F2
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(47)
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the origin are

- (Bo; + Cy)-KG^' + 21% + K?/-

1- i
(A^ + By) 2- i(Ba; + C?/)

2

a})proximatoly. The condition in question therefore is

-]A..+ B3/ + i(F.f2 + 2G.ry + H/)j{u+^.r+ ^y+...}

-{B^+ Cy + i(G..^ + 2H.ry + %2)}{r+^.r +|V + ...}

-^^(S^^^^
rf^t^

where the symbols ?<, v, ic, &c., denote the values of these

quantities at the origin. It follows that

ax I

dy

(48)

d^w , dio „ „ r. I,
du r.-ndr „ >i

-j-g +A 3 Fw-Gr-2A;T — 2B-r-=0,
d.c^ dz dx dx

d^w .-Tfdiv dn t, Z''^" , 'M n ^'' a ^ t hx\

ci^(/y dz dy \dx dyJ dx

d^w ^dw -u- ^ oT)^" ori^^' n
rfy-^ a^ ay dy J

Take next the dynamical boundary conditions. At the

origin these are*

j/'du dtc\ ']

"='(s+,iiJ' I

(50)

''='(e+S> I
* We are liore considering cases where, as in §§ 4, 5, the electric

surface-forces may he neglected, heing of the second order.
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Substituting the values of dwjdx, dwjdy from (48), wo see

that if we neglect /A, ZB, IG in comparison with unity, we
Lave

u=i';\
]''
> (51)

'=1
dv

v= i ^,
Iz^ J

Hence, if q denote the velocity parallel to a tangent-line at any
point P of the wall, we have at P

dq
9= 1 1 >' dn

(52)

or, if Xi, /xj, Vi be the direction-cosines of the normal, and

^2j 1^2) ^2 those of the tangent-line,

d d
\2U+IJ^2V + V2lO= l(\^ ,- + H'\ 7^ + Vi ^j(A,2?*+/i2^' + ''2^f), (53)

in which of course X^, /i2j V2 are to be treated as constants

during the ditferentiations. Let us apply this to the case

when P is any point (.f, y) near the origin. The values

of Xj, /Aj, Vi for this case have been given in (47), whilst we
may write

X2 : A^2 • V2 =(f.i' : dy : (A.c -|- 'By)d.c + (B.v + Cy)dy + . .

.

Substituting in (53), and equating coefficients of d.v, dy, we
find

, . T> N 1 C ^ du dii dn

'

u + {A,r + By + .. .)ic= l\\j-+fMij- + Vi^
(. ax ay dz

>- (54)

. / A -r. \ A dw dw dw \ ~)

,„ /-i N , f ^ f^'^'
.

dv
,

dv
V -^ (B.r + Cy + .. .)«'= ^

I
^i ^, + /*i

,7^
+ "1 ^

,_ ^. / dw dw dw\
"I+ (B.,- + Cy + ...)(x,j;.+/^,j^ + n,;Jj.

In these equations n, v, iv, &c., denote the values of these

quantities at the point (./•, y), and must be expanded in terms

of x,y. Performing the expansions, and equating coefficients

of .V, y, we get the following four relations :

—
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(hi ^sdu . d-u . . dxd^^"— //'— A—— B -4- -—- +A—

^

dx~ \ dx dy dxdz dz /

dn^f^du_^du^P_^^dw^^^
d'l \ dx dy dydz dz J

X \ dx ay

dh
^j^.j.y

(55)

dv

dy

dii

=<-^S c$+ dh
+

f^dio\

^dFJ'dy dy dz

If we neglect lA, IB, IG, as before, these equations combined

with the equation of continuity-

reduce to

du dv dio_^

dx dy dz

du_, d'u

dx dx dz

du_ J
d^ii

dy dy dz

dv _ J
d^v

dx dx dz

dv _ , d'^v

dy~ dydz

(56)

J

If there is no slipping /= 0, and the preceding equations then

show that the following quantities all vanish at the origin

—

du du
"' d^' d^'

dv dv
"' di' d^'

dw dw dio d'lo d-io d-w

dx^ dy^ dz' dx^' dxdy' dy'^'

the last three quantities vanishing in virtue of (4:9). We may
therefore write in this case

—

^9 d'w
^''= dJ'

a result which must also hold good approximately when / is

not zero, provided it be small in comparison with the other

linear jnairuitudcs concerned.

w, —
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IX. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

[Continued fi-om vol. xxiv. p. 291.]

Nov. 9, 1887.—Prof. J. W. Judd, F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

T^HE following communications were read :

—

-*- 1. " Note on the so-called ' Soapstone ' of Piji." By Henry
B. Brady, F.K.S.

2. "On some Eesults of Pressure and of Intrusive Granite in

Stratified Palreozoic Iloclts near Morlaix, in Brittany." By Prof.

T. G. Bonney, D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S.

The Author briefly described the banded Palaeozoic slates in the

neighbourhood of MorJaix, and gave a general account of their micro-

scopic structure. They are greatly contorted and folded, and have
evidently undergone very severe pressure. The result of this, as it

appears to him, has been the development of minute scales of a

light-coloured mica, especially in the darker (originally argillaceous

bands) and certain corresponding changes in the more quartzoso

layers. The cleavage-planes often cut the surfaces of bedding and of

this micro-foliation, which are parallel, at high angles, and so are of

the nature of "Ausiveichunr/sclivage."

In certain places these banded slates, after they have attained the

aforesaid condition, have been aifected by intrusive granites. The
result has been the intensification of the changes which were already

incipient. The quartz granules have been doubled in size, the flakes

of mica have become four or five times as large, the black material

of the argillaceous bauds has been gathered into larger granules,

and seemingly reduced in quantity (probably by partial oxidation of

the carbon), and in some cases andalusite crystals or grains of con-

siderable size have been developed. The rock has become compara-
tively harc\ instead of friable, and the cleavage-planes are " soldered

up " by the development of mica along them. In its general aspect

one of these banded rocks (where free from andalusite) bears con-

siderable resemblance, macroscopic and even microscopic, to one of

the less coarsely crystalline, distinctly banded mica-schists, supposed

by many to occupy a rather high position in the Archaean series.

3, " On the Position of the Obermittweida Conglomerate." By
Prof. T. M-'K. Hughes, M.A., F.G.S.

The Author gave an account of a visit to the section at Ober-

mittweida, 50 miles S.W. of Dresden, where there is an apparent

intercalation of conglomerate and sandstone in a gneissic series.

West of the stream at Obermittweida there is seen a crushed but not

much altered conglomerate of felsite and other pebbles, above which
gneiss and mica-schist rest, apparently in true sequence nume-
rically. Below the conglomerate no rocks were seen, but at a little

distance to the eastward coarse flaked rauscovite-schists and gneissic

rocks were exposed, apparently underlying it. By a diagram the

Author showed how the conglomerate might belong to much newer
beds caught in a synclinal fold of the schists, and he advanced various

arguments in support of this explanation.
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:

—
4. " On the Obcrmittweida Conglonicrato : its Composition and

Alteration." By Tiof. T. CJ. Bonney, D.Sc, LL.D., F.U.S.,F.G.S.

The Autlior is indebted to Professor Hughes for tlic opportunity

of examining;; a tine series of sijccimens of this rock, collected by the

latter. The pebbles vary from well-rounded to sui)angular, some

of the smaller fraii;nients occasionally hd\\]x, practically unworn.

The matrix is sometimes granular to the unaided eye, sometimes

very fine. The whole mass has evidently been subjected to con-

siderable pressure.

The associated gneiss is a moderately coarse gneiss, containing

two micas and garnet. It has a general resemblance to rocks which,

in the Alps, appear to occur about or rather below the middle

of the crystalline series.

The fragments consist of various kinds of rocks. Those examined

microscopically are referred to granitoid rock (3 varieties), mica-

schist, quartz-schist, quartzite, hiilleflinta (?).

The matrix is almost wholly composed of quartz and mica (two

species, but mostly brown) with some felspar. The materials appear

to have undergone a certain amount of metamorphism, by augmen-

tation of the original fragments, and to some extent by development

of new minerals. The author is of opinion that the materials are

rather more altered than is usual in Palaeozoic greywackes and con-

glomerates, but that the comparatively small amount of alteration,

and the character of the included fragments, render it highly im-

probable that the conglomerate is in stratigraphical se(iuence with

the above-described gneiss, or with any similar series of rocks ; and

so, if Archaean, it must belong to oue of the latest epochs in that

period.

5. " Notes on a part of the Huronian Series in the neighbourhood

of Sudbury (Canada)." By Prof. T. G. Bouncy, D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S.,

r.G.s.

The specimens noticed by the Author were in part collected by

him in the summer of 1884, when the Canada Pacific Bailway was

in process of construction, and in ])art subsequently supplied to him by

the kindness of Dr. Selwyn, Director-General of the Geological

Survey of Canada.

The eastern edge of the district assigned to the Iluronian consists

of rocks, which may possibly be part of the Laurentian series modi-

fied by i)ressure. Jiut after crossing a belt of these, barely a mile

wide, there is no further room for doubt. All the rocks for many
miles are distinctly frugmental, except cert;iin intrusive diabases or

diorites. These fragmental rocks are grits, conglomerates and breccias,

which are deBcri))ed as far as aliout ^l miles west of Sudbury. The

included fragments in these rocks ai)pear to have undergone some

alterations subsetjuent to consolidation: these are descril)ed. In

some cases the changes appear to be anterior to the formation of the

fragments. The matrix also has undergone some change, chieliy

the enlargement of (juartz grains, and the devel()i)ment or comple-

tion of mica-llakcs, as in the ()l)ermittweida rock.

The Author gave some notes on other specimens collected by him
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along the railway, further west, and on those supi)lied to him from

near Lake Huron by Dr. Selwyn. As a rule these are but little

altered. Some contain fragmcuts of igneous rocks, apparently

lavas.

The author discusses the significance of the changes in these

rocks, as bearing on general questions of metaniorphism, and states

that, in his opinion, the name Huronian, at present, includes either

a series of such great thickness that the lower beds are more highly

altered than the higher, or else two distinct series ; and he inclines

to the latter view. Both, however, must be separated from the

Laurentian by a great interval of time, and neither exhibits meta-

niorphism comparable with that of a series of schists and gneisses,

like the so-called Montalbau. The newer reminds him often of the

English Pcbidians,

December 7.—Prof. J. W. Judd, F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1. " A Letter from H.M. Secretary of State for the Colonies,

enclosing an account of recent Discoveries of Gold in the Trans-

vaal."

The deposits in which gold has been found, locally known as

"banket," consist of a quartz-conglomerate forming so-called "reefs,"

which traverse the veldt parallel to, but at a short distance from,

the rocky ridge of Witwatersrand. These masses always dip to the

south, but at angles varying from 30° up to 90^. The " reefs '' are

believed to have been discovered by Mr. Struben, an English gentle-

man long resident in the country. The " main reef " has been traced

for twenty-five or thirty miles, and varies in breadth from 3 feet

6 inches to 15 feet; parallel and branching "reefs" of smaller

dimensions have also been found. The yield of gold is said to be

very variable in different portions of the " reef," different samples

with from 3 oz. to g oz. per ton occurring in close proximity. So

far as observation has gone (and the deepest workings have only

reached a depth of from 70 to 150 feet), the yield of gold has gene-

rally increased as the reefs are followed downwards.

2. " On the Age of the Altered Limestone of Strath, Skye." By
Dr. Archibald Geikie, F.Il.S., Y.P.G.S.

The remarkable alteration of the limestone of Strath into a

white saccharoid marble, first described by Macculloch, has hitherto

been regarded as an instance of contact-metamorphism in a rock of

Liassic age. The various writers who have described the geology

of the district have followed Macculloch in classing the Avhole of the

ordinary and altered limestone with the Secondary series of the

Inner Hebrides. The author, however, saw reason in 1801 to sus-

pect that some part of the limestone must be of the age of the

Durness Limestone of Sutherland, that is, Lower Silurian ; and he
expressed this suspicion in a joint paper by the late Sir It. I. Mur-
chison and himself, published in the 18th volume of the Quarterly

Journal of the Society. He has reccntl}- returned to the subject,
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and now offers lithological, stratigraphical, and palseontological

evidence that the altered limestone is not Lias but Lower Silurian.

In lithological characters the limestone, where not immediately

affected by tlie intrusion of the eruptive rocks, closely resembles the

well-known limestones of the west of Sutherland and Rosshire. It

is not more altered than Palaeozoic limestones usually are. It con-

tains abundant black chert-concretions and nodules, which project

from the weathered surfaces of the rock exactly as they do at Durness.

These cherts do not occur in any of the undoubted Lias limestones

of the shore-sections. The limestone lies in beds, which, however,

are not nearly so distinct as those of the Lias, and have none of the

interstratifications of dark sandy shale so conspicuous in the true

Liassic series.

The stratigraphy of the altered limestone likewise marks it off from

the Lias. There appears to be a lower group of dark limestones full of

black cherts, and a higher group of white limestones with little or

no chert, which may be compared with the two lower groups of the

Durness Limestone. A further point of connexion between the rocks

of the two localities is the occurrence of white quartzite in associa-

tion with the limestone at several places in Strath, and of represen-

tatives of the well-known " fucoid beds " at Ord, in Sleat. These

latter strata form a persistent band between the base of the lime-

stone and the top of the quartzite, which may be traced all the way
from the extreme north of Sutherland southward into Skye.

Paloeontological evidence confirms and completes the proof that

the limestone is of Lower Silurian age. The Author has obtained

from the limestone of Ben Suardal, near Broadford, a number of

fossils which are specifically identical with those in the Durness

Limestone, and so closely resemble them in lithological aspect that

the whole might be believed to have come from the same crag.

Among the fossils are species of Cydonema, Murchisonia, Maclurea^

Orfhoceras, and I'iloceras.

The relations of the limestones containing these fossils to the

other rocks were traced by the Author. He showed that the Lias

rests upon the Silurian limestone with a strong unconformability,

and contains at its base a coarse breccia or conglomerate, chiefly

composed of pieces of Silurian limestone, with fragments of chert and

quartzite. The mctamorphism for which Strath has been so long

noted is confined to the Silurian limestone, and has been produced

by the intrusion of large bosses of granophyre (Macculloch's " sy-

enite ") belonging to the younger, or Tertiary series of igneous

rocks.

3. " On the Discovery of Trilobites in the Ui)per Green (Cam-

brian) Slates of the Benrhyn Quarry, Bethseda, near Bangor, North

Wales." By Henry Woodward, F.R.S., V.P.G.S.

4. " On Thccospondylus Daviesi, Seelej^ with some Remarks on

the Classification of the Dinosauria." By Prof. H. G. Seeley, F.R.S.,

F.G.S.
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X. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

ON ELECTKICITY PRODUCED BY THE FRICTION OF DROPS.

BY J. ELSTER AND H. GEITEL.

nnHE authors sum up the results to which their iuvestigation leads

-*- as follows :

—

(1) If the current of a spray-producer is directed against a solid

wetted with water, any electrification which may be observed must

not necessarily be attributed to friction against the surface. In

this mode of arranging the experiment, the inductive action of even

very low teusions in the air exerts a preponderating influence.

Even where the droplets are leaving the montli of the spray-

producer in the unelect rifled condition, the plate which receives the

droplets must be charged by induction to the potential of the

neighbourhood by the droplets.

It follows from this that experiments on the excitation of elec-

tricity by the friction of drops must be received with the greatest

reserve, if suitable measiu'es are not taken to eliminate the electro-

motive forces produced by induction, or to make an allowance for

the disturbance which they produce, a problem the complete solu-

tion of which has hitherto failed us.

(2) On some bodies on which there is no wetting, the excitation

of electricity by friction preponderates so considerably over that by

induction that the influence of the latter may in most cases be dis-

regarded.

To these bodies belong those whose surface is coated with wax,

shellac, sulphur, or fat. The leaves of certain plants were found

to be particularly active.

A jet of water which disperses in drops acts like a spray-

producer.

(3) If metal plates are coated with liquids which do not moisten,

a powerful electrification may be imparted to them by causing an
extremely fine jet of water to glide over them in such a way that the

place of dispersion is over or on the plate. Eor the success of this

experiment it is necessary that the electrical layer should be a good
insulator. If this is not the case, as, for instance, with the leaves

of plants, electrification is only found in the discontinuous part

of the jet. In all the cases mentioned under (2) and (3) the

rubbed bod/ is negative, and therefore the water is positive.

(4) Bodies of such high temperature that Leidenfrost's drops

form on them may also be electrified by friction. All the circum-

stances which favour the occurrence of the spheroidal condition of

a liquid, also produce an increase of the electromotive force at the

place at which the solid and liquid surfaces are in contact. In this

the electrification of hot water is negative ; \\hen the spheroidal

condition ceases it is positive, and below 110° to 120° there is no
appreciable disengagement of electricity.

The deportment of ether is analogous ; at the ordinary tempera-
ture it electrifies the rubbed body positively, and at higher tempe-
ratures negatively.
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Willi alcohol there is no such change in ihc sign of the charge.

—

Wiedemann's Annalen, August ly87.

A NEW INSTRUMENT FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF RADIATION.

BY C. C. HUTCUINS.

The difficulties which attend the use of Ihe thermopile as an
accurate measurer of radiations are familiar to all who have had

any experience with that instrument. The slowness of its indica-

tions, and the long time required for it to return to zero, are

defects which entin^ly unfit it for many delicate ex]:)eriments.

It occurred to tlie writer that sensitiveness to radiation might as

well he secured by employing a very thin thermal junction with

some condensing arrangement, as by the use of several |)airs of

stout bars as in the ordinary thermopile ; for the thin junction

would be heated to a much higher temperature than a thick one by

a given quantity of heat, and have the great advantage of quickly

parting with its heat and returning to the temperature of the

surrounding atmosphere.

The instrument is constructed upon these principles as follows :

—

A tube of vulcanite ten inches long, two and a half inches in dia-

meter, is stopped near the middle by a plug of wood. The tube is

made separable, and this plug serves to unite its two halves as well

as to support the working parts. Through the plug pass two
small copper rods projecting about an inch abo^e the plug towards

the front of the instrument, and passing out through its back,

where they serve to attach wires extending to a galvanometer.

E, tulx> (>r vulcanite; L", ]iliif,' of wood; //i, //, cuiiprr roil?; A, iliermal

junction ; iJ, concave mirror ; i), stop.

The thermal junction is made by uniting with hard solder a bit

of watch-spring and a bit of flattened copper wire. The whole is

then worked to a ribboii 1 millim. wide, -03 millim. thick and

25 millim. long. The two ends of this ribbon are then soldered to

the two copper rods so that the junction may be midway between

them.

A concave mirror of glass, silvered upon first surface, is so

secured upon the plug that tlie junction is exactly at its focus.

The front of the tul)e is ])rovided w itli an opening of any convenient

size, and stops to limit the diameter of the entering ray.

'J'he acc()mi)anying sketch will make the details clear. Its

working has been very satisfactory. It retpnres no longer to

return to zero than for the galvanoinebM'-needle to come to rest,

and is correspondingly rapid and dead-beat in its action. It is

Muieh more sensili\i' ihaii a lhri-ii:npilc ol' llie same e\]i(ised area.
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An instrument in actual use having an opening of 8 millim.

deflects its galvanometer 30 divisions of its scale when the hand is

held a foot from the opening. A lighted match at six feet drives

the needle around to its top.— ISilliman's American Journal,

December 1887.

APPARATUS FOPv ILLUSTRATING THE FALL OF BODIES IN A
VACUUM. BY J. PULUJ.

This apparatus has the advantage over others that it demonstrates
the projjerty that all bodies fall at the same rate in vacuo in a very
snnple manner and always with certainty. It consists of a glass

tube 4 centim. wide, and 150 centim. in length, closed at both

ends, having been previously exhausted ; in it are contained the

bodies, an ircm bullet 1*5 centim. in diameter, and a light feather, in

the quill-end of which is a fine iron needle-point 2 millim. in

length. At the bottom of the vertical tube a caoutchouc stopper is

inserted to protect the glass tube from breakage by the falling

bullet ; and at the top a brass flanged tubulure is cemented, in

which an electromagnet with an iron core can be screwed. The
tube is suspended vertically in the fork of a wooden support, by
means of two pegs affixed to the electromagnet. For exciting the
electromagnet a powerful battery of about 3 Buusen's elements, or
an accumulator consisting of three coils, is used.

To make the experiment, the tube is gently inclined until the
feather and the ball are in the field of the electromagnet, the
electrical current is closed, and the tube placed on the support.

Both the feather and the ball are held at the top of the glass tube,

and fall simultaneously the moment the current is opened.

—

Bericlite dev Kaiserlicli, Alcad. in Wien, Nov. 3, 1887.

ATTEMPT TO APPLY THE DIFFUSION OF GASES AND VAPOURS
THROUGH POROUS BODIES TO DETERMINING THE AMOUNT OF
MOISTURE AND CARBONIC ACID IN THE SURROUNDING AIR.

BY F. SCHIDLOWSKY.

The author has repeated the experiments of Dufour on the
diffusion of air and aqueous vapour, and has come to the conclusion
that in this phenomenon the absorption of vapour by porous bodies
plays an important part.

If, for instance, we take a closed porous cylinder which contains
dry air under ordinary atmospheric pressure, and in connexion
with a water-manometer, and we place it in another cylinder in
which the air is always saturated with aqueous vapour by the
presence of water, then, according to Dufour, the manometer at

once shows a decrease of pressure of about 10 to 12 millim., w hich
afterwards becomes equalized.

Conversely, when the same cylinder is filled with moist air, and
brought inside a dry cylinder, there is an increase of about 20
millim., which also is afterwards equalized.

These phenomena are thus explained by the author :

—
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Between both sides of the inner porous cylinder there is ob^ iously

a diiference of pressure equal to the pressure of vapour at the

temperature of the experimeut. The air goes from the interior

of the body (in the first experiment) towards the outside, and the

vapour in the opposite direction ; but the latter is absorbed by the

porous sides, and we have iirst of all a decrease of pressure, which
rapidly vanishes, since the vapour diffuses, according to Graham's
law, more rapidly than dry air. The author explains in an ana-

logous manner the converse experiment of Dufour. Similar experi-

ments of his own, which essentially agree with those of Dufour,

have confirmed this explanation.

The author applies the diffusion of gases and vapours through

porous bodies to the construction of a hygrometer, or gas-indicator.

The hygrometer in questio.i consists of a A'essel (cylinder) which is

filled with water, connected Mith a water-manometer, and covered

by a porous plate. If this apparatus is brought into free air, the

manometer soon rises, and the higher, the further the surrounding

air is from the point of saturation \\'\\\\ aqueous vapour.

Tlie manometer falls when the vessel is filled not with water but

with sulphuric acid, and thus dry air is present. The change of

pressure is a function of the temperature, and is different for

different porous places. The apparatus can be easily graduated.

—

Beihldtter der PJtysih, 'No. 9, 1887 (from Journal of the Russian Phy-
sical and Chemical Society for 1886).

ON ELECTRICAL TEANSPOETATION IN LIQUIDS.

BY S. TERESCHIN.

The transport of liquids in capillary tubes by constant electrical

currents has hitherto been investigated fo.' comparatively small

electrical forces.

At the suggestion of Prof. Quincke, instead of a constant voltaic

current, I used the electrical current which flows to earth from the

inner coating of a Leyden jar through the column of liquid, and

through a sensitive reflecting- galvanometer. The outer coating

of the Leyden jar of flint glass was put to earth. The inner

coating was kept at cor stant potential by rotating a Holtz's machine

;

and this electrical potential P was measured bya Eighi's electrometer

with biiilar suspension, in electrostatic units of the C.G.S. system.

By multiplying these numbers by 300 we get the electrical potential

expressed in volts.

In these observations I used an ajiparatus of the same construc-

tion as that used by Prof. Quincke ; it had a flint glass tube 0'738

millim. in diameter, which was inclined at an angle with

the horizon. The distance a of the electrodes was 289 millim.

The third platinum w ire interposed between the two former, made
it possible to diminish to one half the length of column of the

liquid traversed by the cm-rent.

The results collated in the following tables give the observations

for water, methylic and ethylic alcohols. The first column gives
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the difference of potential P in C.G.S. units ; the second the dis-

placement of the meniscus of the liquid ; the third tlie current in

amperes. The last column contains the constant called h by Prof.

Quincke, calculated from the equation

:

, _ 1-9 r'v sin0
~ 300 P

The electromotive foi'ce of a Grove's element being put=1-9 volt.

Pin
O.G.S.

units.
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differeiici'.s of potential. It was the same, wliether the curivui

went through the wliole, or half the length of the tube. The
coustaut li was found by Prof. (Quincke for ordinary German glass

to be almost equal

:

For water 0-O00n.-)J5 to 0-000067

For ethylic alcohol 0-000034

The resistance of the liquids altered considerably during the

experiments. In the mean it was as follows :

—

Resistance of the Specific resistance,

entire column of liquid. Hg=l.

Water 319.10' ohms 471^2.10"

Mothvl alcohol 430 . 10' ohms 6365 .
10'

Ethylic alcohol 1570 . 10' ohms 23350 . 10'

If greater forces were used, water showed a sudden change of

resistance as soon as the electrical force V/a m the liquid exceeded

a certain limiting value ; the deflection of the galvanometer-needle

exhibited a sudden fall of potential. This sudden fall is analogous

to that which is observed in dielectric liquids, and is explained by

the sudden occurrence of an electrolytic decomposition *. The
limiting \alae of P/rt for water is considerably less than for good

insulating liquid dielectrics. As a rough approximation we may put

for it the value 1-32 to 1-45 C.G.S. in the case of the whole length,

and 1-61 to 1-98 C.G.S in the case of half the length.

I found no alteration with alcohol.

Observations on other dielectrics, as bisulphide of carbon, ether,

oil of turpentine, and rape-oil, all showed a considerable transport

in the direction of the positive current. I could not, however,

obtain constant numbers.—Wiedemann's Annalen, No. 10, 1887.

ELECTRICAL IMPRESSIONS. BY K. TSCHECHOWITSCH.

If a glass plate is laid on tinfoil, and on the glass a coin, and if

the two metals are connected with the two conductors of an
electrical machine, then, as Karsten has shown, after a greater or

less number of turns of the machine, the coin can be removed, and
by breathing on the glass, an impression is produced of the coin

which laid on tlie glass.

The author has observed that such impressions may be easily

fixed on glass, if, instead of breathing on the glass, it be coated with

a dilute solution of stearine, yellow oxide of mercury, oxide of zinc,

or the like in benzol.

If the glass is covered with a thin layer of fat ( \ aseline is best) the

coin leaves directly on the glass after electriiication a perfectly

distinct impression.

The figures differ with the kind of electricity with which the coin

is charged.

—

Ihihlaiter der Phi/sik, No. 10, 1887 (from the Journal

of the liuasian Pltysical and Chemical Society, 1887).

* Quincke, Wied. Ami. xxviii. p. 547 (1886).
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XL On some Questions in the Kinetic Theory of Gases.

By Prof. LUDWIG BOLTZMANN*.

§ 1. On Avogadro's Laio and the Coefficient of Friction.

IN my former papers on the heat-equilibrium of a mixture
of two gases, I have nowhere made mention of the phy-

sically less important case when the molecules of one of the

mixed gases come into collision among themselves compara-
tively seldom, or when the number (Ni) of molecules in the

unit volume is greatly smaller for the one gas than the number
(N2) for the other.

In reference to this, Prof. Tait, in his first paper on this

subject in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh f, on page 78, reckons the following amongst the

necessary assumptions for the proof of Boyle's law :
—" That

there is perfectly free access for collision between each pair of

particles, whether of the same or of different systems ; and
that, in the mixture the number of particles of one kind is

not overwhelmingly greater than that of the other kind;" and
adds to it the remark :

—
" This is one of the essential points-

which seem to be wholly ignored by Boltzmann and his com-
mentators. There is no proof given by them that one system,

while regulating by its internal collisions the distribution of

energy among its own members, can also by impacts regulate

the distribution of energy among the members of another

* Translated, at the request of the Author, from advance proof-sheets

from the Sitz. der Kais. Akad. der Wissensch. TVien, Bd. xcvi.

t Tait, Phil. Trans. Edmb. vol. xxxiii. part i. p. 65 (1886); in abstract
in Phil. Mag. vol. xxi. (1880) p. 343.

Fhil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 153. Feb. 1888. Q
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system, when these are not free to colHde with one another.

—

In fact, if (to take an extreme case) the particles of one system
were so small, in comparison with the average distance be-

tween any two contiguous ones, that they practically had
no mutual collisions, they would behave towards the par-

ticles of another system much as Le Sage supposed his ultra-

mundane corpuscles to behave towards particles of gross

matter &c."

Against this reproach I endeavoured to defend both myself
and those who in their later investigations have followed a

similar line of thought (who are probably intended by Prof.

Tait's word " commentators ") in the paper '^ On the Assump-
tions necessary for the Theoretical Proof of Avogadro^s Law,"*
where on page 629 I have proved j the following general

equation:

—

Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo
dt

X \y{f%'- -//i)^^ + A^(F'F/-FFO^^
In obtaining this equation I have generally made precisely

the same assumptions as Professor Tait, except that I have
not made the least assumption with reference to the relative

magnitude of the diameters \ and A of the molecules of the

two gases, nor as to the magnitude of the ratio Nj : No. For
the stationary condition ^E : dt must vanish ; whence it

follows, as I have repeatedly shown, that :

—

(1) Each of the gases assumes Maxwell's distribution of

velocities (or, as Prof. Tait says, the special condition)
;

(2) The mean kinetic energy of a molecule is the same for

both gases.

Simply to show why, in my former papers, I have not spe-

cially mentioned the cases where X . A or Nj . No have very
* small or very large values, I remark that these propositions

* L. Roltzmaun, Wkn. Sitzb. Bd. xciv. p. 613 (1886); PhU. Mag. [5]
vol. xxiii. p. .'J05 (1887).

t Tlu' calculations here referred to, as well as those upon the Heat-
equilibriiiiii of Heavy Gases {cf. § 4 of the text), may he considerably
simplified by the use of Lorentz's method, as fully explained in that para-

trrapli. I am indebted to Mr. lUirbury for kindly calliufj^ my attention to

the possibility of further simplifications, especially by use oi the extremely
useful proposition, "that for the relative velocity after imjiact with given
magnitude and direction of velocities before impact, but with optional

line of centres, every direction is equally probable,' and 1 shall probably
return to all these points on some subsequent occasion.
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hold good for any values whatever of X, A, and B; conse-

quently also when \ = 0, and only A and B differ from zero,

and even if X=:A= 0, and only 8 differs from zero, which
amounts to the assumption that neither the molecules of the

first kind nor those of the second kind enter into collisions

amongst themselves, but only the molecules of the first kind

enter into coUision with those of the second kind. It is quite

unintelligible to me how Prof. Tait can represent* the matter

as if this latter assumption were a fundamental assumption,

which I had excluded from my investigations, so that my
results would only hold good under this latter assumption.

If the molecule-diameter is very much less for the one kind

of gas than for the other, so that, for example, Xis nearly zero

and A nearly equal to 2B, we have the case considered by
Prof. Tait in the passage quoted, that the molecules of the

first kind of gas enter into collision amongst themselves very

seldom, but, on the contrary, very frequently with those of

the other kind. It follows at once from the above formula,

that then also the molecules of the first kind of gas are brought
into the special condition only by collision with those of the

other kind of gas, and the mean kinetic energy of a molecule

must be the same for both gases, and moreover very quickly,

if only the impacts of molecules of the first kind with those of

the second kind occur very frequently!. This case is the

clearest example that the special condition and A.vogadro's

law may both hold under circumstances which Prof. Tait

expressly excludes from their action.

Also the second just-mentioned paper of Prof. Tait contains

not the least proof that in this simplest case Avogadro^s law

ceases to hold or does not hold under the special condition of

one of the gases, or that in any other respect the objection con-

tained in the quotation given above is justified. For, from the

circumstance that in this case Prof, Tait^s proof of Avogadro's

law is no longer applicable, it does not obviously follow that

the law itself ceases to hold good. Prof. Tait^s second paper

contains, on the contrary, simply general statements, supported

by English and Grreek quotations, that my assumptions are not

allowable. But how, if these assumptions are not allowable,

can I be reproached with having ignored them iu my former

* Phil. Trans. Edinb. vol. xxxiii. part ii. p. 251 (1887) ; in cabstract,

Phil. Mag. [5] vol. xxiii. pp. 141 & 4:j3.

t Only if the molecules of a certain kind enter into collision both with
each other and with the rest only verj' seldom, then, as a matter of course,

the special condition will also be reached by these very late. Eut not to

have mentioned this cannot be made a reproach either to me or any one
of my commentators, since there was not the least occasion to do so.

G2
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paper? Again, liow can Prof". Tait say, on page 255, "I
have not yet seen any attempt to prove that two sets of par-

ticles which have no internal collisions tend to the state

assumed by Prof. Boltzmann," after he has not said one word
in actual refutation of my proof, and in the Philosophical

Magazine even admits its correctness, no doubt without

having read it. But this seems to be the usual habit of my
illustrious critic, not to read the works of those authors upon
which he sits in judgment. Only in this waycan we explain

why he has given (on page 2G0 of his second paper) as new the

same formula for the coefficient of friction which I have ob-

tained essentially in the same way as Prof. Tait, in my treatise

" On the Theory of Gaseous Friction," part ii.*, and have given

as formula (9), page 45; the coefficient of B in the expression

which Prof. Tait gives in line 14 of the page quoted is the

coefficient of friction. If in this coefficient we substitute for

Ci the value given by Prof. Tait on page 257 and replace the

letters P and s by m and S respectively, we obtain precisely

my formula (9). Of course, my formula (8) on page 44 also

agrees exactly with the value found by Prof. Tait on page 73 of

his first paper for ^r, which moreover 0. E. Meyer had already

calculated before me.
If Prof. Tait had read my paper he might also have spared

himself the trouble of the numerical evaluation of the definite

integral, since I have alread}^ given (in the formula (9)

quoted) the numerical value Ci : 37r=0'0889426 ; whence by
multiplication by 37r= 9*42478 we obtain exactly Tait's value

Ci = ()'838, only that I have attempted greater accuracy.

If, in the same place, I have not treated diffusion and con-

duction of heat according to the same method w^hicli Prof.

Tait has adopted, this is simply partly because the calculations

in question can be easily effected without this in the same
form

;
partly because, as I have shown both in the passage

referred to and in the first part of my '' Theory of Gaseous
Friction,^^ t at the beginning of the first section, this method
does not yield that which at first sight it seems to yield. In

this expression (first calculated by me) for the coefficient of

friction, exactly as in the older expressions of Maxwell, terms

of the same order of magnitude as those giving the result are

neglected, and it is therefore not possible to tell whether one
comes closer to the truth than the other.

This also apj)ears in the great uncertainty of the results to

which this method leads. E. Meyer, in his book ' The Kinetic

Theory of Gases ' (Breslau, 1877), has already followed a line

of thought essentially similar, although somewhat more tedious,

* Boltzmann, Wien. Sifzhei-. vol. Ixxxiv. p. 40 (1881).

t lOic/. vol. Ixxxi. p. 117 (1880;.
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but fundamentally equally sound, and obtained (on page 320)
a different numerical result.

If we wish to neglect as few terms as possible of the order

of magnitude of the coefficient of friction, we must improve
the method adopted by Tait and myself, which in fact leads

to Meyer's numerical result. We must in fact observe that

each molecule in its path passes through layers in which a

progressively different motion of masses prevails, and that

consequently the probability of collision has a different value

in each layer. If we adopt Prof. Tait's notation exactly, then,

taking this circumstance into account, his conclusion must be
modified somewhat as follows. As on page 259 of his second

paper, let the layer of gas parallel to the ?/^-plane which has

the abscissa x move with the mean velocity B.v parallel to the

Y-axis. If in the unit volume there are, on the whole, n
molecules, then, according to Prof. Tait, there are

n . V . e . V , d.v

molecules emitted in unit time by the unit surface of the layer

lying between x and x + dx whose velocities lie between v and
V + dv. We will denote the product ev by /(*•) . If, further, we
put

v=: A/l^e-'^P^P'+^'+^'^dpdqdr,
V TT

we obtain _
No= n dp dq dr dx y^^i!^-'^(^^+?^+'-^>/(v'^M^7T7)

for the number of molecules emitted by the layer whose

velocity relative to the resultant motion of the layer has com-

ponents along the three axes of coordinates which respectively

lie between the limits j) and p + dp, q and q + dq, r and r+ rfr.

But since the layer itself has the velocity Bx in the direction

of the Y-axis, the components of the absolute velocity of these

emitted molecules lie between the limits p and p + dp, q + Bx
and q+ Bx + dq, and r and r + dr. Of these No molecules

let N, without further coming into collision, reach the plane of

abscissa ^. Let us further imagine the layer which lies between

I and I + d^ constructed, and ask how many of our N mole-

cules will come into collision in this layer. As Prof. Tait

finds in his first paper (p. 73), in a layer whose mean velocity

is zero, during the time dt out of N molecules, which all move
with the same velocity v, ^ .e .v .dt=l:^ dt ./(r) molecules

come into collision.

In the above case the N molecules have velocity-components

p, q + Bx, r in the directions of the axes of coordinates, but

the layer itself has the mean velocity B| in the direction of

the Y-axis ; the relative motion is therefore exactly as if the
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layer itself were at rest, but the N molecules bad the velocity

The time dt which each of the N molecules requires to pass

throuoh the layer is d^ : p. Since the number of impacts is

evidi'ntly dependent simply upon the relative motion, the

number of those of our N molecules which in the layer d^

come into collision is

N/(v// + (^ + B..-B|)^ + r^) . f.

Jr

This expression also gives the decrease of the number N in

the layer d^, and may therefore be denoted by — (?N. If the

total velocity of the layers is very small in comparison with

the velocity" of the molecular motion, B may be taken to be

very small', and the function / may be determined accordincr

to Taylor's theorem. If, further, we imtfiorf{\/f' + q^ + r-)

and /' for/ {\/p'^ + q'^+ r'^), where the dash denotes the derived

function, w^e have

-t^N=N(/+?B/ , .^l ,)v

or, since B may be assumed to be very small,

If in this expression we put ^=x, we obtain the number of

those of our N^ molecules which reach the YZ-coordinate

plane without coming into collision. Since each of these

molecules has the velocity-component q-\-^x in the direction

of the Y-axis, we find the total momentum estimated with

reference to the Y-axis carried through the unit surface

of the YZ-plane in unit time from right to left by multi-

plying by \\q + B.f) and integrating with reference to x
from to CO , with reference to p from — x> to 0, but

with reference to q and r from — oo to +00. Here P is

the mass of a molecule. Consequently, again neglecting B^,

BxYl
y '2p^p' + q^ + r'/
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Already the perfect symmetry with reference to the YZ-
plane shows that the equal oppositely-directed momentum from
left to right is carried through the YZ-plane, and that
therefore the coefficient of friction is

77 = 2M : B.

The integrations are effected by putting

jt?=— rcos^, (7= ?' sin ^ cos X, r=?; sin ^sinX.

Integrating first with reference to A, from to 27r, then with
reference to x it follows that

Integration with reference to 6 gives

4 p /h'

x/!J>-*G-^0'
and the partial integration of the negative term

'n
=—Vn\/-'\ -T e-^'^-dv.

15 V ttJo /

If we observe that, if s denotes the diameter of a molecule,

it follows that

8P r" zh-=^''dz

v=
1.IStt^'WAJo ze-'' + {2z''+l)^y-'dz

Tliis is exactly the expression found by 0. E. Meyer. I

will not assert that it is really more accurate than that

calculated by Prof. Tait and myself, since by other methods

one would obtain other numerical results ; but it is at least

of equal authority. This value is smaller than that calculated

by Maxwell for the coefficient of friction by about one twen-

tieth, wliilst the value calculated by Prof. Tait is nearly as much
greater.

The remarks here made at length with reference to gaseous

friction of course apply equally to Prof. Tait's method of

calculating diffusion and conduction of heat.

Two other points connected with the theory of gaseous

friction may be mentioned here :

—

(1) If a gas move as a whole, with a constant very smaU
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velocity h, in the direction of the ?/-axis, tlien the number of

molecules whose absolute velocity lies between v and v + dv,

and makes with the positive y-axis an angle lying between e

and e + de, is equal to

/]?
2n\/ — g-*«2-/'4H2Moco9.^.2 gin 6 de dv.V TT

If we consider all the molecules liaving a given absolute

velocity r, we find for their mean velocity parallel to the

y-axis the value

^j-^iS^cosecosesinefZe .^uiv+i i \

2hbv^
which, for small values of h, reduces to —^, which latter

value is of course more easily obtained by assuming b very

small at once. The mean velocity parallel to the ?/-axis is

therefore not perhaps equal to b for all molecules, but greater

for the more rapid molecules. If b is not constant, but equal

to Bx, as is the case in gaseous friction, then also the mean
momentum of the molecules wliich have the velocity v is not

equal to TBx, but to -^ FB.vv^. If we leave all of Prof. Tait's

calculations completely unaltered, but simply substitute for

the expression PB.v, which he introduces in his second paper

2/i

(p. 260, Kne 6 from the top), the expression -rr PB.i-y^ here
o

found, we again arrive at 0. E. Meyer^s formula for the

coefficient of friction (cf. Part ii. of my ' Theory of Gaseous
Friction,' p. 46). We have then applied the right correction

at once for the order of magnitude B to the motion of each
molecule, and for the rest may take as the basis of our calcu-

lation the special condition of a gas at rest.

(2) A condition of a single gas which is totally different

from the special condition must no doubt approach the special

condition with the same ra])idity as the mean kinetic energy
of a molecule becomes equalized in two mixed gases ; but it

does not follow that any unimportant deviation from the

special condition following a certain regularity—as, for

example, is produced by gaseous friction—will bo equalized

with the same rapidity. On this latter point, I believe a

conclusion is to be obtained only from the e([uations which I

have given in my older ])apers, and which allow the cal-

culation of a quantity which is a minimum for the special
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condition. The difference between the value which this quan-
tity has for a given condition and this minimuni vahie gives

us a measure of how far tliis condition differs from the spe-

cial condition ; the value of the differential quotient of this

quantity by the time gives the rapidity with wliich this

condition approaches the special condition.

To return again to the proof of Avogadro's law, in what was
said at the commencement, as well as in all my older papers, no
limiting assumption is made with regard to the ratio Ni : Ng,

but it is always taken for granted that the smaller of these

numbers is very large, though the greater may be many
times larger. Mr. Burbury* goes still further, since he
maintains that the two propositions given at the commence-
ment of this section also hold good even when of the one
kind of gas only a single molecule is present. With this

assertion, which of course has simply a mathematical interest

but no physical apphcation, I have agreed, and do so still.

Since, however, the vaHdity of tliis assertion is again an
entirely new question, on wliich the correctness of what has
been said does not in the least depend, I will not further

prolong the controversy by its discussion, and will only
remark that the objection of Prof. Tait with reference to the

reversal of direction of all the velocities, which cannot take
place until the occurrence of the special condition, and then
must affect not one only but all the molecules, has ah-eady
been answered in my paper, " Remarks on some Problems of

the Mechanical Theory of Heaff. From an arbitrarily

chosen, not special, condition we pass under Burbury^s
assumption (possibly not until after a very long time) into

the special condition. If, therefore, we were to reverse the
directions of all the velocities at the commencement of the
selected condition, we should, inversely perhaps, not reach (or

only during some time) conditions still further removed from
the special condition ; we should more probably, also in the
reverse direction, reach the special condition.

§ 2. On the Proo/ 0/ Maxwell's Laio of the Distribution of
Velocities.

Prof. Tait admits, in his second paper, that his first proof
of this law is defective, inasmuch as the reason he gives for it

that F{.iyz) must be the product of three functions, of which
one contains only ,v, the second only ?/, and the tliird onlv z,

is not valid. By Y{xyz)dxdy dz we are therefore to under-

* Burbury, Phil. Mapf. ser. 5, vol. xxi. p. 481 (1886).

t Boltzmann, Wien. Sitzber. vol. Ixxv. sect. ii. (1877).
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stand tho prohability that the component velocities of a
molecule estimated along the axes of coordinates lie respec-

tively between ,v and .r + (/.'", ^ and 3/ + </_y, and z and z + dz.

But in what Prof. Tait has recently said in his second paper
on pp. 252 and 253, I see anything Ijut an exact and cogent
proof of this. That that group of molecules which he
designates as the minority would behave exactly as if it

alone were shut in between two material planes, and as if all

lines of centres were parallel to these; planes at the moment of

impact, is indeed asserted by Prof. Tait, but Avithout the least

proof ; for since a molecule of this minority must come into

collision with a molecule of the majority infinitely oftener than

with another molecule of the minority, in wliich continually

the x-^ y-, and s'-components of the velocities are exchanged,
it is inconceivable why the molecules of the minority should

behave as if they alone were present, if we do not assume
Maxwell's law of distribution of velocities as already proAed.

The condition of the molecules of the minority will no
doubt be stationary, but also dependent npon the condition

of the molecules of the majority. But the relative motion of

the molecules of the minority with reference to those of the

majority is different for different values of the velocity x, with

which very nearly all the molecules of the minority move
parallel to the axis of abscissae. Hence the relative pro-

bability of the different values of the y- and c-components of

the velocity might also quite well depend upon the value of x
for the minority-molecules in question.

Let us suppose, to take a case chosen at random, that x is

equal to twice the mean velocity of a molecule, or even some-
what larger. Then there wuU be very few molecules of the

majority which have small velocities relatively to those of the

minority. Kelative to each molecule of the minority, more
than half the molecules of the majority will move with a

velocity which is equal to the double mean velocity, or still

greater. Since this large relative velocity in the impacts is

continually transformed into velocity parallel to the Y- and
Z-axis, it might quite well be possible that for so large a value

of X amongst the molecules of the minority, large velocity-

components in the Y and Z direction would prevail ; whereas
for small values of x among tho molecules of the minority, the

small y- and --components of velocity would predominate.

From the behaviour of the different groups of a conununity,

we can therefore only conclude that the number of those

molecules of the minority for which the velocity-components

estimated along the Y-aud Z-axis lie between y and y+ cly or

z and z + dZf as the case may bo, always remains the same on
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the whole, and is therefore independent of the time t, but not

that the ratio of this number to the total number of the

minority molecules is independent of x. I put here, side-by-

side with the dictum of De Morgan, tliis other, that it is just

in the calculation of probabilities that one must not be satisfied

with general statements^ but must sharply prove each assump-
tion at the risk of becoming dull as the result of clear logical

developments. The bare expansibility of mathematical deve-

lopments can hardly be taken to be the test of their applicability

to Physics.

But with Prof. Tait's proof of Maxwell's law of distribution

of velocities there falls also his proof of Avogadro's law, which
implies the firsu law ; or at least it becomes superfluous, since

in Maxwell's second and my proof of the first law, Avogadro's
law is, without this, proved at once. Another proof of

Maxwell's law of distribution of velocities, however, does not

yet exist.

(If the gas were supposed to be in constant motion, then we
must understand by x the difference of the component velocities

of a molecule from the mean velocity of all the molecules
;

and the like must hold for ?/ and z, in order that the distribu-

tion of velocity among the molecules of the minority may be
the same function of x, i/, z as with a gas at rest.)

§ 3. On the Mean Length of Path,

Tlie mean length of path of a gaseous molecule is most
naturally defined, according to Maxwell's proposal, as the
arithmetic mean of all the paths which all the molecules in the

unit volume describe between one impact and the next. Prof.

Tait, on the other hand, proposes (in the first paper of the
' Edinburgh Transactions,' p. 74) to fix attention upon all the
molecules in the unit volume at a particular instant, and to

observe what path each of these molecules describes from the

given moment until it next comes into collision, and of all

these paths to take the arithmetic mean. In Maxwells
method we take into the arithmetic mean so many paths of

each molecule as it makes impacts in the unit of time ; in

Tait's method, on the other hand, only a single path' of each
molecule is counted. Since the swifter molecules come into

collision more frequently, and generally describe a longer path
from one impact to the next than the slower ones, in the first

method the longer paths are counted relatively oftener, and
therefore the mean must come out greater than in the second.

In order to calculate the mean path according to the first

method, we observe all the impacts which each molecule
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contained in the unit volume suffers during an entire second,

and note all the patbs which each molecule describes between

two consecutive impacts, and take the arithmetic mean of all

these paths. If, according to Prof, Tait's notation, there are

n molecules in the unit volume, of which n . »„ have a velo-

city lying between v and v + dv, so that '^n„= \ ; and if these

latter molecules come into collision with other molecules

No times in the second, and describe a mean path p„, so

that N„.y?„=r, then, since N,, gives at once how many
paths each of the a . n„ molecules describes in the second,

the mean path, according to Maxwell's definition, is

_ tnn,^„ „ _ l^n^v

'
~ XnneN^ Xn„v : p„'

This is exactly the formula which Maxwell*, 0. E. Meyerf,
&c. use, and which gives Xi= 0*0707X. Here \ is the mean
path which a molecule would have if all the others, without

alteration of magnitude and number, included in the unit

volume were at rest. According to the method proposed by
Prof. Tait, we have to take of each of the n . 7i„ molecules,

not N„ members, but only one member, p„, in the arithmetical

mean ; and so we obtain

X2=^^^'^=Sn«?^.= 0-677X.

In accordance with what has been said, it will be seen that

Prof. Tait is decidedly in the wrong if he designates Maxwell's

definition of mean path as an erroneous one ; on the contrary,

it seems to me more natural than either of Prof. Tait's new
definitions. For those who care for numerical results, I may
remark that twenty years ago, in the course of similar inves-

tigations, which remained unpublished, I found

J.

J.

4^g *'dx
=0-650511,

a;e-'^' + (2x'' + l)fe-'^dx

4x^e~''dtV

[

.ve-^' + (2x''+ l)^ e-^'Uf

4:a:f^e~*^d.v

.ve +(2.c'^ + l )fe-'Mj;

= 0-677464,

= 0-838264,

* Phil. Maj?. ser. 4, vol. xix. (1860).
+ Theorii' der Oase, Broslau, 1877, p. 294.
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which values are possibly more exact than those given by
Prof. Tait. The total nuuil)er of impacts which all the mole-

cules contained in the unit volume make in a second is

Snnt,Nj,= Sw?2cr : po- Only the third of these integrals, as

already remarked in § 1, was published in the second part of

my " Theory of Gaseous Friction," in formula 9, p. 45. One
other circumstance deserves mention. We have spoken all the

time as if during the entire second the same n . n„ molecules

would move with a velocity lying between v and v-\-dv. In
fact, the velocities of the molecules are constantly changing

;

but since, on the whole, for a molecule which loses the velocity

V, another gains the same velocity, the above expression does

not lead to a false result.

§ 4. On the Heat-eqidlihrium of Gases upon which External

Forces act.

Prof. Tait, in his first paper in the Edinburgh Transactions,

page 91, also raises objections to my calculation of the heat-

equilibrium of a gas on which external forces act, and treats

this case differently^ starting from an assumption, which he
gives in itahcs on page 92 of the paper referred to at the

conclusion of § 31.

We have to distinguish between a defining-assumption^ the

object of which is to define the problem which is to be mathe-
matically handled, and an unproved assertion that, from the

definiug-assumptions made, certain consequences would follow.

If, for example, we assume that the molecules are elastic

spheres, that glass walls are rigid elastic planes, &c., these are

defining-assiimptions. In nature these assumptions are cer-

tainly not exactly fulfilled, but the logical consequence of the

conclusions drawn from them is not thereby affected. But
Prof. Tait's above-cited assertion is of the latter kind, since

he gives no proof that it is a mathematical consequence of the

defining-assumptions made. Also I am sure that my defining-

assumptions in many respects correspond extremely imper-
fectly with the properties of the actual gas. On the other

hand, both my proof of Avogadro's law, and my calculation

of the heat-equilibrium of a heavy gas, are free from preju-

dicial and unproved assumptions. In order to show this I

will give what seems to me a greatly simplified treatment of

this problem, using the results of others which have appeared
in the last twelve years upon this subject. And in this I will

make use altogether of the method which H. A. Lorentz, in
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his treatise " On tLe Equilibrium of Potential Energy amongst
Gaseous Molecules,"* was the first to cni])loy.

I assume that we have a gas constituted in the usual way
entirely of similarly constituted monatoniic gaseous molecules,

and enclosed in a vessel bounded on all sides by solid walls.

For the sake of simjJicity we will suppose the form of the

vessel unalterable. Let each molecule be a solid absolutely

elastic sphere of mass m, which also is infinitely little de-

formed upon impact, and whose diameter is vanishingly small

in comparison with the mean path. We also suppose the

molecules to be reflected against the walls of the vessel as

perfectly elastic.

Besides these elastic forces, now let external forces act upon
the gaseous molecules, and let ??iX, mY, mZ be the compo-
nents, estimated along the axes of coordinates of the external

force which acts upon a molecule the coordinates of whose
centre are .«, y, z. Let these external forces be independent

of the time, but have a potential, and let them be nearly con-

stant within a space of the dimensions of a mean path. We
will construct the diagram of velocities by drawing from the

centre of coordinates a straight line to represent the velocity

of each molecule in direction and magnitude. We will call

the end-points of the straight lines thus obtained the "velocity-

points " of the corresponding molecules. From all the mole-

cules we choose those for which the coordinates of the centre

lie between the limits

x^udx + d.v, 7/ and ij + di/, z and z + dz; . (1)

and the component-velocities between the limits

0and^+ (7^, V^ndv + dv, ^nnd^+d^;. . (2)

and of these we will say that they lie in the parallelejiiped

dx dy dz, and their velocity-point in the parallelepijicd d^ dr] d^.

The number of these molecules will be denoted by

f(^) y, ~ J f J V, ^, (^0 (^^, .... (3)
where

do= diV dy dz, dm= d^ drj d^.

We write here also the time t under the functional sign in

order to include the general case that the gas is in motion
under the influence of external forces: for the condition of rest,

of" course, the function /'must bo indejiendont of the time.

Let us now, following Loreutz, imagine a second function

* II. A. L(j)outz, IVien. Siiztmgsher. vol. xcv. p. 117 (1887).
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formed of the seven vai'iables .r, y, z, ^, ij, ^. /, which wo will

denote by cf). This function may be chosen quite arbitrarily.

It maybe altogether independent of the function/, or maybe
connected with it in any way whatever (e. g. it may be iden-

tical with /, or equal to the natural looarithm of/, &c.) . If

we substitute in <^ the coordinates and component velocities

of the centre of any molecule, we obtain the value of ^ corre-

sponding to the molecule in question at the time t. The sum
of the values of ^ corresjionding to all the molecules at the

time t we will denote by S(^).
We may then evidently write

tj>=^ <!>./. do day, (4)

where the sign \ denotes an integration with reference to the

variables ^, ?;, ^ from -co to +20 , but with reference to the

variables .r, y, z over the whole volume of the vessel. A
change of the sum 20 will be produced during an infinitely

small time ht by various causes :

—

(1) By the function </> explicitly containing the time. The
change thus produced may be denoted by a prefixed Sj. We
have then

h^t<p= htY^.fdodw (5)

(2) Because the molecule which at the time t has the co-

ordinates .^, y, z and the velocity-components ^, 77, f, at the

time t + ht has the coordinates x + ^ht, y + r]8t, z + ^8t and the

velocity-components ^+ X.8t, rj + YSt, ^-i-Z8t. The whole
change in S^ thus produced will be

where

8.S<^=sj(f^4,||+4f)*,fo, . (6)

If we employ the abbreviation

then

8,l<f) + S^l.<}) + Bst(f)=^8'(l>fdod(o. . . . (D)
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Strictly speaking, those molecules ought to be excluded

from the integration Avhich during the time ht come into

collision with each other. But since the number of these

molecules is intinitely small, like ht, and the integral moreover
is multiplied by ht, there result thus only terms of the order

of magnitude {^t)', which may be neglected.

(3) If S<^ suffers a change in consequence of the impacts
which occur during the time ht, this change also, which
we will denote by h^^, must be taken into account. I

proceed exactly as Lorentz does in the paper referred to.

We choose from all the impacts which occur in the paralelle-

piped dx dy dz during the time ht only those for which, before

impact, the velocity-components of one of the impinging
molecules lie between the limits (2), whilst the velocity of the

centre of gravity of the impinging molecules lies between the

limits

u VixA u-\-dxi, vandi; + c?r, w^xAw-\-dw\ . (10)

and, lastly, the direction of the line of centres of both molecules

for the impacts chosen at the moment of im]iact lies within

an infinitely small cone of given direction in space and of

aperture d\. If a denotes the diameter of the molecules, V
their relative velocity, and the acute angle of the directions

V and C, then the number of selected impacts is

dn= a'^fflY cos do dw dp dXSt ; . . . (11)
where

/=/(/? y; ~ J I; V, K, 0, A =A^', y, -, ^'- ?> ''-v, w

-

^, 0,

dp=-dudv die (12)

Since W'C have assumed the masses equal, the velocity-

components of the second of the impinging molecules before

impact differ infinitely little from ?<— f, v— t], lo— ^. After

impact the velocity-components of the first of the impinging
molecules must lie between the limits

r and f + d^', v' and v' + dv' , T and ^' + dt,' ; . (13)

those of the second molecule then differ infinitely little fi'om

ti— ^', v—v') w— f'.

The function <p for the two molecules before impact has

then the values

^(•*'j y, ~, ^, V, ^, and </)(.r, ?/, z, v-^, r-?;, lo-^, t),

for which we will write ^ and 0i for the sake of brevity. But
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after impact ^ has for the same molecules the values

0('^'; y^ z, f J V', ^', t) and 4){a;, ij, z, M-f , v-t}', lo-^', t),

for which wo will write <^' and ^i'. Infinitely small magni-

tudes of the order ht may be neglected (so that in the two last

expressions, for example, t may be written instead of ^ + S<),

since the quantities 0, (/>!, <^', and (/>/ occur in equation (18)
multiplied by a factor which is itself an infinitely small quan-

tity of the order ht. By each of these impacts, therefore, S</>

is diminished by + ^i ; on the other hand, it is increased by
<})' + (f)i'.

By all the selected impacts together, therefore, S^
is increased by

£Zn((/)'4-</>i'-0-</)i).

We will now consider, together with the action of the hitherto

selected impacts, the action of those w^hich in the volume-

element do during the time Bt have acted in exactly the

opposite way, and which, for shortness, we wall call the re-

versed impacts. These latter, therefore, will be just those for

which the velocity-components of the centre of gravity and

the position of the line of centres of the spheres at the moment
of impact lie between the same limits as for the first selected,

but for which the velocity-components of the first impinging

molecule at the moment at which the impact begins lie between

the limits (13); so that those of the second of the impinging

molecules difi'er infinitely little from ti— ^', v—rf, w— ^'. On
the other hand, as we at once see, for the reversed impacts

the velocity-components of the first of the impinging mole-

cules after impact lie between the limits (2) ; but those of the

second diflfer infinitely little from u— ^, v—r}, ic— ^. By each

of the reversed impacts, therefore, %<^ is increased by

and if we denote the total number of reversed impacts by dr^y

then during the time ht their effect is to increase Xj> by the

amount
c?n'.(0 + (^i-(/)'-<^i').

This quantity, therefore, by all the first selected impacts and

the corresponding reversed impacts, is increased by

A=(fZn-(?7i')(<^' + ^i'-</)-</>i). . . . (14)

Exactly as in formula (11) we have next

dn' =<7j'fi'Y cose do dco' dp d\Bt, . . (15)

Fhil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 153. Feb. 1888. H
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where

j'=jXa:,y, c, r, '/, ?', I), /i'=/(^-,y, --, «-r, '- V, «'-?', 0.

In order to ex])ress dco' in terms of r/tw, we must imagine
the magnitude and position of the centre of gravity as well as

the direction of the line of centres at the moment of impact
completely fixed. On the other hand, the velocity-components
ol" the first of the impinging molecules may vary between the

limits (2). Jn the accompanying figure, in which the rect-

angle ^1' CC"' does not necessarily lie in the same plane as the

triangle O^u, let 0^ be the velocity of

the lirst molecule before impact, 0?^

the velocity of the centre of gravity of

both molecules, and ^C the direction

ol the line of centres at the moment
of impact. The straight lines (not

drawn in the figure) 0^', OV, and OC
therefore represent respectively the

velocity of the first molecule after

impact, that of tbe second before,

and that of the second after impact. We have now to keep
the points and 7i, and the direction of ^C unchanged,
whereas the ])oint ^ must describe the whole interior of the

parallelepiped dw. Since here the figure ^|' CC is always a

rectangle, and tc always remains its centre, we see at once that

the point |' describes a parallelepiped dco' congruent with the

parallelepiped day, which represents nothing else than the

product of the differentials d^' drj' d^' ; consequently d(o = doJ.

(I have given a nmch more complete account of this trans-

formation of coordinates and its relationship to various for-

mula? of the kinetic theory of gases in my paper " On the

Assumptions necessary for the Proof of Avogadro's Law."*
H. A. Lorentz attains the greatest simplicity by using the

velocity-comj)onents of the centre of gravity instead of the

components of the relative velocity which 1 have employed
on page G4J.) We therefore obtain from formula (1^^),

dn'= a-fjYY cose do d(o dp d\ Bt ; . . . (16)

and from formula (14),

A= {<!>' +
(f>^'
-

(f>
- (f,^Xff^-j'f,')a'Y cose do d(o dp dX8t. (17)

]n order to find S^S^ from this, we have to integrate this

expression with reference to all differentials denoted by d over

* Boltziuauii, Wim. Sifzwiyslcr. vol. xciv. p. 0^7 (1880) ; Phil. Mag.
[5] vol. xxiii. p. 305.
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all possible values, which we will express by a single integral
sign.

In this, however, we must observe that, after performing
the integration, we have counted each impact four times.

Because we have extended the integration over all the first

selected impacts, we have already counted all the impacts
once ; by further extending the integration over all the re-

versed impacts, we have counted all the impacts a second
time ; moreover, both in the first and in the second integration
each separate impact is counted twice, since the molecule with
the velocity-components ^r)t^ may be both the first as well as

the second of the impinging molecules.

Therefore, on the whole,

S,S(/) = i cr^Sij'((/,' + </)/-</)- ^i)(//i -/7i')V cos d do d(o dp d\. (18)

The whole increase SS^, which 2</) undergoes during the

time ht, is the sum of the expressions (5), (6), (7), and (18).

Since the function </> was left undetermined, there is nothing

now to prevent our putting

where I denotes the natural logarithm. Then we shall have

i.S^=.<J|
^•^ dodw (19)

This is simply the change which the total number of mole-

cules contained in the space suffers in the time ht ; and is

evident!}' equal to zero, since we assume that the walls of the

vessel are solid.

According to formula (6), SjSc^ consists of three summa-
tions. Integrating the first of these with reference to x, the

second with reference to y, and the third with reference to z,

we obtain

B^%<f)= 8t\fndsd<o
', (20)

where ds is a surface-element of the vessel, n the velocity-

component of a molecule normal to the surface-element in

question.

We may now for each surface-element ds introduce three

new variables instead of ^, t), t„ namely the components of the

velocity in the direction of normals to the vessel, and in two
directions at right angles, which we will denote by n, q, r.

Integral (20) then becomes

Ztxfndsdndqdr, (20a)

H2
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which is to be integrated with reference to w, <2,r from -co
to +00. Since we assume that the molecules are reflected at

the solid walls of the vessel like elastic spheres, those molecules

which strike against the walls of the vessel with certain values

of q, r will return from the w%all with the same values of g
and r. The impinging molecules differ from the returning

molecules only in the sign of n. The function / therefore

remains imaltered if g and r remain unaltered and only n

changes its sign, whence it follows that in the integral (20a)

each two terms neutralize each other ; consequently this

integral itself has the value 0. So also of the three summa-
tions, of which, according to equation (7), the quantity 83^^
consists, we may integrate the first with reference to f, the

second with reference to ??, and the third with reference to f,

between the limits -co and +co. But since for infinite

values of the velocities/ must necessarily vanish, we see that

also 83^^=0.
If, at the beginning of the time, the gas were contained in

a finite space not enclosed by walls (the integration-space),

then the expression (19) would be negative, and numerically

equal to the number of the molecules which emerge from the

integration-space during the time St. But then the number of

these molecules would be exactly equal to the expression (20),

so that 8iX(f) + 8oS<^ would still be equal to zero. So also S^Sf/)

would assume a negative value, and B^'^cfi an equal positive

value, if the velocities of the molecules at the beginning of

the time were included within finite limits.

If we wish to prove the equation

gi2<^+822<^ + 83S(/)=0 (21)

directly, without employing integration with reference to one
of the coordinates or velocities, we may proceed thus :—Let us

imagine each point of the parallelepiped do moved forward in

space with the velocity-components f , 77, ^, and each point of

the parallelepiped dto with the velocity-comi)onents X, Y, Z
;

whereby the first points of course are reflected at the walls

exactly like the molecules, and the latter also must be corre-

spondingly altered.

Sinc(i X, Y, Z are not functions of |, tj, ^, neither of

the parallele])ipeds alters its size. Let the parallelepipeds

be denoted in their original position by do and dco, and in

their new position, which they have reached by the motion of

their points during the time St by do* and day*. Let(f> be the

value of this function at the time /, when in it the values are

substituted for the variables which correspond to the middle
points of the parallelepipeds do and dw, whilst this function
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at the time t-\-ht assumes the value ^*, if for the variables the

values are substituted which correspond to the middle points

of do* and da>* ; then

^ \^t ^x 'By B^ B^ Bj? ow
which quantity we have already denoted by 8'^ in equation (8).

According to equation (9),

8iS<^+ SgSc^ + h^4>= ^h'<\>fdo dw.

If
J
now, we put

<f>
= Jf, we have

8it(f> + 8.2t<j> + 8s^c}>=^ 8'fdo d(o=
J/*

do* d<o*- ^fdo dco.

Since in the last expression both the first and second inte-

grals express the total number of the molecules of the gas,

their difference must be zero.

The indices and prefixed symbol 8' have for the function/
exactly the same meaning as before for the function ^.

Hence, if we put </>= //, 8S<p reduces to S^'Z(f> ; and we ob-

tain, if we make use of equations (4) and (18), the equation

B^fl/do da>= ia'Bt^Y cos 9 do dco dp d\ . (ffi-f'fiO • if^ )• (22)

We will also make use of the general equation for the

change of the function /, which I have called equation (44)
in my " Further studies on the Heat-equilibrium among Gas-

molecules,"t and equation (2) in my paper " On the Heat-

equilibrium of Gases upon which External Forces act"|.
Although in the last-named paper I have proved this equation

at length, yet I will shortly deduce it from the data before us.

The number of molecules whose centres at the time t lie in

the parallelepiped do, and whose velocity-points at the same
time lie in the parallelepiped dco, is

'^i==f(^,^}^,^,V,^,t)<^^o(^^> .... (23)

for which, again, we will write for shortness fdo dco ; so also

the number of molecules for which, at the time t-\-8t, the

centre lies in the parallelepiped do*, and the velocity-point in

the parallelepiped d(a* :

—

N2 =f{x +m>y + V^t, z + ^U,^^ XSt, V + Y8t, ^+ Z8t, t + 8t)do* dco*

t Boltzmann, Wteti. Sitzb, vol. Ixvi. (1872). % Ibid. vol. Ixxii. (1875).
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Tlie number of molecules of the N, molecules which, during

the time ht, come into collision with any others, is obtained

by integrating the expression given by equation (11) for dn

with reference to all possible values of du, dv, div, and dX.

The result of this integration may be written thus :

—

'Ns=dod(oaH^ffY cos 6 dp d\. . . . (25)

Besides these N3 molecules, all the molecules whose number is

denoted above by Nj, after lapse of the time ot, reach the

parallelepiped do*, and their velocity-points the parallelepiped

dco*.

Of the molecules whose centres are in the parallelepiped do

there are,however, during the time St some (let their number be

N) which had l)ofore altogether other velocities, but by impact

with other molecules have attained exactly such velocities that

their velocity-point after impact lies in the parallelepiped dco*.

We have therefore N2 = Ni— N3 + N4. Observing equations

(23), (24), and (25), and remembering that N4 was obtained

from equation (16) by integration exactly as N3 from equa-

tion (11), we obtain, since, as already remarked, do* ~dQ and

dQi*= do),

dt ^h^v ^^-br/ ^^h^ ^ -d^^ -dv U
= a^^ (f'

f, '-ff^)Y COS dp dX. . (26)

The right-hand side of equation (22) is a sum of terms of

which no one can be positive. But since, as soon as the gas

is at rest and does not change its condition, the left-hand side

must vanish, so also each term of the right-hand side must

vanish by itself ; and we have generally for any values what-

ever of the variables //i= /'/'/•

Since this equation must hold for all possible values of the

variables occurring in it, so long as only the condition

f + ^2 +^^p+ ^f2 + ^/2 .... (27)

is fulfilled, it follows at once in the usual way that./*, if the

gas be at rest, must have the form

Fg-/<(fHr,--+f2)^ ^28)

where h is a constant, and only F involves the variables .*•, y, z.

In order to determine F we make use of equation (2G). We
see at once that since ./ has the form (28), the expression

f'/i'—ffi must always vanish, since equation (27) must be

satisfi(;d for every impact. Therefore also the right-hand

side of equation (26) must vanish, and the substitution of the
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value (28) gives

Since now the magnitude F can no more contain the vari-

ables f, r), ^, the term multiplied by ^, that multiplied by ?;,

and that multiplied by ^ in the last equation must separately

vanish, whence at once the well-known hydrostatic diflFerential

equations follow. Consequently this line of argument, which
Prof. Tait designates a " remarkable proceeding," does not in

any way involve any special assumption, but is a logical treat-

ment of the general equations of the kinetic theory of gases

;

and I am confident that those of my readers who honour the

foregoing with sufficient attention will not be able to raise any
objection to it. [Cf. on this point also Maxwell, 'Nature,'

vii. pp. 525 & 535, October 23, 1873.)

XII. The Recalescence of Iron.

By Herbert Tomlinson, B.A.*

Introduction.

MANY specimens of iron and steel, when they have been

raised to a white heat and are cooling, exhibit at a

certain stage a remarkable phenomenon—the metal, to all

appearances, receives a sudden accession of heat, and reglows.

This phenomenon was discovered by Professor Barrett, and is

frequently designated the '' recalescence " of iron. The author

believes the recalescence of iron to be due to a sudden phy-

sical change, the event of which has been retarded by what

he will call " subpermanent retentivity." The retentivity

of a substance may be defined to be that property by virtue

of which the substance does not immediately recover from

the strain produced by a stress when the stress has been

removed. If the original strain produced by the stress be

laroe, the residual strain will consist of two parts: one per-

manent, which will not disappear even after the lapse of any

length of time ; the other subpermanent, which will disap-

pear after a greater or less interval of time, and which may
be aided in doing so by molecular vibrations set up by
mechanical or any physical agency. Subpermanent reten-

tiA-ity appears with a great variety of strains :—when a wire is

twisted or bent, when a piece of iron or steel is magnetized,

when a Leyden jar is charged, and when glass has been raised

in temperature. The last is an example of subpermanent

* Communicated by the Physical Society : read December 10, 1887.
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strain resulting from thermal agency, and is the strain v\'ith

which we have now to deal. Such a strain is not peculiar to

glass ; tor the author has found that a coil of zinc wire, which

had been previously heated to nearly the melting-point of the

metal and afterwards suddenly cooled by plunging into cold

•water, continued to show decrease of volume for some minutes

after the cooling. The internal friction of a metal seems to

be intimately connected with the subpermanent retentivity
;

and the author has already investigated the internal fric-

tion of several metals at various temperatures*. The results

of the above-mentioned investigation show that changes of

temperature, even when they do not exceed 100° C, exercise

a very considerable effect on the internal friction ; and it

seemed likely that a preliminary examination of the internal

friction of iron at very high temperatures might be of service

in elucidating the problem of recalescence.

The Internal Junction of Iron at High Temperatures.

Experiment I.—In fig. 1, a 6 is an iron wire 49"5 centim.

in length and "041 centim. in diameter ; the ends a and h are

brazed to two pieces of rather stout brass wire ; the upper
piece of brass wire is furnished with a binding-screw, S, and
the lower one is soldered to the centre of a hollow horizontal

brass bar, V ; D is a piece of copper wire soldered at its

upper extremity to V, and dipping with its lower extremity

into mercury contained in a glass vessel, H. The wire hangs

in the axis of a glass tube, T, fitting into the cover of a box,

B ; the tube is closed with a cork, C, and the box B, though
provided with a door which can be opened for making adjust-

ments or for starting the torsional oscillations, is kept shut

up during the actual observations. The box is also provided

with a glass window, which enables an illuminated circle

crossed by a fine vertical dark line to bo thrown on to the

light mirror, ]\I, and hence be reflected back on to a scale

according to the usual arrangement. The wire was set in

torsional oscillation by means of a light feather gently pressed

against one end of V and then removed f ; the amplitudes of

the vibrations were never allowed to exceed one degree.

The wire was heated by means of an electric current from

a battery of 30 Grove cells, an amj)ere-meter and a set of

resistances serving respectively to measure and to vary the

* Phil. Trans, vol. clxxvii. (pai-t ii. 188G) p. 801. Proc. Roy. Soc.

]No. 244 (1886), p. 343.

t It would have bet^ii better to have had a small piece of iron attached to

V and to have started llie vibrations by a uiaj,niet on the outside of tlie box
;

eince the amplitudes diminished very rapidly at the higher temperature.
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strength of the current. The internal friction of the iron was

measured by the logarithmic decrement of arc of the wire

when set in torsional oscillation. Part of the whole observed

decrement is due to the friction of the air, and part to the

friction of the wire D against the mercury in H. The former

of these can be calculated from formulee given in the author^s

paper on the internal friction of metals* ; the latter by ob-

serving the logarithmic decrement at the temperature of the

room, first when D dips into the mercury, and again when it

does not, whilst from this again the effect of the friction of

the mercury at higher temperatures can be approximately

determined provided the change wrought in the torsional

elasticity be known. The logarithmic decrement resulting

from the friction of the air and the friction of the mercury

conjointly was small compared with the whole observed

decrement, and was in all the calculations allowed for.

* Phil. Traus. vol. clxxvii. (part ii. 1886) pp. 813-815.
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The lofrarithmic decrement due to internal friction was

determined in the first instance before the wire had been

heated at all, and proved to be

•002203*.

The wire was now heated to the highest temperature recorded

in this experiment, and was maintained for about half an hour

at this temperature, being all the time kept in torsional oscil-

lation ; it was then allowed to cool, and immediately after

cooling was again tested. The logarithmic decrement now
proved to be -019367.

After a rest of one hour the logarithmic decrement had con-

siderably diminished, and finally fell to

•00977.

Lastly, the wire was again raised to the previous high tem-

perature, and as soon as the logarithmic decrement and

vibration-period had become sensibly constant t their values

were registered. The temperature Vv^as then lowered by put-

ting resistance into the battery-circuit, and a fresh set of

observations was taken, and so on, until eventually the tem-

perature of the wire was reduced to that of the room, when
the logarithmic decrement proved to be sensibly the same as

the one last recorded. The results of the observations, which
extended over a period of several days, are given in the

following table :

—

Time of

vibration,

in seconds.
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The temperatures given in the third column of the table

are deduced from the values of the modulus of torsional

elasticity, given in the second column, by means of the

formula

^,=^o(l --0002442 ^-•0000002510^2-)^^

where zt and Zq are the values of the modulus at f C. and 0° C.

respectively. This formula was itself deduced from some
very careful observations of the torsional elasticity of iron at

diftbrent temperatures between 0° C. and 100° C. ; but the

numbers given in the third column must only be regarded as

rough approximations to the true values ; inasmuch as in the

first place the above formula was calculated from observations

made with a different specimen of annealed iron, and in the

second it by no means follows that the formula would apply for

such high temperatures as are here recorded. It would seem,
however, from the last column of the table, that somewhere
near 550° C. there begins to be a rapid rise in the internal

friction of the iron, and another still more rapid rise at a

temperature of about 1000° C. At this last temperature the

internal friction becomes so great that only two or three

vibrations are made by the wire before it comes practically

to rest ; and it is necessary to multiply the observations very
considerably before any approach to accuracy in the results

can be attained. Some idea of the enormous friction en-

countered by the molecules may be arrived at by bearing in

mind that the logarithmic decrement of a torsionally vibrating

iron wire at 1000° 0. is ten times the logarithmic decrement
of a tin wire at a temperature of 20° C, tin possessing the

largest internal friction of any metal yet examined at ordinary
temperatures.

From the last line in the table it would seem that the

internal friction of iron begins to decrease as the temperature
rises from 1100° C. to 1200° C. ; but the numbers here given
must be received with some caution in so far as they are to be
used for determining this pointf.

We tread on surer ground when we compare the second
and fourth columns together; and it is abundantly evident
that the decrease of torsional elasticity which ensues on rise

of temperature bears no comparison with the increase of
internal friction. It is a common lecture-experiment to

heat a bell by means of a burner placed underneath, and

* Proc. Roy. Soc. No. 244 (1886), p. 343.

t A second set of experiments made with another piece of the same
wire showed, however, a similar decrease of internal friction but at rather

a lower temperature.
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to demonstnite that all musical sound departs from the bell

when struck provided the temperature approach a visible red.

This absence of musical sound is generally, if not always,

attributed to diminution of elasticity; but it would seem, from
the above, to be much rather attributable to increase of

internal friction*.

Another point to be noted in this experiment is the large

permanent increase of internal friction produced by the rise

of temperature. This doubtless arose from the fact that,

though the mass of the suspended system only amounted to

40 grms., there was a sensible permanent lengthening of the

vdre resulting from the rise of temperature ; for the author

has shown that permanent extension and permanent toi'sion

may both increase very considerably the value of the loga-

rithmic decrement.

An equally important point to the above is the eflFect of rest

on the logarithmic decrement when the wire has recently had
its temperature changed. It seems not improbable that, large

as the internal friction is at the higher temperatures^ it would
be larger if tested immediately after the change had taken

place. Again, it would be larger still if tested by a statical

method ; for the preliminary vibrations, to which the wire

was subjected before testing, evidently reduced considerably

the internal friction.

The Two Critical Temperatures of Iron.

The above experiment seems to show, not only that the

internal friction of iron is very considerable at high tempera-

tures, but also that there are two points, namely about 550° C.

and 1000° C, at which there are very sudden changes in the

rate at which the friction increases with the temperature.

Now at or near these points there are, at any rate for annealed

iron wire of good quality, very notable and sudden changes in

certain of the physical properties of the metal. About 550° C.

the metal begins to lose its magnetic properties very rapidly;

so rapidly indeed that, if an iron wire bo surrounded by a

magnetizing solenoid always kept in action, and this again be

concentric with a secondary solenoid connected with a galva-

nometer, a very sensible induced current can be observed at

the critical temperature both on heating and cooling. It would
seem likely also, from the researches of Prof. P. G. Tait and
others, that at this temperature, or about this temperature,

there are sudden changes in the thermoelectrical properties of

* The elasticity of iron at 1000° C. is nearly the same as the elasticity

of silver at 20^ C.
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the metal and also in the electrical resistance. These sudden

changes would appear to indicate an equally sudden change
in the molecular architecture of the iron ; and it seems reason-

able to suppose that when, on heating, the critical temperature

is reached, a certain amount of the whole thermal energy

which may be imparted by an electric current or a burner to

the wire is used up in producing this change, whilst an equal

amount of thermal energy is given out when the wire, on

cooling, reassumes its original molecular structure. It by no
means follows, however, that the so-called latent heat con-

nected with the sudden change can be detected unless by very

refined apparatus ; for it is not at all unlikely that the sudden

loss of magnetic properties may be due simply to a rotation

of the molecules about their axes; and the researches of Pro-

fessor Ewing* prove that there may be considerable rotation

of the molecules about their axes, and yet at the same time

very minute change of temperature resulting from this rotation.

Near the higher temperature of 1000° C. there is again a

most remarkable alteration in the behaviour of an annealed

iron wire which is being heated when under stress or strain.

If it is stretched by a slight weight it suddenly unstretches f ;

if it is under a slight bending-stress it suddenly unbends; and
if it is under slight twisting-stress it suddenly untwists

;

whilst, on the contrary, if it has been previously bent or

twisted permanently and then entirely released from stress, it

suddenly bends more or twists more as the case may be|.

Further, there are sudden changes, evidently at the same
temperature, in the thermoelectrical relations which exist be-

tween strained and unstrained iron, and also between stressed

and unstressed iron ; these changes, like those before men-
tioned, being opposite in direction for stress and strain §.

All these phenomena indicate, according to the author^s belief,

a second notable change in the molecular architecture of

the iron ; the}^ certainly seem to indicate a change which
must involve the expenditure of thermal energy to produce
it when the iron is being heated,aud the giving out of thermal

energy when the iron is being cooled : in other words, here

must be, one would think, a second point at which heat becomes
latent.

Now suppose that the iron has been raised in temperature

above 1000° C. and is cooling : when the critical temperature

is reached the molecules would begin to come back to their

* Phil. Trans, part ii. p. 553 (1885).

t Pliil. Mag-. [4] vol. xh'i. p. 472.

X Ibid. [5] vol. xxiv. No. 148, p. 256 (1887).

§ Ibid. [6] vol. xxY. No. 152, p. 45 (1888).
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original positions, just as water begins to freeze when the

temperature of 0° C. has been reached ; but internal friction

prevents this, and it is not till the temperature has fallen, it

may be very considerably, below the critical temperature that

the readjustment takes place. When, however, the change
under these conditions does take place it will be what Clerk

Maxwell has designated as an explosive change, and the energy
set at liberty by the transformation will accelerate the sub-

sequent rate of transformation. Here, again, we have an
analogy in the case of freezing water; for in a Wollaston's

cryophorus the temperature of the water may frequently be

reduced several decrees below 0° C. before solidification sets

in ; but when it does, the whole mass, or a considerable por-

tion of the whole mass, is frozen instantly. With both iron

and water, therefore, there will be a greater amount of heat

suddenly generated when the transformation takes place below
the critical temperatures than when it occurs at the critical

temperatures. Again, another analogy ma}^ be pointed out

between ice at 0° C. and iron at 1000° 0. ; in both there is a

marked change in the cohesion of the molecules. When an
iron Avire is under any but an exceedingly small stress of

bending, torsion, or traction, it begins to yield permanently
in a most astonishing manner when, on heating, the tempera-
ture reaches 1000° C. ; the metal suddenly becomes, as it

were, in a partially fluid condition.

According to the author's view, then, recalescence in cooling

iron is owing to retardation, produced by internal friction, of

a physical change somewhat resembling the change which
occm's when water becomes ice : were it not for internal fric-

tion the change would take place comparatively in a gradual
manner, and a certain amount of thermal energy Avould be

equally gradually given out. In consequence, however, of

internal friction the change is retarded until a temperature is

reached below the temperature at which it would otherwise

occur ; when, partly owing to diminution of internal friction

and partly to increased internal molecular stress, the mole-
cules give way at some one point, and this is followed by a
giving way throughout the whole mass ; the change thus
partakes of the nature of an explosion, and, as a consequence,
there is a rapid rise of temperature. The following experi-

ments were made with the object of collecting evidence for or

against the above-mentioned theor3\

Experiments on Recalescence.

It has been observed that there are tico critical tempera-

tures—one at about 550" C, and the other at about 1000° C.

;
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so that, according to the above theory, there should be at least

two points at which a sudden reheating takes place ; but not

necessarily two sensible regloios*, or even, as we have seen,

two sensible reheatings. This is all the more to be expected
;

because when, on heating, a wire under moderate stress has

attained a temperature of about 550° C, there is evident!}^ a

sudden permanent yielding showing sudden softening of the

metal, though this is not nearly so marked as the permanent
yielding which takes place at the higher critical temperature.

The next experiment appeared to show, not one recalescence,

but several.

Expemment II.—The end of a steel poker was heated to a

very bright red in a fire and was then taken to a corner of

the room on one side of the fire. The room w^as quite dark
save where it was faintly lighted up by the fire, and the eyes

of the observer had been previously rested by shutting them
for five minutes before the experiment. The heated part of

the poker was intently watched whilst it was cooling and
nothing was observed of any note for some little time. Pre-
sently, however, the external surface apjoeared to lose in

temperature rapidly, and shortly afterwards to brighten most
perceptibly. The apparent rapid darkening and reglow
occurred no less than seven times during this same cooling.

The experiment was repeated again and again, not only on
the same night but on several nights, and as often as it was
repeated seemed to show most conclusively that there w^ere

several reglows. It was noticed, however, that when the

poker was loosely held in the hand the apparent reglows
occurred more frequently than when it was fixed ; and further

that, when the outside of the poker was seen to darken, a

slight motion of the poker in any direction caused it to

brighten. Evidently convection-currents of air could not
account for the phenomenon ; for though a current of air

might cause a sensible darkening of the external surface by
its cooling effect, it could not cause the brightening which
seemed to result from the motion. As it was thought that

the brightening might be produced by the motion of the iron

through the earth's magnetic field, the poker was reheated

and fixed in a horizontal position above the poles of a rather

powerful electromagnet. As soon as one of the darkenings
preliminary to a reglow occurred, the circuit of the battery

which actuated the electromagnet was closed and then opened
again ; but there was no sensible briohtenino; as a result of

I • •! •^•^
these operations, either at any point of this particular trial or

* The reheating may take place at too low a temperature to produce a
reglow.
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at any point of any of several subsequent trials which were
made. The next consideration was, Was the alternate darken-

ing and reglowing a suhjedive sensation*? The poker was
reheated, and after having been fii-nily fixed was watched
whilst cooling. As soon as the preliminary darkening ap-

peared, the head of the observer was turned slightly and
instantly brought back again. The whole operation of turn-

ing the head away and back again certainly did not occupy
more than a fraction of a second, and yet the metal shone out
quite clearly again. Closing and opening the eyes as quickly

as possible had a similar effect. No doubt such an instance

of subjective sensation is well known to physiologists, but it

has given the author a lesson which he will not readily forget

respecting the danger of trusting to mere seusationf.

Several other attempts were made with bars and wires of

iron and steel ; and in the case of certain wires there seemed
evidence of more than one real reglow. In face, however,
of the warning given by the above experiment, the author
prefers to leave the point still open until he has completed
some calorimetric observations which he has in view.

Experiment III.—A flat iron bar, 60 centim. long, 1'5

centim. broad, and 2 milhm, thick, was heated at one end to a
very bright red, and observed when cooling in a dark room i

a reglow occurred at a very high temperature^. The bar was
again heated, and whilst in the fire was bent as in fig. 2 ; it

Fig. 2.

A B

was then kept in the fire a short time longer, and afterwards

removed. At first all the bar from A to E appeared to be of

the same temperature ; but presently a delicate cloud aj^peared

on the portion BC, Avhich probably might have escaped notice

* This was suggested by Mr. Burton at the Meeting of the Physical

Society at which the paper Avas read ; the author feels much indebted

to Mr. liurton fur the suggestion.

+ Possibly the intensity of the apparent reglow aa ill be found to differ

with diii'ereut individuals, and even to vai'y with the state of health at

the time. To the author tlie phenomenon was very striking.

\ Considerably above dull red.
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had it not been for the contrast caused by the unclouded por-

tions AB, CE. Very shortly after its formation the cloud rolled

away, and inmiodiately afterwards a reglow occurred through-
out the whole of the heated portion of the bar. The eyes had
been kept upon the convex side of the bar in this trial ; and
as it was thought that the concave side might possibly show
U}) ])riglit instead of dark, by contrast with the unstrained

metal, the bar was heated a second time and again watched on
cooling. Rather contrary to expectation, the portion D, when
the cooling had reached a certain point, showed up as being
slightly clouded ; as before, the cloud rolled away and the re-

glow innnediately succeeded, which also, as before, seemed to

raise the whole of the heated portion of the bar to the same
temperature. The explanation of the formation of the cloud

appears to be this : above but near the critical temperature
the specific heat of the strained portion is lower than that of

the unstrained portion, and, as a consequence, very shortly

after the bar has been removed from the fire the temperature
of the former is niore rapidly lowered than that of the latter.

Again, the reason why the strained portion has a less specific

heat than the unstrained, and why, after the reglow, the strained

and unstrained portions become apparently once more uniform
in temperature, may well be that_, in consequence of the greater

internal friction of the strained portion, or from some other

cause, the contraction of its molecules does not go on at so great

a rate. When the temperature of a body is raised, part of the

thermal energy expended on it is expended in producing vis

viva of the. molecules, and part in pushing them asunder. If

we can prevent the molecules from being pushed asunder, a
given amount of thermal energy imparted to the metal will

produce a greater rise of temperature. Similarly, when the
metal is cooling, a given loss of thermal energy will be at-

tended by a greater lowering of temperature when the con-
traction of the molecules is lessened. As a consequence, when
the strained and unstrained portions are cooling near the cri-

tical temperature, there is a greater amount of molecular
potential energy, and therefore a greater rise of temperature
when the explosive change occurs at reglow, in the former
than in the latter. The next experiment shows that effects

similar to the above can be produced by hammering.
E.vperiment IV.—The straight portion of the bar used in

Experiment III. was heated to a white heat, and whilst hot
was placed upon a small anvil and struck twice very hard with
the sharp end of a hammer at two separate parts, so that two
rather deep dents were made in the bar about 10 centim. apart
from each other. The bar was now heated a second time to a

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 2h. No. 153. Feh. 1888. I
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very l)riglit red, and was allowed afterwards to cool. AV'hen

a certain temperature had been reached a very beautiful phe-

nomenon ])re.sented itself.

Suj)pose that AB and CD in fig. 3 represent the two dents.

Fig. 3.

B D
Slight clouds were first seen at AB and CD ; these quickly

deepened and extended both ways, leaving a bright space at Q.

Immediately afterwards the clouds rolled away, beginning

from Q, and the whole heated portion brightened with the

recalescence. This phenomenon was so striking that the

heating and cooling were repeated several times, with appa-

rently no very rapid diminution of the effects of the strain.

After the bar had been hammered and bent considerably in

this and other experiments of like nature, several attempts

were made after straightening it to anneal it ; these attempts

were only partially successful. Always before recalescence

faint patches of cloud could be detected here and there, showing

that some portions were more strained than others. These

clouds do not seem to be formed in those specimens of steel

or iron which do not show the phenomenon of recalescence; at

least so far as can be judged from observations made with one

specimen of steel in which both clouds and perceptil)le reglow

M'ere entirely absent.

Experiment V.—Several attempts were made in this expe-

riment to abolish recalescence by shaking or hammering. For
this purpose a piece of pianoforte-steel wire, which showed
recalescence well, was selected. The wire, which was 1 millim.

thick, was suspended vertically with a weight of 1 kilo, on the

end. The weight was held by one hand, whilst the other hand
was emjiloyed in making the wire vibrate transversely whilst

cooling ; but no amount of vibrating could prevent the reglow

from showing itself. A piece of the same wire was heated to

a very bright red in a burner ; it was then removed from the

burner, innncdiately placed on an anvil, and a very sharj) blow
was given it by a hammer. The blow did not jirevent the

recalescence from a])pearing.

In this respect, therefore, the behaviom* of iron which has

cooled below 1000° C. without change of state seems to difter

from water which has cooled below 0° C. without freezing
;

for the latter can be made to freeze by agitation. May not,

however, the sudden freezing in this last case be due simply to
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the brin oin fT of tlio liquid water into contact with small crystals

of ice which have fonncd on the side of the vessel. Besides,

the internal friction of the iron is very great ahove the tem-
perature of 1(100° C, and the vibrations may not have been
made sufficiently near the point of recalescence"^.

Exijeiinient VI.—This experiment was made with a view of

ascertaining whether the reglow would occur at a lower tem-
perature the greater the amount of retentivity of the specimen.

A specimen of well-annealed Swedish iron wire showed no
trace of reglow. This may have been for two reasons :—In

the first place, if the reglow occurs very near the critical tem-
perature the very brightness of the wire renders detection

difficult ; in the second, the amount of potential energy sud-

denly converted into kinetic energy is less. The author does

not believe that in this s])ecimen there was no recalescence, for

the following i-easons :—Whenever recalescence is very marked
the sudden changes which have been mentioned as taking place

in a wire cooling whilst under stress and strain are also well

marked ; and, conversely, if there is no sudden change in a

wire under stress or strain there is no recalescence : the

recalescence and the sudden changes seem to be inseparable

companions. Now, with the particular specimen of iron in

question, the sudden changes above alluded to could be
detected ; but they evidently occurred at a much higher tem-
perature than with those specimens of iron and steel which
showed recalescence plainly.

As far as could be ascertained from an examination of

about a dozen different specimens of iron and steel, those

specimens which seemed most capable of being softened by
the process of annealing were those in which the phenomenon
of recalescence was least marked. When recalescence is

manifest, the temperature at which it appears seems to vary
considerably with different specimens : with some this tempe-
rature would be at least as high as 800^ C, with others at

least as low^ as 550° C.

Vieios of Professor G. Forces and Mr. H. F. Neioall

concerning Recalescence.

According to Professor Forbes f, the phenomenon of re-

calescence is due to the fact that at a certain temperature
there is a sudden increase of the thermal conductivity of iron.

As the metal cools from a white heat, the ditference between

* It was impossible to continue the agitations right up to the poin of

recalescence, as the motion prevented the observer from seeing whether
the reglow took place or not.

t I'roc. R. S. E. April G, 1874.
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the tem])eratures of the outside surface and of the inside will

after a time become more or less considerable. The outside,

beinfj; always cooler than the inside, will sooner reach the

critical temj)erature at which there is a sudden increase

of thermal conductivity, and, as a consequence, there will be

a sudden rush of heat from the inside to the outside ; hence

the reglow. The assumption that a sudden increase of thermal

conductivity should take place Avhen the metal has cooled to a

certain temperature is very reasonable ; for there is, without

doubt, a sudden increase (or, to speak more correctly, more

than one* sudden increase) of electrical conductivity as the

iron cools.

Mr. H. F. Newall asserts t, however, that he has shown that

the reglow is " not due to differences in conductivity in iron

at different temperatures,"" and that " there is a rise of tem-

perature not only at the surface . . . but also throughout the

mass.^' Mr. Newall has not yet brought before us any ex-

perimental evidence in proof of these assertions ; but he has

promised to do so.

Mr. Newall seems to agree with the author that the process

going on during recalescence " partakes of the nature of an

explosion, in that once started it continues throughout the

mass of the iron/' but he regards the rise of temperature as

being caused by internal chemical action. The author looks

forward with much interest to the publication of Mr. Newall's

results.

XIII. On Cauchy's and Green's Doctrine of E.vtraneoxis Fm'ce

to e.rplaiii dynamically FresneFs Kinematics of Double

Refraction. By Sir William Thomson. J

1. /~^ REEN'S dynamics of polarization by reflexion, and
vT Stokes' dynamics of the diffraction of polarized

light, and Stokes' and Rayleigh's dynamics of the blue sky,

all agree in, as seems to me, irrefragably, demonstrating

Fresnel's original conclusion, that in plane polarized light the

line of vil)ration is perpendicular to the j)lan(i of polarization;

the " plane of jiolarization " being (lefined as the plane

through the ray and j)erpendicular to the reflecting suriuce,

when light is ])olarizcd by reflexion.

* We should exjicct, thereforo, moiv tlian (tne swvi&ce-rclKating.

t Phil. Map vol. xxiv. No. loO, p. 4;j() (1887).

X Coimiuinicnted by the Author, liaving been read before the liuAal

Society of Edinburgh, Dec. 5, 1887.
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2. Now when polarized light is transmitted through a

crystal, and when rays in any one of the principal planes are

examined, it is found that

—

(1) A ray with its plane of polarization in the principal

plane travels with the same speed, whatever be its direction

(whence it is called the " ordinary ray " for that principal

plane) ; and (2) A ray whose plane of polarization is per-

pendicular to the principal plane, and which is called " the

extraordinary ray " of that plane, is transmitted with velocity

differing for different directions, and havinff; its maximum
and minimum values in two mutually perpendicular direc-

tions of the ray.

3. Hence and by § 1, the velocities of all rays having their

Aabrations perpendicular to one principal plane are the same

;

and the velocities of rays in a principal plane which have their

directions of vibration in the same principal plane, differ accord-

ing to the diieetion of the ray, and have maximum and mini-

mum values for directions ofthe rav at ri o-ht angles to one another.
But in the laminar shearing or distortional motion of which
the wave-motion of the light consists, the "plane of the

shear"* (or "plane of the distortion,^^ as it is sometimes
called), is the plane through the direction of the ray and the

direction of vibration ; and therefore it would be the ordinary

ray that would have its line of vibration in the principal plane,

if the ether's difference of quality in different directions were
merely the aeolotropy of an unstrained elastic solidf. Hence
ether in a crystal must have something essentially different

from mere intrinsic aeolotropy; something that can give

different velocities of propagation to two rays, of one of which
the line of vibration and line of propagation coincide

respectively with the line of propagation and line of vibra-

tion of the other.

4. The difficulty of imagining what this something could

possibly be, and the utter failure of dynamics to account
for double refraction "without it, have been generallv felt to be
the greatest imperfection of optical theory.

It is true that ever since 1839 a suggested explanation has
been before the world; given independently by Cauch}- and
Grreen, in what Stokes has called their '* Second Theories of

Double Refraction," presented on the same day, the 20th of

* Thomson and Tail's 'Natural Philosophy,' § 171 (or 'Elements,

§ 150).

t The elementary dynamics of elastic solids, shows that on this

supposition there might be maximum and minimum velocities of propa-
gation for rays in directions at 45° to one another, but that the velocities

must essentially be equal for every tzco directions at 90° to one anothery in

the principal plane, when the line of vibration is in this plane.
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May of that year, to the French Academy of Sciences and

the Cambrid<^e Philosopliical Society. Stokes, in his Report

on Double ItefVaction,* has given a perfectly clear account

of this explanation. It has been but little noticed otherwise,

and somehow it has not been found generally acceptable
;

perhaps, because of a certain appearance of artificiality and

arbitrariness of assumption which might be supposed to dis-

credit it. But whatever may have been the reason or reasons

which have caused it to be neglected as it has been, and

though it is undoubtedly faulty, both as given by Cauchy

and by Green, it contains what seems to me, in all iirobability,

the true principle of the explanation, and which is, that the

ether in a doubly refracting crystal is an elastic solid,

unequally pressed or unequally pulled in different directions,

by the unmoved ponderable matter.

5, Cauchy's work on the wave-theory of light is compli-

cated throughout, and to some degree vitiated, by admission

of the Navier-Poisson false doctrine f that compressibility is

calculable theoretically from rigidity ; a doctrine which Green

sets aside, rightly and conveniently, by simply assuming

incompressibility. In other respects Cauchy's and Green's
" Second Theories of Double Refraction " as Stokes calls

them, are almost identical. Each - supposes ether in the

crystal to be an intrinsically aeolotropic elastic soHd, having

its aelotropy modified in virtue of internal pressure or pull,

equal or unequal in different directions, produced by and

balanced by extraneous force. Each is faulty in leaving

intrinsic rigidity-moduluses (coefficients) unaffected by the

equilibrium-pressure, and in introducing three fresh terms,

with coefficients (A, B, C in Green's notation) to represent

the whole efiect of the equilibrium-pressure. This gives for

the case of an intrinsically isotropic solid, augmentation of

virtual rigidity, and therefore of wave-velocity, by ecpial pull J

in all directions, and diminution b}' equal positive pressure

in all directions ; which is obviously wrong. Thus delinitividy,

pull in all directions outwards perpendicular to the bounding

* IJritisli Association Rejiort, 18(32.

t Soe Stokes, ' Ou the Friction of Fluids in Motion and on the Equili-

brium and Motion of Elastic Solids,' Canib. I'hil. Trans., 1845, §§ \\), 20
;

reprinted iu Stokes 'Mathematical and riiysical Papers,' vol. i. p. 123;

or Thomson and Tait's ' Natural Thilosophy,' §§ 084, 085; or' Elements,'

§§055,056.

X So little has been done towards interpretin<^ the fornndas of either

writer that it has not been hitherto noticed that positive values of

Cauchy's (J, II, I, or of Green's A, 13, C, signify pulls, aud negative

v-elues signify pressures.
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surface equal per unit of area to three times the intrinsic

rigidity-modulus, would give quadrupled virtual rigidity, and
therefore doubled wave-velocity ! Positive normal pressure

inwards equal to the intrinsic rigidity-modulus would annul
the rigidity and the waA^e-velocity—that is to say, would
make a fluid of the solid. And, on the other hand, negative

pressure, or outward pull, on an incompressible liquid, would
give it virtual rigidity, and render it capable of transmitting

laminar waves ! It is obvious that abstract dynamics can
show for pressure or pull equal in all directions, no effect on
any physical property of an incompressible solid or fluid.

6. Again, pull or pressure unequal in clifferent directions^ on
an isotropic incompressible solid, would, according to Green's

formula (A) in p. 303 of his collected Mathematical Papers,

cause the velocity of a laminar wave to depend simply on the

wave-front, and to have maximum, minimax, and minimum
velocities for w^ave-fronts perpendicular respectively to the

directions of maximum pull, minimax pull, and minimum
pull; and would make the wave-surface a simple ellipsoid!

This, which would be precis(»ly the case of foam stretched

unequally in different directions, seemed to me a very in-

teresting and important result, until (as shown in § 19 below)

J found it to be not true,

7. To understand fully the stress-theory of double refraction,

we may help ourselves effectively by working out directly and
thoroughly (as is obviously to be done quite easily by abstract

dynamics) the problem of § 6, as follows :—Suppose the solid,

isotro])ic when unstrained, to become strained by pressure so

applied to its boundary as to produce, throughout the interior,

homogeneous strain according to the following specifica-

tion :

—

The coordinates of any point M of the mass which were

f, 77, ^ when there was no strain, become in the strained

solid

|V«, ^s/^, Ks/y (1);

sj u, V/S, s/7, or the ''Principal Elongations"*, being the

same whatever point M of the solid we choose. Because of

incompressibility we have

«/e7=l (2).

• See chap. iv. of" Mathematical Theory of Elasticity "(W.Thomson),
Trans. Roy. Soc. Loud. 1850, reprinted iu vol. iii. of ' Mathematical and
Phv.sical t^ayers,' now on the point of being- published, or Thomson and
Tait's ' Natural Philosophy,' §§ IGO, 1G4, or ' Elements,' §§ 141, 158.
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For brevity, Ave shall designate as (a, /3, 7) the strained con-

dition thus defined.

8. As a ]nn'ely kinematic preliminary, let it be required to

find the principal strain-ratios when the solid, already strained

according to (1), (2), is further strained by a uniform shear,

<T, specified as tollows; in terms of .c, ?/, z, the coordinates of

still the same particle, M, of the solid and other notation, as

explained below :

—

.r = ^ ^ a + apl \

y = 'ns/^ + (Tpm
^

(3),

where

with

and

2 = ?\/7 + o7'

p = OP = X^^a+;^7?V/3 + v^v/7 . . . (4),

P+ m' + n' = l, \'' + fM' + v-'-=l . . . (5)^

IX + nifM+nv = {{]);

\, /jl, V denoting the direction-cosines of OP, the normal to

the shearing planes, and /, in, n the direction-cosines of
shearing displacement. The principal axes of the resultant

strains are the directions of OM in which it is maximum or

minimum, subject to the condition

f + ^'^+ ^2=l (7);

and its maximum, minimax, and minimum values are the
three required strain-ratios. Now we have

=f« + V'/3+ ?'7 + 2a(I^^a + mrj v//3 + n^^ y)p + a'y (8)

,

and to make this maximum or minimum subject to (7), we
have

~^ = pV, \j^-^=Pv; -^^=P^. .(9);

where in virtue of (7), and because OM^ is a homogeneous
quadratic function of ^, tj, ^,

p= OW.
The determinantal cubic, being

where

6'=y{l + 2anv-\-cr-v-) (U)
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and

a= \/ (/87) [cr [)iiv + n^) + o-'^/ii/] ; ^>= -v^ (7a) [o" (nX + Zv) + cr^j/X]
;

c=^(a^)[(7(/yLi+ mX)4-o-V] • . • (1^),

gives three real positive values for p, the square roots of which
are the required principal strain-ratios.

9. Entering now on the dynamics of our subject, remark
that the isotropy (§1), implies that the work required of the

extraneous pressure, to change the solid from its unstrained

condition (1, 1, 1) to the strain (a, ^, y), is independent of

the direction of the normal axes of the strain, and depends
solely on the magnitudes of a, /S, 7. Hence if E denotes its

magnitude per unit of volume; or the potential energy of

unit volume in the condition {a, /S, 7) reckoned from zero in

the condition (1, 1, 1) ; we have

E = ^(«,^,7) (13),

where ^jr denotes a function of which the magnitude is un-
altered when the values of a, /3,y are interchanged. Consider

a portion of the solid, which, in the unstrained condition, is a

cube of unit side, and which in the strained condition (a, /3, 7),
is a rectangular parallelepiped s/ a. . ^//3 . x^y. In virtue of

isotrop}'' and symmetry, we see that the pull or pressure on
each of the six faces of this figure, required to keep the

substance in the condition (a, /8, 7) is normal to the face.

Let the amounts of these forces per unit area, on the three

pairs of faces respectively, be A, B, C, each reckoned as

positive or negative according as the force is positive pull, or

positive pressure. We shall take

A + B + C= (14),

because normal pull or pi-essure nniform in all directions pro-

duces no effect, the solid being incompressible. The work done
on any infinitesimal change from the configuration (a, /3, 7) is

A \/(^y)d( V «) + B V (ja)d( v/ /3) + C x/(a^)d( ^7),
~

or (because a/87 —^)

2-J-+2^de+-dy
WIS).

10. Let Set, S/3, S7 be any variations of a, /3, 7 consistent
with (2), so that we have

(<x+ 8aX/3 + S^yy + Sy)= l')

and /- • . (16).
a^7=l j

Now suppose Sot, Sj3, By to be so small that we may neglect
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their cubes and corresponding products, and all

products. We have

whence
/3

hiiiher

(17);

(^j=(^fy^
whence, and by the symmetrical expressions,

1 / 5a2 5/9^ 8y'\

^^^^-x:^~f-7)
i,m'

(18).

11. Now, if E +8E denote the energy per unit bulk of the

solid in the condition

we have, by Taylor^s theorem,

SE = H, + Ii2 + H3 + &c.,

where Hi, H2, &c. denote homogeneous functions of Sa, SyS, By

of the 1st degree, 2nd degree, &c. Hence, omitting cubes

(fee, and eliminating the products from H^, and taking Hj
from (lo), we find

2\« p 7 ' «- p- 7-

where G, H, I denote three coefficients depending on the

nature of the function yjr (13), whieli expresses the energy.

Thus in (19), with (14) taken into account, we have just five

coefficients independently disposable. A, B, G, H, I, which is

the right number because, in virtue of a/3y= l, E is a

function of just two independent variables.

12. For the case of a= l, /3=1, y=l, we have

A= B= C= and G=H= I= Gi, suppose

;

which give

8E= iGi(8«- + 8/3- + S7-).

From this we see that 2Gi is simj)ly the rigidity-modulus of

the unstrained solid ; because if we make 87= 0, we have

8a=— 8/3, and the strain becomes an iuHnitesimal distortion

•
(19)'
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in the plane (.'^y), which may be regarded in two ways as a

simple shear of which the magnitude is S«* (this being twice

the elongation in one of the normal axes).

13. Going back to (10), (11), and (12), let a be so small

that a^ and higher powers can be neglected. To this degree

of approximation we neglect abc in (10), and see that its

three roots are respectively

provided none of the differences constituting the denominators
is infinitely small. The case of any of these differences

infinitely suiall, or zero, does not, as we shall see in the con-

clusion, require special treatment, though special treatment

would be needed to interpret for any such case each step of

the process.

14. Substituting now for S4, M, <?, «, />, c in (20), their

values by (11) and (12), neglecting a^ and higher powers,

and denoting by 8a, 8/3, hy the excesses of the three roots

above a, /3, 7 respectively, we find

ha= ci^ -lalX H- c7- fx-- 3^ ("A. + Ivf- Q^ (//i + mXy 1 |
"]

8^ = (Bf2am/M + o-^fx:'-^^(lfi, +m\f-^(mv + nfiy'] \ j> (21),

87=7' 2cniv + a-
\
v^— ^ (7nv + nu,y (nX + lv)'' V

I L /3-7 «-7^ JJ J

and using these in (19), we find

+ icT^
I
AX' + B/i- + Cj/" + L(mv + n/j,y + M(nX + Ivf + N(//i + mXf\ i (22),

+ 2o-2(G/-'^^ + lI»iV' + ^nh-) )

where

j,=^l-Sl, M=^^^=^: N=Mz:^
. (23)

j3—

7

7—

a

a— /3 ^ -^

15. Now from (5) and (6) we find

(mj/ + »/6)'-^= l-Z2_A,2_^2(/-A,2-mV-?iV) . (24),

which, with the symmetrical expressions, reduces (22) to

* Thomson aud Tait's ' Natural Philosophy,' § 175, or ' Elements,'
§154.
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G = (r(A/\ + V,mfjL + Cy/v) +W -j L + M +N + (A - L)X2

+ (B-MK + (C-N)v2-L/2-Mm2-Nn2 + 2[^2G+L-M-N)P\2( ^.._,.^_

f(2H + M-N-L)mV + (2I +N-L-M>V][ j

lb. To interpret this result statically, imagine the solid

to be given in the state of homogeneous strain (a, /3, 7)

throughout, and k't a finite plane plate of it, of thickness /<,

and of very large area Q, be displaced by a shearing motion

according to the specification (8), (4), (5), (6) of § 8 ; the

bounding-planes of the plate being unmoved, and all the soHd

exterior to the plate being therefore undisturbed except by the

slight distortion round the edge of the plate produced by the

displacement of its substance. The analytical expression of

this is

<r=Ai') i'^^),

^vhere/ denotes any function of OP such that

iWo^)=0 (27).
Jo

If we denote by W the work required to produce the supposed

displacement, we have
rh

W= Qj dphYl +W .... (28),

8E being given by (25), with everything constant except o-,

a function of OP; and ^ denoting the work done on the solid

outside the boundnry of the pkite. In this expression the first

line of (25) disappears in virtue of (27); and we have

—^= i^L + M + N+(A-L)\-+(B-M);a- + (C-N)v2 I

-Lr^-Mm2-'Ny/'^ + 2[(2G + L-M-N)/-V r' (29).

+ (2H + M-N-L)mV+(2I + N-L-M)«V]}) dpa^
jJo J

When every diameter of the plate is infinitely great in com-
parison with its thickness, "?^'/Q is infinitely snudi ; and the

second member of (29) expresses the work per unit of area of

the pkite, required to produce the su])j)osed shearing nu)tion.

17. Solve now the ])roblem of finding, subject to (5) and
(6) of § 8, the values of /, 111, n which make the factor

{ \ of
tlie second n)end)erof (25)) a maximum or minimum. This is

only the problem of finding the two principal diameters of
the ellipse in which the ellipsoid
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[2(2G + L-M-N)\2_L].i;2 + [2(2H + M-N-LK-M]7/2
+ [2(2I+N-L-M)v2-N>2^ const. . (30)

is cut by the plane

\x+^iij + vz= Q (31).

If the displacement is in either of the two directions (I, m, ii)

thus determinedj the force required to maintain it is in the

direction of displacement ; and the magnitude of this force

per unit bulk of the material of the plate at any point within

it is easily proved to be

da-

dp{M}k (32),

where {M} denotes the maximum or the minimum value of

the bracketed factor of (29).

18. Passing now from equilibrium to motion, we see at

once that (the density being taken as unity)

V2={M} (33),

where V denotes the velocity of either of two simple waves
whose wave-front is perpendicular to (\, ft, v). Consider the

case of wave-front perpendicular to one of the three principal

planes
;
(yz) for instance : we have X= ; and, to make !}

of (29) a maxinium or minimum, we see by symmetry that

we must either have

(vibration perpenrf/cM^a?' fo principal plane) Z=l, ?n= 0, n= 0•^

(vibration ui principal plane) l= 0,m=—v, )i= fMJ

Hence, for the two cases, we have respectively :

Vibration perpendicular to yz ... V^^M +N^ (B— M)ytt2 + (C— N)^^ (35

Vibration in yz V^^L + B/^^.^ Cv^' + 4(H + I-L)/^V (3C

19. According to Fresnel's theory (35) must be constant,

and the last term of (36) must vanish. These and the corre-

sponding conclusions relatively to the other two principal

planes are satisfied if, and require that,

A-L = B-M==C-N (37),

and
H + I= L; I +G=M;G + H=N . (38).

Transposing M and N in the last of equations (37), substituting

for them their values by (23), and dividing each member by
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(3y, we lind

"svhcncc (sum of numerators divided by sum of denominators),

B-C ^^-A ^ A-B
yu— a/3 a/3 — /Sy /Sy— 7a ' ' ' ^ ^"

The first of these equations is equivalent to the first of (37) ;

and thus we see that the two equations (37) are equivalent to

one only ; and (39) is a convenient form of this one. By it,

as put symmetrically in (40), and Ijy bringing; (14) into

account, we find, with k taken to denote a coefHcient which
may be any function of (a, /3, y) :

A= ^<S-/37); B = /<S-7a); C=A(S-«/3j;|
^ ^^^^,

where S = ^(/Sy + 7a + a/S) J

and using this result in (23), we find

L=A-[«(^ + 7)-S]; M = y(;[/3(7 + «)-S]; N= /.[y(« + /3)-Sj-) ^^

or L = /^-(2S-/37); M=y[<2S-ya); N=>^-(2S-«/3)
j^^"^'

By (2) we may put (41) and (42) into forms more convenient
for some purposes as follows :

—

A=7.(S-^); B= a(S-^); C= ^(S-^) . (43),

L=AY2S-ij; M=^(2S-^); N = /,Y2S- -] . (44),

where

S=4(M +
^)

("5).

Next, we find G, H, I ; by (38), (44), and (45) we have

G + H + I =UL +M + N) = 3/:S=iA(^^ + |+-^) . (46),

whence, by (38) and (44),

G=^.(1-.R); n=A(^-lS); I = Z.(^-1S).(47).

20. Using (43) and (47) in (19), we have

7,=ijA -h -l^_b ^^(^^^ ^^A ^h\ ^

s.^ 8^-^ 8y- (hu^ w . W\ i^ ^

hYj
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Now we have, by (2), log (a/37)=0. Hence, taking the

variation of this as far as terms of the second order,

(50).

E

/3 7

which reduces (48) to

XT? \l( ^"- ^^ ^y <

^^^ ^ ^^'

" V a^ /3^ Y a jS 7 /

Remembering that cubes and higher powers are to be neg-

lected, we see that (50) is equivalent to

«E=iM(l + l + i) (51).

Hence if we take k constant, we have

^=K: + ? + ^-«) • • • •
(^^)^

and it is clear that k must be stationary (that is to say, 8k= 0)
for any particular values of «, /3, 7 for which (51) holds ; and
if (51) holds for all values, k must be constant for all values

of a, f3, y.

21. Going back to (29), taking Q great enough to allow

^/^/Q to be neglected, and simplifying by (46), (43)^ and

(44), we find

and the problem (§ 17) of determining I, m, n, subject to (5)

and (6), to make l^/a + vi^/^ + n^/y a maximum or minimum
for given values of X, yu., v, yields the equations

I 111 71

&)X— ft)7+ - =0 ; G)/A— ft)'m+ -^r =0 : o)i/— w'?i+ - =0 . (54),
a. p y ^ ^'

ft), oi' denoting indeterminate multipliers ; whence

0}\

WfJ.

=/.(„^_i)%,,.(^'_ 1)% ,.(^,^_ ly (56),

(57).
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These tbnmilas are not directly convenient for findiiif^ /^ m, n

from \, //., V given (the ordinary formulas for doing so need

not be written hero) ; but tbey give \, fi, v explicitly in terms

of /, m, n sup])o.sed known ; that is to say, tbey solve tbe

problem of fiiuling tbe wave-front of tbe sim})le laminar wave
whose direction of vibration is (/, m, n). The velocity is

given by

'-K^f-':) (^^)-

It is interesting to notice that this depends solely on tb(^

direction of the line of vibration ; and that (except in special

cases, of partial or complete isotropy) there is just one wave-
front for any given line of vibration. These are precisely in

every detail tbe conditions ol Fresnel's Kinematics of Doul)le

Refraction.

22. Going back to (35) and (oGj, let us see if we can tit

them to double refraction with line of vibration ?'n the ]tlane

of polarization. This would require (o'o) to be tbe ordinary

ray, and therefore requires the fulfilment of (38), as did the

other supposition ; but instead of (37) we now have [in order

to make (36) constant]

A= B= C (59),

and therefore each, in virtue of (14), zero ; and

«=/3 =7=l;
so that we are driven to com])lete isotropy. Hence our present

form (§ 7) of the stress theory of double refraction cannot be

fitted to give line of vibration in the plane of polarization.

We have seen (§21) that it does give line of vibration per-

pendicular to the plane of jwlarization with exactly FresnePs

form of wave-surface, when fitted for the purpose, by the

simple assumption that the potential energy of the strained

solid is expressed by (52) with k constant ! It is important

to remark tliat k is the rigidity-modulus of the unstrained

isotropic solid.

23. From (58) we see that the velocities of the waves cor-

responding to the three cases, /= 1, 7h= 1, ?i= l, respectively

are \/{k/u), -/(///S), \^{k/y). Hence the velocity of any wave
whose vibrations are parallel to any one of the three principal

elongati(jns, mulliplied by (bis elongation, is ecjual to the

velocity of a wave in the unstrained isotropic solid.
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XIV. On the Diffusion of Gases ; a Reply to Professor Tait.

By S. H. BuRBUKY*.

SUPPOSE a gas at uniform density in a closed vessel, and
to the vessel and every molecule in it a small common

velocity u be given. Then the gas has mass motion u.

In the problem of diHusion the gas has density Wi inde-

pendent of the time but varying from point to point along a

tube ; and another gas has density n^ varying in the opposite

way, so that Ui + Uo is constant. The first gas acquires a

steady stream, say from left to right, along the tube. And
the question is whether the steady motion of the gas in such

circumstances can be " mass motion " as above defined, or not.

I maintain that it cannot; and, unless by the weight of his

authority. Professor Tait has not shaken my reasoning.

Take an element of the tube, of length hx, between the

sections A and A'. Without departing from the statistical

method, I say there exists a class v of molecules of the first

gas in that element constant in number, namely n]f(y)dvhx,

while the particular molecules composing it are continually

changing. Without departing from the statistical method, I

say there are two, and only two, possible ways in which they

can change—(1) by molecules with velocity v passing in or

out at A and A', (2) by encounters within the element. As
the result of (1), molecules going to the right enter the ele-

ment in greater numbers than they leave it. The reverse is

the case with those going to the left. From this cause you
have an increase of translation-velocity of the class within the

element equal to /(r) dv -^ -tT^'^ P®^ ^^^^ ^^ time.

(2) By encounters nif(v) dv B Sx molecules leave the class,

and as many enter it, per unit of time. The original mole-
cules had mean translation-velocity a. Q'he substituted ones

have mean translation-velocity a', which is less than a.

Owing to encounters, you have a loss of translation-velocity

to the class within the element equal to Vif(v) dvB^a — a') 8x
per unit time. Equating the loss by (2) to the gain by (1),

you obtain the condition for steady motion,

for each class.

It cannot be satisfied by " mass motion." I have not
" ignored the community of interest which mutual collisions

* Communicated by the Author.

FhU. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 153. Feb. 1888. K
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secure for all the ])articles of a gas/' Mutual collisions secure

the continual change of the individual particles constituting a

particular class, and the diminution of a, and that is all the

inliuence they have in the case under consideration.

I find, however, that in one respect I misunderstood Pro-

fessor Tait. I said that on his hypothesis a, the translation-

velocity of the class v in the moving gas, would be constant.

But that would not be the effect of mass motion. If we give

to a gas, previously at rest, mass motion xi, the number of

molecules in the gas so moving whose velocities are between
r and i'-\-dv, and make with the direction u angles between -^

and ylr + dyfr, is

Ce-f'-'v' diil + 2/mr cos ^) ^}R±^ ;

and therefore the mean translation-velocity of the class r is,

not u, but ^hv^u. In order to represent Professor Tait^s

h^-pothesis I should make in my notation a.=^hv^oi. But it

would not satisfy the condition for steady motion.

XV. On Electromagnetic Waves, especially in relation to the

Vorticity of the Impressed Forces ; and the Forced Vibra-
tions of Electromagnetic Systems. By Oliver Heaviside*.

1. ^UMMARY of Electromagnetic Connexions.—To avoid
indistinctness, I start with a short summarj^ of Max-

well's scheme, so far as its essentials are concerned, in the
form given by me in January 1885 f.

Two forces, electric and magnetic, E and H, connected
with the three fluxes,—electric displacement D, conduction-
current C, and magnetic induction B ; thus

B=/iH, C= ^E, D= ((y47r)E. ... (1)

Two currents, electric and magnetic, F and Gr, each of
which is proportional to the curl or vorticity of the o//ier force

not counting impressed ; thus,

curl (H—h)= 47rr, (2)

curl (e — E) =47rG
; (3\

where e and h are the impressed parts of E and H. These
currents arc also directly connected with the correspondino-

forces through
r= C + i), G= B/47r (4)

* Communicated by the Authnr.

t See the (meiiinfr sections of " Elcctroinagiietic Induction and its

Propagation,'' Electrician, Jan. 3, 1686, and after.
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An auxiliary equation to exclude unipolar magnets, viz.

div. B= 0, (5)

expressing that B has no divergence. The most important
feature of this scheme is the equation (3), as a fundamental
equation, the natural companion to (2).

The derived energy relations are not necessary, but are

infinitely too useful to be ignored. The electric energy U,
the magnetic energy T, and the dissipativity Q, all per unit

volume, are given by

U=iED, T= iHB/47r, Q= EC. ... (6)

The transfer of energy W per unit area is expressed by a
vector product,

W= V(E-e)(H-li)/47r, .... (7)

and the equation of activity per unit volume is

er + liG= Q + U + T+ div.W, .... (8)

from which W disappears by integration over all space.

The equations of propagation are obtained by eliminating

either E or H between (2) and (3), and of course take different

forms according to the geometrical coordinates selected.

In a recent paper I gave some examples* illustrating the

extreme importance of the lines of vorticity of the impressed
forces, as the sources of electromagnetic disturbances. Those
exami)les were mostly selected from the extended develop-

ments which follow. Although, being special investigations,

involving special coordinates, vector methods will not be used,

it will still be convenient occasionally to use the black letters

when referring to the actual forces or fluxes, and to refer to

the above equations. The German or Gothic letters employed
by Maxwell I could never tolerate, from inability to distin-

guish one from another in certain cases without looking very
hard. As regards the notation EC for the scalar product of

E and C (instead of the quaternion —SEC) it is the obvious
practical extension of EC, the product of the tensors, what
EC reduces to when E and C are parallel.

f

* Phil. Mag. Dec. 1887, "On Resistance and Conductance Operators,"

§ 8, p. 487.

t In the early part of my paper "On the Electromagnetic N^'ave-
Surface," Phil. Mag. June 1885, I have given a short introduction to the
Algebra of vectors (not quaternions) in a practical manner, {. e. without
metaphysics. The result is a thoroughly practical working system. The
matter is not an insiguiticant one, because the extensive use of vectors in
mathematical physics is bound to come (the sooner the better), and my
method furnishes a way of bringing them in without any study of
Quaternions (which are scarcely wanted in Electromagnetism, though

K2
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2. Plane Sheets of Impressed Force in a JSonconducthuj

Dielectric.—AVe need only refer to impressed electric force e,

as solutions relating to h are quite similar. Let an infinitely

extended nonconducting dielectric be divided into two regions

by an infinitely extended ])lano (./•, y), on one side of wbicb,

SJiy tbe left, or tbat of —z, is a field of e of uniform intensity e,

but varying with tbe time. If it be perpendicular to the

boundary, it produces no flux. Only tbe tangential compo-

nent can be operative. Hence Ave may suppose tbat e is

parallel to tbe plane, and cboose it parallel to x. Tben E, tbe

force of tbe flux, is parallel to x, of intensity E say, and tbe

magnetic force, of intensity li, is parallel to //. Let e=f{t) ;

tbe complete solutions due to tbe impressed force are tben

E =f^vK=-m-^h') (^)

on tbe rigbt side of tbe piano, wbere z is + , and

-El=fivli=-if{t + z/c) (10)

on the left side of the plane, wbere 2^ is — . In tbe latter case

we must deduct tbe impressed force from E to obtain tbe

force of tbe field, say F, which is therefore

F=-/(O + i/(^+0 (11)

The results are most easily followed thus. At the plane

itself, where the vortex-lines of e are situated, we, by varying

e, produce simultaneous changes in H, thus,

H=i^.' (1^)

at the plane. This disturbance is then propagated both ways
undistorted at tbe speed v={fjic)~K

On the other band, the corresponding electric displacements

are opjiositely directed on the two sides of the plane.

Since tbe line-integral of H is electric current, and tbe

line-integral of e is electromotive foi'ce, tbe ratio of e to H is

the resistance-0])erator of an infinitely long tube of unit area;

a constant, measurable in obnis, being 00 ohms in vacuum,

or 30 ohms on each siile. A\ by it is a constant is simply

they may be added on), and allows us to work without change of nota-

tion, especially when the vectors are in special type, as they should be,

being entities of widely different nature from scalars. I denote a vector

by (sav) £, its tensor by E, and its x, 1/, z components, when wanted, by

H|, l'].„ 10;,. The pernetniilly occurring scalar product of two vectors

requires no prelix. The prefix V of a vector product should bo a special

symbol.
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because the waves cannot return, as there is no reflecting

barrier in the infinite dielectric.

3. If the impressed force be confined to the region between
two parallel planes distant 2a from one another, there are now
two sources of disturbances, which are of opposite natures,

because the A'orticity of e is oppositely directed on the two
planes, so that the left plane sends out both ways disturbances

which are the negatives of those simultaneously emitted by
the right plane. Thus, if the origin of ^ be midwaj^ between

the planes, we shall have

E =;..H=-i/(^-£l^") +!/(/- 1±^) . (13)

on the right side of the stratum of e, and

-E = ^,rH=-i/(f+i±-^)+i/(f+~-:^) . (14)

on the left side. If therefore e vary periodically in such a

way that

f{t) = -At + 2a), (15)

there is no disturbance outside the stratum, after the initial

waves have gone off, the disturbance being then confined to

the stratum of impressed force.

Decreasing the thickness of the stratum indefinitely leads to

the result that the effect due to e=/{t) in a layer of thickness

dz at 2;= is, on the right side,

since /xcv^=l ; on the left side the -f sign is required.

We can now, by integration, express the etfect due to

In these, however, a certain assumption is involved, viz. that

e vanishes at oo both ways, because we base the formula? upon
(16), which concerns a layer of e on both sides of which e is

zero. Now the disturbances really depend upon de/dz, for

there can be none if this be zero. By (12) the elementary
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ih'jd: tlirough distance dz instantly produces

(1!>)
ifiv dz

at the place. If, therefore, e=f{z,t), tlie H solution at any

point consists of the positive waves coming from planes of

de/dz on the left, [)roducing, say, H], and of Hg duo to the

nef^ative waves from the ])lanes of de/dz on the right side,

making the complete solution

where

H= Hi+ H2,

E=fiv{B.i

^^-^r[^'f{'^'¥^^')'- •

(20)

(21)

(22)

This is the most rational form of solution, and includes the

case of €=f{t) only. The former may be derived from it hy
effecting the integrations in (21) and (22); remembering in

doing so that the differential coefficient under the sign of

integration is not the complete one with respect to :', as it

occurs twice, but only to the second ~', and further assuming
that <?=0 at infinity.

4. Waves in a Conducting Dielectric. IIow to remove the

Distortion due to the Conductivity

.

—Let us introduce a new
physical property into the conducting medium, namely that

it cannot support magnetic force without dissipation of energy
at a rate proportional to the square of the force, a property

which is the magnetic analogue of electric conductivity. We
make the equations (2) and (3) become, if j>= r//(/<,

curlH= (47r/; + c/?)E, (23)

— curl E=(47r^ + /u,p)H; .... (24)

if there bo no impressed force at the spot, where g is the
new coefficient of magnetic conductivity, analogous to k.

Let
^nrkjic= qi, ^irgj^ix= ([2,

qi + q2=q, qi->j2=''^, ^ . . . (25)

E= e-9'Ei, H= e-v'H

Substitution in (23), (24) lead to

curl Hi = f(s+7))Ei, (26)

— curl El = //.(— 5 +/>)H, (27)
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If 5= 0, these are the equations of electric and magnetic force

in a nonconducting dielectric. If therefore the new g be of

such magnitude as to make s= 0, we cause disturbances

to be propagated in the conducting dielectric in identically

the same manner as if it were nonconducting, but with a uni-

form attenuation at a rate indicated by the time-factor e"*'.

5. Undistoried Plane Waves in a Conducting Dielectric.—
Taking z perpendicular to the plane of the waves, we now
have, as special forms of (23), (24),

-^=(47rk + cp)E, (28)

dFj-^= (i7rg + ^p)B., (29)

E being the tensor of E, parallel to ,v, and H the tensor of H,
parallel to y, and both being functions of z and t.

Given E = Eq and H= Hq at time t= 0, functions of z only,

decompose them thus,

2/^= Eo + ya^;H„ (30)

2/2=E,-^rHo (31)

Here /j makes the positive and /g the negative wave, and at

time t the solutions are, due to the initial state, when s= 0,

^= e-''\f,{z-vt)+f,{z + vt)\, . . . (32)

f,vIi= e-'^'\Mz-vt)-Mz + vt)\. . . . (33)

The only difference from plane waves in a nonconducting
dielectric is in the uniform attenuation that goes on, due to

the dissipation of energy, which is so balanced on the electric

and magnetic sides as to annihilate the distortion the waves
would undergo were s finite, whether positive or negative.

6. Practical Application. Imitation of this Effect.—When
I introduced * the new property of matter symbolized by the

coefficient g, it was merely to complete the analogy between
the electric and magnetic sides of electromagnetism. The
property is non-existent, so far as I know. But I have more
recently found how to precisely imitate its effect in another

electromagnetic problem, also relating to plane waves, making
use of electric conductivity to effect the functions of both k
and g m §§4 and 5. In the case of § 5, first remove both

conductivities, so that we have plane waves unattenuated and
undistorted. Next put a pair of parallel wires of no resistance

in the dielectric, parallel to z, and let the lines of electric force

* See second footnote, p. 130.
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torniinato upon them, whilst those of magnetic force go round

the wires. We sliall still have those plane electromagnetic

waves with curved lines of force propagated undistortetl ami

unattenuated, at the same speed v. If V be the line-integral

of E across the dielectric from one wire to the other, and 47rC

be the line-integral of H round either wire, we shall liave

-S=Lpa (34)

-§=«^^' '^«>

(34) taking the place of (29), and (35) of (28), with k and </

both zero. Here L and S are the inductance and per-

mittance of unit length of the circuit of the parallel wires,

and r=(LS)-^
Next let the wires have constant resistance R per unit

length to current in them, and let the medium between theui

be conducting (to a very low degree), making K the con-

ductance per unit length across from one wire to the oth(!r.

We then turn the last equations into

-^=(R+i4>)c, .... (30)

-g=(K + Sy>)V, .... (37)

and have a complete imitation of the previous unreal problem.

The two dissipations of energy are now due to K in the

wires, and to K in the dielectric, it being that in the wires

which takes the place of the unreal magnetic dissipation.

The relation R/L= K/S, which does not require excessive

leakage when the wires are of co])per of low resistance,

removes the distortion otherwise suffered by the waves. 1

have, however, found that when the alternations of current

are very rapid, as in telephony, there is very little distortion

produced by copper wires, even without the leakage required

to wholly remove it, owing to W/Ln becoming small, n/'Iir

being the frequency ; an effect which is greatly assisted by

increasing the inductance (see Note A, p. 151). Of course there

is little resemblance between this problem and that of the long

and slowly-worked submarine cal)le, whether looked at from

the physical side or merely from the numerical point of view,

the results being then of different orders of magnitude. A
remarkable misconception on this j)oint seems to be somewhat
generally held. It seems to be imagined that self-induction
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is harmful* to long-distance telephony. The precise contrary

is the case. It is the very life and soul of it, as is proved both

by practical experience in America and the Continent on very

long copper circuits, and by examining the theory of the

matter. I have proved this in consi<lerable detail f ; but they

will not believe it. So far does the misconception extend that

it has perhaps contrilnited to loading Mr. W. H. Preece to

conclude that the coefficient of self-induction in copper circuits

is negligible (several hundred times smaller than it can pos-

sibly be), on the basis of his recent remarkable experimental

researches.

The following formula, derived from my general formulffi$,

will show the role played by self-induction. Let R and L be

the resistance and inductance per unit length of a perfectly

insulated circuit of length /, short-circuited at both ends.

Let a rapidly sinusoidal impressed force act at one end of

amplitude eo, and let Cq be the amplitude of the current at the

distant end. Then, if the circuit be very long,

Co=|^^-«'/-^ ^^^)

where v is the speed (LS)~' = (/xc)"% provided E/Lw be

small, say ^. It may \e considerably greater, and yet allow

(38) to be nearly true. We can include nearly the whole
range of telephonic frequencies by using suspended copper
wires of low resistance§.

It is resistance that is so harmful, not self-induction ; as, in

combination with the electrostatic permittance, it causes

immense distortion of waves, unless counteracted by increasing

the inductance, which is not often practicable (see Note B,

p. 152).

7. JDistorted Plane Waves in a Conductiiig Dielectric.—
Owing to the fact that, as above shown, we can fully utilize

solutions involving the unreal g, by changing the meaning of

the symbols, whilst still keeping to plane electromagnetic

waves, we may preserve g in our equations (28) and (29),
remembering that H has to become C, E become V, Airk

* W. H. Preece, F.R.S., " On the Coefficient of Self-induction of
Copper Wires," B. A. Meeting, 1887.

t " El. Mag-. Ind. and its Propagation," Electrician, Arts. xl. to 1. (1887).

X See the sinusoidal solutions in Part II. and Part V. of " On the

Self-induction of Wires," Phil. Mag. Sept. 1880 and Jan. 1887.

§ The explanation of the ^Lr dividing Cf^ in (38), instead of the Lz' we
might expect from the yiV resistance-operator of a tube of unit section

infinitely long one way only, is that, on arrival at the distant end of the

line, the current is immediately doubled in amplitude by the reflected

wave. The second and following reflected waves are negligible, on
account of the length of the line.
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become K, c become S, Airg become Tl, and //- become L,

when making tlie application to tlie possil)li^ problem ; whilst,

when dealin<r with a real conducting dielectric, g has to

be zero.

Required the solutions of (28) and (29) due to any initial

states Eq and Hy, when s is not zero. Using the notation

and transformations of (25), (or direct from (26), (27)), we
produce

-^^=c{s+p)¥.„ .... (39)

from which

-'^= /.(-.+/0H,; . . . (40)

^^^'=(f--^^)Hx, .... (41)

with the same equation for Ei.

The complete solution may be thus described. Let, at time

<= 0, there be H = Ho through the small distance a at the

origin. This immediately splits into two plane waves of half

the amplitude, which travel to right and left respectively at

speed r, attenuating as they progress, so that at time t later,

when they are at distances +t'< from the origin, their ampli-

tudes equal
,^^^^_^,^ ^^^^

with corresponding E's, viz.

i^fH,e-9' and -i/xrIT,e-'/', . . . (43)

on the right and left sides respectively. These extend

through the distance a. Between them is a ditfused dis-

turbance, given by

H=.-,<^«(.+ ^)j.{i(--.^0*),
. . . (44)

E=-"lr"(-r.)j»{:-(^'-«''^)'^}' • • •
(^5)

in which v'^t^> z"^.

In a similar manner, suppose initially E = Eo through

distance a at the origin. Then, at time t later, we have two
j)lane strata of depth a at distance vt to right and left respec-

tively, in which
E = iEoe-^^'=±M'-H, (4G)

the + sign to be used in the right-hand stratum, ihe — in

the left. And, between them, the diffused disturbance
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given by

E=e-.|^(-.+ ,^)j4i(.^-»V)'}, . . (47)

Knowing thus the effects due to initial elements of E^ and
Ho, we have only to integrate with respect to z to find the

solutions due to any arbitrary initial distributions. I forbear

from giving a detailed demonstration, leaving the satisfaction

of the proper conditions to be the proof of (42) to (48) ;

since, although they were very laboriously worked out by
myself, yet, as mathematical solutions, are more likely to have
been given before in some other physical problem than to be

new.
Another way of viewing the matter is to start with s= 0,

and then examine the effect of introducing s, either 4- or —

.

Let an isolated plane disturbance of small depth be travelling

along in the positive direction undistorted at speed v. We
have E = //-rH in it. Now suddenly increase k, making s

positive. The disturbance still keeps moving on at the same
speed, but is attenuated with greater rapidity. At the

same time it leaves a tail behind it, the tip of which
travels out the other way at speed r, so that at time t,

after commencement of the tailing, the whole disturbance

extends through the distance 2ri. In this tail H is of the

same sign as in the head, and its integral amount is such
that it exactly accounts for the extra-attenuation suffered

by H in the head. On the other hand, E in the tail is

of the opposite sign to E in the head ; so that the integral

amount of E in head and tail decreases faster. As a special

case, lot, in the first place, there be no conductivity, ^= and

g= 0. Then, keeping </ still zero, the effect of introducing k

is to cause the above-described effect, except that as there was
no attenuation at first, the attenuation later is entirely due
to k, whilst the line-integral of H along the tail, or

including H in the head, remains constant. This is the per-

sistence of momentum.
If, on the other hand, we introduce g, the statements made

regarding H are now true as regards E, and conversely. The
tail is of a different nature, E being of same sign in the tail as

in the head, and H of the opposite sign. Hence, of course,

when we have both k and g of the right amounts, there is no
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tailing. This subject is, however, Air better studied in the

telegraphic application, owing to the physical realit^^ then

existent, than in the present problem, and also then by
elementary methods*.

8. Owing to the presence of djdz in (45) and (47) wo are

enabled to give some integral solutions in a finite form.

Thus, let H=iro constant and E = initially on the whole of

the negative side of the origin, with no E or H on the posi-

tive side. The E at time t later is got by integrating (45),
giving

E=^«Jo|-(.-2-rV)*J6-^', . . . (49)

which holds between the limits z= +?-^, there being no dis-

turbance beyond, except the H(, on the left side. When ^=
and zjvt is small, it reduces to

E "^i^'^-it (50)

This is the pure diffusion- solution, suitable for good con-

ductors.

If initially E=:Eo, constant, on the left side of the origin,

and zero on the right side, then at time t the H due to it is,

by (48),

The result of taking c= 0, /7= 0, in this formula is zero, as

we may see by observing that c in (49) becomes id, in (51),

It is of course obvious that, as the given initial electric field

has no energy if c= 0, it can produce no effect later.

The H solution corresponding to (49) cannot be finitely

expressed. It is

H=iH„.-.'[l+£''A''(,, + ^^^)j.(l(.,._A.)i}rf..],

which, integrated, gives

H= iHo6-v'[e''--^(Jo-aO + 1 (-^'y 1 (-a^-J,)

1.3/.scY' 1 .
-r , -Ts ,

l.^.hfsz\' 1 ,.^ _,
(52)

* "Electro-magnetic Iml action and its rromgation," Electric iuu, Arts,
xlii. to 1.(1887).
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where all the J's operate on stsj — I ; thus, e.g. (Besael's),

But a much better form than (52), suitable for calculating
the shape of the wave speedily, especially at its start, may be
got by arranging in powers of ^— r^, thus

s^t^ .. /. z\^
><l-5)'+---}'

• (58)

true when z<vt, where /,,/2, &c. are functions of t only, of
which the first five are given by

at

/' = ! + ,

^st / ^ st\ s^t^ /. st\

At the origin, H is given by

H= iHoe-2'^^', (54)

and is therefore permanently ^Hq when ^= 0. At the front

of the wave, where z= vt,

H= iHoe-?' (55)

Now, to represent the E solution corresponding to (51), we
have only to turn Hq to Eq in (53), and change the sign of s

throughout, i. e. explicit, and in the /'s. Similarly in (52).

Thus, at the origin,

E = iEoe-""', (56)

and at the front of the wave

E = iEoe-^' (57)

9, Again, let H= ^Ho on the left side, and H=— ^H^ on
the right side of the origin, initially. The E that results from
each of them is the same, and is half that of (49) ; so that

(49) still expresses the E solution. This case corresponds to

an initial electric current of surface-density Ho/47r on the
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c = jilane, with the full magnetic field to correspond, and
from it innnediately follows the E solution due to any initial

distribution of electric current in j)lane layers.

Owing to II being permanently ill,, at the origin in the

case (4*J), (;3J:), when <7= 0, we may state the problem thus :

An infinite conducting dielectric with a plane boundary is

initially free from magnetic induction, and its boundary
suddenly receives the magnetic force Ho= constant. At time
t later (49) and (52) or (53) give the state of the conductor
at distance z<vt from the boundary. In a good conductor
the attenuation at the front of the wave is so enormous that

the diffusion solution (50) applies j)ractical!y. It is only in

bad conductors that the more comj)lete form is required.

10. E^'ed ofImpressed Force.—We can show that the initial

eflect of impressed force is the same as if the dielectric were
nonconducting. In equations (23), (24), let p= ni, where
?i27r = frequency of alternations, supposing e to alternate

rapidly. By increasing n we can make the second terms on
the right sides be as great multiples of the first terms as we
please, so that in the limit we have results independent of
k and g, in tliis respect, that as the frequency is raised in-

finitely, the true solutions tend to be infinitely nearly repre-

sented by simplified forms, in which k and g play the part of

small quantities. An inspection of the sinusoidal solution for

plane waves shows that E and H gat into the same phase, and
that k and g merely present themselves in the exponents of
factors representing attenuation of anqtlitude as the waves
pass away from the seat of vorticity of im])ressed force.

Consequently, in the plane problem, the initial effect of an
abrupt discontinuity in e, say (?= constant on the left, and zero

on the right side of the plane through the origin, is to pro-
duce

H=-^/2Atu (58)

all over the plane of vorticity; and

E=+ie (5i»)

on its left and right sides respectively. We may regard the

plane as continuously emitting these disturbances to right

and left at speed v so long as the impressed foiee is in opera-

tion, but tlieii" subsequent history can only be fully represented

by the tail formuhe already given.

Irresjx'ctive of the finite curvature of a surface, any
element thereof may be regarded as j)lane. Therefore every
element of a sheet of vortex lines of impressed force acts in

the way just described as being true of the elements of an
infinite plane sheet. But it is only in com[)aratively simple
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cases, of which I shall give examples later, that the subse-

quent course of events does not so greatly complicate matters

as to render it impossible to go into details after the first

moment. On first starting the sheet, it becomes a sheet of

magnetic induction, whose lines coincide with the vortex lines

of impressed force. If / be the measure of the vorticit}^ per

unit area, f/'2fMv is the intensity of the magnetic force. In the

imaginary good conductor of no permittivity, this is zero,

owing to V being then assumed to be infinite.

Notice that whilst the vorticity of e })roduces magnetic
induction, that of li produces electric displacement, and whilst

in the former case E is made discontinuous at a plane of finite

vorticity, in the latter case it is H that is initially discon-

tinuous.

11. Tr?<e Nature of Diffusion in Conductors.—The process

of diffusion of magnetic induction in conductors appears to

be fundamentally one of repeated internal reflexions with

partial transmission. Thus, let a plane wave Ei=/xrHj
moving in a nonconducting dielectric strike flush an ex-

ceedingly thin sheet of metal. Let E2=/irH2 be the trans-

mitted wave in the dielectric on the other side, and£3= —/iuH3

be the reflected wave. At the sheet we have

Ei + Es^E,, (60)

H: + H3= Ho + 47rA;i^E2, (61)

if ky be the conductivity of the sheet of thickness z. Therefore

^2_H3_ Ej+E3 _ 1 .g^.

El Hj El 1 + 'Iir/xkizv

H is reflected positively and E negatively. A perfect con-
ducting barrier is a perfect reflector, it doubles the magnetic
force and destroys the electric force on the side containing
the incident wave, and transmits nothing.

Take A'i= (1600) for copper, and yu,r= 3 x 10^*^ centim.

Then Ave see that to attenuate the incident wave Hj to ^Hj
by transmission through the plate, requires

z={27r/xk^v)- = Ax 10-8 centim., . (6^)
OTT

which is a very small fraction of the Avave-length of visible

light. The H disturbance is made |Hi, the E reduced to

|Ei on the transmission side. There is, however, persistence
of H, although there is dissipation of E. To produce dissi-

pation of H with persistence of E requires the plate to be a
magnetic, not an electric conductor.

Now, imagine an immense number of such plates to be
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])acked closely togetlior, with dielectric between tlieni, forming

a composite dielectric conductor, and let the outermost sheet

be struck Hush by a plane wave as above. The tirst sheet

transmits ^IIj, the second |Hi, tJie third ^ H,, and so on.

This refers to the front of the wave, going into the composite

conductor at speed v. It is only necessary to go a very short

distance to attenuate the front of the wave to nothing; the

immense speed of propagation does not result in producing

any sensible immediate etiect at a distance, which comes on

quite slowly as the com[)lex result of all the internal re-

flexions and transmissions between and at the sheets. Observe

that there is an initial accumulation of H, so to speak, at the

boundary of the conductor, due to the reflexion. [Example :

the current-density may be greater at the outermost layer"^

of a round wire when the current is started in it than the final

value, and the total current in the wire increases faster than

if it were constrained to be uniformly distributed.]

Thus a good conductor may have very considerable })er-

mittivity, much greater than that of air, and yet show no

signs of it, on account of the extraordinary attenuation pro-

duced by the conductivity. Now this is rather important

from the theoretical point of view. It is commonly assumed

that good conductors, e.g. metals, are not dielectrics at all.

This makes the speed of propagation of disturbances through

them infinitely great. Such a hypothesis, however, should

have no place in a rational theory, professing to represent

transmission in time by stresses in a medium occupying the

space between molecules of gross matter. But by admitting

that not only bad conductors, but all conductors, are also

dielectrics, we do away with the absurdity of infinitely rapid

action through infinite distances in no time at all, and make

the method of propagation, although it practically differs so

greatly from that in a noncomlucting dielectric, be yet

fundamentally the same, with its characteristic features masked

by repeated internal reflexions with loss of energy. We need

not take any account of the electric displacement in actual

reckonings of the magnitude of the effects which can be

observed in the case of good conductors, but it is surely a

mistake to overlook it when it is the nature of the actions

involved that is in question. (See Note C, p. lb?>).

Why conductors act as reflectors is quite another question,

which can only be answered speculatively. If molecules are

perfect conductors, they are perfect reflectors, and if they

were packed (juite closely, we should nearly have a perfect

conductor in mass, im])enetral)le by magnetic induction ; and

• "On the S. I. of Wire.V' I'nrt I. IMiil. Mag. August 188(3.
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wo know that cooling a metal and packing the molecules

closer does increase its conductivity. But as they do not

form a compact mass in any substance, they must always

allow a partial transmission of electromagnetic waves in the

intervening dielectric medium, and this would lead to the

diffusion method of pro}»agation. We do not, however, ac-

count in this way for the dissipation of energy, which requires

some special hypothesis.

The diffusion of heat, too, which is, in Fourier's tlieoiy,

done by instantaneous action to infinite distances, cannot be

physically true, however insignificant may be the numerical

departures from the truth. Wltat can it be but a process of

radiation, profoundly modified by the molecules, of the body,

but still only transmissible at a finite speed? The very

remarkable fact that the more easily penetrable a body is to

magnetic induction the less easily it conducts heat, in general,

is at present a great difficulty in the way, though it may
perhaps turn out to be an illustration of electromagnetic

principles eventually.

12. Infinite Series of Reflected Waves. Remarhahle Iden-

tities. Realized Examjyle.—When, in a plane-wave problem,

we confine ourselves to the region between two parallel planes,

we can express our solutions in Fourier series, constructed so

as to harmonize with the boundary conditions which repre-

sent the effect of the whole of the ignored regions beyond the

boundaries in modifying the phenomena occurring within the

limited region. Now the effect of the boundaries is usually

to produce reflected waves, Hence a solution in Fourier series

must usually be decomposable into an infinite series of separate

solutions, coming into existence one after the other in time if

-the speed v be finite, or all in operation at once from the first

moment if the speed be made infinite (as in pure dift'usion).

If the boundary conditions be of a simple nature, this decom-
position can sometimes be easily explicitly represented, indi-

cating remarkable identities, of which the following investi-

gation leads to one. We may either take the case of plane

waves in a conducting dielectric bounded by infinitely con-

ductive planes, making E= the boundary condition ; or,

similarly, by infinitely inductive planes producing H= at

them. But the most practical way, and the most easily fol-

lowed, is to put a pair of parallel wires in the dielectric, and
produce a real problem relating to a telegraph-circuit.

Let A and B be its terminations at 2r= and z^=l respec-

tively. Let them be short-circuited, producing the terminal

conditions V= at A and B in the absence of impressed force

at either place. Now, the circuit being free from charge

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 153. Feb. 1888. L
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and current initially, insert a steady impressed force e^ at A.

Requircil the effect, both in Fourier series and in detail,

showing the whole history of the phenomena that result.

E(iuations (3(J) and (37) are the fundamental connexions

of V and C at any distance z from A. Let R, L, K^ S be

the resistance, inductance, leakage-conductance, and permit-

tance per unit length of circuit, and

.';i
= R/2L, S2= K/2S, n= sx + H, So= Sy—s^, . (64)

\=:(mV-V)* (^^)

It may be easily shown, by the use of the resistance ope-

rator, or by testing satisfaction of conditions, that the required

solutions are

C= Co- i—I; 2,f^e-,. [ek(oos - l%in)x.

^^ „sinXn ,„„.-2s,7n^-^—\, . . (67)

where in=-jirjl, and j includes all integers from 1 to X)
;

whilst Vq and Co represent the final steady V" and C, which
are

tr / sin m(ys\

^»=''»r'""»"-5s^>
.... (68)

^ niQeo/ . cos ???fye\ _^, ^

«»=t(^'" '"»'-+ taiw> • • • (««)

where //io^=— RK.
Now if the circuit were infinitely long both ways and were

charged initially to potential-difference 2e^ on the whole of
the negative side of A, with no charge on the positive side,

and no current an}-where, the resulting current at time t later

at distance z from A would be

by §§7 and <5; and if, further, K= 0, V at A would be perma-
nently eo, which is what it is in (06). Hence the C solution
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(67) can be finitely decomposed into separate solutions of the

form (70) in the case of perfect insulation, when (67) takes

the form

C=^(l-6-25«) + |^6-?'2coS7n^?2sinH . (71)

where q= Si= SQ, by the vanishing of ^2 in (64).
Therefore (70) represents the real meaning of (71) from

/ = to l/v, provided vt>z. But on arrival of the wave Ci at

B, V becomes zero, and C doubled by the reflected wave that

then commences to travel from B to A. This wave may be
imagined to start when ^= from a point distant I beyond B,

and be the precise negative of the first wave as regards V and
the same as regards C. Thus

'^'s,\^l[{n-zY-vH'^]^Y
• '

(^2)

expresses the second wave, starting from B when t= l/v, and
reaching A when t= '2l/L\ The sum of Cj and C.^ now ex-

presses (71), where the waves coexist, and Cj alone expresses

(71) in the remainder of the circuit.

The reflected wave arising when this second wave reaches

A may be imagined to start when ^= from a point distant

21 from A on its negative side, and be a precise copy of the

first wave. Thus

C,= ^^e-^^J,^l[{2l + zr-vH^]^}, . . (73)

expresses the third wave ; and now (71) means Ci4-02 + C3in
those parts of the circuit reached by C3 and Ci + Cg in the

remainder.

The fourth wave is, similarly,

C4=^6-^^Jo{f[(4^-.^)^-.^^^] }, . . (74)

starting from B when t= dl/v, and reaching A when t=-A.llv.

And so on, ad inf.*

* It is not to be expected that in a real telegraph-circuit the successive

waves have abrupt fronts, as in the text. There are causes in operation

to prevent this, and round off the abruptness. The equations connecting

L2
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If we take L= in this problem, we make t'=x), and

bring tlie whole of the waves into operation immediately.

(70) becomes

^'=^»(^,)*^-""""=
•

• •
<'^)

and sinjilarly for C2, C3, &c. In this simplified form the

identity is that obtained by Sir W. Thomson* in connexion

with his theory of the submarine cable ; also discussed by
A. Cayley* and J. W. L. Glaishert-

In order to similarly represent the history of the establish-

ment of Vq, wo require to use the series (53) or some equi-

valent. In other respects there is no difference.

Whilst it is impossible not to admire the capacity possessed

by solutions in Fourier series to compactly sum up the effect

of an infinite series of successive solutions, it is greatly to be

regretted that the Fourier solutions themselves should be of

such difficult interpretation. Perhaps there will be discovered

some practical way of analyzing them into easih' interpretable

forms.

Some special cases of (60), (67) are worthy of notice.

Thus V is established in the same way when R = as when
K= 0, provided the value of K/S in the first case be the same
as that of R/L in the second. Calling this value '2q, we have

in both cases

But the current is established in quite different manners.

When it is K that is zero, (71) is the solution ; but if R vanish

instead, then (67) gives

p eot e^lU/ zV -leoK ^ ^ cos iu^C

/mV \sin\i 1 ._ .

V and C express the first approximation to a complete theory. Tims the
wires are as.siimed to be instantaueously peuetnited by tlie iiiaguetic in-

ductidii as a wave pas.ses over their surfaces, as if the conductors were
infinitely thin sheets of the same resistance. It is only a very partial

remedy to divide a wire into several thinner wires, unless we at the same
time widely separate them. If kept quite close it would, with copper, be
no remedy at all.

• Math, and Physical Papers, vol. ii. Art. Ixxii. ; with Note by A.
Caylev.

t I'hil. Mag. June 1874.
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C now mounts up infinitely. But the leakage-current, which
is KV, becomes steady, as (76) shows.

In connexion with this subject I should remark that the

non-distortional circuit produced by taking R/L= K/S is of

immense assistance, as its properties can be investigated in

full detail by elementary methods, and are most instructive in

respect to the distortional circuits in question above *.

13. Modifications made hy Terminal Apparatus. Certain

cases easily brought to full realization.—Suppose that the ter-

minal conditions in the preceding are V = —ZoGand V=ZiC,
Zq and Zj being the " resistance operators " of terminal appa-
ratus at A and B respectively. In a certain class, of cases the

determinantal equation so simplifies as to render full realiza-

tion possible in an elementary manner. Thus, the resistance-

operator of the circuit, reckoned at A, is f

^_7 I

(R + Lp)/(tanmO/m? + Zi . .

*P~ °^ 1 4- (K+ S/>)/Zi( tan mO/mZ' *
^^^

m2=-(R + Lp)(K + S/^) (79)

where

That is, e=^C is the linear differential equation of the current

at A. Now, to illustrate the reductions obviously possible,

let Zo=0, and
Z^= n,l{R + L2y) (80)

This makes the apparatus at B a coil whose time-constant is

L/R, and reduces
(f)

to

,T^ T xj/tanmZ \ f , <,
^tanw/!!"^ .c,-i\^=,(n+Lp)l(_-^^+n,)[l-,n\P^^j ,. (81)

SO that the roots of ^= are given by

R + Lp =0 (82)

tan ml -j-mln^ = 0; (83)

i. e. a solitary root/)= —R/L and the roots of (83), which is

an elementary well-known form of determinantal equation.

The complete solution due to the insertion of the steady im-

pressed force eo at A will be given by|

* " Electromao:netic Induction and its Propao;ation," Arts. xl. to 1.

t " On the Self-induction of Wires," Part IV.

X lb. Parts III. and IV. Phil. Mag. Oct. and Nov. 1886 ; or " On Re-
sistance and Conductance Operators," Phil. Mag. Dec. 1887, § 17, p. 500.
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Y=Yo+ teoneP'^(^p'li), .... (84)

C= G, + teower''^{p'l^), .... (85)

where the summations ran^e over all the /? roots of^= 0,

subject to (71t); whilst ii and lo are the V and C functions in

a normal system expressed bj

to= cosniz, ii=m sin mz-i-(K + Sp); . . {S6)

and Vq, Co are the final steady V and C. In the case of the

solitary root {82) we shall find

-p^=Wil + n,), (87)

but for all the rest

Reahzing (84), (85) by pairing terms belonging to the two

p's associated with one m^ through (79), we shall find that

(Q'o), (()7) express the solutions, provided we make these

simple changes:—Divide the general term in both the summa-
tions by

1 + 7ii COS' ml,

and the term following Cq outside the summation in {G7) by
(l+ni). Of course the m's have now different values, as per

(83), and Vo, Co are different.

14. There are several other cases in which similar reductions

are possible. Thus, we may have

Zo=no(R+ Ljo) +»?o'(K+ Sp)-\

Z, = ni(R + L;>) +??i'(K + Sp)~S

simultaneously, no, nd, n^, nj' being any lengths. That is,

apparatus at either end consisting of a coil and a condenser in

sequence, the time-constant of the coil being L/R and that of

the condenser S/K. Or, the condenser may be in parallel

with the coil. In general we have, as an alternative form of

<f>
= 0, equation (78),

tanyn?^ (Zo-FZ,)j (R+L;))/[
''

.

ml l-m-TZoZij(R-hLp)/^-"
'

'^
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from which we see that when

^0 „„^ ^1and
(R+ L^)/ (R+Lp)Z

are functions of ml, equation (89) finds the value of m^ imme-
diately, i. e. not indirectly as functions of p. In all such
cases, therefore, we may advantageously have the general
solutions (80), (81) put into the realized form. They are

rr _Tr 2^0 ^ (sJu mz + tau 6 cos mz)me-^\(ios + qk-^ s,in)\t .„ ...v-Vo Y^ 7 2 T' • ^ ^

sec^ 6(7n'^ + RK) ( 1— cos^ ml ,, „ tan ml
\ a{ml) J

-^_^\ _ 2^0
.y

(cos 7?2^:— tan d sin m^)6~^^K -jcos— (2g2^) ~\X,^ + qs^ sin |-\^

° ^ same denominator '

where q^ X, s^, S2 are as in (64), (65). The differentiation

shown in the denominator is to be performed upon the function

of ml to which tan 7nl is equated in (89) after reduction to the

form of such a function in the way explained ; and 6 depends
upon Zq thus,

tan^=-m-i(K + Sp)Zo, ^
sec2^=l + m-%2(K + S/7)2, / ' " * '

y^^)

which are also functions of ml. It should be remarked that

the terms depending upon solitary roots, occurring in the

case m^= 0, are not represented in (90), (91). They must be
carefully attended to when they occur.

Note A.

An electromagnetic theory of light becomes a necessity, the
moment one realizes that it is the same medium that transmits
electromagnetic disturbances and those concerned in common
radiation. Hence the electromagnetic theory of Maxwell, the

essential pai't of which is that the vibrations of light are reallv

electromagnetic vibrations (whatever they may be), and which is

an undulatory theory, seems to possess far greater intrinsic pro-

bability than the undulatory theory, because that is not an electro-

magnetic theory. Adopting, then, Maxwell's notion, we see that

the only difference between the waves in telephony (apart from
the distortion and dissipation due to resistance) and light-waves is

in the wave-length ; and the fact that the speed, as calculated by
electromagnetic data, is the same as that of light, furnishes a
powerful argument in favour of the extreme relative simplicity of
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constitution of the jether, as compared with common matter in

bulk. There is observational reason to believe that the sun some-

times causes magnetic disturbances hei*e of the ordinary kind. It

is impossible to attribute this to any amount of increased activity

of emission of the sun so long as we only think of common radia-

tion. But, bearing in mind the long waves of electromagnetism,

and the constant speed, we see that disturbances from the sun

may be hundreds or thousands of miles long of one kind (i. e.

without alternation), and such waves, in passing the earth, would

cause magnetic " storms," by inducing currents in the earth's

crust and in telegraph-wires. Since common radiation is ascribed

to molecules, we must ascribe the great disturbances to move-

ments of large masses of matter.

There is nothing in the abstract electromagnetic theory to indi-

cate whether the electric or the magnetic force is in the plane of

polarization, or rather, surface of polarization. But by taking a

concrete example, as the reflexion of light at the boundary of ti-ans-

parent dielectrics, we get Fresnel's formula for the ratio of reflected

to incident wave, on the assumption that his " displacement

"

coincides with the electric displacement ; and so prove that it is the

magnetic flux that is in the plane of polax'ization.

Note B.

I give these numerical examples :

—

Take a circuit lOU kilom. long, of 4 ohms and | microf. per

Hilom. and no inductance in the first place, and also no leakage in

any case. Short-circuit at beginning A and end B. Introduce at

A "a sinusoidal impressed force, and calculate the amplitude of the

current at B by the electrostatic tlieory. Let the ratio of the full

steady current to the amplitude of the sinusoidal current be p,

and let the frequency range through 4 octaves, from n=1250 to

w=20,000 ; the frequency being n/27r. The values of p are

1-723, 3-431, 10-49, 58-87, 778.

It is barely credible that any kind of speaking would be possible,

owing to the extraordinarily rapid increase of attenuation with the

frequency. Little more than murmuring would result.

Now make L=2 (very low indeed), L being inductance per

centim. Calculate by the combined electrostatic and magnetic

formuhe. The corresponding flgures are

1-5G7, 2-649, 5-587, 10-49G, lG-607.

The change is marvellous. It is only by the preservation of the

currents of great frequency that good articulation is ])ossible, and

we see that even a very little self-induction immensely improves

matters. There is no " dominant '' frequency in telephony. What
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should be aimed at is to get currents of any frequency reproduced
at B in their proper proportions, attenuated to the same extent.

Change L to 5. Jtiesults :

—

1-437, 2-251, 3-17G, 4-169, 4-670.

Good telephony is now possible, though much distortion remains.

Increase L to 10. Results :

—

1-235, 1-510, 1-729, 1-825, 1-854.

This is first class, showing approximation towards a non-distor-

tional circuit. Now this is all done by the self-induction carrying
forward the waves undistorted (relatively) and also with much less

attenuation.

I should add that I attach no importance to the above figures

in point of exactness. The theory is only a first approximation.
In order to emphasize the part jjlayed by self-induction, I have
stated that by sufficiently increasing it (without other change, if

this could be possible) we could make the amplitude of current at

the end of an Atlantic cable greater than the steady current (by
the 2?(ast-resonance).

Note C.

In Sir W. Thomson's article on the " Velocity of Electricity
"

(Nichols's Cydopa'dia, 2nd edition, 1860, and Art. Ixxxi. " of
' Mathematical and Physical Papers,' vol. ii.) is an account of the

chief results published up to that date relating to the " velocity
"

of transmission of electricity, and a very explicit statement, except

in some respects as regards inertia, of the theoretical meaning to

be attached to this velocity under different circumstances. This
article is also strikingly illustrative of the remarkable contrast

between Sir W. Thomson's way of looking at things electrical (at

least at that time) and Maxwell's views ; or perhaps I should say
Maxwell's plainly evident views combined with the views which
his followers have extracted from that mine of wealth ' Maxwell,'
but which do not lie on the surface. [As charity begins at home,
I may perhaps illustrate by a personal example the difference

between the patent and the latent, in Maxwell. If I should claim

(which I do) to have discovered the true method of establishment

of current in a wire—that is, the current starting on its boundary,
as the result of

.
the initial dielectric wave outside it, followed by

diffusion inwards,—I might be told that it was all " in Maxwell."
So it is ; but entirely latent. And there are many more things in

Maxwell which are not yet discovered.] This dii3:erence has been
the subject of a most moving appeal from Prof. G. 1\ Fitzgerald,

in ' Nature,' aboiit three years since. There really seemed to be

substance in that appeal. For it is only a master-mind tliat can
adequately attack the great constructive problem of the aether, and
its true relation to matter ; and should there be reason to believe
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that the master is on the wrong track, the result must be, as Prof.

Fitzgerald observed (in effect) disastrous to progress. Now Max-
well's theory and methods have stood the test of time, and showed
themselves to be eminently rational and developable.

It is not, however, with the general question that we are here

concerned, but with the different kinds of " velocity of electricity."

As Sir W.Thomson points out, his electrostatic theory, by ignoring

electromagnetic induction, leads to infinite speed of electricity

through the wire. Interpreted in terms of Maxwell's theory, this

speed is not that of electricity through the wire at all, but of the

waves through the dielectric, guided by the wire. It results, then,

from the assumption /Lt = 0, destroying inertia (not of the electric

current, but of the magnetic field), and leaving only forces of

elasticity and resistance.

But he also points out another way of getting an infinite speed,

when we, in the case of a suspended wire, not of great length,

ignore the static charge. This is illustrated by the pushing of

incompressible water through an unyielding pipe, constraining the

current to be the same in all parts of the circuit. This, in Max-
well's theory, amounts to stopping the elastic displacement in the

dielecti'ic, and so making the speed of the wave through it in-

finite. As, however, the physical actions must be the same,

whether a wire be long or short, the assumption being only war-

rantable for purposes of calculation, I have explained the matter

thus. The electromagnetic waves are sent to and fro with such
great frequency (owing to the shortness of the line) that only the

mean value of the oscillatory V at any part can be perceiAed, and
this is the final value ; at the same time, by reason of current in

the negative waves being of the same sign as in the positive, the

current C mounts up by little jumps, which are, howeA^er, packed

so closely together as to make a practically continuous rise of

current in a smooth curve, which is that given by the electro-

magnetic theory. This curve is of course practically the same all

over the circuit, because of the little jumps being imperceptible.

But in any case this speed is not the speed of electricity through

the wire, but through the dielectric outside it. Maxwell remai'ked

that we know nothing of the speed of electricity in a wive sup-

porting current; it may be an inch in an hour, or immensely-

great. This is on the assumption, apparently, that the electric

current in a wire really consists in the transfer of electricity

through the wire. I have been forced, to make Maxwell's scheme

intelligible to myself, to go further, and add that the electricity may be

standing still, which is as much as to say that there is no current,

in a literal sense, inside a conductor. [The slipping of electrification

over the surface of a wire is quite another thing. That is merely

the movement of the wave through the dielectric, guided by the

wire. It occurs in a uon-distortional circuit, owing to the absence

of tailing, in the most plaiidy evident manner.
|

In other words,

take Maxwell's definition of electric current in terms of magnetic
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force as a basis, and ignore the imaginary fluid behind it as being

a positive hindrance to progress, as soon as one leaves the elemen-

tary field of Headjf currents and has to deal with variable states.

The remarks in the text on the subject of the speed of waves in

conductors relates to a speed that is not considered in Sir W.
Thomson's article. It is the speed of transmission of magnetic

disturbances into the wire, in cylindrical waves, which begins at

any part of a wire as soon as the primary wave through the dielec-

tric reaches that part. It would be no use trying to malce signals

through a wire if we had not the outer dielectric to carry the mag-
netizing and electrizing force to its boundary. The slowness of

diffusion in large masses is surprising. Thus a sheet of copper
covering the earth, only 1 centim. in thickness, supporting a cur-

rent whose external field imitates that of the earth, has a time-

constant of about a fortnight. If the copper extended to the centre

of the earth, the time-constant of the slowest subsiding normal
system would be millions of years.

In the article referred to, Sir "W. Thomson mentions that Kirch-
hoff 's investigation, introdiiciug electromagnetic induction, led to

a velocity of electricity considerably greater than * that of light,

which is so far in accordance with Wheatstone's observation.

Now it seems to me that we have here a suggestion of a probable

* [Note by Sm William Thomson.] In this statement i inadvertently

did injustice to Kirchhoff. In the unpublished investijration referred to

in tlie article Electricity, Velocifi/ of [Nichols's Cychpadia, second edition,

18G0 ; or my ' Collected Papers/ vol. ii. page ISo (3)J, I had found that
the ultimate velocity of propagation of electricity in a long insulated wire
in air is equal to the uuniber of electrostatic units in the electromagnetic
unit ; and I had correctly assumed that Kirclihoff's investigation led to

the same result. But, owing to the misunderstanding of two electricities

or one, refen-ed to in § 317 of my 'Electrostatics and Magnetism,' I

imagined Weber's mepsurement of the number of electrostatic units in

the electromagnetic to be 2x3'lxl0'° centimetres per second, which
would give for the ultimate velocity of electricity through a long wire in

air t\\'ice the velocity of light. In my own investigation, for the sub-
marine cable, I had found the ultimate velocity of electricity to he equal
to the number of electrostatic units in the electromas"netic unit divided

by i^k; k denoting the specific inductive capacity of the gutta-percha.
But at that time no one in Germany (scarcely any one out of England)
believed in Faraday's "specific inductive capacity of a dielectric."

Kirchhoff" himself was perfectly clear on the velocity of electricity' in a
long insulated wire in air. In his original paper, " Ueber die Beweguno-
der Electricitat in Driihteu " (Pogg. Ann. Bd. c. 1857 ; see pajes 146 and
147 of Kirchhoff^'s Volume of Collected Papers, Leipzig, 1882), he gives
it as cis/-2, which is what I then called the number of electrostatic units
in the electromagnetic unit; and immediately after this he says, "ihr
Werth ist der von 419.50 Meilen in einer Sekunde, also sehr nahe gleich

der Geschwindigkeit des Lichtes im leeren Kaume."
Thus clearly to Kirchhoff" belongs the priority of the discovery that the

velocity- of electricity in a wire insulated in air is very approximately
equal to the velocity of light.
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explanation of why Sir W. Thomson did not introduce self-

indiK'tion into his theory. There were presumably more ways than

one of doing it, as regards the measure of the electric force of

induction. When we follow Maxwell's equations, there is but one

way of doing it, which is quite definite, and leads to a speed

which cannot possibly exceed that of liglit, since it is the speed

(/Lfc)-^ through the dielectric, and cannot be sensibly greater than

3 X 10'° centim., though it may be less. Kirchholf 's result is there-

fore in conflict with Maxwell's statement that the German methods
lead to the same results as his. Besides that, Wheatstone's clas-

sical result has not been supported by any later results, which are

always less than the speed of light, as is to be expected (even in a

non-distortional circuit). But a reference to AVheatstone's paper

on the subject will show, fii'st, that there was confessedly a good
deal of guesswork ; and, next, that the repeated doubling of the

wire on itself made the experiment, from a modern point of view,

of too complex a theory to be examined in detail, and unsuitable as

a test.

XVI. A Theory of Glacier Motion.

By E,. Mountfokd'Deeley, F.G.S*

SOME years have now elapsed since the question of glacier

motion was brought prominently before the scientific

world by the pubhcation of a number of valuable treatises

and letters on the glaciers of the Swiss Alps. Each new
theory of glacier-motion, as it was given to the world, neces-

sitated further observation of the phenomena presented by
glaciers, or gave increased interest to the many interesting

properties of ice. In this way a vast amount of information

has been collected by numerous trained observers, about

which there is httle dispute; but to the simple question, " Why
does a glacier move ?'* a great variety of answers would still

be given. Indeed, it cannot be said that any substantial pro-

gress has been made, for though, as we have seen, a con-

siderable number of theories have been framed, no one of

them has yet been anything like generally accepted. Prin-

cipal J. D. Forbes insisted upon the ])roblem being treated

as one of pure mechanics; and to him w^e largely owe that

knowledge of glacier phenomena Avhich Professor Tyndall

and others liave so ably worked out. Still the old question

remains unanswered. We know how the glacier moves, but

cannot say why it moves. To add another theory to the

already long list may be regarded as tending to make matters

* Communicated by the Author.
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still worse; but I venture to think that, as the heat of former

discussion has now dissipated itself, and no theory has suc-

ceeded in standing the test of time, another attempt is justi-

fiable. I do not underrate the splendid work done by Rendu,

Forbes, Tyndall, Thomson, and many other eminent men; for,

as I have previously indicated, to them we owe a series of

observations on glacier-motion and structure which will

always rank high among the scientific achievements of the

present century. Still, the exact details of the process which

goes on wdthin a glacier as it slowly changes its form,

accommodates itself to the ever-varying shape of its rocky

channel, and moves downwards with a differential motion

under the action of gravity, is still legitimate matter for

speculation.

The theories now in the field are too well known to render

any detailed reference to them necessary ; I will therefore

content myself with stating, as simply as possible, what may
be regarded as a purely mechanical explanation of the ob-

served facts.

It should be borne in mind that all the changes of form

which a body undergoes, provided no increase or decrease of

bulk takes place, may be regarded as due to what is called

simple shear. Take a pile of notepaper, or a pack of cards,

and displace it a little so that instead of standing vertically it

forms an inclined heap. Change of form has taken place

without change of bulk. The distortion has been accom-

plished by the shearing of the pile in planes parallel and co-

incident with the sheets of paper or card. Instructive ex-

amples may be seen in the quires of notepaper piled up in

various forms in shop windows. Every change of outline

suffered by a glacier, if we disregard melting and the small

internal changes of bulk produced by pressure &c., is due to

a shear of ice plane over ice plane. The resistance offered to

the sliding of the particles of one plane over the particles of

another plane is called friction; and the resistance they offer

to being torn asunder is called cohesion. Now the rigidity,

elasticity, &c,, of a substance will depend upon the qualities

and values of these two properties. For instance, cast iron

breaks when put in tension without pulling out to any extent

;

for the cohesion of its particles is not sufficient to overcome
internal friction, and allow much more than elastic shear to

take place before breaking. On the other hand, the cohesion

between the particles of wrought iron is so great that it

stretches out—that is shears—and becomes heated by the re-

sulting friction.

We are now in a position to understand an experiment
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which will be of great value to us further on. Take a plate

of steel, say twenty-four inches long, three inches deep, and
half an inch thick. Firmly fix one end to a suital)le i^ujjport

so that the steel plate shall form a girder with its greatest

depth in a vertical position. Then distribute a number of

weights along the length of the bar. It at once becomes
deflected; that is shear, elastic shear^ is produced in a manner
somewhat analogous to that in the pile of notepaper. We
will now drill a row of holes along the ])late; and when this

has been done, the girder, having been weakened, will be found
to have taken a still greater amount of set. Still further in-

crease the set by drilling several rows of holes. So far all

the operations have been possible ones; but I must now draw
upon the imagination somewhat, and perform operations which
cannot be carried out in practice. Take the material removed
from the numerous perforations in the plate, and replace it so

that the plate becomes whole again. It is evident that though
again solid, only that metal which formed part of the original

perfoi'ated plate is in a state of strain, that filling the holes

taking no share of the load. We will again drill a number
of holes, this time in the spaces between the older perfora-

tions, and another increase will take place in the deflection of

the plate. A strain will also be put upon the metal in the

first series of holes bored; and, in addition, a greatly increased

strain thrown upon what remains of the original ])late. ^j
repeating the operation the girder could be deformed to any
desired extent, and, if necessary, such a violent strain thrown
upon any one point that local rupture would ensue. The
shear we have produced, and also that which took ])lace in

the pile of paper, can now be compared with that taking place

in an ice-stream. Place the steel plate horizontally on a map
of a glacier drawn to a suitable scale, the end which was used

as a support being placed near the edge of the ice, and the other

end, which carried the weights, near the centre of the glacier.

The differential motion Tyndall so carefully measured will then

be found to be similar to, if not congruent with, the shear

which the steel plate has undergone. It must be remembered
that the ice is a girder of great depth, and the shear surfaces

are therefore approxiniately plane, whereas in the experimental

plate they were surfaces of considerable curvature. What is

the bearing of the knowledge thus gained upon the question

of glacier-motion ?

Ice, though hard and brittle, is still an elastic substance.

When in mass it undergoes a certain amount of deformation

like any other body, by virtue of its own weight and elasticity.
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If a mountain-mass could be freed from the attraction of the

earth, it would, owing to the elasticity of its component rocks,

increase in height by many feet. Every change of atmo-

spheric pressure produces an exceedingly small rise or fall of

the earth's surface. The ebb and flow of the tides has a

similar effect upon the land in the neighbourhood of the coast-

lines ; indeed, every substance not absolutely rigid (and ab-

solutely rigid substances do not exist) must, when subjected

to any stress whatever, show a corresponding strain or de-

formation.

A glacier upon whose mass we will suppose gravity has

previously had no effect is suddenly put within the sphere of

the earths attraction. It instantly undergoes a change of

form. In fact strains are produced in the ice each propor-

tional to the measure of the corresponding stress, and the ice

takes a small step in a downward direction, that is in the

direction of least resistance. If the glacier rested in a valley

with straight smooth sides, the ice would descend bodily and
continue to slide until stopped by an angle in its channel or

other obstruction. Even on an uneven or crooked bed a

certain amount of sKde occurs until the bending strains are

proportional to the stresses. We therefore have two kinds of

motion—one a bodily slide in a downward direction, and
another descent due to the differential motion of the ice not

in contact with the ground, the resultant motion being pro-

portional to these two components. De Saussure supported a
shding theory; but in a rocky uneven gorge, before continuous

sliding can take place, the ice must be capable of continually

changing its form to creep over the inequalities of its rocky
bed. Of course, when ice is pressed hard against a boss of

rock, tha%\'ing must go on at a temperature below the ordinary

freezing-point, a portion of the water produced recongealing

on hberation. A similar effect is obtained by passing a wire

over a block of ice and hanging a weight upon it. The wire

passes through the mass without splitting it into two portions.

That glaciers do sKde is capable of absolute proof. Examine
the rocky floor over which a glacier has moved. It is fre-

quenth' beautifully polished, scratched, and grooved. Stones
of all sizes have become embedded in the ice, and as it carried

them along, the adjacent rocks against which they were
pressed underwent considerable abrasion. The polishing and
finer markings are effected by the clay, sand, and smaller

stones. In this way many of the inequalities of the ground
are worn away by glaciers; and the markings give us con-
clusive proof, not only of the bodily motion of glaciers, but
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also of their former existence in areas whore they are now
absent. Such evidence may be seen scattered over ahnost

the whole of Northern and Central Europe.

We have so far only considered the initial motion of a

glacier resulting from its weioht and elasticitv. As soon as
• • ''/111!

the strains became proportional to the stresses (we shall be

sufficiently accurate if we regard the problem as a kinematical

one), all niovements ceased; and, without the existence of some

further reason for motion, the ice would remain motionless in

its bed. Generally speaking the strains produced by weight

alone would not be sufficient to cause more than local ru})ture

in such a hard material. The distortion so far undergone

may be considered as one of elastic shear.

Displace a glacier by an equal bulk of firm clay. The clay,

being heavier than the ice and nothing like so capable of re-

sisting shear, ought, on the fracture theory, to move; but in

reality it would remain in the valle}' for a lengthened period

without showing any signs of continuous motion. Now, if

the weight of the clay is not sufficient to produce shear and

give rise to motion, why should gravity act so powerfully

upon each particle of ice, a much harder and more cohesive

material, and cause the whole to move like a sluggish river ?

Fracture cannot occur until an amount of general movement
has taken place sufficient to throw strains upon some portions

greater than the ice at such })oints can withstand without

rupture. What we have, therefore, to explain is how this

general movement comes about : fracture and regelation are

mere secondary phenomena arising from glacier motion.

Now we have seen how a glacier takes an initial set, or

elastic shear, by reason of its weight and elasticity. Every
portion of the mass is supporting a certain proi)ortion of the

load ; and every internal particle of ice which at any time

thaws and ceases to be an element of strength gives rise to a

further set or movement. On the other hand, when the

water in a cavity freezes, it does not begin to aftbrd any
support until a strain is thrown upon it by the ditferential

motion of surrounding particles. Gravity may therefore gke rise

to a slow but contimious cliange of form in an elastic siihstance

in the interior of ichich li<jue/actio7i and resolidijication are con-

stantly going on. Changes of bulk (1 do not mean change of

form or reduction of mass by thawing) do not take })lace to

any extent in a glacier as a whole ; what we have to consider

is shear, a sliding of particle over particle, producing change

of form or distortion, whether internal or external. In an
exjieriinent with the steel plate it M'as proved that by destroy-

ing at numerous points the support altbrded by the metal,
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then restoring the continuity of the mass, and repeating the

operation, any amount of deformity could bo produced. It

therefore follows that if it can be shown that constant lique-

faction and resolidification is going on within a glacier, we
have all the essential requisites for producing glacier-motion.

It -would be difficult to say which is the most interesting of

the numerous properties of water in its liquid and solid states.

We are in the habit of considering its freezing-point as being a

fixed temperature; but Professor W.Thomson ])roved experi-

mentally that the melting-point of ice is lowered by about the

seventy-fifth part of a degree Fahrenheit for every additional

atmosphere of pressure. That is^ ice under a pressure of about

eleven hundred pounds per square inch melts at 31° instead

of 32° Fahr. Hold a slab of lake-ice in the sun's rays. The
heat attacks the ice in its interior and produces liquid flowei's

of great beauty. Watch a flower as it develops ! Suddenly
a clink is heard, and a bright vacuous spot appears like a

silver bead in the centre of the flower. Before the spot

formed, the water in the cavity was in a state of tension, and
the clink heard was the vibration produced by the tension

overcoming the cohesion of the particles of water, and causing

rupture. A condition somewhat similar to that of tension, or

negative pressure, exists in water when freed from air and
heated in a bath of linseed-oil and oil of cloves. In this way
it has been raised, while under a pressure of one atmosphere

only, to a temperature of 356° F. Now 356° F. would indicate

a cohesive force equal to nearly ten atmospheres. The negative

pressure of the water formed by the internal melting of ice,

in the absence of air-bubbles, jirobably exceeds this amount.
If positive pressure lowers the freezing-point, negative pres-

sure should raise it. From this it follows that the water in a

liquid flower or glacier cavity is surrounded by and in con-

tact with ice sufficiently cold to freeze it directly the source

of heat which produced liquefaction is removed. Professor

Tyndall placed some lake-ice containing cavities filled with

water and air in a warm-water bath. As soon as a cavity

was reached by the melting of its walls the inclosed air-bubble

at once shrank to a small proportion of its original volume,

showing that even in this case the freezing-point of the water

was above that of the surrounding ice. Other expeiiments

which it is needless to relate have been made confirming this

fact.

During fine sunny Meathor, or even with warm rain,

glaciers have been shown to move more rapidly than when
the weather is cold and snowy; and if the glacier could be

cooled several degrees below the freezing-point, and shaded

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 153. Feb. 1888. M
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from radiant beat, all motion would cease ; for exi)eriment tells

us that it is only when at or about the freezing-point that

ice is what Principal Forbes called viscous. It is interesting

to note that those particles of ice which have to carry the

greatest load, that is, are in a state of compression, are tbo

most likely to be the first melted; a fact which not only ac-

counts for the inability of ice to extend much when in tension,

but increases the efficacy of liquefaction and recongelation to

produce glacier-motion.

I will not attempt to refer to the bearing of this theory

upon ribboned structure and the many other interesting

peculiarities of glacier ice, the present opportunity not being

convenient for their detailed treatment.

XVII. Intelligence and Miscellaneovs Articles.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF LIGHT UPON THE ELECTRIC DISCHARGE.

BY E. WIEDEMANN AND H. EBEHT.

pEOF. II. HERTZ * in a recent paper, " On the Influence of
-- Ultra-Violet Light upon the Electric Discharge," has described

a series of experiments whicli show that light-rays, and, according

to Prof Hertz, exclusively the extreme ultra-violet rays, exert

a certain influence upon the passage of electricity in a spark-

discharge. It remained uncertain whether this influence was of a

primary nature, or whether the passage of the discharges was
effected by secondary impulses produced by the action of the light.

In order to obtain a nearer insight into the conditions and nature

of the phenomenon, we have, in the first place, repeated Hertz's

experiment, and al\\ays with complete success ; then we have
further varied the conditions of the experiment, and have thus

obtained the following results. As source of light we nearly

always employed an electric arc-lamp ; in particular cases burning
magnesium.

(1) The phenomenon is seen with the greatest regularity not
only witli the discharge of an induci ion-coil, but also wlien a Iloltz

machine is used, that is, with statical electricity, if the discharge

upon which the light acts is contained in a secondary circuit of a
Iloltz machine, the spark-length of thejjrimary circuit being varied

by means of a spark-micrometer. Illumination of the discharge

produces a lowering of the potential necessary for the passage of

the electricity.

(2) In order to study the influence of the light during the

passage of electricity in the passive discharge, one pole of the machine
was connected with the earth ; the electricity accumulateil upon the

Wied. Ann. xxxi. p. 983 (1887).
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oilier pole passed first through the spark-length, then through a

discharge-tube of the usual form, or a telephone wrapped with
india-rubber, and then to earth. The result was that not only the

rhythm of the discharge was entirely different (as shown by the

altered note in the telephone), but the whole character of the

discharge was altered, as the appearance of the Geissler-tube showed
without ditHculty. In place of the irregular discharge, upon
illumination a steady discharge occurred (also clearly observed

directly in the spark length) ; but all this occurred onhj ivith the

necjative dischanje through the spark-length. With the passage of

positi\e electricity, there is no diiferenee between ilhimiuatiou

and non-illumination. In order to obtain the phenomena, sharply

disturbing reflexions of <he light from one ball upon the other must
be avoided. In the same way the phenomena may be disturbed bv
the induction of the electricity accumulated upon the balls. If we
avoid tliese disturbances by siutable arrangements, then, with atmo-
spheric pressure, upon illumination and passage of negative electricity,

we hear a note, and upon non-illumination a noise veiling a much
deeper note. With positive electricity there is no difference to be

observed. The change which the discharge itself suffers is very

striking. AVheu the light does not reach it, there are irregular

paths in which the electricity passes which change their form and
place so often that, in consequence of the persistence of the image
upon the retina, there are several to be seen at the same time ; as

soon as the first ray of light reaches the place at which the negative

electricity enters the spark-distance, all these paths unite into one,

in which the electricity passes perfectly steadily and uniformly

without noise as at first. At bo'h balls it is at right angles to their

surface.

(3) The intensity of this action of the rays upon the negative

electricity is essentially dependent upon the pressure of the gas in

which the experiment is made ; with certain moderate pressures and
distances between the balls, it reaches its maximum, from which it

diminishes rapidly both with increase and with decrease of

pressures.

(4) Further, the mode of illumination plays an important part ; it

is essentially only one point of the electric light (which was the part

exclusively employed in the later experiments), and that the hottest

part of the carbons, which is especially concerned in producing the

phenomenon ; the rays therefrom must accurately strike the point

where th(! discharge strikes the negati\e ball ; for the reason alreadv

given, it is advantageous to shade the positive ball.

(5) The phenomenon is seen both in dry and in moist atmo-
spheric air, in dry and moist hydrogen as well as in an atmosphere
of carbonic acid ; in the latter gas remarkably clear and sharp.

The maximum intensity of action occurs in different gases at

different pressui'es ; this has apparently an intimate connexion

with the development of the kathode-rays.

(6) The phenomenon is certainly not exclusively associated

with the ultra-violet rays ; this is seen most clearly in the experi-
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ments with moist carbonic acid ; here it is essentially ra^'s which
belong to tlie visible part of the spectrum which show themselves

active. Por if, to begin with, the ultra-violet light be shut off by
means of a glass plate placed before the lamp, Me yet observe the

most marked difference if, by means of a board, a red or a green
glass, the more refrangible visible rays are taken away ; blue glass

allowed the active rays to pass to a large extent. That it cannot
be the heat-rays which bring about the observed difference, is seen

from the fact that a plate of alum or a glass trough filled with
alum-solution did not affect the action. It is to be remembered
that the kathode-rays are of different colours in carbonic acid and
in hydrogen.

(7) From these experiments, and particularly from the fact that

it is exclusively the negative electricity which is influenced by the
light, we come to the conclusion that the above phenomena are

most intimately related to the production of the kathode-rays. The
conditions favourable to the development of the synchronously-
vibrating kathode-rays are facilitated by the light falling on the

electrodes, since their wave-length is different in different gases.

Different gases must be specially sensitive to the action of different

regions of the spectrum of different wave-length. The development
of the kathode-rays is further dependent, in a manner conditioned
by the individual peculiarity of the gas, upon the pressure ; so that

the magnitude of the influence which light striking the electrodes

can exert must also be dependent upon the pressure. The pheno-
menon we are considering may then probably be regarded as a kind
of resonance-phenomenon, somewhat similar to the bringing about
of an explosion by the detonation of certain definite substances only.

The kathode-rays, as it were, make the way clear for the succeeding
discharge.—Froc. of the Phys.-Med. Inst, ofErlangen.

SIR WILLIAM THOMSON S PAPER " ON THE APPLICATION OF THE
DECI-.\MPKRE OR CENTI-AMPEUE BALANCE TO THE DETERMI-
NATION OF THE ELECTROMOTIVE FORCES OF VOLTAIC CELLS."

On account of a numerical error in this paper (see Philoso-

phical Magazine for December ] 887), pointed out by Mr. Desmond
Fitzgerald in a communication to the 'Electrical Engineer' for

January 6, 1888, referring to Mr. Gray's measurement of Novem-
ber of the electromotive force of Clark cells constructed by Mr.
Bottomley last March, substitute for t he last four lines of the article

the following :
—" correcting to 15° C . we obtain 1*4340 Eayleigh

volts at that temperature. This resu It is interesting as showing a

difference of less than -^^ per cent, from that obtained by Lord
Kayleigh for similar cells, which w as 1-435 at 15° C."
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XVIII. On a Law of Distrihution of Molecular Velocities

amongst the Molecules of a Fluid. By John Buchanan,

IT is known t that if a mechanical system at rest he set in

motion hy impulses, the kinetic energy of the system is

a maximum or a minimum.
The kinetic energy is always a maximum when the impulses

are given, and when different motions possible under the

conditions of the system, and fulfilling the law of energy, are

considered. It is a minimum if the system be started from
rest by impulses applied only at places where the velocities to

be produced are specified.

The present paper has for its object the introduction of

these theorems into the Kinetic Theory of Giises, and into

questions whose mathematical treatment may be of a similar

nature.

Many years ago Clerk-Maxwell discovered his law relating

to the most probable manner of distribution of the molecular

velocities amongst the molecules of a quantity of gas whose
centre of gravity is at rest, or is moving uniformly in a

straight line. I propose to show that a law of the same form
holds for the distribution of the molecular velocities in a fluid

Avhose molar kinetic energy fulfils a maximum, or a minimum,

* Communicated by the Author.

t See Thomson and Tail's ' Natural Philosophy,' vol. i. part 1. §§ 311
and 312.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 154. March 1888. N
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or a maximum-minimum condition. It is of course assumed

that the fluid has a "coarse-grained" structure.

In the ])roof given below, the im])ortant assumption is also

made that the molecular energy of the fluid is wholly due to

tlie linear motion of the molecules ; or, rather, that if any

portion of this energy exists in the forms of molecular rotation

and vibration, this portion remains constant in value, and

may therefore be left out of account in what follows.

Proofs.

By the term "element of volume at a point" is to be

understood a very small volume enclosing the point. This

elementary volume is supposed to be extremely small compared

with the whole volume occupied by the fluid, but very large

compared with the average space occupied by a molecule of

the fluid.

The molar velocity of such an element of volume of the

fluid may be defined in precisely such terms as those in which

Clerk-Maxwell defines the velocity of a gasf :—If we determine

the motion of the centre of gravity of all the molecules Avithin

the element of volume, then the molar velocity of the ele-

mentary volume of fluid may be defined as the velocity of the

centre of gravity of all the molecules within that region.

In an element of volume at a point P let there be N mole-

cules. Let us take three rectangular axes of reference, and

let us denote the components of the linear velocity of the nth

molecule by ?/„, r„, Wn, and its mass by w?„.

A summation extended throughout the elementary volume
we will denote by S, whilst the sign of integration will indicate

a summation extended throughout the whole mass of fluid.

Then we can write

H = ij2(.^ + r^ + «'>,. (1)

/>2'"„=2w„r„, > (2)

where E denotes the molecular kinetic energy of the whole

mass of fluid, and a, J), c exj)rcss the components of the molar

velocity of the element of volume at the point P.

The fluid being supposed to have been set in motion initially

* The method of proof is taken from Meyer's Kinctische Theone der

Gase, see § 1 18 <?/ sctj.

t 'Theory of Heat; p. 311.
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and then left to itself, if we assume that there is no further
change of energy due to outside influences, then E in (1) is

constant. Hence

h^=0=^'%[UnhUn + Vn^i\ + loJ)lC^mn. . . (3)

Also, if we imagine small variations of the velocities that enter

into equations (2) to be made consistent with the kinematic

conditions of the fluid, we may write

^ha.^mn—'^^rnn.hi(n, (4)

J'SA.2'»«=j2'»„.St'«, (5)

JSc.2m„=j'2»V.-SH'« (6)

We can now proceed to state the condition that the distri-

bution of the molecular velocities is the most probable.

The probability that for a molecule taken at random the

component velocities are t«, v, w, will be some function of

w, V, w, and may be expressed by F{u, v, iv).

The probability that a number of independent events may
all happen is the product of the separate probabilities. Hence
the probability that the component velocities of tho molecules

composing the whole mass of fluid—considered as mutually

independent—may be respectively

(^'o ^'u «'l); (W2j ''2, «f2), (''3, vz, w'a),

is given by

or, shortly,

Fi F2 Fs (7)

Expressing next the condition that the assumed distribution

of velocities is the most probable, we have, from (7),

+

Dividing the terms by the continued product Fi F2 F3

we may write the result under the form

()=\^Y^ \-j-^ .hUn+ -~.ht\+ ^.^U\). ' ' (8)

J i^n \dn n dv„ dWn '

We have therefore five equations, viz. (3), (4), (5), (G), and
N2
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(8), to be satisfied simultaneously. From these equations it

is possible to eliminate four of the variations : the remaining

variations are quite arbitrary. For the elimination, multiply

the equations (3), (4), (5), and (G) respectively by 2k, —2ku,
— 2k$, —^ly, as indeterminate coefficients, and add the results

to equation (8). This gives

+

= -2k^(uSa + /38b + ySc)^mn. (9)

Let the indeterminate multipliers be so chosen—being arbi-

trary constants—that the right-hand member of equation (9)
vanishes. At the same time they can be chosen so as to make
each of the multipliers of the arbitrary variations on the left-

hand side of the equation equal to zero. Hence

J(a8a + /38Z» + 78c)2m„=0. . . . (10)

For the other quantities, we may write, as a typical set of
terms,

1 clF

F-^+2M^^-«)=0, (11)

1 JTfl

-.^+2km(v-^) = 0, ...... (12)

(13)

These last give, hj integration,

F(w, V, ?«) = C6-^'"(("-«>^+(''-'3)*+(«'-y)2).

Thus the probability that the component velocities lie be-
tween u and u + du, v and v-^dv, to and ic + dw respectively
may be written

F{w, r, tv)=zB\ e-''"'(^''-"y'+^-Py'+(«'-yr) du dv die. . (14)

The probabilities for the existence of the components are
therefore respectively

-B€-^"^^-P>^ dv,

And since eacli component velocity nmst lie somewhere
between — oo and -f co

, we have
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/-loo /^ 00 /»oo

Hence

^=V^ c^)

Again, since a, b, c are the mean values of the component
velocities,

' /»00

«/ — 00

- ,' — 00

H
These give, by help of (15),

(x= a
; ^= b

; y= c.

Equation (14) may therefore be written

(km\ '_ ye-k7n((u-ay^+(v.br-+(w-c)2)
, dudvdw. (16)

Let us return now to equation (10), and substitute in it the

value of «, /3, and 7. Then

^{aSa + b8b + c Sc^^Zmn= 0.

^''
8T=0; (17)

where

T= iJ(a^+ Z>2 + c2)2m„.

The quantity T is evidently the molar kinetic energy of the

fluid. The condition ST= expresses that this kinetic energy

is a maximum, or a minimum, or a maximum-minimum.
Hence the theorem :—If the molar kinetic energy of a fluid

fulfils a maximum, or a minimum, or a maximum-minimum
condition, then the distribution of molecular (linear) velocities

follows a law of the same form as that of Maxwell for gases.

Gordon's College, Aberdeen,
January 1888.
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XIX. On the Price of the Factor of Safety in the Materials

for Lightninq-rods. ' By Professor Silvanus P. Thompson,
• D.Sc>

IT is possible to determine in an absolute manner what

metal is best for securing safety by a system of lightning-

conductors, for a given prime cost. In the calculations that

follow it is assumed that the duration of the lightning-discharge

is so brief that there is no time for ajipreciable radiation or

convection of heat from the surface of the conductor, or for

conduction into other bodies ; and that the conductor is devoid

of self-induction.

Safety is dejiendent, other tilings being equal, upon the

difficulty of fusion of the conductor. The difficulty of fusion

of the conductor varies directly as the fusing-point of the ma-
terial (or, more strictly, as the diffi'rence between this tempera-

ture and that of the surrounding air, assumed here to be 15° 0.),

and inversely as the temperature-rise occasioned in it by the

discharge of electricity, the amount of which is supposed to be

given. The temperature-rise varies inversely as the specific

thermal cajiacity of the material, and directly as the heat

developed in it. The heat caused by a given discharge of

electricity varies directly as the total electric resistance of the

conductor. The total electric resistance of the conductor

varies directly as the specific electric resistance per unit cube

of volume of the material of the conductor, also directly as its

length, and inversely as its area of cross section (supposed

uniform throughout). The area of section varies directly as

the volume and inversely as the length (supposed given).

The volume varies inversely as the density of tbe material and
directly as its mass. The mass of the conductor varies directly

as the total cost, and inversely as the cost per unit of mass.

Hence, writing/ for the temperature of fusion above that

of the surrounding air (assumed at 15" C), * for the specific

thermal capacity, p for the specific electric resistance, / for

the given length, d for the density, k for the cost, in pence,

per pound of the material of the conductor, it at once follows

that

/"x .">

Safety varies as total cost x r

—

ttt—;•
'' pxd xl-X k

Hence, as the total cost and the length are supposed to be

* Commuuicatod by the Pliysical Society : ivad January 28, 1888.
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given, we have

Factor of safety for equal total cost s=: —-—'—
^ ^ pxdxk

The only metals about which it is necessary to inquire are
copper, silver, iron, lead, platinum, and tin. In the following
table the values of /'are deduced from the figures of Violle
and of Rudberg. The values of k are deduced from the
market-prices in London on December 7, 1887 : viz. copper,
£75 per ton ; silver, 4^. per troy ounce; iron (rod) £5 10s.
per ton; lead, £16 10.^\ per ton; platinum, '32s. per troy ounce

;

tin, £170 per ton. The figures given in column (3 for the
factor of safety for equal cost are calculated by the foregoino-

formula multiplied by 10*. The figures in the seventh column,
giving the total cost of equal safety, so fiir as prime cost of
material is concerned, are of course inversely proportional to

the figures in column 6.

Copper .

Silver....

Iron . . .

.

Lead ....

Platinum
Tin

1039
939
1585
307

1760
213o

0-0949
0-0570
0-1138
0-0314

0-0325

00548

1615
1609
9827
19847
9158
13360

d.
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XX. On some Qnei^tions in the Kinetic Theory of Gases.

Reply to Prof. Boltzmann.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal,

Gentlemen,

AS you have translated Prof. Boltzmann's voluminous

attack, I have to request you to publish my reply, com-

municated to the Royal Societ}- of Edinburgh on January 30th.

I have comj)ressed it as far as I can, for 1 fear to weary your

readers by lengthened discussions of a somewhat personal

character.

With reference to Mr. Burbury^s note, I will only say for

the present that I pretend to no "authority," having ap-

proached this subject simply as a student ; and that it is with

the statements of Clerk-Maxwell and Clausius that I hold him

to be at variance. Yours trulv,

P. G. Tait.

Hearing, again by accident, that Professor Boltzmann has

in the Vienna Sitznngshericltte published a new attack on my
papers about the Kinetic Theory, I at once ordered a copy,

which has at length arrived. As my papers appeared in our
' Transactions,^ 1 think my answer to this fresh attack should

be communicated in the first place to this Society. The time

I can spare for such work at this period of the year is very

scant, and Prof. Boltzmann has raised a multitude of ques-

tions. I will take them in order. But I must connnence by

saving, with reference to Prof. Boltzmann^s peculiar remarks

on my behaviour as a critic, that, while leaving them to the

judgment of readers, I shall have to bring before the same
readers several instances in which Prof. Boltzmann has com-
pletely misstated the contents or the objects of my papers.

This is not a new departure. In his first attack on me he said

that I had nowhere stated that my investigations were con-

fined to hard spherical particles ; whereas I had been parti-

cularly exjiUcit on that very point. But fresh cases of a

similar character abound in this new attack.

First. There runs through this [)aper an undercurrent, at

least, of accusation against me for putting forward my results

as new, and thus ignoring the work of others. I had no such

intention, and 1 do not think anything I have said can bear

such a construction. ]\Iy knowledge of the later history of

the subject is no doubt now considerably greater than it

was about two years ago, when, at Sir AVilliam Thomson's
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request, I undertook an examination of Clerk-Maxwell's

first proof of his own Theorem. But it is still of a very

fragmentary character. I had, years ago, read papers by
Maxwell and by Clausius, and had glanced at the treatises of

0. E. Meyer and Watson. I had also made a collection of

various papers by Prof. Boltzmann. But I found that, with-

out much expenditure of time and labour, it would be impos-

sible to master the contents of the three last-named works,

mainly because the methods employed seemed to me altogether

unnecessarily intricate. [I have already stated the impression

produced on me by such of Prof. Boltzmann's papers as I

have tried to read, and I need not recur to it.] I therefore

set to work for myself, having certain definite asserted results

in view, but little knowledge of the processes which their dis-

coverers or propounders had used. After obtaining a demon-
stration of Clerk-Maxwell's Theorem, I was led to pursue my
investigations into other matters, such as the rate of restora-

tion of the special state, the size of molecules, &c. I brought
before the Society such of these investigations as I had more
fully developed ; and I hope to communicate others. One
object which I tried to keep constantly in view was to make
my papers at least easily intelligihle. Intelligibility is not too

common a characteristic of papers or treatises on this subject.

But if I have succeeded in putting some parts of the Founda-
tions of the Kinetic Theory (tor to these alone do my papers

profess to extend) in a form which renders them easily appre-

hended, I shall have done a real service to students of Physical

Science. The other object at which I aimed was, of course,

the verification of Maxwell's Theorem ; and of the extension

of it (to all degrees of freedom of complex molecules) which
was made by Prof. Boltzmann. Sir William Thomson and
myself were, in fact, called to the question by the discre-

pancies between the observed behaviour of gases and the

behaviour which Prof. Boltzmann's Theorem would have led

us to expect. To test this excessively general theorem, I

determined to examine certain special cases, and (that these

might be, however imperfectl}', represented by systems of free

particles) it was necessary to assume want of freedom for

collision, though confessedly as one step only. I could not,

of course, in this way put limits on the excursions or the

admissible speeds for different degrees of freedom.

Second. While examining, and seeking to improve, the

proof which Clerk-Maxwell originally gave of his Theorem, I

found it impossible to begin without the assumption of a

certain regularity of distribution of masses and velocities
;

and of course I sought how- to justify such an assumption. I
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was thus led to believe that collisions, not merely of particles

of the two kinds with one another hut among those of each

kind, are absolutely necessary for this justification. Then I

saw that, in complex molecules, perfect freedom of collisions

of all kinds of degrees of freedom" could not possibly be

secured, and that this might, in part at least, account for the

discrepance between Prof. Boltznuinn's Theorem and the

observed behaviour of gases. I saw also that, for the truth

even of Maxwell's Tiieorem, it was necessary that neither of

the two gases should be in an overwhelming majority. Thus
these two things, which Prof. Boltzmann now speaks of as
" physically less important,^^ are from my point of view vital

to the general truth of his Theorem.
Prof. Boltzmann commences his recent paper by citing a

" general equation " from the Philosophical Magazine of

April 1887 ; and of it he says :

—

" Bei Ableitung dieser Gleichung habe ich dort im Ubrigen
genau dieselben Voraussetzungen zu Grunde gelegt, welche
auch Herr Tait machte, nur dass ich iiber die relative Grosse
der Durchmesser A, und A der Molecule beider Gase, sowie

iiber den Grossenwerth des Verhaltnisses Nj : N2 niclit die

mindeste Annahme gemacht halje.''^

This is so far from being the case, that it was precisely his

assumptions, and not bis proof, which I disputed. My remark
was :

—

" I think it will be allowed that Prof. Boltzmann's assump-
tions, which (it is easy to see) practically beg the whole
question, are themselves inadmissible, except as consequences of
the mutual impacts of the particles in each of the two si/stems

separatelyy
Of course, with his assumptions. Prof. Boltzmann obtains

the desired result :—having in them virtually begged the

question. He now blames me for not having said a word in

refutation of his proof, for I had professed my willingness to

allow its accuracy without even reading it. There was no
discourtesy in that remark:—nothing but a cheerful admission

that, in the hands of Prof. Boltzmann, such premises could not

fail to give the result sought. My comments were in fact

necessarily confined to the assumptions. For, as I could not

admit them, the proof founded on them had no interest for

me. Professor Boltzmann assumed that two sets of ])articles,

even if tliey hare no internal collisions, will by their mutual
collisions arrive at a state of uniform distribution in space,

and of averages behaviour alike in all directions. This may
pos.sibly be true, but it is certainly very far from being axio-

matic, and thus demands strict proof before it can bo lawfully
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used as a basis for further arounient. In quoting my remarks
on tliis point Prof. Boltzmann very .significantly puts an "&c/''

in place of the following words :
—" it is specially to be noted

that this is a question of effective diameters only and not of

masses :—so that those particles which are virtually free from
the self-regulating power of mutual collisions, and therefore

form a disturbing element, may be much more massive than

the others." It was of this preliminary matter, of course,

that I spoke when I wrote the following sentence^ which
seems to have annoyed Prof. Boltzmann :

—

" I have not yet seen any attempt to prove that two sets of

particles, which have no internal collisions, will by their mu-
tual collisions tend to the state assuined by Prof. Boltzmann.^''

I think it probable that Prof. Boltzmann has not fully

apprehended the meaning of the word " assumed " in this

sentence. Otherwise I cannot understand why he is annoyed
because I took his proof for granted.

In taking leave, for the time, of this special question, I

need scarcely do more, and I cannot do less, than reaffirm the

assertion just quoted: —while adding the remark that this is

very far from being my sole objection to Prof. Bultzmann's

very general Theorem. In fact Professors Burnside* and
J. J. Thomson t have quite recently advanced other serious

objections. Prof. Boltzmann^s Theorem, in a word, is not

yet demonstrated.

Third. As to the questions of viscosity and heat-conduction;

my investigations were expressly made on the assumption that

change of permeability, due to motion, was negligible. When
I found that I had obtained in a very simple way certain

characteristic results of Clerk-Maxwell and of Clausius respec-

tively, I was satisfied with the approximation I had made.

Prof. Boltzmann does not allude to the fact that my investi-

gation was distinctly stated to be an approximate one only,

and that the additional consideration he now adduces had
been before me and had been rejected (rightly or wrongly)
for reasons given. I said :—

•

" Strictly speaking, the exponent should have had an addi-

tional term ..... See the remarks in § 39 below."

And, in the § 39 thus pointedly i-eferred to, one of the

remarks in question is :

—

" We neglect, however, as insensible the difference between
the absorption due to slowly moving layers and that due to

the same when stationary."

And, in fact, the result which I gave for the viscosity (and

* Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin. 1887. t i'bil. Trans. 1887.
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which Professor Boltzmann, without doubt justly, claims as

his own) is correct under the conditions by which I restricted

my investigation. The introduction of the consideration of

change of permeability due to the shearing motion involves

an alteration of about eleven or twelve per cent, only in this

avowedly approximate result. Of this I have assured myself

by a rough calculation, and I will work it out more fully

when I have leisure. It seems that I have missed this in

looking over Me3^er's book, and, according to Prof. Boltzmann,

all investigators except Meyer have fallen into the same trap.

Meanwhile the calculation with which Prof. Boltzmann has

furnished me gives an excellent example of his style, for it is

altogether unnecessarily tedious. And it seems to contain two

gigantic errors which, however, compensate one another.

For his integrand contains the factor e"-'-^''^. Here / is a

signless quantity, and the limits show that x is always posi-

tive and p always negative. As written, therefore, the in-

tegral is infinite, though in the result it is made to come out

finite. The object of the paragraphs 1 and 2, which imme-

diately follow, is unintelligible to me. The former seems to

suggest the use of an unsound method ; the latter has no

discoverable bearing on anything that I haA^e written. Prof.

Boltzmann has also afforded an idea of the value which he

himself attaches to the terrific array of symbols in the 95

pages of his 1881 paper (to which he refers me) by now
allowing that he is not prepared to assert that any one of

three determinations of the coefficient of viscosity which he

quotes (mine, or rather his own, being among them) is to be

preferred to the others !

Fourth. Prof. Boltzmann refers to my remarks on Mr.

Burbury's assertion that a single particle, with which they

can collide, would reduce to the special state a group of non-

colliding particles. Prof. Boltzmann signified his belief in

the truth of this proposition ; and in answer I showed that

(were it ivw) aaons would be recjuired for the process, even

if tliut were limited to a single cubic inch of gas. He now
calls this an " entirely new question " and will not " prolong

the controversy by its discussion." I do not see that, so far

at least as the " controversy " is concerned, it is any newer

than the rest. It is contained in the first instalment of his

attack. Why, then, should he now desert it ? But Prof.

Boltzmann, in thus leaving the subject, takes a step well

calculated to prolong the discussion, for he represents me as

speaking of the instantaneous reversal of the motions of all

the particles, whereas my argument was specially based on

the reversal of the motion of the single stranger alone, a con-
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tingency which might possibly occur l)y collision even with a

particle of the gas, certainly by collision with the containing

vessel. There is a common proverb, "All roads lead to

Rome." It seems it ought now to be amended by the addi-

tion, " whether yon go backwards or forwards along them."

Fifth. As to my proof (so designated) of the Maxwell Law
of distribution of velocities :—I have already explained that

this part of my paper was a mere introductory sketch, in-

tended to make into a connected whole a series of detached

investigations, and therefore contained no detailed and formal

proofs whatever. Maxwell's result as to the error-law dis-

tribution of velocities, being universally accepted, was thus

discussed in the briefest manner possible. I said also that a

detailed proof can be given on the lines of § 21 of my paper.

Prof. Boltzmaun"^ at first accused me of reasoning in a

circulus ritiosus, and went the extreme length of asserting

that the independence of velocities in different directions can

do no more than prove the density (in the velocity space

diagram) to be dependent on the radius vector only. Now,
when I have taken the trouble to point out briefly and with-

out detail what I meant by the statements he misunderstood,

he says I have admitted that my proof is defective ! For my
own part, I see no strong reason wholly to reject even the

first proof given by Maxwell ; and it must be observed that

although its author said (in 1866) that it depends on an as-

sumption which " may appear precarious," this did not neces-

sarily imply that it appeared to himself to be precarious.

The question really at issue was raised in a very clear form
by Prof. Newcomb, ^^•ho was the earliest to take exception to

my first sketch of a proof. He remarked that it seemed to

him to possess too much of a geometrical character (i. e. to

prove a physical statement by mere space-reasoning), while

MaxwelFs seemed to involve an unauthorized application of

the Theory of Probabilities. In consequence of this ob-

jection I examined the question from a great many points of

view, but I still think my original statement correct. What
I said was " JBiit the argument above shoics further, that this

density must be expressible in the form

/G^')/(y)/(~0

whatever rectangular axes be chosen passing through the

origin.^' In my second paper I said (in explanation of this

* This addition to Prof. Boltzmanu's first attack on me seems to have
appeared in the Phil. Mag. alone. It is not in either of the German
copies in my possession (for one of which I am indebted to the author),

nor do I find it in the Sitzungsherichte of the Vienna Academy.
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to Prof. Boltzniann) that the behaviour parallel to y and s

(though not the number) of particles whose velocity compo-
nents are from x to x+ d.r, must ohvionshj be independent of

Xj so that the density of " ends '* in the velocity-space diagram

is of the form /(.r). F(?/, 2). The word I have underlined

may be very easily justified. No collisions count, except

those in which the line of centres is practically perpendi-

cular to X (for the others each dismiss a ])article from the

minority ; and its place is instantly supplied by another,

which behaves exactly as the first did), and therefore the

component of the relative speed involved in the collisions which

tee require to consider depends wholly on y and z motions.

Also, for the same reason, the frequency of collisions of various

kinds (so far as x is concerned) does not come into question.

Thus the y and z speeds, not only in one x layer but in all,

are entirely independent of x ; though the number of par-

ticles in the Liyer depends on x alone. Prof. Boltzmann's

remark about my quotation from De Morgan will now be

seen to be somewhat irrelevant so far as I am concerned,

though he may (perhaps justly) apply it to some of his own
work.

Sixth. As to the Mean Path, though I still hold my own
definition to be the correct one, I would for the present

merely say that Prof. Boltzmann entirely avoids the state-

ment I made to the effect that those who adopt IMaxwell's

definition, which is not the ordinary definition of a " mean,"

must face the question " Why not .... define the mean
path as the product of the average speed into the average

time of describing a free path ?'' The matter is, however, of

so little moment, that a very great authority, whom 1 con-

sulted as to the correct definition of the Mean Free Path, told

me that the preferable one was that which lent itself most

readily to integration.

Seventh. In his remarks upon the effect of external poten-

tial. Prof. Boltzmann does not defend his proof to which I

objected, but gives a new and fearfully elaborate one. And
he quotes, as a remark of mine on this entirely different

proof, the phrase " this remarkable procedure " which I had

applied to his olyectionable old one ! He also treats in a dis-

paraging manner the assumption on which my very short in-

vestigation is based ; viz. " When a systeiu of colliding par-

ticles lias readied its final state, ice may assume that on the

average for every j>arlicle toliich enters, and undergoes collision

in, a thin layer, anotlicr goes out from the other side of the

layer precisely as the first xcordd have done had it escaped col-

lision."" Of course it would be easy to make a 20 page proof
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of this by the help of an imposing array of multiple integrals.

But this would be the sort of thing which I have called

" playing with symbols/' i. e. using them instead of tlwuglit,

while their proper function is to assist tlionglit. A mathema-
tical demonstration does not necessarily imply the use of

symbols, any more than that of diagrams :—and, when we
find an author continually using symbols to establish what is

obvious without them, we very naturally question the validity

of his symbolical processes when they are employed for their

legitimate purpose. I still think the assumption above a

legitimate and indeed almost an obvious one ; but it is strange

that an objection of this kind should come from a writer like

Prof. Boltzmann, who (see head Second above) has made, and
still defends, a fundamental assumption (of the class to which
he applies the term " unbewiesene Voraussetzung^') which
most clamantly demands proof.

Finally, as Prof. Boltzmann objects alike to Greek, and to

English, quotations, altiiough they have Plato and De Morgan
for their authors, what does he say to the Latin one

" Qiiis tiderit Gracchos de seditione qnerentes " f

XXI. On the Application of the Electrolysis of Copper to the

Measurement of Electric Currents. By Thomas Geat,
B.Sc, F.R.S.E.*

IN the Philosophical Magazine for November 1886 I pub-

lished results of experiments on this subject which had been

conducted in the physical laboratory of Glasgow University.

Since that time the electrolysis of copper has been extensively

employed in that laboratory for siandardizing Sir Wilham
Thomson's new Standard Electric Balances, and considerable

additional experience has thus been obtained as to the accuracy

of the method. As the result of that experience, it may be con-

fidently asserted that the constant of an electric-current instru-

ment can be obtained with certainty within a twentieth per

cent, of absolute accuracy by copper electrolysis. Although
the mode of manipulation that seemed most likely to lead to

satisfactory results, and the precautions to be attended to,

were pretty fully gi^•en in the paper above referred to, Sir

William Thomson has called my attention to one or two
defects in it which seem to render a supplementary paper

desirable.

When discussing the proper value to be taken as the electro-

* Communicated by the Author.
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cliemical equivalent of copper, I pointed out that the current-

density at the surface of the cathode required to he taken into

consideration, because the plates gradually lost weight in the

solution. Beyond a general statement of the ai)proxinuite

correction to be allowed for increased area of the cathode

plate, and a remark that it depended to some extent on the

temperature, little information was given on this somewhat
important part of the subject. In order to remove this defect,

advantage has been taken of the continual use of electrolysis

in the standardizing experiments already referred to; and a

large number of electrolytic cells with plates of widely differ-

ing areas have generally been used in each experiment, in order

to accumulate information on the subject. The effect of tem-

perature has also been more fully investigated. In some of

the special experiments on the effect of temperature, two sets

of cells at different temperatures were simultaneously used for

the purpose of finding whether the deposits were the same for

very small plates. The results showed that the same deposit is

obtained at all temperatures if the plate be small enough.

The smallness of the plate is, however, limited by the necessity

of obtaining a good deposit. In the majority of cases one set

of plates only was used, the object being to find the relative

deposit on plates of different sizes for several temperatures

ranging between 0° and 35° Centigrade.

The solution used for these experiments had a density

varying between 1*15 and 1"18, and always contained free

acid. The solution was generally made to density 1'18, and

one per cent, of sulphuric acid added. This solution was then

used for an aggregate time of about ten hours, no additional

acid being added, and was then discarded. The volume of

solution used per square centimetre of plate-surface innnersed

was about three cubic centimetres, and the whole of the solu-

tion for the set of cells was mixed between each pair of expe-

riments. Ordinary commercial copper sulphate was used in

nearly all cases, and it was dissolved in \vater simply taken

from the Glasgow water-supply, which is, however, almost

pure. Previous experiments showed that there was no appre-

ciable difference between the results obtained with solutions

made in this way and solutions made from pure sulphate dis-

solved in distilled water. In the methoil of preparing the

plates i)revious to innnersion in the cells, i)ractically no change

has been made since the previous paper was written. The
plates have generally been simply polished with fine, clean,

dry glass-paj»er, the loose dust wiped off with a clean silk

cloth, and the jjlatcs then weighed. For polishing the jilates

a cylinder covered with clean glass-paper is fixed in the lathe
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and made to revolve rapidly, while the plate is held li^rhtly

against it by means of a pad. This avoids touchin^r either

the paper or the part of the plate to be put in the liquid with

the fingers. A clean circular brush or a soft silk or velvet

pad at the end of the cyhnder, and revolving with the paper,

is convenient for cleaning off any dust or loose glass from the

surface of the plate after it is polished. A set of five or ten

plates may be cleaned in this way in a few minutes, and never

fail to give a firm deposit and accordant results. The method
of washing and drying the plat(!S after they are removed from
the cells, which was recommended in my former paper, has

been adhered to throughout. As the plates were removed
from the cells they were rinsed two or three times in clean

water very slightly acidulated, and then placed in a shallow

glass tray containing pure water. From this they were
almost immediately taken, dried first in a clean pad of blotting-

paper, and finally in front of a bright fire, care being taken

not to heat the plates much.
The perfect regularity of the results of experiments such

as those here referred to is greatly interfered with by the

accidental inaccuracies of small amount which are almost

unavoidable. The total difference of weight between one

plate and the next of a series did not as a rule amount, at

ordinary temperatures, to more than a few tenths of a milli-

gramme ; and this was subject to error, which might be com-
parable with its total amount, from inaccuracy in weighing,

from w^ant of perfect insulation betw^een the cells, from slight

oxidation of the plate in the drying, and so on. The results

of the individual experiments were, however, in very good
agreement; and I believe the mean results as given in the

tables and curves below wdll be found to be very close to the

truth.

An inspection of the tables and curves will show that the

effect of temperature, especially when that reaches about 30°

Centigrade, is very important. The results become so sensi-

tive to difference of temperature at about 35° C, that a

difference of a degree or two between the different cells pro-

duces marked irregularity in the curve. At the ordinary

temperature of a laboratory in this country, say from 10° 0.

to 15° C, the effect of difference of temperature is not im-
portant, and the numbers given for 12° C. in the table will be
found near enough for most purposes. In hot climates, how-
ever, where the temperature of the laboratory may be 35° C,
or even more, the variations of temperature would require to

be very carefully attended to.

Some experiments made for the purpose of testing whether

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 154. 3Iarch 1888.
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at tlic lii^^li tcni])oratures a correction could be obtained by

keei>in(; a jjlatc of tlie same size as tbat used in tbe electrolysis

in a similar cell with no current passing tbrounb, sbowed tbat

tbis metbod of -working was ca])al)le of giving a|)])roximately

correct results. Tbey are bardly ever absolutely exact, but

tbey sbould not differ from tbe truth by as much as one tenth

per cent, if tbe current-density is greater than the hundredth

of an ampere per square centimetre of cathode surface.

Tbe curve for 2° C. is interesting as showing tbat, within a

considerable range of current-density, there is absolutely no

effect produced by variation in size of plate at this temperature.

Why there should be a somewhat pronounced effect when the

size of tbe plate passes about two hundred square centimetres

to the ampere is puzzling, and probably indicates a protecting-

power in the passage of tbe current through the cell. There

is some slight evidence of such ]»rotection for high current-

densities at all temperatures. The curious shape of the curve

for the temperature 12°, which, as will be seen from Table 1.,

again becomes steeper for lower current-densities than those

shown in the curve, is very interesting. This result is certainly

genuine, as that curve is taken from the mean of a large

number of experiments made under varying conditions by

different persons, and the whole of the individual experiments

agree closely with the mean curve.

Table I. and the diagram of curves which illustrate it

give the relative results for different sizes of cathode, the

point of crossing of the curves being reduced to 10,000 for

the jmrpose of rendering the appro])riate percentage correction

for any ])articular size of ])late easily estimated. With regard

to the'curves at 2°, 23°, 28°, and 35° V., it should be stated

that the curve for 2° is the mean of three experiments, that

for 35° the mean of two experiments, while those for 23° and
28° are single experiments.
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Table II. gives tlio apparent electrochemical equivalent of

copper for the different current-densities and temperatures
stated in the table; it is simply the numbers in Table I. mul-
tiplied by the proper constant. The results in this table are,

as in the former ])ajjer, based on the results obtained by Lord
Eayleioh and Mrs. Sidgwick for silver, or '001118 grm. of

silver deposited per coulomb of electricity ])assed through the

cell. The ratio of the electrochemical equivalents of copper
and silver obtained in the experiments described in my former
paper has been assumed as correct (Phil. Mag. Nov. 18<SG).

It is '21)40 when the copper plate presents a surface of 50 square

centimetres per ampere of current.

Table II.

Area of cathode,

in square centi-

metres jjer am-
pere of current.
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The point thus designated must be on each of two^ or more,

loci analogous to the Normal equations of the ordinary method.

Accordingly the intersection of the " Median loci " was at first

proposed by me as the solution. But Mr. Turner has shown
that these loci are apt to have in common, not only several

points, but even lines and spaces*. Instructed by his mas-

terly criticism, I now restate the rule as follows ; confining

myself, for convenience of enunciation, to the case of two

unknown quantities.

Trace the observation-lines in the neighbourhood of the true

point approximately knownf. Beginning at a point on one

of those lines, move continually J along one or other of the

lines in the direction for which —^— is least ; R being the sum
ds ^

^j^
of the residuals, each taken positively §. The value of— for

any path ax + by—^=0 at any assigned point is thus to be

ascertained. Let the sum of the a's (coefficients of x) be-

longing to the lines on the right of that point be A ; and, to

the squares of the residuals may be the least possible. This rule is deri-

vable frora, and specially cori-elated witli, the hypothesis that the law of

facility is the Probability-curve. But it is thought legitimate by Laplace
and other eminent authorities to employ the rule even where the hypo-
thesis is not assumed. No doubt the use of either method divorced from
the law of facility appropriate to it is open to logical objections. But
the difficulties are not greater for one method than for the other. The
present writer's explanation of the philosophical difficulty common to

both methods is stated in the Appendix to a little treatise on the Art of

Measurement, entitled 'Metretike' (London: Temple Co., 1887). It is

brieiiy summarized in the ' Cambridge Philosophical Transactions ' for

1887.
* " On Mr. Edgeworth's Method of Reducing Observations relating to

Several Quantities," by H. H. Turner, M.A., B.Sc, Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge. Philosophical Magazine, December 1887.

t We may, as Mr. Turner says, " leave out of consideration those with
large residuals." Or, more exactly, those for which the residual, divided by
the precision, is large. For the residual ax-\-hy — v represents the perpen-

dicular let fall from the point .ry, multiplied by the factor ^1 a- -\-h-\ which
factor may be called the precision. That perpendicular, then, might be
short, and the line might run into the little held which we have to

explore, if, though the residual is large, it is matched by a large coefficient

of precision.

X The true point is in general on an observation-line. For, as Mr.
Turner has pointed out, the Median loci are in general made up of obser-

vation-lines. The exceptions to this statement will be noticed presently.

§ That is, supposing all the v's to be observations of equal worth,
ranging under one and the same facility-curve. Otherwise it is proper to

multiply each of the residuals entering into R by a factor proportional to

the Greatest Ordinate of the corresponding facility-curve (supposed
symmetrical). See Laplace, Theor, Analyt, Suppl. 2, suhjinem.
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the lotY, A'. Let the sum of the 6's, above, ho B ; below, B',

Then
rfR=(A'-A)r/.c+(B'-B) du ;

while

a d.r + h dij= 0, and ds=Vdx^ + dy'^.

When the starting-point is an intersection, we should put

ourselves at the lyroximate point along the path which is being

dR
explored. To find -7- for another hne passing through the

same point, or for a neighbouring point and line, it will not

be necessary to evaluate A A', B B' afresh. The coefficients

of dx and dy in the expression for dR require alteration only

in respect of the coefficients of those lines which have been

crossed.

Continue moving according to these directions, until a point

is reached at which -j- is positive for every path passing

through the point. This point constitutes the solution*. It is

in general unique. For, if possible, let there be two such

minimum-points. Take the line joining them as the axis of ^.

Then the expression {l>iy— v^} + {/)2y— r.2)+ &c., each of the

bracketed terms taken poKltireli/, must be a minimum for two
points on the ordinate, Which is in general absurd ; being

possible only in the exceptional case when, in the notation

above employed, B-|-& is exactly equal to B', or B^ + b to B.

In this rare case the solution may be indeterminate, namely
any point on a certain line or even areaf.

In this event common sense seems to dictat(» that we should

adopt the middle of the indeterminate tract as the best point

;

and this presumption is confirmed by a formal calculation of

iitility such as Laplace, in the simplest case of a single un-

known quantity, has employed to discover the " most advan-

tageous" point|.

* The metliod may be illustrated thus :—Let C — W (where C is a con-

stant) represent the height of a surface, which will resemble the roof of

an irregularly built slated house. Get on this roof somewhere near the

top, and, moving continually upwards along some one of the edges or

arretes, climb up to the top. The highest position will in general consist

of a solitary pinnacle. But occasionally there will be, instead of a single

point, a horizontal ridge, or even a Hat surface.

t This is Mr. Turner's " special case," lac. cit. pp. 408 & 4G9.

X Laplace, dealing with a set of observations known to have emanated

from a Probability-curve {Th^ur. Analtjt. book 2, chap. 4, art. 23), thus

in effect reasons :—In the long run of cjises, where we have to do with a

set of observations e.xactly the same as the propos(^d set, the real point,

which is the srur?e from whieli this grouping emanated, occurs at different

points with a frequency which is represented by a certain rrobability-
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It may be worth while showing that, not only is the inde-

terniinateness in question rare and remediable, but it is also

apt to be slight and negloctible. For it tends to be of an
order which is insignificant in comparison with the probable

error to which the solution is liable. It will be sufficient to

show that, in the case of a single quajsituni and observations

obeying the simplest law—ranged under one and the same
probability-curve—as the number of observations increases,

the space which is left blank at the centre tends to become
indefinitely small in comparison with the probable error of the

solution by the Method of Least Squares. The Modulus of

G
that error is —j^ (where c is the Modulus of the primary Pro-

V n

bability-curve) . Now consider the probability that a certain

G
fraction of that Modulus, say i —7^, measured from the centre

(the real point supposed known) will have remained blank.

The probability that any single observation should fall outside

the space ±.i—^ may be written ll— 6(i y^j ), where 6 is

the integral of the error-function. Hence the probability that

all the observations should lie outside that limit is

(-K^VrJ)
Expanding and taking logarithms, we see that the logarithm

of this prol)ability is of the order — s/ n ; that is, it becomes
indefinitely improbable that the zth part of the probable error

should be left indeterminate. This investigation may be
extended to prove the required proposition in its genei'ality.

ciu've whose centre is the Arithmetic Mean of the given set (and whose

Modulus is the -y-th part of the Modulus appertaining to the given ob-

servations). If, now, we must put one point as representative of all the
series of points which the source may assume, the best representative, that
which minimises the detriment incident to inevitable error, is the centre
of the curve of sources; that is, the Arithmetic Mean of the given observa-
tions. Now had the curve of sources given by Inverse Probability con-
sisted of a horizontal line at the centre, as in the case before us, the reasoning
by which the central point is judged best would not have been affected.

h
I do not forget that, when the law of error is other than y= ^e-**, this

reasoning is applicable less directly, and only in virtue of the explanations
referred to in the third note to p. 184.
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Tile rule and t.lie exception may bo illustrated bj the fol

lowing example*. Let the equations be

Y

1 a

represented by the annexed diagram. Beginning at the in-

tersection A we have, for movement in the direction Aj),

and therefore

For A(j we have

and

whence

dR=di/ {2-1-2); ds=^/2dtj;

d^_ _;8
ds ~^ V2'

d'R=-2dx + d1J(^-•^^),

d.v + 'Cydr/=
;

dU _ 3-6

ds
~'^

x/1-36'

Again, for Ar we have j- =0 ; and for AB, = =. AB

* Tliia example also illustrates the possibility of the intersection be-
tween the Median loci beinjr thomufrjily iiKleterminato. The broken line

J)A 13 C Da, is the locus of Median both lor ordinates nud coordiuates.
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is therefore the required path. Proceeding to B wo find

-J-,
for the paths Bs and B^i, positive ; and for the path BC,

zero. Also at the point C, all the paths except CB present a

positive increment. Hence the most probable solution is any
point on the line BO ; and the best* solution is the middle of

that line.

Thus the weighty objection to the new method on account
of its "failure to give a unique solution" j is completely
removed. It remains to consider the objection that it is not
less laborious than the ordinary method.

Of course the issue cannot be decided on the score of con-
venience alone. We must take accuracy also into account.

For this purpose we may distinguish two species of cases :

(a) those in which the Method of Medians has an advantao-e

in respect of accuracy, and (/3) those where the Probability-

curve is presumed to prevail, (a) Suppose that the law of
facility is "discordant/^ made up of two Probability-curves,

thus :

f— 1
1 _£: 1 _£!

cK

By a formula of LaplaceJ, the probable error of the Median
is the reciprocal-of-the-Greatest-ordinate divided by \/2n

;

that is, in the case before us,

V: X
2n ^ C + c

The corresponding error for the Arithmetic Mean prescribed
by the Method of Least Squares is the square root of twice

the Mean-Square-of-Error, divided by \/n ; that is,

It is evident that, if and c be very unequal, the former
solution may be ever so much better than the latter.

(/3) In the ordinary case of laws of facility which are
Probabihty-ourves, I should like to express myself with a
cautious deference to the opinion of practical astronomers.
On the one hand, the probable error is increased by about
twenty per cent, when we substitute the Median for the
Arithmetic or Linear Mean§. On the other hand, the labour
of extracting the former is rather less : especially, I should

• See note 3 to p. 186. f Mr. H. H. Turner, loc. cit.

X Supplement 2, Theor. Anal. § Ibid.
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think, in tho caso of many unknown variables. At the samo
time that labour is more " skilled." There may be needed the

attention of a mathematician ; and, in the case of many un-

knowns, some power of hyperfreomotrical conception. Perhaps
the balance of advantage might be affect(id by an a priori

knowledge of an approximate solution. Which is, I think, a

greater convenience in the case of the new method than of

the received one, where the given equations are linear. Again,

in cases where Dis^cordance or other irregularity may be sus-

pected, it will be useful to verify the result of the Method of

Least Squares by tho simpler method. The consilience be-

tween the two results which Mr. Turner's work exhibits is

surely very satisfactory.

Moreover, in cases where the observation-equations are of

the second (or higher) degrees, it seems possible that the

Median should have a decided advantage over the received

method. According to the latter, we must start with an
approximation sufficiently close to warrant the neglect of

those terms of the equations which involve the variables in

the second (or higher) degrees. Otherwise the principle of

Least Squares would lead at best* to cumbrous simultaneous

equations of the third (or higher) degrees. Bat, according to

the principle herein set forth, a solution is obtained by taking

X and y such that R, the sum of the residuals of the type

\_ax'^-\-2hxy-\-hif-{-2fx-{-2gy— r], each taken positively, should

be the least possible. By considering the geometrical inter-

pretation of this condition, we may see that the required point

is on an observation-curve. As in the simpler case, we may
climb to the position of highest probability by noting the value

of -J- at every turn. Thus, let us start from a point x^^, y^

on the curve Uqx"^ + 27«o xy + h^^y^+ 2/o,r + 2g(^= »'o : 'I'ld , as

before, let the coefficients of the observation-lines helo^o and

left of the initial point be dotted ; above and rigid, plain. Then

dR= 2^.r[(Sa'-Sa).ro+ (S//-S/Oyo+ (S/'-S/*)]

+ 2c/i/[(S6'-S%o+(S//-SA)ao+(S/-%)];
where

dx[aQX + h^y +/o] + dtj^b^y + h^x + yo] = 0.

From these equations is to be found. If it is positive, we

move backwards, and vice versa. At each intersection we

take the path for which -7- is least.

Even supposing the law of facility to be the Probability-curve.
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Othor uses and qualifications of the method would doubtless

come to light, if experts would turn their attention to the sub-

ject. It may be hoped that Mr. Turner's example will be

followed by other practical astronomers. An unquestioning

acquiescence in the orthodox Method of Least Squares is the

less justifiable, in so far as the doctrine, in its form of rigid

exclusiveness, is not derivable from the fountain of authority,

Laplace. Laplace by no means degrades the " Method of
Situation " below the Method of Least Squares. He expressly

prefers the former in certain cases'^. Orthodoxy should not

put tradition before inspiration.

XXIII. An Experimental Study on the Influence of Magnetism
and Temperature on the Electrical Resistance of Bismuth
and its Alloys xoith Lead and Tin. By Edmond VON AuBEL,

of Liege, Member of the Physical Society of London^.

Pkeliminaky Communication.
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MANY physicists have been at work upon the influence of
magnetism on the electrical conductivity of metals.

The metals which have already been studied are iron, nickel,

cobalt, antimony, tellurium, and especially bismuth.
The abo^'e investigations have been carried on principally

with the view of discovering an explanation of Hall's phe-
nomenon.

The present memoir is intended to fix the date of pub-
lication. Our researches were commenced last May ; since
then many works have appeared on the question which we

* Theor. Analytique, Supplement 2, subjinem ; referring to the simple
case of a single unknown quantity. To generalize the principle there laid
down is the object of this paper.

t Communicated by the Physical Society : read January 28, 1888.
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wore studying, notal)ly the excellcMit ineinoirs of Messrs.

Goldliaiiimer*, A. von Ettinfrsliausenf, and W. Nernstt.
Quite recently \ve saw, in tlie Wiener Anzeiger, 1887,

p. 222, that Messrs. von Ettinnjshausen and Nernst had made
a communication to the Academy of Sciences at Vienna,
having the title " Ueber das thermische und galvanische

Verhaiten einiger Wismuth-Zinn-Legirungen im magnet-
ischen Felde." This paper is not yet pubhshed, as far as we
know ; so that we cannot take account of it in wliat follows.

Our researches are far from being finished. They will be

continued as soon as our other occupations will permit.

I. Jlie Preparation of Rods of Bismuth.

We have studied bismuth under three molecular states :
—

(i) Melted and cooled slowly,

(2) Melted and rapidly cooled or tempered,

(3) Compressed.

Let us examine the preparation of rods of bismuth in these
three cases.

1. In order to prepare bismuth wires slowly cooled,

capillary glass tubes were procured, to which were joined
at both ends, at right angles to the capillary part, glass tubes
of fairly large diameter. These capillary tubes were heated
in a sand-bath, and some grains of bismuth were introduced
into one of the side branches. When the metal was melted,

it ran down by its own weight into the capillary tube. The
ca[)illary tubes were then left to cool very slowly ; they were
taken from the sand-bath only when it was quite cold. It

often hai)pens that, owing to the unequal expansions pro-

duced during the cooling of the bismuth and the glass, the

tubes are broken ; for this reason we used capillary tubes

with very thin walls.

Working in this way, any formation of oxide in the

capillary part is entirely avoided ; and this part alone must
be used in the experiments.

We think that this way of prej)aring liismuth wires isnmch
more convenient than the method by exhaustion employed by
others§, and which cannot furnish results entirely comparable,

* We have jjiven in the Bibliogiaphy only the list of works relating to

bismuth.

t Vide the Bibliography.

\ Annalen der I'hysik, 1887, No. 8J.

§ See notably tlie memoir of Leduc, Journal de Physique [2], iii.

p. 3Gy.
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because there is no certainty that the melted metal is always

cooled under the same conditions. The hismuth rod beino;

thus pn^pared, the two side branches which are not wanted

are taken away.
The electrodes to convey the electric current remain to be

fixed. For this purpose one end of the capillary rod of

bismuth is heated at the same time as a platinum wire in a

Bunsen l)urner up to the melting-point of bismuth ; then the

red-hot platinum wire is plunged into the capillary tube. It

is easy to see that a good contact is thus produced.

2. In order to obtain bismuth rods very rapidly cooled or

tempered, the melted metal was poured rapidly into a kind of

iron trough, cold, and forming a somewhat acute dihedral

angle. If the pouring takes place rapidly, by inclining the

trough sufficiently to cause the melted bismuth to run down
very quickly, rods of bismuth can be obtained sufficiently long

and not too thick. This last condition is indispensable, other-

wise the bismuth rods will have too small a resistance.

No adherence takes place during this tempering betw^een

the iron and the bismuth. Moreover, by taking certain

precautions, the surface of the bismuth may also be filed, and

a fresh ])art of the metal be thus exposed.

In this case the electrodes were made of copper wire,

soldered to the two ends of the rod of bismuth by means of a

fusible alloy.

3. The compressed bismuth which w^e used in our experi-

ments was given to us by Prof. Spring. Having been pre-

pared in a drawplate*, it was absolutely cylindrical.

The electrodes were formed, as in the case of the tempered

bismuth, of co{)per wires soldered to the bismuth with a

fusible alloy.

The molecular arrangement in this compressed bismuth is

very remarkable. A fracture normal to the axis of the

cylinder presents a radial structure. We shall see later on
the curious results that this sample has given us.

The alloys have only been studied under two states :

—

(1) Melted and very slowly cooled,

(2) Tempered.

Rods of these alloys have been prepared in the same way
as those of bismuth.

Annales cle la Societe Geologique de Belgique, t. xi. p. cxxxiv (1884).
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II. Alloys.

To obtain the alloys, two sandstone crucibles are used.

Bismuth is put into one, tin or lead into the other. These
metals have previously been weighed. When the bismuth is

melted it is kept liquid, being warmed gently to avoid too

much oxidation ; it is then poured upon the other metal,

which is also liquid. The contents of the crucible are then

poured into the other, and tliis decanting is repeated several

times. We have worked in this way in order to obtain

alloys in which the proportion of tin or lead should be given
almost exactly by the weight, and to avoid having to make
analyses of the alloys in order to know their a})proximate

composition.

III. Analyses of the different Specimens of
Bismuth studied.

We have measured the resistance of several specimens of

bismuth. They came from the mantifactory of chemical

jjroducts of Messrs. Monheim at Aix-la-Chapelle, Trommsdorff
at Erfurt, and Schering at Berlin. Mr. Monheim's bismuth
is commercially pure metal. We have three diflferent spe-

cimens from the firm of Trommsdorff, which we shall call, for

brevity, "Trommsdorff 1.," " Trommsdorff II.," and " abso-

lutely pure TrommsdorftV
The two first, as well as the bismuth from the Schering

factory, are products referred to as very pure in the catalogue

of manufacturers.

The "absolutely pure Trommsdorff" bismuth, of which the

cost was far higher than that of the others, has been specially

prepared for us in the Erfurt manufactory.

As to the compressed bismuth, it has been obtained by
means of the commercial metal. Prof. Spring dissolves this

metal in HNO3, precipitates it by pouring the solution into a

large quantity of water, filters, and washes it. He then

redissolves the basic nitrate, precipitates a second time,

calcines, and reduces in a current of pure hydrogen.

We give all these directions, so that it may be possible for

jdiysicists to repeat our experiments, and in order to show how
little confidence ought to be placed in certain determinations

which hav(! been made on the ])liysical constants of bisnmth.

M. A. (!lassen, I*rofessor oi' Analytical Chemistry at the

Upper Technical School at Aix-la-Chapelle, was so kind as to
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undertake to make qualitative analyses of various specimens

for us. We wish again to thank him here for the indispensable

assistance which he has given to our work.
Kesults of the qualitative analyses :

—

Bismuth. Impurities.

Monheim . . . Copper*, lead, iron.

Trommsdorff I. . Iron, copper.

TrommsdorfF II. . Lead, copper, nickel.

Absolutely pure 1 r 7 /^ ^ • 1
rp

] ff I
-^^'^^^h copper (traces), iron, carbon.

Sobering . . . Copper, lead ?, nickel.

It is very difficult to prepare pure bismuth. Even the

method indicated above for preparing the metal which has

been compressed, does not yield a pure product. A small

quantity of lead and copper is ahvays precipitated with the

bismuth ; and it is only by repeating this operation several

times that the metal can be obtained very pure.

M. A. Classen is occupied at the present time in pre-

paring for us pure bismuth, which is to be used in our later

researches.

It results from all this that the various specimens of
so-called pure bismuth are ver}^ different from a chemical

point of view. Their points of fusion and their specific

weights have been likewise determined ; they vary very
sensibly from one sample to another.

IV. Measurement of Electrical Resistances.

The threads of bismuth were placed in a water-bath, which
was heated all along its length by a linear gas-burner, forming
a series of small flames : a thermometer indicated the tem-
perature.

The whole was placed between the poles of a RuhmkorflPs
electromagnet of large size, worked by an Otto gas-engine
and a dynamo-electric machine of Siemens and Halskef.

The intensity of the electric current in the spirals of the
electromagnet was sensibly 28 amperes during the whole
course of the experiments.

* The mefals ^vhose names are in italic are those whicli were found in
considerable quantities in the bismuth analysed.

t The electromagnet was set in such a direction as to have no iuflueuce
on the s'alvanonieter.
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Tlie ordinary polos of the electromap;ne{; were replaced by

large flat poles, made of thick iron circular plates, each one

having a thickness of 15 millimetres and a diameter of

150 millimetres. In this way the magnetic field was made
more uniform.

In order to measure the resistances, Thomson's method
was employed, and a Siemens's dead-l>eat galvanometer, with

the magnet in the form of a bell, was used.

In order to avoid heating the thread of bismuth by the

passage of the current, one Grove cell only was used, and, by
the aid of a see-saw commutator, the current was not allowed

to pass in the bismuth for a longer time than was necessary

for the observations.

The deviations of the galvanometer-mirror were observed

in a telesco])o furnished with a graduated scale, the distance

between each division being two millimetres, and placed at a

distance of more than seven metres from the mirror. One
can judge of the sensitiveness of the method. We have also

employed Kirchhoff's method of measuring resistances, pre-

serving all the other arrangements. A great number of rods

of bismuth and its alloys have been tried ; in the following

tables we only give the values obtained for a sample of each

kind.

In our experiments we did not obtain directly the re-

sistance of the thread of bismuth, because in Thomson^s method
the wires for conveying the current were not fixed directly to

this metal, but to the copper or y)latinum conductors which
served as electrodes. It was necessary therefore to deduct the

resistances of these copper or platinum conductors, in order

to obtain values relating only to the bismuth. In the case of

the wires slowly cooled, we have subtracted the values obtained

directly, as the resistance of the platinum conductors exterior

to the wire of bismuth, because this latter metal adtieres very
easily to platinum, and the section of the rod of bismuth
is very great when compared with that of the thread of

platinum.

V. Results of Electncal Measurements.

The values of W are the electrical resistances in Siemens's

units ; the values of W?/i are the electrical resistances in the

same units under the action of a ma<rnet.
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(a) Rods of Bismuth .s
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Table {continued).

(c) Alloys icith Tin (cont.).
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Table (continued).
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(e) Compressed Bismuth. (F
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cation Las not taken place when bismuth is combined with

10 per cent, of lead.

For this reason we have examined also the alloys of

bismuth and lead, which have furnished us with very inte-

resting results*, recorded in Table (d), but which do not in

any way explain the diminution of resistance when the tem-

perature rises.

Some influence might still be attributed to the capillary

glass tube in which the wire of bismuth is placed. On
heating, the glass and bismuth ex])and differently, and

mutually impede each other in their movements. We have

therefore successively studied a rod of bismuth cast in a

capillary tube, and the same rod after having broken the

glass (with precautions) in such a way as not to alter the

metallic wire ; no change was observed in the direction of

these phenomena. Besides, the rods of tempered bismuth

were not prepared in glass tubes, and yet some of these

present the same peculiarity.

We likewise assured ourselves that there was no relation

between the abnormal electrical phenomenon and the points

of fusion or specific gravities of the different kinds of

bismuthf.

2. Influence of Magnetism.—On the whole the influence of

magnetism on the resistance of bismuth has been more feeble

than that which has been announced by M. Righi$. Mag-
netism always produces an increase of resistance ; its influence

diminishes when the temperature rises, and is more feeble in

the alloys than in the bismuth itself.

3. Study of Compressed Bismidli.—The resistance of com-
pressed bismuth hai'dly varies with the temjierature ; from
16°'8 to 42°*4 there was a slight diminution ; then an increase

up to 76°, also very small.

After these first experiments, w(; took away the two ends of

the threads of comjtressed bismuth, on which was the fusible

alloy. With the rest we pre])ared a rod of bismuth slowly

cooled by the method indicated above.

Measurements of the electrical resistances of this bismuth,

in this state, gave a fairly large increase of resistance when
the temi)erature rose.

* M. Lcduc bad nlroadj studied tlie conduttility oftlie alloys df li-ad

and Ijismuth (Journal de Physique [2], v. p. 110), but from auotber poiut

of view.

t Mr. C. L. Weber bas made kuoAvn, in 1880 (Annahv d<r I'fi>/sik

xxvii. p. 145), some veiy curious results on tbe influence of teniperafure

ou tbe electrical cunductility of llie alloys of L'ose, Wood, and Lipowitz;

but tbis work lias no immediate connexion witli our study.

X Mr. Go]dban)Uier (/. c.) bas also found tbo inlluence of magnetism
more feeble tbau tbat indicated by M. liigbi.
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There is, then, a notable difference, witli regard to the

molecular structure, between bismuth prepared in a draw-
plate and that which, having been melted, has been allowed

to cool slowly. One may conceive in this latter case that the

crystals take up their own positions during the cooling, whilst

the metal prepared in a dravvplate is formed of parallel fibres

of bismuth.

More complete electrical researches might make clear this

important question of molecular physics. One might especially

compare bismuth, compressed in an ordinary compressor, with

that prepared in a drawplate.

VII. Conclusions.

To sum up, the diminution of electrical resistance observed

in certain kinds of bismuth and in some alloys with lead

cannot as yet be explained. The molecular structure, which
we have modified by tempering and compression, has a great

influence on the action of the temperature.

We hope that our further researches will lead us to an

explanation of the anomalies which we have pointed out.

In the course of this paper we have never mentioned the

name of Prof. Ad. Wiillner, our learned and venerated

master ; we might well have done so at each step. We are

glad to be able here to express our thanks to him for the

facilities which he has procured for us for undertaking our

researches.

Laboratoire de Physique de I'Ecole

Technique Supeiieure d'Aix-la-Chapelle.

November 1887.

Note.

M. G. P. Grimaldi has recently * studied the influence of mag-
netism on the thermoelectric properties of bismuth. He denotes

by e the thermoelectric electromotive force of the bismuth-copper

couple, when it is out of the magnetic field ; by e' the electromotive

force of the same couple in the magnetic field ; and takes for a

measiu'e of the phenomenon the quantity S= .

This physicist finds that ^ is positive for commercial bismuth and
negative for pure bismuth.

One ought, perhaps, to compare this result with those we have

obtained relative to the influence of temperature on the electrical

resistance of difi^erent kinds of bismuth.

—

Edm. vox Aubel.

* Journal de Phijmjue, Dec. 1887, p. 569. This paper is a resumi

written by the author of a preliminary note presented to the R. Accademia
dei Liucei (Feb. 7, 1886) and of a meniuir presented in June 1886 to the

Societa di Scienza naturali ed economiche di Palermo.

See also Beibldtter zu den Animlen der Fhysik, 1887, no. 6, p. 472.
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XXIV. I^ote on a Paper on Electromagnetic Waves.

By Oliver Heaviside*.

AN editorial query, the ]'urport of which I did not at first

understand, has directed my attention to Prof. J, J.

Thomson's paper " On Electrical Oscillations in Cylindrical

Conductors" (Proc. Math. Soc. vol. xvii. Nos. 272, 273), a copy

ofwhich the author has been so good as to send me. His results,

for example, that an iron wire of^ eentini. radius, of inductivity

500, carries a wave of frequency 100 per second about 100,000

miles before attenuatino; it from 1 to e"', and similar results,

summed up in his conclusion that the carrying-power of an

iron wire cable is very much greater than that of a copper

one of similar dimensions, are so surprisingly different from

my own, deduced from my developed sinusoidal solutions, in

the accurrcy of which I have perfect confidence (having had

occasion last winter to make numerous ])iactical applications

of them in connexion with a pa])er which was to have been

read at the S. T. E. and E.), that I felt sure there must be

some serious error of a fundamental nature running through

his investigations. On examination I find this is the case,

being the use of an erroneous boundary, condition in the

beginning, which wholly vitiates the subsequent results. It

is equivalent to assuming that the tangential component of

the flux magnetic induction is continuous at the surface of

separation of the wire and dielectric, where the inductivity

changes value, from a large value to unity, when the wire is

of iron. The true conditions are continuity of tangential

force and of normal ^«.r.

As regards my own results, and how increasing the induc-

tance is favourable, the matter really lies almost in a nutshell;

thus. In order to reduce the full expression of Maxwell's

connexions to a practical working form I make two assump-

tions. First, that the longitudinal component of current

(parallel to the wires) in the dielectric is negligible, in com-
parison with the total current in the conductors, which makes
C one of the variables, C being the current in either conductor;

and next, what is ecpiivalent to supposing that the wave-length

of disturbances transmitted along the wires is a lai-ge nnilti[)le

of their distance apart. The result is that the equations

connecting V and C become

* Communicated by tlie Aiitlior. This Note may be regarded as a

contiuuution of Notu B to '* Eloctroinaguotic Waves,'* Phil. Mag-. February

lb88.
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dz dz dt

S being the permittance and K the conductance of the dielec-
tric per unit length of circuit, whilst R'' is a " resistance-
operator," depending upon the conductors, and their mutual
position, which, in the sinusoidal state of variation, reduces to

at

where R' and U are the effective resistance and inductance
of the circuit respectively, per unit length, to be calculated

entirely upon electromagnetic principles. It follows that the
fully developed sinusoidal solution is of precisely the same form
as if the resistance and inductance were constants. Disre-

garding the effect of reflexions, we have

V= Vo6-P^sin(n«-Q2),

due to Vosinni impressed at z= ', where P and Q are

functions of R', L', S, K, and n.

Now if R'/L'w is large, and leakage is negligible (a well-

insulated slowly worked submarine cable, and other cases), we
have

P = Q= (iRSn>^

as in the electrostatic theory of Sir "\V. Thomson. There is

at once great attenuation in transit, and also great distortion

of arbitrary waves, owing to P and Q varying with n.

But in telephony, n being large, P and Q may have widely

different values, because R'/L'n may be quite small, even a

fraction. In such case we have no resemblance to the former

results. If WfUn is small, P and Q approximate to

^~2LV"^2Sy" ^~ r''

where y'= (L'S)~i This also requires K/S/i to be small.

But it is always very small in telephony.

Now take the case of copper wires of low resistance. JJ is

practically Lq, the inductance of the dielectric, and v' is prac-

tically V, the speed of undissipated waves, or of all elementary

disturbances, through the dielectric, whilst R' may be taken

to be R, the steady resistance, except in extreme cases. Hence,

with perfect insulation,

zLqV V
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or the speed of the waves is v, and the attenuating coefficient

P is practically independent of the frequency, and is made
smaller by reducing the resistance and increasing the induc-

tance, o/'^/;^ (/?WfT<?7c.

The corresponding current is

C=V/LoV

very nearly, or V and C are nearly in the same phase, like

undissipated plane waves. There is very little distortion in

transit.

How to increase Lq is to separate the conductors, if twin

wires, or raise the wire higher from the ground, if a single

wire with earth-return. It is not, however, to be concluded

that Lq could be increased indefinitely with advantage. If I

is the length of the circuit,

R7= 2Lou

shows the value of Lq which makes the received current

greatest. It is then far greater than is practically wanted, so

that the difficulty of increasing Lq sufficiently is counter-

balanced by the non-necessity. The best value of Lq is, in the

case of a long line, out of reach ; so that \\e niay say, gene-

rally, that increasing the inductance is always of advantage to

reduce the attenuation and the distortion.

Now if we introduce leakage, such that E/L^=K/S, we
entirely remove the distortion, not merely when R/L^n is small

but of any sort of waves. It is, however, at the expense of

increased attenuation. The condition of greatest received

current, Lq being variable, is now

m=\v.
We have thus two ways of securing good transmission of

electromagnetic waves : one very perfect, for any kind of

signals ; the other less perfect, and limited to the case of

R/Lon small, but quite practical. The next step is to secure

that the receiving-instrument shall not introduce further dis-

tortion by the quasi-resonance that occurs. In the truly

non-distortional circuit this can be done by making the resist-

ance of the receiver to be L„?» (whatever the length of the

line) ; this causes comjilete absorption of the arriving waves.

In the other case, of li/Ln small, with good insulation, we
require the resistance of the receiver to be L^t' to secure this

result approximately. I have also found that this value of the

receiver's resistance is exactly the one that (when size of wire

in receiver is variable) makes the magnetic force, and therefore

the strength of signal, a maximum. Some correction is

required on account of the self-induction of the receiver
;
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but in really good telephones of the best kind, with very small

time-constants, it is not great. We see therefore that tele-

phony, so far as the electrical part of the matter is concerned,

can be made as nearly perfect as possible on lines of thousands
of miles in length. But the distortion that is left, due to

imperfect translation of sound-waves into electromagnetic

waves at the sending-end, and the reproduction of sound-

waves at the receiving-end, is still very great ; though, prac-

tically, any fairly good telephonic speech is a sufficiently

good imitation of the human voice.

There is one other way of increasing the inductance which
I have described, viz, in the case of covered wires to use a

dielectric impregnated with iron dust. I have proved expe-

rimentally that Lq can be multiplied several times in this way
without any increase of resistance ; and the figures I have
given above (in Note B) prove what a wonderful difference

the self-induction makes, even in a cable, if the frequency is

great. Hence, if this method could be made practical, it

would greatly increase the distance of telephony through
cables.

Now, passing to iron wires, the case is entirely different,

on account of the great increase in resistance that the sub-

stitution of iron for copper of the same size causes, which
increases P and the attenuation. Taking for simplicity the

very extreme case of such an excessive frequency as to make
the formula

nearly true, R being the steady and W the actual resistance,

we see that increasing either R or /* increases R' and there-

fore P, because Uv' tends to the value L^i'. Thus the carrying-

power of iron is not greatly above, but greatly below that of

copper of the same size.

I have, however, pointed out a possible way of utilizing

iron (other than that above mentioned), viz. to cover a bundle
of fine iron wires with a copper sheath. The sheath is to

secure plenty of conductance ; the division of the iron to faci-

litate the penetration of current, and so lower the resistance

still more, to the greatest extent, whilst at the same time
increasing the inductance. But the theory is difficult, and it

is doubtful whether this method is even theoretically legiti-

mate. First class results were obtained by Van Rysselberghe

on a 1000-mile circuit in America (2000 miles of wire), using
copper-covered steel wire. Here the resistance was very low,

on account of the copper, and the inductance considerable, on
account of the dielectric alone ; so that there is no certain
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evidence that the iron did any good except by lowering the

resistance. But about the advantage of increasing the in-

ductance of the dielectric there can, I think, be no question.

It imparts nionientuni to the waves and carries them on.

In Note B to the first j)ortion of my paper " On Electro-

magnetic Waves " (Phil. Mag. Feb. l(^8b), 1 gave four sets

of numerical results showino; the influence of increasing the

inductance, selecting a cable of hirge permittance (constant)

in order to render the illustrations more forcible. I take this

opportunity of stating that the second set of figures relates to

the value L= 2i, not 2, of the inductance per centim. The
formula used was equation {S'2), Part II. of my paper " On
the Self-Induction of Wires " (Phil. Mag. Sept. lb«G,p. 284),

which is

Co=2V. ^^"^'

where
\W'-\-U-'n^)^

_(e2H + e-2P^_2cos2Q0-

P or Q= (iSn)^{(R'2 + L'2n2)*+L'7i}^

;

where C(, is the amplitude of current at ^= / due to impressed

force V^sinri^ at ^= 0, with terminal short-circuits. When
the circuit is long enough to make e~^' small, we obtain

_ ^^M^L'V)i
p,

P~ 2RZ(Sn)^ ^

as the expression for the ratio p of the steady current to the

amplitude of the sinusoidal current.

The following table is constructed to show the fluctuating

manner of variation of the amplitude with the frequency.

Drop the accents, and let R/L/t be small. Then, approxi-

mately, 1 . nl\h

where y= R//Lr,

under no restriction as regards the length of the circuit.

Now give y a succession of values, and calculate p with the

cosine taken as — 1, 0, and + 1. Call the results the maximum,

mean, and minimum values of p.

y-
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It will be seen that when the resistance of the circuit is

only a small multiple of, or is of about the same magnitude
as Lv (which may be from 300 to 600 ohms in the case of a

suspended copper wire) , the variation in the value of p as

the frequency changes through a sufficiently wide range, is

great, merely by reason of the reflexions causing reinforce-

ment or reduction of the strength of the received current.

The theoretical least value of p is |, when R/Ln is vanishingly

small, indicating a doubling of the amplitude of current.

But as y increases the range of p gets smaller and smaller.

After y= 5 it is negligible.

It is, however, the mean p that is of most importance,

because the influence of terminal resistances is to lower the

range in p, and to a variable extent. The value y= 2"0U5, or,

practically, E,/ = 2Lij, makes the mean p a minimum. As I

pointed out in the paper before referred to, these fluctuations

can only be prejudicial to telephony. In the present Note I

have described how to almost entirely destroy them. The prin-

ci})le may be understood thus. Let the circuit be infinitely

long first. Then its impedance to an intermediate impressed

force alternating with sufficient frequency to make R/Ln small

will be 2Lf , viz. Lu each way. The current and potential-

difference produced will be in the same phase, and in moving
away from the source of energy they will be similarly at-

tenuated according to the time-factor e~^'/^^. In order that

the circuit, when of finite length, shall still behave as if of

infinite length, the constancy of the impedance suggests to

us that we should make the terminal apparatus a mere re-

sistance, of amount Ly, by which the waves will be absorbed

without reflexion.

That this is correct we may prove by my formula for the

amplitude of received current when there is terminal appa-

ratus, equation (19 h), Part V. " On the Self-induction of

Wires " (Phil. Mag. Jan. 1887). It is

-2(GoGiHoHi)^cos2(Q^ + ^)]-L

Here Cq is the amplitude of received current at ^= / due to

Vq sin n^ impressed force at ^= 0; R' and L' the effective re-

sistance and inductance per unit length of circuit ; K and S
the leakage-conductance and permittance per unit-length,

P or Q= (i)M(R'' + L'V)*(K2 + SV)^± (KR^-L'Syi2j}^;

Go, Hq, are terminal functions depending upon the apparatus
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at c= ; Gi, Hi, upon that at z= l', the apparatus being of

any kind, specified bj resistance-operators, making Ro', l^d

the effective resistance and inductance of" ai)paratus at c = 0,

and R/, L/, at c= /. Gq is given by

Go= 1 + (R'^ + L'V)-' [(F + Q2)(Ro" + W-h')

+ 2P(R'Ro' + L'Ly'/r') + 2Qft(Ro'L'-R'L,'),

from which Hq is derived by changing the signs of P and Q

;

wliilst Gi and Hi are the same functions of R/? L/ lis Gq and
Hq are of R^', L/.

Now drop the accents, since we have only copper wires of

low resistance (but not very thick) in question, and the ter-

minal apparatus are to be of the simplest character. K/Sn
will be vanishingly small practically, so take K= 0. Next let

R/L?i be small, and let the apparatus at z= l be a mere coil,

Ri, of negligible inductance first. We shall now have

P= R/2Lr, Q= nv,

and these make

«t=C+fiJ' i=(-S)-

Thus Ri=:Lu makes Hj vanish, whatever the length of

line, and the terms due to reflexions disappear.

We noAv have

where G^"^ expresses the effect of the apparatus at 2= in

reducing the potential-difference there, V^ being the im-
pressed force, and the value of Gq being unity where there is

a short-circuit.

Now to show that R, = Ly makes the magnetic force of the
receiver the great(!st, go back to the general formula, let
6"^' be small, and let the size of wire vary, whilst the size of
the receiving-coil is fixed. It will be easily found, from the
expression for Gi, that the magnetic force of the coil is a
maximum when

p 2 , T -' 2 /R +L-n'\i

recener Orwhere we keep in L^ the inductance of the

when R/Lra and K/S7i are both small,

or, as described, Ri = Lr when the receiver has a sufficiently

small time-constant. The rule is, equality of impedances.

We may operate in a similar manner upon the terminal
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function at the sending end. Suppose the apparatus to be

representable as a resistance containing an electromotive

force, and that by varying the resistance we cause the electro-

motive force to vary as its square root. Then, according to

a well-known law, the arrangement producing the maximum
external current is given by Eo= Lr, equality of impedances

again. This brings us to

as if the circuit were infinitely long both ways, with maximum
efficiency secured at both ends.

Lastly, the choice of L such that R/= 2Lu makes the circuit,

of given resistance, most efficient.

In long-distance telephony using wires of low resistance,

the waves are sent along the circuit in a manner closely re-

sembling the transmission of waves along a stretched elastic

cord, subject to a small amount of friction. In order to

similarly imitate the electrostatic theory, we must so reduce

the mass of the cord, or else so exaggerate the friction, that

there cannot be free vibrations. We may suppose that the

displacement of the cord represents the potential-difference in

both cases. But the current will be in the same phase as the

potential-difference in one case, and proportional to its variation

along the circuit in the other.

We may conveniently divide circuits, so far as their signal-

ling peculiarities are concerned, into five classes. (1) Cir-

cuits of so short length, or so operated upon, that any effects

due to electric displacement are insensible. The theory is

then entirely electromagnetic, at least so far as numerical re-

sults are concerned. (2) Circuits of such great length that

they can only be worked so slowly as to render electro-

magnetic inertia numerically insignificant in its effects.

Also some telephonic circuits in which E/Ln is large. Then,

at least so far as the reception of signals is concerned, we
may apply the electrostatic theory. (3) The exceedingly

large intermediate class in which both the electrostatic and
electromagnetic sides have to be considered, not separately,

but conjointly. (4) The simplified form of the last to which
we are led when the signals are A-ery rapid and the wires of

low resistance. (5) The non-distortional circuit, in which,

by a proper amount of uniform leakage, distortion of signals

is abolished, whether fast or slow. Regarded from the point

of view of practical application, this class lies on one side.

But from the theoretical point of view, the non-distortional

circuit lies in the very focus of the general theory, reducing
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it to simple algebra. I was led to it by an examination of

the effect of telephones bridged across a common circuit (the

proper place for intermediate apparatus, removing their im-

pedance) on waves transmitted along the circuit. The current

is reflected positively, the charge negatiA'ely, at a bridge.

This is the opposite of what occurs when a resistance is put

in the main circuit, Avhich causes positive reflexion of the

charge, and negative of the current. Unite the two eifects

and the reflexion of the wave is destroyed, approximately

when the resistance in the main circuit and the bridge re-

sistance are finite, perfectly when they are infinitely small, as

in a uniform non-distortional circuit.

XXV. The Geological Consequences of the Discovery of a

Level- of-no-Strain in a Cooling Globe. By T. Mellard
Reade, C.E., F.G.S., FM.LB.A.*

WPIILE working out my theory of the Origin of Moun-
tain -Eanges I became clearly convinced that there

was a fallacy underlying the popular conception of the effect

of secular cooling upon the crust of the earth. It is very ex-

traordinary that the physicists who supported the hypothesis

that mountain-chains had been ridged up through the outer

uncontracting crust following by gravitation the shrinking

nucleus, were content to leave the idea in this very vague

form.

It is obvious, when once pointed out, that on this hypo-

thesis it is only the actual surface of the earth that does not

contract. As the isogeothermal lines sink deeper in the pro-

gress of secular refrigeration, each zone below the surface in

the solid crust must contract horizontally proportionately to

the lowering of the temperature. At a certain depth the rate

of this horizontal, or in other words circumferential, contrac-

tion must equal the mean rate of the radial contraction of

the sphere. At this particular zone—which varies in dei)th

as the time— I showed t that there is no strain; while all

of the crust above it is in compression, and below it all the

cooling matter is contracting. After fully realizing this con-

ception, a few calculations convinced me that on the hypo-

thesis that our globe has cooled in this way during all geolo-

gical time, the level-of-no-strain, as Mr. Fisher aptly names

it, could not at the present time be many miles deep below

the surface. All this seemed so very clear to me that I

* Communicntod by tlio Author.

t Chap. xi. ' Oriji;in of Mouutuin Ranges.'
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confess I was surprised at this particular chapter escaping

the notice of my reviewers, who, as a rule, dealt very fairly

and openly with the ideas put forth, so that I was fully pre-

pared for a long continuance of indifference towards this

interesting problem.

The able papers of Mr. Davison and Prof. Darwin, and the

exhaustive mathematical investigation of Mr. Osmond Fisher*

have agreeably dispelled this fear.

It is very satisfactory that each of these mathematicians,

though working on an independent basis, and all holding

different views as to the geological consequences of the dis-

covery, are in singularly close agreement in numerical results.

Mr. Davison puts the level-of-no-strain after the lapse of

174 million years since consolidation at 5 miles; Prof. Dai'win

at 2 miles in 100 million years; and Mr. Fisher, taking the

present temperature gradient as 1° F. in 51 feet, arrives at

the conclusion that the level-of-no-strain is now at a depth of

2'1361 miles. I may add that my own numerical results,

computed in an entirely different manner, approximate closel}^

to those of Mr. Fisher and Prof. Darwin.

My present intention is not, however, to dwell upon the

interesting nature of these mathematical investigations of the

properties of a cooling globe, but from a geological stand-

point to speculate upon the results that flow from the dis-

covery of the existence of a level-of-no-sirain situated not

many miles beneath our feet.

Volcanic Energy.—Mr. Mallet has based a complete theory

of the origin of volcanic energy upon the heat developed by
the crushing and compression of the rocks of the outer crust

of the earth while following the contracting nucleus. Many
objections to this theory have been pointed out from time to

time by practical geologists, and I have dealt with the ques-

tion elsewhere t- The existence of a level-of-no-strain witliin

a few miles of the surface, if admitted, is absolutely fatal to

Mallet's hypothesis. Not only is the number of cubic miles of

rock X crushed quite insufficient to account for the necessary

heat, but the hmitation of the crushing to what I have called

* " Un the Distribution of Strain in the Earth's Crust," by C. Davi-
son, Phil. Trans, of Royal Soc. 1887, p. 231. ''Note on Mr." Davison's
paper," by Prof. G. H. Darwin, Ibid. p. 242, " On the mean height of

the Surface-elevations and other Quantitative Results of the Contraction of

a Solid Globe through Cooling " (Phil. Mag., Jan. 1888), by Rev. O.
Fisher.

t Pp. 3-5 and chap. xxi. ' Origin of Mountain-Ranges.'

X Mr. Fisher estimates the amount of rock displaced by compression
during all geological time as equal to a spherical shell the diameter of the

Earth and 19 feet thick.
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the '' sliell-of-eomprcssion ^' entirely forbids the acceptance

of this secondary theory of volcanic energy.

Taking the greatest estimate of the present depth of the

level-of-no-strain, the seat of volcanic energy on Mallet's

hypothesis Avould be limited to a depth of less than 5 miles.

When we ])oint out that lava rises up to and flows from
orifices of volcanoes at a level in some cases of 2^ miles above

the sea, it is obvious to anyone who has the slightest know-
ledge of mechanics that the locus of its origin in the earth's

crust must be greatly below the highest estimate of the thick-

ness of the shell-of-compression.

Co7'es of Mountain- lianges.—The distinguishing cliarac-

teristics of great mountain-chains is, as I have fully pointed

out elsewhere, the presence of a central core of gneissic or

granitic rock, frequently, as in the case of the Alps, taking

the form of a series of ellipsoidal bodies throwing off on the

flanks—not seldom with reversed dips—the sedimentary rocks

through which they have been protruded.

This is also true of the great ranges of the Caucasus, the

Pyrenees, the Rocky Mountains, the Himalayas, the Andes;
and I believe such gneissic cores will be found to distingxiish

every great range when sufficient observations have been

made. The apparent exception of the Appalachian chain is,

in my view, no exception at all; and I have already brought
forward a considerable body of evidence to prove that the

gneissic masses lying to the eastward of the great sedimentary

folds is the original core of the range much denuded and
deprived of the flanking sedimentary masses formerly existing

to the eastward *.

Whether this explanation be accepted or not, the gneissic

and granitic rocks protruded through and often entangling

in their folds the great sedimentary deposits which together

admittedly constitute most mountain-chains, are a standing

monument of the untruth (said in no offensive sense) of the

contractional hypotheses of the origin of mountain-ranges.

These central cores could not have been forced up except

accompanied by great lateral pressure, yet now we find, on
accurately working out the contractional hypothesis, that the

lateral pressure is, taking the highest estimate, zero at a depth

of 5 miles, whereas, according to the estimates of accomplished

geologists, the sedimentary strata through which the cores

were [)rotruded ranged from 5 to 10 miles thick. It is

plain to demonstration that the lateral pressure that forced

up the mountains could not reside in a shell-of-compression

only 5 miles thick having a zero strain on the underside.

* Pp. 34 and (Jo, ' Origin of Mouiitain-Enuges.'
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Colorado Plateaus.—The contractional hj^pothesis is equally

incapable of accounting for the elevation of the great mono-
clinal plateaus lying to the west of the Rockies. Indeed this

has been insisted upon by American geologists, notably by
Button and Gilbert, before the discovery of the level-of-no-

strain. It is, therefore, unnecessary for me to dwell upon
these arguments here, except to say that by this discovery

the difficulties are increased beyond all possibility of ex-

planation.

Effects of Contraction on the Shell underlying the ShelUof'

Compression.—The bulk of the contracting portion of the

earth's crust, even if the whole crust be estimated at not

more than 30 miles thick, is so much in excess of the shell-of-

corapression, in addition to the much larger underlying con-

tracting envelope, that I fully expect some reverse theory of

mountain-building may be based upon it. Mr. Davison has

already suggested that the ocean-basins are due to the locali-

zation of this contraction. Let me examine the proljlem in a

fair spirit, and as fully as the limits of this paper will allow.

In discussing the effects of contraction on the rocks of the

crust underlying the shell-of-compression, I have said, " Prac-

tically tension could not take place, as the superincumbent
strata would by vertical compression elongate the rocks at

the zone of greatest contraction to fill the vacuities that

otherwise would be created."*

The depth of the zone at which compressive-extension com-
mences will differ according to the nature and crushing

strength of the rocks : but we may safely assume that all

known rocks will be plastic under the superincumbent pressure

at a depth of 10 miles f. It is, therefore, possible that some-
where in the solid crust between that depth and the surface,

cavities might be formed by secular contraction, and shearing

and faulting take place by the subsidence of overlying masses

of crust into the plastic medium below. Irregularities of the

surface of the sphere might arise in this way, as well as by
inequalities in the amount and mode of shrinkage of the whole
of the underlying contracting body or shell. It needs, how-
ever, but little consideration to see that such orographic

changes of the surface would tend generally in the same
direction; depressions once commenced would increase in

depth by a continuation of the contraction which initiated

them; while such elevations as might originate in the much
smaller shell-of-compi*ession would tend to increase in height

and in number also. But while the agencies invoked in our

* * Origin of Mountain-Ranges/ p. 125.

t Ibid. .91.

FMl. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 154. March 1888. Q
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hypothesis are tending to corrugate the surface of the globe,

subaerial denudation is, pari passu, levelling all the irregu-

larities that appear above the waters of the ocean, and sedi-

mentation in varying degrees at different localities is n^'ore

or less effacing the irregularities below the waters.

It would be an interesting calcuL.tion to approximately

work out the relati\e magnitudes of these opposite actions,

but such is not my present irtention. It will be more to the

purpose to enquire whether such a process—deductively ar-

rived at—is in correspondence with what takes place in nature.

The geological standpoint is an entirely different one to that

of the deducuive reasoner. The geologist is prepared to

question any physical dogma otherwise called a '' law," no
matter how high the authority on which it may stand, if obser-

vation leads him in an opposite direction. It is, however, in

this branch of enquiry by the application of the two methods,

the inductive and the deductive and their correspondence,

that the most important and far-reaching truths are eventually

discovered.

I can quite understand a contractionist, in view of the dis-

covery of the level-of-no-strain, giving up the position that

mountain-ranges have originated in the sheli-of-compression,

yet contending that the other irregularities of the earth's

surface have originated in the diff'erential movements of the

underlying contracting shell. He would probably point to

such a persistence of movement of subsidence, though only

deductively arrived at, as another proof of the permanence of

oceans and continents.

When, however, as geologists we go to Mother Earth and
ask her to yield up her secrets, what does she answer ?

It seems pretty safe to assert anything of the abysmal
depths of the ocean, for we know little of the ocean-bottom
excejiting what is yielded by a few scrapings of the dredge

and the number of fathoms read oft' on the sounding-line.

When, liowever, we investigate that which is more within

our reach, we find that everywhere on the globe there has

been in progress a constant flux and reflux of elevation and
subsidence, and it would be difficult to say which has been,

on the whole, of the greater magnitude. It is but lately that

Dr. Guppy has shown us that there are on the Solomon
Islands soft foraminiferous rocks which, according to Murray
and Brady, represent deep-sea deposits laid down in water
from 1800 to 2000 fathoms deep. These deposits in many
cases he ujion old denuded volcanic rocks, and are overlain

with a capping of hard coral rock.

These deep-sea rocks are, in the case of Ugi and Treasury
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Islands, themselves folded ; a most remarkable fact, for which
we are indebted to Dr. Guppy's intrepidity and love of

science. Assuming the correctness of all the facts made
known by Dr. Guppy, they appear to me inconsistent with
the assumption that the deposits took place on submerged
volcanic peaks, for it is difficult to see how folding could

originate in such a position by any cause now known. But
in any case it points to an elevation of the sea-bottom, esti-

mated by Dr. Guppy at 12,000 feet*.

In reading the accounts of various observers scattered over

the face of the globe, nothing has struck me more than the

universality of the e^ddences—side by side—of recent depres-

sion and recent elevation in each and every country. It

would be wearisome to recount them here. We know that

the great continental masses are built up of sedimentary rock-

systems, some of them reaching, in the locus of mountain-
ranges, an estimated thickness of ten miles. Now let us see

what this means. It indicates that the crust of the earth on
these areas has been bent to a depth double that of the deepest

of the deep-sea soundings.

Yet these very deposits now constitute the highest moun-
tain-ranges ! With these evidences of flux and reflux before

our eyes, it seems really useless to invoke as an explanation

the aid of a secular change tending to act more or less con-

stantly in one direction. The investigation of the properties

of a cooling globe and the discovery of the existence of a level-

of-no-strain only a few miles beneath our feet, have greatly

helped to clear the ground for the reception of a theory of

mountain-formation which takes more fully into account the

actualities of nature.

It may, however, be desirable, in the light of these recent

discoveries, to try and trace by geological or other observations

whether any features of the earth are directly attributable to

secular cooling. Such would be a difficult inquiiy, superim-

posed as I believe the effects will be found to be (if found at

all), upon much more pronounced features due to other

agencies.

Here for the present I must leave the subject, perhaps to

return to it at a future time.

* ' Geology of the Solomon Islands ' (1887). " Observations on the

recent Calcareous Formations of the Solomon Group made during
1882-4 by H. B. Guppy, M.B., F.G.S.," Trans. Roy. Soc. of Edin. 1885,

p. 545.

Q2
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XXYI. On the General Lmos of Brightixess of Images.

ByVrot J. D. EvEEETT, F.R.S.,'Queen s College, Belfast'^.

I
AM not acquainted with any optical Treatise which con-

tains a general investigation of the brightness of an

image seen by rays which have traversed a medium of con-

tinuously varying index. The only discussion of the subject

that I have met with is contained in chapter xii. of Clausius's

' Mechanical Theory of Heat.' That chapter is entitled " On
the Concentration of Rays of Light and Heat," and the main

purpose of it is not optical. .1 have found that its optical

results can be obtained by a much simpler method, as set

forth in the present paper. The results themselves are pro-

bably familiar to leading physicists, but they certainly are

not so well known as they deserve to be.

The particular case in which all the refractions and reflex-

ions take place at coaxal spherical surfaces wdth nearly normal

incidence is treated in my edition of ' Deschanel ' (see espe-

cially footnote to § 768 of the earher, or § 1037 of the later,

editions), and had been previously treated by a different

method iu Helmholtz's ' Physiological Optics '

(pp. 171-175).

The mode of investigation here adopted has been suggested

partly by Clausius's discussion above referred to, partly by an

investigation of KirchhofF's in Poggendorff's Annalen, vol. cix.

pp. 284-287, to which Clausius refers, and partly by § 334

(2nd edition) of Thomson and Tait's ' Natural Philosophy.'

We shall begin by establisliiug the following

Theorem on Apparent Size.

If two small eqtial plane areas Ax, Ag are so placed that a

ray from the centre of one to the centre of the other is pterpen-

dicular to them both, the tico solid angles formed by rays at the

centre of each lohich come from the circumference of the other are

inversely as the s(piares of the absolute indices of refraction at

the centres at ichich they are formed. That is, if (i^ fi^ be the

indices at the centres of Ai Ag, twi the angle formed at the

centre of Aj by rays from the circumlerence of Ao, and (o^

the solid angle formed at the centre of A2 by rays from the

circumference of Ai, then will

//-i^AjO)! = /Ltj^AjWa (1)

As a particular case, if the two indices of refraction are equal,

as well as the two areas, the two solid angles will be equal
;

in other words, the apparent size of the first area as seenfrom

* Communicated by the Author.
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the second is the same as that of the second as seen from the

first.

Proof.

Let T denote the time of propagation of light from a point

xy z to a point ^t? f, or from the latter point to the former.

If hs be an indefinitely short line drawn from the point x y z

at an inclination Q to the forward direction of a ray from ^»; ^,

the increase in T will obviously be the same as for a line

8s cos 6 drawn along the ray. Hence, if v denote the velocity

of light at xy z^ and yu, the absolute index of refraction at the

same point, we have dY= -8s cos 6, or

dT _ cos 6 _/jb cos 6

d^~~ir~^v~' ^^^

where V denotes the velocity in vacuo.

Take the centre of the small area Aj as origin of the rectan-

gular coordinates .i- y z, and the centre of A2 as origin of ^rj ^.

Let the axes of z and ^ be tangential to the ray, and reckoned
positive in the outward directions. The axes of xy and of ^7;

will therefore be in the planes of Aj and Ag respectively, and
we shall choose them so as to satisfy the two conditions

[S]=o. [S]_=o. . . . . rs)

the brackets signifying that the six variables x, y, z, ^, r), ^ are

to be put equal to zero after the performance of the diifer-

entiations.

To express the solid angle formed at the centre of Ai by
rays from the circumference of Ag, suppose tangents of unit

length, forming prolongations of the rays, to be drawn from
the centre of Aj. The solid angle (being small) will be
numerically equal to the base of the cone or pyramid enclosed

by the tangents, or to the projection of this base on the plane

of xy. Let x' and y' be the coordinates of the projection of

the extremity of one of these unit-tangents, then the sohd
angle will be equal to the area traced by the point x'y' in the

plane of Aj, while the point ^rj, from which the ray proceeds,

moves round the circumference of A3. The coordinates x'

and y' are obviously equal to the cosines of the angles which
the ray makes with the axes of x and y.

Hence, putting cos 6 in (2) successively equal to x' and y',

we have

^_Z^T ,_V.jT .,,

''-f.,dx^ '^-f^,dy
^^^

fjLi denoting the value of fi at the centre of Aj.
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Ao;ain, since ^ and ?/' are functions of the two independent

varial)les ^ and r), and vanish with them, we have, to the first

order of small quantities.

But by (4),

dx^ V <PT d.v' V d'T ,..
• .

(t>)

d^ fii dx d^^ dr] fjLi dx drf

Thus equations (5) reduce, by the help of (3), to

Hence a! has a constant ratio to ^, and y' a constant ratio to rj.

The product of these two ratios will be the ratio of the area

traced by the point A-'y to the a^ea traced by ^rj, that is, it

Avill be the ratio of the solid angle a)x to the area A2. We
have accordingly

--ow^im^'- («)

By applying similar reasoning to rays from the perimeter of

Ai to the centre of A2, we shall find (with similar notation)

/X2L«'f''?J fJt,2i-di/ dr]J

/Vvr d^T-\r d^Tl.

By comparison of (8) and (10) we have

/iMiWi = /X2-A2&)2 (1)

The rays considered in the foregoing proof nia}' undergo any
amount of either gradual or abrupt l)ending by refraction,

and may be reflected any number of times ; but there must
be no abrupt difference between the histories of rays which
come from consecutive points.

We now proceetl to a})ply this theorem to the investigation

of brightness.

The brightness of an object as seen from any point is

measured by ^.

£' c")

A denoting a small area at the point, sensibly perpendicular
to the rays which roach it from the object, a> a small solid

angle of arbitrary magnitude, and q the quantity of light

from the object which converges to A (and also diverges
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from A if not stopped) in pencils of magnitude co. The
justness of this measure is obvious from the fact that if wo
halve either A or &> wo shall halve the quantity of light that

will come into consideration.

When the small area A is taken on the surface of the object

itself, the value of the expression (11) is called the intnnsic

brightness of the object.

In the case of the two small areas which we have been dis-

cussing, let (] denote the quantity of light sent by A2 on the

road to Aj. If none of it is lost on the road, it all reaches A^;

thus the same quantity of light which leaves A2 in pencils of

angle 0)2 reaches A^ in pencils of angle coi. Let I2 denote the

intrinsic brightness of A2, and I its apparent brightness as seen

from Ai ; then

l= JL- = :^-J-^(f^)'-^ = (fh)\,
. (12)

Ai&)i AiWi A2CO2 \ll2' A2W2 V2>'

By supposing /u,2 equal to /ij we obtain the following

theorem. If the eye and the object are hi media of the same
index, and no light is stopped on its way from the object to the

eye, the ajyparent brightness is eqnal to the intrinsic brightness,

notwithstanding any refractions or total reflexions that the rays

may have undergone bet^oeen the object and the eye.

If light is lost on the way, the above expression for the

apparent brightness must be multiplied by a coefficient k less

than unity, which, by well-established laws of Optics, is the

same for rays going from Ag to Ai as for those going from

Ai to A2 (for the same kind of light). If I2 and Ij are the

intrinsic brightnesses of the two areas, their apparent bright-

nesses when each is seen from the other will be

When an observer sees the area A2, the pupil of his eye may
be taken as the area A, ; the foregoing computations of appa-

rent brightness accordingly assume that all parts of the pupil

receive rays from every part of A2. If part of the pupil be

covered, the apparent brightness of the object will be dimi-

nished ; and a similar diminution will occur when the rays

from the object are collected into a beam of such small section

as not to fill the pupil. This is the cause of the falling off of

light which is observed in the use of high magnifying-powers
with optical instruments.

In the case of light sent out obliquely from the surface of

an object, the above investigations will remain applicable if
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we understand by Ag the projection of this surface on a

normal section of the beam.

When A-y is the image of A2 the ^' theorem on apparent

size " requires modification, for the centre of A^ "will no longer

receive one ray from each point of Ag, but will receive all its

rays from one point only, which we shall regard as the centre

of An. Let a section orthogonal to all the rays which go from

the centre of Ao to the centre of Ai be taken anywhere in the

intermediate region, but not so as to coincide with a surface

at which there is an abi'upt change of direction in any of the

rays. For instance, if the image is formed by a lens, the

section ma}' be taken either in the substance of the lens or in

the external medium, but must not coincide \\ith a face of the

lens. Divide this section into parts compara1)le in size with

Aj or A2, and let A3 denote the area of one of these parts.

Also let /i3 denote the index of refraction at the centre of A3.

Since Ai is the image of A2, the rays which go from the

perimeter of Ag to a fixed point of A3 will go on to the peri-

meter of Aj ; thus Ao and Aj will subtend the same solid angle

as seen from A3, call it coo. Hence, by applying (1) first to

Aj and A3 and then to A3 and Aj, we have

fiiA^wi = fis^A^cos = jx^A^Wi, . . . (14)

&)i and 6)2 denoting the solid angles formed at Aj and Aj by
rays which traverse the perimeter of As.

Equations (14) show that the ratio of Wj to Wg is the same
for all the portions such as A3 into which the intermediate

section is divided. Let D-x ^2 he the whole solid angles at

Ai A2 formed by the aggregate of all the rays which go from
A2 to Aj. Xlj is the sum of all the partial angles coi, and Xlg

is the sum of all the ])artial angles w.j ; hence we have
^l;'A,n, = |x^^A^n„ (15)

a result Avhich is similar in form to (1).

The rays which go from Ag to Aj diverge from A2 in the

solid angle Hg, and converge to Aj in the solid angle D.^.

Let Q be the whole light sent from A2 on the way to A^, and
/.Q the portion of it which actually reaches Aj, then the

intrinsic brightness I of the real image Aj will be

i=^=i^^ Q =,(M_,y Q =x{^')\ (iG)

as in (13). "When the ])upil of the eye is placed at the image,

the brightness of the field of view will be identical with this

intrinsic brightness of the image, if the pupil is filled. The
aj)parent brightness of Ao as seen from A^ will then be uu-
ahected by the circumstance that Aj is the imago of Aj.
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XXVII. On the Tetravalency of Oxygen; with Remarks on

the Varying Valency of the Elements ami the Present Chemical

Aspect of the Valency Prohlem. By ^. F. Heyes, i¥".^.,

F.C.S., F.R.G.S., of Magdalen College, Oxford*.

THE actual state, or rather phase, of philosophic Chemistry
presents us with a remarkable paradox. Simultaneous

with the discovery and chemical analysis of countless new
compounds and many new elementary or non-resolved sub-

stances during the present century, there have emerged a

series of views on the constitution of matter and the cor-

relation of material forces which will for many centuries

to come mark the greatest epoch in scientific philosophy.

Although this molecular theory of matter has been chiefly

developed on the physical and dynamical side, the con-

tributions from the chemical side of the hedge of this

great field of research have been very striking—such, in

fact, as to stimulate the work of our greatest physicists.

Scientific chemists, it may be said, have established the law
of the conservation of mass

;
physicists, that of energy : now

both are united in searching out the nature and influences

of the masses and forces which are at work in the material

world of chemical substances. But while the smaller limit,

so to speak, of physical analysis is the molecule, it forms the

upper limit of chemical analysis and synthesis. The main
studies of the physicists are inter-molecular, those of the

chemists intra-molecular phenomena. From this point of

view, strict Chemistrj^ begins where Physics ends ; but,

viewed historically, a growing interaction must be con-

fessed, and, indeed, a friendly struggle has begun for the

wells of the border-land which the one side calls molecular

physics and the other physical chemistry. Both are pecu-
liarly interested and puzzled just now in what are somewhat
curiously termed "molecular compounds" or aggregations.

Undoubtedly the trouble is chiefly and naturally on the

chemical side ; and, in the conventional system of shorthand

or formulae which the chemist uses to express (1) his facts

about their composition and (2) his views about their con-

stitution, it may be said to take the form of a discussion

as to the meaning of certain dots and dashes with which our

new text-books are plentifully (and to many students, I fear,

misleadingly) sprinkled.

If, therefore, in calling attention to the question of the

* Communicated by the Author. Read before the Ashmoleau Society,

Oxford, 7th November, 1887.
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valency of an element, and the so-called atomicity of atoms,

the ordinary language of chemical theory is used, it is not

because I have any belief in an ultimate solution of the

problems on the chemical side, but because, as the problems

now stand, the conditions of the great mystery of chemical

affinity can best be attacked, and i)erhaps by chemists can

only be attacked, by facing the problems of what has been

termed atomicity, valency, and quantivalence.

There is so much confusion of language on this subject

that I must beg leave to make a very elementary start with

our three historic typical compounds—HCl, HoO, H3N.
Let us most carefully recognize the facts conveyed in these

formulae first ; for these facts, if fully ascertained, must remain

good when our transitional conceptions of them " have faded

into the infinite azure of the past."

(1) There are the facts of definite composition by weight

and volume. The three gas formulae weights occupy the same
volume.

(2) Experience, aided by comparison of composition, has

led us to the laws and facts of definite and multiple pro-

portion.

(3) The latter can only, as far as we can see, be e.vplained

in terms of the old atomic theory.

(4) Referring to this theory, Dalton showed us it was

possible to obtain the ratio-xceights of the atoms.

The symbol in our formulas has therefore more than one

interpretation. It stands for (1) oxygen stuff, (2) an atom

of oxygen, and (3) for a number. Here is the material for a

confusion of thought which is observable in the history of our

science. This has been increased by the natural coincidence

of our selection of the lightest stuff known (hydrogen) as the

unit to which we refer (1) densities (that is, the ratio-masses

of equal volumes), which are absolute facts, (2) atomic weights

(that is, the most probable ratio-masses of atoms whose volumes

are unknown), which are relative facts. Thus

but

Ao 16 „ ,

-r- =
"Y

expresses pure tact

;

Tj = Y expresses well-grounded belief,

based upon the cumulative probability resulting from the

consideration of many physical and chemical data. It is to

be noted, moreover, that the question of the most probable

value = 15"y6, accepted by many chemists, versus the exact

integer 16, does not, so far as I can see at present, affect con-
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siderations of valency or atomicity. But it may subsequently

affect the questions as to the actual number of hydrogen and
chlorine atoms in a molecule of hydrogen chloride, and the

discussion of what Professor Armstrong calls " residual

affinity.'^ The atomic weight—that is, ratio-atomic weight

—

of oxygen is in this sense 16. But it is well to bear in mind
that the number can, if necessary, be taken in the more natural

sense of a " combining proportion " or combining weight, and
that this number 16 is not indissolubly bound up with the

statement that the oxygen atom is diatomic or divalent, as is

sometimes supposed. Indeed, Professor Odling, in his historic

paper* on the weight of the oxygen atom, demonstrated that

= 16, and not 8 as then usually taken if N=.14, as was
universally accepted lohether in a strictly atomic sense or not.

Taking, then, equal volumes of these three gases, it is a

fact that we have one, two, and three unit weights and volumes
combined with the chemical unit weights of CI, 0, and N.
Apart even from Avogadro's law, the chemist would, adopting
the atomic theory, say that " atoms " of chlorine, oxygen,
and nitrogen respectively combined with one, two, and three

atoms of hydrogen in these comjjounds ; and henc^ that these

atoms were mono-, di-, and tri-atomic respectively. In the de-

velopments of the substitution- and type-theories, and above
all in the development of the hydrocarbon theory, based

upon the very strikingly constant " tetratomicity of carbon,"

this theory has been so useful that there has been a strong-

school of chemists to maintain this atomicity as a constant

property—" a property inherent in the nature of atoms.^' f

The word " atomicity " is thus naturally associated w^ith

some inherent and occult property of the atom or some force

centering from it. Since it has become more generally

recognized that the atomicity of many elements seems to

vary when either (1) the chemical conditions of A and B are

altered, or (2) other elements are chemically associated with A
or B, the word '' atomicity •" has wisely gone out of fashion.

More strictly speaking, it is the phrase " the atom of oxygen
is diatomic "" which is disappearing, because physicists (e. g.

Prof. J. J. Thomson) write about " diatomic molecules,"

meaning molecules which contain two chemical atoms. Thus
it is now said that " the molecule of oxygen is diatomic,''^ and
that " the atom of oxygen is divalent,''' or, most briefly, that
" oxygen is a dyad." The shorthand form remains distinct ; it

is O2 for the diatomic molecule, but 0" or 0" for the divalent

atom.

* Journ. Chem. Soc. London, vol. xi.

t Wui-tz, ' Atomic Theory,' p. 224.
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Now the development of the chemistry of the carbon

compounds has shown us that not merely is there chemical

contiguity of some sort between the atoms in a molecule

(e. g. H20=HH0 or HOH), iut that there are special and

preferable contiguities between certain atoms or (for brevity's

sake, and sometimes provisionally for want of knowledge)

groups of atoms. These special associations, often termed

''atomic linkings," are seen to keep together through

many formative and transformative reactions ; and they

are indicated in our so-called constitutional formulae, where

these special associations are indicated by so-called " links
"

or " bonds." The extraordinary progress in complex or-

ganic synthesis, the thousands of syntheses Avhich have

resulted in so few years of labour in the great and, on the

whole, wonderfully systematic and connected text-books of

organic chemistry, compel us, I think, to retain the notion of
" links " or " bonds," or, as I prefer to call them, " valencies,"

in -writing these constitutional formulae. Not merely, then,

do we write divalent oxygen as -0- but also as 0= in

our constitutional formulae, according as we interpret, and

fairly consistently interpret, our reactions. Thus, in the

case of water, alcohol and ether, with their analogues, do we
find -0-, but in ketones and aldehyds =0, and in the

organic acids both aspects of divalent oxygen. Similarly the

nitrogen atom may be directly specially associated with three

other atoms (as in ammonia, N ), or it may not ; but this

does not necessarily interfere with its usually trivalent, and

perhaps occasionally pentavalent, character.

It is in some such sense as this that I believe that oxygen

is occasionally, and probably in more cases than is usually

supposed, tetravalont. Pattison Muir* gives what is pro-

bably the most generally accepted definition :
—" The atom of

oxygen can directly act on and bo acted on by two other

atoms in a molecule ;" but adds, " in some molecules there

are only two atoms, one of which is oxygen." This of course

refers to the well-known gaseous puzzles, NO, CO, compared

with the standard molecule HCl. Perhaps it would be more
cautious to say, instead of " act on," "are directly chemically

associated with," since it is this statical aspect -svliich our

formulae indicate. It is not therefore the case that a tetra-

valont element is necessarily associated with four monovalent

elements. Where this is the case, as in the hydrides, halides,

and methides, 1 should propose that the old word " tetratomic "

be used. It is here, in fact, that the idea of the inherent

* Muii', * Thermal Chemistry,' p. G7.
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property of the atom is most striking. We might usually

confine this notion of the tiling or force to " atomicity,'^ and
reserve the idea involved in the mimher or ratio to "valency."
I propose that we should always look upon valency as a

mmiher and atomicity as a property, but both still to be
investigated. That the valency of all known atoms is a small

integer, and most probably 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, is surely one of

the best assured facts in the present state of chemical know-
ledge. It is a separate question whether in particular com-
pounds the valency of a selected atom may vary Muthin the

limits of these numbers. It is also a separate question what
this number really means. But I would particularly point out

that this valency is apparently independent of the discussions

on and decimal revisions of our atomic weights. For valency

as a number must be a ratio and referred to monovalent H';

and practically we have referred the valency of all atoms to

either monovalent H', or to that unit weight of chlorine which
combines with the unit weight of hydrogen in the H'CF. Un-
fortunately the word equivalent has had and has several

meanings attached to it. But it is most convenient to take it

as a weight, viz. that weight of the non-metal whiuh combines
with unit weight of the gaseous metal hydrogen, or that

weight of a metal which combines with the chemical unit

weight of the gaseous non-metal chlorine.

Our first most obvious and useful definition of valency is,

first, that it is the numerical ratio,

atomic weight

equivalent weight

'

e. g. (1) valency of antimony (in antimony trichloride) is

^^= ^,i.e. Sb'",
40 '

'

(2) valency of oxygen (in steam) is

16 15-96 ^ „„

As some elements have more than one equivalent weight,
but can only have one atomic weight*, it is not surprising that
the valency of an element may be a varying number. But
although this is really a practical rule in the case of almost all

the metals, we meet with difficulties in the non-metals. Thus,
on the hydrogen standard, this kind of valency of oxygen is

II. and I. {cf. mercury and chlorine, giving II" and I. alsof),

* Dr. W. Crookes has recently speculated that the atomic weights of
individual atoms may slightly vary, assuming that they contain the
hypothetical profi/Ie.

t Usually formulated Hg" and (HgJ".
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but the oxygen chlorides give 2, f , and i, which ratios are

those of 12, 4, and 3. It would be illogical to infer the multi-

valency of oxygen from these figures, but they seem to

support clearly the integral character of valency. On this

account I would venture to deprecate the use, except with

extreme caution, of such phrases as " residual affinities " or

" residual valencies,^' at any rate so long as we fully and

strictly accept the fundamental laws of definite, constant, and

multiple proportions. Whatever may emerge as the precise

meaning of that well-known little . in those formulas where

the joint influence of reactions and of notions will neither

consent to the distant chemical acquaintance of + , nor the

intimate familiarity of the valence-link — (so prematurely

thrust upon us in inorganic text-books), it would nevertheless

seem clear that we are observing t^^e action of integral units

of some sort, and not residual or small decimal quantities of

chemism, affinity, or attraction—whichever our mysterious

force be called.

It is in such apparently simple cases as the oxides of

chlorine and nitrogen that the combined doctrines of valency

and linking seem to break down, or are at least not obvious.

Here is the great paradox in our constitutional formulae, even

from the low standpoint of reactions' shorthand. The doc-

trines have been applied with marvellous success to analysis,

synthesis, and prevision of thousands of organic compounds,
including dozens of liquids which, although they give the

same anal}i:ical and vapour-density results, are absolutely

distinct in their properties and reactions. And, basing their

work on the idea of the geometrical stability of a molecular

system containing strictly tetravalent atoms, Van 't Hoff

and others have gone still further. Yet in the apparently

simple molecules of inorganic chemistry, we are still in

a state of comparative chaos. At least we may say that,

whereas in organic chemistry the young student finds the

constitutional formulae the most helpful shorthand-memo-
randa possible of reactions and relationships, the beginner in

inorganic chemistry is usually disastrously affected, if not

hopelessly muddled, by the presumed necessity of writing

these so-called graphic (?) formulae, in the case, for instance,

of the oxides of nitrogen, chlorine, and manganese, or even

for what are commonly called ammonia, hydrochloric acid

and nitric acid.

In the case of hydrogen dioxide, HgOj, the only reasons

assigned, so ftu' as I know, for the usual formula (OH) 2 or

0—

H

I
or H—0—0— H, are (1) that it is " free hydroxyl,"
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(2) that it is obtained from Ba
| , and (3), in the words

of "Wurtz {I.e.) :
—'' If 0=0 represents a saturated couple,

the symbol — — — will represent a couple which is

unsaturated and capable of attachincr, for example, two atoms

of hydrogen. This conception explains the constitution of

hydrogen peroxide, H— — —H/'

Now this is one of the most numerous class of bodies whose

true molecular weight we haye at present no means of ascer-

taining, or at least of comparing with gaseous molecules. It

is, Hke' BaOs, PbOg. MnOg, SnOj, SiOo, versus COg, simply a

chemical unit formula. As such formulae are not strictly

comparable like our two-yolume formulae, the chief, if not

the only, use of constitutional formulae in such cases should

surely be to explain or indicate reactions, and thus to con-

tribute something from the purely chemical standpoint to the

solution of the problems of yalency. It can scarcely be said

OH /O
that

I
or Ba, I are. on these grounds, useful formulae.

OH y '

.

There is no chemical equality, so to speak, in the oxygen atoms,

and no suggested explanation ofwhy some peroxides haye what

is technically termed " ayailable oxygen " and others haye not.

One chief stumbling-block in our theories of quantiyalence

seems to be due to an apparently unanimous faith in the

constant diyalency of oxj-gen, as well as the constant mono-
yalency of the halogens. Tliis has been curiously illustrated

in the adoption by many chemists of extreme yiews in two

directions. Either the yalency has been yery largely yaried

between 1 and 7 in the case of the halogens, or the yalency-

power or atomicity of the multiyalent metals has been largely

increased. The late Professor Wurtz adyocated the iirst

yiew, and Professor Williamson^s address at York furnishes

an instance of the second standpoint. Certainly, rather than

recognize so many yalency powers^ for the non-metals, it

* Thus Wurtz gave to chlorine the valencies 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7, and to

nitrogen 1, 2, 3, 5. Heptavalent chlorine is also suggested by several

philosophers, especially in connexion with the periodic an-angements of

the elements. In such cases, at least equal weight must he given to

aluminium and gallium as ti'ivalent in the periodic series, whereas the

tetravalencv is constantly asserted, based on the two-volume molecidar

/C1=C^
formula, M^^^Clg. I have suggested the alternative, .11—C1=C1—Al, iu

\ci=cr
these and similar cases as more probable than the usually assumed

M= M=
metallic nucleus,

|
or Jj .
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would lie preferable to accept the high valencies of metals

suggested. But this is not necessary; and still less necessary

is it to return in despair to miitary iorniulffi. Both extremes

seem to involve the idea that the atom of highest valency is a

sort of nucleus in the molecule, and enforces an immediate

proximity or association of all the other atoms of inferior

valency*. Organic chemistry has clearly shown that this is

not true. It is thus most improbable that avoiding the

controversial dot ( . ) in such ways as

(NH4)4SnFg, instead of SnF^ . 4NH4F,

and similarly,

KsHSuFg, AmgZrFe, AmsZrF^, Na,Zv¥^„ Cu2ZrF8 + 12H20,

should involve changes in the already high valency of tin or

zirconium. Similarly, in HsPtClcit is not very probable that

Pt is octovalent; nor in KgBeF^ that berylUum is hexavalent.

The alternative is that the halogens are in some compounds

more than monovalent. This view I have taken during the

last five years. But we need not, as Wurtz appears to have

done, take the higher valency as more than trivalent ; for it

is not likely that the halogen atom, any more than the

metallic atom, is directly associated with all the others. This

hypothesis of the occasional trivalency of the halogens (espe-

cially iodine, whose evidence is the strongest f), together

with the not infrequent tetravalency of oxygen will, I think,

be found to simphfy our ground very much and practically

reduce alternative valencies to two—an alternative which, in

the case of such elements as phosphorus and tin, has been

recognized for many years.

The elements may, indeed, bo arranged in two divisions,

viz. those whose valency is a single number unchallenged

(e.g. K, Na, Ba, Sr, Ca, Mg, Zn, Cd), and those whose

valencies are more than one number but probably only

* To take a metaphor, we are apt to look at the maypole, and the

childreu dancini,'- round it, and to neglect the possible interactions of the

children themselves, even granted there is juvenile (chemical) equality

among them.

t K y. ICI3, L\3"3,

Au.IalPjor Au=I, TU, Cu.,I, or Cu=I—I=Cu,
Cu=Cl—Cl=Cu.

Tl—

I

_
Aul,(?), TU3 or

II II KI3.NHJ3.CaI,.
I—

I

PEtJ or Et3P=IEt,

PEtJs, NEtJs &c.
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two, which valence-powers probably all conform to the re-

markable law of odd and even numbers, or, as Prof. Odlincr

termed atoms with such valencies, perissads and artiads. If,

therefore, I ask that oxygen, chlorine, iodine, and fluorine

should be placed in this second class, it is not to complicate

but to simplify the great valency ])roblem. Monovalent
atoms in such gaseous molecules as WCls* and PF5 seem
highly probable, but they may be questioned in the oxides of

chlorine and in the allied oxy-acids. Thus, in the simplest

(d\ Cl^ Cl^
oxide we really have the choice of .0,

I
/O, and

| 0.
cr ci^ ci//

Q\ K H^
Many chemists have accepted .0 and /O and ,0

cr or cr
somewhat hastily, because of their historic place in the

water-type theory, rather than from positive evidencef.

If the KO CI formula be adopted there is the alternative

between K— — CI and K—O^Cl. But the chemical evi-

dence seems rather in favour of (K . CI . 0)^, in which case

chlorine is trivalent or tervalid as K—C1=0 ; or in K2CI2O2
K—C1=0

as
{} . The remarkable increasing chemical stability

K—CI=0
of the series KCIO, KCIO2, KCIO3, KCIO4 remains to be
explained ; but I believe that the hypothesis of the valency
variation of one or both the negative elements must be
adopted, so long as valency language is useful in focusing
mysteries enshrined within a chemical molecule. Possibly the

oxygen atoms are in some sort of " closed ring.'" Certainly
the old tandem arrangement K— — — — —CI must be
abandoned. In KCIO3 and KCIO4, the K and CI may each
be separately associated with an oxygen atom ; or, seeing that

KCl is such a constant product whether by wet or dry reac-

tions, there is something to be said for QV" in some such

* Just above the boiling-point.

t Undoubtedly the formida Cl(OH), that is, CI'—0"—H, and notably
the CN(OH) formula for cyanic acid, established themselves under
shelter of a somewhat dangerous, or at least premature, extension of the
hydrate theory, or (OH), so well established in the case of organic acids.
The tendency to introduce unwan-antable OH-groupings is especially
shown in such cases as Ag(OH) and even NHj(OH). The distinctions
between hydrates and hydroxides should also be more carefully observed

;

the former are really quite in a minority. The reaction against the
indiscriminate use of Oil-groupings in inorganic chemistry in many
" not proven " cases is now beginning to show itself clearly.

Fhil, Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 154. March 1888. R
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formula as K— ("[--(Og)" and K—Cl=(04)", where the

(O3) and (O4) are at present indeterminate bivalent radicals.

There is of course no evidence at present available for the

quadrivalencv of oxygen to be clearly derived from the oxides

of nitrogen. The means of determining Avhether N2O is

II /O as usually assumed,

or
I
^0, or

III
are still wanting ;

but when anv are given in our text-books tlie alternatives

should surely l)e given and the whole mai'ked witli a con-

spicuous ?

It was in fact in the compounds already referred to, HoOg
and Ba02, that I at first concluded the tetravalency of oxygen

to be the lesser of two puzzles. 1 look upon them as

H_0—

H

Ba=0=-0 and H2=0=0, or jl ,

O

allowinrr of course that neither arc formulae of strictlv com-

])aral)le molecules.

(i. ) The peculiar reactions of BaOg, MnOg, PbOo, and tlieir

inability to form what are curiously called "corresponding

salts," as contrasted with SnOg, Si02, are suggested to me by

the formulae X"=0=0 as opposed to X'^Og, /. e. 0=X=0,
the molecules being (XO^)^ where x is unknown.

(ii.) The existence of a series of oxides in the case of some

metals, and of only one oxide Avith others, is probably connected

with this double valency—I use the phrase provisionally as the

sequel will show—of oxygen. Some of the oxides are otherwise

not accounted for, and in others there is an assumed linking or

double linking of the metallic atoms of which we may well bo

sce))tical. For it is, I believe, the peculiar characteristic- of

the non-nu!tals or negative elements to j)referably exhibit this

single, double, or treljJe linking (if it exists, and wliatever it

may mean) and thus to accumulate. Thus the oxides of silver,

AgiO, Ag20, Ag202, are taken as

Ag4H^0, Ag—0—Ag, and Ag—0—Ag.

O

Similarly, lig and Cu being clearly dciincd di\ ulent metals,
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I prefer to take their suboxides as

Hg\
Hg=0=Hg, Cu=0=Cu (not

i ;0).

There is no clear evidence of the Hg—Hg association.

Similarly for CujOlg and Hg^Cls, usually assumed as

Cu—CI • Cl=Hg Cl=Cu
I , I should ])refer | and | as being more
('u—CI Cl=Hg Cl=Cu
in accordance with the facts of the reactions of these bodies.

The cases of the chlorides and double chlorides are very well

known.
(iii.) There are certain suboxides which lurk in our text-

books and literature. In addition to Ag40^^, perhaps the " blue

crust" forming on recently cut potassium is K^O'^, and Pb20
may be Pb=0=Pb giving PbO, which can, like BaO, take

up more oxygen from the air. Indeed the curious actions of

heat on PbO and BaO as well as Mn02 *-tc. seem to be due
to this conditional tetravalency of oxygen, and not to change
of valency of metallic atom or atoms usually assumed.

(iv.) The peroxides of potassium and sodium are puzzles. As
NagOo is not decomposed on heating, it has a legitimate claim

0—Na
to

1
which H2O2 has not. Moreover it forms a hydrate

0—Na
Na202 . 8H2O. Whatever K2O4 may turn out to be, it is

probable that all the atoms are not divalent. The arrange-

ment is undoubtedly a comparatively stable one, and when
it is interpreted we shall probably see the constitution of,

or at least the interrelations of, certain bodies not usually

associated with it, e.g. K2O4, KCIO4, HCIO4, CI2O4, all

strikingly " stable." Perhaps

K-0=0 K-0=^0
K_0=0 " K-0=^0

may serve to suggest the problem before us.

(v.) Butjust as the remarkable way in which so many metallic
chlorides combine with other chlorides, chlorhydric acid, and
oxides, is a strong line of evidence for the trivalency of chlorine
so the peculiar actions of water as an active chemical reaoent
even when it is not represented in our conventional equations,

seem to be strong evidence of the ready way in which the
oxygen atom in water can be stimulated, so to speak, to exhibit
its tetravalent character.

We may recall the way in which " aldehyd hydrate
K2
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C2H4O . H2O/' for instance, has fought its way out of the

ambiguous company of dotted "molecular aggregations" to

be viewed as aldehydrol

CH3

J.rr/OH

Similarly for acetal and other bodies. Even C2H4O2 . HjO
has been suggested to be

CH3
I OH
C0H
OH

though it is not easy to recognize the chemical equality of the

first hydroxy} grouping with the others. There are facts

which preferentially favour

CH3

H20=-0C—OH;
and the recent researches by Ramsay and Young show the

existence of the more complex gaseous molecules

CH3-CO—OH
C4H8O4 or

{{

C^Hs—CO—OH
(vi.) In the interesting so-called molecular com])ound dis-

covered by Friedel, (OH3)20 . HCl, a remarkably stable body,

we have a most striking case for the tetravalency of oxygen,

either as

or, as seems preferable,

/'H3 /OH3
H—C1=0(

,
or H—Cl=-0( .

^CH3 ^CHa
(vii.) This stable comjionnd brings us back to the three types

HCl, H2O, H3N with whicii we startinl ; but before resuming
their consideration, allusion must be made to the polymeri-

zation of aldehyds, of cyanates, of the nietaphosj)hates, and
other bodies as closely connected with the tetravalency of

oxygen *.

* The stiimilu.s—if I may so torm it—to jxilynieriziitiou in thc80 cases

seems to be due to tlie dcvolnpincut, in ways that current rcsearcli are

seeking to ex])biin, of tlic liighci- \al<'ncy, or, as it may be preferably termed,

tlie validity of oxygon, or tlic tervalidity, for instance, of chlorine in hydro-
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(viii.) Again, the tetravalency of oxygen cannot well be
dissociated from such compounds as

KaO.ZnO, E.g.:—
K^O.NiO, /OK
SiOo . OoZr, K20=0Zn, not Zn(
MnO; . OCa, OK
FeoOs.OCa, K.
AI2O3 . OMg. or /0= -0=Zn

K
(ix.) The numerous hydroxides, as well as hydrates *, the

so-called " basic salts " so numerous in the case of oxygen, be

it noted, and probably also the complex poly-tungstates and
silicates are also probably connected with this property of

oxygen. Prof. Carnelley's vanadates of thallium form re-

markable instances of the convenience of the mode of viewing

a salt as a combination of two oxides.

(x.) The water of crystallization of salts may be due to this

association of the water molecules

H H HIII H2 H2 H2
—0—0—0— or 0—0—0

,

H H H
I I

I I

where the oxygen is tetravalent or quadrivalid. The tandem
paper arrangement of course suggests nothing of the spatial

arrangement, which in all crystals is probably symmetrical.

The go-between influence of H^O in Prof. Dixon^s famous

chloric acid solution used as " a polymerizer " H—CI— =. It is significant

that there are few cases of polj'merization where oxygen is not concerned.

It does not seem pruLable, however, that oxygen is tetravalent or quadri-

valid in cyanuric acid. The ordinary major valencies and the properties

of the substance suggest

O N
c

hn^\h nc cn
II and II

OC CO NC CN

¥ V
H N

Cyanuric acid. Paracyanogen.

Probably more ring formulae in inorganic bodies will come to light, and
they will affect the maypole hypothesis—as it may be called—of the

domination of the central polad atom.
* Even in the case of so-called " KHO " there is more to be said for

KJI^O.,, at least, if not (KOH)_^ . Ag.OoH,, though doubtful, is less mis-

leadius: than A>)OII.
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exiieriinonts on the explosion of carbonous oxide * with

oxygen is also probably due to this provisional tctravalency

of oxygen.

Undoubtedly the chief difficulty which is present to the

mind in using these links or conceding these valencies, in the

case of proposed higher values, is the doubt whether the

combination is of the same order or intensity so to speak, and
can be strictly called chemical combination in all cases. On
this account Professor Armstrong t wrote the compounds

HgClg . 2KC1 and AsFg . 2KC1
as

TT CI . CIK
, r. A F . CIK

But the valency as matter of discussion might perhaps be
indicated as

C1===C1—

K

Hg<

There are many such compounds; e.g.

HgCl2 . 2NPI4C!, InCl3 . 3KC1, Al^Fg . 6NaF,

CuCls . 2KC1, TICI3 . 3KC1, Ir.Cle . ()KC1,

FeFs . 2KF, ? KI3 . 3KI. Ru^Cle . GNaCl,

MgBro . 2KBr. or ? M"'Cl3 . 3MC1.

These formulre clearly suggest the problem in quanti-

valency which lies before us. Certainly such jihrases as " re-

sidual valency," " surplus affinity,'^ " residual charge on the

atoms'' are ojien to the objections which have already been
suggested. They may prematurely beg the problems of

chemical affinity. Even in the case of PCI5 there can scarcely

be said to be observed a perfect cheuiical equality of the atoins

such as we believe to be in CH4. The chlorine is apparently
dealt with preferably in two fifths and three fifths in most
chemical reactions. Such considerations have long induced
Professor Kekuld and others to maintain that a phos})horus

atom is constantly trivahmt.

For the higher valency under discussion, in the case of

oxygen and chlorine, if we are to use other words, it may
be found convenient to use a kindred word validiti/, which
has therefore been occasionally used in this paper. Wo

TI.

* Water-molecules necessarily present would bo formulated ^^0==.

Cf. note on the last page,

t B. A. Report, Abordoon, 1885.
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could say, for instnnce, that chlorine is usually monovalent
but occasionally tervalid. Tlie latin prefixes^ roman numbers,
and broken lines in formulae would help to keep up the dis-

tinction ; thus :

—

—W monovalent, —E,^ univalid.

=K'' divalent, ===E, ^ bivalid.

^R"' trivalent, ==R— tervalid.

IV

^R"" tetravalent, =~E^ quadrivalid, &c.

Wo might then say that carbon is tetravalent, except in

the gaseous molecules CO and (JNH, where it is bivalid

unless the tetravalency of oxygen and the pentavalency of

nitrogen are admitted, when carbon is always tetravalent*.

0=0 and C^N—H.

Other open questions will suggest themselves to the mindf.

The general chemical observation that no atom is really

known to be more than hexavalent to the standard monovalent
atoms| finds remarkable independent support in Prof. J. J.

Thomson^s development of the vortex-atom theory. According

to his view a triad atom consists of three vortex rings sym-
metrically linked together, and " no element could have an
atom consisting of more than six vortex rings." He has also

Ibund that stable motion exists " when the distance between

the rings was small compared with their apertures," and he

adds: " We found that for each displacement there are two
periods of vibration, a quick vibration and a slow one." Is

it j)Ossible, it may be asked, that in these two periods of

vibration there is a connexion with the two valencies or rather

the valency and validity of so many of the negative or non-

metallic (dements which have been referred to in this paper ?

Prof. J. J. Thomson at least clearly points out that, ac-

cording to the vortex-atom theory of gases, " one atom of a

* In CO, according to Prof. .1. J. Thomson's conception of links, " the
atom of caz'bon has the same number of links as the atom of oxygen."

t CNII and NCH are metameric molecules. It is not easy to decide

which is the forunila of prnssic "acid" gas. In the formula, I have
assumed it to be the " imido " relative of CO, which is metameric with

H
formo-nitrile,

|
. The two methvl and ethyl metamers seem distin-

CH
guishable, but sometimes turn up together in " the same " reaction.

X The cases of ]\P'" and M^"'^ are here considered as not proven. Prof.

J. J. Thomson's views on this point will doubtless be dealt with in the

course of further chemical research.
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dyad miglit unite not only with two atoms of a monad, but
also with four atoms of a monad, the four atoms of the monad
splittinfT into two groups each/' He says :

" Regarding
oxygen, then, as a dyad, the molecule of water consists of
three ])rimaries Hj— —0/' I do not know the exact signi-

ficance of his mai-ks, but the analogous formula now pro-

posed is H2=0=0, or at least H2=0==0. It is at least

0—

H

preferable to the symmetrical
I in better exhibiting its

0—

H

reactions, and as the modern representative of the late Sir B.
- +

Brodie's HgOO, which has the no small merit of distinguish-
ing between the two atoms chemically dissimilar. The
novelty (so ftir as I know) of formulating a divalent and a
tetravalent atom of the same element in one chemical mole-
cule will, I hope, provide fruitful discussion with those

chemists who are not prepared to reject or scorn the child-

hood of constitutional formula.
However hypothetical our constitutional formnlre of most

inorganic bodies may yet be, I venture to doubt the wisdom
of abandoning the use of our valence-marks, linkings, so-called

double bonds, &c. in favour even of the single mark proposed
some years ago by Lossen. They may still be used with
advantage to chemical science, but not usually to those who
are beginning its study. The fact is that the one-sided study
of inorganic chemistry, with its numerous elements, and there-

fore greater delicacy and intricacy of valency-variation, would
make us pessimists, and the isolated study of organic che-
mistry, with its few elements, would keep us optimists. The
reaction of the constitutional school of chemists upon the

empirical formulae of inorganic chemistry has been, in some
respects, rather premature in its attempts to solve too much
at the outset; but the real laws of valency must be substan-
tially the same in both. Thus we have the radical or group-
ing—the organic atom so to speak—of ethyl (C2H5) always
of one valency, but (C'sHg) is both mono- and tri-valent. Nay,
more. What would be called the allotropic modifications of
this "atom^'—were it an atom—are well known, and can be
separably recognized. If (C-sHj) were an elementary atom, it

would be called usually trivalent but occasionally univalid
;

or, if no distinction is to be made, trivalent and monovalent
after the fashion of gold or thallium. There are not less than
five trivalent (('3II5)'"; and their compounds with either

chlorine, oxygen, or hydroxyl are all known.
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TrivalentX^''=(C3n5y'^

—CH2
1
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Dec. 21, 1887.—Prof. J. AV. Judd, l-.R.S., President, in the Chair.

nnHE following communications were read :

—

-*- 1. "On the Correlation of some of the Eocene Strata in the
Tertiary Basins of England, Belgium, and the Xorth of France."
By Prof. Joseph Prestwich, M.A., F.ll.S., F.G.8.

Although the relations of the several series have been for the

most part established, there are still differences of opinion as to the
exact relation of the Sable de Bracheux and of the Soissonnais to

the English series ; of the Oldhavcn Beds to the "Woolwich series

;

and of the London Clay and Lower and Upper Bagshots to equiva-
lent strata in the Paris basin. The author referred to the usual
classification of the Eocene Series, and proceeded to deal with each
group in ascending order.

The CaJcaire de Mans is not represented in England, but may be
in France by the Strontianifei-ous marls of Meudon. It contains a

rich molluscan fauna, including 300 species of Gasteropods, many
of which are peculiar, but all the genera are Tertiary forms. The
Heersian are beds of local occurrence, and the author sees no good
reason for separating them from the Lower Landenian or Thanet
Sands. He gave reasons for excluding the Sands of Brachev^v from
this group. Out of 28 Pegwell-bay species, 10 are common to the

Lower Landenian, and 5 to the Bracheux Sands, which present a
marked analogy with the Woolwich Scries. These Sands of Bracheux
are replaced in the neighbourhood of Paris by red and mottled clays.

Out of 4-3 species at Beauvais only G arc common to the Thanet
Sands and 10 to tlie Woolwich Series. Out of 75 species in the

Woolwich and lieadinfj Beds 1!) occur in the Bracheux Beds, if wa
add to these latter the Sands of (!halons-sur-Vesles.

Respecting the Basement Bed of tho London Clav (Oldliaven Beds in

part), the author would exclude the Sundridge and Charlton fossils,

which should be placed on a level with the Upper Marine Beds of

Woolwich. He allowed that the former were deposited on an eroded

surface, but this involves no real unconformity, whilst the palacon-

tological evidence is in favour of this view, since out of 57 species

in the Sundridge and associated beds, only IG are common to the

London Clay. He therefore objected to the quadru])le division.

Either the Oldhavcn should go with the ^^'oolwich or with the

Basement Bed. He admitted tliat the term " Basement Bed" is

objectionable, and preferred ]\Ir. Whitakers term for the series, as

he would limit it.

The Lower Bo</shot Sands the audmr would call " London Sands"
wliose Belgian e{)uivalent is the Upper Yprcsian, and the French
the Sands of C'uise-de-la-!Motfe, forming the uppermost series of

the Lower Eocene. A group of fossils has been discovered in the
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Upper Ypresian sands of Belgium, which leaves no doubt of their being

of Lower Eocene age, and consequentlj' the Lower Bagshots must be

placed upon the same horizon. There is no separating line of

ero.sion between the Loudon Clay and the Lower Bagshots, the

upper part of the former is sandy, and the lower part of the latter

frc(|uently argillaceous. Similarly no dctinite line can be drawn
between the Upper and Lower Ypresian ; but in both countries this

series is separated from overlying beds by a well-marked line of

erosion. So also in France the base of the Calcaire GVoss-ut (Brackles-

ham Beds) is a pebbly greensand resting on an eroded surface of

the Sands of the Cuise-de-la-Motte. In Belgium, in Whitecliff Bay,

and in the Bagshot district the Upper Eocene rests upon an eroded

surf;ice of the Lower Eocene. Subjoined is the author's proposed

classification of the Eocene :

—

Proposed Classijjcation of the Eocene.

England. Belgium.
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:

—
Bonney and Dr. Hicks concerning the area in question and especi-

ally as to the presence or absence of Precambrian rocks, the author

gave an account of his own cxi)loration3 and their results, the

principal of which were the following.

In the Eangor and Caernarvon area three distinct conglomerates

had been confounded. The only one that showed distinct uncon-
formity on the underlying rock was of Arenig (Ordovician) age.

The rocks of the southern and central portion of the area were
essentially of igneous origin and might be distinguished into two
groups, the southern probably intrusive, the northern certainly

eruptive. There is no evidence to show what interval of time elapsed

between the production of these two groups, nor which of them is

the earlier, although the author regards it as more probable that

the southern mass is of the earlier date and overlain by the northern

portion. The Eangor beds are derived from the denudation of the

volcanic series, and of rocks which may have been associated with
it. and they contain a series of conformable conglomerates of which
the great conglomerates near Bangor are members. They are the

continuation of the Cambrian rocks seen to the east, and have not

undergone any serious alteration. The porphyries of Llyn Padarn
and Moel Tryfaen are contemporaneous lava-flows in the midst of

the Cambrian series, the overlying conglomerates being derived

from them and from the sedimentary Cambrian rocks to the west

;

and hence there is no certain proof of there being any Precambrian
rocks in the whole district, though it is probable that the rock

near Caernarvon belongs to an epoch distinct from and anterior to

the Cambrian.

Jan. 11, 1888.—Prof. J. W. Judd, F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1. " On the Law that governs the Action of Plowing Streams."

By 11. D. Oldham, Esq., F.O.S.

The author, after describing how his attention was drawn to

the subject, proceeded to an investigation of the law that governs

the action of a flowing stream. Having accepted as a fundamental
principle that the velocity of a stream will always tend to become
such as is just siifficient to transport the solid burden cast on to the

stream, and pointed out that the princijde is almost axiomatic in its

nature, he finds that, where untrammelled by exterior conditions, a

stream will be alternately confined to a single, well-defined, deep
channel, and spread out into a number of ill-defined, shallow

channels, the former being defined as a "reach," the latter as a
" fan," that the gradient in the " reach " is less than on the " fan,"

and that both '' reach " and " fan " will continually be encroaching at

their upper ends, and being encroached upon at their lower ends.

After detailing some general considerations which show that

what should occur according to hypothesis, does actually occur in

nature, he indicated that the accurate and detailed levels taken in

connexion with the Oanges canal, do actually show this alternation

of " reach " and " fan," that the gradients are higher in tho latter,
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as they should be, and that the records of the canal show the retro-

gression of " fan " and " reach" demanded by the hypothesis.

Accepting this agreement of fact with hypothesis as proof of the

correctness of the latter, it follows that the fundamental principle

on which it is founded is correct, and that, in the absence of inter-

fering causes of greater potency, it is the coarseness or fineness of

the debris cast upon a stream that will determine its gradient and
velocity, and not, as stated in text-books, the velocity of a stream

that will determine its gradient and the coarseness of the debris

transported by it :—a conclusion that might be arrived at inde-

pendently, from the fact that it is in the upper reaches of a stream,

•where coarse debris prevails, that high velocities of current prevail,

while in the lower reaches, where the debris is finer in grain, the

velocity of current is also diminished.

2. " Supplementary Notes on the Stratigraphy of the Bagshot
Beds of the London Basin." By the Bev. A. Irving, B.Sc, B.A.,

P.G.S.

This paper contained the results of field-work during the year 1887.
Additional notes on the stratigraphy of the Bracknell and Ascot
Hills were given, justifying the reading of the country as shown in

figs. 1 and 2 of the author's last paper (Q. J. G. S. August 1887),
the examination of this line of country having been extended as far

as Englefield Green. Sections of the beds of the Middle Group as

they crop out at Caesar's Camp, Swinley Park, Ascot, and Sunniug-
dale, were described and correlated with the 76 feet of beds which
constitute that group in the Well-section at Wellington College.

The stratigraphy of the hills known as Finchampstead Bidgeshas
been worked out from numerous sections on their flanks ; and the
strata of the Bearwood Hills were correlated directly with them.

All along the northern margin a general attenuation of (a) the
Lower (fluviatile) Sands, and of (6) the Middle (green earthy) Sands
was shown to occur, and in some places on the northern margin they
are found to have entirely thinned away, admitting of distinct

overlap at more than one horizon.

The second part of the paper dealt with the Highclere district,

where the author believes he has established the full succession of
the three stages of the Bagshot Formation, a section being given
across the valley south of Highclere Station, showing the succession
of the whole Eocene series (with the Ostrea bellovacina-hed for its

base) as it is developed there.

Some important conclusions were drawn as to the Tertiary physio-
graphy of the South of England ; and the revised tabulation of the
Tertiaries put forward by Prof, Prestwich at the Society's last

meeting was referred to as supporting some of the main points for

which the author has contended.

3. " The Red-Eock Series of the Devon Coast Section." By the
Rev. A. Irving, B.Sc, B.A., F.G.S.

From a recent examination of this section, and from the facts
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furnished by Mr. Usshcr's paper (Q. J. G. S. toI. xxxii. pp. 307 et

scqX the author has arrived at the conclusion that the series of red

rocks between the Lias to the east of Seatoii and the Carboniferous
of Devon, formerly described under the title of " Kew lied Sand-
stone," cover the period of geoloj^ic time Mhich that term signified,

and that the lower members of the series belong, not to the Trias,

but to the Permian or Post-Carboniferous.

He considered that at the base of the Budleigh-Salterton Pebble-
bed there is a physical break of as much significance as that be-
tween the Trias and the Permian of tlie Midlands. From this

point eastwards the Triassic system is represented by a series of

rocks quite comparable with the Punter and Keuper of the Mid-
lands, the Punter being here represented by the Middle Division

(about 2u0 feet thick) and the Upper Division of Prof. Hull.

These pass under the basement sandstone-series of the Keuper
below High Peak and Peak Hills, are brought up again by faulting

at Sidmouth, and dip beneath the Keuper again east of the Sid,

from which point eastwards the whole Keuper Division is exposed,
with quite a normal facies, as seen in the Midlands, in Central

Germany (Thiiringen, Jena), and in the Xeckar Yalley.

In the marls which underlie the Budleigh-Salterton Pebble-bed,

he recognized the ecjuivalents of the Permian Marls of "Warwick-
shire and Kottinghamshire, and of the Zechstein Marls of Germany.
These pass, by a gradual transition, through Sandstones, becoming
moi'e and more brecciated, into the great brecciated series of Daw-
lish and Teignmouth, which were regarded as the equivalents of the

great Permian breccias of tlie west of England, of Ireland, and of

the Lower liothliegendes of Germany.
AH the rocks below the Pudleigh-Saltorton Pebble-bed were

regarded as the assorted materials furnished by the detritus of the

pakeozoic mountain-region of Devon, CoruMall, and Brittany, and as

representing the waste and degradation of that region, deposited on
the mountain-flanks and in land-locked bays during Post-Carboni-

ferous times, the marls being compared with the Nyirok of the
Austrian geologists.

XXIX. Intellujence ami Miscellaneous Articles.

AN EXPERIMENT ON THE EMISSION OF LIGHT BY IGNITED

BODIES. BY FERDINAND BRAUN.
A SMALL portion, a few square centimetres for instance, of any
-^^ object of porcelain is coated ^^ith the ordinary black paint

used by ])ainters on porcelain*, and is heated in a muffle closed

* This is a mixture of several metallic oxides with a flux; that is, an

easily fusible silicate or borate. It is rubbed to a soft paste with some
fresh oil of turpentine to which a little " thickoniug-oil "' is ndd<>d, and is

painted on with a brush. "Thickening-oil" is the name giveu by
purcclain-paintcrs to the liquid which gradually creeps over the edge of a

vessel in which tuipcutine is exposed in the open air—it is pmbably a

hydi'ate of turi)eutine.
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on all sides except through a small peep-hole ; the following

is then observed. AX the first beginning of the red heat the

porcelain begins to be luminous. The black spot stands out
from it. As the temperature rises the emission of light by
the porcelain becomes more intense, and the whole contents of

the muffle seems as if it had been feebly illuminated from the

outside. If the heat be still more increased the black spot

becomes feebler, and after passing through a relati\ely small

interval of temperature, it stands out so little from the por-
celain that anyone seeing it for the first time would think it had
completely disappeared. When a burning spill or a gas-flame. is

brought into the muffle, it is seen that the spot is still black on a

white ground (the black having a dark red rusty tinge). This
phenomenon, A^hich might be used for recognizing distinct tempe-
ratures, I estimate to occur at 8U0° C. If the temperature be now
raised, the emission of light of the dark spot precedes that of the
porcelain, and at about 1000° to llO0° C. it appears bright, radia-

ting white on the rose-red porcelain. By introducing a burning
body into the muffle it again appears dark on white. Other por-

celain colours, purple for instance, give similar phenomena ; a

pen-stroke (which changes into oxide of iron and burns in with
lustre) is sufficient ; but no material gives so intense a colour, and
is so little interfered with by reflexion, as that mentioned.

The phenomenon is simply explained. Porcelain, at ordinary

and even higher temperatures, is transparent for luminous rays;

the dark mixture ot metallic oxides, however, is opaque, as can
easily be seen with a painted porcelain crucible made red hot in the

gas-flame. In the measure in which the luminous rays increase in

intensity with increase of temperature, the emission of light by the

black spot also increases. As it always appears black when illu-

minated with a source of high temperature, it follows that it must
have a greater power of absorption than porcelain ; that is, if the

heat were increased its brightness would also increase, provided
there were not otherwise any change in the power of absorption.

The experiment may of course also be made in a darkened room
with a piece of porcelain, and forms thus an instructive lecture-

experiment. I find that it succeeds pretty well if a large porcelain

crucible is painted on the inside and heated in a Bunsen's burner.

The disappearance of the black, however, does not succeed very
well ; and by free heating in the flame we cannot get a temperature
of more than a dark redness. On the other hand, with a spot of

gold an intensely green radiation is obtained at about 800" (like

the surface of melted copper), which at decreasing temperature
passes into a dark blue. The colours recall the colours of trans-

mission of thin gold leaves. Platintim is far more luminous on
cooling than porcelain ; the light disappears, passing through a

faint red, like that of the other opaque solids. The behaviour of

gold and platinum shows distinctly that certain kinds of rays have
a si^ecijic emission.

—
"Wiedemann's AnnaUn, No. 2, 1888.
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ON CAPILLARY ANALYSIS : A METUOD OF SEPARATING AND
RECOGNIZING INDIVIDUAL COLOURING-MATTERS IN THEIR
MIXTURES. BY F. GOPPELSRODER.

The properties and reactions of the pure colouring-matters are

accurate!}' studied, and therefore the nature of a ])articular colour-

ing-niatter may be pretty readily ascertained. Ikit the separation

of the constituents of colouring-matters is in general a very dilli-

cult problem. The new method of capillary analysis renders it

possible in many cases to form in a short time a judgment as to

the composition of even very complicated substances. The basis

of the method is very simple, and is already contained in the re-

searches of Schcinbein. If a strip of white unglazed paper is placed

in any given solution, the solvent rises more or less rapidly than the

dissolved body. Different dissolved substances have different rates

of travelling.

If the bottom-end of a strip of pure filtering paper is dipped in

a not too concentrated solution of the mixture to be investigated,

according to circumstances in from 15 minutes to 12 hours, a series

of zones of different colours are obtained, which contain the indi-

vidual colouring-matters. The separate zones are noted as to their

colour and breadth, and are then treated with suitable solvents.

"With the extracts thus produced fresh capillary experiments are

made, and the entire operation is repeated until zones of the indi-

vidual pure colouring-matters are obtained, wL.ich can be examined
according to the ordinary reaction-methods.

The new method has done the author good service in examining
food, and various other articles as to the addition of colours : for

instance, of picric acid in beer, fuchsine in wine &c.—BeihUitter

der Physil', vol. xi. p. 754 (from lloraen's Journal, No. 1, 1887).

ON THE CONVECTION OF ELECTRICITY BY EVAPORATION.
BY DR. ERNST LECHER.

The author first of all shows, by thermomctric means, that an
electrified liquid evaporates more rapidly than an uuelectrified one

under the same circumstances. It cainiot, however, be concluded

that this is a consequence of the electritication of vapour ; it is

primarily and almost exclusively a consequence of the electrical

aura, which also renders impossible any decision as to the far more
subtle question of the magnitude of the heat of evaporation of an
electrified liquid.

It is moreover proved by a simple arrangement of the experiment

that, by strong electrification of a liquid surface, an electrified

cloud (or a cloud of electrified drops) may be formed; that is, its

inductive action can be demonstrated.

—

Sitzungsherichte der kaiscr-

lichcn Ahademie in Wicn, June 1887.
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XXX. The Absolute, Wave-length of Light. By Louis Bell,

Fellow in Physics in Johns Ilojykins University*.

THIS paper contains the final results of the research

partially reported in this Journal for March 1887. In

view of the wide discrepancies in the value of this physical

constant as determined by various observers and methods, it

has seemed desirable to give in brief the history of the sub-

ject, and to discuss critically certain portions of the investi-

gation which have proved stumbling-blocks in the past. I

refer particularly to the verification of the standards of length

employed, and to those errors of ruling in the gratings which
may, and usually do, produce errors in the result obtained.

The first portion of this paper will be devoted to the

methods and results of the pioneers in this work, and the

methods, apparatus, and standards of length employed in the

present investigation.

The second portion will contain the details of the experi-

mental work, together with a discussion of the final results

and those questions of theoretical and practical interest which
arise in connexion with the work of recent experimenters. With
this preliminary notice is presented the first half of the paper.

Histoi'ical.

Fraunhofer's first paper on the lines which bear his name
marks a new era in the science of optics. Up to that point

any careful study of spectra had been impossible for lack of

* Communicated by the Author.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 155. April 1888. S
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definite standards of reference, and because the aj>|)aratus was

as yet very defective. Fraunhofer's research, '' 13(^.stiininun<T

des Brechun^s- und Farh^n-zerstreuungs-Verniogens ver-

sehiedener Glasarten," was presented to the Munich Academy
of Sciences in 1814, and was published in the fifth volume

of the Denkscliriften. It then became possible to study in

detail the properties of rays of definite position, and the

work was taken up almost immediately. Almost the first

step was to determine the wave-lengths of prominent points

in the solar spectrum ; and, as is well known, Fraunhofer

himself took it, determining the wave-lenglhs corresponding

to his lines B, 0, D, E, F, G, H. As there seems to have

been (noticeably in Verdet's papers) some confusion concern-

ing his papers on this subject, it may be well here to clear

the matter up.

Fraunhofer's first paper dealing with the subject was pre-

sented to the Munich Academy in 1821. It is entitled,

" Neue Modifikation des Lichtes durch gegenseitige Einwir-

kung und Beugung der Strahlen, und Gesetze derselben,"

and was printed in the eighth volume of the Denkf<chriften.

It is of considerable length, and deals with various diff'raction

phenomena, but its chief interest lies in the wave-length

measurements made with wire gratings. The experiments

made with ten of these are given in detail, and are remarkably

careful and consistent. The gratings were quite various, the

wires being from 0*04 to O'G millim. in thickness, and the

grating-space, as ordinarily measured, from 0'0528 to 0"68G6

millim. From these proportions it is evident enough that

the spectra must have been imperfect ; but, in spite of this,

Fraunhol'er obtained results which agreed i-emarkably well

with each other. The wave-lengths of D, as obtained from

the above-mentioned ten gratings, were as follows, reduced to

nnllimetres :

—

millim. millim.

(1) 0-0005891

(2) 0-0005894

(3) 0-00058! II

(4) 0-0005897

(5) 0-0005885

(6) 00005888
(7) 0-0005885

(8) 0-0005885

(9) 0-()( 105882

(10) 0-0005882

The mean value adoi)ted was O-t)005888 millim., which,

considering tlie gratings, and the fact that most of the angles

of deviation were less than 1^, is certainly remarkably accu-

rate. It should be noted, too, that the finer gratings (1) to

(4) gave even better results.

A brief discussion of this jtaper appeared in the seventy-
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third volume of Gilbert's Annalen, and a French reprint in

Schumacher^s Astronomische Ahhandlungen (ii. p. 46).

Fraunhofer^s second and more complete paper appeared in

1823 in Gilbert's Annalen (Ixxiv. p. 337). Its title is, " Kurzer
Bericht von den Resultaten neuerer Versuche iiber die Gesetze

des Lichts, imd die Theorie derselben." This paper gives a

detailed account of his experiments with two glass gratings.

Of these, the grating-spaces were respectively 0'0033 and
O'OIGO millim. The former was apparently much the better,

and upon it Fraunhofer based his final result, which for D
was 0*000588G millim., while the experiments with the coarser

grating gave 0*0005890 millim. These values apply quite

certainly to the mean of the two D lines, and not, as has been
sometimes supposed, to one of them alone.

The experimental work with these glass gratings was much
better than with the previous wire ones, since the angular de-

flections were very much larger, and the gratings themselves

were susceptible of far more exact measurement. But at best

they were but indifferent instruments, and the terminal lines

were so bad that they had to be retraced before ihe grating-

space could be determined. So, between poor gratings and
indifferent standards of length, Fraunhofer's determination of

absolute wave-length left very much to be desired. However,
nothing much better could be accomplished until the art of

making gratings was very much improved ; and it was not
until Nobert's gratings became tolerably well known that any
serious attempt was made to improve on Fraunhofer's results.

From time to time various investigators worked at the

problem, both with Nobert''s earlier gratings and by utilizing

various interference phenomena. When, however, the great
investigations of Bunsen and Kirchhoff revolutionized spec-

troscopic work and emphasized its great importance, the
attention of scientific men was called to the need for accurate
measurements; and for half a dozen years investigators were
active, and Mascart, Ditscheiner, and Angstrom appeared on
the field almost simultaneously. Each published a pa[)er in

1864, and of these that of Mascart is probably the most accu-
rate and painstaking, though now it is quite certain that the
values he obtained were considerably too small. He emploved
four or five of Nobert's gratings, and instead of placing the
grating perpendicular to either the collimator or the observing-
telescope, used it in the position of minimum deviation, that
is to say, so that the plane of the grating should bisect the
angle formed by the incident and diftracted rays. This
position has certain advantages ; but as the experimentation
is rather more difficult than in the ordinarv position, the

S2
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method appears to be of somewhat questionahle utility. It

avoids, to bo sure, tlie necessity of [tlacin*^- the (^ratin;^ normal
to the axis of either tcdescopo ; but as there is very little

trouble in making this adjustment with a high degree of

accuracy, and keeping it through a series of measurements,
the gain is by no means considerable. Aside from this ques-

tion, Mascart's spectrometer read only to five seconds ; and
while his results with ditforent gratings agree very well indi-

vidually, they are certainly collectively in error by quite a

large amount, very possibly owing to bad standards of length.

It is a fact to be noted in discussing all these earlier wave-
length determinations, that sufficient attention was not paid to

the measurement and study of the gratings—by all odds the

most difficult part of the problem. The angular measurements
of any one of the above investigators were good enough to have
given very exact results had they been combined with ])roper

investigations of the grating-spaces. As most of Nobert^s

gratings were small and by no means accurately ruled, there

was peculiar need of care in measuring them ; and when one
considers that the defining-lines on most standards of length

are far from being good, it is clear that the chances of error

were numerous. In Angstrom''s first paper he even relied on
the grating-space assigned by the mnker. Ditscheiner em-
ployed a grating which had belonged to Fraunhofer himself

;

but the number of spaces was uncertain, and this led to a large

error, which he corrected, in part, in a supplementary ])aper

some years later. Ditscheiner's principal paper was published

in 18GG; and was followed in 18G8 by an elaborate discussion

of the whole problem by Van der Willigen, whose paper is

valuable mainly for a ])articularly elaborate review of sources

of error. Like his jjredocessors, ho used Nobort's gratings
;

but as the construction of his s[)ectrometer confined his an-

gular measurements to the deviation on one side of the normal,

their accuracy may be somewhat open to question ; while his

standard of length was anything but reliable, as it was a glass

scale only three centimetn^s long, and the only assurance of

its accuracy was the certificat<i of the maker that it was " tres

exacte'" at 50° Centigrade. For on(! or both of the above

reasonSjVan der Willigon^s results wore larger than any which

have been obtained, before or since his time.

In the same year appeared Angstrom's great research which

has so long served as the standard in all questions of wave-

length. It is hard to say too much of the conscientious and

painstaking experiments on which his results wore based; and

any want of accuracy in the final result was due to no lack of

skill or care on his |)art, hut rather to the imperfect instru-

ments with which ho was obliu<'d to work. Like everv one
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before liim, lie used Nobert's gratino-s; and in spite of the fact

that, like all Nobert's gratings, tbey gave very imperfect

definition and showed numerous " ghosts," his results were

more than usually consistent. But, in s})ite of all Angstrom's

care, the event has shown that his wave-lengths are in error

by as much as one part in seven or eight thousand, mainly

through an error in the assumed values of his standards of

length. Angstrom measured his gratings by means of a

dividing-engine, the screw of which was very exactly deter-

mined by comparisons resting on the Upsala metre, which, in

turn, had been compared by M. Tresca with the prototype of

the Conservatoire des arts et metiers. Had this comparison

given the correct value of the Upsala metre, Angstrom's

wave-lengths would have been very nearly exact except for

cori-ections due to errors of ruling in the gratings.

After Angstrom's research the question of absolute wave-

length was not seriously raised for ten years ; when Mr. C. S.

Peirce, under the auspices of the United States Coast Survey,

again attacked the problem, armed with Rutherfurd gratings

far superior to those used in any previous research. No
official report of his very elaborate and exhaustive experiments

has ever been published, save a very brief preliminary report

in the American Journal of Science in 1879. Such of his

results as have been made in any way public will be discussed

in the experimental part of the present paper.

Meanwhile Thalen, who so efficiently aided Angstrom in

his work, had taken up the part of it left uncompleted by the

latter's death ; and in his paper, Siir le Spectre du Fer,

published at Upsala in 1885, discussed the corrections which
must be applied to Angstrom's values by reason of the error

in the Upsala metre. It seems that, through the experiments

of Professor Lindhagen, Angstrom became aware, as early as

1872, that the assumed value of his standard was considerably

too small. His death prevented his verification of M. Lind-
hagen's results, and nothing further was done till Thalen

took up the work. Tresca's comparisons had obtained for

the length of the Upsala metre at 0° 999-81 milHm. But
the very exact experiments of M. Lindhagen have shown the

above to be somewhat too small, and that the correct value

is 999"94. This difference makes, of com'se, a marked error

in the wave-lengths based on Tresca's results. Applying the

appropriate correction, the wave-length of E, the line most
carefully determined by Angstrom, becomes

5269-80,

instead of the original

5269-12.
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This final result of Angstrom is certainly entitled to con-

siderable respect, and seems to be subject only to those

corrections which may be due to irreirularities in the gratinojs.

These were, however, so poor compared with the gratings of

today that such corrections woull necessarily be of uncertain

magnitude.

At all events it is quite sure that, of the wave-length deter-

minations made up to 1880, those of Peirce, and i^ngstrijm

corrected by Thalen, are by all odds the best. Of the two
Peirce's is j)i*obably the better, by reason of better gratings

;

but his work will be discussed in another ])art of this paper in

connexion with the very recent works of JMiiller and Kenijif

and Kurlbaum, which merit more extended study than Mould
be in place at this point.

A tolerably complete bibliography of the subject up to date

is annexed. Many of the papers are of little except historical

value ; but they will at least exhibit the various methods
employed, and the growth of exact experimentation.

1821. Fraimhofer.

—

Denksnhr. d.Ahad.d. JViss. zu 7l/?7»c7ic?2, viii. Heft ii.

p. 88. " Neue Modiiiliation des Lichtes durcb gegeiiseitige Ein-
wirkuDg und Beuguug der Strablen, uud Gesetze derselben.''

1823. Frauuhoter.—Scliumaclier's Astronumi^che Ahhandhtimen, ii. p. 46.

1823. Fraimhofer.— Gilbert's Amicdc?i, bxxiv. p. 337. " Kurzer Bericbt
von den Resultaten neuerer Versucbe iiber die Gesetze des Licbtes,

und die Tbeorie derselben."

1835. Scbwerd.

—

iJie Beuc/iinyserschcirimigen. (Manubeim.)
1849. Stoke.«.—AtbenjBum, ISo. 1143; Inst. xvii. p. 3(58. "On tbe De-

termination of tbe Wave-length conespouding with any Point of

the Spectrum."

1851. Nobert.—Proc. Eoy. Soc. vi. p. 43 ; Phil. Mag. ["4"] i. p. 570. " De-
scription and Purpose of tbe Glass I'late which bears tbe Inscrip-

tion—Longitude et celeritas undularum lucis cum in aere turn in

vitro."

1851. Nobert.—Pogg. Ann. Ixxxv. p. 83. "Ueber eine Gla;<platte mit
Tbciiungen zur Destimniung der AVellenlange und relativen

Geschwindigbeit des Licbts in der Luft und im Gla.'^e."

1852. Drobiscb.—]'og''g. yl?/n. Ixxxviii. p. 5l!». " Uiber die Wellenliinge
und Osfillations/.ablen der farbig-en Strablen im Spectrum.''

1853. Esselbacb.

—

lio-lin MiDiafsher. p. 757. " Ueber die Messung der
Wellenliiiige des ultra\ ioletten Licbts."'

1856. Esselbacb.—Pogg. ylww. xcviii. p. 513; A7V). de Chhn. et de Phys.

[3] 50. p. 121. " Eine Welleumessung im Spectrum jeuseits des
Violetts."

185G. Eiseulobr.—Pogg. Ann. xcviii. p. 35.3, xcix. p. 159; Ann. de diiw.
et de PZ/iys. [31 xlix. p. 504. "Die breebbar.<ten oder unsicht-
baren Jjicbt,'<tralilen in Peugung-spectrum und ilire Wellenliiiige."'

18G3. Miiller.—Pogg. Ann. cxviii. p. (i41. " Bestimmung der Wellen-
liinge einiger helli'r Spectiallinicn.

'

1863. Mascart.— 6'. li. hi. p. ].'{S. "Determination de longueur d'onde
de la raie A."

18<'>4. ISlascart.— C. R. Iviii. p. Ill], " D^terminalion des longueurs
d'onde des rayons lumineux et des rayons ultra\ iolets."
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18C4. Mascart.

—

Ann. dc VEcole Kormale, i. p. 219. " Reclierclies sur la

ddteriuination des longueurs d'ondo.

1864. Bernard.

—

Mondes, v. p. 181. "Tlieorie des bandes d'interfiSrence

Longueur d'onde de la raie A."
1864. Stefan.

—

Ber. d. Wien. Acad. 50. Heft ii. p. 31; Pogg. Atvi. cxxii.

p. ()31. **Ueberdie Dispersion des Lichtes dui'cli Dreliung der

rularizations-ebeiie im Quarz."
1864. Bernard.— C. li. Iviii. p. 115:}: lix. p. .352. "M^moire sur la de-

termination des longueurs d'onde des raies du spectre solaire au

moven des bandes d'interference."

1864. Ditscheiner.—^cr. d. Wien. Acad. 50. Ileft ii. p. 29G. " Bestimmung
der Welleniange der Fraunhoi'er scben Liuien des Sonnenspec-

^trums."

1864. Angstrom.—Pogg. -<4ww. cxxiii. p. 489 ; (Efvers.afFnrhandl. (18G3)

p. 41. " Neue Bestimmung der Lange der Licbtwellen neb^t

eine Metbode auf Optischen Wege die fortscbreitende Bewegung
des Sonnensystems zu bestimmen.

18G6. Ditscheiner.--i>Vr. der Wien. Acad. 52. Heft ii. p. 289, "Eine ab-

solute Bestimmung der Welleniange der Fraunbofer'scben D
Linien."

1868. Mascart.

—

Ann. de rEcoIe Kormale, iv. p. 7. " Recberebes sur la

determination des longueurs d'onde.''

1868. Mascart.

—

Atin. de C'ldm. et de Phys. [4] xiii. p. 186. " Note sur

ditl'erents travaux relatifs aux longueurs d'onde."

1868. Van der ^^illigen.

—

Ar-ch. du 3Imee Teyler, i. pp. 1, 67, 280.
" Memoire sur la determination des longueurs d'onde du Spectre

^solaire."

1868. Ancrstrom.—Upsala, 1868. Hecherches svr le Spectre solaire,

1871, Ditscbeiner.— Z^er. d. Wien. Acad. 63. Heft ii. p. 265. "Zur
Bestimmung der Welleniange der Fraunbofer'scben Linien."

1879. Peirce.—Am. Journ. Sci. [3J xviii. p. 51. "Note on tbe Progress
of Experiments for comparing a "Wave-lengtb witb a Metre."

1884. Tbalen.—Upsala, 1885. Sur le Spectre du Fer ohtemi a faide de

Varc electrique, p. 18.

1886. Miiller and Kerapf.^

—

Publicationen des Astrophysikalischen Obser-
vaforiums zu Fotsdam, v. " Bestimmung der Welleniange von
300 Linien im Sonnenspectrura."

1886. De Lepinay.

—

Journ. de Fh. [2] \. p. 411. " Determination de la

valeur absolue de la longueur d'onde de la raie D.,."'

1887. Bell.—Am. Jour. Sci. [3] xxxiii. p. 167 ; Pbil. 'Mag. [5] xxiii.

p. 265. " On tbe Absolute Wave-lengtb of Ligbt."
"

1887. Kurlbaum.—Berlin, 1887. Bestimmimg der Wellenldnge einiger

Fraunhofer'schen Linien.

In general the determination of absolute wave-length in-

volves two quite distinct problems : first, the precise deter-

mination of some quantity which is an exact function of the

wave-length and some other linear dimension ; and, second,

the reduction of this dimension to terms of some recognized

standard of length. The first process can be made to give

relative wave-lengths with a very high degree of accuracy,

and is in nearly every case more exact than the second, which
constitutes the main difficulty of the investigation. It is

because the diflPraction-grating lends itself readily to linear
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monsuremont that its use is preferable to the other interference

metliods, which involve usually the exact determination of a

single very small linear quantity. The ingenious attejnpt of

M. de L^pinay"^ to avoid this difficulty is interesting theoreti-

cally, but ])raetically it involves a quantity even more uncer-

tain than the average standard of length (the relation between
the kilogramme and the metre), to say nothing of the experi-

mental difficulties of the method. The angular measurements
of nearly all the later investigators have been quite good
enough to furnish very exact values of wave-length ; but in

every case it has been the measurement of the grating-space

thr.t has produced the manifold errors and discrepancies in the

results. It has been the aim of the ])resent research to inves-

tigate this fruitful source of errors, and, as far as possible, to

avoid the difficulties springing from it.

In a previous paper f I briefly discussed the advantages of

transmission- and reflexion-gratings. It only remains to add
that further experience has convinced me that, not only are

speculum-metal gratings far superior in brilliancy and sharp-

ness of definition, but that it is possible, contrary to what one
might suppose from their large coefficient of expansion, to

rule them with almost perfect uniformity over a length as

great as a decimetre. This large size, too, gives a great ad-

vantage in determining the grating-space ; apart from the fact

that speculum-metal has a coefficient of expansion not widely
different from that of any one of the matei-ials usually employed
for standards of length, and that its temperature can be ob-

tained with comparative ease.

Methods and Instrnments.

The plane-grating can be used for wave-length measure-
ment in a variety of "ways, according to the })reference of the

investigator or the arrangement of the spectrometer. Five
tolerably distinct methods may be enumerated. The general

relation l^etween the wave-length and the angles of incidence

and diffraction is

X= .s Aini-l- sin ((^— ?'))-;

where X is the wave-length, ^ the grating-space, i and ^ the

angles of incidence and diffraction respectively, and ?i tlio

order of the spectrum observed. Making 1= 0'-', this at once

* Jouni. rinjK. [2] v. p. 411.V. p. 41 J.

^'{_| xxxiiit Am. Jouru. Sci.
[.'{J

xxxiii. p. 107; Phil. Mng. [5] xxiii. p. 2GG.
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becomes the ordinary formula

X= — s sin<6,
n ^'

\wliicli applies to the two methods of normal incidence ; one

in which the grating is kept accurately perpendicular to the

collimator, the other in which it is kept perpendicular to the

observing-telescope.

Next is the method used by Angstrom, in which i is not

reduced exactly to 0°, but measured and retained in the

formula, the grating in this case being kept nearly perpen-

dicular to the collimator. In this method a reading on the

slit is necessary ; and if a. and a' are the readings on the circle,

and M that on the slit, the working formulae are

:

^-M= S and "~^=cf>;

then, if / is, as before, the angle of incidence,

X= -8 sin (6 cos (/ + S),
n ^ . /7

sin /= sin (i -I- S) cos 0,

, . cos <6 5,

vxwi-=- —. 0.
1— cos 9

In the fourth method also i is retained, but gi^'^en a definite

value. PuttintT the oeneral formula in the form

A-= - z^sin —cos
n z

the deviation represented by the angular term will evidently

be a minimum when i= ~. If, then, one observes in the

position of minimum deviation,

^
I9

• <^A,= - Z5 sm ^r •

n z

In the fifth method, collimator and observing-telescope are

kept at a fixed angle with each other and the grating is turned.

In this case, if (j) is the angle of deviation, and 6 the angle

between the telescopes,

A,= - zs sin (p cos--
n '^2

Tliese methods are general, and the choice between them is

simply a question of the convenient application of the appa-

ratus at hand. Probably the first and second methods are
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tlio most generally useful, while the third is the most ol)jec-

tioniiblo. The method of minimum deviaiion sli<rlitly increases

the experiment^] difiiculties, but often improves the definition

of the gratings, and is capable of giving very exact results.

The last method is applicable only when the spectrometer is

so rigid as to ensure the permanence of the angle between
the telescopes. When this condition is fulfilled, however, the

method is very valuable, since it reduces the moving mass to

a minimum and allows the method of repetition to be readily

used.

In the present research, for the work with glass gratings,

the second method was selected as best suited to the arrange-

ment of the spectrometer. This was a very good instrument
by Meyerstein. The circle is 32 centini. in diameter, divided

on silver to fi',-^"^ reading by two microscopes directly to 2"

and by estimation easily to within V. The collimating- and
obseiving-telescopes are of 4 centim. clear aperture and about
35 centim. focal length, well corrected and firmly supported.

For the second part of the work, with speculum-metal
gratings, it was desirable to use gratings of the largest size

practicable, far larger than could be used on th(! above-

described instrument, both by reason of the small aperture of

the telescope and the inability of the grating-holder to carry

the requisite mass steadily. This part of the work was there-

fore carried out on a very large instrument, designed by Prof.

Rowdand especially for using gratings of the largest sizes as

yet ruled. This instrument has virtually fixed telescopes,

solidly clamped, with a small lateral range of adjustment, to

a T-shaped casting bedded in cement, which in turn forms the

top of a large brick j)ier resting on a stone slab.

The telescopes are of 16"4 centim. clear aperture and about
2'5 metres focal length, and the objectives are of excellent

quality. Each telescope is fastened to an arm of the T, which
has a total length of over 2 metres, and l)ears at the extremity

of the shaft the spectrometer proper. This is an instrument

by Schmidt and Haensch, having a circle 32 centim. in

diameter divided to G', and, as in the other spectrometer,

reading by two microsco})es directly to 2", and by estimation

to less than half that amount. The original central platform

had been removed and rej)laced by a grating-holder large

enough to carry, if necessary, a 6-inch grating. Such an
ap})aratus limits one, of course, to the fifth metliod ; but so

rigid is the whoh; affair, that experience soon showed that the

angle between the telescopes did not change by anv ai)j)re-

ciable amount. The circle, however, was not finely enough
graduated, nor were the microscoj)es of sufficient power to
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derive the fullest benefit from the size of the telescopes ; over

and over again has the line in the spectrum appeared slio;htly

displaced from the crosshairs, when no difference M-hatever

could be detected in the micromcter-readinos. However,
there was gained the great advantage of using gratings of a

decimetre in length, giving spectra of great brilliancy and
superb defitiition, and which could be measured with vastly

greater exactness than is possible with the small gratings

generally employed.

Gratings.

Four gratings have been used in my experiments—two of

glass and two of speculum metal. The former are probably

the best of the very few glass gratings that have been ruled

on Prof. Rowlaud''s engine. They are ruled on plane sextant

mirrors of rather hard glass.

Grating I. contains 12,100 spaces in a length of very nearly

thirty millimetres, the lines being nineteen millimetres long.

It was ruled in Jan. 1884, at a temperature of 6°*7 C. ;
gives

spectra of excellent definition, quite free from ghosts or false

lines, and having almost exactly the same focus on both sides

of the normal.

Grating II. has 8600 spaces, with almost exactly the same
length and breadth as I., is free from ghosts and false lines,

and, like I., is very smoothly ruled, though it is somewhat
inferior to I. in the matter of regularity. The definition is

excellent, and the spectra alike in focus on both sides of the

normal. It was ruled in Nov. 1884 at ll°-6 C.

Gratings III. and IV. are on speculum metal. The plates

are five inches square and five eighths of an inch thick, and
were worked plane with especial care. The ruled surface is

of the same size in each, four inches long by two inches

length of lines.

Grating III. was ruled in April 1885, at a very nearly con-

stant temperature of 10° C. It contains 29,000 spaces, having
very nearly the same grating- space as II. It is a pheno-
menal grating both in its superb definition and extraordinary

regularity of ruling, and was selected from a large number
because of its very unusual perfection. The focus of the

spectra on each side of the normal is the same, and the ruling

is flawless.

Grating TV. was ruled on the new dividing-engine just

completed by Prof. Rowland, and was one of the first large

ones completed. Although the new engine has even now not

received the finishing touches, it has turned out a few gratings

of remarkable excellence. One of these is IV., which was
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nik'd in Dec. 1887, at a constant temperature of 17°-2 C. It

contains 40,000 spaces within the same dimensions as III., is

equal to it in definition, and hut very little inferior in regularity

of ruling. It has very nearly the same focus on both sides

of the normal, and the ruling is wonderfully even and perfect.

It should he noted that these four gratinos are widely
diverse, being ruled at different temjxTatures and under
different conditions. I. and II. were ruled to widely diverse

grating-spaces on different parts of the screw ; 111. was on
speculum metal and with more than six times the ruled sur-

face of I. or II.; and finally IV. was ruled to a new grating-
space on a new dividing-engine. These differences may not
favour close agreement in the experimental results, but they
certainly serve to eliminate anything like systematic errors

due to the gratings.

The above gives a general view of the gratings emploved;
but some further details will be mentioned in the second part
of this paper in connexion with the determination of the
grating-spaces.

On tlie Standards of Length.

Very many of the discrepancies in the determinations of
absolute wave-lengths are the direct result of uncertainty in

the standard of length employed. The cases of Angsti-om
and Van der Willigen have been already alluded to; anil the

same source of error is common to all other determinations.

It seems, therefore, desirable to give at some length the

various comparisons on which the wave-length as given by
my experiments is based. Reserving for the present the

actual measurement of the gratings, which is a comjtara-

tively sim})le matter, I will therefore discuss the standards

directly employed, their relations to the Metre des Archives
as found by various comparisons, and finally the changes
which have taken place in those relations since they were
first determined.

The standards with which the gratings have been directly

compared are two double decimetres on speculum metal,

designated respectively S^j and S*2- They were graduated
and compared by Prof. AV. A. Rogers in 1885. The bar S^

is 23 cm. long, and bears near its edge the double decimeter

S*i. subdivided to ccnitimetres. The defining lines are less

than 1 /u. in width and beautifully sharp and distinct. fSg is

27 cm. long, and is graduated in the same way, with lines of
the same width. Both standards are of the same sj)eculum

metal, and are of very nearly the same mass, while \\w,

surfaces and graduation leave little to be desired. The
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coefficient of expansion of these bars was very thoroughly

investigated by Prof. Rogers, and was found to be

17*946/1. per metre per degree C.

The absohite lengths of S^, and 8*^2 depend on long series

of comparisons with Prof. Rogers's bronze yard and metre Rg
and stoel copies thereof. Upon the relation existing between

R2 and the Metre des Archives depends, then, the absolute

value assigned to the wave-length of light, since the close

agreement of the various series of comparisons executed by
Prof. Rogers between R2 and the speculum-metal standards

show that no sensible uncertainty exists in the relations

between them.

The yard and metre R2 is of the alloy known as Bailey's

metal, this being the material of the Imperial Yard and many
other standards. The graduations are upon platinum-iridium

plugs, the polished faces of which are in the plane of one sur-

face of the bar when supported at its neutral points. The
relation of the metre R2 to the Metres des Archives rests on
a very large number of comparisons made with two entirely

independent secondary standards; the copper metre desig-

nated T, and the brass yard and metre designated C.S. A
full account of these comparisons is contained in vol. xviii. of

the Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences.

The metre T is on platinum plugs in a pure copper bar

and was traced and compared by M. Tresca in 1880^ from the

Conservatoire line-metre No. 19, the relation of which to the

Metre des Archives was very exactly known.
The yard and metre C.S. has its graduations on silver

plugs in a brass bar. The yard was compared directly with
the Imperial Yard in 1880, and the standard was then sent

to Breteuil, where it was compared with the International

Metre by Dr. Pernet.

There were thus two completely independent sources from
which the relation of R2 to the Metre des Archives could be
obtained. The results derived by very elaborate comparisons
with each of these were as follows:

—

From T Rg-A^^ + I'S/i \ t,.o.-.7 p
From C.S. Ji,-A,= +l-lfji§''^

^" ^^ ^•'

where Aq is the Metre des Archives. In addition to the

very close agreement of the above, further evidence was ob-

tained by deriving the relation between the yard and metre
from R2, the yard Rj having been exactly determined by
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comparisons with C.S. and with " Bronzo 11," one of the

primary coj)ies of the Imperial Yard, which had Ijeen recom-
pared with that standard in lyTy.

From the comparisons of Si and S2 made in 1885 the

following values of those standards were deduced:

—

S^ + 0-98^6= iAo, and

S«2 + 0-2/i = iAo.

Hence S»2=S^ + 0-78/i;

and for the first decimetre were found the relations:

—

DmiS^ + 0'05/i=jioAo,

DmiS^-0-01/i=iioAo,

Whence DmiS^= DmiS^ + 00(V.

On those ecpiations were based the results embodied in my
former paper. In the latter j)art of May 1887, these stan-

dards Avere very carefully compared with each other, and with

a speculum-metal bar graduated by Prof. Rowland, as I

desired to take one or more of the standards to Berlin during
the summer in order to get a comparison with the standard

used by Miiller and Kemj)f.

The results of this examination were of a somewhat startling

character, as follows:—
Sa2= S^4-l-2/i, direct,

S^2— S^i + I'l/^j through the Rowland bar

designated Rb. Also,

DmiS^2= DmiS^i + 1'7/i-, through Rj,.

In 1885 Rogers had found for the relation between the two
decimetres of each bar:

—

Dm2S^= DmiS%-0-56/*,

DmiS^= DmgS^ + 0-46yLt.

I now found for the same quantities:

—

Dm2S*, = DniiS^ + O'GV, direct,

Dm2S^i= DmiS'*i-|-().GU|w., from Rjj,

DmiS^2= Dm2S*2 4-l'60yu., direct,

DmiS^= Dm2S*2 + l'(J5/A, from R„.

All these relations being for l(j°*67 (\

The standard S*2 was taken to Berlin during the summer;
and througli tlu^ kindness of Dr. Niel)erdi!ig, Director of the

Normal Aichungs Commission, I was enai)le(l to have it com-
pared with R78, the standard metro to which Ihe wave-length
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measurements of Miiller and Kempf, and Kaulbauin had

been referred. From this comparison was derived the rela-

tion :
—

S^-l-G8/i(±0-15/x;=:iAo.

On returning to Baltimore, the first step was to rede-

termine the length of S^2- ^ series of comparisons was there-

fore instituted between it and the steel yard and metre A4,

the relation of which to R2 was accurately known, A^ having

been traced and determined by Prof. Rogers, and furnished

by him to the Johns Hopkins University. Only half of this

standanl is subdivided to decimetres; but a series of compari-

sons with the various pairs of decimetres gave the relation

S^+l-3^==iAo.

This result taken together with the relations found between

S'*! and 8^*2 made it tolerably clear that a change had taken

place in the speculum-metal standards; and to obtain a

further confirmation, Prof. Rogers kindly consented to give

them a rigid examination and again compare them with

all attainable accuracy to R2. His results for 8*2 were as

follows:

—

DniiS^s= DragS^a + 1-70;*,

S^+l-0/.=4Ao.

There is no escape from the conclusion, therefore, that the

speculum-metal bars Sj and S2 have changed both in absolute

length and the relative lengths of their parts. Here are two
bars of the same shape, mass, material, and constant of ex-

pansion. Each had the relation between its halves deter-

mined in the early part of 1885. Two years later these

relations are found to have changed by at least lyu,; and an inde-

pendent determination Ijy the original observer confirms this

result in the most unequivocal way. Further, the original

observer recompares one of these standards with the standard

from which it was originally determined, and finds a change
of Ijtt.

It should be borne in mind that with the comparator used
by me in this work, l,u, is completely outside of any possible

errors of observation. The microscope used was especially

made for micrometric work, and has a power of two hundred
and fifty diameters, while one division of the micrometer
equals 0'28//,. The average error of a single comparison
between two decimetres is rarely greater than O'lft, while the

temperature of the observing vault can be kept for several

days constant within 0°'5 C, and during a day's observations
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usually roniained constant within half that amount. The
bars under comparison were side by side, symmetrically
placed with reference to the illumination, and were at tem-
peratures very near to 16°'67, at which they were standard.

The facts, then, concerning the s[)eculum-metal bars are
these :—In about two and a half years S^s has shortened by
very nearly l-Q/x and S^j by a little over that amount. In
S^a this change has taken place exclusively in the last deci-

metre, and in S"i it has been confined to the first decimetre.
The apparent slight increase in DmiS''2 and DnigS^i I do

not regard as beyond the effect of the experimental errors.

The changes in the lengths of the subdivisions of these
standards are very curious, and some exjdanation may be
offered by the fact that the bars were cast in a nearly vertical

position and annealed in sawdust, a method hardly sufficient

for a material so strongly crystalline as speculum metal. I

think, however, one is justified in drawing the conclusion
that speculum metal, so tempting on account of its beautiful

surface and the exquisite sharpness of the graduations drawn
upon it, is a material tborougldy unsuitable for standards of
length by reason of its tendency to change with time. I have
thus entered into somewhat minute details in the case of
these bars, because the whole question of changes in standards
of length is in a somewhat unsettled state, and it seems
desirable to put on record this case, which has been investi-

gated with more than ordinary care by both Prof. Rogers
and myself, and in which the changes found have taken place

within a comparatively short time.

It is quite well known tbat in 1855 this question was
raised by Mr. Sheepshanks, then engaged in constructing
the new British standards. Discrepancies amounting some-
times to 2 or 3m, appeared in his measurements; but after a
considerable amount of study, these differences a})[)eared to

be too irregular to be fairly ascribable to actual changes.
Slight variations of temperature, especially when the standards
comj)ared were of different materials, the lagging of the real

temperatures of the bars bc^hind the tliermometer indications,

and particularly the effect of coarse and sometimes unsym-
metrical defining lines, are perhaps enough to account for the
observation.

The work, however, done on the U.S. bar "Bronze 11,"

as reported in tli(; report of tbo Coast Survey for 1877, seems
to show genuine cliange in that standard.

A long series of comparisons with the Imperial Yard and
its copies in 1878, showed systematically a shortening relative

to the Imperial Yard oi" over 4yu,. Although further measure-
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ments have tended to somewhat lessen this discrepancy,

it seems to be sufficient, considering tlie fact that " No. 11
"

and the Imperial Yard are of" the same shape, material, and

mass, and were compared on the same apparatus as during

the original comparisons in 1857, and at nearly the standard

temperature, to establish the fact of a real change. While 3

or 4/* is absolutely a small quantity, its systematic appear-

ance under conditions almost identical M'ith those of the

original measurement can hardly be ascribed to experimental

errors. The other cases cited in the above-mentioned paper
tend to confirm this conclusion.

The gradual and sometimes very irregular changes that are

known to take place in both the bulbs and stems of thermo-
meters would lead one to expect that glass standards of length

would be liable to similar changes, though probably far less

in amount. It was, therefore, with special interest that I

examined glass Decimetres III. and IV. belonging to the

Coast Survey, and used by Peirce in his wave-length measure-
ments. These scales are on plate glass, of the same dimen-
sions, and having coefficients of expansion not widely different.

A series of comparisons made at a nearly constant temperatitre

of 16°*5 C. gave the direct relation

III.= lV. + 2-lAt.

While the same relation deduced from Peirce's direct com-
parison, by applying the coefficients of expansion assigned by
hira, is

IIL= IV. + l-3/A.

The defining-lines on both standards are fine and sharp; and
unless Peirce's coefficients are grossly in error, the evidence
of change between 1879 and 1887 is very strong indeed.

Having now the exact present relation of 8*^2 to the original

standard Rj, it remained only to investigate the difference

between this result and the length of S'^g 'is deduced from the

Berlin comparisons. I have been unable to obtain the details

concerning Ryg? the standard used in these comparisons, but
it was determined by comparison with the standard metre of
the International Bureau. The comparisons of 8*^2 with R^g
were carefully made by two observers, and it is probal)le that

the result represents the relation between these standards with
considerable exactness. It should, however, be borne in mind
that the microscopes had each a power of only 50 diameters,

and that the bars in question are of very different material and
mass, thus giving a chance for small errors due to varying
temperature.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 155. April 1888. T
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It is possible, however, to check tliis result ])y referring

8^2 to the Berlin platinum standard throunh the medium of

the Coast Survey metre " No. 49." This latter standard was
compared in 187G with metro 1605 and directly with the

platinum metre. The details are given in Prof. Foerster's

report contained in the Report of the Coast Survey for 1876.

The result of the direct comparison was

Pl-«49"=+24-4yii.

But now Prof. Rogers has compared Rj with " 49,'' ob-

taining in terms of the assumed length of R2

"49" = A-19-3/i;

the assumed value of Rg was

R2=A + l-3ya.

Hence we have

R2-"49^' = 20-6/ti,

from which follows

If now the equation between PI and the Metre dt-s Archives
established by direct comparison in 1860 be correct,

Ao-Pl=-3-01/i.
And therefore

R,-Ao= -0-8fi, .

a result which is in close accordance with those derived from
the Conservatoire metre and Type I. of the International

Bureau by means of the Standards T. and C.S.

In my final determination of wave-length, I have used the

mean value of S''2 as derived by the foregoing methods.
Collecting equations,

S% + 0'^-96^iAo. FromT.

S%+F-04=iAo. „ C.S.

S*2 + r-40= JAo. „ "49."

S%-r-68=^Ao. „ R78.

Giving to the equations derived from C.S. and E^g twice the
weight of the others, we have finally,

S% + 0'^-27= iAo.

I have given the relations derived from C.S. and R;^ double
weight ])ecausc these standards have been compared directly

with th(i standard of the International Bureau, which now,
probably, should be regarded as the ultimate standard of
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reference. Especially is this true, since it is rumoured, appa-

rently not without foundation, that the Metre des Archives

is at present, for some nnassigned reason, undesirable as a

direct standard of reference.

It is unfortunate that there is not more general uniformity

in the material, shape, and mass of standards of ' length.

Difference in these particulars are fruitful sources of error in

comparisons, and when one adds to this the trouble arising

from bad defining-lines and imperfect focus, the wonder is

that the results are as good as they usually are. It is hard

to say what material is least liable to changes, but it is quite

certain that substances of crystalline structure, and alloys of

which the physical properties are largely dependent on a

nearly definite composition, should be avoided. Probably

pure platinum, silver, and copper, annealed with the utmost

care, and kept for some years before final graduation, are less

likely to change than any other material which we know.
For short standards, possibly bars of native copper, prepared

with as few strains as possible, would give the closest possible

approximation to a material which has arrived at a permanent
state.

Physical Laboratory,
Johns Hopkins University,

Feb. 22, 1888.

XXXI. Ohservations on the Height, Length, and Velocity of
Ocean Waoes. By Hon. Ralph AbekcrombY) F. R. Met.

Soc*

THE interest in ocean waves has so much declined in recent

years, that physicists have perhaps scarcely realized how
much more easily measurements can be taken now than
formerly.

In the old days wave-heights could only be ascertained, more
or less, by estimation ; while the length and speed could only

be determined by a common watch. Now-a-days the aneroid

can easily measure small vertical heights to within one or two
feet ; while the fly-back chronograph enables time to be
measured to the ^th second, without taking the eye for one
moment off" the object to be watched.

The following observations were taken on board the S.S.

'Tongariro,' in various parts of the S. Pacific between New
Zealand and Cape Horn, in the month of June 1885.

Height was measured by a 4^-inch aneroid with a very

* Communicated by the Physical Society : read February 25, 1888,

T2
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open scale, divided to the yoo^'^ '"^^ 5 ^® ^^^^ ^^^' readings

could be taken at a glance to 0'025 inch, or, when time

allowed, to 0*020. The instrument is an extremely good and
accurate barometer. The altitudes were all calculated on the

simple assumption that a difference of 1 foot in height is given

by a difference of 0"00l inch of pressure. Any error which
could arise between this reduction and that by a more rigorous

method would be far less than the other errors of observation.

So far the observation was simple enough ; but the great

difficulty arose when the height of the eye above the sea-level,

at the moment of observation, had to be estimated. For
instance, when the barometer was at its lowest point the sur-

face of the water might be 10 feet below the eye ; but when
the crest of the wave rushed past, the height might be reduced

to 1 or 2 feet. Here I had to trust to mv own estimation by
eye, aided by a few rough measurements with a piece of string

down the ship's side. The principal uncertainty of the results

depends on errors of this estimation. I do not think that the

aneroid errors would ever be more than 2 or 2"5 feet, while

those of estimation might be at least 2 feet either way.
Length and velocity were determined by standing in a

suitable position with a chronograph, and measuring (1) the

interval between the time when two successive crests reached

the stern, and (2) the time that the crest of the first wave took

to run the length of the ship. Then the length of the ship,

her speed, and course relative to the direction of the wavers

progress being known, the velocity and length of wave could

be readily calculated by the following formulae :

—

Let t = time from crest to crest, in seconds
;

T= time of first crest running the length of the ship,

in seconds
;

I = length of wave, in miles ;

I' = velocity of wave, in miles jjer hour
;

k = speed of ship, in miles |)er hour

;

L = length of ship, in fractions of a mile
;

6 = angle between course of ship and direction of wave-
progress.

Then, for a following sea,

r= L cog o —7p- + k cos a ;

/= (r-Acos^)- - in miles,
3<iO0'

t

'dm)
= ((—Acos^) .r—- X 5280, in i'eci.
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The calculations were made with sufficient accuracy by

means of a slide-rule.

It is manifest that it is only possible to obtain an approxi-

mation to any of the desired data. Standing near the stem
it is not easv to observe the precise moment when the crest

reaches the lx)w ; two successive waves nirelv run in exactly

the same direc-tion ; and, with a hea'sy following sea, the ship

yaws about so much that the angle between her course and

that of the waves can only be estimated approximatively.

I found great advantage in using cards for the original

records, as observations must often be made in rain, sleet,

spindrift, and frequently at temperatures near the freezing-

point, when the fingers are apt to get beniiml>ed.

The following are some of mv most interesting results :

—

June 8, 1885, lat. 47° S., loiig. 175° W.—Sea too irregular

to measure individual wave-heights or lengths, but the baro-

meter indicated about 125 feet for the vertical motion of the

point of observation below decks. Then, pretty constantly,

the surface of the sea was about 7 feet below the port -hole in

the troughs, but only 1 foot at the crest. This would give the

waves an average height of about 18'5 feet.

The velocity of the waves could be got much better. Five
observations gave the accordant speeds of 20. 2S, 31, 33, and
30 miles an hour, or an average of 302 miles.

The following data were usetl in the calculation :—Ship,

length 380 feet ; course S.E. ; Speetl 14 knots. Sea running
to S.S.E., and therefore following.

June 10, 1885. Lat. 51° S., long. 160° W. Height.—

I

found it impossible single-handed to estimate the height of

tie water at the moment the aneroid was read, so I took a
constant difference of 6 feet for the difference of the height of

the eye at trough and crest. The following is an example of

the readings :

—

Trough.
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height of any single undulation. The highest reading of the

series (not given here) was 28"i)9, the lowest 28'955, which

would give a difference in height of 35 feet.

The length and velocity were measured on deck just before

the heights, under the following conditions :

—

Ship : length 380 feet, course E.S.E., speed 14 knots. Sea

running to S.E., and therefore following.

The following are some of the best observations :

—

Time of crest,

running length.
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Length and velocity were measured from deck under the

following conditions :—Ship, length 380 feet ; speed, 14 knots;

course to E. ; sea from W., and therefore right aft.

Time of crest,

running length.
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man only observes really higb waves once or twice during a

lifetime ; and this view is confirmed by every sailor I have
conversed with. Taking my own measurements as repre-

senting only ordinary seas, 1 am certain that (JO feet at least

from trough to crest must be attained by exceptional waves.

It may be interesting to compare the results given here

with those obtained by other observers. The following figures,

except those in the last line^ are taken from Dr. Krummel's
Ozeanogvaphie.

Table of the Maxima Dimensions of Waves.

Autboritv.
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a si<i;nal, on wliicli B would read Lis aneroid, while C started

both his chronographs. A would first note the height of the

deck by marks on the ship's side ; and, if need be, read a

simple clinometer to allow for the roll of the ship before

entering the records of his assistants. When the crest reached

the bow, A would give another signal for C to stop one chro-

nograph. In the trough, B would read his aneroid, while A
noted the height of the water; and. finally, as the next CJ'est

came on, B would read his aneroid, would stop his second

clu'onograph, while A noted the height of the water and. entered

all the records.

By this means, and with a careful selection of tolerably

undeformed waves, I think that the measurements of undula-

tions could be much more satisfactorily obtained than hereto-

fore ; and I only regret that the means at my dis{)osal did not

enable me to do more towards this important line of research.

Summary.

The results of this })aper may be summarized as follows:

—

Several sets of observations between New Zealand and
Cape Horn, with an aneroid barometer and chrorjogra])h, gave
for the largest waves a height of 46 feet, a length of 765 t"eet,

a speed of 47 miles an hour, and a time-period of 16"5 seconds.

As nothing but the ordinary heavy weather of these lati-

tudes was experienced, it is certain that waves must sometimes
attain a height of at least 60 feet.

Really big seas ai'e of very rare occurrence.

The great discrepancies in the observed elements of waves
given by different observers is doubtless due to the varying
lengths of every series of undulations, which therefore always

make a more or less confused sea.

XXXII. The hitegral Weight of Water.
By T. Stekry Hunt, LL.D., F.R.S*

IN a paper on Chemical Integration, published in the

American Journal of Science for August 1887, arid

reprinted in the ' Chemical News ' of September 23 and oO,

it was said that, in comparing the densities of liquid and solid

bodies with those of known gaseous species, such as water-
vapour and carbon dioxide, " or in the last analysis, with the

density of the hydrogen unit .... we get the specific gravity

of these bodies, the dyad integer of hydrogen at 0° and 760
millim. (Ho= 2"0) being unity." Subsequently, in a paper

* Communicated bv the Author.
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on Integral Weights in Chemistry, in this Magazine for

October 1837, it was stated that a litre of hydrogen gas "at
0° and 7G0 millim. being assumed as a unit of volume for

all s])ecies, the weight of a litre of any other gas or vapour at

the standard temperature and pressure is its integral weight.

In like manner the integral weight of a liquid species is the

weight of the same volume at its boiling-|)oint under a pres-

sure of 760 millim The weights thus obtained for

equal volumes of the various liquid and solid species, as well

as for the gaseous species, are evidently the specific gravities

of these species ; that of hydrogen at the standard temperature

and pressure being unity (H2=2*0). They are at the same
time the integral weights of the species compared/'

Notwithstanding this clear statement in both papers that it

is hydrogen gas at 0° and 760 millim. which is to serve as the

unit of specific gravity alike for gaseous, liquid, and solid

species, the reader will find in these papers, and also in the

first edition of the author's ' New Basis for Chemistry' (1887),

an error in the subsequent calculations. The problem having

been approached from the comparison of the weights of equal

volumes of liquid water at 0° and 100°, and of water-vapour
at 100° and 760 millim., by an inadvertence (until now un-

perceived) the weights alike of hydrogen gas and of water-

vapour at the latter temperature were substituted for their

weights at 0^ and 760 millim., thus leading to a grave error

in the figure given for the integral weight of liquid water,

and of bodies for which it serves as the unit of specific gravity,

and making it equal to 29244. In fact, however, taking as

the unit of weight that of the litre of hydrogen gas at standard

temperature and pressure (0°and 760 millim.), and comparing
it with that of liquid water at 100° (its temperature of forma-

tion at 760 millim.), when a litre of it weighs i*58"78 grammes,
we have

0-0896 : 958-78 : : 2 : .i'= 21400-3.

This value is, then, alike the specific gravity of the liquid

on the hydrogen basis, and its integral weight, which, if we
take H20= 17*96, corresponds very closely to 1192 (H20)=
21408 ; ice being probably 1094 (HgO), calcite 584 (CCaOg),

and aragonite 630 (CCaOs). While the writer regrets this

error in calculation, made in direct contradiction to the pri-n-

ciples laid down by him in both of the papers cited, it will bo

seen that its correction in no way aifects their argument,

which he hopes to develop further at an early day.

WasliiugtoD, D.C.,

February 22, 1888.
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XXXIII. Note on the Electromotive Force in

Moving Conductors.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemen,

1 SHOULD like to be allowed to call the attention of those

interested in the theory of electrodynamics to the method
of estimating the E.M.F. in moving conductors generally

employed by writers on this subject. The notation I use

will require no explanation, as it is universally adopted.

In a closed circuit at rest it is known that the E.M.F. is

proportional to the time-variation of the flux of magnetic

induction through the circuit, i. e. across any surface bounded
by the closed circuit, and therefore that it is equal to

_CfdFda^ dGdi dRdzl
^^^

J \ dt ds dt ds dt ds ) '

'

taken round the circuit.

We cannot of course determine from this result with abso-

lute certainty the E.M.F. in an unclosed circuit, or in each

element of a closed circuit ; but we know that our results will

be consistent with the foregoing if we assume the a; component
in each conducting element at rest in a magnetic field to bo

_dF _d^lr

dt dx
and similarly for y and ~.

If therefore the element were moving in a constant field at

rest, the reasonable assumption would appear to be that the

E.M.F. is

dt dx '

where the —r- in this case is the time-variation of F at the
dt

onducting element assumed at rest while the field, otherwise

unaltered, moved, as a whole, with the reversed motion of the

conductor, the relative motion of field and conducting element
being the same, and i/r (whatever its meaning) being the

same as before ; because all our knowledge of motion can

only be relative, and it is impossible to say whether the con-
ductor or field is at absolute rest.

Instead of this, however, it is generally assumed that the x
component of E.M.F. is in this case (moving conductor in

constant field)

dt dt dx
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Now c-jr ~ f^-n differs from — -,- (determined as suggested)

bv 3-( FVf+Gy' + H^), so that the E.M.F. in this case,
" a.iA at at at J

'

to be consistent Avith the preceding, should be

r'here

dt dt dx dx

,
, ,^ dx ,, dii

, -fj
dz

The interjiretation of this y^' was given b}^ Dr. Larmor in

a paper on induced currents, in this Magazine, January' 1884;
viz. if in the above figure tJie conducting element PQ moves
to pq in time ht, the total number of tubes of force cut by it

in this time is measured by the flux across the area PQ qp ;

and tliis, divided by ht, is generally taken to be the measure
of E.M.F. across the moving element PQ; diti'ering from the

—7-, as above defined, by the differences of integrals of Yds

along Q^^ and P/>, i. e. by

d/^clxdj^d_z\
dx\ dt dt dt)

There is no more reason for assuming the magnetic E.M.F.
to be measured by the total number of tubes of force thus

cut, than by the difi'erences oi line-integral of the vector-

potential ; but it would seem better to assume in both cases

the same means of estimating the E.M.F., and to keep the

same meaning of '>^.

Thus, if '>/^ be regarded as the potential of free electricity

in the one case, it should be so also in the other. It would, I

think, prevent some confusion in the mind of the student.

For instance, with a substance at rest the ec^uations are

d^_d±
dt dx

dG _djr
'(It dy

'

d^

Y=-'^-'^

Q=

^~
dt dz
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whehce 47rp, or

dV ^ dQ ^ dU _,

,

d.v dy dz

where p is the volume-density of free electricity.

But with a moving substance the equations usually employed

are :

dt dt dx

^ dz dx d-yjr

dt dt dy

-r,
^dx dy d\lr

whence 47rp, or -^—|- -7-^ + -^, becomes, as pointed out by
•^ dx dy dz "^

Professor Niven,

1 / dx dii dz\ -., r, . \ „o I

&>!, ft>2, C03 being the component angular velocities of the

substance. But thft first two terms on the right-hand side

are (as may readily be verified) together equal to

and would not have appeared if w^e had taken for our equations

T=c'^-b'^-^(F^-^-ta$+R'^')-'^,
dt dt dx \ dt dt dt / dx

&c.

That is to say, if we had taken the E.M.F. in the element as

if that were at rest and the field moving, a twofold simplifi-

cation would have resulted :

—

(1) The E.M.F. would have been made to depend upon
relatlce motion only, as it seems a priori reasonable that it

should do ; and

(2) The symbol ^/r would have the same meaning in both
cases, viz. the potential of free electricity in the field.

Yours faithfully,

Berkswell Rectory, Coventry, H. W. WatSON.
February 15, 1888.
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XXXIV. Sk-eichqfaStratlgrajfhical Table, chiefy for Western

Europe. By John Young, M.D., Professor of Natural

History and Ilonyman Gillespie Lecturer on Geology in

Glasgoic University*

.

THE accompanying tabic is an attcnqtt to apply and extend

the philosophical principle underlying a remark made
many years ago by Sir A. C. Ramsay, that the Carboniferous

Limestone was an episode in British Geology. I discussed

the matter tentatively in 1876 (Brit. Assoc. Report, Glasgow,

Address to Section 0), and now submit a fuller scheme. The
geology of Western Europe is the record of a border warfare

between the Atlantic on the one hand and the Europeo-
Asiatic continent on the other, the advance and retreat of

ocean and land giving rise to a series of dissohdng geo-

graphical views, not one of which can be definitely fixed.

Of ocean and of continent we have little knowledge : of the

debatable line between them our whole geological knowledge
is made up. The index map of colours published by the

Geological Survey is commonly made the basis of calculations

of geological time, as if every superposed block of colour

represented a distinct epoch. My table is an attempt to

put in new shape the common stock of geological teachers,

that land and sea are contemporaneous, and that a true

narrative should not place all the strata of one region—say,

Western Europe—on the top of each other, but should allow

for the contemporaneous occurrence of sea and land, of thick

and of thin deposits, on the inclined plane from the coast down
to the floor of the adjacent sea. Sir A. C. Ramsay gave to

Mr. Darwin a summary statement of British Geology, from
which it seemed a fair arithmetical inference that the thickness

of the sedimentary crust is 20 miles. I do not know for

what purpose that statement was prepared ; but I do know
that it has been used by subsequent writers as if the " onion-

coat theory of the earth's crust " (to use Herbert Spencer's

graphic ])hrase) were still accepted. The right-hand side

of my table is that of the permanent land-area, the left that

of the permanent Atlantic Ocean. The left column shows

the successive incursions of the ocean ; the right column
indicates the periods during which elevation carried the land,

in whole or in part, to or towards the present western

confines of Europe; in the interval are recorded the estuarine

and flnvio-lacustrine conditions. I need not point out in

detail how such a table tends to demonstrate that the dm*ation

• Communicated by the Author.
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of geological time is not so great as is ordinarily assumed.

There is no reason to believe that the time required for the

deposit of tliick strata must be longer, proportionally to the

number of feet, than that required for the deposit of thin.

If the thick strata had been laid <hnvn in waters as deep as the

average of tlui deeper areas "of the Atlantic, vast time might
perhaps have been required ; but there is no evidence for

such dc})ths having ever been attained to the east of the

l)resent line of 100-fathom soundings off the British Islands.

Even the Carboniferous and Cretaceous Limestones do not

prove the existence of such deep waters ; they only show
that at these periods there was long-continued subsidence and
continuous de})osit in clear water. Prof. Huxley's homotaxis

is thus applied within the com[)ass of the European area
;

and, if the views embodied in this table are correct, the careful

correlation of strata wliich has given so much occupation to

geologists loses much of its importance. The pala3ontological

ditferences are the variations of inhabitants of adjacent zoo-

logical areas on a sea-floor inclining westwards.

XXXV. Experiments on Electrolysis.— Part I. Change ofDen-
sity ofthe Electrolyte at the Electrodes. By W. W. Haldane
Gee, B.Sc, Assistant Lecturer in Physics, and H. Holdex,
B.Sc, Bishop Berkeley Fellow in Physics, of the Owens

College, Manchester*

.

WHILST studying some electrolytic polarization phe-

nomena witli palUulium electrodes in dilute pure

sulphuric acid, a liquid was seen, after a reversal of the cur-

rent, to flow downwards in streaks from the anode. Not being

able to find any reference to the formation of streaks, for

whose appeai'ance the reversal of the current was necessary,

it was decided to investigate their character. Further, it

was thought that the occluded hydrogen might, on reversal

of the current, unite with the nascent ion liberated at the

anode, and thus etFect chemical changes of an interesting

character.

Some little care in observation anil adjustment of the light

• Communicated by tlie Physical Society : read February 25, 1888.

This is the first of a series of papers ou Electrolysis aud Electrolytic

Polarization, descriptive of experiments made, during last year, at the

Owens Collef,'o Physical Laboratory. An abstract of the experinieiita

made, to the end of Aijj.nist lH-<7, was sul)niited to the liritish Associa-

tion Meetin}^ at Manchcslor. We desire to ncknowledfre the iis>istance

received iij) to that time from Mr. (.'. II. Lees, B.Sc, Derby Matliemutical

.Scholar of the Owens College. His cooperation has since been discon-

tinued, owing to absence at Strasburg.

I
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is necessary in order to see the streaks, wbicli, like the sur-

rounding electrolyte, are colourless, and are only visible on
account of the difference between their index of refraction

and that of the main bulk of the electrolyte. A vessel with

parall(4 sides of good plate-glass was employed, and a mirror

used to reflect light obliquely into the cell. The arrangement
which has been found to be most convenient is shown in the

figure, and consists of a cell made of two pieces of plate-glass

about 15 centim. square. A piece of india-rubber, 25 centim.

long and 3 centim. square section, is bent in a semicircular

form and clamped between the two glass plates by means of

four iron screw-clamps. In this way a water-tight cell, about
1*5 centim. broad, is obtained which may readily be taken to

pieces for the purpose of cleaning. The electrodes have
usually consisted of two pieces of palladium^ about "05 centim.

thick and with a surface of "5 square centim., fastened to

platinum wires and supported by means of a convenient
electrode-holder.

Streaks obtained in dilute pure Sulpliuric Acid.

The electrodes were first heated to redness in order to drive

out any occluded gas, and then cleaned by means of glass-

paper. They were then placed, by means of the electrode-

holder H, in the electrolytic cell containing dilute pure
sulphuric acid. The current w^as sent from one electrode (A)

to the other (B), which is thus the kathode, for a certain time
and then reversed. On reversal no gas appears at first from
B, which is now the anode, but streaks resembling a dense
liquid are with careful observation seen flowing downwards
from this electrode. After a time, depending on the size of

the electrodes, the strength of the current, and its duration in

Fldl. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 155. April 1888. U
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the first direction, evolution of gas at B begins, and the

streaks simultaneously cease to be visible. The streaks are to

be seen streaming from one electrode only at a time, and

always descend from that palladium electrode which first

serves as kathode and then as anode.

When platinum electrodes are substituted for the palladium

ones, Avo have not been successful in obtaining the streaks; it

is, however, only necessary that one of the electrodes should

be palladium in order to obtain the streaks.

An experiment was made in order to ascertain the part

which the reversal of the current plays in the formation of

the streaks. The current was sent in one direction through

the electrolyte, the palladium electrodes then taken out,

washed, and their surface cleaned with glass-paper. On now
reversing the current and replacing the electrodes, the streaks

are quite as evident as if the electrodes had not been taken out.

But if, on taking the electrodes out, they are heated to redness

instead of merely having their surface cleaned, on replacing

them and reversing the current the streaks are not seen, and

gas appears immediately from the anode. We concluded

from this experiment that the function of the current in the

first direction was to fill with hydrogen that electrode at

which the streaks appear in the second direction of the cur-

rent ; and that the reason why, after a time, the streaks ceased

to be visible, and simultaneously gas began to be evolved at

the anode, was that by this time all the occluded hydrogen

had been used up. It was therefore thought probable tliat

the streaks were formed by a combination of the occluilcd

hydrogen with the ion (either SO4 or some of its components,

such as oxygen) which is liberated at the anode in the second

direction of the current. The theory that the streaks were

composed of concentrated sulphuric acid seemed open to great

objections ; for we know that concentration takes place at the

anode in dilute sulphuric acid without a reversal of the cur-

rent, and also does not dejjcnd on the use of palladium elec-

trodes ; but the streaks are, as is shown above, only to be

obtained after a reversal of the current, and are not to be

obtained with platinum electrodes. It was therefore decided

to test, as far as practicable, other possible combinations, such

as hydroxyl (the streaks cannot be composed of water, for

they are denser than the surrounding electrolyte), a salt of

palladium, <kc.

Testing for Hydroxyl.

The palladium electrodes used were rectangular strips, about

2 ceutim. long and "3 centim. broad, placed vertically in 10-
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per-cent. sulphuric acid. For the purpose of collecting the

streaks a capillary glass tube had one end blown out into

the shape of a small funnel, and was bent so that it could

be lowered into the electrolyte with the finger pressed on the

upper end, which jjrojected from the cell, until the funnel

part was immediately below the electrode. After a reversal

of the current the funnel part w^as placed in this way under

the anode, from which the streaks were flowing. The finger

was then removed from the top end of the tube, and the

funnel acted as a reservoir for the denser liquid flowing

from the anode. As soon as gas appeared at the anode the

finger w'as replaced on the top end of the tube, the latter

being then removed and its contents emptied into a test-tube.

This proceeding was repeated many times (at least fifty), and
the total liquid collected was tested for hydroxyl by the ad-

dition of a few drops of a solution of titanic acid in strong

sulphuric acid. No trace of a coloration could be perceived,

and thus the presence of hydroxyl was not proved *.

* The test, w hicli is a delicate one, lias been gi-eatly employed by
Richarz in bis experiments on the mode of appearance of liydroxyl at the

anode in sulphmic acid (Wied. Ann. xxxi. p. 912, 1887). He concludes
that the appearance of hydroxyl at the anode is caused by the purely
chemical decomposition of the" Ueberschwefelsaure " (Berthelot'sS20-+
IL.O), which is first formed there. Traube, Berichte der deut. chem.
Gesell. xviii. p. 3o48 (1888) gives the equation for this decomposition as

SA(02)H2+2H,0=2H,S04+H2(02).
Richarz confirms Berthelot's statement that no hydroxyl is formed at

the platinum anode unless the strength of the acid is above 60 per cent.

As we obtained the streaks in 10-per-cent. acid, the above fact lends

additional strength to the view that the streaks are not hydroxyl. They
might consist of HoS^Og (Ueberschwefelsaure), which Berthelothas shown
to be a minor secondary product formed during the electi'olysis of sulphuric

acid, whether dilute or strong (see Ann. de Chim. et de Fhys. xiv. 1878,
and xxi. 1880). The quantity so formed at a platinum anode is small,

and would apparently be stiU smaller at a palladium anode charged with
hydrogen if the following reasoning be accepted. Let us first consider
the case of an anode uncharged with hydrogen. Assuming that the ion
liberated at the anode is SO^, the simplest hj^pothesis to account for the
secondary reactions is that part of the SO4 combines directly with the
H2SO4 of the electrolyte to form HoS^O^, whilst the remainder'of the SO4
(probably by far the greater part) acts on the H.f) of the electrolyte,

forming H.SO^ and liberating O. Shoidd, however, the anode be charged
with H, the SU^ would have an additional tendency to combine directly

with the H, forming H^SO^. This tendency would probably greatly
exceed the other two, so that if sufficient occluded H be present, it would
be expected that neither O would be liberated, nor II^S^O^ formed. It is

known that there is no evolution of O under these conditions ; and it

woidd be interesting to estimate the relative amounts of HoSvO^ produced
at a palladium anode when charged and when uncharged with H. The
HoS^Og could be quantitatively determined by the method tised by
Kicharz {loc. cit. p. Ul7).

U2
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Testing for Palladium Salts.

A supply of the liquid having been obtiiinoJ by a similar

])rocess to the above, a solution of potassium iodide was added

to it, but no evidence of the presence of palladium was obtained.

Streaks obtained in Phosphoric Acid.

Similar streaks were obtained in solutions of pure ortho-

phosphoric acid by adopting exactly the same procedure as

^vith sulphuric acid.

Streaks obtained in Caustic-Soda Solution.

In this case also streaks were obtained descending from one

of the electrodes, but the conditions necessary for their appear-

ance ax*e very different to those in the case of sulphuric aud
phosphoric acids. Ho previous reversal of the current is neces-

sary, and the streaks descend from the kathode innnediately

the current is passed. The gas (hydrogen) formed at the

katliode is at first absorbed, and the streaks are seen to descend

as long as the absorption takes place; but, when gas begins

to be evolved briskly, the streaks disappear. By very careful

observation it is seen that the liquid of which the streaks

are composed is still formed, but is carried up in the current

of gas to the surface of the electrolyte, from which it re-

bounds, giving the electrolyte round the kathode the peculiar

wavy appearance Avhich accompanies the incomplete mixing

of two liquids of different densities, such as two strengths

of the same solution.

Exjjlanation of the Caustic-Soda Streaks.

This experiment led us to infer that the streaks in the

caustic-soda solution are composed of concentrated alkali,

^vhich is known to be formed at the kathode, and that the

absence of evolution of gas from that electrode is a necessary

condition for their appearance and steady downward flow.

The ])art played by the psdladium in the formation of the

streaks is, according to this theory, that of absorbing the

hydrogen, which otherwise, in esca])ing from the electrode,

would carry the concentrated solution along with it to the

surface and thus prevent the formation of the streaks,

Kxplanation of Streaks in general.

Since in acids concentration occurs at the anod(^, the descend-

ing streaks, if seen at all, should be seen at that electrode,

liut taking sulphuric acid as an instance, oxygen is given oft"

ai the anode, and the palladium cannot retain it sufficiently
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to stop its evolution, and thus the concentrated acid will be

carried up by the current of oxygen and escape observation.

But if the electrode has been filled with hydrogen by previously

serving as kathode, the evolution of oxygen on reversal of

the current is prevented either by its direct union with the

occluded hydrogen, or by the union of the ion SO4 with the hy-

drogen. No gas being evolved, the concentrated acid is able to

flow downAvards in streaks. This explanation is borne out by
the experiments with sulphuric acid detailed above, in which it

w^as seen that, on placing freshly-heated palladium electrodes

in sulphuric acid, gas is immediately evolved at the anode
;

but if that electrode has been previousl}'' filled with hydrogen,

the oxygen, on reversal of the current, does not a})pear for

some time at the anode, and the streaks are visible during this

period.

Concentration of the solution at one electrode is accom-
panied by a weakening of the solution at the other elec-

trode. Therefore, as in acids the weakening takes place

at the kathode (at which the gas is absorbed), we should

expect to see streaks ascending from that electrode without a

previous reversal of the current. On trying the experiment

with palladium electrodes \)\acQ6. horizontally in dilute sul-

phuric acid, this supposition is found to be warranted. The
reason why the streaks ascending from the kathode were not

seen in our earlier experiments is, that the electrodes had
been placed vertically with their top edges a little below the

surface of the electrolyte, and so the weakened solution in

ascending had naturally clung to the surface of the electrode

and thus escaped detection.

The late Professor Christiani (in a work* to which we shall

refer more fully in a subsequent paper) gives three instances

in which he observes streaks from the electrodes, but does not

offer any explanation of their mode of formation. He cites

the cases of zinc electrodes in concentrated zinc sulphate and
copper electrodes in concentrated copper sulphatef. In these

cases, without a previous reversal, he observed streaks de-

scending from the anode and ascending from the kathode

at the same time. These results are evidently in accordance
with the theory proposed above : no gas is given off at either

electrode, and so the concentrated solution is allowed to de-

scend in streaks from the anode and ascend in streaks from
the (horizontalj kathode.

* " Ueber irreciproke Leitung electrisclier Strome," 1870, R. Fried-
lander ; Wied. Elect, ii. p. 727.

t Chri.stiani, loc. cit. p. 100.
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Another confirmation is (jivcn by the behaviour of potassium

sulphate duriiio- electrolysis. After a current has been passed

in the same direction throu<(h potassium sulphate, it is found,

on testint:; with litmus paper or by cautiously adding' litmus

solution, that the bottom strata of liquid have become alkaline

and the top strata acid, the solution bein^ originally neutral.

It follows from this that the alkaline solution produced at the

kathode is denser than the electrolyte, which itself is denser

than the acid solution produced at the anode. Therefore,

according to theory, the streaks, if seen at all, should descend

from the kathode and ascend from the anode. This is fully

borne out liy experiment. Starting with freshly-heated })al-

ladium electrodes, on putting on the current we immediately

see the streaks descending from the kathode ; and after a

reversal of the current other streaks may simultaneously bo

detected rising from the anode.

The best conditions for seeing the streaks seem to be :

—

(1) a horizontal electrode of small surface*,

(2) a strong current,

(3) no evolution of gas.

The conditions (2) and (3) are incompatible with the use of

platinum electrodes in dilute sulphuric acid : it is quite pos-

sible, however, that even in this case matters might be so

adjusted that some trace of the formation of the streaks could

be detected. In the case of platinum electrodes in solutions

of sulphates of metals which do not act readily on water, such

as zinc, copper, iron, &c., the metal will be deposited and no
gas evolv(>d at the kathode, and thus streaks of the weakened
solution can be seen at that electrodef.

A direct proof that the streaks were formed of concentrated

acid might be thought possible, in the case of sulphuric acid,

on consideration of the following circumstances :
—

(1) When strong sulphuric acid is dropped into dilute sul-

phuric acid, the strong acid sinks to the bottom of the con-

taining vessel and remains unditfused for a considerable period.

(2) If collecting-vessels are placed under the electrodes and
an arrangcnnent fitted up by which the current may be perio-

dically reversed, say every minute, th(> streaks will be formed

at the electrodes and will stream into tlu; collecting-vessels.

* A vortica,! olcplrodi^ may he usod with advantafrP if it is well bolow
the Piirfacc ot'llie clectrolylo ami if it is suspciuied by a Iiorizontal wiro,

BO that the view of the electrolyte aliove and Ix'low it is not intenupted.

An an^'ular electrode is very cojiveniont, as the liquid flows most rciulily

from points.

t Christiani noted the streaks with platiuum electrodes in ferrous

Bulphutu.
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"(3) If we now titrate with standard caustic-soda solution

equal volumes of the liquid in the collecting-vessels and of the

main bulk of the electrolyte, we oufrlit to find that the former

is the more acid.

It may, however, be noticed that, assuming the streaks were

not concentrated acid, we should collect by this arrangement,

not only the streaks, but also some ot the concentrated acid

which is formed at the anode. Thus, even if the acid in the

collecting-vessels did become stronger, it would scarcely prove

that the streaks were the cause of this*.

From the experiments detailed above, though direct proofs

are apparently not available, we may draw the following general

conclusions:—That when gas is not evolved at an electrode,

streaks are formed there. These are due either to a concen-

tration or weakening of the electrolyte, as in the case of

solutions of acids and alkalies and some salts (such as zinc

sulphate); or, in the case of other salts (such as potassium

sulphate), to a chemical change in the electrolyte, yielding at

one pole alkali and at the other pole acid, producing solutions

of different density to the electrolyte. When gas is not

. evolved at an electrode these changes are still produced, but

their effect in producing streaks is destroyed by the evolution

of the gas.

In our next paper we hope to describe some experiments in

which these effects become of great importance in changing
the resistance of the electrolyte.

XXXVI. On a Modified Water-dropping Infiuence-macliine.

By Professor Silvanus P. Thompson, D.Sc]

THE ordinary form of water-dropping influence-machine,

as devised by Sir William Thomson |, possesses some
inconveniences : it requires a double jet of water and special

arrangements for high insulation. A simpler form, requiring

but one water-jet and mere silk strings (well paraffined) as

insulators, has been found by the author to give far less trouble,

and to work well for lecture demonstrations.

* Some observations have been made by this method, but the results

have not been very definite. We have designed an automatic commu-
tator which will reverse the current at intervals of 15, 30, or GO seconds.
This an-augement will enable us to collect more easily the substance
forming the streaks.

t Communicated by the Physical Society : read January 28, 1888.

X Proc. Roy. Soc. June 20, 1867 ; and Reprint of Papers on Electro-
statics, p, 321

,
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From a wooden frame are hung by silk strings three simple

metal vessels, the highest and lowest being rigidly con-

nected together with a stiff' metal wire. The highest is a

small cylinder open at both ends ; the lowest is an open pot

which receives the water. The intermediate vessel is open at

the bottom ; and is provided at the top with a funnel, the

upper rim of which is soldered inside the lip of the cylinder,

and its depth such that its central aperture is about at the middle

of the cylinder. An insuhited wire, recurved as shown, is

curried up clear under the funnel in the middle vessel, and
should touch ihe dro])S as they fall below the aperture. The
Water-jet, which must have a fine orifice, is inserted about half-

way into the uppermost vessel. A single ])oiut of water will

suffice to gather a ])lentiful charge. To watch the process of

charging two gold-leaf electroscopes may be connected respec-

tively to the middle and to the lowest vessels.

The same arrangement Vi'ill answer for saud-(lro|ipiiig if a

seconil, miinsulated funnel to contain the sand be ])roviiled

above the lo])most cylinder, and arranged with its lower end

entering into the cylinder, so that the jet of sand breaks

away from the orifice at the proper height. As dry sand is a

very bad conductor, the a])paratus is found to work with
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greater certainty if the sand is previously afritated -with finely

powdered plumbago, or Avith some sufHoiently adherent
metallic powder, such as the finer qualities of Bessemer
bronze.

XXXYII. The Effect of Magnetization on the Thermodectrical

and other Pliysical Properties of Bismuth. By Herbert
TOMLINSOX, B.A."^

IN a paper read before the Roj^al Society on January 26,

1882t, the author has given an account of an experiment
relating to the effect of longitudinal magnetization on the

electrical resistance of bismuth. The subject has since been
taken up much more fully by Righi J, Leduc§, Hurion (|, and
Albert v. Etiingshausen and Walther Nernsffl. In the

author's paper quoted above are also described experiments
on the effects of magnetization on the electrical resistance of

iron, steel, nickel, and cobalt, the results of which are sum-
marized in the following table :

—

Table I.
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The data in this table refer to the effects of temporary
maprnotization ; and in the case of iron, steel, and nickel,

represent only verifications and extensions of the labours of

previous observers. Abraham, Edlund, Mousson, and Wart-
mann all made search for magnetic alteration of the resistance

of iron. W.Thomson* seems, however, to have been the first

to arrive at any definite result. He found the resistance to bo

increased along the lines of magnetization and decreased

across them. W. Thomson has been followed by Beetz f, Tom-
linson}, Chwolson§, Auerbach||, and De Lucchilf. These
have all confirmed the results of Thomson so far as longitu-

dinal magnetization is concerned ; but Beetz failed to obtain

anything but negative results with transverse magnetization,

and attributed the decrease of resistance observed by Thomson
to mere mechanical pull. The author has, however, pointed

out** the improbability of this last supposition. W. Thomson
had also previously proved ft that the electrical resistance of

nickel is increased to a greater extent than that of ironbylongi-

dinal magnetization; whilst Fae|$ has recently verified the

author's result concerning cobalt. Lastly, Goldhammer§§ has

published a comparative study of the three paramagnetic

metals—iron, cobalt, and nickel, and of the three diamagnetic

metals—bismuth, antimony, and tellurium ||||.

There are several points in the table given above to which
it is desirable to direct attention. In the first place the resist-

ance of all the metals is increased by longitudinal magnetization.

In the second it by no means always follows that the metals

which ])osscss the greatest magnetic susceptibility are those

which are most affected in their conductivity by a given

amount of magnetizing-stress. We see, for instance, from
Ar

the third and fourth columns, that whilst the value of -^r^r for
7'iVl/

nickel is twice that for iron, the magnetic susceptibility of

iron is between three and four times as great as that of nickel.

It is, however, when we come to consider the fifth column
that we meet with the most remarkable differences in the

• «' Electrodynamic Qualities of MetaL," Phil. Trans. 18-50, Part iv.

t Pogf^. Aivi. vol. cxxviii. (188G).

\ Proc. lioy. Soc. vol. xxiii. (1675). Also loc. cit.

§ Carl's Rep. vol. xiii. (1877). ||
Phil. Mag. vol. viii. (1879).

% Atti del R. 1st. Veneto, viii. (1882), *• Loc. cit. pp. IG^j, 166.

t+ Proc. PiOy, Soc. vol. viii. (1857). J| Atti del R. 1st. Vencto, 1887.

§§ Wied. Ann. xxxi. (1887).

II II
See also a meiiu)ir, entitled "An Experimental Study of the Influence

of Magnetism and Temperature on the Electrical Resistance of IJismuth

and its Alloys with Lead and Tin," by Edmond von Auhel. Phil. Mag.

p. lUl of the present volume.
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effects of magnetization. The numbers in this column re-

present the increase of resistance per unit wliich would be

produced in each of the metals by magnetizing them to

such an extent that each cubic centimetre would possess

unit magnetic moment. The effect of the magnetization in

this case would be nearly twice as great for cobalt as for iron,

twelve times as great for nickel as for iron, and, speaking

very roughly, two thousand times as great for bismuth as for

iron. Startling as this last result is, it sinks into insignifi-'lit •

cance when contrasted with the results obtained by other

observers. The effect of magnetization on the electrical

resistance of bismuth is largely influenced, amongst other

things, by the amount of impurity in the metal and the mag-
nitude of the magnetizing force. Thus, from Ettingshausen's

researches, from which 'J'able II. has been compiled, we learn

A?'
that the value of -^rf for pure bismuth and for very large

rMf ' J to

magnetizing forces* may become nearly 200 times as great as

Table II.

Transverse Magnetization.

Magnetizing force,

in C.G.S. units.
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Pro^"ided that the susceptibility of bismuth be the same for

very hit^h maonetizing forces as for low ones, it would follow

that if a bar of ])ure bismuth could be maornetized to unit

intensity* its resistance would be nearly treljled, whilst the

increase of resistnnce ])er unit would be :it least 300,000 times

as oreat as the corres|)on<lin^' change of resistance in iron.

Considerations such as the above render it difficult to believe

that what is observed in bisnmth in such experiments as these

is a real change in the specific resistance of the metal ; and
even with iron, nickel,and cobalt thei'e seems to be evidence that

the iL'ltole of the observed chanoe produced by magnetization
is not produced by mere rotation of the molecules. In the

author's ex])eriments on iron and nickel he found that the

increase of resistance could be very closely represented by the

formula

— =aM/-+iM ;

r '

At*
where — denotes the increase of resistance per unit, and M/-

r

and ]\I,- are the magnetizing force and the magnetic intensity

respectively. From this formula it follows that, even if the

magnetizing force were so high that the ratio of increase of

intensity to increase of force was extremely small, the resist-

ance would nevertheless go on increasing very perceptibly

indeed with the force. The values of the coefficient h were
not very different in the two metals nickel and iron ; but the

coefficient a in nickel was about five times as great as in iron,

and was nearly double the coefficient h. It would be a matter

of considerable interest to ascertain whether it would really

happen that, when very great magnetizing forces were em-
ployed, the resistance of nickel would go on increasing very

percej)tibly with the forcef.

If, however, on the one hand there is a difficulty in con-

ceiving how magnetization can so largely affect the true

specific resistance of bismuth, there is also an equal difficulty

in accounting otherwise for what is observed. HalTs ])li('no-

menon cannot certainly be credited in any of the exi)eriments

which have yet been made with anything but a small fraction

of the whole observed effect. It is true that bismuth has been

found by ilighi and others to have a A'ery large rotational

coeificient as compared with iron, nickel, or cobalt ; but

Ettingshausen and Nernst have shown:}: that whilst, with

• This would require a magnetizing force of 71.000 C.G.S. units:,

t Tin.' magnitudes of tlie forces used by the author never exceeded

200 C.U.S. units. \ Loc. cit.

'
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bismuth, antimony, and tellurium, the increase per unit of

resistance produced by a magnetizing force of 7660 C.G.S.

units is 0"20, 0*006, and 00014 respectively, the corresponding

values of the rotatory power are —4*7, +0*18, and +790.
Neither, again, can the change of dimensions produced by

magnetization in any of the metals be accountaljle for the

increase of resistance. For though, curiously enough, loading

an iron wire increases the resistance, and magnetizing it lon-

gitudinally increases the length, whilst loading a nickel wire*

decreases the resistance and magnetization decreases the length,

yet, according to Joule and others, when an iron wire is loaded

to a certain extent lonoitudinal mao-netization begins to de-

crease the length ; whereas the author has shown that, even
when iron is loaded nearlv to breaking, lono;itudinal masfne-

tization always produces nicrease of resistance. Besides, the

changes of dimensions in nickel, iron, and bismuth produced
by magnetization are far too smallf. Here again, however,
it should be noticed that both the decrease of length produced
by magnetization and the decrease of resistance produced by
loading a nickel wire are considerably greater than the cor-

res]»onding increase in the case of iron.

Whatever it is that causes magnetization to produce so

large an effect on the electrical conductivity of bismuth, causes

it to produce also a large effect on some of the other physical

properties. The thermal conductivity of bismuth is, according
to Leduc| and Iiighi§, decreased both by longitudinal and
transverse magnetization by an amount which is about equal

to the amount of decrease produced in the electrical conduc-
tivity ; and though it would appear, from Ettingshausen's
observations

II,
that the decrease of thermal conductivity is

decidedly less than the decrease of electrical conductivity, yet
even this observer makes the former comparable with the
latter ; and we shall now see that the thermoelectrical pro-
perties of bismuth are quite as largely affected bv magnetiza-
tion as either the thermal or the electrical conductivity.

The Ther)noelectrical Properties of Bismuth.

Sir W. Thomson has shownlf that iron longitudiuallv mao--
netized is negative, and transversely magnetized positive, to
iron unmagnetized. Barus and Strouhal** have also investi-

* See Phil. Trans. 1883.

t Prof. Barrett failed to detect any change produced in the dimensions
of bismuth by magnetization.

X Comptes Itendus, 1S87. § Ihid.

II
Anncden der Pfn/sik und Chemie, Band xxxiii. (1888).

il" Electrodynamic Qualities of Metals," Phil. Trans. Part iv. 185G.
** Bulletin of the U. S. Geological Sm-vey, No. 14 (1885).
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fjated with great completeness the influence of magnetization

on the thermoelectrical properties of steel of difterent tempers.

Finally, Ewing has entered very fnlly^ into the changes
eft'ected by longitudinal magnetization in iron when under
different amounts of longitudinal stress. Thomson has also

shownf that nickel is rendered by longitudinal magnetization

thermoelectrically positive to unmagnetized nickel ; whilst the

author has found J cobalt wlien under longitudinal magneti-
zation to be negative to the unmagnetized nu^tal.

The experiment now about to be described was made nearly

at tluj same period as the experiment on the effect of mag-
netization on the electrical resistance of bismuth and with the

same bar. This bar was 25 centim. long and 0'3o ceutim. in

diameter ; it was placed in the axis of a magnetizing solenoid,

S, specially constructed to avoid imparting heat to the mag-
netized core§; a })reliminary examination proved that there

was certainly no error arising from this cause. The ar-

rangements are sufficiently shown in fig. 1, where S is the

GALVANOMETER

solenoid and A B the bar. The bar was encirchsd by two
little air-chambers, C and D, through one of which steam was
passed, and through the other water at a tem])erature of about
1G° 0. The ends A and B were connected by cop})er wires
with a very sensitive Thomson^s reflecting-galvanometer, and
were well buried in sawdust.

8ince a bar of bismuth can never be obtained in a perfectly

homogeneous condition throughout its whole length, there was
a considerable thermoelectrical current already in existence

• Phil. Trans. Tart ii. 188G. f I^oc. cit.

1 Proc. Roy. Soc. No. 241 (1886).

§ For a description of this solenoid see Phil. Trans. 1883, loc. cit.
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before magnetization and tho spot of light was driven off the

scale. The hoht could be aoain brought on the scale by
putting the adjusting-magnet low down ; but this oi course

materially diminished the sensibility of the galvanometer, and

as the effect to be looked for was likely to be very small this

was not desirable. Accordingly the following plan was

adopted :—There were two sets of needles in the galvano-

meter, connected with each other and the mirror ; round one

set was wound a coil of about 6000 ohms resistance, and

round the other a coil of between 7 and 8 ohms resistance ;

the extremities of these coils were attached to separate ter-

minals, and the latter coil was employed to measure the

thermoelectrical effect of magnetization. The thermoelec-

trical current due to want of homooeneousness in the bismuth

was balanced by the cui-rent from a Daniell cell sent through

the other coil, which was shunted, and through a very large

resistance : by altering this resistance the spot of light could

easily be brought again to the middle of the scale. Some two
hours were allowed to elapse, the steam during the whole

of this time passing through the air-chamber, C, and the cold

water through the air-chamber, D, after which the spot of

light remained steady. The solenoid, S, was now actuated

by a current from six Grove cells, and a deflection ensued

indicating a cnrvenifrom tmmagnetized to 'magnetized bismuth

through the hot junction. The current through the solenoid

was then stopped, and the spot of light returned sensibly to its

old position. The observation was repeated ten times, and
then the current through the solenoid being reversed, ten

other observations were made, after which the current was
again reversed. The readings had to be corrected for a slight

direct action of the magnetizing solenoid on the needles of

the galvanometer.

The deflection due to the thermoelectrical current between
magnetized and unmagnetized bismuth was very small ; but,

so far as could be made out, it was the same for both direc-

tions of the maonetizins; current. The mean of the readings

gave a deflection of 3-5 divisions of the scale ; and, by inde-

pendent observation with a Daniell cell, it had been ascertained

that a deflection of 1 division of the scale would, under the

conditions of the experiment, indicate an E.M.F. of 0*]43

microvolt. Consequently the E.M.F. produced by tempe-
ratures of 100° C. and 16° C. at the two junctions of mag-
netized and unmagnetized bismuth would be 0'143x3*5
microvolts = \ microvolt. The magnetizing force was 226
C.G.S. units ; so that the E.M.F. for unit magnetizing force

would be -0022 microvolt, or -22 C.G.S. units of E.M.F. If
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we divide the lust number by 14 x 10"", the magnetic suscep-

tibihty, wo shall obtain the E.M.F. which would be produced
by magnetizing- the bismuth to unit intensity ; this is 15714
C.G.S. units, Kow, according to Ewing, the E.M.F. produced
in a certain specimen of soft iron wire by a magnetic intensity

of IGO CG.S. units was G microvolts, when the junctions of

the magnetized and unmagnetizcd wires were at 100° C. and
1G° C. res])ectively. Accordingly the E.M.F. produced by unit

magnetic intensity would be 3*75 C.G.S. From this it is evi-

dent tliat, for a given intensity of magnetization, bismuth has its

thermoelectrical properties altered by longitudinal magnetiza-
tion 4000 times as much as iron. We see, then, that the rela-

tive changes produced by magnetization in the thermoelectrical

properties of Ijismuth and iron are con!j)arable with the

changes wrought in the electrical and thermal conductivities

of these metals.

Grimaldi has already published researches* on the effect of

both transverse and longitudinal maonetization on the thermo-
electrical properties of bisnmth, and finds that magnetization
in either of these two directions makes the bismuth of com-
merce thermoelectrically negative to unmagnetized bismuth.

He also finds that the thermoelectrical E.M.F. of a 'pure

bismuth and copper couple is increased by both longitudinal

and transverse magnetization. Now according to Ettings-

hausenf, who also quotes Rollmann|,/)wr<i bismuth is thermo-
electrically negative to copper, whilst commercial bismuth is

positive to copper. The following table is taken from
Ettingshausen's memoir:

—

Table III.—Bismuth alloyed with different amounts of Tin.

Potential difTerence, in

C.G.S. units, for 1° C.

between a bismuth and
copper cuu])le with one
junction at 1^0° C. and
the otlier at 0° C.
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Consequently it would seem to follow, from Griinakli's experi-

ments, that hotli pu)'e and commercial blsnmth are rendered l)j

maonetization negative to the unma<>nctized metal, i. e. the

thermoelectrical current would flow from unmagnetized bis-

muth to magnetized bismuth through the hot junction.

Grimaldi shows that, in the following respects, the effect of

magnetization on the thermoelectrical properties of bismuth
resembles the effect of magnetization on the electrical con-
ductivity:

—

(1) The amounts of the two eflFect.s are comparable with
each other,

(2) Transverse magnetization produces a greater effect than
longitudinal mao;netization.

(8) Rise of temperature* diminishes the effect.

(4) The effect increases in greater proportion than the
mao-netizino- force.

It is impossible for the author to compare his own results

with those of Grimaldi ; but it would seem from the above
that, by using high magnetizing forces and lower temperatures
at the junctions, the effect of magnetization ou the thermo-
electrical properties of bismuth might well be found to be
some three or four hundred thousand times the effect in iron,

supposing both metals to be magnetized to unit intensity.

This being the case, it is difficult to believe that the altera-

tion due to magnetization is a real alteration of the thermo-
electrical power of the metal. But, again, how are we to

account for it. According to Ettingshausenf, when a plate

of bismuth, A B (fig. 2), is arranged, as for experiments on

Fig. 2.

Hall's phenomenon^ with its plane parallel to the flat faces of

the pole-pieces of an electromagnet and perpendicular to the

lines of force, whilst a current of electricity is conducted longi-

tudinally through the plate, the excitation of the electromagnet

produces a difference of temperature at the two points a and h;

whilst, on the contrary, if a current of heat be conducted

* At least as far as 100° C.

t Annalen der Physik unci C'hemie Band xxxi. (1887).

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 155. April 1888. X
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tlirou<>;li the plate instead of the electrical current, there will

be produced by the action of the electromagnet a diflPoronce

of potential at the two points* a and b. Further, besides the

ditference of potential at a and J>, which is designated the

transverse " thennoniagnetic eflect," there will be a difference

of ])otential at A and B called the longitudinal therinoinag-

netic effect; and this last, says Ettingshausen, will account for

the apparent effect of magnetization on the thermoelectrical

properties of bismuth. Both Grimaldif and LeducJ, how-
ever, are of opinion that the apparent longitudinal thermo-

magnetic effect is produced by decrease of thermal conduc-

tivity and thermoelectrical power.

The alteration of dimensions produced by magnetization

can as little account for the change in the thermoelectrical

properties of metals as for the increase of resistance ; for,

besides the minuteness of the alteration of dimensions, in some
cases the effect of loading on the thermoelectrical jiower is in

the same direction, and in others in the opposite direction, to

the effect of longitudinal magnetization, as will be seen from

Table IV.
Table IV.

Metal.
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l)oth by transverse and longitudinal magnetization in the

tliernial conduc^vity, the electrical conductivity, and the ther-

moelectrical power of the metal, we must be driven to the

conclusion that magnetism in all metals exerts two distinct

influences ; one by rotation of the molecules about their axes,

the other in some way which is not yet understood. In such

metals as iron^ and to a less extent in cobalt and nickel, the

first of these influences probably plays a not unimportant

part ; but in such metals as bismuth, antimony, and tellurium,

the second must entirely predominate.

XXXVIII. On a Method of Determining the Difference between

the Phase of tioo llannonic Currents of Electricity having

the same Period. By Thomas H. Blakesley, M.A.*

IT has been brought to my notice by both English and
Foreign journals connected with science that a method of

determining the difference in phase of two Harmonic Currents

of Electricity having the same period, which I invented and
published some years ago, forms an important part of the

subject matter of a paper communicated to the Royal Academy
of Sciences of Turin, second series, vol. xxx\aii., by Signer

Galileo Ferraris, in which that philosopher lays claim to the

invention above mentioned, producing it as original, with no

sign of acknowledgment that the method has before been

made public.

The method consists in employing the two coils of an elec-

tric dynamometer in a peculiar way. When an harmonic

current is sent through the coils of such a dynamometer in

series, its reading will measure the quantity -^, where I is the

maximum value of such a current. In this way we may
J 2 J 2

snccessively determine -^ and ~, where the subscripts refer

to two currents having the same period.

But if we place one of the coils in one circuit and the other

in the second circuit, the reading of the instrument will

measure -^ cos 6, where 6 is the angle representing the

phase-difference of the two currents, to which the name
" dhalage " has, I have no doubt with great propriety, been
accorded by M. Hospitaller.

It is clear that from the three readings we can deduce the

* Communicated by tlie Physical Society : read March 10, 1888.

X2
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angle of phaso-dift'orcnce. Thus, «i, «o, «3 Ijoing tho three
readings, wo have :

—

a^ cc

"3 OC -^cost/

COS' e=
4«2

Here I liave supposed that tlio same instrument is used

successively; and it is hardly necessary to point out that if

wo have three exactly similar dynamometers, or if we have
three dynamometers of which the relative values of the con-

stants are known, we can deduce d by moans of three

simultaneous observations.

The real importance of the determination of the ddcalage

rests in the means it affords us of determining the causes of

its existence ; among which I may here mention Coefficients

of Induction (self or mutual), Capacity of Condensers, and
hj'-steresis or the waste of energy involved in the reversal of

electromagnetic momentum, all of which present useful fields

for inquiry capable of investigation by means of this appli-

cation of the dynamometer, a few of which I have myself
traversed.

I wish to point out that this method and its importance

(not yet fully appreciated) wore publislied by me in the

'Electrician' newspaper of October 2, 1885 ; and the entire

series of papers, of which this formed one, was republished in

book form at the end of the same year. This was before I

had the honour of membership in the Physical Society, or

doubtless I should have then brought the subject more innne-

diately under your notice ; but upon my being elected a

member 1 lost no time in presenting a copy to this Society,

and those who care to examine this question will find therein

a chapter devoted to this very employment of the dynamo-
meter to determine Coefficients of Self- and ]\lutual-Induction

and tho Capacity of Condensers.

March 1888.
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XXXXI. On Valency, Validity, and Residual Affinity. By
J. F. Heyes, M.A., F.C.S., F.Ii.G.S., ofMagdalen College,

Oxford*

THE timely paper by Professor Armstrong, entitled " A
Note on Valency, especially as defined by Helmholtz,"t

induces me to publish my paper on the tetravalency of

oxygen, and to offer some remarks on his paper in the hope
that both, so ha[)pily coincident and containing independent

views and suggestions, will do something to bring forward

the consideration of the problems of Valency w'hich are so

essentially characteristic of the present state of Chemical

Philoso})liy. Haw material abounds. It is now surely more
essential for chemists to study the inner mechanism, so to

speak, of the chemical molecule both in the interrelationships

of the parts and the forces concerned than to discover, say,

more oxides of manganese when we have already too many.
Especially would I venture to direct attention to the paradox
which now confronts us in the contrast existing, on the one
hand, between so many of the complex organic molecules

w^hose " constitution " we know, or at any rate whose inter-

atomic relationships are regular and certain, even to a degree
of prediction within remarkable limits, and, on the other,

between so many simple inorganic molecules. Why, in fact,

should "the constitution"" of complex C^Hj^O^ or OpH^OrNs
be known, and simple N^Oy remain a puzzle, which tends to

make many chemists wa-ite the old unitary formula in despair

and betake themselves to the seductive studies of molecular

physics ?

In my previous paper % some probable causes of confusion

have been discussed which have led to the different view^s

held on valency, but the problem is one for the immediate
future. Prof. Armstrong draws our attention to the electric-

charge theor}" of valency—using that term, it is presumed,
in the sense of a 'property of the atom which used to be called

atomicity. My paper suggested that valency was primarily

a number or numbers, the measure of something whose real

character and denomination science is still seeking, but never-

theless a something towards whose perception electrical,

thermal, and atomic mass ratio constants are rajndly converg-
ing. The number and the thing itself should not be con-

founded. But our fundamental standpoint in valency is that

* Communicated by the Author.

t Phil. Mag-, pp. 21-30 of the present volume.

X Phil. Mag. pp. 221-237 of the present volume.
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chlorine in the one case, democratic chlorine or oxygen atoms
dance round a rare and monarchial metallic atom in the
other. This is illustrated by Wurtz^s arguments in support

CI
XT

I

TT

of NH4CI as \ /jq\/ ; and the new departure is indicated

H ""H

b}' what Prof. Armstrong calls his first " apple of discord
"

when he disputes the evidence usually taken to justify the

analogous domination of N in Me4NI. I have been inde-

pendently led to similar conclusions, and would write the

constitutional formida as

H3C, HsCv
HsC^N-I—CH3 or HsC^N == I—CH3.
HsC^ HsO^

The peck-lines are simply meant to show that the point for

discussion is the valency or validity of the nitrogen and
iodine atoms. Those who accept NMe^I as net a molecular
compound usually assume (1) that N is pentavalent, (2) that

I is monovalent, (3) that there are four methyl groupings (or

other B,') directly and equally intimately associated with the

nitrogen atom. The formida given simply asserts:— (1) That
the chemical evidence favours a belief in the direct association

of only three of the four methyls; (2) That in whatever sense

the nitrogen atom is pentad not triad, in that same sense the

iodine atom is interdependently triad not monad. If the ni-

trogen is pentavalent hei^e, the iodine atom is also trivalent.

But in order that the dispute may be fought out with the less

risk of misunderstanding, my previous paper proposed (1) that

the rarer or disputed valency may be referred to as validity, and
(2) the latin prefixes and (3) roman numerals be exclusively

used for this latter disputed number. Anything that tends

to order and method in our present notation is at least worth
consideration. Now nobody disputes that nitrogen is tri-

valent. Let us, then, in this and in other well-recognized

cases keep uniformly to the greek prefix and symbolize a

trivalent nitrogen atom as W", reserving the symbol N^ for

the disputed <jui)i>]uivalid nitrogen in such compounds as those

under consideration whenever there is likely to be ambiguity.
The first formula would thus assert that iodine was therein

trivalent, the second that it is tervalid ; but that whether
validity is a property (electrical wholly or in part), a function

of the atom of the same chemical intensity as that relatively

suggested by the numbers 1, 2, 3, already defined, and known
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as valency or atomicity, is left open for investigation and dis-

cussion. It may also be useful to ado})t the word adicity,

long ago pro])Osed by Prof. Odhng as compreliending both

valency and validUy* . Thus it is convenient to say that the

adicity of oxygen is 2 or 4, that oxygen is usually divalent,

but in some cases quadrivalid, if not actually tetravalent,

leaving questions of molecular compounds not entirely closed

on the chemical side, especially in the case of all X .^HjO
"compounds.'^ To take another example; in the case of the

notorious CO molecule, if the oxygen atom is not there tetra-

valent the carl)on atom is bivalid. The " molecular com-
pounds "" dispute does not here arise. On the other hand, in

such formulas as AgKl2 and Agl . KI sides are taken. On
the former side we should write Ag—1=1—K ; whereas

Ag— I := I—K would suggest the controversy:—Is iodine

here trivalent or is it tervalid in either some integral sense

akin to atomicity or in the sense suggested by the working
hypothesis of " residual affinity " ?

There has undoubtetlly been great ambiguity of expressions

hitherto in this matter. Thus, whilst Wurtz admitted that
" NH4CI belongs to the type NX.,," and held " geneially and
implicitly that the chlorine and the four atoms of hj'drogen

are united individually to the pentavalent nitrogen,'"' he at

the same time gave as two reasons why HOI and NH3 can

unite:—(i.) "the atoms uniting are in possession of a re.vdne

of apnity\' (ii.) "the atoms of nitrogen can admit into their

sphere of action a fotn-th atom of hydrogen and an atom of

chlorine " (Atomic Theory, 1880, transl. p. 2-47). He went
on to deprecate " creating and employing secondary hypo-

theses." " Why sliould we graft upon this atomic hypothesis

a second, a special attroction which in a completed couddnation

is exercised by one molecule upon another T' The italics are

mine, and they should be compared with the views he ex-

presses later on and the cases of residual ajjinity as Prof.

Armstrong em))loys the ])hrase. In POI5 Wurtz held that
" two atoms of chlorine were retained more loosely than the

other three ^'; but the retaining force was "most naturally "

attributed to residence in the atoms themselves ; the P atom
in PXr, "can retain a residue of energy ca])able of fixing new-

atoms an<l of (level()j)ing, if we may be allowed \\,o exjiression.

supplementary atoudcities." 'llioe statements are of great

* 1 noto tliiit Prof. Arnislroni^- uses tlio word (p. 28) in " pi'utiul icily

of Tiliosjilioni.s," npjiarrnllv in tlic UKirc oju'ii sense of validity. As I'rut".

Odlinf; nsi'd tin' %v<ird cantiou.sly willi relVivncu to valency it may be

conveuient to retain it in the ///elusive sense of 1"" and 1*\
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historic interest in the discussion, though scarcely consistent.

Prof. Armstrong more logically inclines to the accejitance of

only one number for valency concerned with what may be

called chemical affinity of the first magnitude, and suggests

that besides this affinity proper (say a trivalent atomic charge)

there are residual affinities in play which probably account

for molecular compounds and aggregates. Curiously enough
he would, in many cases, thus place among " molecular com-
pounds " many hitherto generally recognized '' chemical

molecules." Chemists will be loth to part with these. It is,

as it were, taking our friends' dogs to the dog's home when
the street dogs really demand our attention. He supposes

that NMe4l is "the molecular com})Ound " (tetraniethyl

ammonium iodide) caused by the union of the two molecules

McgN and IMe determined by the " residual affinities " of

the N and I atoms represented thus :

—

H3C

H3C ll T CHc

H3C ^^

Whilst agreeing with the associations thus indicated, I propose
that the N and 1 atoms be named in such cases " quinquivalid "

and " tervalid " respectively,

H3C^N^== r"—CH3

;

HsC-^

leaving it open for future research and discussion to determine
the exact nature and limits of validity and valency, since we
cannot at present commit ourselves to any partial tlieory, say
either that of Helmholtz or of J. J. Thomson. Indeed we
have also as chemists to keep an open mind on the sphere
and vortex-ring hypotheses of an atom *. It may, however,

* Professor Armstrong- says, " It may well be argued tliat we have no
reason to assume that nitrogen is pentad in the ammonium compounds,
or phosphorus pentad in the phosphonimu compounds, or sulphur tetiad
in the sulphine compounds " (p. 24). My proposal involves the idea
that nitrogen is pentad in uhatever sense chlorine is triad in NII/'l talceu
as ll-^= =C1—H, there being no reason to assume that the four atoms
of hydrogen are directly associated with the nitrogen. Similarly for
phosphonium compounds; but for other reasons {e.g. the evidence of the
phosphinic acids, of rO(C JI-)^, rO(CJl5)a, and other bodies) the penla-
valcncy of phosphorus seems much better established than that of nitrogen.
This observation tallys with the rec(g'-nition of an " allotropic form " of
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1)0 convenient in electrolysis investigations, for instance,

when there is no ambiguity, to use the phrase " residual

affinity/^ and the appropriateness of the analogy to " residual

charge " of a leyden jar is obvious. But it seems hard to

place so many of the compounds mentioned in my former

paper, and even PCI5 or N (02115)4 OH, outside the pale of

honest " atomic " compounds—/. e. chemical molecules—and
alongside the innumerable hydrates which molecular, or pro-

phosphorus not yet known in the case of nitrof2;en. The alleged cases of

is+CoH,! and of ^jj^'i S+CH3ICH3
CH,

giving distinct compounds (p. 27) of S -( prr^ is also interesting from

(I '

the possihility of iodine being trivalent or at least tervalid. Then there

would be

H:S>=I-CA and gA>S ==ICH,

Sulphui- is at least tetravalent in whatever sense iodine is tiivalent. But,

even assuming S'^ < p,Tr^ and the " equal value " of the " affinities " of

(I .'

tlie sulphur atom, we might expect a case oiphysical isomerwn in

CH3, /CH3 CHj^ /C0H5
)S( and X
r ^CoHj r ^CIl3

where the methyl radicals hold ortho and mcta " positions,'' as it were,

even on the maypole hypothesis. Since writing I find striking statements

by Professor Tildon on the trivalency of iodine written in 1876. On
page 181 of his * Introduction to Chemical Philosophy ' (first edition) he

even gave a doxcd-rinff formula for KHglg as K—I^^l^Hg, pointing out

that althougli " many chemists regard such compounds as formed by the

union of entire molecules of the constituent salts combined togetlier by
some sort of adhesion dittering from ordinary chemical aliiuity," yet " if

they do they might naturally be expected to exhibit something of the

appearance and external cliaracters of their proximate constituents."

lie also considered tlio idea of "two extra units of com})iuing power"
for oxygen "not wholly preposterous," and sketched crystallized

ZnSO^dli., . 0OH._, with " four bond " oxygen atoms tliroughout. This

was, however, witli a view to diminish tlio number of " molecular combi-

nations," wliicli in a SCUM! it is now proposed to increase. There is much
logic and tempting simplicity in tlie view that an atom is always «-valent,

and tliat conllicting puzzles are " molecular," not " atomic," but tliis

l(i"ifal view seems intimately connected with the idea that the atom of

N, for example, was born a manufiictured article with three hooks,

or bonds.
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bal)ly in many cases molar, physico-chemical experiments are

forcing upon bewildered chemists. We must at any rate

leave many of them in quarantine for some time to come.

And, considering that the mortal chemist will always have to

do almost all his work at the bottom of a varyingly moist

aerial ocean, it is surely time that a protest was made against

the claims for admission to the chemical record of so-called

" new " bodies, which are simply more or less moist than the

ordinary substance. Messrs. Carnelley and Walker have
recently carefully * adduced instances of these chemical im-
postures. It is quite refreshing to find among them an honest

hydrate like Ce(0H)4 which can stand 600° f ; but surely the

line should be drawn at the temperature of hot water. In
other cases of alleged " molecular compounds " some tangible

chemical evidence should be required of their existence,

or at least of the chemical homogeneity of the material

or watered substance which is said to contain them. At the

most, then, the so-called " silver hydrate ''•' should be formulated

Ag—0—Ag
as

II
and not as AgOH. To use the latter and to

HOH
use HOI for ordinary " hydrochloric acid " is to strain out the

gnat and swallow the camel. The fact probably is that it has

become popular in preference to AggO + OHg, because of the

frequent replacement of CI by OH through its use in organic
chemistry. Even in using the formula HCl conjointly wath
]S'H4(0H), we are guilty of going against the weight of evi-

dence, probably influenced, as Prof. Armstrong (rightly as it

seems to me J) suspects, by the " ammonium " theory. Liquid
hydrochloric '' acid " does not dissolve a single metal, except

perhaps aluminium. And it may be asked. Why should a
liquid metallic chloride be expected to do so? The common
equation Zn + 2HCl=ZnOl2 + H2 is, of course, quite untrue.

It is even more objectionable than the misleading sheet-

anchor of so many textbooks : Zn + SO4H2= ZnSO^+ Hg. In
" hydrochloric acid •" the chlorine is probably tervalid and the

* Jo urn. Chem. Soc. Jan. 1888, p. 59.

t This is probably connected with the quite exceptional volatility of
osmium oxide. The metallic atom is possibly inside an oxygen nucleus,

HO-—-OH
as it were,

|

^Os^
]

.

HO^ \)H
X This is instanced in the ingenious [Nrio(Hg2)"]' formula) given in

the case of mercur-ammonium and other difficult compounds. Of course
Cl=Hg Cl=Hg"

if
I

be admitted for calomel,
|

follows as a corollary.

Cl=Hg NH2Hg"
''
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oxygon qiiiulrivalid, just as in the case of " ammonium
hydrate."

HUH H/ ^H

Probably Professor Armstrong would agree that chlorine as

Avell as oxygen is here possessed of " residual afhnity." But,

ado])ting Thomsen's formula H3CIO, the acid li(juid would be

HC1=0H2. The more open view, HCl == OH21 is then

fairly warranted. It is this chemical unit which doubtless is

active in eflt'ecting the hydrolysis of the alcoholic cyanides

R'CN, which neither water alone nor liquefied hydrogen chlo-

ride, H(_'l, does effect. The suggestion that TeCl^ does not

prove the tetravalency of tellurium is particularly interesting,

since the suooestions of

CI =^ft--= CI n.Cl_=Xe= CI
°'' evenTe

are likely to lead to new developments in the discussion of the
valency of the inorganic elements. The suggesiion, on valency
lines, had been made in my former paper, in the case for

instance of TII3, as

Tl—

I

Tl—

I

II II
or

II II

I-

1

I—

I

and the fact that two somewhat different lines of thought
suggest these " closed-chain " molecules will, it is to be hojied,

stinnilate the discussion on valency. Undou1)tedly the haloid

compounds (except in the case of hydrocarbon derivatives)

must be carefully examined before it can be claimed that a

XC1„ " proves " the ?<-valent nature of X. This is especially

the case with non-volatile chlorides, and is well exemplified

by PtCl4. In view of its chemical habitudes it is not easy for

me to believe in the synnnetrical arrangement

CI H
CI—Pt—CI which is so certain in H—C—H,

CI H
or even to be satisfied with

CI p4 — CI

CI -1 h — (.]'

which leaves us with Ilol)Son's choice.

Platinum tetrachloride has the ]>roperties of an asymmetrical
chloride io a much greater degree than PCi^,. It seems likely
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that the platinum is divalent, and yet that the ]-)eciiliarity of

the chlorine atoms—their residual affinity, validity, or even
valency—enahlos CljPt to play the part of an unsaturati'd

radical, but not because Pt is necessarily tetravalent. On
this hypothesis I would write PtCl4 as

Cl=(1 /C1-=C1 ^(!1—CI
Pt;

I

or Pt;
I

; and possibly Pt ||.

XU=C1 ^CI--C1 ^Cl—CI

This indicates the chemical asymmetry of the two chlorine atoms.
Either heat or free iodine removes the two remoter atoms (or,

sav, more accessible vortex-rings), gi\ano- in the latter case
/C1=I

red crystals of PtCl2l2, i. e. Pt^
|

. Platinum is therefore
^Cl=-I

not octavalent in HgPtClg, an^^l probal)ly not even tetravalent.

The existence of the so-called molecular compound is simply
due to the peculiarities of the chlorine, as suggested by

Cl==Ck=Cl—

H

^\CU=C1==C1—H.
This is probably the type of the characteristic compounds of
the platinum and palladium triplets, Rh, Ru, Pd and Ir, Os, Pt.

The double chlorides are asymmetrical. The same idea applies

to the characteristic R'^MFg of the Ti, Zr, Th and Si, Ge, Su
triplets. In cases where the chlorine atoms are symmetrical we
often find an equal number of molecules associated by the mys-
terious dot ( • ). The type is XCl^ . nM where M is == CIK
==NH3, ==C0, KCN== and such like. Thus there is not
only TICI3 and TlCl, but also TICI3 . 3C1K.

Validity is inter alia conditioned by temperature, and a
temperature of 200° resolves either HgPtCle or PtCl^ into

PtCls. That Pt is divalent in KoPtfCN)^ seems to be indi-

cated by its formations from either PtClj or PtCl4. Lioht
will probably also be thrown upon the difficulties which beset
attempts to give constitutional formula3 to the numerous iso-

meric or even metameric resultants between ammonia and
clilorides. Their existence would appear to be due to this

validity of the nitrogen and chlorine. For instance, of the
two diiferent substances formulated, PdClgNgHg, Pd beino- a
well-defined dyad, the red one yields NH3 easily, and the
yellow one gives no NH3 on treatment with KHO, but is the
dicliloride of a divalent radical, (PdNgHe)'', whose oxide and
whose alkaline hydrate are known. In this yellow compound
the chlorine is probably monovalent or the nitrogen pentavalent,

^NHsCl
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But in the red compound the chlorine is trivalout, or iit least

tervalid, and the nitrogen quinquivalid,

p^/Cl=NH3

^Cl^NHs'

It will also be noticed that both PtClg and PtCl4 are, as the

phrase goes, " unsaturated compounds/' This could not well

be the case if the valency of the platinum were altered in

PtCl^; and they must therefore be due to the tervalidity of

the chlorine, rather than the tetravalency, or to the residual

affinity of the platinum. Thus, PtClg pelds (PtClgPjCla,

PtCl2P(OH)3, and PtCl22PCl3, and PtClsPsCOH)^. In such
cases, apparently, the higher valencies must be attributed to

the ?ion-metaIlic elements. The three compounds,

PtCla . OC,

PtCl2 . 20C,

PtCl2 . 30C,

are well worthy of consideration. It is at least obvious that

the supposed dominant valency of the Pt is not conccu-ned,

but that the tervalidity of chlorine and the quadrivalidity of

oxygen most probably are. And if we remove the so-called

but very doubtful " polyad," Pt and examine the followng
series*, this will be still more apparent:

NH3O . CIH,

NH3O . 2C1H,

NH3O . 3C1H.

Certainly such a series suggests an analogy to the residual

charge of a leyden jar, especially when we bear in mind
Maxwell's observation^that a dielectric composed of strata of

different sorts gives the residual effect, although none of the

substances alone do so.

These examples must suffice to show the meaning which
may be provisionally attached to the conception of validity,

with the following general results:

—

(1) Very high and shifting valencies for the elements are

improbable and unnecessary.

• Another striking set of triplets has j ust been discovered by Moissan
(French Academy of Sciences, Feb. 20, 1888),

KF . FH,
KF . 2FH,

KF . SFII.

Fkioriue is indeed clearly ter\'alid, to say the least ; and its very isolation

by Moissan seems due to the combination K—F=FH or K—F == FH.
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(2) The existence of the so-called molecular compounds is

due to the validity or varying valenc}' of the non-metallic

radicals, certainly not, as a rule, to the very high validity of

the metallic atom. Thus the great difficulty experienced in

" washing " certain precipitated oxides free from potash is, I

take it, due to the validity of oxygen. And in spinelle,

AI2O3 . MgO, the tetravalent oxygen makes it probably

0=A1\
II

>0=0=Mg.
0=A1/

(3) In particular, the numerous grades of bodies containing
H2O is due to the tetravalency (or quadrivalidity) of oxygen
conditionally stimulated in some unknown way (say, to a

change of vibration-period or to a development of residual

charge) by chemical proximity to other non-metalKc or

negative atom or atoms.

(4) So-called catalytic change is often, if not always, due
to this development or existence of validity. This is seen in

the behaviour of hydrocliloric acid as contrasted with liquid

hydrogen chloride.

(5) So-called polymeric changes in many cases, e. g.

CH3CH . 0^
H3C3N3O3 and para-aldehyd,

j
)OCH . CH3,

CH3CH .
0^

are similarly often due to the tetravalency of oxygen. These
seem to be perfectly analogous to the cases of allotropy.

(6) In such cases we must be prepared to extend the idea
of nucleus hitherto confined to carbon (and extended on
unsatisfactory evidence to several of the metals*) to a clilorine

nucleus, an oxygen nucleus, &c. The formula

CI == CI

Al-Cl==Cl-Ai

^Cl == Cl'^

is at least as probable as

i\rci3

Arci'

* Of the numerous cases usually instanced that of tin seems to me
SnEtg

alone good. The evidence of Sn^ Etg is strongly in favour of |
;

SnEtg
whereas Sn2Cl4 at low temperatures is ambiguous, and probably
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and roinovos iho difficulties wliicli liave been raised as to the

douhtl'ul trivalcMit cliaraetcr of ahiiiiiiiiuin. It certainly turns

the scale in i:r\ our of the questioned Al(Cll3)3, and leaves Al
trivalent, as its place in the periodic system emphatically

requires. So striking a chemical substance as the Greenland
mineral cryolite, NasAlF^has hitherto been between the Scylla

of the old dot formuhi, AIF3 . 3NaF, and the Charybdis of

nonad or enneavalent aluminium. But it is difficult to resist

the conclusion that fluorine is here trivalent,

F=FNa
Al-F=FNa.
"^F^FNa

In the case of other double fluorides it may be that certain of

the atoms are in these circumstances trivalent, €.(/. in

F\ F=FK
NbF5.2KF as F-Nb(

^/ \F=FK

UO2F2.2KF as OsU^
/F=FK
K\f=fk

It scarcely seems to follow that two out of the five F atoms
in NbF.5 are not " chemically equal." The questions of

"validity," "residual affinity,^' &c. concern the FK or FNa
connexion. These ideas at least seem worth takinn; as a

working- hypothesis.

(7) Although it is premature to generalize, it is well worthy
of attention that temperature is a function of validity, very

often, to say the least, in the direction of change, whether of

degree only or not, from validity to valency, /. e. to the

smaller number. The analogy between polymerism and
allotropy then seems to be as close as possible. A discussion

of the following parallels would exemplify this idea:

—

Hotter.
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Hotter.
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clement and the reciprocally conditional " validity " of

negative or non-metallic atoms is well illustrated by the

liyjiothesis of Friedel or Wurtz*, where Friedel's compound is

given as either

HsC. /CI H3C—
/O \^ or

J ,

H3C H H3C—CI—

H

as contrasted with the formula now proposed :

—

)0=C1—H or )0==C1—H,

where oxygen can only be tetravalent if chlorine be trivalent,

and where, as it may be said, the mutual validity of the

oxygen and the chlorine is really one of the points at issue.

Temperature is, then, a function of valency ; and Dr.

Crookes' address to the British Association served to bring

out very clearly that it is also probably a periodic functionf

of the atomic weight, or at least chemical reacting weight, of

an element with one alternative valency, as this paper has

suggested, rather than many " alternatives " such as the

hypotheses of valencies from 2 to 8 or more. The idea is

well illustrated by a pendulum arrangement of the periodic

series.

Paramao-netic. Diainametic.

+

vj^///
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forms " recognizable by the notation

£££££
or even —i —

i

_i i i

3 1 3 zl J
corresponding to the five trivalent groupings

^a5 -^^.J ^^,' ^^,,,5 ^y
of my previous paper. Thus we have an organic compound
radical, long viewed as one of the " elements " of organic

chemistry, possessing several clearly distinguished allotropic

forms, as it were. On the other hand, C2H5 is, so far as our

strong evidence goes, a genuine organic " element '' without

such forms. May there not be some analogous mystery in

the case of our present elementary radicals which has yet to

be solved, and of which, perhaps, the spectroscope—as fore-

shadowed by the almost uncanny researches of Dr. Crookes

and Prof. Norman Lockyer—already gives us indications?"^

Thus Prof. Nordenskiold's experiments indicate that the crude

mixture of yttria, erbia, ytterbia, &c., w^hich Dr. Crookes

briefly calls gadolinia, has a constant molecular weight, just

as Xa, X^, Xy has. Yet the oxide of gadoHnium is known to

be the oxide of a non-simple body. Meanwhile there is surely

enough to cause us to hope for the further great future of what
seems to be to some the untenable, if not exploded, theory of

valency.

Oxford, 28th January, 1888.

POSTSCEIPT.

The importance and difficulties of this subject of vaHdity is

seen Ijy Professor Lothar Meyer devoting over fifty pages to

it in his ' Modern Theories,' which I have, since writing my
two papers, re-read with deep interest after several years'

interval. It may be convenient to note briefly our chief

differences of opinion.

(1) Oxygen is, as usual, taken as strictly divalent. The
result appears to be that chlorine is not only mono- and triva-

lent, but "probably heptavalent with regard to negative

* Remembering that oxygen is characterized above all other elements
by its extreme chemical sociahility for others, it is noteworthy that if we
add its atomic weight to the atom-weights of the seven elements of the
first period, we obtain those of the second period !

Y2
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elements sucli as oxygen." On the other hand, the view that

in the so-called molecular formula KCl tlu; elements are only
" apparently monovalent " leads the Professor to favour the

view of metallic linkings, each metallic atom heing associated

with strictly monovalent chlorine atoms. Thus formulae such as

Cl2=Pb—Pb=Cl2 CI—Fe=Fe—CI

I I and 1 I

Cl2=Pb—Pb=Cl2 CI CI

are quoted as probable or possible, pending vapour-density
determinations. In face of the scanty endence for di-metalhc
linkings in most cases, and in view of the much stronger

evidence in favour of trivalent chlorine, I hold at present that

/Cl=Cl\
the formula Fe\,Q|_Q|/Fe is preferable. Moreover the K3CI3

formula seems less probable after the recent vapour-density

determination favouring the gas molecule KI. The Ag

—

Kg
linking is at least premature.

(2) Professor Meyer so thoroughly argues for trivalent

aluminium except in AI2CI6, that only the acceptance of this

.C1=C1\
exception to prove the rule as A1^CI=C1-^A1 is required.

\C1=C1/
It is only in the case of hydrocarbon compounds that the

strict monovalence of chlorine can be said to be demonstrated.

(3) Professor Meyer thinks that Ba kc. are divalent in only

their more common and most stable compounds, but that " the

peroxides indicate a higher valency," presumably Ba'^Oo. He
quotes Geuther as viewing Be, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba as having
valencies 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10. If once the peculiarities of the

non-metals in these molecular componnds are recognized,

these extraordinary valence ])owers will disapjtear. It gives

no explanation of the " molecular compounds" which even the

"uncommon" com])ounds with higlK-r valencies themselves form.

(4) The atoms Ru and Os are viewed as '' undoubtedly
octovalent " in their volatiki oxides M^'"04, and cobalt pro-

bably in the purpureo-chloride (NH3)5CoCl3, as if from
H5Co^"'Cl3. The valence numbers are '' probably irom 1

to 8."

(5) In As^Ofi Professor Meyer does not link arsenic with

arsenic atoms, but suggests, with probability, a synunetrical

arrangement :

—

As—0—As
/\ /\

0.
\/ \y
As—0—As
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Another formula seems also probable, and indicates better

what may be called the line of least resistance in the molecule

in the qiiadrivalid or tetravalent oxygen

0-As>^~^\As=0-

The Professor also states quite clearly his opinion that valency

is a whole number; and it is pleasing to quote that, in point-

ing out that chemists were investigating relations of consti-

tution and atomic linking formerly regarded as subjects which
could never be properly investigated, he adds:—"'At the

present time w'e consider this research difficult, but we have
numerous proofs in the results which we have already gained
that it is not only capable of solution, but that it also affords

a very fruitful field for the spirit of investigation." It is to

hoped that some of the remarkable compounds discussed in

these papers will be carefully and minutely examined—J. F. H.

XL. The AjypUcation of Hydraulic Poicer to Mercurial
Pumps. By Frederick J. Smith, M.A.^ Millard Lecturer,

Trinity College, Oxford'^.

IN the mercurial pump of the Topler type, a cistern of

mercury has to be lifted periodically through about four

feet. In a form of mercurial pump of this family, devised by
the author of the paper, the receiver of the pump has been
made very large in comparison with the vessel to be exhausted,

in order that the time of exhausting may be diminished as

much as possible. The large size of the receiver^ holding, as

it does, nearly 40 lb. of mercury, increased the utility of the

pump greatly, while it added much to the labour of working it.

In order to reduce all manual labour to a minimum, the pump
has been made self-acting by the addition of an hydraulic

motor, having a 4-foot stroke, controlled by a side-valve similar

to the D-valve of a steam-engine : this valve is actuated by an
auxiliary motor and valve, acted on by a projection from the

end of the main piston. The figure shows the disposition of

the pump and motor : the motion is quite smooth, and suitable

for the work to be done, the motion at the end of the stroke

being automatically checked. The cylinder is made of thick-

drawn brass tube, the flange being brazed on.

Description of figure :—A is the cylinder, H the valves,

K the inlet of the water. The cistern of mercury is attached

* Communicated by the Author ; being abstract of a paper read before

the Ashmolean Society, Oxford.
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to the head of the piston hy means of a leather band, I, which
passes over a pulley. A flexible tube, TT, connects this to

the globe C. The tube D F leads to the drying tubes and
vessel to bo exhausted. E is a barometer-gauge dipping into

the cistern J, which can be adjusted by means of a screw, so

that the level of the mercury can be brought to the bottom
of the scale, G. M L is a full-sized section of the glass-faced

valve at the top of the globe C. A projecting arm from the

piston embraces a long rod which actuates the valves of the

motor.

The framework is not shown, for the sake of clearness.

XLI. On some Electrical Phenomena ptrovoJced by Radiation.

By Professor A. Ricni *.

IN seeking for an explanation of the phenomena recently

described by Hert/ f , by E. Wiedemajm and Ebcrt |, and

by Hallwachs §, I was led to study the action of light on

* rroliiiiiimry notice rommniiicatotl by the Author, liavinj.

lu'fore tlic [I. Ac-c. dei T/incoi, March 4, 1888.

t AVied. Ann. xxxi. 1887, p. 983.

j Ibid, xxxiii. 1888, p. 241.

§ Ibid, xxxiii. 1888, p. 301.

boon read
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phenomena of contact-electricity between metals. I will give

here a brief account of the first results obtained.

(a) A vertical metallic disk A is put more or less close

to a metal net B stretched parallel to the disk. Such an ar-

rangement was adopted in order to be able to illuminate those

parts of one of the metals which arc very near to the other.

One of the two metals, A for instance, is in connexion with

one of the quadrants of an electrometer of convenient sensi-

bility (a volt corresponding to 130 divisions of the scale);

the other, B, is in connexion with the other quadrants and

with the earth, while the needle of the instrument is kept at a

constant potential (with 100 cells copper-water-zinc). If A
is put to earth for an instant, and soon after is conveniently

illuminated, a deflection is obtained, which reaches its maxi-

mum in a time which is shorter the nearer the irradiating

source, and the larger the surfaces of the two metals. The
deflection is negative if A is zinc and B brass. The same
final value is obtained if A is so initially charged as to have

a greater deflection.

If A is very near B, the complete deflection does not change
if A is suddenly withdrawn from B, which proves that the

radiation has reduced the two metals to the same potential.

It follows that this deflection measures the difference of the

potential of contact between A and B. If B is placed in

connexion with the electrometer instead of A, the deflection

is of the contrary sign.

The system of the two metals, when receiving the radia-

tion, behaves then as a voltaic cell, and can be called a

photoelectrical cell.

The sun's light does not produce the above mentioned effect,

at least in a well marked way; the magnesium light is more
active; and the light of the voltaic arc gives remarkable

results. If the arc be formed between carbon and zinc, the

phenomenon shows the greatest intensity, for the electro-

metric deflection takes place in a few seconds. This fact

leads to the belief that the ultra-violet rays are the most
active, which is confirmed by the fact that a plate of glass

intercepts the action, while one of quartz diminishes it very
little.

(l>) Four photoelectrical cells, each formed by a disk A and
a metal net B, are joined in series and then illuminated.

Such a kind of photoelectrical hattery shows the well-known
electrostatic phenomena which are obtained by a battery with
open circuit, just as if the metals which form it were plunged
in a vessel of water.

(c) If the net in experiment (a) is taken away, and the
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:

—
radiations aro allowed simply to fall on a plate communicating
with the electrometer, after the plate has been for an instant

put to the earth, a deflection is slowly formed, which is posi-

tive with the bodies as yet studied. It seems that in such a
case the bodies surrounding the plate rejilace the metal net;

it is therefore probable that negative electricity goes to these

bodies and thence to earth.

(d) If A is a brass disk covenul with crystalline selenium,
it appears that it is at first electronegative to gas-carbon,
and that coupling it with a metal net can form a photo-
electrical cell.

But when the ultra-violet rays are supjiressed so as to

prevent the occurrence of the phenomenon described, it can
then be recognized that the other rays are producing a varia-

tion of the electromotive force of contact between the selenium
and any other metal, making the selenium more electro-

negative than when it is in darkness.

Putting aside this last phenomenon, which is of a different

kind to those described in a, b, c, and without jiretending

to attempt to give a complete explanation, which at present

would be premature, it seems to nie that the idea is at least

provisionally acceptable of an electrical convection, provoked
by ultra-violet radiations, from bodies on which exists an elec-

trical distribution of a given sign (negative probably), caused

by electromotive forces of contact, towards those on which
exists an electrical distribution of contrary sign (positive) due
to the same cause.

XLII. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

[Continued from p. 242.]

January 25, 1888.—Prof. J. W. Judd, F.E.S., President,

in the Chair.

nnilE followiiij? communications were read :

—

J-
1 . "On Aihirus ait(/licns, a new Carnivore from the Red Crag.''

By Prof. W. Uoyd Dawkins, M.A., 1MI.S.,P.G.S.

2. " A Contribution to the Goolo<jv and Physical Gco{rra])hv of

the Cape Colony." Py Prof. A. 11. Creen, :M.A*., F.P.S., F.ti.S."

The account given in this paper of the geology of Cape Colony was
founded on observations made during a visit to the country of four

months' duration for the purpose of reporting upon the coal. A con-
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sidcrable portion of tho colony was traversed by the author, and,

owing to the clear atmosphere and the barrenness of the surface,

the rocks were unusually well seen. Much, too, had been ascertained

by previous observers.

The grouping of the South-African rocks adopted was the fol-

lowing :

—

r Volcanic Beds, 9 d.

r\ csL I- T> J 1 Cave Sandstone, 9 c.
9. Stormberg Beds

j
^^^^^ ^^^^^^ .^ j_

! Molteno Beds, 9 a.

8. Karoo Beds.

7. Kimberley Shales.

Great Unconformity.

6. Ecca Beds.

5. Dwyka Conglomerate.

Unconformity.

4. Quartzite of the Zuurbergen, Zwartebergen, and Wittebergen.

3. Bokkeveldt Beds.

2. Table-Mountain Sandstone.

Great Unconformity.

1. Slates and intrusive Granite of the neighbourhood of Cape
Town (Malmesbury Beds).

Of the four lowest subdivisions very little was seen. The Bokke-
veldt Beds had yielded fossils referred to Devonian. The detailed

descriptions commenced with the Dwyka Conglomerate, which was
coarse, containing both rolled and angular fragments, the matrix,

which was ill bedded, resembling granitic detritus. Some of the

boulders suggested doubtfully the action of ice. The Ecca Beds
consisted of hardened sandy clays, without lamination, and often

weathering in spheroids, and resembling decomposed basalt or dole-

rite. These beds in the Ecca pass, north-east of Grahamstown,
were nearly 5000 feet thick.

The Kimberley Shales were mainly grey and dark sandy shales,

with a few thin layers of argillaceous limestone. At their base a

conglomerate, resembling the Dwyka Conglomerate, was sometimes
found. The Karoo Beds were red and purple shales, with buff or

reddish sandstone containing much decomposed felspar.

The Molteno Beds, also sandstones and shales, usually grev- and
dark-coloured, associated with grits and conglomerate, contained the

only useful coals of the colony. These coals were peculiarly lami-

nated and contained much ash ; the seams were destitute of sand-

stones and often eroded on the upper surface. These cliaraeters

might indicate subaqueous origin. Owing to the irregularity of the

seams, the views generally formed of the coal-resources of the

colony may be exaggerated. The upper subdivisions of the Storm-
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berg Beds, the Kcd Beds, shales and sandstones of a red colour, the

Cave Sandstone, a massive, tino-grainod bed 150 feet thick, wea-

thering white, and the bedded amygdaloidal lava-flows and tuffs

that cap th(^ whole, were but briefly noticed, as but few opportunities

had offered for examining them.

Some potrological details were given of tho contemporaneous and

intrusive trapt^, all appearing to contain the same constituents as the

overlying subaerial traps, and doubtless belonging to the same series

of volcanic outbursts.

The author proceeded to review the lie of the rocks and physical

structure of the country, distinguishing between the area of older

rocks near the coast and the later deposits commencing with tho

Dwyka Conglomerate of the interior. There was apparently uncon-

formity at the base of this conglomerate ; it and the overlying Kcca

Beds were thrown into folds and occupied the Karoo ])lains, wliilst

the ranges to the northward were formed of the higher beds, all

nearly horizontal and resting ({uito unconformably on tho Kcca Beds.

These ranges had been carved out by denudation, which had removed

tho Molteno, Karoo, and Stormbcrg Beds to the south and north.

Tho view advocated by Mr. Dunn that the Kimborloy Beds north of

the ranges represented the Ecca Beds to tho south was discussed,

and tho author gave reasons for dissenting from it, and classing the

Kimberley ]5cds as a higher sulidivision.

Some notes on more recent formations, the conglomerates of Oli-

phants river and superficial deposits, were followed ])y a summary of

the author's conclusions as to tho probable geological history of

Soutli Africa. Tho Bokkeveldt Bods are shown by their fossils to

be marine, and possibly all tho formations up to the Zuur1>erg (iuart-

zito may bo also murine. Tlio Ecca Beds have yielded no fossils

which would enable us to decide whether they are marine or fresh-

water ; tho Kimberley, Karoo, and Stormbcrg Bods are looked upon

as lacustrine.

" On Two Now Lepidotoid Ganoids from tho early Mosozoic

Deposits of Orange Erco State, South Africa." By A. Smith Wood-
ward, Esq., E.O.S.

February 8.— Brof. J. W. Judd, F.R.S., President, in tho Chair.

The following communications wore read :

—

J. "On somo Remains of Squnllna Crauei, sp. !iov., and the

Maiidililo of JirlonoslomuK cinrliaf, from tho Chalk of Sussex, pre-

served in tho Collection of Henry Willett, Esq., F.G.S., Brighton

Museum." By A. Smith Woodward, ICscj., F.CJ.S.

2. "On tho History and Characters of the Genus Srptnud'iin,

D'Orbigny (18 I!)), anil I he Identity of its Type Species witli tliat of

(I'liffihaMnm, Duncan (1887)." By George Jciniings Uinde, I'h.D.,

F.G.S.
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3. " On the Examination of Insoluble Residues obtained from
the Carboniferous Limestone at Clifton." Bv E. Wethered, Esq.,

F.G.S.

The author noticed previous classifications of the Carboniferous

Limestone at Clifton, and submitted the following for reference in

the present paper :

—

Carboniferous Limestone Series.

feet

Stage C. Upper Limestones 100
,, B. Middle Limestones 1620
„ A, Lower Limestones :

—

1. Black Rock.. 490
2. Lovrer-Limestone Shales 500

990

Total 2710

The limestone-forming organisms in each of the above were men-
tioned, and the methods adopted for obtaining the insoluble residues

by means of hydrochloric acid ^vere described. A table of percen-
tages of insoluble residues -was given from the Lower Limestone
Shales and Black Eock, from the Oolitic Beds, JilikJithhania-hcds,

and main portion of the Middle Limestones, and from the Upper
Limestones.

Detrital quartz of small size, with a few grains of felspar, tour-
maline, and zircon, characterize the Lower-Limestone Shales, and in

one variety the soft tissues of organisms are represented bv ferric

oxide, which in the case of crinoids represents the whole skeleton.

Eesiducs of the Black Eock exhibit slight secondary crystallization

round detrital quartz, whilst amorphous and chalcedonie silica

become more plentiful. Eesidues of the Middle Limestone consist

to a less extent of detrital quartz along with micro-crystals of

quartz, amorphous and chalcedonie silica, and less frequently of

pyrites, tourmaline, and zircon ; sponge-spicules are also noted.
Towards the top of the Middle Limestones the proportion of detrital

quartz increases and the deposit of secondary silica on the surface of

quartz grains is less marked.

The nature of the amorphous and chalcedonie silica in the lime-
stone, and the relations of this silica to the small quartz crvstals,

were also discussed. The latter were shown in some instances to

possess nuclei of detrital quartz, and where this is not the case, to

have resulted from the crystallization of amorphous sUiea.

Febnian- 29.—W. T. Blanford, LL.D., F.E.S., President,
in the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1. " An Estimate of Post-Glacial Time.'' Bv T. MeUard Ecade
Esq., C.E., F.G.S.

The author showed that there exists on the coasts of Lancashire
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:

—
and Cheshire an important series of Post-Glacial deposits which he
has studied for many years. The whole country to -which liis notes

refer was formerly covered with a mantle of low-level marine
]ioulder-clay and sands, and the vallejs of the Dee, Mersey, and
Ribble were at one time filled with these glacial deposits.

These glacial beds have been much denuded, especially in the

vallo} s, where the rivers have cleared them out, in some cases, to the

bed rock. Most of this denudation occurred during a period of ele-

vation succeeding the deposition of the Low-level Boulder-clay. On
this eroded surface and in the eroded channels lie a series of Post-

glacial beds of a most interesting and extensive nature. They
consist of estuarine silt and Scrobicularia-clay covered by extensive

peat-deposits, containing the stools of trees rooted into them. Upon
these lie, in some places, recent tidal silts, and on the coast margin
blown sand and sand dunes. The series of events represented by the

denudation of the Low-level Eoulder-clay and the laying down of

these deposits is as follows :—1st, elevation succeeding the glacial

period, during which time the Boulder-clay was deeply denuded in

the valleys. 2nd, subsidence to about the 25-feet contour, when
the estuarine silts and clays were laid down. 3rd, re- elevation,

representing most probably a continental connexion with the

British Isles, during which time the climate was milder than at

present, and big trees flourished where now they will not grow.

4th, subsidence to the present level, the submersion of the peat and
forest-beds, the laying down of tidal silt upon them, and the accumu-
lation of blown sand along the sea-margin extending to a con-

siderable distance in an inland direction.

It was estimated, from a variety of considerations, that these

events, all posterior to the Glacial period, represent a lapse of time

of not less than 57,500 years allotted as follows :—40,000 years for

the elevation succeeding the Glacial jieriod measured by the denu-

dation of the Boulder-clay in the valleys, 15,000 years for the

accumulation of the estuarine silts, clays, peat, and forest beds, and
2,500 years for the blown sand.

2. " Note on the Movement of Scree-Material." By Charles

Davison, Esq., M.A.

The author noticed the frequent high angle of slope of screes,

and called attention to Canon Moseley's observations on the down-
ward creep of lead on the roof of Bristol Cathedral, and his

Bubsetjuent experiment, and stated his belief that stones free to

move on the surface of a scree must be afl'ectcd in the same
manner. Tliis ho ])roved by experiments, the result of which he

descilbed.

These experiments showed tlia< stones do move downwards, owing

to alternate contraction and ex])ansion, the movements accompany-

ing or occurring a short time after the change of temperature, that
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the descent is greatest on days of bright sunshine interrupted

frcijuently by passing clouds, and that rain slightly increases the

rate of descent.

A description was given of a scree ou Hindscarth, Cumberland,

in which the stones lie with their longer axes pointing down the

slope ; and it was pointed out that the movement of the stones in

the way described would cause the surface-stones to fall off those

on which they rested, and that others would be dislodged during

their descent. A numerical estimate was then made of the total

amount of movement produced on a scree of a certain size by
expansion and contraction of the surface-stones, and after alluding

to the relative efficiency of this and other agents upon various screes,

the author concluded by pointing out that in the case of the moon
this might be almost the only agent at work.

3. " On some Additional Occurrences of Tachylyte." By Gren-
viUe A. J. Cole, Esq., F.G.S.

An intrusive sheet, some 8 feet thick, among the basalts of

Ardtun Head in Mull, has selvages of tachylyte. The specific

gravity of the glass is 2-83, and in other respects it resembles the

examples already described from the west of Scotland. But in thin

section, numerous fairly translucent spherulites are seen, which
accumulate towards the inner part of the selvage until the glassy

material between them disappears, and they become polygonal by
contact. The rays of these spherulites are often alternately grouped
in brown or greyer bundles, both series exhibiting striking pleo-

chroism ; but the brown fibres appear darkest when their longer

axes are parallel to the shorter diagonal of the nicol's prism,

while the greyish and less fibrous areas are darkest in the reverse

position. The author believes that two distinct minerals are

present, as in the spherulites of the ordinary granophyric structure
;

the browner rays may be pyroxenic, but the crystalline substances

produced under these conditions of hurried consolidation may be

far different from those developed in the more central portions of

the mass. Spherulites with pleochroic rays are the normal tvx)e in

basic glasses, and some occur even in some acid examples.
An analysis of the Ardtun spherulitic tachylyte shows it to

resemble that of Beal in Skye, having 53 per cent, of silica and
nearly 6 per cent, of alkalies.

An occurrence of tachylyte at Kilmelfort, Argyll, was noted, and
a description given of an example of great beauty from the Quiraing
in Skye. The latter rock shows, in section, a light-brown translucent

glass, with abundant ciimulites and small brown spherulites with
radial structures.

Near Bryansford, County Down, in Ireland, a basalt dyke occurs,

the selvage of which must have originally resembled the tachylyte

of the Quiraing. The alteration that this glass has undergone
guides one in the search for tachylytes (palagonite and so forth)

among the Palaeozoic rocks of the British Isles, and an instance was
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described from Snead, near Bishop's Castle, where fragments of basic

glass arc imbedded in a tuff of Ordoviciaii age.

In conclusion, the well-known variolite of the Durance was cited

as a rock of basic character, comparable, in its perlitic and spheru-

litic structures with the acid " pyromeridcs," both types ha\ing alike

suffered from secondary devitrifiction.

4. " Appendix to Mr. A. T. Metcalfe's paper ' On Further Dis-

coveries of Vertebrate Remains in the Triassic Strata of the South

Coast of Devonshire, between Budlcigh Salterton and Sidmouth.'

"

By H. J. Carter, Esq., F.K.S.

XLIII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

ON THE PRODUCTION OF INTENSE MAGNETIC FIELDS.

BY PEOF. STEFAN.

rpHE maximum magnetizing force which cylindrical iron cores of

X an electromagnet can exert between plane pole-pieces standing

opposite each other is 47r/K, in which jx is the greatest magnetic

moment which the unit volume of iron can assume. If we take

|ti=1700 absohite units, 47r/^ = 213G00. This value is the more
nearly attained, the smaller the distance of the pole-pieces.

The action which the iron cores exert in the centre of the field

can be increased without limitation of its length, if tlie terminal

faces of the pole-pieces are made of anotlier shape. This inci'ease

attains the greatest Aalue if the ends of the cores have the shape of

truncated cones, so that tlie generating lines of the two conical

surfaces pass through the centre of the field, and form with its axis

an angle whose tangent is \/2, that is an angle of 54° 44'.

The magnitude of the force is then expressed by the formula

d
H = 47r/x (U-2«!J 4-0-886 log—),

v\hcre d is the diameter of the iron core, a the length of the field.

The formula gives an increase of 11 to any large values. In practice

this is unimportant, for with the slow increase of the logaritluns

compared with that of the numbers, conditions of construction

result which cannot be carried out. If H = Stt/u, d must be taken
= 85rt.

For certain optical investigations it is necessary to perforate the

iron cores. For such cores w ith ])lane pole-pieces the principle no
longer holds that the magnetic field is the more intense the nearer

the pole-surfaces. The magnetic force iu the ceuti'c of the field
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attains its greatest value if the distance of the pole-surfaces a
satisfies equation

«2 = cV.
n^

n^ + 1

in which d is the diameter of the perforation, n the number which
indicates by how much the diameter of the iron core is greater than
that of the perforation.

The perforation of the iron core always produces a great defor-

mation of the magnetic field. The intensity decreases considerably

from the centre towards the end of the field. Between plane pole-

pieces the force at the end of the field is smaller than the half of

the force in the centre. Iron cores with conical ends of the form
just prescribed have the advantage of a greater intensity in the

centre, and at the same time a smaller decrease of the force towards
the end of the Md.— Wiener BericJite, Feb. 9, 1888.

EXPERIMENTS ON THAT FORM OF THE DISCHARGE OF
ELECTRICITY KNOWN AS ST. ELMO'S FIRE.

BY A. V. OBERMAYER.

The experiments described in the paper show that the positive

brushes are reddish white in the stem, with violet radiating bi-anches.

The stems which project into the brush are at angles which may
reach 90°, and the rays may attain a length of 6 to 7 centim.

Purther, that the negative brushes which verge into violet are always

so fine that individual rays can no longer be distinguished, that

these brushes standing on a luminous point show an angle of aper-

ture of less than 90^, and that the length of the brush is always

under 1 centim.

In discharges from positi\e siurfaces, for instance from clothes,

these appear covered with fine rays of a length up to 3 centim.,

which are like the hairs of a fur.

Discharges from similar negative surfaces consist of a phospho-

rescent glow-light which is in continual motion, and is traversed by

dark spaces.

The falls in potential necessary for the production of such a

brush-discharge decreases with the distance through A^hich the dis-

charge takes place. In volts per centimetre this fall was approxi-

mately :

At 5 centim. distance 6000 volts per centim.

15 „ „ 4000
30 „ „ 1600
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For distance of a metre this would give about 100,000 volts total

differeuce of potential.— Wiener Berichte, Feb. 9, 1888.

INFLUENCE OF LIGHT ON THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CRY-
STALLIZED SELENIUM. BY MM. BELLATI AND E. LUSANA.

The authors investigated whether light has any effect on the

conductivity for heat of crystallized selenium, and have found
that such an action does exist. Circular lamina) of crystallized

selenium were prepared of about 0-03 to 0-04 cm. in thickness,

and about 2*5 cm. diameter, and were coated over with a thin layer

of the double salt CaT.^, Hgl^. At ordinary temperatures this double
salt has a bright red colour, but when heated to 70° it becomes of

a dark chocolate-brown. One point of the selenium-plate was then
heated by pressing against it the apex of a V-shaped platinum-
wire, which was traversed by an electrical current. When thermal
equilibrium \\-as established, the chocolate-brown colour had ex-

tended to a circle of a definite diameter. The experiment was
frequently repeated, partly when the selenium-plate was kept dark
and partly when it was under the iuHuence of light. The source
was sunlight, which had passed through ammoniacal sulphate of

copper in order to eliminate the heat-rays. In each case the

diameter of that circle was determined to which the change of

colour had extended. The following table may serve as an ex-
ample, in which D denotes the diameter measured according to a
definite unit :

—

D.

Without light.

11(3

116

115

Mean . . 115*7

Blue light.

126
126
126
126

Mean . . 126

Hence we have for the ratio of the thermal conductivities, with
and without illumination of the areas, 1'13. Light accordingly very
appreciably favours conductivity in selenium. The authors show,
in conclusion, that the change of electrical as well as of thermal
conductivity in consequence of the action of light is of the same
order of magnitude.

—

licihlatter dcr Fliysik, vol. xi. p. 818 (from Atti

del 11. 1st. Veil. vol. v. 1887).
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XLIV. On the JYumerical Relation between the Index of
Refraction and the Wave-length within a Refractive Medium,
and on the Limit ofRefraction. By T. Pelham Dale, M.A*

ri'^HE following equation (see Sir Geo. Airey's Treatise on
X the Undulatory Theory, ed. 1877, p. 93) is proposed as

expressing the relation between wave-length and velocity of

propagation in an isotropic medium :

—

, sin 'Eh

^'=a/(i-4)t--^ (-)

X

V is here the velocity of propagation, h the distance between

the undulating particles, A, the wave-length,m the absolute force

of attraction, supposed to follow the law of the inverse square.

For our purpose t his may be put under the form

, . irh lirh .^^

It is convenient to reserve X to signify the wave-length in

free aether, and to use I for the wave-length within the medium.
The values of the wave-lengths in free sether are those given

in the text-book of Glazebrook and the tables of Lupton.

Now, knowing the index of refraction for any fixed line by
observation of the index /tx, the corresponding value of I is

given by the equation

/=-
H'

* Commuuicated by the Physical Society : read February 11, 1888.

Phil Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 156. May 1888. Z
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A convenient notation is l\, \j^, /u.^, ttc, for index and
wav('-leii<;tlis of" tlic line A Sic.

Now it' V be the velocity of propagation in free setlier,

Vv=~,

whence from (/3) we have

ttIh- , . ttIl

—J—
= li sni -. .

Calling ^ , G, we have

ttIiv j .

I

for any other value li corresponding to index /X| w c have

and

or

^1 = ^. ^ (7)
'i

Hence if we can find a value of 6 for any one wave-lenoth

and index, all the others can he found I'roni the observed

wave-lengths and corresponding indices.

'J^e angle 6 can be readily found, if we know two indices,

one corresponding to any given wave-length, and the other

corresponding to donhle the wave-length, both u-itJdn the

medium.

I

-^'For

then

or

21 2'

irhv , • a o/ • ^ ^
—r- — k sni v = Ik sm - cos

^

,

6 Lt u

-^ =2/sm^;

V d
• -= cos ,

?' 2

^' = cos^ (S)
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Now ji and /i^ can be found either by observation or inter-

polation. If H be the hne chosen, then, practically, the index

of a wave-length twice as long in the medium will not be far

from A ; this we may call /Li^n and speak of it as the index of

the octave below.

It is evident that if k remain constant, —-^— continually

approaches k as 6 diminishes. Now if Z be increased and h and
in remain constant, 6 diminishes ; hence there must be a limit

of refraction in the case of waves of very great length. This
limit, denoted by v, is evidently found by the equation

ix sin 6 , ,"=%— (^>

This is in effect the limit found by Cauchy in a somewhat
modified form.

c,. sin
femce v=;t/>

d
'

sin e'

viding out, that

1
it follows on substitution of -^ for 6 and - for /, and di-

H-

sin 6= — sin ^1 (^)

Combining this with the equation above,

^=|'^„ iv)

we can find a value of 6 which satisfies both these equations

from any two values of wave-length and corresponding index.

And from this value of 6 the corresponding values of ^to any
other index and wave-length can be found.

In practice this equation can he solved by trial without

much trouble, especiall}^ when a large number of indices of

substances of similar refractive power have to be investigated,

when a table may be made once for all, and from this 6 may
be found by inspection.

The wave-lengths made use of in this paper are generally

those corresponding to lines A and H. These are both within

the visible spectrum, yet far enough apart to render errors of
observation of little consequence. In the case of the liquids

examined I am altogether indebted to Dr. Gladstone, who fur-

nished me with tliose contained in Table III. for the purposes

Z 2
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of this investigation. WIkmi tlio line B is given, the octave

ray to H may be obtained t'roni A by inlerpohition, and these

vahies were calculated by this niethod. It gives results suffici-

ently near the truth, but has been verified in case of CS2 (temp.
1°'5) and mint hydrocarbon by reference to the two indices

A and H, so that the table depends on these two indices only.

It will be seen that in the cases examined —- is constant,
a

within the limits of observation, unaltected by temperature.

Dr. Gladstone and myself, in our joint paper, read before

the Royal Societ}^, May G, 1863, and printed, p. 317, in the

Transactions, have ])ointed out that in consequence of an
accidental relation amongst the coefficients used in Cauchy's
series, that the equation

»'=/^H— 3 (/af—Mb)

holds with considerable accuracy in the cases examined. It

appears generally to give a fair ap[)roximation to the limit*,

and thus to interpolate indices within the visible spectrum.
While, however, this investig;ition was in progress Prof.

Langley's first paper on the determination of wave-'engths in

the invisible sj)ectrum appeared (Phil. Mag. March 1884).

He there gives the wave-lengths of lower heat-rays down to

length 2'030, and shows that the observed indices of refraction

are not only below the limit obtained by Cauchy's formula,

but even below those found by other formuke. The material

of his prism was flint glass. I found that the values derived

from ^H and ^^h, while fairly accurate in the visible spectrum,

were increasingly discordant in the longer wave-lengths. If

6n were increased the lower indices were found more accor-

dant ; but then the visible spectrum was not adecpiately

represented within the limits of any error which could be

imagined possible. This seemed to throw a doubt on the

existence of a limiting value. It appeared, however, that the

glass prism absorbed the longer waves considerably. The
Phil. Mag. for Ma}' 1886 contained another paper by Prof.

Langley, the material of the prism being rock-salt. On com-
paring the values found by observation with those furnished

by the above equations, the agreement was sufficiently close

to encounige investigation, and, accordingly, the calcuhitions

were carried further, the ajjproximation being to single

seconds in the value of 6 and every value found.

The results are embodied in Tables I. anil II. It will be

* Tlic div('r<r('nco in case of CH., is, liowever, consiclenible, and v is too

large in comparison with that ^'iven by the above equations. Especially

does thia occur in highly dispersive media.
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seen in the case of rock-salt tliat the agreement between the

values obtained from the sine—which involve only wave-
lengths in free aether—and those obtained from the arc, which
involve the two indices, and which should be equal to the

former, are very close. The (nTors, it will be observed, are of

small amount and not of uniform sign, possibly, however,

showing a small tendency to increase on the side of angle from
the sine in the case of the lower indices. Turning to the table

of indices in the case of flint glass, we see that the angle for

H, 24° 18' 40", gives fairly accordant values down to wave-
length 0*940, and not far from the truth to 1-270

; after this

the values increase in the case of the sine over that of the arc,

or, in other words, the calculated index comes out too large.

This is the more important because the proportionate increase

on so small an angle as 4° makes a large increase in the

resulting index. If the value of ^h be increased, this

diti'erence is diminished in the lower values ; but it would
require an increase far greater than could possibly be allowed

as duo to errors of observation in order to include the lower

values, and the upper would become greatly discordant with

observation.

It was, however, noticed by Prof. Langley that the flint-

glass prism appeared strongly absorbent of the lower rays.

It would no doubt be unsafe to reason very confidently from
results obtained from only two substances. We may remark,

however, that the approach to limit of refraction, if it exist,

must display itself in observation by a small increase in the

index for a large proportionate increase in the wave-length.

Any disturbing cause then must become, proportionately,

also increasingly effective as the wave-length increases.

Hence must arise a tendency to mask the limiting value if

attempted to be found by observation. Now in the case of

flint glass we can hardly suppose but that some effect is pro-

duced by the change of temperature which results from the

passage of the heat-rays through the medium. In the case

of fluids the heat lowers the index, and thus the limit would
be lowered also, and in somewhat greater proportion. It is,

in the absence of sufficient data, not easy to say what would
be the effect of this change of temperature in solids. In the
case of glass, the course of the ray through the medium would
possibly be raised in temperature above the surrounding mass,
and thus there would be a cylinder of glass through which the
pencil of rays passed, which might be in a state of constraint as

compared with that around it. That a state of constraint ex-
ists is shown Ijy tlu! glass " flying '' when suddenly heated.

However this may be, it seemed desirable in the first })lace
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to continue the investicration with the data at hand, and to

calcidatc the vahie of the limit as given by the above equa-

tions, using as data two observed indices only. The results

are given in the tables, and will be seen to include a con-

siderable number of fluids dift'ering widely in speciHc gravity,

optical properties, and chemical constitution. The list it will

be noticed includes certain isomeric bodies and also seviu-al

differing by a single component.

The tirst fluid examined was bisulphide of carbon at diflf'e-

rent temperatures, the data for which were furnished by Dr.

Gladstone to me for the purpose of this investigation. It

will be seen that the quantity . - is practically a constant.

The same result is observable in the case of mint hydro-

carbon and benzene. The range of temperature is not in-

deed verv large, but within the limits taken it is evident that

the specific gravity and the quantity v— 1 increase or diminish

2)ari passu, and there is but little doubt that this reliitionsliip

obtains generally. It would be very desirable indeed to have

longer ranges of temperature * if these could be procured

without corresponding errors which high temperature would

almost certainly have a tendency to introduce.

It is of interest evidently, in the case of a highly dispersive

substance, to determine how far the different indices yield the

same limit, as they clearly should do if the formulae are exact.

For the determination of this a value of 6 was chosen which
should yield the value which would satisfy ^a; and then wave-

lengths of lines B C D E F and G in free aether and in the

medium were treated so as to find 6^ &c. If the sine and arc

give the same result, then calculation and observation agree.

It will be seen that in the case of ( 'S2 there is an outstanding

difference which amounts to not quite three minutes of arc,

and increases from A to H. This is equivalent to saying that

the formuhe give correct results to the third place in the case

of CSj. This is not so good as the rock-salt in Table II. The
index of G is most aftected. The difierence was noticed by the

late Professor Baden Powell, in his ' Undulatory Theory as

applied to the J)i.s])ersion of Light,' London, 1841. This

matter deserves further investigation, but it is a matter also

which will involve a considerable amount of calculatiun; thus

it seeuied right to postpone this for the present, as being better

* This is especiallv' desirable near boilinp and freezinpr points. It is

possible that the specific gravity nt boiling-point might nneal relations

at present ma-^ked by the arbitrary character of specilic gravities taken

at any temperature convenient for observation.
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policy to obtain first a sufficient number of values of v in

case of media varying considerably in optical properties.

It seemed also desirable to include in the choice of bodies

several which were isomeric. There is a certain analogy

in these to a body at different temperatures, as in either

case we are dealing with the same chemical elements. The
result is, as will be seen from examining the tables, that

in many cases —-j— is very nearly a constant. In no case

yet examined is the divergence very great. Thus in benzene

and sfyrolene, cresol, metacresol, and benzil alcohol, benzil

chloride and chlorotoluine, methyl citraconate and methyl

mesaconate, the agreement is close; but in case of picoline

and aniline, as also acetone—with which butyric ether agrees

—as compared with allyl alcohol there is a difference of about

three units in the second place *. It may be merely an acci-

dental coincidence, but it appears that the quantity -2_ in
d

these two last-mentioned cases is nearly the same, but in

others the divergence is found to be greater. This also re-

quires further investigation.

It must, however, be remembered that in all these the

limit is derived solely from A and H. It is evident, then,

that if either of these indices for A or H are in error, or are

affected by anomalous dispersion, all the rest will be affected.

Yet, considering the nature of the investigation,—which is,

given certain indices to find the rest—it is evident that the

fewer which are assumed as data the more confidence we may
have, if we find that the rest are all calculable within reason-

able limits. This, then, is the result of the present investi-

gation : given two indices, all the rest can be found within

limits, which are in a considerable number of instances very
fair approximations to the truth. As, how'ever, in the cases

observed the outstanding differences are in the same direc-

tion, and increase apparently towards the more refrangible

end of the spectrum, we have an indication of law, which
may be sought for both in the circumstances of the experi-

ment and in the mathematics of the problem.

It will be observed that the effect of substitution on the

quantity v— 1 is very marked indeed. Tliis is shown in the

case of ethyl sulphide and ethyl thiocarbamide, and stiU

more in that of the substitution of iodine and bromine for

chlorine. Iodine is peculiarly eftective in increasing the

* But in these latter the specific gravity is evidently too high iu
the case of acetone, and in a less degree with butyric ether.
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specific gravity in far greater proportion than it raises the

value of the refractive and dispersive jtowers. No simple

relation between either density and v— 1 or the quantity

denoted by h is as yet apparent. 1 have tried the square

and cube, and the square root and cube root of //, as well as

the simple power. I have noticed above that _y is in case
d

of some isomeric bodies nearly a constant, but this may be a

mere coincidence. It is, however, worth noticing, as \^h
enters the coefficient k of Airey's equation cited above. When
the logarithms are at hand, the calculations are so simple
that even in the absence of any theoretical considerations it

seemed worth while to try them.

It will be observed that the equation, by (^) and (?;),

a sin 6 = sin md

is impossible if a sin 6 is greater than unity. Now as a is

the ratio of two wave-lengths in free aether, denoted in this

investigation by X : Xj, we may ask what happens if the ratio

of Xi the upper wave-length to X the lower exceeds the ratio

unity. Now in all cases yet examined, with the exception

of selenium, this shorter wave-length is beyond violet and
indeed the visible spectrum. In selenium it must he some-
where near E ; in solid phosphorus and sulphur it is beyond
th(^ furthest limit of the spectrum towards its more refrangible

end, given by Prof. Langlcy, i. e. 0*3727. The results are

giv(m for these three substances in Table IV. annexed. It

will be seen that phos))horus reaches the limit at about 2684
and sulphur at nearly 2664. We may observe as a coinci-

dence that the behaviour of selenium in relation to light is

nnnarkable, while its red colour shows that the violet end of

the s])ectrum is absorbed. The results in Table V. are sup-

plemental, calculated to the nearest minute, from determina-

tions recently supplied by Dr. Gladstone, of v for water and
alcohol.

Abstract of Results.

1. That the relationship between the limit of refraction (v)

found by the equation a sin 6 = sin md, where a is the ratio

of two wave-lengths in fnn^ aether and m the corresj)on(ling

ralio in the medium, give a value which has the ])roperty

v—1
expressed by the equation .a constant, where d is the

density of the medium and v its limit of refraction at the same
temperature.
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2. That in isoinoric l)0(li<!S the same relation o])tain.s closely

in a large number of the bodies examined.

3. In all the cases examined j/ is a quantity not veri/ far

below ^A-
4. That the substitution of one chemical element for another

v-1
has a very great influence on the quantity —r— , and sul')-

stances with high chemical equivalent have, as far as ex-

amined, a far greater influence in increasing the density than

in raisin"; the limit.

5. That the equation a sin 6= sin m6 gives in the cases

examined an approximate value for all the other indices, two
b(uni>' assumed as data. In the case of rock-salt this holds ({ood

far down in the invisible heat-spectrum, and also in the ultra-

violet, but fails somewhat at a certain point in the flint-glass

spectrum, and also, to a less degree, at the upper end of the

visible spectrum of bisulphide of carbon.

It is evident that for a certain value of a and the equation

asm6=^mm6 becomes impossible. This would mean that

there is an upper limit which is given by a certain value

of wave-length, beyond which the formula gives impossible

results. In the case of selenium only, of the substances ex-

amined, is this limit within the visible spectrum. The ana-

logy with the critical angle of total reflexion gives this

circumstance considerable interest.

It is evident, then, in the present state of our data, that in

all cases examined the fornmla of Sir Geo. Airey gives an
approximate value of an index by means of two others, and
in this w^ay they can be calculated ; but that, as a rule,

the lower indices come out too high as compared with
the upper. A cause for this may perhaps be suggested
in the heating of the medium due to the absorption of the
rays; and as there seems to be evidence of absorption of

short waves above the longer ones, given by recent stellar

photometric determinations, this absorjjtion would perhaps, if

included in the conditions of the i)roblem, account for some
of the outstanding difference. This and anomalous dispersion

—itself apparently depending on absorption—opens an in-

teresting field of inquiry, and in this direction I propose to

pursue the investigation.

Since the above was written I have been informed by Dr.
Gladstone that he in some cases used a screen of solution of

alum, but found that practically nothing was gained by its

use. This fact, then, must be taken into account in any
attempt to exphiin the outstanding differences between theory
and observation.
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Table I.

—

Langley's Flint-glass Phism.

Line.
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Table III.

Bisulphide of Carbon.

Temp.

If)

38-0

10-0

24-5

Sp. G-rav.

d.

1 -2000

l-2r)'.l4

1-24U4

1-2793

1-25'J3

Index A.

Ma-

1-0227

1-()U7U

1-6026

Index II

1-7159

1-6972

1-6922

AngleA.
0..

18 38 2
18 25 50
18 25 30

Limit.

1-5044

1-5799

1-5752

Mol. dist,

h.

Another Specimen.

1-6153
I

1-7078 lis 37 431 1-5869

1-6045 1-6954 IS 30 45 1-5770

-048505
•04844

•048559

•048673
•048616

Specific

Limit.

46048
4()046

46038

45885
45819

Comparison of Values of Limit calculated from sine 9^ and arc 6^ with

corresponding angles for CS^ at 10°.—0g = 37° 44' 40"-

Sine .

Limit.

Arc .

Limit.

Sine

Arc

Line A.

18 37 43
1-5870

18 39 46
1-5869

B. C. D.

20 42 60

20 41 52

Another value obtained by interpolation, 9^— 31^ 29' 20'

24 19 59
1-5862

24 18 52
1-5861

E. F.

29 .54 4 34 19 40
1-5843

I

1-5847

29 55 58 34 16 62
1-5849

1
1-5848

27 23 30 29 54 50 34 13 40
1 27 21 1029 51 50|34 11 10

The value of v lies between 1-5867 and 1"5852.

18 35
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Table III. (continued').

Benzene.—Another Specimen.
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Table III. (continued).

337

Acetone.
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Table V.

Sp.g.
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produced by the action of the sun and moon the particles

mov(i in an excessively elongated ellipse, the shorter axis of

Avhicli is vertical.

Sir John Herschel clearly shows " that all the water that

o;oes to form the elevated portion of the tide-wave must be

brought from the depressed area ; and this can only take place

by a lateral approach of the vertical sections of the sea when
the water is rising, and their recess from each other when
falling-, which is only another way of expressing an alternating

backward and forward movement/^ * It is evident, from these

considerations, that we may practically consider the particles

of water in tidal movement to be differentiated in velocity

only by frictional retardation on the sea-bottom, in other

words, by work done on the materials constituting it.

It is necessary to explain that, in the free ocean, the total

height of the tide-wave between high and low water is but

small, and the advance and recess consequently not rapid ; but

by the concentration of forces the movement of an immense
mass of water, though at first slow, advancing up a gradually

constricted channel increases rapidly in velocity as the sectional

area diminishes, and a derivative wave is created.

With this bare statement of principle we will proceed to

question recorded phenomena, and see if it is borne out by the

facts of nature.

Evidences of Bottom-velocity.—Between Glas island and
Sgeir-i-Noe, in the Little Minch off the west coast of Scotland,

the flood-stream often takes the buoys of the long lines down

;

" and it is a remarkable circumstance, indicative of the great

depth of the tidal-stream here, that the buoys, though anchored

in 70 or 80 fathoms, are taken completely to the bottom
;

star-fish and other marine animals being found attached to

them." t As in fine weather the surface-velocity here is only

1^ knots per hour, it seems pretty evident the bottom-velocity

in this case must exceed that at the surface.

In the Gulf of Coirebhreacain, between Scarba and Jura,

the tide runs with a velocity, by actual test, of 9i miles an
hour. The principal stream of flood enters from the eastward
from the Sound of Jura, and runs out in a dangerous race

about N.W. for about halfway towards Colonsay, forming-

eddies from the island of Scarba on its western side.

During the time that the stream of flood runs westward
through the middle of the Gulf there are counter-streams

* Physical Geography, p. 63.

\ ' Sailing- Directions for the \Yest Coast and Islands of Scotland from
the Mull of Cantvre to Cape Wrath,' p. 119.
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runnin<; eastward alon<i; both sides of tlic Gulf, wliich contri-

bute to increase tlie a^jfitation of the waters*.

The width of the channel is about two thirds of a mile, and

its greatest depths from yO to 105 fathoms, while in the

Sound of Jura and in the sea to the westward the soundings

are oenerally much less. The greatest depth occurs just in

the position it should do if attributal)le to the excavating

power of the current. One of the soundings of 86 fathoms on

my chart shows a rock l)ottom, so probably the tide swee[)S

the bottom of the channel as dee])ly as the rock will allow.

To the west of Scarba, and turning at an angle from the

Coirebhreacain channel in the direction of Loch Linnhe, is a

depression or "deep," with soundings of from 113 to 124

fathoms. It is very probable that the action of the tide in

these complicated channels between the numerous islands pro-

duces under-currents, having a direction diverse from and

perhaps sometimes opposite to the surface-streams.

To the eastward of Barra Island, from south of Barra

Head to Barra Sound, a distance of over 30 miles and parallel

to the land, is a trench from 100 to 132 fathoms deep; while

outside the general depth is about 80 fathoms with a muddy
bottom. In this trench four of the soundings show a rocky

bottom at depths of 104, 125, 128, and 132 fathoms ; while

one of 131 fathoms is marked as stony, the remainder being-

sand, shells, or mud. Here, again, it is evident that the tidal

scour has eroded this channel at a depth of 780 feet.

In the Little Minch there is a " deep " between the Isle of

Skyeand North Uist with a sounding of 107 fathoms, "rock,"

the surrounding bottom, with soundings from 50 to i'O fathoms,

being shells, sand, or mud.
Between the island of Rum and the island of Barra there

are a good many soundings showing rock, which are deeper

than others in the vicinity which have mu<ldy bottoms.

Off the island of Rathlin, north of county Antrim, there is

a deep or pool with soundings of 100 to 133 fathoms ; several

of the deepest show rock. The surrounding bottom is of

shells, sand, and mud at less de})ths.

It seems to me pretty evident that, as in the case ol" the

" remarkabki ditch," mentioned by Captain Beechy, otf the

coast of Wigtonshire, 20 miles long by about a mile only in

width, and from 400 to (iOO feet deeper than the general level

of the bottom about it, these " deeps " off the Scotch and Irish

coasts have also l)een " scoojjed out" by the tidef-

• ' Sailing DLrectious, West Coa.st of Scotland,' p. 43.

t See "Tidal Action as a Geological Cause," I'roc. Geol. Soc. of Liver-

pool, l«73-4.
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It is true that some of these depressions have been claimed

by Prof. James Geikie as the work of glaciers, but there

seems to me insufficient grounds for that assumption. In the

first place, before it could be admitted, we should have to prove

that these deeps are rock-basins ; which, as the surrounding
bottoms are all, or nearly all, mud and sand, it would be diffi-

cult to do.

They may or may not be rock-basins ; but even if we admit
that glaciers could, under certain conditions, scoop out de-

pressions in a rocky floor in such positions (a question on which
there exists much difference of opinion), these channels or

depressions could not have been cleared of the deposits which
formerly filled them, or afterwards have been kept open, except

by the action of sea-currents.

Thus it is seen that, while the form of the channels and
coast-lines affect the direction and velocity of the tidal cur-

rents, the tidal flow reacts under favourable conditions and
increases the depths of the channels. Thus the actual erosive

influence on a rocky bottom may be small ; on a bottom of

softer materials it may be large, sweeping away the looser

sands, gravels, or clays until it reaches the rock, or until its

force is expended and an equilibrium of velocity and depth be
attained. It is at all events remarkable that in all the deep
pools I have mentioned, some of the deepest soundings disclose

rock while the shallower ones do not.

This seems to me irreconcilable with the glacial theory of

the origin of these " deeps."

It will not follow from the principles I have attempted to

enunciate that the deepest channels are always situated where
there is the swiftest current. The velocity of the cm-rent, on
the contrary, is often increased by the sudden shoaling of the

water, so that the most dangerous and impetuous tides maybe
caused by rocky ledges which resist erosive action.

The deeps, I take it, are the result of the steady movement
of a great body of water, having usually a bottom-velocity

probably not much less than that of the surface, and in some
cases more ; and the depth of erosion is to a large extent

determined by the nature of the materials upon which the

moving waters act.

The Tide as a Distributer.—The foregoing examples have
all been taken from a coast where the contours and islands

give great diversity and strength to the currents, and where
the erosive action is consequently at its greatest. But, as a
distributer of material, the tide performs perhaps a greater

function. In less restricted areas it is not so forcible in action,

but spreading over a larger area the amount of material dealt

Fhil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 156. Jilag 1888. 2 A
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with is infinitely greater. It is by tidal influence that the

material brou<>;ht down by continental rivers and that frayed

by >vaves and currents from the coast is oradually worked out

to the ocean depths. The North Atlantic is (listin(j;uished l)y

a more widesjwcad distribution of sediment over its floor than

most of the oceans, doubtless due, as I have elsewhere pointed

out, to the more numerous and greater sedimentary contribu-

tions of the rivers draining the surrounding land areas.

Without tidal action this sediment would be left to shoal

the inshore waters instead of being gradually worked out to

great depths, which is what actually takes place. Unfortu-
nately at present our knowledge of the nature of the ocean-

bottom is extremel}^ limited, and quite insufficient to justify

the wide generalizations of some too-ardent naturalists who
would paralyze inquiry by their rigid systems.

Tidal Movements in the Ocean.—Although it is on the lit-

toral margins and the shallow seas opening into the oceans

that the resistless force of the tides is the most obvious, the

tidal influence is felt in the profoundest depths of the ocean.

Sir John Herschel says that " a tide-wave of 4 feet of total

height, advancing over a sea 30,000 feet deep, implies an
advance and recess of 2800 feet, which being spread over six

hours is nowhere very rapid."*

The mean depth of the ocean is probably not more than

12,500 feetf, and there is every reason to believe that the slow

movements of these enormous bodies of water, by concentration

in deep channels favourai)ly circuinstanced, get translated into

rapid currents that scour the bottom. Formerly it was su])-

posed that the waters of these great depths were profoundly

and universally still, but the information gained in laying

deep-sea cables ])roves that swift currents sometimes prevail.

Sir James Anderson, the eminent telegraph-engineer, says, in

a letter to me :
—" Perhaps the most marked ex])erience we

have ha<l of currents at great depths was in the case of the

Falmouth cable near Gibraltar. At 500 fathoms the wire

was ground like the edge of a razor, and we had to abandon
it and lay a cable well inshore. Captain Nares, of the sur-

veying ship ' Nemesis,' I think with tangles could get no
speciuK^n of the bottom whatever, and he thinks he got suffi-

cient evidence to {trove the existence of a perfect sAvirl at that

depth." X

• .".0,000 feet is doc^por ihnn llie drepest soundirirs vet urdidod,

t Dr. .loliii ^Murray innkcs it 207ti i'atlioras (Sc-ottisli (icoj^niiihiriil

Mapaziiu;
;
jtnper rejid before tho IJoynl [Society of Edinburj.'-li, Decem-

ber 10, 18S7).

X Quoted by iiiu in " The North Atlantic as a Geolof^ical IJasiu." I're-

eidential Address, Liverpool Geol. See. Session 1885-C.
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Mr. Edward Stallibrass, in a valuable paper on Deep-sea

Sounding- in connexion with submarine Telegraphy*, saj's :

—

" Of all bottoms these oozes are the ones to be preferred.

The fact of their being found shows that no currents exist in

those parts, and they are so soft that the cable sinks far down
into them. The old idea that currents do not exist at any

great depths has long since been rejected. Currents may
exist at almost any depth. Between the Canary Isles there

are strong currents 1000 fathoms below the surface, and their

scouring action may be clearly detected."

Mr. J. Y. Buchanan, in the discussion on Mr. Stallibrass'

paper, also said :
—" If we find hard ground we know that there

must be something to prevent the accumulation of sediment.

Now the only thing that prevents the accumulation of sedi-

ment is a current ; and one help that telegraph soundings

have thus given to geographical science is the indication that

tidal currents exist even at very great depths in the open

ocean." t

I have very little doubt that these currents are of tidal

origin. Mere differences of specific gravity in the ocean water,

whether due to temperature or salinity, are insufficient, in my
opinion, to produce such rapid currents ; but the arrest and

concentration of the immense mass of ocean water set in move^
ment by the attraction of the sun and moon are more potent

influences. The comparative neglect of tidal action as a geo-

logical cause is doubtless due to our usually looking at the

tides as superficial currents ; whereas, unlike currents of the

Gulf-stream type, they extend to the bottom of the deepest

oceans. The subject is one capable of much development
;

and numerous other illustrations could doubtless be brought

forward to fill up this merely outline-sketch which would sus-

tain the main principle I have sought to establish, namely, that

tidal action as a physical agent is not confined to coasts and
shallow seas and estuaries, but is a widespread and potent

cause of geological change.

XLVI. Mathematical Spectral Analysis ofMagnesium and
Carbon. By Dr. A. Grunwald. (Abstract.)

[For this Abstract the Editors are greatly indebted to Prof. Liveing.]

THE author^s method of analysis consists, in general, in

tracing a simple numerical relation between the wave-
lengths of some of the lines in the spectrum of one substance A,
and those of lines in the spectrum of some other substance B.

* Journ. of the Society of Telegraph Engineers, p. 509 (1887).
+ Ibid. p. 514.

2 A2
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The group of lines thus hurinonically related the author infers

to bo due to a common component of A and B, and the ratio

of the wave-lengths to bo dependent on the influence of the

other components. He had j)reviou.sly applied his method
to the analysis of the spectra of hydrogen and oxygen, and
concluded that hydrogen is compos(Ml of two primary elements,

a and b, and has the chemical formula hcii ; and that a is the

substance which, when uncombined, produces the " coronal

line " and some others in the solar atmosphere (hence called
" coronium "), while h is the substance which, when uncom-
bined, gives the lines ascribed to "helium" (D3&C.). Oxygen
he thinks to be composed of a substance H' combined with

another substance 0'; this substance 0' being a compound
with the foi-mnla 64O5", where 0" is again a compound /^jCg,

so that = ^'hi{l>iC^)^. How he arrived at these particular

formula' he reserves for publication in a future more complete
memoir. The spectrum of O" will include a group of lines

due to h which will be harmonically related to a corresponding
group in the spectrum of hydrogen ; but inasmuch as h is

combined in the one case with c and in the other case with a,

and the ])roportions in which it is combined are also different

in the two cases, the wave-lengths of the group of linos are

not identical in the two spectra, but are only harmonically
related. Again, the wave-lengths of lines due to h in the

spectrum of 0" when it is free will be, not identical with, but
harmonically related to the corr('sj)onding lines in the spec-

trum of oxygen in which 0" occurs under the constraint of

combination with h and H'.

The criteria by which the primary elements a, h, c may be

recognized are as follows :

—

I. If \ be the wave-length of the group of rays produced
by a as it exists in hydrogen:

(1) 19/30 X will be the wave-length of the corresponding

ray in the si)ectrum of water, due to a in the state in Mdiichit

exists in hydrogen in the state in which the latter occurs in

water-vapour ; and

(2) 3/4\&(3) 5(;/75X will be the wave-lengths of two
other corresponding rays in the water-spectrum.

II. If \ be the wave-length of one of the group of rays due
to h in the state in which it occurs in hydrogen under the

influence of a:

(1) 4/5 A. will 1)0 the wave-length of the corresponding ray

in the water-si)('ctrum due to b as it exists in hydrogen in the

state in which the latter occurs in water

;

(2) 4(5/41 \ will be the wave-length of the corresponding

ray of the oxygen-spectrum due to b as it exists in 0' in the

state in which the latter occurs in free oxygen ; and
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(2a) 23/32 x 46/41 \ will be that of tlie corresponding ray

of tlie water- s]iectrum due to h as it exists in 0' in the state

in wliich the latter occurs in the combined oxygen of water
;

(3) 70/51) X will be a wave-length of a ray of the oxygen-
spectrum due to h as it exists in 0" in the state in which the

latter occurs in 0' in free oxygen ; and
(3fl) 21/32 X 70/59 X Avillbe the wave-length of the corre-

sponding ray of the water-spectrum due to h as it exists in

0" as the latter exists in 0' in the combined oxygen of water.

III. If X be the wave-length of a line in the oxygen-
spectrum due to c as it exists in 0" as the latter exists in 0'

in free oxygen :

(1) 3/5 X will be the wave-length of the corresponding ray

of the water-spectrum due to c as it exists in 0" in 0' in the

combined oxygen of M'ater (chief criterion)
;

(2) 5/8 X will be the wave-length of another line of the

group in the same spectrum due to 0", which group includes

other rays besides those referred to in the last preceding
paragraph,

IV. If X be a wave-length of free helium, thai is of helium
in the state in which it occurs along with coronium uncom-
bined, when hydrogen is dissociated at high temperature and
diminished pressure, and its volume thereby increased in the

ratio 3/2:

2/3 X will be the wave-length of the corresponding ray of

the hydrogen- spectrum due to h as it is chemically combined
in hydrogen; and X'= 2/3X w'ill satisfy the criteria above
given tmder II., so that 4/5 X', 23/32 X 46/41 X', and
21/32 X 70/59 X' will be the wave-lengths of three lines of

the water-spectrum, and 46/41 X' and 70/59 X^ those of two
lines of the oxygen-spectrum.

V. On the other hand, if X be the wave-length of a ray of

free "coronium," 2/3X(=X') will be the corresponding
wave-length in the group of lines of hydrogen due to the

combined " coronium," and will satisfy the criteria above
given under I.; so that 19/30 X', 3/4 X', and 56/75 X' will be
very nearly the wave-lengths of three lines of the water-
spectrum.

VI. The wave-lengths of all the lines of the elementary
line-spectra of hydrogen and oxygen, when multiplied by 2/3
(the factor of condensation of the gases in the formation of

water-vapour), become wave-lengths of corresponding lines

in the spectrum of water.

Applying his analysis to magnesium, the author finds that

the lines of the magnesium-spectrum fall into four groups. Of
these the first consists of the Hues for which X=5710, 5529,

5527, 5183, 5172, 4481, 4456, which he ascribes to helium (or h
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as it occurs in bydrogen) existing as a component of maf^nesium

without condensation. The proof is that 2/3 A-, whicli may be

written X', satisfies the criteria above given for such linos
;

that is to say, 4/5 \' is the wave-length of a \\m^ of tlie water-

spectrum, as are also 25/32 x4G/4lX' and 21/32 x 70/51) X'.

In fact, of the 21 numbers calculated from these formula?,

15 agree, within a fraction of a unit of Angstrom^s scale,

with the wave-lengths of lines of the water-spectrum observed

by Liveing and Dewar. The remaining 6 lines the author

thinks must have escaped observation merely through their

feebleness, because the wave-length of each of them is the

half of the wave-length of a corresponding line in the com-
pound line-spectrum of hydrogen ; and he has elsewhere

shown that, in general, the half of the wave-length of a line

in the last-named spectrum is the wave-length of a line of the

water-spectrum.

X' ought to satisfy also the criteria IV., but no line of

wave-length X' has as yet been observed in the spectrum of

hydrogen ; while of 46/41 X' only 4135-5, and of 70/59 X' only

4371'7, are the wave-lengths of observed lines of oxygen.

The magnesium-lines 5529, 4481, and 4456 coincide,

within the limits of errors of observation, with lines of the

compound line-spectrum of hydrogen.

The second group of magnesium-lines consists of those for

which X=
5167
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and in carbon) in the same chemical state in each of them, but

in combination with different kinds of matter, the intensities

of the rays due to c will be variously affected by the action of

these different kinds of matter. This is the reason vvhy, for

instance, many rays of c are seen in the oxygen-spectrum which
disappear from the spectrum of magnesium or carbon and vice

versa ; so that without mathematical analysis it is almost im-

possible to recognize this element and trace it spectroscopically

in different snbstancos, even when it occurs in them in the

same state. Lately the author has succeeded in detecting c

in nitrogen also, and in the same state as it occurs in oxygen,
carbon, and magnesium.

The third group of magnesium-lines consists of all the lines

and sharp edges of bands, thirty in number, with wave-lengths

between 3896 and 3329'1 observed by Liveing and Dewar
and by Hartley and Adeney, and, according to our author,

forms part of the large group of lines in the hydrogen-
spectrum produced by the primary element h in the chemical

state in which it occurs in hydrogen under the influence of a

or " coronium." The wave-lengths of this group, when nml-
tiplied by 4/5, give the wave-lengths of corresponding lines

of the water-spectrum due to h as it occurs in hydrogen in

water ; and when multiplied by 46/41 and by 70/59, give the

wave-lengths of lines of oxygen due to h as it occurs in 0' in

oxygen and as it occurs in 0" in 0' in oxvgen, respectively

;

and when multiplied by 23/32x46 '41 and 21/32x70/59,
give the w^ave-lengths of corresponding groups of lines in the

water-spectrum. None of the group have as yet been ob-

served in the spectrum of hydrogen, but several of them have
been observed in that uf the oxyhydrogen-flame. As regards

the water-spectrum, the agreement of the observed with the

calculated lines is close and very complete throughout the long

list of some ninety lines. As regards the oxygen-spectrum,
only a few of the calculated wave-lengths correspond to lines

of which observations are recorded. The existence of these,

hitherto unnoticed, oxygen rays is therefore an inference

from the existence of the rays of water which are harmoni-
cally related to them.

The fourth group of magnesium-lines includes 3336*2, and
all the lines more refrangible than it observed by Liveing
and Dewar and by Hartley and Adeney. This group forms
part of the large group of lines of the water-spectrum due to

h as it occurs in hydrogen in water-vapour ; and for nearly

every one of the fifty lines of the group, a line with the

same wave-length within one unit of Angstrom's scale has

been observed by Liveing and Dewar. What differences of
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wave-length tlioro are may moslly be ascribed to errors of

observation ; tlionorh they may l)e in some j)art duo to slight,

merely ])hysical differences of condensation of tlie chemically

condensed gas J> as it exists in water-vapour on the one hand,

and in magnesium on the other.

That these magnesium-lines, which are also water-lines,

really belong to the group of linos due to h as it exists in

hydrogen in water the author thinks to be proved ; because

when their wave-lengths are multiplied bv 5/4, thev satisfy

the criteria II. so far that if X"=5/4X, 23/32 x 46,41 \" and
21/32 X 70/59 X" respectively are groups ofwave-lengths which
agree well with observed wave-lengths in the water-s])ectrum.

46/41 X" and 70/59 X" should also be the wave-lengths of

oxygen-lines ; but of these only a few agree Avith the wave-
lengths of observed lines. The absence of the greater part

of the lines of these groups from the observed oxygen-spectrum
and of the group with wave-length X" from the hydrogen-
spectrum, the author ascribes to the weakness of the lines

under ordinary circumstances ; and he expects that oxygen
and hydrogen will yet, under some different conditions, be

made to emit them with sensible intensitv. His theory, then,

is that magnesium is a compound containing :

—

(1) Helium, without condensation or dilatation, which in

magnesium emits only the rays of group I. ; all its other rays,

including Dg, being weakened by the influence of the other

comj)onents.

( 2) The primary element c, in the same state in which it

occurs in oxygen and carbon, giving tlie rays of group II.

(3) The ])rimary element b in that state in which it occurs

in free hydrogen, giving the rays of group III.

(4) The primary element h, but in the chemically more
condensed state in which it occurs in the hydrogen of water-

vapour, giving, under the influence of the other components,

the rays of the partial group IV. with more or less intensity.

Applying the same method to carbon, ho finds ll : i i

rays of the elementary line-spectrum of that substance form

five grou])S. The first consists of the rays for which X is

6583-0, 6577-5, 5694-1, 5660-9, 5646-5, 5638-6, and 5150-5.

In this grouj) X, when multiplied by 3/5, satisfies very com-
pletely the crit(M-ia II. for b as it occurs in hydrogen, so far

as <h(f calculated wave-lengths of rays of water are concerned;

but only one of the corresponding rays of hydrogen, and none
of those of oxygen, have been recorded as occurring in the

S])ectra of these substances. Nevertheless several of ihese

rays have been observed by Liveing in the oxybydrogen-
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flaino ; and in such a flaino there are variable quantities of the

unconibined gases, so that the rays in question may really he

emitted by oxygen or hydrogen, through mixed up in the

photograph with the rays of water. The ratio 3/5, which
expresses the relation between \ in tliis group to the wave-
lenoth of a corresponding ray in the spectrum of hydrog(!n,

according to the author's theory indicates the ratio between
the volume which a given quantity of h in free hydrogen
occupies and the volume which the same quantity of h in

carbon occupies. So that if the chemical density of h in free

hydrogen be 1, that of h in the state in which it occurs in

carbon will be 5/3.

The second group of carbon-lines, for which X is (5577*5,

5G38-G, 5379-0, 5150-5, 5144-2, 5133-0, 4266-0, 3919, fulfils

criteria III. for the element c in the same state as that in

which it occurs in oxygen. For 3/5 A, and 5/8 X agree closely

with the observed wave-lengths of lines of the Avater-spectrum.

This group, like the second grouj) of magnesium-rays, forms
but a part of the whole group of rays which c can emit when
in the state of chemical condensation in which it occurs in

oxygen and in magnesium. And this partial appearance of the

group depends on the intensities which are determined by the

influence of the other elements with which c is combined.
The third group of carbon rays, for which A, is 3919, 3881-9,

3877, 3875-7, 3870*7, 3589-9, 3584-8, 3583-3, 3167-7, 2993-1,

forms, like the third group of magnesium-lines, a part of the

grouj) of lines which h can emit when it is in the state in

which it exists in free hydrogen. It satisfies the same tests

as the corresponding magnesium group and with equal com-
pleteness. That b in carbon should give aji entirely different

group of rays from that given by the same matter existing in

the same state of condensation in magnesium, the author ex-
plains, as before, by the variations of intensity induced by the

other elements in the two substances.

The lines of the fourth group, for which X is 3166, 2993-1,

29(57-3, 2881-1, 2837-3, 2836-7, 2835-9, 2746-5, 2733-2,2640,
and 2523*6 (silicon-line), like the fourth group of magnesium-
h'nes, are also, within the limits of error of observation, lines

of the watei-s])('ctrum. Also 5/4 X satisfies, to the same
extent as in the case of the coi-responding group belonging to

magnesium, the criteria II. for the wave-lengths of rays due
to h in the same chemical state as that in which it occurs in

the hydrogen in water-vapour ; and, as before, the author
thinks that the ratio 5/4 indicates the condensation of h, in

the form in which it exists in carbon and produces this grou}),

as compared with its condensation in free hydrogen.
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The fifth group consists of the remaining lines of carbon,

together with tlie lines which were at first attributed to carbon

by Liveingand Dewar, and were afterwards shown by Hartley

to be ])roduced by silicon. The author's analysis leads him to

think that the latter lines belong both to carbon and silicon,

and are due to a common element in those substances. The
wave-lengths of the whole group, when multiplied by 5/4,

become wave-lengths of lines of the water-spectrum ; and
when multiplied by 25/16 give a group of wave-lengths which
satisfies the criteria 11. for A as it occurs in hydrogen as com-
pletely as any of the preceding groups so far as the water-

spectrum is concerned, and somewhat more completel}^ than

them so far as the observed lines of hydrogen and oxygen
are concei-ned. The factors 5/4 and 25/16 are interpreted to

indicate the condensation of b, as in former cases. It is

noteworthy that 25/16 x 2506-6= 3916-5 = 2/3 x 5874-7, the

wave-length of the helium-ray D^.

The conclusion is that carbon contains c in the same state

as that in which it occurs in oxygen and in magnesium, and b

in four different states : (1) in which it is less condensed than

in hydrogen in the ratio 3:5; (2) in which it is in the same
state as in free hydrogen

; (3) in which it is in the state

in which it occurs in the hydrogen in water-vapour, more
condensed, in the ratio 5 : 4, than in free hydrogen ; and

(4) in which it is still more condensed, in the ratio 25 : 1(5,

than in free hydrogen. In the second and third of these

states b occurs also in nuignesium.

XLVII. The Absolute Wave-length of Light.—Fnrt II. %
Louis Bell, Fellow in Physics in Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity*.

[Continued from p. 2G3.]

THIS continuation of my jirevious paper contains the

angular measurements and the details of the measure-

ment and calibration of the gratings, together with the final

results. In addition I have endeavoured to ])oint out the

probable sources of error in some recent determinations of

absolute wave-length.

Angular Measxirements.

In my former paper (this Journal, March 1887) the work
with glass gratings was described in detail, so that it will only

be necessary to sunnnarize it here.

• Communicated by the Author.
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Grating I. was used during October and November 1886,
and forty-eight series of observations were obtained as follows,

each series consistin<r of three to seven observations:

—

Date.

Oct

Nov

G.
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( 'onibining and weighting, the mean value is

«^=42°4'59"-28±0"-2.

The ]ii-obable error is equivalent to about one part in six

hundred thousand in the wave-length.

Both the glass gratings were used exclusively for the line

D,, which was on the whole most convenient for measure-

ment, D2 being rejected by reason of the troublesome atmo-
spheric lines. The relative wave-lengths of a very large

number of lines have been so exactly determined by Prof.

Eowland that any one of them would have given results

equally valuable, and in the subsequent work with gratings

III. and IV., two of these standard lines were employed.

In this second part of the investigation, the gi-atings as

before mentioned were used on the large spectrometer in

which the telescopes were kept at a fixed angle and the

grating was turned. This method is, of course, applicable

only to very solid instruments in which the angh^ can n^adily

be kept constant, and it should be further noted that it also

requires the use of very perfect gratings, since the grating is

used asymmetrically. As a result of this the spectra on the

two sides differ in dispersion; and if the ruling is irregular

either in spacing or in contour of the individual lines, may
differ quite widely in focal-length definition and illumination.

After critical examination gratings III. and TV. appeared to

be so nearly perfect in riding as to bo quite secure from the

dangers of the method. The method has moreover the dis-

tinct advantage of enabling the angle of deviation to be

varied within certain narrow limits. Hence it becomes pos-

sible so to arrange the apparatus as to give to some con-

venient line a double deflection that shall be an exact sub-

multiple of 360°. This once accomj)lished it becomes an easy

matter com})letely to eliminate the errors of the divided circle

and obtain a value of ?i(j) (.le])endent only on the micrometer

constants, which in turn may be themselves almost eliminated.

To be sure, this method practically confines observations to

the spectra of a given order and limits the choice of lines for

measurem(>nt, but the first objection does not ap])ly to gratings

of which the ruling is very nearly perfect, and since the re-

lative wave-lengths of a large number of liiu;s are known with

very great exactness, measurements of the absolute wave-length

are quite comparable even if made on different lines.

As regards the constancy of the angle between the colli-

mator and observing telescope, there was every reason to ex-

pect entire permanence throughout the experinu'nts ; and

observation soon justified this expectation. The telescopes
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were firmly secured at Loth ends to one iind the same casting,

whicli in turn was firmly bedded in a brick pier. In addi-

tion the size of the apparatus was such that a variation of

even V in the angle was quite improbable. The angle,

measured in the ordinary way with a collimating eye-i)icce,

could be determined to 1" of arc, exclusive of errors of gra-

duation in the circle. At first there appeared to be distinct

variations in the angle as determined at the beginning of

each series of observations, reaching sometimes more than

10". It soon appeared, however, that when the same part of

the circle was used the angle between the telescopes was

sensibly the same, and the apparent variations were then

traced to a periodic error in the divided circle, which by the

method of repetition was completely eliminated from the

measurements of angles of deviation, and only appeared in

the determinations of 6. This error was finally eliminated by

measuring 6 in various portions of the circle.

The method of determining <^ was as follows :—The in-

strument being adjusted by the ordinary methods, a suitable

line was selected for measurement, and then the angle 6 was
slightly increased or diminished until, by measurement of a

double deflection, n(j) was found to be very close indeed to

360°. Then a double deflection was carefully measured, and
if time permitted several times repeated, an observer always

being at the eye-piece to see that the line did not move
from the cross hairs while the micrometers were being read.

Then, clamping the main circle, the grating-holder was turned

through 20 until the line was very closely upon the cross

hairs, any slight readjustments made necessary by this dis-

turbance of the instrument were made, and the process was
re})eated. In this way the initial line of the circle was finally

reached and a value of n^ obtained which depended only on
the algebraical sum of the micrometer-readings, always a

small quantity.

The determination of the temperature, a very difficult and
uncertain matter in the case of glass gratings, is here com-
paratively simple. A sensitive thermometer (Baudin 6156)
was kept in contact with the grating, its bulb being carefully

shielded by cotton. The construction of the spectrometer

made it impracticable to shield the grating eff*ectively from
radiation from the observer's body ; but the thermometer
apparently proved efi^ective in giving the real temperature,

since no discrepancies in the results could be traced to thermal

causes. The thermometer-readings w^ei'e made to 0°'05, and
the temperature of observation rarely varied more than two
or three deorees from 20° C.
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The tL'iniK'raturo bein^- thus obtaiiunl, tlio necessary cor-

rection was iiilrodiiced directly into the annle of" deviation.

Writing the I'orniulii lor Avave-length in the form

A,= C.ssin
(f)j

^vhero C is a factor depending on the method in ^vhich the

grating is used, and differentiating we obtain

— = — cot ^S</),

where, if we take 1^ for the temperature variation, — is the

coefficient of expansion. Whence

cot (/>

correction for 1° variation in temperature. For grating III.,

for instance, 8^= 2""Gb8; and by this means all the deviations

were reduced to 20°. Writing again the equation for wave-

length in the form for the method here used,

c=sin ^ cos 6.

Now to obtain the variation in ^ due to a change in the angle

between the telescopes,

S^= tan </) tan 6hd.

Taking now t6=V' and ^ as found in these experiments,

8(/)= 0"-089.

By this means the necessary correction could be introduced

in the angle of deviation, but the angle between the tele-

scopes was so nearly constant as to render this correction

needless.

The line selected for measurement with III. was a sharp

one in th(^ green at 5133*i)5 of Rowland's map. The angle

6 between the tck^scopes was adjusted so that in the eighth

order the double deflection was 1'2F. Eighteen complete

series of observations were then obtained, each giving a value

of 100, from which the errors of the circle were com])letely

eliminated. The results in detail were as follows, corrected

to 20° on thermometer used :

—
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Date.

1887. Nov. 2

3
4
5

5

9

16

16
17

22
29
29
29

30
30
30
1

1

Dec.

. 36
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1887.

1888.

Date.
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diameters—is by no means an easy matter, and at the same
time a powerful and symmetrical illumination is absolutely

necessary for the most accurate work, jiarticularly in the case

of rather small grating-spaces. I had been thoroughly dis-

satisfied with the illumination previously used—a lamp at a

suitable distance—and now made a radical change. A three-

candle power electric lamp was attached directly to the

microscope just below the eyepiece and about a foot above the

objects measured. A small mirror carried by an arm screwed
to the objective reflected the beam into the Tolles illuminator.

A glass bulb filled with water surrounded the light and
served the double purpose of stopping radiation and partially

condensing the beam upon the mirror above mentioned.

I am aware that such an arrangement is somewhat revolu-

tionary, and it was only after a careful trial that I convinced

myself that the heat from so near a source was not injurious.

In the first place, it should be noted that the lamp is only

used for a few moments at a time and at intervals long com-
pared with the time of observation. Thus the very minute
heat-wave that reaches the bar through the bulb of water can-

not possibly produce a perceptible rise of temperature during
the time of an observation, while during the intervals it is

completely dissipated.

As an experimental fact, no heating effect whatever is

sensible even after a whole day's observations. To show at

once tliis fact, and the general character of an average series

of comparisons I subjoin ten comparisons of Dm^S^2 with a
certain decimetre on glass, made at intervals of about three-

quarters of an hour on two successive days. The figures are

taken directly from my note-book.

Date.

Jmie 1, 1887 DmiS^

8.
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radiation should be at their maximum ; but the precedino;

series, including as it does all the experimental errors, and

sho\ving an extreme variation of but 0'^'5 leaves, I think,

little to be desired.

The comparator was placed in a vault some six feet below

the level of the street, which was provided with thick double

walls with an air-space between. This observing-room enabled

the temperature to be kept down to a daily variation of less

than half a degree, the extreme range for several days being

frequently less than that amount. Before this vault in the

new Physical Laboratory was completed, the comparator had

been ])laced in an upper room of one of the old buildings,

where it was well nigh impossible to keep anything like a

constant temperature, particularly since the heat was unavoid-

ably partially shut off during the night. Owing to this state

of affairs the measurement of the gratings on which my pre-

liminary wave-length was based was made under difhculties,

and in most of the series necessarily under a rising tempera-

ture. Now when a glass standard is measured against a metal

one, glass, being a notoriously bad conductor, and having a

very small coefficient of expansion, if any rise of temperature

takes place the length found for the glass will be too small, for,

responding less readily to a change, it will be actually measured

at a lower temperature.

It therefore became necessary to re-measuri' the glass

gratings Nos. L and IL, to eliminate this source of error,

which was done before the results for IIL and IV. were

obtained. These gratings are very nearly 3 centim. long, and

they were therefore compared with successive triple centi-

metres of S^2 until the fifteen-centimetre mark was reached.

Grating I. was first taken in hand and six complete series

of observations were obtained, each micrometer reading

being the mean of several, and the extreme limits of tem-

perature-variation during the two days occupied by the

comparisons being 0°*3 C. The following gives a summary
of the results :

—

cm. 8.

5G= 15Sa2+lit-0'

5G= 15 8^2 + 21-5

5G = loS'^a+lS'l 1 Af 100.0(1
5G = 15S''2 + 23-l) r^^

^"^ ^^•

5G= 15S% + 22-(?

5G = 15 8^ + 18-3.

Hence combining these and reducing them to the standard

temperature of 20° we have:

—

60,000 spaces=5G=15 centim. S"2 + 5'*-2 at 20°.
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The micrometer-constant here used was that of the new
micrometer, where 18= 0'^"257.

In precisely the same way grating II. was remeasured, the

six series giving the following relations :

—

cm. S.

5a = 15 8^2 + 157-4"

5G= 15 8^2 + 154-9

5G = 15 S-''2+ 154-5

5a=15S=>2 + 152-4

5G = 15 S'-'2 + 154-9

5a=15S''2 + 162-4_

Combining and reducing these results as before, we have the

equation

42640 spaces=5G= 15 centim. S"2+ 39''-9 at 20°.

The temperature-variation in the two days of observation was
only 0°-2.

Gratings III. and IV. were then measured. In this case a

large number of comparisons were obtained at both high and
low temperatures with the object of detecting any differences

which might exist between the coefficients of expansion of

the gratings and those of the speculum-metal standards. III.

and IV. being a little over a decimetre in length were very
easy to measure, particularly since the lines were very sharp

and of approximately the same width as those on the

standards.

III. proved to have sensibly the same coefficient as the

standards. I subjoin the comparisons made at or very near
20°:—

8.

G = DmiS^2 + 32-9

G= ,
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series is 2*'2, very nearly 0'*"5, or one part in two Innidrcd

thousand.

In the case of IV. tin? coefficient appeared to be somewhat
smaller than that of S"2. The rano;e of tenijjerature secured

was not large, but as nearly as could be ascertained the coeffi-

cient is about Ki'^'l per metre per degree, while that of the

standards is \l^''d per metre per degree. However, since

the measurements of <^ made with IV. were distributed with

a tolerable degree of synunetry on both sides of 20°, any
error due to an inexact value of the coefficient of expansion

would aj)]»ear mainly in the probable error of <p. The varia-

tion found would, as a matter of fact, have changed the final

value of 4> by less than 0"-2.

The comparisons of IV. made near 20*^ were as follows :

—

S.

G =
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the errors of ruling in a grating were briefly noticed. It will

be well here to enter somewhat more into detail.

The grating- space is never perfectly uniform throughout
the whole extent of the ruled surface. The variations may be
in general classed as regular and irregular. In the first class

we put variations in the grating-space which are purely

periodic or purely linear. These produce respectively
" ghosts ^^ and difference in focus of the spectra on opposite

sides of the normal. Either fault might be large enough to

unfit the grating for wave-length determination, and would
always be undesirable, but nevertheless would introduce no
gross errors into the result. Variations of the second class

include the displacement, omission or exaggeration of a line

or lines, and, what is of great importance, a more or less

sudden change in the grating-space producing a section of

the grating having a grating-space peculiar to itself. The
former types of accidental error, unless extensive, are harm-
less, and are present in most gratings, usually showino- as

faint streaks in the ruhng. It is with the last-mentioned

error that we mainly have to do.

Consider a grating the spacing, of which is sensibly uniform
except throughout a certain portion. Let that portion have a
grating-space distinctly larger or smaller than that of the

remainder of the grating. If the abnormal portion is a con-
siderable fractional part of the whole grating it will, in

general, produce false lines and injure or ruin the definition

of the grating. Such a grating we should now throw aside

as useless, although many of the older gratings are thus
affected. Suppose, however, that the abnormal portion is con-
fined to a few hundred lines. Such a series of lines will have
little brilliancy and less defining-power, and consequently will

simply diffuse a certain amount of light without either pro-

ducing false lines or, in general, injuring the definition. In
short, when the full aperture of the grating is used, the
S|)ectra produced will be due only to the normal grating-space,

the abnormal portion having little or no visible effect. If,

howevei", we attempt to evaluate the grating-space by measur-
ing the total length of the ruled surface and dividing it by
the number of spaces therein contained, we shall obtain an
incorrect result, since this average grating-space, includino-j as

it does, the abnormal portion, will be necessarily different

from the normal grating-space which produces the spectra

observed.

In general, if n be the total number of spaces and s the

normal grating-space, the length of the ruled surface will be
ns + A, where A is a quantity depending on the magnitude
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and nature of the abnormal portion. It will have for its maxi-

mum value Sis—s'), where s' is the varying- ffrating-space, in

the case when the change in the spacing is so local and sudden

as to produce no effect at all on the spectrum ; and will be

variously modified by the considerations now to be mentioned.

If we could always assume that the abnormal portion of the

grating produced no effect on the spectrum, the elimination of

errors of ruling would thus become comparatively simple.

But in practice it is not very uncommon to find gratings in

which there are several portions where the spacing is abnormal,

in one case perhaps producing no effect, in a second producing

false lines, and in a third causing a faint shading off of the

lines. For an abnormal portion will produce no effect, a

slight shading, or reduplicated lines, according to its extent

and the amount of its variation from the normal.

The following experiment will readily show the laws which
govern these errors of ruling. Place a rather bad grating

—

unfortunately only too easily obtained—on the spectrometer,

and setting the cross-hairs carefully on a prominent line,

gradually cover the grating with a bit of paper, slowly moving
it along from one end. In very few casiis will the line stay

upon the cross-hairs. A typical succession of changes in the

spectrum is as follows: Perhaps no change is observed until

two-thirds of the grating has been covered. Then a faint

shading appears on one side of the line, grows stronger as

more and more of the grating is covered, and finally is

terminated by a faint line. Then this line grows stronger till

the original line appears double and finally disappears, leaving

the displaced line due to the abnormal grating-space. This

description, I regret to say, is from the examination of a

grating which had been used for the d(^tcu-mination of absolute

wave-lengths.* This case is exceptionally complete, but even
with a very good grating minute displacements can usually

b(! notic(^d.

When the abnormal portion is sufficiently extensive to pro-

duc(! a faint shading along one side of the lines when the full

apertun; of the grating is used, the effect of the error on the

resulting wave-length may be in part elinn'nated by the fact

that th(^ shading would displace the apparent centre of the

line and hence slightly chang(^ the observed angle ol' deviation.

For this reason a grating s^o afi'eeted would b(^ likely to give

results varying with the order of s])eetrum used, since the

appearance of the line wonld vary somewhat with the illumi-

nation. It is at oncc! apjiarent, liow'cver, lliat no eombination

* Nut by the autbor it is almost needless to add.
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of the results from different orders of spectra can possibly

eliminate the class of errors we are discussing, since the

algebraic sign of the error will be the same for all orders, and
it will be in every case a nearly constant fraction of the wave-
length.

The problem before the experimenter is then the following:

To detect the existence and position of any abnormal portion

of the grating in use, to separate as far as possible such
portions as ])roduce a visible effect from those which do not,

and thus finally to determine the proper value to be assigned

to the quantity A.
The investigation is somewhat simplified by the fact that,

for the most part, abnormal spacing occurs at an end of the

ruled surface, generally at the end where the ruling was
begun, since, when the engine is started, it is likely to run for

some little time before it settles down to a uniform state.

Then, too, one is able to disregard the slight and gradual

variations in the grating-space which appear in every grating,

since their effects will in general be integrated in the spectrum
produced.

It only remains, therefore, to study those larger and more
sudden changes which can produce a sensible error in the

result. It is evident that the process of examination indicated

above will serve to detect the more extensive faults, together

with any errors of figure in the surface, but an abnormal
portion, consisting of only a few hundred lines, will not have
r(isolving power enough to produce a marked effect. Making-

then a slit in a card just wide enough to expose a sufficient

number of lines to give tolerable definition, one can examine
the grating, section by section, and still further discriminate

between the normal and abnormal spacing, errors of figure

being included as before. But as the number of abnormal
s])aces decreases, a point will be reached when this method
breaks down completely; and since the error in the resulting

wave-length may be as large in this case as when the fault is

more extended, another method must be sought. So far as I

know, the only method which will detect and evaluate all

these errors is that which I have called calibration, measuring
the relative lengths of n grating-spaces taken successively

along the ruled surface. The process employed was as

follows: The stops of the comparator were set as close to-

gether as practicable, limiting the run of the carriage to a
distance which varied in different cases from 4 to 10 millim.

Then the grating to be examined was brought under the

microscope, and micrometer-readings were taken on the lines

just within the run of the carriage; the grating was then
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moved along about the length of the run, and the process

repeated till the whole grating had been gone over. The
variations in the micrometer-readings then gave the variations

in the length of n spaces in different parts of the grating.

The only assumption involved was that the variation in the

different sections did not amount to an entire space, an
hypothesis quite secure in gratings with spaces as large as

those employed. It was thus possible to determine quite

accurately the variations in the grating-space throughout the

whole grating.

It should be noted that, since these variations may be of

almost any kind and magnitude, the errors produced by them
will not in general be eliminated by combining the results

obtained from several gratings. It may ha})pen that the

gratings used by one experimenter will have errors that will

counterbalance each other, while those used by another will all

have errors of the same sign. For instance, by the merest

accident the gratings used by the writer gave nearly identical

results corrected and uncorrected, wliile those used by Peirce

uniformly required a reduction in the resulting wave-length.

The number of gratings used by a given investigator is, how-
ever, so small that the errors will very seldom be eliminated;

while no combination of the results obtained from different

orders of the same grating can produce any useful effect

whatever.

Each of the gratings used in this research was examined
minutely by the above methods, and in each was found an
abnormal portion of one sort or another. Of eight gratings

which I have calibrated all have shown a similar error; and of

more than twenty which I have examined in the spectrouieter

only one (grating III.) failed to show an abnormal section at

one (;nd. Since this is the commonest form of the error in

question, it is but natural to inquire why it cannot be avoided

by covering the defective end. The reason is sim])le enough.
By stopping out the defective portion the grating is reduced
to an incommensurable length, which enormously increases

the difticultv of measuring'- it. A jrratini; which is in lenefth

some convenient sul)multiple of a metre is easy to measure
with a comparatively high degree of exactness; but one which
is, say, twenty-seven millimetres long, is exceedingly difhcult

to measure accurately, since it involves a long micrometer run
or the errors of subdivision down to singU^ millimetres. It is,

therefore, better to use the full aperture of the grating and
find A by calibration.

Ill calil)rating tlu^ gratings used, I divided 1. and 11., which
were thirty millimetres long, into six sections of 5 millim.,
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and the larije gratings III. and IV. into centimetres. Each
grating was carefully gone over five times and the mean
result taken. The following corrections were found.

The actual variations found in each grating are given below,

the figures given being the difference; of n lines from thedistance

between the stops, the lines being taken in the consecutive

sections of the gratings.

Gratinsf I.

Sections

Residuals
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the form of the quantity A before mentioned, are very nearly

as follows :

—

Grating. A.

I -0*-l()

II +0-40
III -2-00
IV +0-45

It should be distinctly understood that the corrections

deduced from the calibration are necessaril}^ only approximate.

A very minute examination of a grating on the s[)ectrometer

is impossible, since a small section of the ruled surface has

not sufficient resolving power to give measurable spectra.

On the other hand, while calibration gives the variations of

the grating-space with a high degree of exactness, it obviously

cannot definitely decide how far these variations are integrated

in the spectrimi measured. Consequently, while calibration

w^ill in every case give a valuable approximation, it must
necessarily leave residual errors.

In these experiments the gratings were always measured

parallel to the terminations of the lines. Consequently the

length of each grating as found directly must be multiplied

by cos (90°— rt), where a is the angle made by an individual

line with the line formed by tlie locus of the terminations.

In the case of gratings I., II., III., this angle was found by
measuring a test-plate as described in my previous paper, and

was found to be within a very few seconds of 89° 56'.

Grating IV., ruled on the new engine, was tested by
measuring the sides and diagonals of the ruled surface, and

gave an almost exactly identical value of a. No correction,

therefore, need be introduced for this cause, since cos (90^— a)
does not differ sensibly from unity.

Final Result for Absolute Wave-length.

Only one equation needs to be added to those already given

for S*2- This is the one for the third 5-centim. space, neces-

sary to determine the absolute length of the first 15 centim.

5-centim., (3) and (4) were compared, and the following

relation was found between them: (4)= (3)-f 0'^"4. The
relation found in 1885 was (4) = (3)-|- I'^'l. Consequently

(3) has not sensibly shortened, and nearly the whole change

found in S^2 l^'^s taken place in the last five centimetres.

Writing now the absolute lengths of

DmiS'*2 and 15-cm. S\>,

DmiS«2= 100-00666 millim. at 20°.

15-cm. 8*2= 150-00897 „ at 20°.
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Applying now the relations found for grating I. in the

foregoing section,

«= 0-002500226 millim.

And since
<J>
= 45° V 48"-24,

\= 5896-18.

Similarly for grating II.,

5= 0-003519041 millim.,

, <^= 42°4'59"-28,

\= 5896-23.

Computing the similar quantities for the speculnm-metal
gratings III. and TV., for grating HI.,

5=0-003519358 millim.,

0=36° 0' 25'^- 17,
6'=6°59'58''-56,

X=5133-89;

and for grating IV.,

5= 0-002534306 millim.,

,^= 35°59'59''-06,

6'= 6°58'31'^-0,

^.=5914-37.

Reducing now these latterwave-lengths to the corresponding
values of D], introducing the l^irometric corrections and com-
bining, the final results for that line are :

—

Grating. W. L.

1 5896-18
II 5896-23

III 5896-15
IV 5896-] 7

Finally, then, the mean value of the absolute wave-length of

Di in terms of the mean value assigned to S% is

5896-18

in air at 760 millim. pressure and 20° C. temperature, or, in

vacuo, 5897-90.

It is no easy matter to form an estimate of the probable error
of this final result. So far as errors of observation go, the
result should be correct to within one part in half a million,

but there are so many complex sources of constant errors in

this problem that such a statement means little. My present
result exceeds the estimated probable error of my former
result considerably, though it falls within the limit set by
Prof. Rowland and myself for the possible error, and noted
in his paper on " Relative Wave-lengths " of the same date as
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my own. The cause of this discrepancy is partly due to the

varying temperature under which the glass gratings were

first measured, and partly to the change in the value assigned

to the standard of length."^

Then, too, the corrections api)lied to gratings II. and III.

may be slightly in error. Taking into account all these

sources of uncertainty, it is my opinion that the abovo final

result is not likely to be in error by an amount as great as one

jtart in two hundred thousand.

TakiniT the above value of the a])solute wavc-lenoth and

applying the appropriate corrections to some of the funda-

mental line^l given in Prof. Rowland's paper (this Journal,

March 1887), the wave-lengths of the principal Frauidiofer

lines in air at 20"* and 760 millim. are,

. f line between " head " and") „^r.. n^

( " tail of group j
B „ G884-L1

C ()563-07

f D, 5896-18

\ Da 5890-22

/El 5270-52

lEg 5269-84

b, 5183-82

F -1861-51

Comparisons between these wave-lengths and the older

ones become somewhat uncertain toward the ends of the

spectrum, since the aj)p('aranco of lines like A, B, G, and H
varies greatly with tlu* dispci-sion employed. The ridative

wave-lengths from wiiicli the above values are calculated are

certainly exact to within one part in half a million.

It may not be out of place here to discuss the most

recent work on this problem. Just before the publication of

my first paper the \(\vy elaborate pa})er of Miiller and Kempf
ap|)eared. Tluiir work is a monument of laborious research,

and it is unfortunate that so much time should have

been spent in ex))eriments conducted with glass gratings of

small size and inferior quality. Since the invention of the

concave grating it is a waste of energy to make micrometric

measurements with plane ones, and this statement could

hardly be corroborated more strongly than by the relativi^

* In terms of the leiifrtli I origiuiilly Rf-signed to S''^, the wave-lonj^th of

I), would be r>SJ)(il4, wliile if tlio value deduced from the Herlin cnra-

pari.'^ou were taken it would be r>80(i-i}2. The wave-length quite certainly

lies between these values, but the proper weight to be given to the IJerlin

compariaou relatively to the others is rather uncertain.
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wave-lengths given by Miiller and Kempf. The probable

error of their wave-lengths is in general not less than one

part in two hundred thousand. That the value assigned by
them to the absolute wave-length is as near the truth as it

probably is, is not due to lack of faults in the gratings. Their

results for the line Di were as follows :

—

Grating. W.L.
"2151'^

. . . . 5896-46
" 5001 " .... 5896-14
''8001'' .... 5895-97
" 8001 L ''

. . . . 5896-33

A discussion of these errors as exemplified in the paper

under consideration would take up too much space to be in-

serted here, but one or two points are worthy of notice.

When a grating gives different results in the different orders,

it is evident that there are in it serious errors of ruling, and

the maximum amount of the variation will give a rough

estimate of their size as compared with those of other gratings.

Applying this test, the four gratings rank as follows :

—

" 5001," " 8001 L," " 2151," " 8001," where the first, which
gave for the w.l. 5896-14, had no sensible variation in the

different orders, and the last, which gave 5895-97, varied in

the most erratic fashion. It by no means follows, however,

that because a grating gives identical results in the various

orders, it is therefore free from errors of ruling. Witness
grating III. of this paper, in which the error was of a kind

which could not be detected at all in the spectrometer. Yet
it was large enough to give, if neglected, 5896'28 for the

wave-length of Dj*. Speaking of errors in gratings, a case

in point is the work of Peirce. On account of the reasons

heretofore noted, Peirce's standards of length are somewhat
uncertain in value, so that from this cause no definite cor-

rection can be as yet applied to his wave-length. Three of his

gratings, however, I have calibrated, and each of them showed
an error tending to diminish the w^ave-length. If the mean
result obtained from these had been assumed to be correct, it

would have been equivalent to the introduction of a constant

error. Peirce's preliminary result is for this reason too large

by more than one ])art in a hundred thousand ; how much
more, it is impossible to say without knowing the results

* The results given by the gratings used by the author, neglecting the
correction A, would be as follows :—

I. 6896-20; II. 5896-14; III. 5896-28; IV. 5896-12.

Curiously enough the mean would be practically unchanged.
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obtained from each grating, and so being able to apply the

corrections fonnd. Peirce^s method was such as should have

secured very excellent results, and such will undoubtedly
follow a further investigation of the standards and gratings.

Still another recent determination is that by Kurlbaum, who
used tAvo good-sized speculum-metal gratings and measured
them with particular care. Like the previous experimenters,

he neglected, although he did not ignore, the errors of ruling,

and consequently the results he obtained are somcAvhat in

doubt. A serious objection, moreover, to his work is the

very small spectrometer he used. To undertake a determi-

nation of absolute wave-length with a spectrometer reading

by verniers to 10" only, and furnished with telescopes of

only one-inch aperture is simply courting constant errors.

More especially is this true, since it would be hard to devise

a method more effective in introducing the errors of ruling

than to use a grating with telescopes too small to utilize its

lull aperture, and then determine the grating-space by
measuring the total length of the ruled surface. Kurlbaum's
gratings, too, were of an unfortunate size, 42 and 43 millim.

broad respectively, and consequently by no means easy to

measure. On the whole his result, 5895"y0, is not surprising.

The agreement of relative wa\^e-lengths as determined by
different experimenters unfortunately gives no measure as to

the accuracy of the work. The relative wave-lengths, as

determined by Miiller and Kempf and by Kurlbaum. agree in

general to within 1 part in 100,000; the absolute wave-lengths

assigned by these experimenters vary by more than 1 part in

30,000.

A very ingenious flank movement on the problem of ab-

solute wave-length has been made by Mace de Lcpinay. His
plan was to use interference-fringes in getting the dimensions

of a block of quartz in terms of the wave-length, and then to

avoid the difhculties of the linear measurement by obtaining

the volume through a specific-gravity determination. His
results do not indicate, however, experimental accuracy as

great as can be obtained by the usual method, and the final

reduction unfortunately involves a quantity even more un-

certiiin than the average standard of length, i. e. the ratio

between the metn^ (?) and the litre.

It may be interesting here to collect ihe various values

which have been given for the alisolute wave-length within

recent years. Results are for the line Dj.
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Mascart 5894-3

Van der Willigen 5898-6

Angstrom 5895-13

Ditscheiner 5897'4

Peirce 5896-27

Angstrom corrected by Thalen . 5895-89

Miiller and Kempf .... 5896-25

Mace de Lepinay 5896-04

Kurlbaum 5895-90

Bell 5896-18

These figures are discordant enough. When beginning

the present work, I had hoped that it would prove possible

to make a determination of absolute wave-length commen-
surate in accuracy with the relative wave-lengths as measured

by Prof. Rowland. This hope has proved in a measure illu-

sory, by reason of the small residual errors of the gratings

and the greater uncertainty involving the standards of length.

I feel convinced, however, that the result reached is quite

near the limit of accuracy of the method. It should be re-

membered that any and every method involves the uncer-

tainty of the standards of length, an uncertainty not to be

removed until a normal standard is finally adopted and exact

copies of it distributed. And as far as experimental difii-

culties are concerned, the next order of approximation will

involve a large number of small but troublesome corrections,

such as the effect of aqueous vapour on atmospheric refrac-

tion, varying barometric height, the minute variations in the

grating-space, failure of thermometer to give temperature of

grating exactly, and countless others wdiich will suggest

themselves only too readily.

Aside from the use of gratings, decidedly the most hopeful

method as yet suggested is that due to Michelson and Morley*.

Theoretically the plan is particularly simple and beautiful,

consisting merely in counting off a definite number of inter-

ference-fringes by moving one of the interfering-mirrors and
measuring, or laying off" upon a bar, the resulting distance.

The mechanical difficulties in the way are, however, formid-

able, and whether or no they can be surmounted onlj' per-

sistent trial can show. The possible sources of error are of

much the same type and magnitude as those involved in the

comparison of standards of leng-th; and if these errors are

avoided, the uncertainty concerning the standards still remains.

Whether or no the practical errors of the method are greater

* This Journal, Dec. 1887, p. 463.
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or less than with gratings only experience can prove. Cer-

tainly, if the method is capable of giving exact results, it is in

tlie hands of one al)le to obtain them from it.

In closing this paper I can only express my sincerest gra-

titude to the various friends who have done all in their ])Ower

to facilitate ray work, and especially to Professor W. A.

Rogers, who has been tireless in his endeavours to determine

the true value of the standards of length ; to Mr. J. S. Ames,
Fellow in this University, who has given me invaluable aid

in the work with metal gratings ; and to Professor Rowland,
who has furnished all possible facilities and under whose
guidance the entire work has been carried out.

Physical Laboratory,
Jolins Hopkins Uniyersity,

Marcli 1888.

XLVIII. TJte Temperature at lohich Nickel begins to lose sud-

denly its Magnetic Properties. By Herbert Tomlinson,

B.A*

IT has long been known that nickel, like iron, begins at a

certain temperature to rapidly lose its magnetic properties,

and that the critical tcunperature for the former metal is much
lower than for the latter. According to Faraday, nickel losi's

its magnetic permeability about 330° to 340° C. ; according

to Becquerel, about 400" 0. ; according to Pouillet, about
350° C. ; and according to Chrystal, about 400° (J. Berson,

however, seems to have been the first f to ])ublish a curve

showing the relation between magnetic induction and tempe-

rature right up to the point at which the ibrmer ceases prac-

tically to exist. The author has also, independently of Berson,

drawn up curves of a similar kind which have not as yet been

published, and which he ventures to offer to the Physical

iSociety, because they not only sup[)lement Person's results,

but they seem also to partly exphiin why different observers

have ol)tained such widely (liffering tem{)eratures for the point

of nil permeability |.

In tile axis of a magnetizing solenoid, and perjiendicular to

the magnetic meridian, was placed a nickel wire, 30 centim.

in length and 0*0053 square centim. in section. The solenoid

consisted of cotton-covered co})per wire of o\, inch in diameter,

wrapped in a single layer of 8'25 turns to the centimetre

* Commnnicnledby iho Physical Society: read February 25, 1888.

t Ann. dc I'hjix. el de (him. yol. yii. (18.St)).

\ That \e pracdcalli/ nil. Tlie oxperinieuts of Faraday seem to show
that the permeabihty never entirely vauishee.
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round a brass tube slit throughout its entire length, and having

an internal diameter of 2*5 centim. Before being wrapped

round the brass tube the wire was well coated with y)ipeclay

moistened in water. Round 10 centim. of the central portion

of the solenoid were wrapped 240 turns of another piece of the

same wire, also coated with pipecla}', to serve as a secondary

coil. The whole was then introduced into an air-chamber and

the wet pipeclay allowed to dry, at first slowly at the tempe-

rature of the air, and aftei'wards more quickly at temperatures

which were gradually raised to 400° C. The air-chamber

consisted of two concentric copper cylinders 40 centim. in

length, enclosing between them an annular space about "5

centim. thick which w^as filled with fine sand, and was heated

by a row of burners placed underneath. The temperature of

the air-chamber was calculated from the alteration of electrical

resistance of a coil of platinum wire, whose resistance had

been very carefully determined at different temperatures up

to 100° C., and expressed in terms of the temperature by a

formula of the form

R,= Eo(l + ai-60,

where Rf and Rq are the resistances at t° C. and 0° C. respec-

tively, and a and h are constants. The platinum coil was
w^ound double and was placed inside the slit brass tube close

to the nickel wire, but insulated from it and the tube by
asbestos ; the length of the coil was 10 centim., and it occupied

the central portion of the air-chamber. To the ends of the

coil were hard-soldered stout copper terminal rods, which
passed through a wooden cap closing one end of the air-

chamber, and served to connect with a Wheatstone-bridge
arrangement employed for determining the resistance of the

platinum. The other end of the air-chamber was also closed

with a wooden cap, through holes in which passed the ends of

the wires of the magnetizing solenoid and the secondary coil.

After the pipeclay coating had become thoroughly dry the

resistances of the ])rimary and secondary coils were tested, and
found to be sensibly the same as before winding. The object

of coating the cotton covering of the wires with })ipeclay was
to maintain the insulation, for at the temperatures reached in

some of the experiments the cotton became charred. Whilst
the coils lay undisturbed the pipeclay coating served the pur-

pose for which it was intended very well ; but when they
were removed from the air-chamber on the conclusion of the

experiments, both the charred cotton and the pipeclay easily

came away from the wire, and so rendered the coils useless.

A pair of primary and secondary coils exactly similar to the

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 156". Mag 1888, 2 C
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first, except that they had no pipeclay coating and no nickel

core inside, was ke])t buried in a box filled with well-dried

sawdust and placed about two feet away from the air-chamber.
The two primary coils were connected up in series with each
other, a battery, a key, a rheostat, and a tangent-galvanometer
whose constant had been previously carefully determined.
The secondary coils were also connected up in series with
each other, with a rheostat, a Thomson's reflecting-galvano-

nieter, and an earth-coil. The earth-coil consisted of seven
turns of silk-covered copper wire laid side by side round the

circumference of a wooden disk 30 centin). in diameter ; the

disk was supported with its plane horizontal, but could be
turned round a horizontal axis in either direction through an
angle of 180 degrees. The ends of the wires round the disk

were soldered to amalgamated copper disks revolving in

mercury-cups, w^hich last served to connect the earth-coil

with the rest of the apparatus in series with it. The two
])airs of primary and secondary coils were so arranged that

the currents induced on opening or closing the battery-circuit

by means of the key exactly balanced each other before the

introduction of the nickel into one of them. When therefore

the nickel was introduced, the observed deflection produced
by opening or closing the primary circuit was entirely due to

the magnetic permeability of the nickel ; and by comparing
this deflection with that produced by turning the earth-coil

suddenly through 180° the permeability could be determined
in absolute measure, since the vertical component of the

earth's magnetic force at the place was known. The earth-

coil also served another purpose, namely to secure with the

aid of the rheostat the constancy of the sensitiveness of the

Thomson-galvanometer. As the tem])erature of the air-

chamber was raised, the total resistance in both primary and
secondary circuits increased ; but by altering the rheostats in

these circuits until the deflection of the tangent-galvanometer
in the one case, and of the Thomson-galvanometer, when the

earth-coil was suddenly turned, in the other, became the same
as before the heating, constancy both in the magnetizing force

and in the sensitiveness of the Thomson-galvanometer was
secured.

The mode of proceeding was as follows :—By means of the

set of burners underneath the air-chamber the temperature
was raiseii to nearly the highest point which it was desirable

to attain ; the burners were then adjusted until the tempera-
ture was either constant or very slowly rising or falling ; tliis

could alwiiys be secured by waiting ibr a siitficicnt length of

time. The i-lie()>t:it in the secondary eireuit \\a> then adjusted
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until the deflciction of the Thomson-galvanometer, produced
by suddenly turning the earth-coil, was exactly 80 divisions

of the scale. The rheostat in the primary circuit was next

adjusted until the required current had been reached, care

being taken to begin with a small current, which was increased

very gradually to the required amount. As it was the aim of

the author to test only the temjjorary permeability * of the

nickel, the current in the primary circuit was opened and
closed a great many times, until the current induced on closing

the circuit became the same in magnitude as that induced on
opening the circuit ; and then the mean of the deflections

produced by ten times closing the circuit was taken to

measure the temporary induction. The air-chamber was
now allowed to cool a little, and then, as before, after the

temperature had been steadied by adjusting the burners, a

fresh set of observations was made, and so on until the tempe-
rature of the room was reached. As soon as the observations

with the lowest magnetizing force had been completed, fresh

ones were made with a higher magnetizing force until a mag-
netizing force of 18"183 C'.Gr.S. units had been reached.

The temporary permeability of the nickel was calculated

from the following formulae :

—

M,= ^^, (1)

_ 2NAVd
^^^^- DSn^M^ ^^^

In formula (1) My is the magnetizing force, n^ is the num-
ber of turns in the primary coil, I the length of the coil, and
C the current circulating round the coil.

In formula (2) M^ is the magnetic permeability (ratio of

magnetic induction to magnetizing force), N the number of

turns in the earth-coil, A the area of the earth-coil, D the

deflection produced by suddenly turning the earth-coil through
180°, V is the vertical comjjonent of the esirth's magnetic
force, d the induction-current due to the nickel, S the section

of the nickel, and n^ the number of turns in the secondary
coil. C.G.S. units were used throughout. Since the length
of the nickel under the magnetizing force was about 350 times
the diameter, the eifect of the ends is quite negligible. The

* It is impossible to obtain true relations between change of tempera-
ture and cliaug-e of i'ofa/ permeability by the "ballistic method,'" because
the mere act of changing the temperature shakes out some of the sub-
permanent magnetism which the metal may have acquired at previous
temperatures.

2 (' 2
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results are given in the following table, which is supplemented

by the curves in fig. 1. In fig. 2 are given Berson^s curves

for nickel, and in tig. 3 similar curves obtained by Ledeboer*

for iron.

Table I.

Magnetiziug

lorce.
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Fio:. 2.

It seems from the above table and the curves in fig. 1 that
the temperature of maximum permeability is lower iht (rreater
the magnetizing force. Thns, for the magnetizing "forces
4-959, 9-918, and 18-183, we get the temperatures of maxi-mum permeability as 287°, 248°, and 242° C. respectively
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The temperature at uliicli the permeability practically

vanishes seems, on the other hand, to be high(;r the greater

the inagnetizino; force. As for the above-mentioned ma<rne-

tizing forces, we have for this tem])eratur(' tlie values 333
,

392°, and 412° C. respectively. In this respect the behaviour
of nickel resembles that of iron, as is evidenced by the curves

in tig. 3 ; and it is probably partly for this reason that diiferent

observers have obtained diiferent results for the temperature
of ^//-permeability. Another cause for the discrepancies in

this respect between the observations of different experimen-
ters is probably to be found in the want of ])urity of the metal;

for it is evident that if iron be present as an impurity, the

point of ^//-permeability maybe rendered very much higher*.

The observations made by the author were not in any case

carried right up to the vanishing-point of the permeability, as

the nickel used by him was, though nearly, not quite puref;
and it is not at all unlikely that, had this been done, the ter-

minations of the curves would more nearly resemble those of

Berson, shown in fio'. 2, where it will be noticed that there is

a })oint of inflexion before 320 (J. The author does not

believe that, even with perfectly pure nickel, the magnetic
permeability would erdirely vanish; but the following ex-

periment will show that, with a thin layer of pure nickel,

the permeability jiracticaUij vanishes with great sudden-
ness :—A brass wire 1 millim. in diameter was coated with

a thin layer of nickel by electrolysis, and a piece of it, about
2 centim. in length, wns suspended horizontally in a cradle of

platinum between the ])ole-pieces of a powerful electromagnet

in a direction perpendicular to the lines of magnetic force;

th(? platinum cradle was supj)orted by a platinmn wire 12

inches long and y^^ inch in diameter. The nickel-jilated

brass wire was heated by a burner to a tcmiJerature of visible

red, and the electromagnet was then excited by five Grove-
cells. Not the slightest effect of the intense field seemed to

be experienced by the nickel, even after it had been cooling

for several seconds. The magnetizing circuit was now broken,

leaving only the residual magnetism in the pole-pieces, when,
after a few seconds of further cooling, and without the least

prel'uninary warning, the wire set axially with startling rapidity.

* The temperature at which the permeability of iron vanishes seems,

from Ledi^bour's curves, to Ho Ijetwecii 7'"iO° and 77tF C.

t Tlie wire was procured from Messrs. Johnson and Matthev, who
informed the author that tliev found it impossible to draw jiure nickel

wire. Mr. G. S. .lohnson, llie Demonstrator of Chemistry at King's
( "oUer^e, London, has Kindly furnislied an analysis of the wire. It con-
tains 'i)7"''> per cent, of nicKel and only 0-('i7 ]ier cent, of iron.

i
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The chief aim of the author in this research was to fix ap-

proximately the temperature at which the rate of loss of

p(irmeability begins to be greatest ; and this appears to be
300° C, not only for the specimen of nickel used by him, but

also for that used by Berson, and this, too, both for the tem-
porary and total magnetization. The following table shows
the rate at which the temporary permeability decreases with

rise of temperature between 300° and 320° C
Table II.

Temperature,
in degrees C,

t.

300
320

300
320
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a current from somewhere else, so he suggested two conducting

spheres to be connected witli the poles of an alternating dynamo.
The idea seems to be here that electricity would Ix; forced out

of one sj)here and into the other to and fro with great rapidity,

and that between the spheres there might be condensational

waves.

But in this case, according to the Faraday law of induction,

the result would be the setting up of alternatingelectromagnetic

disturbances in the dielectric, exposing the bounding surfaces

of the two spheres to rapidly alternating magnetizing and
electrizing force, causing waves, ap[)roximat('ly spherical

at least, to be transmitted into the spheres, in the diifusion

manner, greatly attenuating as they progressed inward.

Perhaps, however, there can be condensational waves if we
admit that a certain quite hypothetical something called elec-

tricity is compressible, instead of being incompressible, as it

must be if we in Maxwell's scheme make the unnecessary

assumption that an electric current is the motion through

space of the something. In fact, Prof. J. J. Thomson has

calculated* the speed of condensational waves supposed to

arise by allowing the electric current to have convergence.

But a careful examination of his equations will show that the

condensational waves there investigated do not exist, i. e. the

function determining them has the value zerof.

16. To construct a perfectly general spherical wave we may
proceed thus. The characteristic equation of H, the magnetic

force, in a homogeneous medium free from impressed force is,

by (2) and (3),

S7^R= (A7rfikp + ficp-)-H. (93)

Now, let r be the vector distance from the origin, and Q any
scalar function satisfying this equation. Let

H=curl(rQ) (94)

Then this derived vector will satisfy (93), and have no con-

vergence, and have no radial component, or will be arranged

in spherical sheets. From it derive the other electromagnetic

quantities. Change H to E to obtain spherical sheets of

electric force.

This method leads to the spherical sheets depending upon
any kind of s[)herical harmonic. They are, however, too

general to be really useful except as mathematical exercises.

For the examination of the manner of origin and propagation

• B. A. Report on Illoctrical Tlicorios.

+ I ought to qualifv this by addiiig that the investipfation seems very
obscure, so that althougli I cauuot make the system work, yet others may.
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of waves, zonal harmonics are more useful, besides leading to

the solution of more practical problems. It is then not difficult

to generalize results to suit any kind of spherical harmonic.

17. The simplest Spherical Waves.—Let the lines of H be

circles, centred upon the axis from which 6 is measured, and
let r be the distance from the origin. We have no concern
with (p (longitude) as regards H, so that the simple specifi-

cation of its intensity H fully defines it. Under these

circumstances the equation (93) becomes

V
(rHy + f, (vrRr= {^'Trf.okp+fiocp')^,

r

= q^B., say,
} . (95)

where the acute accent denotes differentiation to r, and the

grave accent to cos 6 or fi, whilst v stands for sin 0. The
inductlvity will be now /Mq, to avoid confusing with the fi of

zonal harmonics. Equation (95) also defines g in the three

forms it can assume in a conductor, dielectric, and conducting
dielectric.

Now try to make of rH an undistorted spherical wave, i. e.

H varying inversely as the distance, and travelling inward or

outward at speed v. Let

rR= Af(r-vt) (96)

where A is independent of r and t. Of course we must have
^= 0, making q=p/v. Now (96) makes

v\rR)"=rpm; (97)

which, substituted in (95), gives

v(vB.y'= 0; (98)
therefore

Av= A,fi, + Bi (99)

From these we find the required solutions to be

H= EKt^=^^^i±5lFo'(r-fO, . . . (100)

F=fioV^Fo(r-vt); (101)

where Fg is any function, A^ and B^ constants, E and F the
two components of the electric force, F being the radial com-
ponent out, and E the other component coinciding with a line

of longitude, the positive direction being that of increasing 6,
or from the pole. Similarly, if the lines of E be circular
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about tlio axis, wo have the solutions

E=-/xorHe=-/.o^'—~^Fo'(r-^'0, . (102)

^r=^K{r-vt), (103)

where H^ and Hg are the radial and tangential components
of H.

But both these systems involve infinite values at the axis.

We must th(;refore exclude the axis somehow to make use of

them. Here is one way. Describe a conical surface of any-

angle di, and outside it another of angle 62, f^nd let the dielec-

tric lie between them. Make the tangential component of E
at the conical surfaces vanish, requiring infinite conductivity

there, and we make F vanish in (101), and produce the solution

^=f.orll=^/(r-vt), .... (104)

exactly resembling plane waves as regards ?tE. Here B is

the same as yu-orBj, and /the same as Fq, in equation (100) ^.

18. Now bring in zonal harmonics. Split equation (1)5)

into the two

* In order to render this arrangement (104) intelligible in terms of
more everyday quantities, let the angles ^, and 6., be small, for simplicity
of representation ; then wo have two infinitely conducting tubes of gra-
dually increasing diameter enclosing between tiiem a non-conducting
dielectric. Now change the variables. Let V be the lino-integral of JO

across the dielectric, following the direction of the force ; it is the poten-
tial-difference of the conductors. Let 47rC bo the line-integral of II round
the inner tube ; it is the same for a given value of r, independent of 6

;

is therefore what is commonly called the current in the conductor. We
shall have

V= L?;C, C=S«V, LSi'2= l;

where L is the inductance and S the permittance, per unit length of the
circuit. The value of L is

L= 2,.„log[(tan^^,)^(tani^,)];

so that the circuit has uniform inductance and permittance. The value
of C in terms of (104) is

When the tubes have constant radii «, and a.^, the value of L reduces to
the well known

L = 2,io log («,,'«,),

of concentric cylinders. The wave may go either way, though only the
positive wave is mentioned.
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(rHr=|/_^"^^-,;^^}rH, . . . (105)

^(,Hr=-^-^^^)H (106)

The equation (106) has for solution

where A is independent of 6, and is to be found from (105).
The most practical way of getting the r functions is that

followed by Professor Rowland in his paper*, wlierein he treats

of the waves emitted wlien the state is sinusoidal with respect

to the time. We shall come across the same waves in some
problems.

^^^ H= P^^'vQ\„ (107)

Then the equation of P,„ is, by insertion of (107) in (105),

F^ + 2gF= '"^"'/^^
P; .... (108)

and the solution, for practical purposes with complete har-

monics, is

m{m + \) m(m^-P)(?n + 2)
~~

2qr 2 . 4(/^7'^

m(m^-l)(m^-2^)(m+ 3) ^ ,-, .o^

We shall find the first few useful, thus :

—

V,= \-[qr)-\ .

V^= l-^qr)-' + Z{qr)-\ V . (110)

P3= 1_6((^7') -1 + 15 (.77-) -2-15 (^/•)"'-''

Now let U= e''''P, so that U is the r function in Hr. If

we change the sign of q in U, producing, say, W, it is the

required second solution of (105). Thus

in the very important case of Qi, when ?7i= l.

* Phil. Mag. June 1884, " On the Propagation of an Arbitrary Electro-

magnetic Disturbance, Spherical Waves of Light, and the Dynamical
Theory of Kefractiou." Prof. J. J. Thomson has also considered spherical

waves in a dielectric in his paper " On Electrical Oscillations and Effects

produced by the Motion of an Electrified Sphere," Proc. London Math.
Soc. vol. XV., April 3, 1884.
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The conjugate property of U and W is

UW'-U'W=-27, (112)

which is continually useful.

We have next to combine U and W so as to produce
functions suitable for use inside spheres, right up to the

centre, and finite there. Let

M=i(U + W), i«= i(U-W). . . . (113)

It will be found that when m is even, wjr is zero and ufr
infinite at the origin ; but that w^hen m is odd, it is ujr that

is zero at the origin and xo infinite.

The conjugate property of u and w is

llW^— 2l'w=
(J, (114)

corresponding to (112).

19. Construction of the Differential Equations connected with

a Spherical Sheet of Vorticity of Impressed Force.—Now let

there be two media—one extending from r= to r= a, in

wliich we must therefore use the u function or ?o function,

according as m is odd or even, and an outer medium, or at

least one in which q has a diife^'ent form in general. Then,
within the sphere of radius a, we have

YL= Kr-hi, (115)

-h^ = Kr-^u', (11(J)

where k^=^^'7rk-^cp, and we suppose m odd. It follows that

n = -Ku ^^^^>

In the outer medium use W, if the medium extends to

infinity, or both U and W if there be barriers or change

of medium. First, let it be an infinitely extended medium.
Then, in it,

Yl= Br-\u-w), (118)

-k^^ = Br-\u'-it^), (119)

where A;2= 47r^ + c/) in the outer medium. From these

1 =4^^' (120)
rL k^ u—w ^ '

(117) and (120) show the forms of the resistance-operators on

the two sides *.

* Some rather important considerations arc presented here. On what
principles should we settle which functions to use, internally and exter-

nally, seeing that these functions U and W are not quantities, but dille-

rential operators ? First, as regards the space outside the surface of origin

i

I
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Now, at the surface of separation, r=-a, H is continuous

(unless we choose to make it a sheet of electric current, which
we do not); so that the H in (117) and in (120) are the same.

We only require a relation between the E's to complete the

differential equation.

Let there be vorticity of impressed force on the surface

r=a, and nowhere else (the latter being already assumed)

.

curl e = curl E (121)

is the surface-condition which follows ; or, if/ be the measure
of the curl of e,

/=E,-Ei, (122)

Eg meaning the outer and E^ the inner E. Therefore

/=H.(|-|), 023)

Ha denoting the surface H. So, by (117) and (120), used
in (123),

/I < 1 v.<—w^
\ ^

the required differential equation. Observe that ?/i only
differs from U2 and w'l from lo^ in the different values of q
inside and outside (when diflferent), and that r=a in all.

of disturbances. The operator e?*" turns /(^) 'miof(t-{-rlv), and can there-

fore only be possible with a negative -wave, coming to the origin. But
there cannot be such a wave without a barrier or change of medium to

produce it. Hence the operator e-?** alone can be involved in the external

solution when the medium is unbounded, and we must use W. Next,
go inside the sphere r=a. It is clear that both U andW are now needed,

because disturbances come to any point from the further as well as from
the nearer side of the surface, thus coming from and going to the centre.

Two questions remain : Why take U and W in equal ratio ? ; and why
their sum or their difterence, according as vi is odd or even ? The first is

answered by stating the facts that, although it is convenient to assume
the origin to be a place of reflexion, yet it is really only a place where
disturbances cross, and that the H produced at any point of the surface

is (initially) equal on both sides of it. The second question is answered
by stating the property of the Q.^^ function, that it is an even function of

fi when m is odd, and conversely; so that when m is odd the H dis-

turbances arriving at any point on a diameter from its two ends are of

the same sign, requiring U+W ; and when m is even, of opposite signs,

requiring U—W.
Similar reasoning applies to the operators concerned in other than

spherical waves. Cases of simple difltusion are brought under the same
rules by generalizing the problem so as to produce wave-propagation with
finite speed. On the other hand, when there are barriers, or changes of

media, there is no difficulty, because the boundary conditions tell us

in what ratio U and W must be taken.
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Equation (124) applies to any odd in. When m is even, ex-

change u and ic, also ?/ and iv'. In the mth system we may write

A = </),„ Ha, (125)

the form of <^ being given in (124). The vorticity of the

impressed force is of course restricted to be of the })roper kind

to suit the ?uth zonal harmonic. Thus, any distribution of

vorticity whose lines are the lin(is of latitude on the spherical

surlace may be expanded in the form

2/,„vQL, (126)

and it is the niih. of these distributions which is involved in

the preceding.

20. Both media being supposed to be identical, <^ reduces

to

<f>
=^—^ r, (127)

by using (114) in (124). This is with in odd ; if even, we
shall get

<P=j-—~^ (128)
^1 U'„(?/„— «•„)

In a non-dielectric conductor, ki= 4:7r/c, and (f=ATr^ikp\ so
that, keeping to m odd,

^ = {f-r1 , ' , (129)

In a non-conducting dielectric, k^^ep^ and q=plv; so

<^ = .
^"^

-, (130)

In this cas(i tlie complete differential equation is

IIa= 2—^" «„('/„— «•„)/,„, . . . . (131)

when there is any distribution of iinj)ressed force in space
whose vorticity is re}»resented by (12G).

Outside the sphere, consequently

\V = Z »„(« — u'
) /,„, . .

(out) •
^^' '

. (132)

I
-'V'l'^^ = 2'^'i:.(.'-..')A

. . (133)

understanding that when no letter is alKxed to ii or /r, the

^ah^(! at dislaMce /• is meant. We see at once that ?/„ = ()

makes the external field \,ini>li, /. c. the field of the |>;iiticular
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/ concerned. This happens, when / is a sinusoidal function

of the time, at definite frequencies. Also, inside the sphere,

r ^ = ^"^~ln{na-w^)U . . (134)

(in) I
^'^^ '

I

_,;>E=2LQ-^,,'(„,_,,g/^.
. . (135)

As for the radial component F, it is not often wanted. It is

got thus from H :

—

-e^>F= i(.H)\ (136)

where for cp write ^.'rrk-\-cf in the general case. Thus, the

internal F corresponding to (135) is

(in) q,-^=
^v^^n + X) «

,,(,,^_,,gy;^^Q^. (I37)

21. Practical Problem. Uniform Impressed Force in the

Sphere.—If there be a uniform field of impressed force in the

sphere, parallel to the axis, of intensity fi, its vorticity is

represented by /i sin 6 on the surface of the sphere. It is

therefore the case wi= l in the above. Let this impressed

force be suddenly started. Find the eft'ect produced. We
have, by (132) ^,

(out) '[l= u,Cu-w)i^ ',
.... (138)

* It will be observed that the operator conuecting /, and H is of sucb

a nature that the process of expansion of II in a series of normal i'unctions

fails. I have examined several cases of this kind. The invariable rule

seems to be that when there is a surface of vorticity of e, leading to an

equation of the form/=(i)II, and there is a change of medium somewliere,

or else barriers, causing reflected waves, the form of (^ is such that we
can, wheny is constant, starting at ^= 0, solve thus

extending over all the (algebraical) p roots of (^=0, which is the determi-

TU'utal equation. But should there be no change of medium, the conjugate

property of the functions concerned comes into play. It causes a great

siujplification in the forjn of
(f),

and makes the last method fail completely,

all traces of tlie roots having disappeared. But if we pass continuously

from one case to the other, then the last formula becomes a detinite inte-

gral. On the other liand, we can immediately integrate /=0II in its

simplified form, and obtain an interpretable equivalent for the detinite

integral, which latter is more ornamental than useful. In the simplihed

form, (}) may be either rational or irrational. The iritegration of the irra-

tional forms will be given in some later problems.
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or, in lull, referring to the forms of u and w, equations (110)
to (113),

H=
ZfJL^vr (. \ <ja/ \ (jrj

_^£-9(r+(

H=

Effect the integrations indicated by the inverse powers of q
or p/v ; thus

^;=/.nf'
o^»)

if /i be zero before and constant after <= 0. As for the

exponentials, use Taylor's theorem, as only differentiations

are involved. We get, after the process (140) has been

apphed to (139), and then Taylor's theorem carried out,

2/Aoyr i \ a r 'lar J \ a r 2ar J ) ' ^ ^

^^•^^^•«
vt,= vt-r + a,

vt2=vt— r—a.

It is particularly to be noticed that the /j part of (141) only

comes into operation when t^ reaches zero, and similarly as

reo-ards the t^ part. Thus, the first part expi-esses the primary

wave out from the surface; the second, arriving at any point

2a/r later than the first, is the reflected wave from the centre,

arisino- from the primary wave inward from the surface.

The primary wave outward may be written

H=(aK^-""-^> • • •
<->

wliore vt>(r—a), and the second wave by its exact negative,

with vt>(r + a). Now, by comparing (132) with (134), we
see that the internal solution is got from the external by

exchanging a and r in the
\
^'s in (139) and (141), including

also in /j and t^. The result is that (142) represents the

internal H in the primary inward wave, I't having to be

1^(^a— 7'); whilst its negative represents the reflected wave,

})rovided ?•<>(« + ?•).

Tiie whole may be summed up thus. First, vt is <a.

Then (142) represents H everywhere between r=a + vt and

^.— a— vt. But when vt is >a, H is given by the same

ibnnula between the limits r= vt — a and W+a. In both

cases H is zero outside the limits named.
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The reflected wave, superimposed on the primary, annuls

the H disturbance, which is therefore, after the reflexion,

confined to a spherical shell of depth 2a containing the un-

cancelled part of the primary wave outward.

The amplitude of H at the fronts of the two primary waves,

in and out, before the former reaches the centre, is

{f\va)^i:2iiovr).

After the inward wave has reached the centre, however, the

amplitude of H on the front of the reflected wave is the

negative of that of the primary wave at the same distance,

which is itself negative.

The process of reflexion is a very remarkable one, and
diflicult to fully understand. At the moment t= alv that the

disturbance reaches the centre, we have H= (y\i/)-^(4|aotj),

constant, all the way from 7'= to 2a, which is just half the

initial value of H on leaving the surface of the sphere. But
just before reaching the centre, H runs up infinitely for an
infinitely short time, infinitely near the centre ; and just

after the centre is reached we have H= — oo infinitely near

the centre, where the H disturljance is always zero, except

in this singular case when it is seemingly finite for an infinitely

short time, though, of course, v is indeterminate.

With respect to this running-up of the value of H in the

inward primary wave, it is to be observed that whilst H
is increasing so fast at and near its front, it is falling else-

where, viz. between near the front and the surface of the

sphere ; so that just before the centre is reached H has only

half the initial value, except close to the centre, where it

is enormously great.

After reflexion has commenced, the H disturbance is

negative in the hinder part of the shell of depth 2a which
goes out to infinity, positive of course still in the forward
part. At a great distance these portions become of equal

depth a; at its front H= (/jva)(2yLt(,r;')~^, at its back
H= — ditto; using of course a ditferent value of r.

22. As regards the electric field, we have, by (133),

(out) .E=-l-f %„(a'-z.')/i; . . (US)
CJJ flQV 1

which, expanded, is

E=L«|e.(-')('l-i)('l + i+-i-,)

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 156. May 1888. 2 D
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comparing which with (139), we see that

E=/.rH-f ^'(6-v('-«)4-/l--) + e-v(^+«)4-il + -) }/i. (145)
2>'

(

(fi^\ <jaj (j-r^\ (ja/
}''

We have, tlierefbre, only to develop the second ]iart, which is

not in the same phase with H. It is, in the same manner as

before,

only operating when rti=^vt— r + a, and vt.2= rt— r— a are

positive. Or,

/'im f/2a- , , (vt-rYx

+ (^_„(,,_,) + (l^)J,(146a)

1 and 2 referring to the two waves. So, when r^ >(?• + «)>

and the two are coincident, we have the sum

E=-^, (147)

which is the tangential component of the steady electric field

left behind.

The radial component F is, by (137),

(„„t) F='^|e-.<'->(l +4,-J sV)+ •••)/.. (148)V / r ( \qr </V q^ra q^r^a/ j / i' v /

where the unwritten term . . . may be obtained from the pro-

ceding by changing the sign of a. Or,

where vt^=.rt-\-a— r. Or,

T-,
/ja cos ^ C a^ , a a , ^ . 1 , ^ . „

-L<-'-'-'-y^ }' (i«'^

so that, when both waves coincide, we have their sum,

„_2/ia^cos^ .

^ — 3^3 > U'^a;

which is the radial com})onent of the steady field left behind

b}^ the part of the ])rimary wave whose magnetic field is

wholly Cancelled.
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To verify, the uniform field of impressed force of intensity

J\, by elementary principles, produces the external electric

potential
3

f2=/iCos^—

,

whose .derivatives, radial and tangential, taken negatively,

are (151) and (147). The corresponding internal potential

O = ^/i r cos 6.

But its slope does not give the force E left behind within the

sphere, because this E is the force of the flux. Any other

distribution of impressed force, with the same vorticity, will

lead to the same E. Our equation (135) and its companion
for F, derived from (131) by using (136), lead to the steady

field (residual)

E = -|/isin^, F= f/;cos^, . . . (152)

the components of the true force of the flux. Add e to the

slope of 12 to produce E *.

F is always zero at the front of the primary wave outward,

and E= yu,oyH. At the front of the primary wave inward F is

also zero, and E = — //,quH. After reflexion, F at the front

of the reflected wave is still zero, but now E=/Aq1'H.
The electric energy Ui set up is the volume-integral of the

scalar product ^ eD. That is,

U.=i/ixf|^x^ = '^\ . . (153)

But the total work done by e is 2Ui, by the general law
that the whole work done by impressed forces suddenly
started exceeds the amount representing the waste by Joule
heating at the final rate (when there is any), supposed to

start at once, by twice the excess of the electric over the

magnetic energy of the steady field set up. It is clear, then,

that when the travelling shell has gone a good way out, and
it has become nearly equivalent to a plane wave, its electric

and magnetic energies are nearly equal, and each nearly ^Ui

* Sometimes the flux is apparently wrongly directed. For example, a
imiform field of impressed force from left to right in all space except a
spherical portion produces a flux from right to left in that portion. Thia
is made intelligible by the above. Let the impressed force act in the
space between r= a and r=h, « being small and 6 great. In the inner
sphere the flrst effects are those due to the r= a vorticity, and the flux

left behind is against the force. But after a time comes the wave from
the r= 6 vorticity, which sets matters right. The same applies in the

case of conductors, when, in fact, a long time might have to elapse before

the second and real permanent state conquered the fu'st one.

2D2
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in value. I did not, however, anticipate that the magnetic
energy in the travelling shell would turn out lo be constant,

viz. ^Ui during the whole journey, from t= a/v to <= x> , so

that it is the electric energy in the shell which gradually

decreases to iUi. Integrate the square of H according to

(142) to verify.

23. The most convenient way of reckoning the work done,

and also the most appropriate in this class of problems, is by
the integral of the scalar product of the curl of the impressed

force and the magnetic force. Thus, in our problem

2Ui = J (ZiSer = J dt'2'H. curl e/iir

=J/^'JHA (154)

where dS is an element of the surface r= a. So we have to

calculate the time-integral of the magnetic force at the place

of vorticity of e, the limits being and 2a/v. This can be
easily done without solving the full problem, not only in the

case of 711=1, but 7n = any integer. The result is, if U
be the electric energy of the steady field due to/^^^,

rH//^= ^-f-''HH .... (355)

and, therefore, by surface-integration according to (154),

•ITT 3 ..,?n(m4-l

)

., J.,..2U =ttWJ--^^ -^ (15b)

^U^ is the magnetic energy in the 7nth travelling shell. 1

have entered into detail in the case of m=\, because of its

relative importance, and to avoid repetition. In every case
the magnetic field of the primary wave outward is cancelled
by that of the reflexion of the primar}- wave inward, pro-
tliicing a travelling shell of dejjth 2«, within which is the
final steady field. There are, however, some differences in
other respects, according as m is even or odd.

Thus, in the case 'm = 2, we have, by (110) to (113),

KU,-w„)W=i{.<.-.(i-_J+^|,)

— e-'l(r-\-

Making this operate upon /,, zero before and constant after

^ = 0, we obtain, by (132), (140), and Taylor's theorem,

, .NTT /l!«vQ'2rl 3 /a-" r-'\ .,,3/1 1\ 3 r"/* 1
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In the wave represented, u^> (r— a), it being the primary-
wave out. The unrepresented part, to be obtained by
changing the sign of a within the

{ |-
, is the reflected wave,

in wliich vt>{r-^a).
To obtain the internal H exchange a and r within the \ \

in (158). The result is that

H=4^{-i + g|^.(«"^-a-.'0'} . (159)

exprdTsses the H solution always, provided that when vt<a
the limits for r are a— vt and a + vt ; but when vt>a, they
are vt— a and vt-\-a.

At the surface of the sphere,

H.=iS{-ia'Mf I' • (-)
from i= to 'lajv. It vanishes twice, instead of only once,
intermediately, finishing at the same value that it commenced
at, instead of at the opposite, as in the ?«=1 case.

The radial component F of E is always zero at the front of
either of the primary waves or of the reflected wave, and
E=+/iQ?;H, according as the wave is going out or in. In
the travelling shell H changes sign m times, thus makino-
m+ 1 smaller shells of oppositely directed magnetic force.

At its outer boundary

E=/.ot'H= i/„i/Q;„(a/r), . . . (161)

and at the inner boundary the same formula holds, with +
prefixed according as m is even or odd.

~

In case ??i= 3, the magnetic force at the spherical surface
is

from t— to 2alv, after which, zero.

24. Spherical Sheet of Radial Impressed Force.—If the

surface r=a be a sheet of radial impressed force, it is clear

that the vorticity is wholly on the surlace. Let the intensity

be independent of ^, so that

^=2^mQ„. (1C3)

The steady potential produced is

(out) V,= + 2.„Q„2~:j(^-)""', (165)
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because, at r=a, these make

Y.-Y,= e, and
^^Jj

=^^; . . (166)
ar dr

i. €. potential-difference e and continuity of displacement.

The normal component of displacement is

47r (/r ~47ra^'"^'" 2m + 1 ' ^ ^

therefore, integrating over the sphere, the total work done

^U=.o.lgi±L), (168)

which agrees with the estimate (156), because

/• = -i^=^^, .... (169)J add a till'
^ '

finds the vorticitj, /, from the radial impressed force e\ or,

taking

.-. -^^^ = vorticity,

so that the old f^= eja.

25. Single Circular Vortex Line.—There arc some advan-

tages connected with transferring the impressed force to the

surface of the sphere, as it makes the force of the flux and

the force of the fiekl identical both outside and inside. At

the boundary F is continuous, E discontinuous.

Let the impressed force be a simple circular shell of radius

a and streno-th e. Let it be the equatorial ])lane, so that the

equator is the one line of vorticity. Substitute for this shell

a si)lierical shell of strength \e on the positiA'O hemisphere, —\e
on the neoative, the impressed force acting radially. Expand

this distribution in zonal harmonics. The result is

2^„,Q,„ =
I { ^ Qi

- 2^Q3+ -^-4-(3 Qa

15.1.3.5^^ ) .,_.

-2:Tr678-Q^+--7' • •
^^'^)

so that we arc only concerned with iha odd m'^'. This equa-

tion settling the value of <'„,, the vorticity is

2';vQ:„=2/^vQ; (171)
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We know therefore by the preceding, the complete solution

due to sudden starting of the single vortex line. That is, we
know the individual waves in detail produced by e^, e^, &c.

The resultant travelling disturbance is therefore confined

between two spherical surfaces of radii vt—a and vt + a, after

the centre has been reached, or of radii a— vt and a + vt

before the centre is reached. But it cannot occupy the whole
of either of the regions mentioned.

The actual shape of the boundaries, however, may be easily

found. It is sufficient to consider a plane section through the

axis of the sphere. Let A and B be the points on this plane

cut by the vortex line. Describe circles of radius vt with A
and B as centres. If rf < a, the circles do not intersect ; the

disturbance is therefore wholly within them. But when
vt is > a, the intersecting part contains no H, and only the E
of the steady tield due to the vortex line, which we know by
§24.

That within the part common to both circles there is no H
we may prove thus. The vortex line in question may be
imagined to be a line of latitude on any sph^-rical surface

passing through A and B, and centred upon the axis. Let
ai be the radius of any sphere of this kind. Then, at a time
making vt > a, the disturbance must lie between the surfaces

of spheres of radii vt— rti and r^ + a,, whose centre is that of

the sphere aj. Now this excludes a portion of the space

between the vt— a and vt-\-a circles, referring to the plane

section ; and by varying the radius a, we can find the whole
space excluded. Thus, find the locus of intersections of

circles of radius

vt-(a' + z')\

with centre at distance z from the origin, upon the axis.

The equation of the circle is

i^-zy+f^lvt-ic^ + z')^}^,

or

a:''+if-'2xz=vH^ + a^-2vt(a' + z'-)K . . (172)

Differentiate with respect to z, giving

:(vH'-.v')^= a.v, (173)

and eliminate z between (173) and (172). After reductions,

the result is

.iP + {y±ay'= vH% (174)

indicating two circles, both of radius vt, whose centres are at

A and B. Within the common space, therefore, the steady

electric field has been established.
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If this case be taken literally, then, since it involves an

infinite concentration in a geometrical line of a finite amount
of vorticity of e, tlie result for the steady field is infinite close

up to that line, and the energy is infinite. But imagine,

instead, the vorticity to be spread over a zone at the equator

of the sphere r= a, half on each side of it, and its surface-

density to be /jv, where /i is finite. C'Onsider the effect pro-

duced at a }»oint in the equatorial plane. From time / = U to

<i=r— a(if the point be external) there is no disturbance.

But from time fj to t2= h/v, where b is the distance from the

point to the edges of the zone, the disturbance must be iden-

tically the same as if the harmonic distribution fiv were

complete, viz. by (142),

HtX'^^^} • •
<^^-^'>

After this moment t2, the formula of course fails. Now nar-

row the band to width add at the equator and simultaneously

increase /i, so as to make/i6fQf'^=e, the strength of the shell

of impressed force when there is but one. The formula (175)
will now be true only for a very short time, and in the limit it

will be true only momentarily, at the front of the wave, viz.

fia/2jjbovr=B.= e/2iJ,ovrde, . . . . (170)

going up infinitely as dd is reduced. To avoid infinities in

the electric and magnetic forces we must seemingly keep either

to finite volume or finite surface-density of vorticity of e, just as

in electrostatics with respect to electrification.

Instead of a simple shell of impressed electric force, it mixy

be one of magnetic force, with similar results. As a verifica-

tion calculate the displacement through circle v on the sphere

r=a due to a vortex circle at Vj on the same surface, the

latter being of unit strength. It is

2f £§», (177)

due to 'S.e^Q^, through the circle v. Take then

(WlK^;^ .... (178)

which represents c,„ duo to vortex line of unit strength at Vi.

Use this in the preceding equation (177) and we obtain

D=25i"'^^^> (17i0
4 m{)n+ 1)

' ^
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as the displacement through v due to unit vortex line at Vy

Applying this result to a circular electric current, B=/X(jH

takes the place of D= (c/47r)E, as the flux concerned, whilst

if h bo the strength of the shell of impressed magnetic force,

/i/47r is the equivalent Ijounding electric current. The in-

duction through the circle v due to unit electric current in

the circle Vi is therefore obtainable from (179) by turning c

to /Aq and multiplying by (47r)^. The result agrees with

Maxwell's formula for the coefficient of mutual induction of

two circles (vol. ii. art. 697).

It must be noted that in the magnetic-shell application

thei'e must be no conductivity, if the wave-formulse are to

apply.

26. An Electromotive Impulse. m= l.—Returning to the

case of impressed electric force, let in a spherical portion of

an infinite dielectric a uniform field of impressed force act

momentarily. We know the result of the continued applica-

tion of the force. We have, then, to imagine it cancelled by
an oppositely directed force, starting a little later. Let t^ be
the time of application of the real force, and let it be a small

fraction of 2a/u, the time the travelling shell takes to traverse

any point. The result is evidently a shell of depth vt^ at

r= vt-^a, in which the electromagnetic field is the same as in

the case of continued application of the force, and a similar

shell situated at r= vt—a, in which H is negative. Within
this inner shell there is no E or H. But between the two
thin shells just mentioned there is a diff'used disturbance, of

weak intensity, which is due to the sphericity of the waves,

and would be non-existent were they plane waves. In fact,

at time t= ti, when the initial disturbance ll=fiv/2fiQV has

extended itself a small distance vti on each side of the surface

of the sphere, there is a radial component F at the surface

itself, since, by (150),

SO that the sudden removal of /j leaves two waves which do
not satisfy the condition E = /LtorH at their common surface of

contact. On separation, therefore, there must be a residual

disturbance between them. The discontinuity in E at the

moment of removing /^ is abohshed by instantaneous assump-
tion of the mean value, but it is impossible to destroy the

radial displacement which joins the tw^o shells at the moment
they separate. Put on f when ^= 0, then —/j at time f^

later. The H at time t due to both is by (142),

"=4^''('''-2"')= (181)
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which, when ti is infinitely small, becomes

2fiQvr^

'
(182)

First of all, at a point distant r from the centre, comes the

primary disturbance or head,

H=^. (i«3)

when vt=r—a, lasting for the time ti. It is followed

by the diffused negative disturbance, or tail, repre-

sented by (182), lasting for the time 2a/v. At its end comes
the companion to (182), its negative, when rt= r + a, lasting

for time ti, after which it is all over. This description applies

when r > a. If r < a, the interval between the beginning and
end of the H disturbance is only 2r/v. From the above
follows the integral solution expressing the eflFect of/i varying
in any manner with the time.

27. Alternating Impressed Forces.—If the impressed force

in the sphere, or wherever it may be, be a sinusoidal function

of the time, making p^=—n^^ if w= 27r x frequency, the

complete solutions arise from (132) to (135) so immediately
that we can almost call them the complete solutions. Of
course in any case in which we have developed the connexion
between the impressed force and the flux, say e=ZC, or

C= Z~^^, when Z is the resistance operator, we may call this

equation the solution in the sinusoidal case, if we state that

p^ is to mean —n^. But there is usually a lot of work needed
to bring the solution to a practical form. In the present

instance, however, there is scarcely any required, because u
and to are simple functions of qa. and ^^ is real. The sub-

stitution j^=z—r? in u results in a real function of nrfv^ and
in T(? in a real function x( — 1)^. Thus:

—

(184)

nv V . nr
u, =cos sm —

V nr ti

,f . nr 11 nr\
Wi=i{ sin — + — cos — I

\ V nr r

J

/, 3r^\ nr 3r . nr
?<2 = ( 1 :r^ 1 cos — sni —

\ „-,-;_ . nr .
^j3_^^

. r /, 6i'-\ . nr
. ov nr^

10^=1 < {y — -TrT,)^\n h —cos }
' (V /rrv r nr r )

In the case ni = i, if (/j) cos /;/ is the furin of/,, so that
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(/i) represents the amplitude, we find, writing this case fully

because it is the most important :

—

(out) H= ^^^^^!—
( cos sin)— .(cos sni nt

^ ^ fiovr \ na J V \ nr J\v J

(in)

(out)

(in)

(out)

(in)

g^— vyv jjQg sin)~.( cos ^sni )( nt
)

fiQvr \ nr J v \ na J \ v J

„ 2(f.)vau,f V . \na ( .
,

r \(nr \'\
F= ^^\ ^ (cos sm — . smH— cos ( nt I

?iH \ na J V \ nr J\v J

T, 2(f-^vau,f V . \nr ( . v \fna \

F= ^"^ \ ^
cos sm)— .(smH cos nt

,m^ \ nr J v \ na J\v /J

n ( /i)«i' f V . \na ( f^ v^ \E= -^^^
cos sinl— .{ 1 rr-gjcos

r \ na J V \\ n-r\i

V . 1 (nr \
sm > nt I

nr }\v J

E = — •
'^

< 1 2-2 J sm + — cos > — . ( sm
r i\ n^r^J nr } v \

Xna \

v-"0

(185 a)

(185 I)

> (185 c)

H cos
na

It is very remarkable on first" acquaintance that the impressed

force produces no external effect at all when

i<a=0,
na na

or tan —=—
V V

For the impressed force may be most simply taken to be a

uniform field of intensity (/i) cos nt in the sphere of radius a

acting parallel to the axis, and it looks as if external displace-

ment must be produced. Of course, on acquaintance with the

reason, the fact that the solution is made up of two sets of

waves, those outward from the lines of vorticity and those

going inward, and then reflected out, the mystery disappears.

To show the positive and negative waves explicitly, we may
write the first of (185 a) in the form

(out) H=^^r| (1-4-) 00S+ (^+ i^) sin I ( nt-'i^A^ ^ 2fiQvr L t \ n^ar/ \na nr) ) \ v J

the second line showing the primary wave out, the first the

reflected wave *. Exchange a and r within the [ ] to obtain

* In reference to this formula (185^7), and the corresponding ones for

other values of in, it is not \\-ithout importance to know that a very
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the internal H. The disturbance, at the surface, of the primary-

wave going both ways is, from t= to 2a/r,

^ Uos nt+-^(cos nt-l)\ . (185e)

Tlie amplitude due to both waves is

(Jl>u.(l + 4-)' (185/)

The outward transfer of energy per second per unit: area

at any distance r is EH/47r. In the mtli system this is

-T— = — ; / Co - • in' sm—(— ltd ) cosr nt . Uicos
Air AmiiXcMYr cnr ^

.

+ (-m')sin}n«, (186)

where m is supposed odd, whilst it and —iio are the real

functions of nr/v obtained in tho same way as (184). Tlie

mean value of the t function is, by the conjugate property of

u and w, equation (114),
= -nl2v.

Using this, and integrating (186) over the complete surface

of radius r, giving

jj-(vq:..)^^s=^-;^;+^ , . . . (187)

wo find the mean transfer of energy outward per second

through any surface enclosing the sphere to be

2(2m+l) fi,v
' ^^^^

if (/»»)''Q'»» <^os nt is the vorticity of the impressed force.

sliglitcliange suffices to make (185r/) represent the solution fi-om the first

moment of starting the impressed force. Thus, let it start when t=0,
and let the /, in equation (185 d) be (/,) cos 7it. Effect the two integrations

thus,

l\ = (/, )
^ sin nt, •'i =(/)"' (1 - cos nt),

vanishing when t=0, and then operate with the exponentials, and we
shall obtain (185 d) thus modified. To the first line must be added

(f,)pa V

and to the second line its negative. Thus modified, (185 d) is true from
t=0, understanding that the second line begins when t={r— (i)/v, and the

first when / = (/+«)/('. The first of (185 «) is therefore true up to distance
»•= vt — 2a, when this is positive. In the shell of depth 2a beyond, it fidls.
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In the case m= l, the waste of energy per second is

CA)^
(^Ig9>)

due to the uniform alternating field of impressed force of

\ I \J *^Ub Hi

within the sphere.

In reality, the impressed force must have been an infinitely

long time in operation to make the above solutions true to an
infinite distance, and have therefore already wasted an infinite

amount of energy. If the impressed force has been in operation

any finite time t, however great, the disturbance has only

reached the distance r=.vt-\-a. Of course the solutions are

true, provided- we do not go further than r= vt—a. We see,

therefore, that the real function of the never-ceasing waste of

energy is to set up the sinusoidal state of E and H in the

boundless regions of space to which the disturbances have not

yet reached. The above outward waves are the same as in

Rowland's solutions*. Here, however, they are explicitly

expressed in terms of the impressed forces causing them.

tia= makes the external field vanish when m is odd ; and

iUa=0 when m is even ; that is, when the sinusoidal state has

been assumed. It takes only the time 2a/v to do this, as regards

the sphere r=a ; the initial external disturbance goes out to

infinity and is lost. This vanishing of the external field

happens whatever may be the nature of the external medium
away from the sphere, except that the initial external disturb-

ance will behave differently, being variously reflected or

absorbed according to circumstances.

28. Conducting Medi^im. ?n= l.—Now consider the same
problem in an infinitely extended conductor of conductivity k.

We may remark at once that, unless the conductivity is low,

the solution is but little different from what it would be were
the conductor not greatly larger than the spherical portion

within it on whose surface lie the vortex lines of the impressed
force, owing to the great attenuation suffered by the dis-

turbances as they progress from the surface. In a similar

manner, if the sphere be large, or the frequency of alternations

great, or both, we may remove the greater part of the interior

of the sphere without much altering matters.

We have now
q— (^TTfiokp) '= (1 + i)x,

if

x=:{27rfioknf (190)

* In paper referred to in § 18.
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Tlie realization is a little troublesome on account of this />*•

The result is that the uniform alternating field of impressed force

of intensity
. . (y^j^osni,

gives rise to the internal solution

(in) H=(.—y^-^i^{(A + B)cos»«+(A-Bjsin7iO. (191)

where A and B are the functions of ;• expressed by

^= e^r-a)Uxj^ )cos + (.t o^ + o «— l^^^l-^'C^-^')
L\ 2.m '2xr/ \2.xr Ixa Zxr . 2xa/ J

^

^=^''-"i{^-^a-^2^ah'-{^^
^,-.(r+a)r/ 1 +J_+ ^

\cos + (l +^ + J-)sinl.Ka + r). (193)
[\2.vr 2.ra zxr . 2xa/ \ 2xr 2xa) J / \ /

Equation (191) showing the internal H, the external is got

by exchanging a and r in the functions A and B.

Now xa is easily made large, in a good conductor ; then,

anywhere near the boundary, (r= a), we have

—B= e-^<^°-''^sin^(f

and (191) becomes

"-'•'};.
. . . (194)

a-r), J

(i„)H=gy<^e-'C-..oos{«<-„<«-.-)-l}.(195)

The wave-length X is

^=(ii3' ('"«)

Thus, in copper, a frequency of 1600 to 1700 makes X=
1 centini. Both \ and the attenuation-rate (le])end inversely

on the square roots of the inductivity, con<hK'tivity, and

frequency, whereas the amplitude varies directly as the

square root of the conductivity, and inversely as tlie square

roots of the others.

• To verify that very great frequency ultimately limits the

disturl)ance to the vortex line of e when there is but one, we
m:iv use the last solution to construct that due to a sheet of

impressed force

cos nt 2 €m Qm
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acting radially on the surface of the sphere. Tlius,

(in) -a^Q^y^'^ e-(-)cos{n^-.<a-r)-f }(197)

when .ra is very groat. When the vorticity is confined to one

line of latitude, H in (197) vanishes everywhere except at the

vortex lin(^ But a further approximation is required, or a

different form of solution, to show the disturbance round the

vortex line explicitly, i. e. when n is great, though not

infinitely great.

29. A Conducting Dielectric. 9/i=l.—Here, if k is the con-

ductivity, c the permitti\dty, and (Xq the inductivity, let

q=['i'iriMji2) + fi^^cp^)i= n^-\rn2i, • • • (198)

when jo= ?a. Then Ui and n2 will be given by

Using this q in the general external H solution, but ignoring

the explicit connexion with the impressed force, we shall

arrive at

(out) H=^.-..[(l +^^^;^^)cos

where Cq is an undetermined constant, depending upon the

magnitude of the distm'bance at r=a. So far as the external

solution goes, however, the internal connexions are quite

arbitrary save in the periodicity and confinement to producing

magnetic force proportional in intensity to the cosine of the

latitude. The solution (200) may be continued unchanged as

near to the centre as we please. Stopping it anywhere, there

are various w^ays of constructing complementary distributions

in the rest of space, from which (200) is excluded.

n^ is zero when /:= 0. We then have the dielectric solu-

tion, wdth 112= n/v. On the other hand, c= makes

Ui= ??2= {27rfj,Qlcn)i= X,

as in § 28. The value of n^^ + n^^ is
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Enormously great frequency brings us to the formulae of the

non-conducting dielectric, with a difference, thus : n^ and ?i2

become
7ii= 27rkfjbQV, )}2= n/v, .... (202)

when 4r'7rk/on is a small fraction. The attenuation due to con-

ductivity still exists, but is independent of the frequency. We
have now

(out) H= ^%-".^(cos-^,sin)(^-n^), (203)

differing from the case of no conductivity only in the presence

of the exponential factor.

It is, however, easily seen by the form of n^ in (202) that

in a good conductor the attenuation in a short distance is very

great, so that the disturbances are practically confined to the

vortex lines of the impressed force, where the H disturbance

is nearly the same as if the conductivity were zero, as before

concluded. It follows that the initial effect of the sudden
introduction of a steady impressed force in the conducting

dielectric is the emission from the seat of its vorticity of waves
in the same manner as if there were no conductivity, but atte-

nuated at their front to an extent represented by the factor

e""'*", with the (202) value of n^, in addition to the attenuation

by spreading which would occur were the medium non-con-

ducting. This estimation of attenuation applies at the front

only.

30. Current in Sphere constrained to he uniform.—Let us

complete the solution (200) of § 29 by means of a current of

uniibrm density parallel to the axis within the sphere of

radius a, beyond which. (200) is to be the solution. This will

require a sp(^cial distrilnition of impressed force, which we
shall find. Equation (200) gives us the normal conq^onent of

electric current at r=a, by differentiation. Let this be

r cos 6. Then Y is the density of the internal current. The
corresponding magnetic field must have the boundary-value

according to (200), and vary in intensity as the distance from
the axis, its lines being circles centred upon it, and in planes

perpendicular to it. Thus the internal H is also known. The
internal E is fully known too, being /:~'r in intensity and
parallel to the axis. It only remains to find e to satisfy

curl (e-E)= /iH, (3) bis

within the sphere, and at its boundary (with the suitable sur-

face interpretation), as it is already satisfied outside the sj^here.

The simplest way appears to be to first introduce a uniform
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field of e parallel to the axis, of such intensity Ci as to neu-

tralize the difference between the tangential components of

the internal and external E at the boundary, and so make con-

tinuity there in the fore of the field ; and next, to find an

auxiliary distribution 63, such that

curl 62= /aH,

and ha^dng no tangential component on the boundary. This

may be done by having 63 parallel to the axis, of intensity

proportional to

{a'-r'')>me.

The result is that the internal H is got from the external by
putting r= a in (200) and then multipl}'ing hj r/a ; F from

the internal H by multiplying by (27rr sin^)"^ ; Ci Irom the

difference of the tangential components E outside and inside

is given by

Finally, the auxiliary force has its intensity given by

+-7-^—^cos\{n2a-nt). (205)

A remarkal)le property of this auxiliary force, which (or an

equivalent) is absolutely required to keep the current straight,

is that it does no work on the current, on the average ; the

mean activity and waste of energy being therefore settled

by ei.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 156. May 1888. 2 E
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L. The Thermodynamics of Cryohydrates. By J. Parker,
B.A., late Scholar of St. John's College, Camhridge^.

DR. GUTHRIE has found that wlien a dilute saline solu-

tion, formed by dissolving a salt in water or any other

liquid, is subjected to reduction of temperature, the ice

formed is })erfectly fresh, until a certain temperature is

reached, which depends only on the natures of the salt and

liquid em])loyed, and not on their relative proportions. The
solution then freezes, without further reduction of tempera-

ture, into a solid homogeneous brine. Dr. Guthrie has also

found that the final solution thus obtained, which he calls a
" cryoliydrate," is of the same strength whatever may have

been the strength of the dilute solution with which we started.

Again, he has found that the lowest tem])erature obtainable

by means of a " cryogen," /. e. a freezing mixture of salt and

ice, is the freezing-point of the corresponding cryohydrate.

These experimental results have been obtained at atmo-

spheric [)ressure, but we shall suppose them to be true at

any pressure.

We at once infer that at the freezing-point of the cryohy-

tlrate, the salt and pure ice are neutral to each other ; in

other words, a saturated solution is then in stable equilibrium

with pure ice. There is, therefore, only one stable solution

possible at this temperature, viz. the cryohydrate itself.

At any temperature above the freezing-point of the cryohy-

drate, and below the freezing-point of the pure liquid, there

may be any number of stable solutions, the strongest being

a saturated solution, and the weakest in stable equilibrium

with pure ice.

Analytically, let <p, i/r be the thermodynamic potentials at

constant pressure of unit weights of the salt and ice, re-

spectively, at any temperature between the freezing-points of

the cryohydrate and of" the pure liquid.

Also let the weakest stable solution contain a weight mi of

the salt, and a weight ?7?2 of ^^^ liquid. Its thermodynamic
potential will be

^' = '"1/1 + "'2A
where /],/2 are homogeneous in itii and m^ and of degree 0.

But the solution is in stiible equilibrium with pure ice, and

not with the salt; hence;

* Communicated by the Author.
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Therefore,

<mi <p + m2^ (1)

Again, if a saturated solution contains a weight Mi of tlio

salt, and a weight Mg of the h(|uid, its thermodynamic
potential will be

4>' = M,Fi + M2F2,

where Fi= ^, Fg <t/^
;

therefore

<M,cf> + m,^lr (2)

At the freezing-point of the cryohydrate these two solutions

are identical with the cryohydrate itself; and we therefore

have

} (3)

where <^o and i/^q are the values of
(f)
and yfr at this tempera-

ture.

The solutions we have been studying may be conveniently

represented by a diagram. Take three rectangular axes, and
let the axis of a; denote the temperature^ the axis of y the

pressure, and the axis of z the quantity h ^^— , so that h is

the strength of the solution. ^2

The weakest and strongest stable solutions will be repre-

sented in the diagram by two surfaces which meet along the

freezing line of the cryohydrate, and all other stable solutions

will be represented by points lying between these two sur-

faces.

Our principal object in this paper is to find the effect of

pressure upon the freezing-point and composition of the cryo-

hydrate. For the former purpose we make use of the im-
portant equations (3).

Thus, let us suppose that at any point ( p, t) on the freezing

line of the cryohydrate (y, U, S, <f>) represent respectively

the volume, energy, entropy, and thermodynamic potential at

constant pressure of unit mass of the cryohydrate, and let

(^"ij Ui, Si, ^1) be respectively the sums of the volumes,
energies, entropies, and thermodynamic potentials at the same
pressure and temperature of the salt and ice of which the

cryohydrate is composed.

2E 2
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Then we have by (3),

Also

^=E (U-^ S)+pr, ^i=:E (Ui-« SO+;^ri,

where E is the mechanical equivalent of heat.

Again, if the salt and ice be placed in contact witli each
other, and the teni])erature kept slightly above the freezing-

point of the cryohydrate, the liquid cryohydrato will be
formed, and if Q is the heat absorbed during the process, we
must have, since <I>=<I>i,

Q=^.(S-Si) (4)

If we move to a consecutive point {j> + 8f, t + 8t) on the

freezing line, an indefinitely small quantity of ice (or salt)

may separate out from the cryohydrate ; but whether it does
so or not, the changes in <P, ^j will be respectively

8^ =v.Bp-S.St'

But by (3) 8^=8<1>,
;

uonco

and, therefore, by (4),

?=(^--)-| (5)

We may notice, generally, that the freezing-point of the

cryohydrate is depressed or raised by pressure, according as

the liquid employed expands or contracts in the act of

freezing.

In particular, the freezing-])oint of the cryohydrate of an
a(|ueous solution of sodium chloride is lowered by pressure by
almost exactly the same amount as the freezing-point of pure
water.

We will now give reasons for believing that the composi-
tion of a cryohydrate is inde])endent of the ])ressure. For
suppose, if possible, that along the freezing line of the

cryohydrate, h increases with p.
At any pressure p, let the temperature of the cryohydrate

be reduced below its freezing-point, and then let the pressure

increase if
J-

is negative along the freezing line, but if

^ is positive, let the pressure decrease.
ot

Referring to the; diagram we see that, sooner or later, the
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solid cryohydrate must melt into an unstable solution. The
improbability of this event leads us to conclude that h cannot
increase with^. Similarly we may reason that h cannot
deciease as j9 increases. A crj'ohydrate must therefore be
regorded as a body of definite cJiemical composition, and not as

a mere solution in which the proportions of salt and ice depend
upon various accidents.

This property of a cryohydrate has already been noticed by
Dr. Guthrie, but he has not examined the etfects of pressure.

Again, Duhem has shown that when a dilute solution,

formed by dissolving any salt in water, is reduced in tempera-
ture until the pure ice appears, then increase of pressure

causes some of the ice to melt, or, in analytical language,

-J-
is negative for the weakest stable solution.

If, however, the solution is formed by dissolving the salt

in a liquid, like acetic acid, which contracts whilst freezing,

then -^ is positive.

As h is constant along the freezing line of the cryohydrate,

it follows that in the former case ^ is negative, and in the

latter case positive.

It is now evident that when a salt is dissolved in water, the

cryohydrate expands in the act of freezing, and its melting-

point is lowered by pressure, whereas, when a salt is dissolved

in a liquid, like acetic acid, which contracts whilst freezing,

the cryohydrate also contracts whilst freezing, and its melting-

point is raised by pressure.

LI. Experiments toith Soap-buhhles. By C. V. Boys,
A.R.S.M., Demonstrator of Physics at the Science Schools,

South Kensington ^.

[Plate II.]

THOUGH none of the experiments I am about to describe

depend upon any property of a soap-film which is not

perfectly well known and understood, yet they serve to illus-

trate in a striking and beautiful manner the behaviour of

bubbles under special circumstances, and so as lecture-experi-

ments simply I hope they may be considered worthy of the

attention of the Physical Society.

* Communicated by the Physical Society : read April 14, 1888.
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Everyone is familiar with the fact that a soap-bubble may
be supported or even struck by a piece of baize or wool

without coming into real contact wdth the material ; it is also

well known that two bubbles suj)ported on the pipes from

which they are blown, or on rings, may be pressed or knocked

together with such violence as to materially alter their shape,

and yet they do not come into real contact; there is a film of

air between them which they are unable to squeeze out. This

film, though thin to ordinary tests, is so thick that the colours

of Newton's rings are only seen when one of the bubbles is

very small, so that the air is squeezed out the more readily.

If the pressure is increased so as to make a real contact, the

bubbles both instantly burst. That this pressure may be

made great before the true contact takes place will be shown
in a variety of ways hereafter ; but the following simple

experiment makes it very evident that the air-film will

prevent the contact of two soap-films that are pressed together.

E.cp. 1.—Blow a bubble about 9 cm. in diameter, and place

it on a ring with a diameter of about 7 cm. This bubble may
be pulled or pushed through the ring by means of a smaller

wire ring which serves as a handle. (See 'Nature,' 1871,

p. 395.) It may be so adjusted that the weight of the ring

will not pull it through. Then a ring larger than the bubble,

carrying a plane film, can be used to push it up and down
through the ring, and yet the two films do not touch (fig. 1,

PI. IL).

Bearing this fact in mind, that tw^o bubbles may press one

another without true contact, I hoped to be able to blow and

detach one bubble within another, and let it roll about within

the larger bub])le. This, however, is made difficult by the

accumulation of a small quantity of solution at the bottom of

each, the weight of which is able immediately to press through

the air-film between them and so cause both bubbles to burst.

However, the experiment can be performed in the following

manner:

—

E.cp. 2.—Blow a bubble on the lower side of the same
ring that was used in Exp. 1, and if a large drop does
not remain hanging to the bubble slowly apply solution to

any part until as great a drop as can safely be carried has

accumulated. Then pass the end of the pipe through the

upper side of the bubble, and blow another inside, but take

care in this case to have no excess of liquid. When the

inner bubble is about twice as large as the outer one was at

first, remove the pipe with a rapid movement. Tlie limer one
will now fall gently and rest within the outer one, the heavy
drop pulling the thick part of the outer bubble out of reach
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of tho inner one. The air of the outer bubble may then be
withdrawn until the space between the highest point of the

two bubbles is no more than two or three millimetres (fig 2,

PI. IL).

The great pressure which the air-film will carry is well

shown by the next experiment, which, moreover, is more easily

carried out than the last.

Exp. 3.—Proceed as in the last experiment, but instead of

making a large drop on the first bubble, hang on a moistened

ring of wire rather smaller than the fixed ring. This ring

should be weighted until it pulls the bubble so much out of

shape that a tangent to the curve at the points where the film

meets the hanging ring makes an angle of 20° or oO° with the

plane of the ring (fig. 3, PI. IL). A bubble may then be

blown inside and allowed to drop, when it will be found to

rest on the conical seat provided by the outer bubble, while

the heavy drops of liquid are kept apart, and thus there is no
fear of contact (fig. 4). These drops may now be both removed
with the end of the blowpipe ; then, if the lower ring is pulled

down slowly, it will be found that the inner bubble is being

squeezed out of shape until it becomes a beautiful oval, while

the outer bubble shows the effect of the pressure by a corre-

sponding enlargement (fig. 5) . If the lower ring is pulled

down still further, the outer bubble is simply pulled in half,

and the inner one, often unbroken, gently floats away. This

shows that contact was not made, as in that case both would
be immediately broken. If, however, instead of pulling the

ring too far, it is held in the position shown in fig. b, it will

be found that it is possible to swing the pair of bubbles round
and round, and yet in spite of this violent treatment the

bubbles refuse to touch one another. Or, if the lower ring is

cautiously inclined and pulled away, the outer bubble will peal

off it and remain attached to the upper one only. The two
bubbles will now be spherical again, but there will be no
heavy drop as in fig. 2. The air of the outer bubble may be

withdrawn as before, until the two bubbles are barely separate.

This experiment, and many of those that follow, may be
made more beautiful by using for the inner bubble a solution

strongly coloured by fiuorescine, or still better by uranine

(for the knowledge of which I am indebted to Mr. Madan)

;

then, if sunlight, electric or magnesium light is thrown on to

the bubbles, the inner one appears a brilliant green, w^hile the

outer one remains clear as before.

The power of the surface-tension to do work is demon-
strated by blowing a large bubble below the ring and
hanging on the weighted ring. If now a very small ring, a
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centimetre or more in diameter, is placed on that part of the
bubble which is stretched across either ring, and then the

part within the small ring is made to burst, the air will escape
through the small hole and the heavy ring will be lifted until

it comes in contact with the upper one. If the film over the

whole of the heavy ring is burst instead, the ring is pulled up
so suddenly that it is difficult: to follow it with the eye, and it

strikes the upper ring with such violence that the noise is

loud enough to be heard across a large room.
A suspended ring affords a simple and accurate means of

measuring the surface-tension of the soap-film. A plane
film is formed across a fixed horizontal ring and a light

smaller ring is attached to the plane film, which is then broken
within the smaller ring so as to leave an annular film only.

Weights are then hung on to the suspended ring until the

angle between the film and the plane of this ring approaches
90°. At this point equilibrium becomes unstable, and the

lower ring falls away, but now both rings will be found to

carry plane films, though the moment before neither did. On
repeating the experiment a few times it will often be found
possible to use such a weight that the ring will bang for some
time, but will gradually sink, while the angle referred to

above wall approach more and more nearly to 90° as the

surface-tension of the film diminishes ; and thus the exact

surface-tension at the particular moment of separation may
be found by dividing weight of the ring antl attached

moisture by twice its circumference.

Exp. 4.—Bubbles blown with coal-gas are lighter than air

and rise. If therelbre an inner bubble is blown with such a

mixture of air and gas as to rise, it will rest against the upper
side of the outer bubble, where there are no heavy drops but

where the films are thinnest and cleanest (fig. 6). A pair

of bubbles l)lown in this way will sometimes last an hour
when exposed to the air of the room. The inner bubhh; may
be gradually enlarged by blowing in gas until the outer one
can barely withstand the pull. The forms assumed under these

circumstances are extremely gracefiU, and their beauty is

increased by the play of colours on the two bubbles which
the inultiph; refiexions seem to intensify. If, w-hen the innci-

bubbk^ is not too large, as in fig. G, a little gas is gently let

into the outer bubble, it is possible to so adjust the mixture of

gas anil air that the inner will fioat either near the top or

near the bottom of the outer bubble, or about the middle, as

maybe desired (fig. 8). If uniler these conditions the bubbles

are k^ft undisturbed, the richer gas above the inner bubble

will diffuse into the poorer and heavier gas below, and the
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bubble will slowly rise or fall, according to the relative

quantities of gas and air. The diffusion through the film is

well shown in the next experiment.

Exp. .5.—Blow a pair of bubbles, as shown in fig. G, but

make the inner bubble only just light enough to rest against

the top of the outer one. Lower a bell-jar over all, and pass

a stream of gas into the bell-jar by means of a tube passing

through the top. As the air is gradually driven down, the

outer bubble begins to feel the want of buoyancy, and
gradually settles down, as shown in fig. 9. After a short

time, the effect of the diffusion throuo-h both bubbles tendino;

to enrich the gas of the outer bubble is made evident by the

gentle descent of the inner bubble. If the jar is raised

quickly, and a little air is blown into the outer bubble, it is

possible to again cause the inner one to rise and float against

the top of the outer one as before. The bell-jar may be

lowered and the process repeated until the outer bubble is so

large that the ring is unable to support its weight when in an

atmosphere of coal-gas.

The very rapid diffusion of a vapour which will mix with

the solution of which the film is made is easily shown.

Ex]). 6.—Into a large inverted bell-jar pour a small quantity

of ether, or to fill the jiir with the vapour quickly wet a piece

of blotting-paper with ether and stand it on edge in the

jar. Remove the paper, then blow a bubble and drop it

into the jar. The bubble will rest on the ether vapour as

on carbonic anhydride, and while floating the most violent

agitation of the colours of the film will be seen. The bubble

does not remain floating long at the same level ; it gradually

sinks into denser and denser layers of vapour until it reaches

the bottom or breaks on the way. This gradual sinking is

due to the penetration into the bubble of the ether vapour,

as may be shown as follows :—The bubble may be taken out

of the vapour by means of a ring wetted with soap-solution

and carried to a flame, when instantly there is a blaze of ether

vapour a foot or more in diameter. That the flame is not due

to liquid ether condensed on the film is shown by exposing a

plane film to the vapour and carrying it to a light in the

same way, when no trace of flame will be seen.

Exp. 7.—At the end of a wide tube, which has been

enlarged at the lower end, blow a large bubble and lower it

gently into the vapour of ether, holding the finger at the

mouth of the tube. After a few seconds it will bo found

difficult to remove the bubble by means of the tube, because

its weight may have become sufficient to tear it away when

buoyed up by the air only. If it is removed successfully it
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will hang like a heavy drop ; then, on removing the finger, a

light may be put to the issuing vapour, which will burn like

a bunsen-burner. If, moreover, the bubble full of ether

vapour is held in a brilliant light, the shadow will show the

ether vapour oozing through the film and falling away in a
heavy stream (fig. 10). This experiment shows in succession

the floating of an air-bubble on a heavy vapour, rapid diffusion

of a soluble vapour through a soap-film, and the [)ower of the

surface-tension to force the heavy vapour up a tube fast

enough to supply a large flame.

Exp. 8.—Blow a bubble with oxygen gas in a jar partly

filled with ether vapour; on taking the buljble out of the vapour
and carrying it to a light, it will explode with a loud report.

(Sufficient vapour will penetrate the buljble, even whilst it is

being blown, to make the mixture violentl}' explosive.

Exp. 9.—The weight of the air is well shown by blowing a
bubble with gas on a ring and then trying to blow an air-

bubble within it (fig. 11). The inner bubble is then pulled

out into a pear-shape, and very soon breaks away from the

pipe on account of its great weight.

Exp. 10.—If Exp. 4 be repeated, but instead of a
heavy fixed ring a light aluminium one be used instead, to

which is tied a long piece of thread which may have a sheet

of paper at the end, then the whole combination will float

and rise in the air, even though, as in fig. 7, practically the

whole of the buoyancy is due to the gas in the inner bubble.

In this case the inner bubble is the bag of a balloon, the outer

bubble is the netting, and the wire and the things carried by
it are the car. In this case the power of the air-film to resist

contact of the two films is more evident than ever. If any
of the former figures (J, 7, or 8 are carrying a wire ring and
thread, as described, it is possible by a suitable pull at the

thr(iad to release the pair of bubbles, which float away, one
inside the other, until the ceiling brings the experiment to

a conclusion.

Exp. 11.—If the inner bubble of fig. () is made smaller

than the ring, then the corresponding exjjeriment to tliat re-

presented in fig. 5 is shown in fig. 12. The small sphere will

always roll to the upper end of the outer bubble, which may
be pull(?d out to the cylindrical form and be inclined either

way. This modification of the other experiment was sug-

gested by Mr. Newth, to whom I iiad shown the previous

combinations.

A great many experiments may bo shown in which strings

of two or more bubbles, filled some with air and some with

ga.'*, tend to pull in difl'erent directions. Thus an air-bubble
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with a gas-bubLle blown on the top of it will rise till the gas-

bubble breaks against the ceiling, when the air-bubble tails

again, and may bo sent up as often as desired by the addition

of a new gas-bubble ; or three bubbles, the lower one of air

the upper one of gas, so proportioned that the combination just

floats, will remain until the middle bubble is touched with

the finger, when the other two immediately go opposite ways.

There is no occasion to say more about experiments of this

Exp. 12.—An experiment which is easily performed shows

in a striking way how the air-film resists being broken. If

a pair of bubbles are blown as shown in fig. 4, and the vi-

brating prongs of a large tuning-fork are brought quite close

to the line where one bubble rests upon the other, both films

will take up the movement of the fork, and a point of light

reflected by the two films is seen spread out into a pair of

rings, so violent is the motion, yet the films do not touch.

It is hardly possible to suppose that the two films remain as

close together where the movement occurs as in other parts

of the line of support; if they tend to separate they form an
exception to the general rule that a vibrating body attracts

an object in the immediate neighbourhood. In this case the

inner bubble is heavier than the air in the outer one, both

because of the weight of the film and the compression of the

air within due to its tension. But if the same experiment

is tried when the inner bubble is lighter than the air in the

outer one, as it may be by holding one of the prongs close to

the highest point of the bubbles shown in fig. 6, or when
either bubble is heavier or hghter than air, the same result

will be found—the bubbles will refuse to touch one another.

Plateau has described (Statique des liquides) a number of

very beautiful experiments in which wire frames representing

the edges of geometrical solids are dipped in soap-solution,

after wliich they are found to carry combinations of films,

plane or curved according to the character of the frame.

Thus within a triangular prism, when it is removed from
the solution, is found a combination of nine plane films which
form tliree troughs meeting along the axis of the prism and
a triangular pit at each end.

Exp. 13.—A spherical bubble may be dropped into one of

these troughs and rolled from end to end, it may be taken

out of one trough and dropped into another, or the frame

may be held with its axis vertical, when the bubble may h&

dropped into the triangular pit, where, however, it will not

remain long.

The characteristic feature of all the laminar figures is tiiat
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there are never more than three surfaces meeting in a line

where the angles are always 120°, or more than four linos or

six surfaces meeting in a point. Further, the mean curva-

tures of the films are always zero so long as no air is enclosed.

As Plateau mentions in his book, the screw-surface has no

mean curvature, therefore if a frame be made out of a helix

of wire with its ends connected by wire to a solid axis, such

a frame after being dipped will carry a helical surface of

soap-film.

Exp. 14.— If, instead of a single hehx of wire, two helices

are fixed to the same axis, but not quite symmetrically, so

that in any part the wire of one helix is nearer that above it

than the one below, two helical films will not be formed, but

there will be a single one in an intermediate position which

will be joined to the two wire screws by a pair of conical

screw-surfaces, these forming with the true screw-surface a

screw-shaped trough down which bubbles may be rolled or

up which they may be wound, as water is wound up by a

screw-pump (fig. 13). Further, if a series of small bubbles

are blown along the helical edge in which the three films

meet at angles of 120°, a spiral staircase is made of soap-

film, down which a bubble will run one or two steps at a

time, and from which it will escape uninjured when it reaches

the bottom. Of course bubbles lighter than air, in the same

way, will rest against the lower sides of a trough or roll up

instead of down the screw-surfiice.

Exp. 15.—One more experiment in which the rolling of

bubbles is the chief feature is %vorth describing. Three rings

of wire, seen in section in fig. 14, are joined together by wires,

shown dotted, and are carried by a central axis, which may
be made to rotate. After this frame has been dipped in the

solution of soap, and the three radial planes broken, it is

found to carry a circular trough, into which a series of

bubbles may be dropped, while at the same time the frame

may be kept rotating, so that the bubbles are rolling round

and round like marbles on the rim of a solitaire-board. A
corresponding frame might possibly be made of light wire,

which after dipping would rest on the bubbles in the first

frame, thus forming a working model of the ball-bearing. 1

have not, however, succeeded.

Plateau has mentioned the fact (p. 1<»()) that M. Chautard

has found a soap-film a convenient euv(doj)e for a gas which

is to be testeil magnetically. He says that a spherical film

above one pole of an electromagnet is visibly disturbed if the

gas within has magnetic properties when th(^ exciting current

from a battery of 25 to 30 Punsen's cells is made and broken.
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If, instead of a spherical bubble, one of cylindrical form, with

its length about three times its diameter, is used, the dis-

tortion produced by a small disturbing force is so greatly

magnified that, using an electromagnet actuated by five

Grove's cells only, not only is the change of form manifest

when oxygen is the gas in the bubble, but it is even possible,

by making the length such that the form is very nearly un-

stable, to cause the bubble to divide the moment the current

is made to pass round the electromagnet. With the same
means I have not been able to detect any change of form in

a spherical bubble. Fig. 15 shows a convenient apparatus for

producing, as often as may be desired, a cylindrical bubble of

any degree of stability.

The short tube a is in connexion with a sup})ly of oxygen
which is employed to blow the spherical bubble shown by the

dotted circle. According to the position of the screw d this

bubble will be larger or smaller before it comes in contact

with the ring h, which is held down by the loose weight w.

The gas-tap is then immediately turned off, and the ring h

raised by the action of the weight c, until the screw e brings

the movement to a stop, Thus the length of the cylinder

depends on the screw e, while its volume is determined by
the screw d, and so whatever degree of stability is found

suitable can be reproduced as often as may be required.

The poles of the magnet should be placed at about the level

of the line pp.
There is one other property of a pair of soap-films resting

against one another, but not in contact, to which I have not

referred. In a lecture at the Royal Institution a few years

ago Lord Raleigh showed that two water-jets if perfectly

clean will, if directed so as to meet one another at a small

angle, be reflected again and fall as two separate jets, never

really coming into contact at all. If the water is not per-

fectly clean, the experiment will not succeed. He showed
that such a pair of mutually reflected jets form a very delicate

electroscope, so that if a piece of excited sealing-wax is held

even at a considerable distance they instantly coalesce. As
the two jets in his experiments and the two bubbles in those

which I am about to describe are in each case kept apart by
a thin film of air, I expected to find a pair of bubbles attached

to two rings in the same way act as a delicate electroscope.

Exp. 16.—If a pair of bubbles are blown on rings, which
must be insulated from one another, as shown in fig. 16, and
the cover of a small electrophorus is raised even at some
yards distance, instantly the two bubbles coalesce as seen in

fig. 17, but do not burst as they have hitherto been found to
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do. Or if tlie two rings are connected with a key and a

single bicliromato-cell so that when tlie key is not pressed the

rings are connected together, but when depressed they form
the terminals of the cell, then at the moment of making the

contact the bubbles unite because; the electrostatic attraction

between surfaces so very close together is able to squeeze out

the air, which mere pressure had hitherto faih^d to do.

Jllap. 17.—Bearing in mind liow exceedingly dedicate this

is as a test of ilitference of potential, the following experiment
seems the more decisive. The cover of the electrophorus may
be brought so close to the side of the bubbles, shown in fig. 4,

as to pull them completely out of shape, and yet the outer film

so completely screens the inner from the electrical action,

even though the inner one is to all appearance in contact

with the Suter one, that there is no difference of potential

between them, and so the film of air is not destroyed. I do
not know any experiment which so clearly shows as this that

electrical force is confined to the absolute surface of a con-
ductor, and is not felt at any depth within it however small.

Plateau has mentioned, p. 168, that a hemispherical film

blown on a plate will screen a smaller hemisphere blown
within it, and also resting on the plate, from electrical dis-

turbance ; but in this case the two films are widely separate,

and there is not the same delicate test as in the case of two
bubbles apparently coincident, which instantly join when the

smallest electrical stress exists between them.
J^ivp. 18.—One more experiment, which is a combination

of these two, is worth performing. If one of the bubbles of

fig. 16 is replaced by the combination shown in fig. 4 while

the other remains as before, and if the cover of the electro-

phorus is raised anywhere in the neighbourhootl, immediately
the two outer films join and become one, while the inner

bubble undamaged and the heavy ring slide down to the

bottom of the now enlarged single bubble, and give rise to

the form shown in fig. 18.

I am perfectly sensil)le of the fact that these experiments
lie very closely on that ill-defined border-line which separates

scientific work from scientific play, but I trust that the

beautiful way in which they illustrate the action of certain

forces may be sufficient excuse for my showing members of

the Physical Society what cannot I'ail to remind some of them
of their nursery days.

The following particulars may be of service to those who
wish to repeat any of these experiments.
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The solution that I have used is composed of

1 part by weight oleate of soda.

40 „ distilled water.

These, when solution is complete, are well mixed with one
third the volume of glycerine and left for a week to settle in

stoppered bottles. The liquid is then sj^Dhoned off from the

impurities which have risen to the surface and clarified with

a few drops of ammonia.
The thick wire rings and frames are made of tinned iron

"wire 1| millim. in diameter, well cleaned with emery cloth.

The thin wire rings may be made of any thin wire, but
aluminium about ^ millim. in diameter does vrell.

I have found it necessary to make a blowpipe with a trap as

shown in fig. 19 to catch condensed moisture, which is apt to

cause a failure if it mixes with the bubble. The diameter of

the mouth at a is 7 millim. For detaching small light bubbles

a pipe "with a smaller mouth should be used.

When both gas and air are used in any experiment and it

is necessary to regulate the proportions very carefully, it is

well to have a T-piece attached to the blowpipe, so that either

gas or air may be blown or stopped at pleasure.

LII. On the Use of the term ^' Resistance " in the Description

of Physical Phenomena. By R. H. M. Bosanquet*.

THE following observations were suggested by a remark
quoted by Prof. S. P. Thompson from Dr. Hopkinson,

at the meeting of the Physical Society on January 2^, 1888.
The remark was to the effect that there is no such thing as

magnetic resistance, because the resistance of iron to mag-
netization is not constant under varying conditions. I wish
to bring before you the question. What is the fundamental
idea involved in the use of the term "resistance" in the
description of physical phenomena ?

If we apply force to produce any change, say to extend an
extensible body, or compress a compressible one. the body is

said to offer resistance to the force. If we have a second
body which requires a greater force than the first to produce
the same change, we say that the second body offers a greater
resistance than the first. Consequently resistance increases
with the force employed to produce a given change.

Again, if in the second body the same force produces a
greater change than in the first, the resistance of the second

* Communicated by tlie Author.
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body is said to be less. Consequently resistance diminishes

as the change produced increases, and rice versa.

The change may consist in the flow of a fluid, through a

tube say, under ])ressure; then we should say that the re-

sistance offered by the tube to the flow increases as the

pressure inoreases and as the flow diminishes.

Or, again, we may consider a liquid being evaporated

under the action of heat. We may say that the resistance to

evaporation is the greater the more heat is required and the

less liquid evaporated.

We may shortly refer to the two elements in any such

change as the cause and the effect. And we shall generalize

the conception of resistance in stating that it is the greater

the greater the measure of the cause and the less the measure
of the effect. But nothing is so far assumed as to the precise

law which connects these quantities.

If we now refer to the case of electrical resistance, we
have a law suggested by Ohm^s law, viz., that the measure
of the resistance is the direct ratio of the measures of cause

and effect. Or, to take the words "measure of" as under-

stood, resistance is the ratio of cause to eflPect, or the quotient

of cause by effect ; or, resistance is proportional to the

cause and inversely as the effect.

This is not the least necessary. We might very well, if

there were any reason for it in any particular case, adopt as

the measure of resistance such a function as the square, or

the square root of the above ratio. It would be quite com-
patible with the general definition deduced above from the

meaning of the word. But Ohm's law ties us down to the

direct ratio.

If, therefore, we extend tlu^ analog}^ of Ohm's law to other

cases, we shall have some such propositions as follows:

—

If force be employed to extend an extensible body or to

compress a compressible one, the resistance to extension or

compression, on the analogy of Ohm's law, is the quotient of

the cause, or force employed, Ijy the effect, or amount of

change.

If liquid flow through a pipe under a difference of pressure

between its ends, the resistance, on the analogy of Ohm's

law, is the quotient of the cause, or difference of pressure, by

the effect, or rate of flow.

In such cases the precise manner in which cause and effect

are measured must be determined by convenience. It does

not in the least affect the conception of resistance as the ratio

f cause and effect.

A'>ain, if a liquid be evaporated under the action of heat,
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the resistance to evaporation, on the analogy of Ohm's law, is

the ratio of the cause, or heat expended, to the effect, or

amount of liquid evaporated, no matter how these are

measured.

We may add a further illustration. Suppose that any
substance is heated. Different substances will rise .to different

temperatures in virtue of their different specific heats. Here
the resistance to heating up, on the analogy of Ohm's law, is

the ratio of the cause, or heat expended, to the effect, or

rise of temperature produced, no matter how these are

measured.

In all these cases we have a perfectly intelligible physical

conception of resistance, strictly in accordance with the

natural meaning of the word in the English language.

But I think we should not apply by way of objection in

such cases arguments such as the following :

—

i. e. (1) That

the resistance so measured is not of the same dimensions as

electrical resistance ; or (2) that the resistance so measured
is not a constant, but liable to variation depending on the

conditions, as well as to complication by other factors.

The ground that underlies the employment which has been

made of these two arguments in opposition to the use of the

term resistance in connexion with magnetism, is really the

assumption that the same word ought to imply identity in the

two cases of electricity and magnetism, and not analogy. If

it be admitted that analogy is sufficient ground for the use of

a word, the objections disappear.

But if used in connexion with two diflPerent subjects, it is

quite impossible that the meanings of the word can be

identical. And that there is no objection in practice to the use

of the same word in meanings justified by analogy only may be

shown by many illustrations. Take the case of the word
Potential. It originated I suppose in connexion with

mechanical theory. It has a definite mechanical meaning,

and definite dimensions regarded as a mechanical quantity.

But we extend the term without difficulty to both the mag-
netic and electrical analogies ; and in each of these cases it

has another definite meaning, and other definite dimensions.

Yet nobody thinks of objecting to either of these uses of the

term potential, because they involve definitions of the dimen-

sions of ])otential, different both from that used in mechanics

and from each other.

Similarly with the word Force. This is a purely mechanical

term. But nobody objects to its use in the terms electro-

motive force, or magnetizing force because these uses involve

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 156. May 1888. 2 F
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definitions of the dimensions of Force different both from

that used in mechanics and from each other.

It is fully understood in these cases that analogy is all

that is involved, and nobody supposes that there is any

question of identity.

1 will now for a moment compare the case of magnetic

resistance with a natural case of ordinary resistance, to show

that tlie analogy between the two is extremely close.

Consider a mass of matter in any condition ; suppose it

enclosed in a vessel and subjected to compression. Then the

cause will be the pressure, the effect the compression, and the

resistance on the analogy of Ohm's law the ratio of pressure

to compression. If we choose to measure the compression

by the inverse of the volume, the resistance will be the pro-

duct of pressure and volume.

If we suppose the matter to be at first gaseous, and the

compression to take place with loss of heat according to

Boyle and Marriotte's law, the resistance will be so far

constant. But as the compression advances, and the H(]uid

and solid states are approached, the resistance will necessarily

increase, and when the compression reaches a certain value

it will be practically incapable of proceeding further, and the

resistance will increase indefinitely with the pressure. The

resistance is therefore here a function of the compression,

?'. e. of the effect, just as magnetic resistance is a function of

magnetic induction ; and, if we omit the initial part of the

curves of magnetic resistance of bars, the rest of them is

oddly similar to the course of the resistance in the case

imagined.

Now the resistance in the case imagined (of the compres-

sion of matter) is not constant, but is a function of the effect

just as magnetic resistance is. Is this want of constancy

an objection to the use of the term resistance as a descrip-

tion of that quality in matter which tends to prevent com-

pression? For if it is a sufficient objection to the term

magnetic resistance, it must be a sufficient objection to the

term resistance to compression as well, as the analogy be-

tween the two cases is so extraordinarily close. It cannot

be maintained for a moment that the want of constancy offers

any objection.

An objection may be taken possibly that the magnetic

resistance lias varying values for rising and falling mag-

netizing force, and is therefore not definitely ascertainable as

a function of magnetizing force. Answer: We do not give

np trying to find out tli(> true valu(>s of things because

thev are superficially complicated with others. If magnetic
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retentiveness does lead to complications, it is our business to

disentangle them; and ])ractically the method of reversals of

magnetizing current enables us to do this. But it is not main-
tained, at least by me, that magnetic resistance is properly a

i'unction of magnetizing force. It is a function of the effect

produced, i. e. of the magnetic induction, as is amply proved

by the inspection of the numerous curves that have been

published in connexion with this question. And it is so just

in the same way in which the resistance of matter to com-
pression is a function only of the compression, or of the stage

which the condensation has reached.

A word may be usefully said here on the origin of the

differential formula used by Lamont to express the so-called

magnetic conductivity of a magnet. The ambiguity on which
the origin of this formula depends can be well dealt with by
the present illustration.

If we consider the compression of matter which has at-

tained the liquid condition, we may speak of the resistance to

any further compression at this point, or under these con-

ditions, as being infinite. For the effect produced by the

further pressure is nothing. But in the magnetic analogy we
alwaj's consider a change, the initial condition of which corre-

sponds roughly to the gaseous condition, or rather a pre-

gaseous condition, in the material analogy. In either case,

if, instead of considering the total change, we consider the

state of things at a point, then we must suppose the cause to

vary by a small quantity, d cause, producing a small effect,

d effect ; and the ratio of these may be said to be the re-

sistance at the point of the representative curve, or under the

given conditions. It is on this mode of statement that

Lamont^s differential formula is based. The formula is

(llandhuch des Magnetismus, p. 41),

d7n= k (M— m) dx ;

whence by integration,

,-?;= magnetizing force,

m = magnetism,
M= maximum of magnetism.

Here dmjdx is called the magnetic conductivity ; and it is

inversely as the magnetic resistance at a point. That mag-
netic conductivity, which is inversely as the magnetic re-

sistance as I and others use the term, is m/w, i.e. has

reference to the total change. I have shown (Electrician,

xvi. p. 247) that the assumption m/x — k (M—w) is that to

2 F 2
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which wo arc thus led, in place of Laniont's formula above

given. Prof. S. P. Thoiu])son has sliown that this formula,

which is the same as that known as Frolich^s, corresponds

with the facts better than Lament's.

In what ])recedes I have, for convenience in quotation,

used the ordinary term mao;netizing force, and regarded it as

a cause. As, however, so-called ningnetizing force is identical

in dimensions and physical natiuv^ with the rest of the mag-
netic induction which it develojjs, 1 use the expression in

this way under protest only; for I regard it as inconc(^ivable

that cause and effect shoukl be of id(mtical nature, unless the

effect reacts again as a cause, so that the smallest original

cause drives the effect up to saturation. Without going into

detail I may mention an analogy where cause and effect are

identical in nature, and the ])rocess does therefore necessarily

always go to saturation ; viz., the case of the multiplication

of germs, in a habitat of limited capacity. Here the indivi-

duals which formed the original cause multiply ; the progeny

constitute at once the etfect and an increase of the cause. And
the smallest original infection of the cause is enough to

develop saturation, i. e. the highest population that the habitat

can maintain. Now in the case of magnetism, magnetizing

force and the rest of the magnetic induction are by definition

identical in nature. If they are cause and effect, the effect

should therefore act again as cause, so as to produce satura-

tion froiu the smallest force ; but this does not occur. I

prefer therefore to regard the difference of potential as the

cause, as is always done in the case of the electric current.

There is only one further point. It may be maintained

that the mention of Ohm's law involves sub silentio the

assumption that the corresponding law holds true, i. e. tliat

the resistance is constant. If this is supposed, it is only

necessary to explain that it is not intended. It is clearly

legitimate to measure a quantity in the manner suggested by

Ohm's law {i. e. by the ratio of cause to effect), and speak of the

laws or courses of values thus obtained as rei)resenting in

the different cases the analogues of Ohm's law. These are

the laws which occupy the place in the various matters dealt

with, which Ohm's law occupies in the subject of the flow of

(dectricity, /. e. they express the ratio of cause to effect in

the different cases. But the statement that they are the

analogues of Ohm's law does not involve the ])Osition tliat

they are identical with it, any more than tlie definitions of

Potential or Force in electricity and magnetism ai'e identical

with those in mechanics or with each other.

The main jtoints I have dealt with are :—That resistance
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may be conceived of quite generally as the ratio of cause to

effect.

That the objections to the ein]^1oyment of the term mag-

netic resistance have been founded on the assumed require-

ment of identity instead of analogy between the affections

of different subjects, and cannot be sustained.

And that the extension of the em]>loyment of the term

Resistance in the above manner leads to some remarkable ana-

logies which go far to justify independently the employment

of the term Magnetic Resistance. And it has been pointed

out that the ordinary mode of statement involves inconsistent

and impossiltle ideas as to the relation of cause and effect

in the phenomena, whereas the application of the term

Magnetic Resistance compels us to precisely ascertain these,

and put them in their right places.

J^ote.—An objection has been recently raised by M. Hos-

pitaller* to my definition of Magnetic Resistance, which comes

to this, that in defining the effect I take the induction through

unit surface instead of the total induction. This objection is

again based on the supposed necessity for conforming identi-

cally to Ohm's law in Electricity. The foregoing remarks

will have made it clear that I consider this mmecessary, the

question being, Wliat is the most convenient measure of the

effect? Since the magnetic potential attainable is practically

limited, though it increases with the dimension, and the induc-

tion through unit of area practically attainable is also limited

(by saturation), the ratio of these two quantities lies always

within certain limits, though it increases with the dimensions.

In fact the magnetic resistance thus estimated is of linear

dimension, and may be regarded as of linear scale in plans.

If, therefore, this quantity be selected to be tabulated, the dis-

cussion of questions of design from a practical point of view

is greatly facilitated, and the relations of the quantities

involved are more easily followed and more simply expressed.

LIII. Theoretical Essay on the Distribution of Energy in the

Spectra of Solids. By M. Wladimir MiCHELSONf.

THE recent remarkable publications of Prof. Langley upon
the invisible spectrum J, and especially the promise of a

* * Electrician,' xx. p. KM, note.

t Translated from the Jvurnul de Physique, t. vi. Oct. 1887. Abstract

of a paper recently published in the Journal dc la Societe Fhysico-chimique

russe, vol. xix. No. 4, p. 79 (1887). Communicated by the Author.

X S. p. Lauglej^, " Sm-les Spectres invisibles" {Aim. de Chim. et dc Phys.

Dec. 1886, pp. 483-500). See also Amer. Journ. Sci. vol. xxxii. Aug.
1886 ; and riiil. Mag. vol. xxi. pp. 394-409, and vol. xxil. pp. 149-173.
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special memoir upon the radiations of solids at different tem-

peratures, induce me to publish at once, at least in abstract,

some theoretical considerations upon this subject. I hope to

give a more complete discussion of the (jucstion when the new
data of Prof. Langley's spectro-bolometric researches shall

enable me to confront my theory with experiment in a more

detailed manner.
1. Ilypotlicsis and General Laio.—The absolute continuity

of the spectra emitted by solids can only be explained by the

complete irrecjularity of the vibrations of their atoms. The
discussion of the distribution of radiant energy amongst the

simple vibrations of differeni period is, then, to be undertaken

by the calculus of probabilities.

Let us consider a homogeneous isotropic solid of which all

the atoms are in identical circumstances, so that, for example,

they are not grouped into separate molecules. Each atom

has a definite position of equilibrium towards which it is con-

tinually driven back by the surrounding atoms, and about

which it describes infinitely small oscillations. I express this

fact by supposing that each atom moves freely in the interior

of a spherical elastic shell of infinitely small radius p, which

has the position of equilibrium as its centre. The atom
rebounds from the interior surface of this sphere according to

the law of impact for perfectly elastic bodies, preserves its

absolute velocity during several free paths, and then changes

its velocity in consequence of the unsymmetrical action of the

surrounding atoms.

Let us endeavour to find upon this hypothesis what will be

the most probable trajectories of the atom in the interior of

the S])here of displacement. Let us admit that, for the initial

position of the atom, all possible distances from the ]iosition

of equilibrium are equally probable; then the ]n'obability that

this distance shall lie between the limits r and r + dr will be

expressed by ^
P

Let us take the radius ON (fig. 1) of the sphere passing

through the initial ])Osition, M, of the atom foi- polar axis.

Let us denote the angle N M P, which the direction of motion
of the atom makes with this axis, by <^. Let us admit, as in

the theory of gases, that all directions are equally ])robable.

TIk^u the ])robability that </> will lie between the limits <^ and

</) + r/<^ will be
U'in4>dcf>.

L(^t us call iho angle of incidence MPO, 8. This angle is

connected with
(f)
by the relationship

rsin ^^psin S.
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Since the same value S corresponds to the values and tt—
of the angle 0, the probability that an atom whose initial dis-

Fiff. 1.

tance from the centre of the sphere lies between r and r + dr
shall strike the spherical surface at an angle lying between S
and S-f-dS, is given by the expression

. , , . p^ sin S cos 8 dS
sm(/)#=:^ (2)

1- sm'S

We obtain the same probability for any atom whatever by
dv

multiplying this expression by — , and extending the total to
r

all possible values of r for a given 8 ; that is to say, by
integrating with reference to r between the limits p sin 8 and p,

«,= {' P ^!2l£2lii,fr= (- _s) eos S JS. . (3)

It is evident that this probability has a maximum value when
8= ; that is to say, that motions along diameters of the

spheres of displacement are the most j)robable. It will happen
most frequently that, between two neighbouring disturbances

each atom will describe trajectories differing but little from
the stellar form (fig. 2).

Fiff. 2.

If we suppose that each periodic change in the motion of
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the atom produces a wave of the same period in the surround-

inn; aithcr, and if we consider tliat the waves ])rodiic('d hy the

radial motion indicated above will not only be the most fre-

quent, but also the most intense, we must admit, as a first

approximation, that it is only these motions which determine

the com])osition of tlie radiations emitted hy our solid.

But the ])eriod of vibration t corrcspoiidinn- to this radial

motion is evidently connected with the instantaneous velocity

V of the atom by the relationship

r=i£. (4)
V

This relation.'-hip may be employed for the transformation of

the known formula of Maxwell, which expresses the most
probable distribution of energy amongst a large number of

any material points whatever continually exchanging their

velocities by means offerees having a potential*. If we denote

by N the total number of atoms, l)y m the mass of each of

them, by e the base of Napierian lo<iarithms, by k=7r='',a
5 .7 1 r> J .; 2inv-

constant inversely proportional to the mean vis viva —^ ^^ ^"

atom, Maxwell's law gives the number of atoms whose velo-

cities lie between the limits v and v + dv ; this number is

4N ,, .3 .

'Ml (5)

(C)

4p
Replacing v by — , according to (4), we obtain

256N ,,, ,3 -l^":l' ,,
v^= —-p=- p-^{^hn)ie ' t~*(It. . .

s/tt

This formula gives the number of atoms of which the prin-

cipal ])eriods of vibration lie between the limits t and T + dr.

It is the probable law of distribution of the ])eriods of vibra-

tion between the atoms of our solid.

In conse(juence of the law of superposition of vibrations, wo
may admit that the intensity of a simple radiation of period t

ought to be :

—

(1) Projiortional to the number v^ of atoms of the source of

radiation vibrating in the same })eriod.

* See upon thia subject L. Boltzmnnn, " Ueber die Beziohuiig zwisclien

dom zwoitcn Ilfuiptsatzc der niodinnipchon Wjiiiuetbeorie und der

AViilirscliciiilichkcit.'-H'chniiii^ &c." (iSifzinit/sher. tier Wiener yihad. der

JfV.w. J5d. Ixxvi. pp. '•j7'-'t~4'.ir), Oct. 1887) ; and also "Wntson, *A Treatise

on the Kinetic Theory of Gases ' (Oxford, 187U), p. 12, &c.
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(2) Proportional to a function of the energy of these

same atoms. In consequence of the relationship (4) and

of the liio'h value of - for all the radiations which we shall
^ T

have to consider, this function may be reduced to a power

(3) Finally, in the direct ratio of an unknown function of

the absolute temperature of the body. This function consti-

tutes a factor which ought to i-epresent the mean reinforcement

or weakening produced in each primary wave by the whol(^ of

the resultant vibrations* and by absorption in the radiating

body itself. We will denote this function by/(^).

Thus, then, denoting positive constants by A and jj, we })ut

the intensity of the simple setherial undulation of the period t,

I.=A.v(^)7(^) (7)

Considering, as usual, the absolute temperature 6 as pro-

portional to the mean vis viva of an atom, we may replace the

M,
constant k in formula (G) by ~ where M is independent of 6.

Let us then introduce this expression (6) in equation (7).

Then putting, for the sake of brevity,

A 256N
A--^p3(M7n)?= B, Wpmm= c: ... (8)

we have
l^=]>0 \f{e)e'~^^T-(''P+''hh. ... (0)

Replacing here the variable t by the variable X=Yt, where
X is the length of the aethereal wave, and V the velocity of

propagation of hght. Thus denoting constant coefficients suit-

ably modified by B and c, we shall have

li,dX=Be~^f{e)e~^^X-(-'P-^'\iX (10)

This formula gives the intensity of a simple radiation of

wave-length X as a function of this length and of the absolute

temperature of the source.

* According to the analysis of Ilelmholtz, resultant waves must be
produced in all cases where the square of the elongation is not to be
neglected. They explain, according to this author, the phenoruena of
sound of Sorges and Tartini (combination tones). In the case which we
are considering they ought to form especially upon the surface of the
radiating body, the forces which retain the atoms in their po.sitions of

equilibrium not being symmetrical in all directions.
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It is towards a law of tliis sort that the distribution ot

radiant energy in each spectrum must tend as its continuity

becomes more and more perfect, that is to say, as the elective

absorptions along the path of the rays diminish. To obtain a

more complete expression of the law it would still be neces-

sary to determine the value of ^? and the form of /(^) ; but

our formula is capable of giving some interesting results

without our even having to make such a specialization.

It is evident that, under this general form, our law embraces

as particular cases all the empirical laws of emission proposed

hitherto, such as those of Newton, of Dulong and Petit, and

of Stefan.

If we were to attribute to a constant valu(?, and if we were

to take \ as abscissa, and I^ as ordinate, equation (10) would

be the equation of the curve of energy in the normal con-

tinuous spectrum of a solid source at the temj)erature 6.

These are the curves which M. Crova has called " isothermic

curves."* In order to study the general [properties of these

curves, we will suppose constant and take the derivative of

the expression I,\.

2. Limits of the Spectrum,—It is easy to see, from formula

(10) and its derived formula, that if/(^) and ^j have detinite

values, we shall have for X= and X.= co
,

I,= and ^^^^-0.

This signifies that all the curves of energy represented by
equation (10) are tangents to the axis of \ at the origin of

coordinates, and that they have tliis axis as an asj-mptote. At
the two extremities of the spectrum the radiant energy dimi-

nishes to zero ; but whilst towards the violet it disajjpears

almost suddenly because of the rapid diminution of the factor
c

e"^^-, th(^ less refrangible energy extends indefinitely towards

the side of increasing X. This fact has been recently observed

by Prof. Langleyf.

3, }faMmum Intensity.—Each of the curves represented by

equation (10) presents only a single maximum defined by the

condition

''-'=' \/^iVe ^^^^

We see that the position of maxinmm intensity in our spectra

« A. Crova, " Etude des Iladiatious,'' &c. {Ann. dc Chiin. et de Phys,

[5] t. xix. P. 472).

T S. ]». Langley, " Sur Ics Spectres invisibles" (.-l?/«. de Chim. et de

Phys. Dec. 1880).
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depends upon temperature, and formula (11) gives the law of

this dependence :— Whatever the law of emission may he, the

loave-length corresponding to the maximum energy is inversely

proportional to the square root of the absolute temperature of the

source.

The only experimental measurements, so far as I know,
which have been published hitherto uj)on this subject are con-

tained in a recent diagram hy Prof. Langley*. In order to

compare these data with the relationship ^X.max=^ const, equi-

valent to (11), I have deduced from this diagram, by a gra-

j)hical process, the following values of Xmax^

—

Temperatures.

c°.
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intensity of the solar spectrum observed beyond our utmo-
splicre would be situated about \=0'^'5. Hence il", according

to the preceding table, we take for BX^ax the round number
10,000, we obtain about 40,000° for the absolute tem])erature

of the sun. It should be remarked that this method only

supposes an analogy in the disiribution of energy in the pri-

mitive spectrum of the sun and in that of lam})black ; but the

total emissive power may be very different for these two
bodies.

5. Total Energy of Radiation.—By calculating the area of

each curve represented by the equation (10), I obtain the total

energy of radiation of the spectrum

E=f i,,a=iBc-(p+pr(^+l)/(^)^'', . . (12)

where T denotes the Eulerian integral of the second order.

Comparing this formula with that obtained by eliminating

X between the two equations (10) and (11), that is to say,

with the maximum intensity of the spectrum,

Making abstraction of constant coefficients, expressions (12)
and (13) only differ because the second contains another

factor fsjd. Hence the maximum intensity increases with the

temjterature more rapidly than the total energy of radiation,

and their ratio

Imax_ 2c-4 /P + 2Y+2(V) ^/^, • • • m
increases in the direct ratio of the square root of the absolute

temp(^rature of the source.

Multiplying together equations (11) and (14), we obtain

(^ + 2)'^^5=const. . . (15)

This interesting relationship shows that the total radiant energy

emitted hy a solid hears a constant ratio to the j^'^'oduct of the

maxivmm energy of the normal spectrum hy the corresjjonding

wave-length, or, differently expressed, that the area of each

curve of energy bears a direct ratio to the area of the rectangle

having for sides the; coordinates of the summits of this curve

(see further on, fig. 3). This constant ratio depends only upon

the vidue of ^^, which jirobably is the s;ime i'or all bodies;

for in our equations it is this value wliirh characterizes the



v'mg values of I
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muin ordinate is proorressively (Hs|ilaced toward the more
ret'r;mtjil)le r('<;i()n. We liave indicatod above the probable

hiw of this displacement.
Fig. 3.

(4) The theoretical curves of the normal spectrum, like

Prof. Langley's prismatic curves, are not symmetrical ; the

largest area is situated on the right-hand side of the maximum
ordinate, that is, on the side of the less refrangible rays.

(5) In accordance with this, the fall of each curve is more
rapid on the side of the shorter undulations. For the two
cases of which we have given diagrams, all sensible beat

disappears bc^fore the curves reach the limit of the visible

spectrum : there is only dark heat.

7. Solar Ctiire.—I have also endeavoured to compare my
theoretical curves, as to general form, with the curve of solar

energy beyond the atmosphere. In fig. 4 the se{)arate points

correspond to the numbers given by Prof. Langley in No. 9

of the table 120 of his work, 'Researches on Solar Heat, &c.'

The dotted curvt^ has been traced from curve 3 of plate 15 of

the same work, and the continuous curve gives the theoretical

curve represented by the equation

I;,=Ae"A^\-«, (17)

and passing through the observed points A and B.

To take account of the dillcrenci^ between theorv and ol)ser-

vation (a greater ditl'erence in this ease than in tiie ])rece(ling

one), we must remember that not only equation (17), but also
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the more general formula (10), can only be considered as a

first approximation ; that tlu^se equations have been deduced

for solid bodies, and not for such bodies as the sun ; and,

lastly, that in our atmosphere, as well as in the colder regions

of the gas surrounding the sun there must occur the pheno-

Fi"-. 4.

menon of degradation of the radiant energj'. In consequence

of this effect, which has not been eliminated by Prof. Langley,

a portion of the more refrangible radiations would be trans-

formed into longer undulations, which would tend to modify

the spectral diagram exactly in the sense indicated by obser-

vation.

Recognizing the provisionalcharacter of the ideas suggested

in this paper, I hope that it will be possible to give them a

greater development and precision when once we are in pos-

session of more complete experimental data to guide us in this

study. We should then be able to express by one sufficiently

exact formula the law of distribution of radiant energy as a

function of the wave-length and the temperature of the source.

Such a formula would be of great service in all questions

arising in the study of spectra.
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LIV. Notices respecting Neio Books.

The Tesihifj of Materials of Construction. A Text-hooh for the

Etuiinterititj Laboratory and a Collection of the Itesults of
Exj)criment. By William Cawthobxe Unwin, F.ILIS.,

M. Inst. C.E., Professor of Enyineeriny at the Central InMitation

of the City and Guilds of London Institute, formerly Professor

of Hydraulic and Mechanical Enyineeriny at the Royal Indian
Enifinceriny Colleye. (Loudon : Longmans, Green, and Co.,

1SS8.)

The present work is a treatise on the strength of materials used
in construction, considered in connexion with the instruments and
methods by \\'hich the properties of materials ai'e investigated

experimentally.

The treatise consists of three parts. In the first, the mechanical
properties of materials are explained—that is, their elasticity and
plasticity, and the relations between stress and strain. In the

second, the appai'atus used in the engineering laboratory is described.

Lastly, the third part contains a collection of the most complete
and trustworthy results of testing, of all the ordinary materials of

couistruction.

After an introduction, which the reader will do well to reperuse
when he has gone through the whole work, the author devotes

three chapters to an explanation of the mechanical properties of

materials. His explanations here, and indeed throughout the

book, are lucid and can be readily followed even by those who
may not be in possession of very advanced mathematical knowledge.
Some of the deductions, however, which the autlior makes from
tlio experiments which he quotes do not seem to us to be quite

justiliable. We find for instance on page 89 the statement, " Some
remarkable experiments of Colonel Maitland at Woolwich show
that, contrary to common prejudice, tlie ultimate elongation is

increased by very rapid loading." We do not think that Colonel

Maitland's experiments, which were made on bars of uuliardened

steel only two inches in length, settle the question, especially as

we learn on page 201 that " M. Barba has stated tliat in rapid

testing, the resistance is somewhat greater and the elongation less

than in slow testing." We rather incline to the opinion that when
the length of the piece tested is large compared uith the sectional

area, slow testing, if not too slow, will often produce a greater

ultimate elongation than very rapid testing. In the case of iron

and steel very slow testing will alv\ays produce less elongation

than rapid testing. Again, tliough M. Tresca observed with lead

and other plastic metals that large j)Iastic deforn)ation was unac-

c<jni|)ani('d by any sensible cliange in tlie density, tlie nader should

not be allowed to infer, as he probably would, tiiat there is no
sensible change in density accom|)uiiying large plustic deformations

of such metals as co])per and iron. The density of copper may be
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increased nearly 5 percent, by compression between tfu; dies used in

coiiiinf^, and 1 per cent, by sini])le longitudinal extension. Such

changes of density are not groat, but it would have been better, we
think, to have given the reader some idea of their extent.

We would pause here for a moment to observe that though

Professor Unwin has wisely not confined himself to consulting only

the memoirs of engineers, but has also paid some little attention to

the experiments which physicists have made on elasticity, he might

have still further profited by the latter. We venture to say that a

closer inspection of such memoirs as those of Wertheim (Annales

<le Ohimie, vol. xi'i. 1844), G. AViedemann (Wiedemann's Aivuilen,

1879, vol. vi. p. 485, and elsewhere), and of Hei'bert Tomlinson

(Phil. Trans. 1883, 188G), would have been not without profit.

The experiments o£ Wiedemann are especially valuable and

throw very considerable light on the effect of repeated stress

whether of bending, torsion, or extension. Tomlinson has also

shown that the internal friction of metals does not depend upon
the velocity with which deformation is taking place, whereas we
are told on page 47 that it does.

" The author has had opportunit_Y of examining nearly every

form of testing machine, and of using very nearly all the subsidiary

measuring and other apparatus here described." As might be

expected, therefore, the next four chapters, which deal with the

apparatus used in the engineering laboratory, are good, and indeed

could not well be better. It is impossible to read the description

of the 450-ton Emery Testing Machine at Watertown Arsenal,

U.S.A., without being strongly impressed. " This machine is pro-

bably the largest and most accurate testing machine in the world.

Before acceptance by the Board a link of hard iron, 5 inches in

diameter, was placed in the machine, and slowly strained in tension

till it broke at 722,000 lbs. Without any i-eadjustment a horse-

hair was then fixed in the machine and broken at an indicated

stress of 1 lb."

The last eight chapters are occupied with the results of testing.

Out of an enormous mass of data which has accumulated during the

last forty years, a very judicious selection has been made. The
tables of results which are given are all the more valuable in that

they have all been reduced to common units and are consequently

most easily understood and compared.

We are sorn^ to learn from Professor Unwin that in most cases

Young's Modulus is measured by the ratio of longitudinal stress

and strain, when the last includes not only temporary but also per-

manent and subpermanent strain. It is no wonder that even the

careful observations of Professor Bauschinger (p. 250) show vari-

ations in the modulus which actually amount to 10 per cent., and
this too with instruments which would enable him to determine

the modulus within one-half per cent. According to Young, his

modulus of elasticity is the amount of end-pull or end-thrust re-

quired to produce any infinttt'simal elongation or coiitraction. Now
provided a bar be loaded and unloaded a number of times with

FhU. Ma(j. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 150. May 1888. 2 G
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any fairly hiiwiU temporary load (say not exceeding one tenth the

breaking-load) until the elonj^atiou which in produced on putting

on the load is equal to the contraction which ensues on taking

it oft", and the ratio of the temporary stress to the teinj'orary

strain then produced be taken as measuring Young's modulus, we
obtain a result which is practically the same as when the deforma-

tion is infinitesimal, one which is independent of the amount of

permanent load and, [)rovided in the case of iron and steel which

have been permanently deformed rest be allowed, one which is

independent of any previous permanent extension of the metal.

There is a slight slip in putting — for Poisson's ratio on p. 20

and m for the same ratio on p. 253, but on the whole the book has

evidently been written with great care; and we heartily congratu-

late Professor Unwin on having produced a work which is emi-

nently adapted for the purpose for which it is intended, namely,

to be a text-book for the engineering laboratory.

The book is copiously illustrated, and is in every respect well

worth its price, 21s.

LV. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

[Continued from p. 322.]

March 14, 1888.—W. T. Blanford, LL.D., F.R.S., President,

in the Chair.

THE following communications were read :

—

1. " On the Gneissic Hocks off the Lizard." By Howard Fox,

Esq., F.G.S. ; with Notes on Specimens by J. J. H. Teall, Esq.,

F.G.S.

The rocks may be classed under three heads :—(i.) the coarse

gneisses or Men llyr tyi)e, (ii.) the light-banded granulitic gneisses

or Wiltshire type, and (iii.) the transition micaceous rocks of-' Lab-

ham lleefs," type intermediate between (ii.) and the mainland

schists.

The first are seen in Mulvin, Taylor's Eock, Man-of-war Hocks,

the Stags, Men Par, Clidgas, Men Hyr, and Vasiler ; the second in

Sanspareil, the Quadrant, and adjoining reefs, Labham llocks, &c.

;

and the third in the Labham reefs.

The inclination of the divisional planes appeared conformable

with that of the rocks of the mainland.

The gneisses and granulites of several of the islands are traversed

l)y numerous dykes of porphyritic l)asic rock, seen in Taylor's Hock,

Man-of-war Kocks, SaTisjKireil, Quadrant Hock and Shoals, and Clid-

gas. These dykes havo been disturbed by movements subsequent

to their intrusion. They sometimes strike across the foliation-

planes of the gneiss and send veins into the latter rock ; at other
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times the strike is parallel to that of the foliation-planes ; the two
modes of occurrence are occasionally observable in different portions

of the course of the same dyke, e. rj. in one traversing that part of

the Man-of-war group known as the Spire. This dyke is also

noticeable from the fact that it appears to be traversed by veins of

gneiss.

The dykes vary in width from 18 inches to several feet.

In his notes on the specimens Mr. Teall says that the rocks may
be arranged in four groups :

—

1, princi[)ally occurring in the outer islands, are of the Men Hyr
type, consisting of felspar, quartz, dark mica, and hornblende ; the

quartz and felspar sometimes exhibit relations characteristic of

igneous rocks, at other times they form a fine-grained granulitic

aggregate, the latter being probably the result of dynamic meta-
morphism. This gi'anulation is carried to a greater extent in some
of the islands, as in Taylor's Eocks. The rocks possess the minera-
logical composition of quartz diorite, and maj'' be termed tonalite-

gneisses ; they may originally have been eruptive tonalites.

2, occurring chiefly in the inner islands, are of the nature of

granulitic gneisses and granulites, confining the latter term to rocks

in which the quartz and felspar are present wholly in the form of a
micro-crystalline mosaic of fairly imiform grain. In some of these

foliation is not well marked. Such rocks occur in " Wiltshire," &c.

3. Rocks showing a passage from the granulitic rocks to the

mica-schists of the mainland, as the brown schistose rocks of Lab-
ham Eeefs. The Enoch rock, a coarse quartzless hornblende schist,

also has aflSuities with the mainland schists.

4. Dykes traversing the gneisses, consisting of porphvritic felspars

lying in a ground-mass of hornblende and graniditic felspar. The
hornblende is probably secondary after augite, and the rocks epi-

diorites. These dykes have been affected by deformation, and
sometimes pass into actinolite schists near the junction with the

gneissose rocks.

In conclusion, the period of dynamic metamorphism, of which the
most striking results are seen in the schists of the south-western
portion of the Lizard peninsula, was posterior to the formation of
the basic dykes. There is no evidence of igneous action in this

district since the period of metamorphism.

2. "The Monian System." By the Rev. J. F. Blake, M.A.,
F.G.S.

The object of the author was to show that the whole of the rocks
which, under various names, had been described as Pre-Cambrian in
Anglesey constitute a single well-characterized system, of which the
various divisions hitherto described are integral and inseparable
parts.

The evidence of these rocks being Pre-Cambrian was first discussed,

and it was shown that the greater part of it went no further than
to prove them Pre-Ordovician, the basal conglomerates being asso-
ciated with rocks of Arenig age, though from the occurrence of these

2 G2
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—
conglomerates on Holyhead Island it was inferred that the ]trevious

denudation had been great, 'i'lie rocks of tlie eastern distri(;t, how-
ever, arc proved to he Pre-Cambrian from tlie basal Caml)rian rocks
of Bangor type lying on thera unconformably near IJeauniaris and
near lledwharf Bay. The rocks described are found in six distinct

districts in Anglesey.

1. The Western District.—The lowest rocks are the great (]uartz-

itcs of Holyhead, which pass at Porth-yr-ogof and inland into chlo-

ritic schists, which are foliated in planes of lamination, and thus
is produced a tough rock which will not cleave or break, but
bends into minute contortions. Towards the east this becomes
finer in grairi, and may be distinguished as chloritoid schist. On
the side of the Straits near the valley it may be seen passing into

purjile slate. Further north the rocks are confused, especially at

Porth-y-defaid, but there is no well-defined fault. The material
becomes irregular and forms rocks described as " marbled slate,"
" lenticular pelites," and soft tuffs. Amongst such are found two
special features, viz. masses of quartz in the form of knobs, and
lenticular patches of limestone. These it is suggested were pro-
duced by the agency of springs rising through and into the ashy
rocks. They are specially characteristic of this part of the series.

The granite of Pen-bryn-yr-Eglwys is intrusive, and its junction may
be seen in several places, the surrounding rocks developing mica.
It is here therefore the youngest rock.

On the south-west side of a fault in Holyhead Island and the
neighbouring mainland occurs a distinct group of rocks, continuous
upwards from the chloritoid schists, and equivalent to the volcanic

facies of the north. These arc called the South Stack series. They
are characteristically bedded, thrown into large folds, s])oradically

cleaved, and possess cleavage-foliation. They contain great beds of

quartzitc, and others of light dusty material. When not cleaved
they are almost entirely unaltered.

The spot near Tywyn, supposed to show fragments of granite

contained in a rock of the upper series, and hence the conformity of

the two, shows only an intrusive diabase which has caught up
granitic fragments.

2. The Central District.—This is divided into two parts by a
fault. That on the east consists of grey gneiss, consid(;red to be
the lowest rock of the whole series, with the (luartzito at Bodofon as

an episode, followed after a fault by chloritoid schists, so intimately

connected with tlie overlying volcanic facies as to be inseparable.

The principal features of the latter are the agglomerates of Llangefni,

the quartz knobs, and the more or less bedded sporadic limestones.

The portion on the west consists of ashes and fine hiillofiintas, toge-

ther with gneissose rocks of no great similarity to the grey gneiss.

These have been so interfered with by intrusive rocks that it is

ditficult to ascertain their tme original character. These intrusions

consist of (1) Diorite, often foliated, with the folia contorted, and
afibrding by its brecciation sonu' portion of the surrounding rocks.

(2) Granite, seen everywhere to be either intrusive, as at Porth-y-
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dec, Ceryg-dcfaid. Craig-y-allor, and Maen-wyn, or absorptive, as

near Llyn-faclog. This granite is of various kinds, often passing

into a felsite.

3. The District west of Traeth Dalas shows granite intrusive into

grey gneiss, and also passing into a felsite ; it is correlated with the

western half of the central district, of which it appears to be a con-

tinuation,

4. The Eastern District.—The lowest portion here is the grey

gneiss, which is very compact towards the west, especially near the

igneous rocks, but becomes more micaceous and chloritic towards

the east, passing through chloritoid rocks int o others of the volcanic

facics, with the usual quartz knobs and sporadic limestones, but

here, on the whole, more slaty. The complete unity of the whole

system is here well seen. The most remarkable feature is the in-

trusive foliated diorites, which are coarse and non-foliated near

Holland Arms, but become finer towards the east, where also

glaucophane takes the place of hornblende. They are seen intruding

into and contorting the grey gneiss in the Llangaff'o cutting.

At the southern end at Careg-gwladys is a remarkable volcanic

group, with a spherulitic diabase breaking into and surrounding the

baked blocks of calcareous slate. There are associated great

masses of mixed agglomerate, and terminated masses of limestone

and quartzite filled with brecciated fragments.

5. The Northern District.—This commences in the south with the

chloritic schists, but soon becomes slaty, and such rocks with grits

occupy the greater part of the area. But towards the north we
reach the volcanic facies, characterized as usual by ashes, agglome-

rates, quartz knobs, in one case, near liull Bay, seen to cross the

beddiiig, and sporadic limestones at Llanbadrig, showing oolite

within oolite, and suggesting its origin by a petrifying spring.

Above the quartz is found a great conglomerate, apparently derived

from it, and immediately above this conglomerate occur the fossils

discovered by Prof. Hughes, and no line of separation can bo dis-

covered between them and the rest of the rocks in the district.

These fossils have been referred to Bala species, and there are

three alternatives to choose : either (1) they are not Bala fossils,

but are characteristic of the Pre-Cambrian rocks ; or (2) they are

Bala fossils, and the dividing line has as yet been missed ; or (3)
there is no dividing line, and the whole series is of Bala age.

Against the latter is their similarity to the rocks of the eastern

district definitely overlain by Cambrian ; and against both the two
latter is the fact that the series is uuconformably overlain in the

neighbourhood by other conglomerates succeeded by black shales in

which Llandeilo Graptolites have been recorded.

6. The District north-cast of Parys mountain is a volcanic com-
plex, in which granitic and felsitic rocks with others of a more
basic character are inextricably mixed with the debris of the same
materials, and both are altered so as to be, in most places, insepa-

rable. This is connected on the N.W. side with grey gneiss.

In the Llcyn the rocks belong to the volcanic facics, in which
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great masses of quartz-felsite, foliated at the cdp^es, aro intruded.

Here also are found the quartz knobs and sporadic limestones as well

as diabase-flows. At Mynydd ystum is found an isolated patch of

grey gneiss.

The area bettvcen Bangor and Caernarvon has lately been shown
to contain some felsite-flows, and also granites, apparently intrusive

into ashes, which may belong to the volcanic facies.

At Ilowth, near Dublin, the rocks have all the characters of the

South-Stack series, to which they may bo correlated ; and these are

followed upwards by the well-known Bray-Head rocks, which differ

from them in character, but whose fossils are not of Cambrian

species.

The succession thus shown in the various districts consists of the

following in ascending order. The grey gneiss, becoming more
quartzose, micaceous, or chloritic in parts, and so representing the

quartzite and the chloritic schists of other districts ; changing through

chloritoid schists into two facies, viz., (1) the slaty, represented

best in the northern district, and also as the South -Stack series

;

and (2) the volcanic facies. No further deposits are recognized in

the areas of the volcanic facies, but in the slaty area of Howth the

Bray-Head rocks succeed.

To the whole system of rocks the name of Monian is applied, as

derived from Mona, or the Isle of Anglesey, and the several parts

are distinguished as the Holyhead group, or Lower Monian, the

St. David's group and the equivalent of the South-Starlc Series, or

Middle Monian, and the Bray-Head group, or Upper Monian.

The " Pcbidian " represents the St. David's group, and but for its

termination, which indicates a system, might be used as an alterna-

tive. The " Dimetian and Arvonian " are intrusive granites, or

felsitic flows associated with the same group.

The Monian system, though much metamorphosed in its lowest

parts, is not considered Archa;an, but as a lower sedimentary system

than the Cambrian, and hence the lowest system of our ordinary

stratified rocks.

March 23.—W. T. Blanford, LL.D., F.R.S., President,

in the Chaii'.

The following communications were read :

—

1. "On some Eroded Agate Pebbles from the Soudan." By
Prof. V. Ball, M.A., E.K.S., E.G.S.

The majority of the pebbles in a collection made by Surgeon-

Major Greene in the Soudan, and presented by him to the Science

and Art ^Museum in Dublin, are of very similar character to the

agate and jas])er pebbles derived from the basalts of India. It

may bo concluded inforontially that they carao originally from a

region in which basaltic rocks occur to a considerable extent. A
certain number of them aro eroded in a manner unlike nnything

noticed in India, though it is jjnibabk' that similar eroded pebbles

will eventually be found there.
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Throughout India, wlierever there is deficient subsoil-drainage

or excessive evaporation and limited rainfall, salts are apparent

either in supersaturated subsoil-solutions or as crystallizations in

the soil. They are most abundant in basaltic regions, and in a

lake occupying a hollow in the basalt in Berar carbonate of soda is

deposited in abundance from the water, which becomes super-

saturated during the summer.

The author commented on the efficacy of such a liquid as a solvent

of silica, and noticed the selective action of the agent which had

affected the Soudan pebbles and had corroded some layers more than

others ; he suggested that while this might be to some extent due

to differences in composition, it was more probably owing to differ-

ences of nodular constitution. He considered it unnecessary to refer

to the action of humic acid, because, while the salt to which the

solvent action is attributed would be capable of doing such work,

and would be probably abundant in the region referred to, we could

not expect an)' great amount of humic acid in the same area.

2. " On the Probable Mode of Transport of the Fragments of

Granite and other llocks which are found imbedded in the Carboni-

ferous Limestone of the neighbourhood of Dublin." By Prof. V.

BaU, Esq., M.A., F.E.S., F.G.S.

Angular fragments of granite and of schist, quartzite, and vein-

quartz, such as might have been derived from the metamorphosed

rocks which rest on the granite near Dublin, have been discovered

in beds of Cnrboniferous Limestone, which often contain fragments

of fossils, especially Eucrinites. They have been previously noticed

by Professor Ilaughton, Mr. H. B. S. Montgomery, Prof. Jukes, and

Mr. Croll. While Prof. Jukes refers their transportation to the

agency of land-plants, Mr. Croll quotes their occurrence in support

of his argument as to the existence of glacial conditions during the

Carboniferous period.

The author observed that the specimens exhibited none of the

indications of the existence of glacial conditions whether we regard

the characters of the boulders or the nature of the rock in which
they are imbedded, which contains no such silt as that occurring in

the boulder-bed of the Talchir formation. Whilst rejecting the

view that they were transported by ice, he pointed out that they

need not necessarily have been carried by land-plants, but that they

might have been torn from the sea-floor by marine algje, some of

which may have had a more buoyant character than those of modern
seas. He cited the case of a sandy beach in the neighbourhood of

Youghal, which is strewn with limestone fragments, which had
been conveyed by sea-weeds thrown up after storms from submarine

banks.

It was suggested that the occurrence of natural fissures in the

rocks and cracks produced by concussions from large masses hurled

about by the waves might sufficiently explain how the fragments

could be freed from the main mass of the reefs under the stress of

the waves.
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'6. " The Upper Eocene, comprisiug the liiutoii and Ujjper Bag-
sliot Foriualions." 13y J. 8tarkio Gardner, Esi|., F.U.S., and Henry
Keeping, Esq.; with an Appendix by ]l. W. .Munckton, Esq., E.G.S.

The familiar Upper Eocene having been transferred to the Oligo-

cene, the remaining uppermost division of the Eocene bears the title

IMiddle. Unless the considerable literature relating to the Erackles-

bams, the Calcaire Grossier, and the Nummnlitic, is to be rendered

obsolete, their classitication as Middle Eocene must be prcserv^cd, and
a modified Upper Eocene constructed out of the Barton scries. The
authors' proposal is that the following sfioidd be adopted :

—

London Area. Ilamptiliirc Area.

Upper Barton.

Upper Eocene <{ Middk
Upper Bagshot Sands. Lower „

The base of the formation is not sharply defined, but it coincides

with the final disappearance of several subtropical MoUusca, and

almost with the extinction of Nummulites in our area. The ii])per

limit is di'awn at the base of the Lower Headon, where the brackish

fauna gives jilace to one of fresh water.

The condit ions of deposition were examined at some length, and evi-

dence in support of the estuarine origin of the formation was adduced.

'J'he section in Christchurch Bay was described first, and the thickness

and characteristics of each subdivision given, the total reaching 17<>

to 18U feet. It commences with 45 feet of whitish sand, and in

ascending order, a pebble-bed, 11 feet of greenish clay, and a band

of imperfect ironstone underlying the zone of JSiiminalitts eleijitns.

Then 20 feet of stifl' drab clay, 13 feet of drab clay with sand-drifts,

and 12 feet of the same, known as the Highcliff' Sands. The Lower
Barton terminates with the l^holudumi/a-bed. Tlic fauna of this

division comprises many Bracklesham species, which range no farther

up, and a large numl)er of peculiar species. The most convenient

base-line for the Middle Barton is the lowest of several bands of

Scptaria, which distinguish the 5U feet of drab clays which are com-
prised in it, and it terminates in a very remarkable fornmtion known
as the shell-bed, which though only a foot oi- two thick at Highcliff,

thickens to about 15 feet to the cast, and to 22 feet in the new
Christcbureli cutting. The finest Barton fossils are obtained from

the Middle division ; but though so many splendid species charac-

terize it, few are absolutely eonfined to it. The upward range of

a further number of Bracklesham si)ecies ceases at the shell-bed.

The Upper liarton includes the Vhama-hcd, the Beeton Buiniy and

the Long Mead End beds.

The iiecton iJunny beds, 52 ft. thick, are sand in the lower ludf

and sandy clay above

—

Oliva Bnnxh ri is the characteristic fossil,

and a largo number of bivalves and brackisli Headon tiasteropods

come in. Ojtinions have differed considerably as to Avhether these

beds should Ije included in the Bartons. The series closes with the

Long-Mead-End Sands, 20 ft. tliick, with similar fossils, and for-

merly known as the Uj»i)er Bagshol Sands of the Hanq)shire ]);usin.

The section is eonlinuetl without aiiv I)reak into the Lower Headon.
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The next section described was that exposed in the cuttings for the

new line from Erockenhurst to Christchnrch, and here great changes

in the relative thicknesses are seen, confirming the view that the

Barton formation is the local deposit of a limited estuary. The
Chama-bed remains 18 ft. thick, but the shell-bed thickens to 22 ft.

and the drab clay with ISeptaria is only 10 ft. The underlying

greenish compact clay looks like Lower Barton, but may belong to

the Middle. The Upper Bartons are much weathered and unfos-

siliferous, but the Paludina-heds of the Lower Headon do not appear

for ^)*J00 yards east. Some of these, 2330 yards west of the Brocken-

hurst road, are violently contorted.

The Alum-Bay section was then compared with those previously

given, and the authors also noticed the Bracklesham, Stubbington,

and Hunting-Bridge sections to show the transitional character of

the highest of the Bracklesham beds. The paper concluded with

an analysis of the fauna, and carefully revised and tabulated lists.

Mr. Monckton, in his Appendix, stated that in the London basin

the Barton beds are represented by the Upper Bagshot Sand, a mass
of yellow or nearly white sand without clay-beds, though often

loamy. Its greatest proved thickness is 228g feet, and the base is

marked by a very persistent bed of pebbles.

Its extent is considerably greater than is shown ou the Geolo-

gical Siirvey maj).

Casts and impressions of shells are abundant in some places, but
recognizable species have only been found at Tunnel Hill near

North Camp Station, Aldershot. A large collection from this place

has been made by Mr. Herries and by the author.

April 11.—W. T. Blanford, LL.D., F.E.S., President,

in the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1. " On the Lower Beds of the Upper Cretaceous Series in

Lincolnshire and Yorkshire." By W. Hill, Esq., F.G.S.

The lied Chalk which forms the basement-bed of the Upper Cre-

taceous in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire is a continuation of the Hun-
stanton Limestone. Its thickness increases in South Lincolnshire

to thin away again in the north of that county ; but it again in-

creases north of the Humber for a ^\ hile. Near its most north-
westerly exposure on the Yorkshire Wolds the red colour is lost

;

but Inoceramus sidcatus and Behmmtes minimus are found in a
dirty yellow-coloured material of trifling thickness. Eastwards it

regains its red colour and thickness, so as to be upwards of 30 feet

at Spceton, where also it is less calcareous. This section was de-
scribed in detail, and tlie results compared with those of other

writers. The author specul;ited upon the probable limits of the

Upper Cretaceous sea at this period on evidence mainly based upon
the amount of matter of inorganic origin. He noted that Am. intcr-

ruptus has been found at Withcall, Am. rostratus at South Cave, and
Am. ? rmritas at Wharrani Grange.
The base of the Chalk Marl through Lincolnshire continues to
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be marked by a bed of compact limestone, which is the representa-

tive of the " sponpjo-bed " of Hunstanton. This can also be traced

in Yorkshire as far as the north-western extrcmitj' of the AVolds.

Above this a few feet of grey gritty chalk retain the character of

the ^'Jnucerainus-hed " throughout the area above mentioned. At
the north-western extremity of the Wolds the main mass of the

Chalk Marl has diminished in thickness, but more than recovers

this at Speeton, where, according to the chemical and microscopical

evidence, there is a complete passage from the " Gault " to the
" Chalk ^larl." The peculiar development of the latter at 8peeton

was very fully described. No bed such as the Cambridge Greensand
or the Chloritic Marl can be taken as a line of separation.

Throughout Lincolnshire and Yorkshire certain courses of grey-

coloured chalk are recognizable on the horizon of the Totternhoe

Btone : these are known collectively as the " Grey bed." Much
comminuted shell and numerous Pectens characterize this bed, which

is faintly recognizable even at Speeton. The " Grey bed " deter-

mines the upper limit of the Chalk Marl. The equivalents of the

Grey Chalk vary less in thickness throughout the area than those

already described. Certain lithological characters, which first

begin to manifest themselves in the marly beds just above the

Totternhoe Stone in Norfolk, become greatly developed in South

Lincolnshire, and throughout that county, as in Norfolk, the Grey
Chalk is usually of a marly nature. In Lincolnshire tliere is much
red coloration on this horizon. The occurrence of BeleminteUa }>lena

in Lincolnshire has been recognized. The band of bluish black

clayey material in which it occurs at Barton continues throughout

Yorkshire, but no Belemnite has yet been found. Allusion was made
to tlie characteristic features towards the base of the Middle Chalk.

Lists of fossils were given, and a new species of I/olaster (I/, rotttn-

daa) was described. Numerous chemical analyses and microscopic

details of structure were also given.

2. " On the Cae-Gwyn Cave, North Wales." By Henry Hicks,

M.D., F.ll.S., F.G.S. ; with an Appendix by C. E. De llance, Esq.,

F.G.S.

The author gave an account of the exploration of the cavern

during the latter part of 1885, and during 1886-7. He considered

that the results obtained durini; that time proved conclusively that

there was no foundation for the views of those who contended that

the drift which covered over the entrance and extended into the

cavern was remanie, but they proved that the deposits wliicli lay

over the bone-earth were in situ, and were identical with the

normal glacial deposits of the area. These deposits had once ex-

tended continuously across the valley, and the cavern (400 feet

above Ordnance Datum) had consequently been completely buried

beneath them.

The cave must have been occupied by animals during tlie forma-

tion of the bone-earth, ber<ire any of the glacial deposits now found

there had accumuhitcd, and ;i thiik (luur of stalagmite had covered
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this " earth. " before the cavern had been subjected to water-action.

This action had broken up the floor, and completely resorted the

materials, and added sandy and gravelly material to the deposits
;

this sand and gravel had been examined by Prof. Boyd Dawkins,

who found that it agreed in every particular with the glacial sand

and gravel occurring in the valley a little way above. The large

limestone blocks in the cavern had also been evidently disturbed by

water-action ; they were invariably found in the lowest deposits,

and were covered over by laminated clay, sand, and gravels. The

author considered it certain that the caverns had been completely

tilled with these materials, and in the case of the Cae-Gwyn Cave

they appeared to have been conveyed mainly through the entrance

recently discovered under the drift. The stratification at this

entrance was so marked, and could be traced so continuously in-

wards over the bone-earth, that there could be no doubt that this

was the main entrance. There was not the slightest evidence that

any portion of the material had been conveyed in through a swallow-

hole, and the conditions witnessed throughout were such as to pre-

clude any such idea.

The author quoted a Report by Dr. Geikie, who considered that

the wall of the cavern had given way, but before the deposition of

the glacial deposits, which were subsequently laid down against

the limestone bank so as to conceal this entrance to the cavern.

In conclusion, he referred to the presence of reindeer remains in

these caves, in conjunction with those of the so-called older Pleis-

tocene mammalia, proving that these had reached the area loiig

before the period of submergence, and evidently at an early stage

in the Glacial period. It was important to remember that reindeer

remains had been found in the oldest river-gravels in which im-

plements had been discovered. Man, as proved by the injplements

discovered, was also present at the same time with the reindeer,

and it was therefore natural to suppose that he migrated into this

area in company with that animal from some northern source,

though this did not preclude the idea that he might also have

reached this countr)^ from some eastern or southern source, perhaps

even at an earlier period.

Mr. De Ranee, in an Appendix, confirmed Dr. Hicks's observa-

tions as to the identity of the deposits outside the cavern with those

in its interior, and noted the occurrence of limestone blocks in the

lower deposits, not merely at the spot where the supposed broken

wall was situated, but also throughout the whole tunnel. He
stated that tlie sand bed forming the uppermost cave-deposit re-

sembled the sand associated with gravels in a pit 400 yards east of

the cave at a slightly higher level. The drift exposed in this gravel-

pit he believed to be of the same age as that of the Mostyn and

Bagillt pits to the north, wliich were undoubtedly overlain by
Upper Boulder-clay. The westerly termination of the bone-earth

outside the cave had not boon determined, which he regretted ; but

traces of bone had been found at a point five feet from the over-

hanging ridge of the cave.
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LVI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

ON THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF HARD AND SOFT STEEL.
BY F. KOHLRAUSCH.

\\^E know from Moussou *, aud more particularly from the
^ thorough investigations of Barus t, that tlie electi-ical con-

ductivity of steel depends on its hardness, aud, as JJarus found, so

closely that the hardeuing of a soft steel bar can increase its con-

ductivity two or three times.

If, now, the relation pro\ed by Wiedemann and FranzJ to exist for

different metals, that a metal conducts heat and electricity almost

equally well, holds also for the influence of mechanical preparation,

or molecular aggregation, it is to be expected that the thermal conduc-

tivity of steel will be powerfully influenced by its degree of hardness.

The probability of an affirmative answer to this question follows

from the fact that the statements respecting the conductivity in

iron and steel lie much further apart than with other materials.

Kirchhoff and Hansemann find in thi-ee kinds the numbers 0-09G,

0-1 ;J7, and 0-142 grm. cal./cm. sec. The authors do not discuss the

possible causes of this great difference, and seem to assign it

principally to the different proportions of carbon and silicon. An
observation, however, from which follows that the magnetic coercive

force of the worse conducting iron \^'as the greater, points to an
influence of the hardness on the conducting power §.

I used two cylindrical-turned and well polished bars of 1'2 cm.

diameter, 30 cm. in length, and 270 grammes in mass ||. They
were cut from the same piece ; one was heated and cooled slowlj%

while the other was glass-hardened.

Sensitive hands can at once tell by holding the cold bars, that

the soft steel conducts better than the hard. A lecture-experiment

on the rate of melting of wax or something similar is sullicient to

show the difference ^.

In order to determine the numerical relations apj)roximately, I

made a few measui'ements by Despretz's method, which was also

that adopted by Wiedemann and Franz. The end of the bar was
heated by steam, and after the temperature was stationary the

excess of temperature m over the surrounding air was measured in

three equidistant sections **.

• Moussou, Ni'ue Denkschr. der Schweiz. Geselkchaft. xiv. p. 1 (1855).

t Jiarus, VVii'dcmiuni Ann. vol. vii. p. 3t)9 (l87!)).

\ Wieiloiiiann jukI Fran/, )?o<f\:;:. Ann. vol. Ixxxix. p. T)'?! (IHo.'}),

§ Kirclilioll iiiul Iluiisciiianii, Wii;d. Aim. vol. xiii. p. 417 (1881).

!l Tliti soft bars wei;j:lifil -!71, and tlu' hard one 2(58 frramiues.

^ The followiiif^ method is pcrliaps the most conveniL'iit. The bottoms of

thi' b.ars to he coiupaicd an' placed in a frocziiig-inixture, of alcohol aud
snow for itiat auci;, and the heiglit is observed up to which a deposit of mois-

ture or of ice takes jilace.

** Ah th(; conductivity of iron from 0° to 100'' does not vary more than

2 per cent. accoidiu;i' to Lnvuz, it was needless for uiy purposes to take

this into uccounl.
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For this purpose a thermoelement was used consisting of very

thin German silver and iron wire soldered together; these wires

loaded with a small weight were so laid above the horizontal bar

that the junction was uppermost. At a distance of about 10 cm.
from this place both wires were soldered to thin copper wires,

which by means of a commutator were in connexion with a reflecting-

gahanometer. When the tliermoelement was in contact with the

bars, the temperature of the junction was obviously proportional to

that of the section in (juestion.

Loss of heat by radiation was prevented by screens and coatings

of wadding. The junction at the copper wires was sufficiently near

to the temperature of the an* for my purposes. As the element

showed accidentally an electrical force nearly proportional to the

difference of temperature, the deflection of the galvanometer was
put for the difference of temperature.

In order to get an approximate statement as to the absolute con-

ductivity, the loss of heat to the surroundings was measured by

heating the entire bar and then observing its gradual decrease o£

temperature with the thermoelement suspended over it. These
observations were made by Mr. .Sheldon. According to this the

temperature decreased in ten minutes in the ratio 1'67 : 1 ; the

external conductivity for temperature in one second is therefore
1 -67/600 -1 = 0-OOOSG.

This number multiplied by the specific heat 0-117 *, and the

density 7"9, gives the external thermal conductivity reduced to

unit section =0"00080, so that, denoting the internal conductivity

by A.-, we have
cISx^ _ 0-00080 ^
dx^ ^•

Considering now the temperatures u^, w,, Wg of three sections

distant from each other by the length Z, putting

the conductivity h is known to be

n.

r ^ T
Llognat (n-\- Vvr— 1)J

Ic = 0-0008
. .

.lognat (»+ Vvr— 1).

We obtain :

—

for Z = 4 5 8 8 cm.
A: hard = 0-063 0-062 0-061 0-062
Tc soft = 0-106 0-118 0-111

Hence in the mean,

I- hard = 0-0G2 grm. cal./cm. sec.

Tc soft = 0-111 „

The conductivity of soft steel is thus almost 80 ^«' cent, r/reater than

* According to Regiifuilt, who puts the specific heat of bard steel at
one per cent, higher, and the density by as much lower than with soft

steel.—Pogg. Ann. vol. Ixxii. p. 73 (1877).
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that of hard. And as heating to temperatures like that of boiling

water produces an appreciable annealing, the conducting power
of the hard steel determined at a lov\er temperature would have
been even less.

The electrical conductivity of the two bars v as further determined

by transmitting a constant current, a branch of which was sent

by means of two knife-edges througli a sensitive galvanometer in a

current of 5(J0(» to 10,000 ohms resistance. The factor of reduction

to absolute measure was determined by means of a Clai'k's element.

The conductivities referred to mercury are, according to a measure-
ment of Mr. Sheldon,

K hard = 3"3, soft = 5-5.

A heated and slowly cooled bar of wrought iron of the same dimen-
sions was investigated. Its conducting power was about 40 per

cent, higher than that of soft steel

:

K soft wrought iron = 7"C.

That its conducting power was greater in a similar ratio is shown
by an experiment in the freezing mixture (see p. 448, note). The
height of deposit in hard steel amounted to 72 mm., and in soft

steel to 92 mm., and in soft iron to 110 millim.

We have thus found for the ratio of the thermal conductivity k
to the electrical conductivity k :

—
Hard Steel. Soft Steel.

i=»:j!12^ 0-019; "ill =0-02.

The corresponding numbers with Kirchhoff and Hansemann are

for 15°:—
Bar No. I. No. II. No. III.

^ = 0:1^18 = 0-0208 ;

'^^^'^ = 0-0237 ;
^-^^ = 0-0209.

K 6-803 4-006 6-569

As my determinations of the thermal conductivity can only lay

k
claim to an approximate measurement, the agreement of - cannot
be expected to be closer.

'^

While thus the conductivity of different and differently heated
iron and steel may be different, the ratio of the conductivity for

heat and for electricity seems to remain about the same.—Wiede-
mann's Annalen, No 4, 1888.

MOUNTAIN FORMATION.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Gkntlkmkn,
In your issue of March (p. 210) Mr. T. Mellard Reade publishes

a very suggestive jniper on the " Geological Consequences of the

Discovery of a Lovel-of-no-Strain in a Cooling (ilobe," in which he

maintains the nntcnalileness of the contractional theorv of moun-
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tain-formation. I have nothing to say on this thesis, but I wish to

draw attention to what I conceive to be a mistake in his view of

Appalachian structure. Great chains, as we all know, consist

usually of a granite or metamorphic axis flanked on either side by

tilted and often crumpled strata. Now Mr. Reade seems to think

that the strata were pushed back and crumpled by the protnaded

axis. The Appalachian seems inconsistent with this view, but Mr.

Heade thinks only seemingly so, because the crumpled strata on the

eastern Jiank have been completely carried away by erosion.

Now American geologists believe they have good reason to think

that the metamorphic region of the Appalachian does not belong

to the Appalachian chain proper at all, but existed as land Ion;/ before

the Appalaclikm teas born, viz. at the very beginning of tlie Palaeo-

zoic Era. The evidence of this is, that the very lowest Pakeozoics

lie everywhere unconformal^ly on the eroded edges of the crumpled

Archaean, and even the outlines of the old Cambrian shore-line

can be traced. The Appalachian was not formed until the end of

the Palaeozoic.

Perhaps it may not be amiss to call attention also to the struc-

ture of the coast-range of California. It is strongly crumpled,

with at least five anticlines and corresponding synclines *, and yet

in many places no sign of a granite or metamorphic axis.

Very truly,

Berkelev, Cal., Joseph LeConte.

March 29, 1888.

ON THE ACTION OF LIGHT ON THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY

OF THE HALOID SALTS OF SILVER. BY SVANTE ARRHENIUS.

Two parallel silver wires were coiled, at a distance of 2 millim.,

about a rectangular glass plate (4x5 centim.), then painted with

an ammoniacal solution of chloride or bromide of silver, and slowly

heated until the water and ammonia had evaporated, so as to form

a thin skin of chloride or of bromide of silver. The plate was
covered with a screen with a slit 1 centim. in breadth, and there-

upon placed in various parts of a spectrum 7'2 centim. in length.

The silver wires were introduced into the circuit of a battery of

40 Clark's elements, in which v\'as a very sensitive reflecting-

galvanometer (1 div. =7x 10-" amp.). Without illumination the

galvanometer gave a constant deflection. AVith illumination this

was greater, but returned to its former value on darkening. When
the width of the slit which produced the spectrum was respectively

0'60, 0"473, and 0-24 centim. in breadth, the action of the light for

each part of the spectrum was proportional to the intensity of the

light. For the various colours, the action increased from the red

to the line G, first of all slowly, then more rapitlly, and sank then

to the ultra-violet in the reverse direction. The action is thus not

* Amer. Journ. Science, vol. ii. p. 297 (1876).
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due to the heating, but corresponds to the strength of the photo-

chemical action. According to the author, the velocity of the action

of two bodies, whose specitic electrical conductivities are \ and A,,

is proportional to the product X. X, ; and thus in a mixture of

gelatine and chloride of silver the action must be nearly propor-

tional to the conductivity of chloride of silver, since X must be

regarded as tolerably constant for the former. If sensitisers are

present, X, the conductivity of the sensitiser, is variable, and a

maximum is obtained for rhe colour which exerts an influence, and
which corresponds to a sharp absorption-band, together with the

other maximum without sensitiser.— Wiener Berichte, vol. xcvi.

p. 831 (1887) ; Beibldtter cler Fhysik, No. 2 (1888).

GLACIAL MOTION.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Maijazine and Journal.

G-ENTLEMEN,
In your issue of Febuary last (p. 156) Mr. Deeley brings forward

what he thinks is a new theory of Glacial IVIotion ; but, if I am Jiot

greatly mistaken, it does not differ essentially from that of James
Thomson. In regard to this theory, in 1 S82 1 wrote as follows *:

—

"Some time ago James Thomson brouglit forward a theorv which
deserves far more attention than it has }^et received. Thomson
shows that the fusing-point of ice is lowered by pressure, and
therefore that ice at or near its freezing-point (as is the fact in

glaciers) is prompthj melted by pressure. Now it is obvious that

in the differential motion of a glacier, whatever point, at any
moment, receives the greatest stress of pressure must melt and give

way, and, the stress being relieved, must immediately again refreeze.

Meanwhile, by change of relative position of parts, the stress is

transferred to some other point which in its turn melts, gives

way, and is refrozen ; and again transfers its stress to still another
point, and so on. If we compare this theory with Tyndall's, in

both cases the ice gives way at the point of greatest stress : in the

one case the stress is a stress of tension, in the other of pressure
;

in the one case the giving way is by fracture, in the other by
meltine/. The differential motion in the one case is by fracture,

change of position and regelation ; in the other by meltintj, change
of position and regelation."

These of course are not Thomson's words, but only a condensed
statement of my own of the view I got from studying Thomson.

Very respectfully,

IJerkeloy, Cal., JosEPU LeConte.
Mareh 28, 1888.

* ' Elements of Geolojjry,' p. Cm.
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LVII. The Variation of the Coefficients of Induction. By W.
E. SuMPNER, B.Sc.j Assistant in the Physical Departmenty
Central Institute, South Kensington*

.

[Plate III.]

1. rilHERE are three ways of defining the coefficient of self-

J- induction, which lead to the same result if the magnetic
permeability of the medium is a constant quantity, but which
lead to three different results if it is a variable one, as in the

case of iron.

The coefficient of self-induction L of a coil of wire through
which a current C is passing may be defined as the ratio

between the back electromotive force and the time-rate of

change of the current C to which it is due; or it may be
defined as the ratio between the flux of induction through
the coil and the current producing it; or it may be defined

with reference to the electrokinetic energy possessed by the

current C.

The three definitions are expressed by the equations

(2) N = L2C and e =^^^^

,

(3) T = iLsC^

In these equations e is the back electromotive force pro-

duced by varying the current C, N is the number of lines of

* Communicated bv tlie Physical Society : read Mth April, 1888.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 157. June 1888. 2 H
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force passing through the coil, T is its kinetic energy, and L
its coethcient of seli'-inchiction.

2. If the magnetic nicdium is air, Li, Lo, and L3 are identical.

If the medium be wholly or partially composed of iron, this is

no longer the case. The values of L differ from each other,

and vary with C. The value of Lj can easily be found in

terms of Lg from the equation

which is an immediate consequence of the first two equations

of definition.

We see that Li= L2 only when C=0 or when ^rt — ^j

and that L, is greater than L2 for small currents where Lj is

increasing with C.

Since S^, the magnetizing force, is proportional to C ; and

since N is a measure of ^, the average value of the flux of

induction per unit area, we see that Lj is directly propor-

tional to /A, the average value of the coefficient of magnetic

permeability for the magnetizing force represented by the

current C.

If, therefore, the medium be wholly of one kind, Lj will be

a measure of the permeability of that medium. In any case,

however, if we know the relation connecting 23 with S^, we
shall be able to determine the wa}* in which the coefficients

vary with the magnetizing force.

If OFKr' (see fig. 1) be the curve connecting 23 with S^

(or N with C), the value of Jjo for any point P, on it corre-

sponding with the current OCi and the flux of induction ONi
will b(^ represented by the tangent of the angle which the

line OPi makes with the line OCi.

Since
^C_ _ d(UQ) _ cm

^'"cff-^- dt - dt'

we have

^
_c/N rf23

^' - dC '^
.75'

and Li will consequently be represented by the tangent of the

anfde PiQiCj which the tangent to the curve at P, makes with

thriine OCi-
Moreover,

2fC\/N f^>Z23
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and will be represented by the ratio of the area enclosed

by the lines ONi, PiNi, and the curve OPi to the square on

tiie line OCj.

Fi-. 1.

3. MaxwelFs method of determining the coefficient gives L2,

because the quantity of electricity discharged through the

galvanometer is proportional to the number of lines of force

inserted by the establishment of the current C (or to the

number removed by stopping the current), while the steady

deflection due to a small derangement is proportional to

directly. The method therefore gives the ratio of N/C or L2.

Professor Ayrton has generalized this method by altering the

current from one value to another, instead of establishing it

from zero to its full value. The quantity discharged through
the galvanometer is proportional in this case to N^— No, where
Nj is the number of lines of force corresponding with the first

current Cj, and No that corresponding with the other cur-

rent Cg. If the steady deflection caused by a derangement
from balance be taken when a current C is flowing through

the coil, MaxwelFs formula will give the ratio of ^ ^
(J

2H2
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C
and if -sve multiply this by jr^ j=^, we shall obtain the value

of -7~y TTj or the tangent of the angle which the chonl PiPj

makes with the line OC.
Q Q

By observing the ratio -——-, in addition to the ordinary
\j

quantities measured in Maxwell's method, it is possible to

determine in this way the rate of slope of the curve of mag-
netization. If (Ci— Cg) is very small compared with

^ (Ci + Ca), the value obtained by Prof. Ayrton's method
is Lj; but the result is practically the same if the curve of

magnetization does not bend very much between the values

of 00 corresponding with Oj and O2.

Coefficients for small Currents.

4. It follows from the shape of the initial part of the curse
of magnetization that the value of Lg must at first increase with
the current. The following experiments show that this is the
case. A bar of best Swedish iron, 14 in. long by -^ in.

in diameter, was bent into the shape of a horseslioe. Each
end was surrounded by a bobbin, 2^ in. in diameter and
4i in. long, wound with 400 turns of wire. The self-induction

of the two bobbins in series was obtained by Maxwell's method.
The battery used was an ordinary Leclanche cell. The swings
were in most cases taken on breaking the circuit, since, if the
galvanonuiter-key be pressed just before th(> battery-kev is

released, the error caused by a slight want of balance in the
bridge is reduced to a minimum. For a similar reason, the
deflection corresponding with a known derangement was
always estimated from the difference between two deflections.

The current flowing through the coil was calculated from the
electromotive force of the battery and the resistances in the
network. The following numbers represent the mean of
several concordant values :

—

A.
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coil in secohms, and A is the current in amperes flowing

throuf^h it. The experiments are in fair accordance with the

relation

L2=-2A + -0425.

Since A is proportional to ^, and Lg is proportional to 33/«§,

the above experiments tend to show that the pai-t of the curve

of magnetization between the points corresponding with the

currents •047 and '107 ampere is a parabola of the form

5. It was, however, desirable to see whether this relation

would still hold good for smaller magnetizing forces. With
this view the experiments were repeated some months after-

wards in a somewhat different way. The coefficient was
determined by comparing it with the capacity of a standard

condenser. Two arms,y>, q, of a Wheatstone bridge (see fig. 2)

consisted of doubly wound resistance-coils of 10,000 ohms each.

The resistance g of the galvanometer used was also about

Fig. 2.

10,000 ohms. To the coil q was shunted a condenser of

^ microfarad capacity. The opposite branch r of the bridge

contained the electromagnet whose self-induction was re-

quired. The resistance of the arm s was 5 ohms, and that of

r was adjusted till there was balance. The battery used was
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an accumulator. The curronts wore chanored by inserting

more or less resistance into the battery-circuit. It" tlic bridge

is bahmced for steady currents, and the battery-circuit be

opened, the swing di produced will be proportional to

L2—KpK, where Lg is the coefficient required and K is the

known Ciijiacity. If one of the terminals of the condenser be

now discoimected from the bridge, and a second swing 6.2 be

taken on breaking circuit, we have

60 Lo

61 Lg— K/»s'

or

L,= Kps.

This method, although only comparative, has several advan-

tages over Maxwell's absolute method. It is quicker and

simpler ; there are only two quantities to observe, and the

readings may be taken immediately after each other. It is,

moreover, not so necessary to have a good ballistic galvano-

meter. It will generally be best to work with the relations

p= q, jy + r= 2g, K2ys= 2h.

The best ratio, r/p, wall be determined by the resistances and

batteries available, and by the currents it is desirable to use.

In the following experiments these relations were not adhered

to, because the galvanometer was sufficiently sensitive, and

because it was desiral)le to alter the currents flowing without

rendering it necessary to readjust the bridge.

In all swing methods it is necessary to have the bridge well

balanced for steady currents. A tine adjustment can be con-

veniently obtained by sliding a bare wire of suitable thick-

ness round a terminal, since it is not generally necessary to

know the resistance of the arm of which it is a j^art, and it

can of course be placed in the arm of unknown resistance. I

believe the device used in the Cavendish laboratory is to shunt

one resistance-box by another. The l)alance of the bridge has

to be so good that the heating caused by the momentary
passage of the current is often sufficient to destroy it.

The amiexed table indicates the results obtained with the

electromagnet with the iron core. The swings were obtained

by breaking the battery-circuit.
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A.
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smaller mafrnetizing forces than those used above, and there-

fore for fields very much weaker than that due to the earth's

magnetism.

Coefficients for large Currents.

8. The coefficient of self-induction of a coil with an iron

magnetic circuit can far more easily be obtained for strong

magnetic forces when the magnetism is maintained by an
independent magnetic field than when the magnetism of the

iron has to be excited bv the current throuo-h the coil itself.

In a transformer, for instance, where there are two coils

identically situated with respect to the iron circuit, the

coefficients of self and mutual induction are in the ratio

n\ : /i| : n^n^,

where the ratio of the turns on the first coil to that on the

second is n^ : ^2. This will be true w^hatever the state of

magnetization. If, therefore, one coil is used to excite the

magnetism, and the other to test it, the values of the coeffi-

cients can be obtained without the least difficulty. Again, it

is easy to obtain by Maxwell's method the value of L for the

armature of a Series dynamo when the field-magnet coils are

used independently to excite magnetism in the armature.

Experiments were made in February 1887, at Prof. Ayrton's
suggestion, to determine the coefficient of self-induction of the

armature of a Gramme dynamo of the A pattern. The
numbers obtained by Mr. S. Watney and the writer vvere as

foUow :

—

Amperes round
field-magnets.
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sufficiently ballistic galvanometer is to bo had, it is not easy

to obtain L in absolute measure.

At the suggestion of Prof. Ayrton some experiments were
made at the commencement of 1887 to determine the variation

of the self-induction of the field-magnot coils of a Ferranti

dynamo. The method"'^ used was the modification of MaxwelPs
method already alluded to. (The coefficient has been since

compared with the capacity of a standard condenser by the

swing method ; the value obtained for a current of ()"01

ani])ere was 0*61 secohm, and for larger currents larger

values were obtained.) When a strong current was flowing

through the coils the resistance of the circuit was only a few
ohms, and the coefficient was probably larger than 0"G. The
time-constant was therefore generally larger than one tenth

of a second, and the discharge could never be considered

completed in less than a second. Probably no galvanometer

would have been sufficiently ballistic under these circumstances

to give good results in absolute measure. As, however, the

only galvanometer conveniently situated with reference to the

dynamos was one of the D^Arsonval type, with a short period

and large logarithmic decrement even when on open circuit,

the hope of any but comparative measurements was abandoned.

10. It is possible to calibrate any galvanometer for ballistic

purposes by charging a condenser to a standard potential and

discharging it through a resistance in series with the galvano-

meter to be calibrated. By suitably altering the resistance or

the capacity the time-constant of discharge may be made to

have any value. This was done with the DWrsonval galva-

nometer, in order to interpret the results obtained. A con-

denser of 18"{) microfarads cajiacity was charged by a Latimer-

Clark^s cell, and then discharged through the galvanometer

(whose resistance was 700 ohms) in series with a variable

resistance, 11 ohms. The time-constant of discharge was

therefore
18-6(R+ 700)10-« seconds,

and the ratio of this to I'OG was the ratio of the time-constant

to the period of the galvanometer, and is denoted in the

following table by the letter p. Obscirvations wer(> made

of the value of the first swing of the galvanometer-needle for

many different values of R. A few of these are given below.

* This method, due to Prof. Ayrton, will ho found more fully

descrihed, together with soveval other methods, in a paper by tho

present writer on "The Measurement of 8clf-Iiuluetion, Mutual In-

duction, and Capacity," .loui-n. Soc. Tel. Engineers, May 1887.
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for steady currents. If the discharge Q produces a throw 6,

Q = kd,

where k depends, among other things, on the time-constant of
discharge, and therelbre varies Avith the self-induction and
with the resistance in the hattery bi*anch. We may, however,
regard k as being approximately constant, and we may

a
accordingly take the values of j-, 7^ to represent the

\JI— ^2
values of the coefficient for the current ^(Ci + Co). In a

series of experiments the currents were changed by successive

steps from a small value to about 13 amperes, and decreased

through the same stages in inverse order. The cycle was
repeated many times, both for positive and for negative

currents ; and the numbers given in the following table are a

fair sample of the results obtained. Lj and La are the values

of ^/(Oj— C2) for increasing and decreasing currents respec-

tively. A is tho value in amperes of |(Ci-hC2).

A.
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will suddenly diminish as the change of current alters from an

increase to a decrease, or vice versa.

The general shape of the curve connecting L with io "^^'i^l

be the same whether the value of «5 has been diminisbed to

zero from positive or from negative values before the experi-

ments are made. This follows from the fact that the slope at

a point on a Ewing's cycle increases from each cusp to the

point of inflexion. The coefficient L will be a maximum for

those values of the magnetizing current (J at which the points

of inflexion occur. As the cycle only has one point of in-

flexion on each branch, the two parts of the curve connecting

L with C will each have one maximum point, and one only.

The two maximum values of L will not, however, occur at the

same value of the current. They will occur at a small positive

value of C for currents changing in the positive direction, and

at a small negative value of C for currents changing in the

negative direction. From this it follows that for increasing

currents, L will at first increase and then diminish: while for

currents decreasing to zero, L will continually increase. This

statement must be modified for small cycles, which do not

generally have points of inflexion. Here the coeflicient will

increase continually from one cusp to the other, and decrease

discontinuously on rounding each cusp.

Experiments were also made on the field-magnets of a

Gramme dynamo, the currents used varying in this case up to

30 amperes. The same kind of results were obtained.

12. Several remarkable etfects were obtained, due to pre-

vious historv of magnetization, which are easily explicable

on reference to the researches of Professor Ewing*.
Suppose the current has been altered until a point P (see

fig. 1) on the curve of magnetization is reached. The effect

of a small change of current will now depend upon whether
the current be increased or diminished. If the current be
changed in the same way as it was altered last, a point A on
the curve of magnetization will be reached ; while if it be
changed in the opposite direction, a point B will be reached.

The slope of the line PA will be quite different from that of

PB, and as these slopes represent the values of the coefficient

of self-induction at the jK)int P, it follows that this coefficient

has always two distinct values whatever the state of mag-
netization and however that state has been attained. The
curves obtained by Professor Ewing iniplvthat the coefficient

is greater for a change of current in the same direction as the

last than for one in the opposite direction ; for if P be any

* " Experimental Researches in Magnetism," Phil. Trans, part ii.

1885.
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point on the ascendinfr curvo of magnetization, and P' any
])oint on the (Icsccnding curve, the slo})es PA and P'A' cor-

respond Avitli olianges of current in the same direction as

those immediately preceding, and these slopes are steeper

tlian those of PB and P'B', which correspond with reverse

changes of the magnetizing force.

If the current be changed between the two values cor-

responding with the points P and A, and the swings of the

ballistic galvanometer observed for each alternation, the first

fling will correspond with the slojie PA, if the magnetization
has been increased up to the point P. All the succeeding
swings will, however, correspond with more gradual slopes,

AC, because the magnetization owing to hysteresis vvill not
return to the state P, but will proceed around a E wing's
cycle between the two points A and C, if the current be
alternated between the two values considered. In the case of a

transformer, two or three successively diminishing swings were
often observed before the changes became cyclic. Whether on
the ascending or descending portions of the magnetization-
curve, the first fling should be greater than the succeeding
ones if it corresponds with a change of current of the same
kind as that immediately preceding.

The following experiments on the Ferranti field-magnets

illustrate these remarks :

—

Previous history.
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the two cases, the swing which measures it will be greater in

that case for which the time-constant is the smaller,

13. Evidence of hysteresis was obtained in a very marked
way from a 2 H.P. transformer lent to Professor Ayrton by
Mr. Kapp. The coefficient of self-ind action of the primary
coil was measured when different currents were traversing

the secondar3^ The magnetizing current (denoted by A)
was obtained from accumulators, and varied up to 10 amperes.
It was sent in both directions, and its value was read by an
Ayrton and Perry ammeter. The coefficient was obtained

either by comparison with a standard condenser by the

swing-method already described or by the secohmmeter.
The test-current used to obtain the coefficient was "037

ampere for the swing method and '01 ampere for the sec-

ohmmeter method. In the former case means were provided
for sending the test-current round the primary in either

direction at will, so that the swings obtained corresponded
either with the slope PA (see fig. 1) or with the slope PB. If

the total current through the transformer-coils were alternated

between two values corresponding with the points A and C,

the slope AC was found not only to be less than the preceding
slope PA but greater than the succeeding slopes CD, and in

some cases several successively diminishing values were
obtained. The coefficients corresponding with the slopes

PA, AC, and CD will be respectively denoted by the letters

Ljn, Lr, and L^.. The values obtained could only be reproduced
when the magnetic history of the iron was exactly repeated

;

and whatever the process of magnetization was, the numbers
obtained at corresponding parts of successive cycles gradually
diminished until the true cyclic values were obtained.

Thus the values obtained by the swing-metiod for the pro-

gressive coefficient L^ were '087 secohm or '192 secohm,
according as the value of A had been diminished to zero from
1 ampere or from 6 amperes. When A was 1 ampere, values
of Lp could be obtained varying between '074 and "loO secohm,
according to the previous history, and simultaneously the
values of the return coefficient L^ could be varied between
•032 and '053 secohm. The values of the cyclic coefficient

Lc (which w^ere obtained by reversing the test-current several

times before taking the swing) were, however, fairly constant,

and were '029 secohm when A was zero and '016 secohm
when A was G amperes.

In order to obtain a complete set of values for the coefficients

Jip and Lc, it was necessary that the iron should go through
the same magnetizing processes before any read in o- was taken.
The magnetizing current was therefore diminished to — 10
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amperes before each observation, and then increased to the

particular value of A at which the value of L was deserved.

The annexed table indicates the results obtained by the

swing method :

—

A.
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columns of the annexed table. The first two columns give

the values obtained respectively for increasing and decreasing

positive currents ; the last two columns indicate those obtained

for increasing and decreasing negative currents.

A.
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where E is the impressed electromotive force, N is the number
of lines of force enclosed by the circuit, R is the resistance of

the circuit, C the current flowing, and t the time at which
the different quantities are evaluated.

Now, if we can neglect Foucault currents, or possible mag-
netic lag, or anything analogous which would make N directly

dependent on time, we may put

dt
~ dC dt'

where -jt^ is the coefficient of self-induction, L. If we put

p _ E m _ L

we obtain
^^ ^^^
dt ~ T •

Now Cq is the value of the current which would be flowing if

there were no self-induction ; and since E and E. are given,

it is possible to plot a curve having Co for ordinates and time
for abscissa3. Moreover, since the curve connecting N with C
is given, it is possible by graphical processes to find another

connecting ^5 -777 or T with C. This curve (see Plate III.

fig. 3) should be plotted, with the values of C for ordinates
and the values of T as abscissa?. It will be found convenient
to plot T in the negative direction. The time-ratio T will

be in seconds if L is in secohms and R in ohms. The two
curves should of course be plotted to the same scale for

current and time.

The construction follows immediately from the equation

dt ~ T '

and is as follows:—
Suppose Pi (see PI. III. fig. 3.) be the given initial ])oiut on

the curve connecting C with time. Project it parallel to the

axes to Tj on the curve T and to Qi on the curve Oq. Project

Qj parallel to the axis of abscissrc to Rj on the current axis.

Draw from P, a line parallel to R/Pj, and choose a point Pg
on it not far from Pj. Pg may be regarded as the next i)oint

on the current curve, and the i)roccss (which is indicated in

Plate 111.) may Ix; repeated to obtain a third ])oint P3, and so

on, until the whole curve connecting current with time is

obtained.
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15. The curves are very readily drawn on squared paper, and
yield some remarkable results. If the impressed electromotive

force E and the resistance R are constant quantities, the

curve Co will be a straight line parallel to the axis of time
cutting the current axis in a point R. The inclination of the

line joining R to any point T on the curve T will represent

the rate at which the current is increasing when it has the

value corresponding with the point T. Now, if the self-

induction is constant or nearly constant, this rate of increase

will be great at first but will continually diminish as time
goes on. If, however, the self-induction be very variable, the

result may be quite different and dependent to a great extent
on the value of Cq. Suppose the self-induction to increase at

first, and then to diminish. Unless Cq be very small, there
will now be points of inflexion on the current curve. The
current will increase very rapidly at first, slower afterwards,

then more rapidly, and will finally attain its maximum slowly.

If Co be such as to magnetize the iron far beyond saturation, this

effect may be very marked, and the time taken for the current

to rise to a small fraction of its final amount may exceed that

taken to rise through the remainder. The writer is indebted
to Prof. Silvanus Thompson for the information that this fact

has actually been observed when accumulators have been con-
nected in series with the field-magnets of a dynamo and with
an Ayrton and Perry dead-beat ammeter. The needle has
been noticed to move very slowly at first, and then with great
rapidity through the larger portion of the ultimate deflection.

The greater the value of Cq, the quicker will the current
attain a given fraction of its final value. This may be roughly
accounted for by the fact that the mean value of the coefficient

is less the greater the value of the final current.

16. When the electromotive force E is alternating, the coeffi-

cient L will not only be variable but two-valued. It will

depend not only on the value of the current, but also on
whether the current is increasing or diminishing. The curve T
will therefore consist of two parts—one for increasing current,

and the other for decreasing current. Although E and Cq
may be pure sine functions, C will not be a simple sine
function if the coefficient L varies. Suppose a current curve
C, drawn on the assumption that there is a constant coefficient

of self-induction equal to the mean of the different values.

The true curve C will, roughly speakings differ from the
curve C in rising more rapidly when L is less than the
average, and in rising less rapidly when L is more than the
average. The general effect of the variation of the coefficient

will therefore be to introduce ripples into the current curve.
2 12
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It is noteworthy that these ripples are dependent not so much
on the speed as on the vahie of the current.

17. Plate III. fig. 4 shows an example worked out on the

basis of experiments actually made on the Kapp and Snell

transformer already referred to. The re^^istance of the circuit

is for simplicity assumed to be 1 ohm, so that the number
which represents the coefficient of self-induction Lp in

secohms also represents the time-ratio in seconds. The
values of L^ given above were obtained for the primary-
coil when different currents A were traversing the secondary,
and should be plotted, not with the values of A, but with the
values of n^P^jiii, where ?2]/??2 is the ratio of the turns on the
primary to those on the secondary. This has not been done,
as it merely alters the scale of current. The values of L^
differ slightly for increasing and decreasing currents ; this

has been disregarded, as in the particular case taken the results

would have been but very little altered. The electromotive
force acting in the primary circuit (the secondary being open)
is supposed to be a simple sine wave having a period of
0*16 second, and is represented by the curve Cq. The current
curve obtained will depend for the first few alternations on
the initial circumstances. The curves Ci, Co, C3, and C4
represent the first half-wave for different initial values of the
current. Of these, C3 may be taken as the curve which
periodically repeats itself and to which all the others \y\\\

eventually come. It is not in appearance so markedly
different from a sine curve as Ci and Cy. This is because
the impressed electromotive force is not sufficient to produce
a current capable of magnetizing the iron beyond the satura-

tion-point, at which th(^ value of the coefficient of self-induction

begins to diminish. Otherwise the current curve would have
sharp peaks in it, as indicated in the curve Cj. This may have
something to do \\\x\\ the fact that it has been found best not
to allow the iron of transformers to be magnetized beyond the

saturation-point*.

18. It is usual to assume that the electromotive force given
by alternating-current dynamos can bo represented by a sine

function of the time with sufficient accuracy for practical

ijurposes. In the case of a Ferranti dynamo at the Central
[nstitution, however, the approximation to a sine wave is not
very good.

The field-magnets were excited with a small current by
means of accumulators. A resistance of 100 ohms was
placed in the circuit to reduce the time-constant when the

• See Mr, Gisbert Kapp's mper " On Alternate Cm-rent-Transformers,"
Proc. Soc. Tel. Engineers, Fen. 1888.
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current was made. The armature was used as a test-coil, and
was coupled in series with a D'Arsonval galvanometer and
suitable resistances. A pointer was attached to the spindle,

and a scale to the framework of the machine, so that the

phase of the armature could be accurately read. The test

swings were taken both on making and on breaking the exciting

current, and were found practically identical. The swings

were taken for many different phases of the armature for one

complete alternation. The results showed that the ordinates

of the curve of electromotive force gradually differed from

those of the most favourably drawn sine curve to the extent

of +5 per cent.

The values of the maximum ordinates of the E.M.F. curve

were also compared for one complete revolution of the

armature. Five swings were taken in the neighboiurhood of

each maximum in order to determine its amount. The
curious result came out that these maxima varied alternately

between values denoted by the numbers 302 and 333. The
eight positive maxima did not vary more than ^ per cent,

from the value 333, nor did the eight negative maxima vary

more than this from the value 302. Since the area of the

negative part of the curve must apparently be equal to that

of the positive part, it follows that the ciu-ve of E.M.F. must
be distinctly different from a sine curve. The result found in

this case was not at all that which was looked for. It seemed

probable that the values of the different maxima would vary

gradually, and only repeat themselves after a complete revo-

lution of the machine. It was expected that the curve of

E.M.F. would be of the nature of a compound sine curve,

having as one term a sine of large amplitude and a period

corresponding with the current alternations, and having as a

second term a sine of small amplitude but long period corre-

sponding with the revolutions of the machine. Professor

Perry has pointed out that, if the wave of E.M.F. is a sine

curve marked with minor ripples caused by the presence

of subsidiary sine waves of smaller period, the effect of

induction in the circuit is to flatten out the minor ripples so

that the current produced is more nearly a true sine wave
than the electromotive-force Avave which is producing it.

This is, however, only true on the assumption that the minor
ripples have the shorter period. It is very possible that in

some alternating-current dynamos there is, due to some want
of symmetry, a ripple of small amplitude but having a long

period corresponding with the revolutions of the dynamo.
Whenever this occurs, the action of induction is to magnify
the minor ripples in comparison with the main alternating
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Avave, and the consequent current curve will, especially at

high speeds, difter in a very marked degree from the E.M.F.
curve of the machine. If the self-induction is a variable

quantity, the current curves obtained will be still more
rippled, and these ripples Avill be present at whatever speed
the dynamo is revolved.

The well-known pulsations to which electric lights fed with
alternating currents are subject seem to suggest that the

currents obtained from the dynamos used are much less Kke
sine waves than is generally assumed to be the case. These
pulsations are so marked in the case of one important London
installation that any quickly mo^-ing object, such as a walking-
stick swayed rapidly to and fro presents, not a blurred image,

as it would do under a continuous light, but several distinctly

separate images, as if the light were at times very dim. The
pulsations are too slow to be due to the ordinary alternations

of the current, but might possibly be in time with the revo-

lutions of the dynamo.

Condenser Discharges.

19. It does not appear to have been noticed that self-induc-

tion, although always delaying the rise or fall of currents, may
sometimes hasten the discharge of a condenser. The current

which discharges a condenser has both to rise and fall. Self-

induction in the discharge-circuit delays the rise of current

less than the fall, because the potential-difference of the con-
denser is high when the current increases and low when it

diminishes ; the rate of change of current depends, not only

on the coefficient of self-induction, but also on the E.M.F.
tending to cause the change. The well-known oscillations

produced when the self-induction is large are simply due
to the fact that the current is kept flowing too long. The
general result is that the time of discharge is lessened if the

self-induction is not too great.

If a condenser of capacity K, charged to a potential Vq, be
discharged by a wire having a resistance E. and coefficient of

self-induction L, the potential of the condenser at any time t

is given by one of the equations

YV 10-
I\-T2

iTir^'-T^r^^,

nt

sin 7

according respectively as L is less or greater than
KR2
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In these equations Ti and To are the two quantities whose
sum is KR and whose product is KL ; T^ is the larger of the

two, but is less than KR.
The values of /3 and 7 are given by the equations

^^=-L-^ tan7=?^.^ KL W '^^^ R

The time taken to discharge is proportional to Tj or to

2L
-^, according as L is less or greater than ^KR^. Both these

values are less than KR, provided L<iKR"2; so that the

insertion of self-induction up to this value only hastens the

discharge. The time will be a minimum when L= 5KR"^;

and in this case Tj= ^KR. It is therefore possible to halve

the time of discharge of a condenser by using a suitable

amount of self-induction in the discharge-circuit.

A lightning discharge is essentially the same as that of a

condenser, and it therefore seems likely that a small amount
of self-induction in a lightning-conductor will only improve it.

The value of K may be small, but that of R is large, since it

quite possibly includes the resistance of the air-gap between
the lightning-conductor and the charged cloud ; so that the

product KR'^, which determines the allowable value of L,

may be quite comparable with the self-induction of iron

liohtnino-rods, and mav indeed far exceed it.
7 f

Quite recently Dr. Oliver Lodge has shown experimentally

that an iron conductor is better than a copper one for high-

tension electric discharges, and has suggested that, owing to

magnetic lag^ iron may have less self-induction for such dis-

charges, than in cases where time is an unimportant factor.

The foregoing considerations offer quite a different explana-

tion. Further experiments will no doubt be necessary to

settle the question ; but in the meanwhile there seems to be
no real basis for the idea that self-induction in a lightnino--

conductor is necessarily a disadvantage.

The writer, in conclusion, desires to thank Professor Ayrton
for many valuable suggestions received while the experiments
were being carried out.
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LVIII. The Efficiency of Incandescent Lamps with Direct and

Alternating Currents. By W. E. Ayrton and JoHN
Perry ^.

IT is now well understood that in order to economically

distribute power by means of electricity it is necessary

to employ a bioh potential-difference, or P.D., between the

mains and a small current flowing through them, while con-

siderations of safety require that the P,D. between the leads

in the houses shall not exceed 100 or 200 volts. Hence some
system of converting a large P.D. and small current into a

small P.D. and large current has to be employed ; and the

four systems of conversion that have hitherto been devised

consist in the employment of:—1. Motor-Dynamos, 2. Accu-
mulators, 3. Alternating Current-Transformers, 4. Direct

Current-Transformers.

Of these four methods the third is the one that is most
extensively utilized at the present time ; indeed it is the only

system of conversion that is at all extensively used, at any rate

in this countr}'. But in view of some direct current system

of conversion also coming into common use, there arises a
question of considerable importance to the consumer, viz. Is

more light obtained with the same expenditure of power with

direct or with alternating currents ? And apart from con-

siderations of the electric distribution of power on a large

scale, the answer to this question is of importance in supply-

ing one factor towards the decision as to the relative ad-

vantages and disadvantages of direct and alternating currents

for detached installations.

Where the electric energy supplied to a consumer has been
charged by meter, people have, as a rule, been content to

measure only the number of coulombs sujiplied, ignoring

altogether any variation in the volts; but as electricity pgr se

apart from the P.D. is of no commercial value whatever, and
therefore is unlike water apart from pressure, it is clear that

in estimating the value of a supply of electric energy for

lighting purposes we must measure the watts and not

merely the current. The problem, therefore, that we have
attem])ted to solve is whether a Board of Trade unit (1000
watt-hours) is more valuable for lighting by incandescent

lamps when the current is direct or when the current is

alternating.

For a complete solution of this problem we must ascertain

not merely the " efhciency of the lamp^' or the candles j)er

* Communicated by Ibo I'liysicivl Society : read February 25, 1888.
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watt with the two systems of supply, but also the life of the

lamp, since the cost of lamp renewals may be as important a

question for the consumer as the bill for electric power.

Unfortunately, however, there does not exist, as far as we
are aware, any accurate information as to the life of an in-

candescent lamp with various alternating P.Ds.; indeed the

data at our disposal for the life of a lamp with various non-

alternating P.Ds. is at most meagre. And if any Member of

the Society can supply us with information regarding the

life of some fixed type of incandescent lamp either with
different direct P.Ds. or with different alternating P.Ds. we
shall be grateful for the information, as it will furnish us

with a further opportunity of using the method described in

our paper read before this Society for deciding " On the

Most Economical Potential Difference to Employ with In-

candescent Lamps.^^ *

For the present, therefore, we shall confine ourselves solely

to the question of efficiency, and as it is known that the

efficiency of an incandescent lamp increases with the current

passing through the lamp, it is clear that to obtain an accu-

rate comparison of the efficiencies with direct and alternating

currents, we must employ exactly the same current in both
cases, or rather the same mean square of the current, for this

will be most likely to develop the same rale of production of

heat in the lamp, since this rate is proportional to the re-

sistance into the mean square of the current, whether the

current be direct or alternating, and whether or not there be
self-induction in the circuit in which the heat is developed.

We say will be most likely to develop the same rate of pro-

duction of heat, since we must not assume without proof that

for the same mean square of current the resistance of a
carbon filament is the same whether the current be direct or

alternating.

Some writers have stated that the current, as measured by
an electrodynamometer, required to be sent through an in-

candescent lamp when emitting a definite amount of light,

had a different value when the current was an alternating one
from what it had when the current was direct. This dif-

ference might be due either to a defect in the dynamometer
measurement or to some variation in the light standard. If

the wire with which a dynamometer is wound be thick, then
the current-density may be far from uniform when the current
is alternating ; and on this account, as observed by Captain
Cardew some years ago, a dynamometer might give different

readings for different rates of alternations of the current,

* Phil. Mag. April 1885.
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while an incandescent lamp in circuit with it remained equally

bright. To avoid thiri possible cause of error the dynamometer,
which was constructed by Messrs. Shepherd, Vignolos, and
Wheatley, the three of the students of the Central Institution

who carried out the investigation, was wound with much finer

wire than would usually be employed in the construction of a

dynamometer not required to read currents much below one

ampere. The dynamometer was for that reason unnecessarily

sensitive, and it required a fairly strong spring to control

the motion of the suspended coil. This led to an unnecessary

waste of energy in the dynamometer, but that was of no con-

sequence in this investigation, as our object was to measure
the mean square of the current most accurately, and not to

satisfy the condition, which is of considerable importance in

the design of commercial measuring-instruments, of wasting

as little energy as possible in the instruments.

To the suspended coil of the dynamometer was attached a

mirror, and the values of the deflections of the spot of light

were determined by direct comparison with the simultaneous

readings of an accurately calibrated magnifying spring-

ammeter when various direct currents were successively sent

through the circuit. The sensibility was such that a deflec-

tion of 400 scale-divisions was i)roduced on a scale 68"88

inches away, for a current of 2'53 amperes, which corresponds

with a deflection of 140 scale-divisions for 1'5 ampere,

and this was about the usual current passing through the

dynamometer in the actual lamp experiments. The value
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of the current could, therefore, be accurately measured by
this dynamometer, which is indicated by D in the figure, and
by knowing what fraction of the current passing through the

dynamometer D passed through tlio non-inductive voltmeter

V, the current passing through the lamp is known.
Any error that might have arisen from a variation of the

light-standard was eliminated by taking successive readings

with a direct current produced by a Gramme-dynamo Gr, and
with an alternating current produced by a Ferranti dynamo F,

the switches S and s being turned to 1, 1 in the first case and

to 2, 2 in the second. The Granmie-dynamo Gr was also used

to excite the field magnets of the Ferranti, a suitable current

being obtained by a proper adjustment of the resistance p.

By means of the resistances q and t the direct and alternating

currents passing through the incandescent lamp L could be

respectively varied ; and it was found that if these resistances

were so adjusted that the reading of the dynamometer D was
the same in both cases, so also was the reading of the non-

inductive voltmeter V.
It is known when power is supplied by means of an

alternating current to a circuit of resistance r ohms and co-

efficient of self-induction I secohms that

number of true watts *'t

number of measured watts y/l^Ti^ -f- r'^r^

where the measured watts are obtained by multiplying \/A^,

the square root of the mean square of the amperes as measured

by the dynamometer, by \/V^, the square root of the mean

square of the volts as measured by the non-inductive volt-

meter, and where t is the time between one alternation and

the next, or half a complete period. Therefore the

number of true watts — ^^

where in our case r and / are the resistance and coefficient of

self-induction of the carbon filament of the lamp. In the first

set of experiments a lamp with a looped filament was em-

ployed ; but the experiments seemed to indicate that the value

of I was not quite small enough to make the terra Pir^

absolutely negligible, or else that there was some slight

mutual induction between the dynamometer-coils and a small

brass vessel containing oil, in which moved a damping vane

attached to the moving coil. The results were therefore

discarded, and this vessel was replaced by one made of non-

conducting material, and all metal near the dynamometer
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was as far as possible removed. The lamps subsequently em-
ployed wero first one with a M-shaped filament, and another

with a simple horseshoe-shaped filament, each possessing

little self-induction.

The light was measured by comparison with a standard

candle, the two being placed 130 centimetres apart on the

photometer P, and a screen composed of two pieces of paraffin

-

wax W, with silvered })aper between them, was adjusted

until the two pieces of wax appeared equally bright, the

comparison being first made when the screen was looked

at through ruby-red glass and then through signal-green

glass.

The following is a sample of the results obtained, a and h

being the distances respectively of the screen from the incan-

descent lamp and from the standard candle.

Table I
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the direct current was immediately followed by one with

alternating current, so that the means of all the corresponding

direct-current measurements may be safely compared with the

means of all the alternating-current measurements. Similarly

for this investigation it is unimportant whether the standard

candle used on one day was slightly more or less bright than
the standard candle used on the following day. Further,

since for any two successive observations with the same
coloured light with direct and with alternating current the

screen was at practically the same distance from the lamp, the

fact that the rays of light coming from the lamp made a

somewhat different angle with the surface of the paraffin-wax

from the angle made by the rays coming from the candle,

introduced no error in this investigation of comioarative

efficiencies, although it might very likely do so in an absolute

determination of the efficiency of an incandescent lamp. In
fact the simple device of successively taking observations with

direct and with alternating currents throughout the whole
investigation removed most of the objections that usually

may be made against photometric determinations carried out

with a candle as the standard of light.

Disregarding the experiments made with the lamp with the

looped filament, for the reason given above, Table II. gives the

summary of the results obtained; and the conclusion to be
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drawn from them is that although the watts per candle for

green light are not quite the same for direct and for alter-

nating currents, and although the volts per candle for red

light are also not exactl}^ the same for direct and alternating,

still the difference between the results for the same colour is

so small that it may be put down to experimental errors; and
this, combined with the fact that the mean of all the 75 experi-

ments gives practically the same number of watts per candle

for both direct and alternating currents, leads to the practical

certainty that the eficiency of an incandescent lamp is the same

for both direct and alternating currents.

LIX. On the Measurement of the Power supplied to the Pri-
mary Coil of a Transformer. By E. C. Rimington'^.

IN the discussion on Mr. Kapp's paper on Transformers,

at the Society of Telegraph Engineers, Professor Ap'ton
gave a formula for calculating the true power supplied to the

primary from the reading of a Siemens wattmeter. The
thick wire coil of the wattmeter is in series with the primary

coil, and the fine wire coil connected as a shunt on the two,
as in the diagram, where P is the primary coil, A the thick

and B the fiine wire coil of the wattmeter. Let r^ be the
resistance of the primary P including A, and L, its coefficient

of self-induction also including A ; let ?*2 and Lj be the resist-

ance and coefficient of self-induction of B ; /, and /o the cur-
rents in P and B respectively. Let e be the potential-difference

between the points V and Vj. Now
^ . , 27r

e=Jii smaf, where a= t^-j

T being the periodic time, and E = the maximum value of e.

Also

and

/i
= Ai sin (at—y^i), where tan'>/rj= -

—

I,

aLj
1*2= Aa sin {at—y^^^i where tan i/tj •=

'2

* Commumcated by the Physical Society : read March 10, 1888.
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Let S be the reading on the torsion-head ; then

^= rp I ii ?2 dt ; k being some constant.

k C'^

.

S= ™ AiAo j
sin (a^— i^i) sin {at—-<^2) dt,

kA A C^=
-YT'] ^°^ (^2-^1) - cos (2at-ylri-y{r2)\dt,

= —2— cos ('«/', -^2).

N^^ A2=|, where S=x/»7+^^.

Hence

S=g •-^cos(^i-'</r2).

Now mean power, or

1 r"^.

1 r'^= ™ EAj I sin a^ . sin {at—'\lri) dt

EA, "

= -rr-^ COS yi.

Therefore

But

2

S j^ cosi^j_ O j^ COSl^j
^'''~

/I-

-^
-cos (^1-1^2)*

COS i/ti _ COS l/^i

(11^1—1^2)
~ COS i/rj COS -v/rg + sin "^^i sin t/tj

1

C0S'«|r2

~ 1 + tan '\|rj tan i/rg

cosi/r) ^ Vi + tan^A/r2 ^ V r./

COS (-i/ti — 11^2) 1 + tan y^x tan 1^2 -, ,
a'LiLg

?'i?'2 + a-LiL2

Hence
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Now for permanent currents,

S=;fc4c, and eC= KB,

•where K is the constant of the instrument for watts.

Therefore

or

In order to he able to make use of this result it is necessary

to know the coefficients of self-induction of P + A and B ; the

latter may be found once for all by any of the well-known

methods and its value marked on the instrument ; but the

former will require to be determined for the same values of

the currents in the primary and secondary coils of the trans-

former as are flowing when the power is measured, since the

apparent coefficient of self-induction of the primaiy coil de-

pends on the saturation of the iron of the transformer and

also on the current in the secondary coil. The best method

of measuring Li under these conditions is that due to Joubert.

Connect an inductionless resistance R in series with the

xyTinn^TlTv^^iMAw
Ta

])rimary, and pass an alternating current of known period

through the two ; arrange the resistances of the primary and

secondar}^ circuits so that the currents in them have about the

same values as when the power-measurement was made. Now
connect a high-resistance Siemens electrodynamometer* be-

tween V and Vj, and let the reading be 81 ; again connect it

between Vi and V2 and let the reading be 82.

Then

V*-!^ + «^Li- _ /Sj

R V S'

^-w^i:-^-^

* A Cardew voltmeter may be employed, in which case
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This method of calculating the mean power supplied to the

primary of" a tran.-former is, however, inconvenient, as it

entails the use of a hi<>h-resistance dynamometer, with which

two observations must be taken to obtain Lj, in addition to

the trouble of adjustino; the resistances of the two circuits to

obtain the same conditions as when the wattmeter-reading

was taken.

The followino- method, in which a hioh-resistance electro-

dynamometer is em})Ioyed, enables the power given to the

primary coil to be measured from one reading without the

knowledge of either the resistance or the coefficient of self-

induction of the primary.

Let the two (»oiIs of the electrodynamometer be A and B,

and let their resistances and coefficients of self-induction be

ri/'2 and l^J-j respectivelv ; moreover, let — = — , that is to say,

let the time-constants of the two coils be the same ; this can
be easily eflfected by putting an inductionless resistance in

series with one or other of the coils. Connect as in the

diagram.

Let the primary coil be put in series with an inductionless

resistance R. Let the potential-difference between Vj and V2
= Eisinaf ; then i, the current through the primary coil and

"CI

through E.= if ^^^^ {p-^~'^)^ where E2 is the maximum poten-

tial-difference between V2 and V3.

Let i^i and y^r^ be the angles of lag of the coils A and B
respectively, and let ?, and I'o be the currents through them at

some instant t.

Then, if h be the reading of the torsion-head,

S= mv I ii4 dt,

"^
T ' "g^.'

1
"^"^ ^ ~^^^ ""^"^ {at-yfr -y\r^)dt,

_k E1E2

Phil. May. IS. 5. Vol. 25. No. 157. Jun^ 1888.

cos (-v|/-i
— -v/to— y^) ;

2 K
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where

Si= v/ri- + a-/,2 and Sg= \/r/ + a^/g'.

Now

Hence

or

Therefore

tan>/r.= —' and tan -»/r.,= ^=-
rj ^ - 7-2

tan 1/^1= tan -ylr^, since - = -"?

Now mean power given to the primary coil, or

EiEg ,

o S1S2

For permanent enrrents,

Also

K
E.C=|a,

where ^ is the constant for watts.

Hence

Therefore

;l=

Pr,
3^ . S .

^1^2
.

Si S2 may be written

'V(l+'-^')(l+^) = '-«''.(l + tan'
,f-,,).

Hence

i'«.= j^-3.(l+ tjur-i/ri).

In order that tlie non-inductive resistance R shall not absorb

too much power, B should be the movable coil of the electro-

dynamometer, as this is generally the one of lower resistance;

T^ should have about the same value as -^ or

Eo S2 ...
,, = approMiiiately.
I'm >*i
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Now
S2 _ »*2 v/ i + tan^ ^2 _ **2

.

that is, if rg is considerably lower than r,, E2 will he in the

same proportion lower than Ej, and hence K may be a _e;ood

deal smaller than the ini[)edaiice of the primary.

LX. On the Polarization of Platinum Plates.

By C. H. Draper/ i?.^., D.Sc*

''pHE fact of the decomposition of dilute sulphuric acid by
-JL the passage between platinum electrodes of electricity

through a voltameter containing it, involves an expenditure

of energy. This energy is made available by a sudden fall

of the current through a certain difference of potential nume-
rically equal to the energy absorbed by the quantity of water

which one unit of electricity decomposes. The cause of this

sudden fall of potential within the voltameter over and above

that due to the resistance of the liquid as a conductor is the

modified condition assumed by the platinum plates, which

leads to the phenomenon called polarization. Those portions

of the gaseous products which come first into contact with

the platinum, especially in the case of hydrogen, either form

with the platinum a chemical combination, or undergo such

physical or chemical modification by occlusion or condensation

as results in a loss of energy and resulting fall of potential.

This modification of condition progressively diminishes in

the successive layers as we proceed outwards from the pla-

tinum plate, until a layer is reached which is beyond the

reach of the influence of the platinum, and where the gas

escapes freely as fast as it is formed. The result of this

polarized condition of the electrodes is manifested as an
electromotive force opposed to that which produces the cur-

rent. The electromotive force of polarization has for each

electrol}te a theoretically fixed maximum value, and e.\[)e-

rimentally there appears to be an approximately constant

maximum value which is always above the theoretical value

when any considerable current is passing, and which varies

with the conditions of the experiment. Thus Professor Tait,

in some experiments described in the ' Philosophical Maga-
zine ' for September 1869, found (taking the electromotive

* Coinmiinicated bv the Author.

1 K ±

^
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force of a Daniell cell as I'l volt), using

2 Grove cells, polarization E.M.F. =2-15 volts.

= 2-8

= 2-5

The objects with which tlie experiments described below

were undertaken were to ascertain whether the electromotive

force of polarization has a sensibly constant value beyond a

certain maxiuium limit, and what is the effect upon it

of change of temperature. The method of experimenting

was to })ass currents of various known strengths through a

voltameter filled with dilute sulphuric acid, and to note

the difference of potential between the eh'ctrodes by means
of a quadrant-electrometer. Since Ohm^s law is true for

electrolytes, at least within the limits of probable error

in experiments of this kind, there will be a difference of

potential between the electrodes just as between the two
ends of a wire. If R be the resistance of the column of

liquid, and C a value of the current which is not less than

that value corresponding to e the maximum value of the

electromotive force of polarization, and if E be the dif-

ference of potential observed between the electrodes, then

E= «+('ll. Any increase in the value of will now be

the accompaniment of an increase in the value of E. If,

then, the observed values of E and C' be mai'ked out along

axes at right angles to each other.

the equation E = e + Cll will re- ^\- 1-

present a straight line, e being

represented by the intercept on

the axis of potential (0;/), and the

resistance of the voltameter being-

indicated by the tangent of the

angle whieh the straight line makes
with the axis of the current (O.r).

If, then, the temperature at which

the process takes place has an effect

on the amount of the maximum ])o- ^

larization, this will be m;niifi'sted by

a change in the value of the intercept, while the cliange in

the slojK^ of the line will indicate the change in the resistance

of the voltameter.

A]>paratus.—The circuit consisted of a battery, B, and u

voltameter, V, connected through a comnuitating-key, K,
witii a tangent-galvanometer, G, the electrodes of the volta-

meter l)eiiig coiiueeted also with the lerniinals of a (piadrant-

electidiiieter. Iv The \oltameter was placed in>ide a large
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water-bath, and a thermometer, t, was suspended dipping

into the hquid of the voltameter, A battery of Grove cells

was used, the number of cells varying from 1 to 10. The
voltameter was a glass tube of an inch in diameter, and six

inches high. The electrodes were strips of platinum about

1| inch long and nearly j inch wide, connected by pieces of

platinum wire which passed through the glass to binding-

Fij?. 2.

^[2

screws fixed on a wooden collar which surrounded the neck

of the instrument. Tlie water-bath was contained in a copper

vessel, and heated by a Bunsen burner.

The electrolytic liquid consisted of a 10-per-cent. solution

of pure sulphuric acid (sp. gr. r842) in distilled water. The
voltameter was emptied and refilled at the commencement of

each day's experiments, so that the solution never varied much
in strength. The thermometer employed was one whose
error had been previously found to be negligibly small ; and
it being necessary that the temperature of the liquid in the

voltameter should be accurately known, it was suspended

with its bulb dipping into the liquid. Some experiments

were made to see whether error was likely to be introduced

by this ; and it was found that when the stem of the thermo-

meter was actually between the electrodes, it had a small but

appreciable effect on the resistance of the column of liquid,

but when the bottom of the bulb was above the top of the

plates there was no measurable effect. It was concluded

that the thermometer might be placed with its bulb dipping

into the liquid but a])0ve the jilatinum plates, and that any
small alteration in its position from day to day v/ould not

introduce sensible error. The voltameter was always filled

quite full, so that the introduction of the thermometer did

not alter the resistance by raising the level of the liquid.
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Preliminary Experiments.—A set of readings was first

takiMi wltli tlie temperature approximately constant at 18°"5 C,
and with rather weak currents, the tangent-galvanometer

having two rings and sixty turns of wire. The readings

were :

—

Electrometer-
Tangent of

,. • . eralvanometer-
di visions. ^

^ a i-
detiection.

26-5 -161

27-8 -200

2.S-(; -471

29-5 -922

800 1-340

Here evidently the current was increasing faster than the

potential-difference ; and the inference was that the polariza-

tion was increasing in amount, and did not reach a steady

value with such currents as could be measured by this galva-

nometer. A galvanometer with a single ring was therefore

used in the greater part of the experiments. To obtain a

deflection as high as 45° on this galvanometer it was neces-

sary to use eight or ten Grove cells ; and the potential-

difference with such strong currents was such as to send the

spot of light off the scale when the distance from mirror to

scale was that for which the divisions represented equal diffe-

rences of potential. The scale was therefore moved nearer the

iiiirror and calibrated. A curnuit was sent by five Leclanche

cells through 12,000 ohms resistance, while the electrometer

was joined to two movable j)oints in this resistance. Between
these two movable points various resistances were included,

from 1000 to 12,000 ohms ; the readings being taken up one

side of the scale and l)ack, then u]) the other side and back to

zero, in order to eliminate! the effect of loss of charge in the

electrometer. The sc;de was thus divided into twenty-four

|)arts, corresponding to equal differences of potential, and a

table was drawn up from which tlu^ value of any deflection

could be obtained in terms of the central scale-division. The
scale was put as accurately as [)0ssible at the same distance

from the mirror on each da}' ; but in order to ensure absencfe

of ei)or from dis])lacement of the scale, as well ;is to have a

less aibitrary unit than a scale-division, the deflection pro-

duced by a standard cell was taken at the beginning and end

of each set of observations.

Tin' Standard Cell.—The cell chosen was a modified form

of the Daniell, resembling that described by Professor Lodge
ill the JMiilosophical ]\lagazine for January 1878. In a
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Za
small glass bottle, A A, was placed a weak Fijr. 3.

solution of zinc sulphate, which reached to

the level, a a. The bottle was closed by a

cork, through which ])assed two glass

tubes, B, C, of about |-inch liore, and open

at each end. C contained a strip of amal-

ganuited zinc, which could be lowered into

the zinc sulphate or raised out of it as

required. The tube B contained a thick

copper wire, which was gutta-percha

covered (except for about half an inch

where it passed beyond the lower end of the tube), and

passed into a test-tube, D, through a cork, E. This test-tube

was filled up to the level a a with a saturated copper sulphate

solution, and the naked part of the copper wire was embedded
among crystals of copper sulphate placed at the bottom of the

test-tube. The level of the liquids was about half an inch

below the top of the test-tube. Scarcely any diffusion of the

Hquids is possible ; and this form of the Daniell, though useless

as a means of producing currents, has a very constant electro-

motive force.

Readings.—A series of experiments was made at the tem-

peratures 40"", G0°, 80° (1, and with the water in the bath

boiling. The readings were taken in sets, proceeding from
weaker to stronger currents and back again, so as to elimi-

nate the effects of possible leakage of the electrometer. The
galvanometer-deflections were corrected for torsion of the

suspending fibre, and the electrometer-readings for scale-

error. In the following table, E indicates the electrometer-

readings and 6 the deflection of the galvanometer-needle.

Temp
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Tlie readings taken with the liquid boiling were, as might be

expected, somewhat irregular, but in all th(^ ])otential value

for the same current was considerably lower than at 80°.

It is evident, on comparing the values of E and tan 6 at the

different temperatures, that for any given value of the current

the potential-difference diminishes with rise of temperature.

It was then decided to reduce the results to absolute measure,

so that something more than comparative values might be

indicated.

Reduction to Absohde Measure. (1) T/ie Current.—For
this it was necessary to find the galvanometer-constant and
the horizontal intensity of the earth's magnetism for the

position of the galvanometer.

Giilvanometer-constant.—The single ring had a mean dia-

meter of 43*21 centim., and its calculated constant was thus

•2908; as determined by the quantity of hydrogen liberated

in the electrolysis of water it was "2[)()2. The mean of these,

•2905, was taken.

Determination of H.—The value of the horizontal com-
ponent of the earth's magnetism for the position of the

galvanometer was determined by means of a Kew unifilar

magnetometer to be '1830.

(2) T/ie Electromotive Force.—To reduce the electrometer-

readino;s to absolute units the E.M.F. of the standard cell

had to be ascertained, since the E.M.F. of a Daniell cell has

been variously given from "978 volt (Latimer Clark) to 1"137

volt (Kohlrauschj, de})ending on the strength of the solutions

emj)loved.

DetlM-mination of the E.M.F. of the Standard Cell.—The
following method was adopted to find the E.M.F. The sen-

sitive galvanometer emj)loyed in Poggendortf"'s method was

replaced by a condenser and tlie galvanometer was placed as

a shunt to the condenser.

The accompanying figure shows the connexions. B a

battery of two Daniell cells of the gravitation-pattern is

connected through C K, a connnutating-kcy, with a circuit

containing S G, a standard tangent-galvanometer, and M N,

a resistance-box containing 12,000 ohms. Bo, the standard

cell, has one terminal joined to P, a movable plug in the

resistance-box, anrl the other terminal to one coating of the

condenser, C, of which the other coating is joined to Q, another

movable i)IiJg. R G is a »lelicate refiecting-galvaiu)meter

join('(l, through a contact-key, K, with the condenser C. A
.stf^adv current was allowed to flow round the circuit B M N,

and tlie resistance P Q was so adjusted, witliout altering the

whole resistance M N. tliat on depressing llie key K there
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was no deflection on the reflecting-galvanometer. The E.M.F.
of B2 is then equal to the difference of potential between the

points F, Q in the primary circuit.

The tangent-galvanometer had two equal parallel coils of

approximately square section placed at a distance apart nearly

equal to their mean radius, which was about 18"25 centim.

Each coil consisted of 22 layers of 20 turns each. The de-

flections were read by a telescope placed underneath the scale,

which was straight and was divided into centimetres and
miHimetres. The distance from mirror to scale was 34.5*44

centim. The galvanometei-constant 7 was calculated to be

1/0*004618, so that, neglecting torsion, the absolute strength of

a current measured on this galvanometer is 0"004G18 H tan 6.

Torsion.—On turninor the torsion-head throuo-h 3G0° the

needle was deflected through 118'. The factor needed to

correct for this effect is therefore ————= 1-0055.

Value of H.—The value of H for the position of the galva-

nometer was ascertained by comparing the time of vibration

of the magnetometer-needle in that position with the time of

vibration in the place for which the value of H had been
accurately ascertained. The mean of two determinations of

the period of vibration was 4*314 seconds. In the room
where the value of H was 'ISSO, the time of vibration was
4*2085 seconds ; so that the value of H in this spot was
-183 X (4-2085)-H-(4*314)^ whence H = *1742.

Readings.—The resistance in the main circuit was about
4000 ohms, and 10 microfarads was the capacity employed,
and the arrangement was sensitive to within '25 per cent, of

the quantity to be measured. Readings of the galvanometer
were taken on both sides of zero, and the mean of four, which
were very close together, gave
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No. of ohms in No. of ohms Deflection on
main circuit. between PQ. scale in centim.

4115 2110 44-64

If e be deflection of needle, tun 2^= 44-fi4-^345-44= -1292,

whence 2^=7° 21' 45" and 6= 3° 40' 52". Corrected for

torsion, ^=3° 42' 5" cand tan 6*= "06409 ; whence if C =
current in absolute measure, C = '004618 x -1742 x '06469.

The resistance between the ])oints P, Q= 2110x 10^ in abso-

lute units; therefore E.M.F. of cell = CR=2110 x U/x
•004618 X -1742 x -06469= 1'098 x 10^ or 1 -098 volt.

Here and throughout the old value of the ohm is taken.

After the results were reduced another correction was
a{)plied for the effect of the platinum wires to the end of

which the electrometer-wires were joined, and which, being
in the battery-circuit, caused the potential-readings to be
higher than would have been the case if the electrometer had
been joined directly to the electrodes. Their resistance at

16°, as determined by the Wheatstone -bridge, was '22 ohm
;

and from Siemens' formula,

r<=r„{'03969T^+-002164T--2413}.

The resistance at 40° is thus '253 ohm, and at 80° is

'283 ohm.
The following table gives the reduced observations for 40°

and 80°, and the curve in the accompanying figure shows the

relation between them. The observations for 60^ and 100°

are not given, as they would only serve to confuse the figure.

The current-values are in amperes, and the differences of

potential in volts.

Temperature 40° C.
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The characteristics of both lines are the same. At both

temperatures, for values of the current lower than '5 ampere
the line is concave to the axis of current. An accident to

the voltameter during the time that this part of the curve was
being investigated rendered these readings less trustworthy

than the rest. The course of the lines is therefore only

roughly indicated by dots (— .— . — . —) in this part, but

it may be noticed that they seem to tend towards a common
point on the axis of potential at about 1*5 volt. The curved

Fig. 5.

Amperes.

part of the line extends' to a point where the current-value

was about 1'3 or 1*4 ampere, the current-strength required

for the establishment of maximum polarization being some-

what greater at the higher temperature. Beyond this point

both lines are for some distance straight, a deviation becoming

again manifest when the current-value reaches 3 5 amperes,

where the line turns up and becomes convex to the current-
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axis. The explanation of this seems ahnost certainly to be

an increase in the resistance of the liquid column, owing to

the presence in considerable quantity of the jgjaseous products
in the path of the current. A straioht line dotted thus

has been ruled through those points which lie on the straiglit

part of the curve, to cut the axis of potential. Rei>resenting

this straight Yuw by the equation E=e + CR, and putting in

the numerical values of E and C, a series of equations was
obtained containing e and R. The mean value of e at 40° is

2*32, and at 80^ 2*08
; and these values of the intercept on the

axis of potential represent in volts the values of the maximum
steady electromotive force of polarization at these tempera-
tures under the conditions of the experiment. The ditference

•24 volt, produced by a rise of 40° in temperature, gives •2(5

per cent, as the rate of variation per degree at temperature
40°. The other constant R of the straight line, representing

the tangent of its angle of inclination to the axis of current,

being the quotient of potential by current, indicates the resist-

ance of the voltameter under the conditions of the experiment.

The mean values of R ol)taine(l from the equations were for

40°, "09, and for 80°, '67
; these numbers representing in ohms

the working resistance of the voltameter.

Conclusions.—(1) The opposing electromotive force of

polarization which arises in cells when at work depenfls

on the value of the current passing through them when that

current is below a certain value, increasing, but more and
more slowly, with the current.

(2) There is a maximum value of the polarization regarded

only as a function of the current-strength, beyond which any
increase in the strength of the current has no effect upon it.

(3) The electromotive force of polarization varies with

temperature, its value decreasing about I per cent, for a rise

of temperature of 4° 0.

The method of ex|)eriment was suggested by Professor

Carey-Foster, in whose laboratory the experiments were

made.

LXI. TJie Magnetic Civcidt of Di/namo Machines.

By W. JE. Ayrton and John Perry.*

[Plate IV.]

IN this paper wo shall use the following symbols :

—

Dimensions ar(; given in centimetres, current in am[)eres,

potential diH'erences and electromotive forces in volts, re-

sistances in ohms

* Comiminicated by tbo I'liysical Society : read March 10, 1888.
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We shall speak indifferently of the drum or Hefner-Alteneck

and the cylindric Gramme armature—that is, the Gramme
armature which receives its induction through its cylindric

surface from two pole-pieces. It is easy to make the slight

changes in the fornmhe recjuired for flat gramme ring-

armatures like those of the Victoria, Gulcher, and Schiickert

machines, which receive induction through their flat sides,

and for all machines with more than two pole-pieces.

r, outside radius of armature.

L, length of armature parallel to the axis.

/;, a constant such that krlj= ai ; /; is as much as 1'25 in

drum or Hefner-Alteneck armatures, and as little as 0*5

in short cylindric or other Gramme armatures.

t, the thickness of the winding of the armature.

d, the clearance between wire and pole-piece.

h=^d + t, the total distance from iron of armature to pole-

piece.

«, the revolutions per second of the armature.

V, the circumferential velocity of the armature in centi-

metres per second v= 27rrn.

S, wires countino- all round the outside of the armature.

A, amperes in each wire.

SA will be called the " ampere-wires '^ on the armature,

being the ampere-turns if it is a Gramme, and being

twice the ampere-turns if it is a Hefner-Alteneck.

a, amperes per sq. centim. flowing in the section of the

armature-winding made b}^ a plane at right angles to

the axis.

«!, the highest permanent value of a allowable.

p, the electric resistance of the armature-winding per cubic

centimetre. That is, per centimetre of its length per

sq. cm. of cross section. Of course p is greater than

the specific resistance of copper, as the space is partly

occupied by insulating material, p is greater with finer

wire ; but for some practical purposes it is advisable to

assume p constant for all kinds of winding,

pa^, watts developed as heat per cubic centimetre of the

winding, so that total rate of development of heat

= 27r)'tLp(x.^.

tti, cross section of iron of armature by a diametral plane,

ttg, area of pole-piece exposed to the armature, increased by
a fringe of 0*8 S in breadth all round,

a, the cross section of any other portion of the magnetic

circuit which may be considered.

/3, the induction in C.G.S. units, given in lines per square

centimetre anywhere in the magnetic circuit.
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/3i, the value of /3 in the iron of tlie armature.

fii, the greatest value of /3 which it is convenient to employ
in the armature when the machine is giving its greatest

permanent output.

N, the total induction in the iron of the armature N= /8x^i

or /3i k7-L.

28 2(t + d) .„ 1 ,, , ,, ,. .— or —5^ i will be called the magnetic air-resistance, a

not very incorrect or misleading expression.

Iv .— will be called the magnetic resistance of a portion of the

iron part of the magnetic circuit whose length is l,

whose cross section is a, the ])ermeability being /x,

Nv being the total induction there.

Iv
The whole iron magnetic resistance mav be written S—

•

This is for only one of the magnetic circuits if the machine
has more than one.

In a well-designed modern machine there is no throttling

of the induction anywhere, and— may be taken as
aifi

the whole magnetic iron resistance, //. being the per-

meability of the iron of the armature, I the average

total length of a line of induction in the iron of the

whole machine.

W watts, the power developed by the rotation of the

armature.

W, the permanent highest power developed.

Ed, the rate of loss of heat in watts per square centim. of

the cylindric outer surface of the armature. This is

usually taken to be 0*2 in modern machines furnished

with some ventilating arranffement. The value of

J— may, we find, be practically taken as 288 in

' P
such machines ; we shall call this constant q, as

machines made by ditt'erent makers differ greatly in

its value, even where there are the same niethods of

ventilating and the same sizes of wires. Willi finer

wires p is greater, as the space is less occupied by

copper, so that q is less. If two thirds of the space

be taken as occupied by copper, 5'= 288 if E^= 0-2.

In some armatures, which are always perhaps too safe

from heating, we have tound (/ to hv as little as 150.

In some eases it is considci-iilih' more than oOO,
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S', spires on the coils of the field-magnet part of one

magnetic circuit. In the EJison-Hopkinson and

Kapp machines there is only one magnetic circuit, and

S' is hero the total number of spires on the field-mag-

nets ; butin the Manchester, Crompton,A-Gramme, and
other forms there are two magnetic circuits, and S' is

here the number of spires on only one of the magnetic

circuits.

A', amperes in each spire of the field magnet-coils ; or

u', amperes per square centimetre of cross section of the

winding.

Any person who has engaged in making measuring-instru-

ments or dynamo machines is aware that for a given volume
of winding, whether the wires are small or large, for the

same distribution of temperature there will be the same
number of ampere-turns and there will be the same rate of

loss of energy by heating, if the volume of insulating material

is always in the same ratio to the volume of the copper.

With fine wire the volume of insulating material becomes
greater, but not to such an extent as to make useless this

very important roughly correct practical rule for the makers
of instruments and dynamo machines. This rule we have
regularly used since 1881 in our measuring-instruments.

This has led us to speak of a the current in amperes per

square centimetre of cross section of a coil, rather than the

densit}^ of current in the copper alone, and we have been led

to some general rules of considerable practical interest in

consequence.

To make our rules more complete, we begin with one which
is well known. It will be observed that we use Mr. Kappas
method of counting wires on the armature, so as to make the

rule suitable both for the Hefner-Alteneck and the Gramme
armature.

Total E.M.F. of armature =':j|? (1)

E.M.F. developed in unit length 1 _ vklB-^^ ,,>

of vvire passing through the field J
""

ttIo^
' '

Observe that it is only the wire on the convex outer surface

of the armature which is here considered.

W=^SA (3)

W=2!f"' (4)
10' '^

'
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The heat generated in the armature-winding per cubic

centim.=/3a". The possible ventilation arrang(!ments are

better in Gramme than in Hefner-Altcneck armatures, and it

is usual, therefore, to consider only the heat generated in

the wires on the outside convex surface of the iron of either.

This is 'iTnihxi'p ; and as the heat emitted is found, for the

highest temperature 6 at which it is considered safe perma-
nently to work the macliine, to be proportional to the convex
surface 27r?'L, if E is the rate of loss of heat in watts ])er

square centimetre of this surface,

2TrrtLpa^^= Ee2'7rrL,

or fpu^^= 'Ee.

EOWe find that — may be taken as 83000 in the best modern
P

machines ; we shall call this cf, so that

W=q' (5).

We can, therefore^ from (4), express the greatest permanent
output of a machine W, either in terms of a^ or of t :

W' = 0-0016()— , (6)
1

,_ 2(jr

W'=fg;^-NVr, (7)

W'=^-foM'»/,, (8,

N' and /3/ being the highest allowable values of N and yS,.

It is on the combination of (5) and (4) that we have based

an important generalization regarding the magnetic circuit

of the dynamo, which gives the title to our paj)er. Members
of the Society are aware of the methods adopted by Mr.
Bosanquet, Dr. Hopkinson, and Mr. Kapp in dealing with a
magnetic circuit. Consider a closed tube of small cross

section everywhere, jiassing through the iron of the armature,

the air-spaces, the limbs of the field-magnet, and the yoke.

Let the section vary so that the total induction is everywhere
the same. Then, in a short length of the tube I, the line-

integral of the magnetic force required to produce this

induction is

'a

where /n, the magnetic |)ermeability of the material at any
j)lace, is 1 for air, and whcie its xaluo for iron is oi\(.|i in
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the accompanying figure for various values of /8. The curve
B, fig. 1, is that given by Mr, Bidwoll in his paper (Proc.
Eoyal Society, No. 245, 188(5). The curve Hj has been
obtained from Dr. Hopkinson's experiments on wrought iron

in the Philosophical Transactions, 1885, plate 47. We wish
that Dr. Ho})kinson had in this paper given his experimental
numbers, instead of plotting them in curves to such scales

that one feels very great uneasiness in making measure-
ments. We have determined the curve Hi by taking a
medium curve between Dr. Hopkinson''s curves for rising and
falling magnetizations. It is quite probable that, in view of
the great differences in the behaviour of the same and
different kinds of iron, under different circumstances. Dr.
Hopkinson did not feel that he was justified in drawing his

curves on paper too finely divided. It will be observed that

from^^lOOOO to/3=163b0 we may take
fj,
= 5221-0-'d071^.

Unfortunately for easy methods of calculation in many
machines much larger values of /3 than 16300 are often used.

r!urve Ho is computed from Dr. Hopkinson's results for

cast iron, and it shows how very important it is, when cast

iron is used in the magnetic circuit of a machine, to have its

section much greater than that of the wrought iron portions

of the circuit, if throttling the induction is to be avoided.

Curves Ki, K2, and K3 are computed from the formulse

given in Mr. Kappa's paper for the wrought iron used in the

armature, field-magnets, and yoke respectively of a dynamo
machine.

The differences among these curves throw great light upon
the fact that it is really impossible to predetermine the
" characteristic

'"' of a dynamo machine. Mr. Kapp gets over
discrepances b}' calculating a value of his leakage-resistance

which suits the actual observations made on an already con-
structed dynamo machine ; and Dr. Hopkinson's curves, al-

though calculated on the basis of actual measurements of the

leakage made on an already constructed dynamo, and althouoh
only computed for a very small portion of that part of the

characteristic where the iron magnetic resistance is important
(the only portion about which there is any difficulty), repre-

sent this small portion very indifferently indeed. Methods
of calculating the leakage which have been put forward we
can in no way believe in, for reasons given by one of us in

the discussion on Mr. Kapp's paper at the Society of Tele-

graph Engineers. We are not in any way detracting from
the merits of Dr. Hopkinson's beautiful theory. We are too
well aware of the great services he has done us and of the

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 157. June 1888, 2 L
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enormous change which he has produced in the construction

of dynamos.
Now the line-integral of the magnetic force round a closed

magnetic circuit—called by Mr. Bosanquet the Magneto-
motive Force—is the number of ampere-turns on the coils

through which it threads it way x — . Hence if S2A2 be the

ampere- turns on the field magnet,

^S2A3=2S/3+I-/3, (9)

S being c?-f-/ the distance from iron of armature to iron of

field-magnet, and of course the length of the tube in air is

twice this distance as it goes into and out of the armature.

If N is tLe total induction through the iron of the arma-

ture,— =^ there and — =/i/ in the air-space.

If vN is the total induction through the iron of the field-

vN
magnet anywhere, then —= /3 there, so that (D) may bo

written

10 02 «/*

or N= 10
S,A2-^2

2(d + f.) ^ //

ag a/j,

(10)

and as N is the induction through the armature produced

bv a magneto-motive force :r^ SgAj, equation 10 leads to

5— being called, by analogy with other ])hysical re-
el

7

sistances, the air magnetic resistance, and 2 the iron

magnetic resistance of the circuit. The members of the

Society will perhaps allow us to put in this way Dr. Hop-
kinson's theory, although he himself may object to some of

the terms we use.

Now let it be assumed that there is a value of /3 for the

armature iron \\liich it is best to use in all machines when
giving their permanent out[)ut. v may also be taken as

practically constant. We are aware that to both these

assumptions exception may be tnken, but this will not be

found to afi'ect tlio practical general result which we arrive at.
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Then ft, is known, so that if the lengths and cross sections of

the iron everywhere are known, the iron magnetic resistance

2^— is known. Inserting this value of N as K' in (7) we
ajjb

find
^''"S A

a2 afi

and it will be found that this is a maximum for different

values of t when

1^ = 2^+2- (12)
ttj a2 ofj,

That is, when the magnetic resistance of the space occupied

by the winding of the armature is equal to the resistance of

the rest of the magnetic circuit.

When this is the case (11) reduces to

W'=:^r:^_SA (13)

That the ampere-turns on the field-magnet S2A2 may really

produce the given induction ySj in the armature, it is necessary

that

and if we insert this value in (13) we have of course (7)

again.

It is now the custom in making dynamos to let /3 be nearly

constant in all parts of the circuit where the iron is the same,

6
and to have- as nearly constantas possible, if different kinds of

^ 13
iron are employed. If — is larger anywhere than its average

value for the rest of the circuit, we say that the induction is

there "throttled," and throttling is only allowable in the

8 .

armature, if it is allowable anywhere. If — is nearly constant

I ^
everywhere in the iron, we may take — as the total iron re-

sistance of the circuit, I being the average length of the lines

of magnetic induction in the iron of the whole circuit, and
then we may use

— instead of S—
2L2
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in (10), (11), iiiul (12) ;
yu, bcino- the permeability of the

armature iron when the induction is /:?/.

In the above investigation, tlie iron resistance is supposed

to be given, and also the exciting power in ampere-turns.

At present this seems a sufficiently practical basis for the

calculation, as we usually fix first the size of armature, then

arrange as short a magnetic circuit as possible, which must
leave sufficient room for the exciting coils. We see, however,

that a larger generalization is possible when we know with
certaintv what is the limitino; thickness of windins: on the

field-juagnets. We were allowed to assume in the armature
winding that ta^^ is constant, aj being the greatest permanent
current per square centimetre allowable. When the winding
is thin, so that the temperature is nearly uniform in the

winding, and only when this is the case, is such a rule allow-

able, and it is not allowable in cases where the winding is of

the thickness usual in field-magnet coils. We are at present

experimenting on this subject, but there are considerable

difficulties in the way of obtaining practical rules. We have

no doubt, however, that there is such a rule as

That is, the greatest number of ampere-turns which can use-

fully and ])ermanently be applied on a field-magnet coil of

length X, is ])ro])ortional to X. If /is given, the configuration

of the machme enables X, and therefore S^'-^i ^^ ^*^ fixed.

Then S2'A2'-H =/3i enables /Sj and /i, to be calculated by

trial if there is sufficient information about the character of the

iron. — is now made eqnal to— -1- ,so that the important

dimensions are fixed. Should /Sj be great, considerations of

cost of the field-magnet Avinding may come in, to alter com-
pletely the design of th<' machine, but for a given configura-

tion of machine this is the })ractical method of working.

From experiments, the results of which were published

before this Society on March 12th, 1887, we came to the

conclusion that there is a definite resistance at a joint in a

magnetic circuit ; and Professor Ewing found that by cutting

a bar into two, four, and eight pieces, the magnetic per-

meability seemed to alter from 1220 to 980, (540, and 480
respectively, the joints being tooled up in the usual way.

When the joints are carefully scraped lie also found that

they materially increased the magnetic resistance unless con-

siderabUs pressure was aj)})lied. ^^)w as a stress of less than

one quarter of the ordinary stresses to which wrought iion is
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subjected in machinery materially diminishes the permeability

of iron, it is obvious that all joints in the magnetic circuit

ought, as much as possible, to be got rid of, consistently with

easy manufacture ; or, when they exist, they ought to be

made of as large area as possible, by letting one piece into

another to a considerable depth.

In the design of a machine, the question of possible leakage

is of considerable importance. It will often be found that in

the effort to make I short and a2 large, machines are designed

with enormous amounts of leakage not only from one pole to

the other, but from either pole to the middle of a neighbour-
inn- field-magnet coil.

One of the best ways of finding the nature of the probable

magnetic leakage in a dynamo, before it is constructed, is to

construct a small model of the same kind of iron, exciting the

field-magnets, and exploring by means of a ballistic galvano-

meter. Another simpler way, which gives a considerable

amount of information, and which we have employed, is to

make a model of wood, covering certain judiciously selected

parts, such as the poles and armature, and half the field-

magnets with metal, immerse ttie model in a barrel of rain-

water, and find the electric resistance between one part

and another when electric potential-differences are established

between them. On account of the ease with which the model
may be rearranged in configuration, this method of working
gives interesting results ; but these results, when applied in

the magnetic case, must be used judiciously and with the

knowledge that the permeability of iron is not a fixed quantity.

It is obvious that the best section of a field-magnet limb is

the circular, but considerations of possible leakage to the

middle of the limb from the armature or a pole-piece, and
other considerations relating to the configuration of the

machine, often cause us to give to the section a rectangular

or oval section.

The Characteristic of a Dynamo.

In a letter written by one of us from Japan, in January
1879*, before he had seen a dynamo, the necessity was shown
for establishing an algebraic relation between the E.M.F.
developed in the armature and the current exciting the field-

magnets. It was pointed out that E the E.M.F. in the

armature was proportional to the field and speed, and that

this led to ..f.

E=y> + .yc+2^— (U)

* Not publislied till 1885, aud then iu a somewhat mutilated form in

the ' Electrician ' of November 20.
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for any given speed. It was also pointed out tliat a tangent

function miglit also be employed, but that it would not lend

itself so readily to calculation. We had, both, in 1878 used

a curve to express this relationship, but it was not until 1881,
when we met M. De])rez, and learnt of liis work, that we had
any conception of the many calculations which might be

made by graphical methods, using th(! curve as a fundamental
relation. Herr Frohlich uses one term of the above expres-

sion:

—

E=-^ (15)
6 + c ^ '

He regards p the permanent field as 0, and he has no termwhich
remains proi)ortional to the current. We shall speak of (15)

as the Frohlich formula, because it usually goes under that

name. It is, of course, an empirical fornmla, like (1-1).

The reasoning which led us to regard (14) as a rational

formula, was based on a magnetic theory which need not here

be expounded.

A very great necessity exists for having some such em-
pirical formula as (15), but, as is well known, it is quite

incorrect when c is small. It is not nearly so incorrect as

we might imagine it to be from the statements made by
Mr. Kapp (p. 529, Journ. Soc. Tel. Eng. and Elect, vol. xv.

1887), who has given in his fig. 3 a most absurdly unsuitable

Frohlich curve, or by Dr. Hopkinson (plate xvi. Phil. Trans.

1886), whose Frohlich is also not the most suitable. It is

obvious that the Frohlich ought not to be expected to agree

with the real characteristic near the origin. It ought to be

made to agree most perfectly with the working part of the

characteristic. To effect this purpose let the observed values

F
of —and E be plotted as the coordinates of points on squared

paper. The straight line which lies most evenly among the

])oints for the working values of E satisfies the equation

E , T^

\j

The measured coordinates of two points on this straight line

enable b and a to be calculated.

Thus, for example,

N- 1364 F
~

l + 2-7xlO-''F

will be found to satisfy the observations published by the

Drs. Hopkinson for the Manchester dynamo from F= ()()00 to

F= 30,UU0 with a wonderful amount of accuracy. But for
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Air
the early part of the curve it is quite unsuitable. F is ^j. X

ampere-turns in one coil of the machine, or the magneto-
motive force.

The uses made by Herr Frohlich and Prof. Riickerof (15)
in a theory of compounding show how important it is to have

a simple empirical formula. Indeed in our patent specification

of 18(S2 we base the theory of compounding on the simplest

of all empirical formuke,

E = aC (16)

And it is by means of this formula that the theory can be best

put before students ; if our easy reasoning is properly grasped,

the pi'actical electrical engineer will be able to use the results

graphically with actual characteristics in the manner employed
by the most experienced men at the present day.

Instead of sj)eaking of E the E.M.F. produced in the arma-
ture, which is proportional to N the magnetic field and n the

speed, as shown in (1) it is preferable to speak of N the field

itself. And instead of referring merely to the current exciting

the field-magnets, it is preferable to speak of the ampere-
turns S2A2, or, better, of the magneto-motive force in C.G.8.

"Itt
units, ~ S2A2.

We have tried in vain, during perhaps two months of very

hard work, to express the two constants a and h of (15) in

terms of the dimensions of a dynamo machine. We now
believe that this cannot be effected. We have already given

the reason why the linear law connecting the /3 and fju cannot

be used in obtaining a formula. In any case such a formula
would be very different from that of Frohlich. But in view
of the important relation (12) which we have established, that

when the machine is giving its best permanent output,

—

The air magnetic resistance of the space occupied by wind-
ing on the armature = all other magnetic resistance,

it is not difficult to arrive at practical rules of working. It

will be noticed that in existing machines we may, in general

calculations, neglect the resistance of the clearance-space d.

The most important fact to be kept in mind by constructors

of dynamos is, that the magnetic air-resistance is the governing
factor. Until half the highest induction is reached we may
neglect altogether the resistance of the iron ; and indeed for

many calculations it is sufficient to take

^^iJS^^^^' (1')
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where aj is the area of the pole-piooe exposed to the armature
(increased by the fringe-area, which Dr. Hopkinson estimates

to be of a breadth 0*8 S), and 8 is the distance from iron of

armature to iron of pole-piece.

(17) gives, in fact, the straight part of the characteristic. In
well-constructed dynamos the magnetic iron resistance is equal

'2?)

to the air resistance — when the machine is workino- at its

most permanent output ; and it is only necessary to know /3'',

the induction convenient to use when this is the case, to be
able to calculate N and S2A2 for a point on the curved part of

the characteristic. Thus

ajp, = N,= ~ ^ S2A2;

so that if a, and yS^are known, S2A2 can be found. Thus in the
Manchester dynamo described by Dr. Hopkinson (Trans. Roy.
Soc. 1886),

ai=:220"5 square ccntim.,

a2= 839-5 „ „

8 = 0"8 centim.

Taking /Si= 18,4G0 lines per square centim., we find

ai/3i= 4-07xl0«.
No\

So that N= 660
characteristic.

Again,

and

or

47r «2 npr,

S2A2 represents the straight part of the

ai/Sj= 330 S2A2,

tooAo—
4-07 X 10*^

•630
= 12330.

Plotting N= 4-07 x 10" and S2A2= 12330 as the coordinates

of a point on squared paper, and ])lotting also the straight line

from the origin N= GGO S2A2, a man who has seen charac-
teristics before, will be able to draw the characteristic of this

machine with a fair amount of accuracy, especially if ho
recollects that the iron is near saturation. Those, however,
who have less experience may find the Frohlich, which for any
dynamo passes through the point on the straight line which
represents N= 10,000 a,, and the second point just found.
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rounding off the straight line into the Frohlich by hand. In

applying our rule to the Manchester dynamo Ave employed

neither of these methods, as one's judgment is vitiated when
one has seen the actual observations ; and we have assumed
that the very roughly correct rule,

N=y^tan-'(/i.SoAo),

may be applied, making its slope the same as that of the

straight line at the origin, and making it pass through the

point whose position we have calculated. In this case

7.>/i= G60;

and it will be found that

^:>=34-65xl0%
and

/<= 19-03xlO-'
for this case.

As Dr. Hopkinson has given his characteristics, not in

terms of ampere-turns S2A2, but in absolute units, calling

47r
ry- S2A2 by the letter F to denote the magneto-motive force in

absolute units, the above formula becomes for this comparison,

N= 34-65 X l(f tan-i (15-15 x IQ-'F)

.

In the figure we have plotted the curve obtained by calcu-

lation as A ; B shows Dr. Hopkinson's calculated curves
;

the dotted line passes as nearly as possible through the points

determined by experiment. It will be observed that the

Drs. Hopkinson have only ventured to calculate the charac-

teristic up to F= 12,000 on the ascending, and 9500 on
the descending part ; whereas the observations extend to

F= 29,500. As the very straight part near the origin pre-

sents no difficulty, it may be said that all their elaborate

calculation represents only the characteristic from about
F= 6000 to F = 12,000, and that part very indifferently. It

is, besides, to be observed that in an actual dynamo there are

no such differences between observations made with steadily

increasing and with steadilydiminishing magneto-motive forces,

as the theory requires.

In the above calculation we have neglected the clearance d,

as we did not know it. It would have been easy to calculate

a value of d, possibly not very different from the real value, to

make our curve agree more closely with the observations. In
conclusion we would say that, in our opinion, it is impossible,

until a machine is constructed, to compute its characteristic
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with sufficient accuracy for such purposes as the determina-

tion of coils in compound winding. But the probable charac-

teristic may be determined in the way here described, with

sufficient accuracy for a number of useful purposes. It is

based on the facts:—(1) When a machine is working at its

best permanent output, its iron magnetic resistance plus the

air magnetic resistance of the clearance is equal to the air

magnetic resistance of the space on the outside of the arma-
ture occupied by winding. (2) At the beginning the air-

resistance is alone of any importance.

LXII. On tJte Recalescence of Steel. By H, F. Newall,
M.A., Demonstrator in Experimental Physics, Cambridge
University *.

IN a Note published in the Philosophical Magazine for

November 1887, I stated the results of a number of

experiments made with a view to investigate the recalescence

of steel. I propose in the present note to give an account of

the experiments on which I base those results.

I. Reglow, or recalescence, is not due to chemical action at

the surface of the steel, nor is it due to occlusion of gases.

A steel wire with copper terminals was put in a glass tube,

the terminals passing through indiarubber stoppers, which
closed the tube tightly at its two ends. The tube was ex-

hausted by means of a mercury-pump till the air-pressure was

a very small fraction of a millimetre. The steel wire was

heated again and again by the passage of an electric current

from storage-cells. Prtssui-e rose slightly after the first three

or four heatings (probably because of the setting free at high
temperatures of the air-layers condensed on wire and tube

surfaces), and was reduced by further ])umping. Both dark-

ening and reglow were observed with undiminished distinct-

ness after fourteen heatings, and the process was not repeated.

Nitrogen was admitted to the tube antl produced no etl'ect

that could be detected on the brilliancy of reglow.

II. ]{eglow is not due to difl'erence in conductivity at

diH'erent temperatures, as suggested by Forbes.

A wire ('5 millim. diameter) was hannnered flat and still

showed reglow. A thin steel plate, hammered till its thick-

ness was less lliaii "1 millim., as measured by a screw-gauge,

still showed reglow. Either we must believe that there can

* Ahstrnctcd from n paj or rcivl Lofore the ramLrid^j-c rhilo.-:Oi)liical

Society, Jauuiiry 'I'd, 1886. CumuuiijicHted by the Author.
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be the consideralile difference of temperature evidenced by
reglow, within '05 millini., or we must relinquish the ingenious

theory suggested by Prof. Forbes. See also next paragraph.

III. A rise of temperature takes place throughout the mass.

A rod of steel, 1 centim. in diameter and 7 centim. long, was
softened, and a hole, 1 millim. in diameter and 3 centim. long,

was drilled down its axis. A thermoelectric couple of PtCu,
composed of wires No. 36 B.W.G., was inserted, precautions

being taken that there should be contact with the tube only at

the junction of Pt and Cu, if at all. The free ends of the

couple were attached to a galvanometer wliich was most satis-

factorily dead-beat, a vane dipping in water being attached to

the maonet and mirror. The galvanometer-indications were
those denoting unmistakable rise of temperature with the

reglow during the cooling, and a fall of temperature with the

appearance of " darkening " in the heating.

Considerable difficulty was experienced in showing the

actual change of sign in the temperature-variations, until it

was realized that care must be taken to apportion the proper

masses to the PtCu wires and the steel tube. If the wires

were larger than No. 30 B.W.G., only a pause in the rise or

fall of temperature was observed ; the thermoelectric couple

did not truly denote the temperature of the enclosure, the heat

coming into the couple being conducted along the thick wires

too quickly to admit of a rise of temperature at the actual

junction. This was ob^dated by enclosing the steel tube in a

massive brass tube in order to diminish the rate of cooling of

the steel, and also by making the thermoelectric couple with
finer wire ; the latter plan being found most satisfactory,

inasmuch as the reglovv could be easily observed. The gal-

vanometer-indications denote that the temperature of darken-
ing is higher than that of the reglow.

IV. Peculiarities in thermoelectric properties.

Allowances being made for differences in magnitude, the

peculiarities exhibited by a thermoelectric couple of steel and
platinum are similar to those exhibited by the PtCu couple
when heated or cooled in a steel tube, as just described. In
fact, part certainly of the peculiarities observed and graphi-

cally represented by Prof. Tait may be explained by the rise

of temperature in the cooling steel, which may, I think, now
be taken as proved.

The same difficulties that I have experienced in proving the

rise of temperature inside a block of steel, as a certain point

is reached in the cooling of the block, would be met with in
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ail exaofrerated degree in measuring the temperature of a

couple of which one element is steel, by means of a second
couple placed inside an enclosure side by side with the steel

couple. The accession of heat in the enclosure due to the
reolow of the steel in the thermoelectric couple is not enough
to produce an effect on the thermometric couple.

There is another peculiarity in the thermoelectric properties

of steel, to which Mr. Tomlinson refers (Phil. Mug. Jan. Ibi^J^).

A piece of steel wire is connected up with a galvanometer,
and is heated by a flame at a point remote from the galvano-
meter connexions. There are no signs of a resultant E.M.F.
in the circuit, even when the flame is moved, until 'darkening'
has occurred. Then, however, if the flame be moved along
the wire so that reglow takes place behind it in the cooling

])art, and darkening in front in the part being heated, an
E.M.F. results, and persists only so long as the flame is kept
moving.

In proving the rise of temperature throughout the mass of

steel during recalescence, I have shown that the temperature
of recalescence is different from that of darkening, the latter

being higher. This ditt'erence of temperature of what may be

regarded as the junctions of the hot altered steel with the cold

steel on each side, determines the E.M.F. in the circuit.

LXIII. On an Extension o/'Carnot's Theorem. By J. Parker,
B.A., late Scholar of St. Johns College, Cambridge*.

IT is well known that no engine can be more efflcient in

transforming heat Into mechanical Avork than Carnot's

reversible engine, and that all reversible engines are of the

same efficiency. It is also generall}' believed, without, how-
ever, being proved, that no irreversible engine can be so

efficient as Carnot's. This is the point we propose to examine.
One of the principal conditions imposed on a system sub-

jected to a reversible operation is that, at every instant, the

system is in mechanical and thermal equilibrium. This con-
dition, however, also belongs to a certain class of irreversible

processes, as we shall presently see.

Thus, when a saturated solution of sodium chloride is heated

with an excess of the salt, the salt is dissolved ; but if the

temperature is again reduced, the solution deposits, not tho

anhydrous salt, but crystals of the bihydrate. Again, a salt

is neutral to j)ure ice at the freezing temperature of its crvo-

hydrate; and if heat is slowly imparteil, tlu; liquid cryohydrate

• Commimicaled by tho Author.
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will be formed at this constant temperature. The system is in

mechanical and thermal equilibrium throughout the process

;

but the process is not reversible, for if heat is slowly abstracted

from the liquid cryohydrate, it is not dissociated— it is simply
frozen.

We define an "equilibrium path" to be a path at every

point of which the system under consideration is in equili-

brium, which may be either stable or unstable, provided, of

course, that the equilibrium is not broken at any point of the

path.

A reversible path is always an " equilibrium path/^ but an
''equilibrium path" is not necessarily reversible^ as we have
already seen. All the irreversible equilibrium paths I have
noticed correspond to an absorption of heat—that is, an in-

crease of entropy.

Now it is well known that in a complete cvcle the energy

J^

It—
^, where dq denotes a quantity of heat

absorbed, and t^ is the temperature of the refrigerator.

Clausius has shown that this quantity cannot be negative, and
that when the cycle is reversible it is equal to zero. It is

then generally assumed that in all irreversible cycles the

energy dissipated has a positive value.

The study of Solubilities has compelled me to adopt a dif-

ferent view. I have been led to conclude that in any irrever-

sible equilibrium-cycle the energy dissipated is zero, but that

in all other irreversible cycles the energy dissipated has a

positive value. Any irreversible equilibrium-engine is, then,

as efficient as Carnot's perfectly reversible engine, and all

other irreversible engines are less efficient than Carnot's.

We have already seen that 1—^=0 for any equilibrium-

cycle. Suppose, then, that a system travels from one position
A to another position B by an" irreversible equilibrium path,
and let the cycle be completed by the reversible path BCA.
It has been shown by Clausius that, for the reversible path
BCA, ^

SA-SB-f'^^ = 0;

where Sa is the entropy of the system in the position A, and

S^ the entropy in the position B. But 1—^=0 for the com-

plete cycle : hence, for the irreversible equilibrium path AB,
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we have

t- A

Thus, if the system can pass from the position A to the po-

sition B by several irreversible equilibrium paths, then j -j

has the same value for all the paths. *^a

Again, when the temperature is constant throughout the

modification, the heat absorbed will be

<(Sb— Sa).

An example of this will be found in equation (4), page 408
(May 1888).

In particular, consider the formation of unit weight of a

liquid cryohydrate under a pressure equal to the pressure of

the saturated vapour of ice. The cycle may be completed by
the following operations, performed at constant temperature

and pressure :

—

(1) Let the cryohydrate be dissociated by evaporation into

the saturated vapour of ice and the anhydrous salt or a hy-

drate. In the latter case, the cryohydrate is supposed to have

been formed from the hydrate and ice.

(2) Let the aqueous vapour be separated from the salt, and
then condensed into the solid state.

Since the pressure is constant throughout the cycle, the

total work done and heat absorbed are both zero.

But if S be the entropy of the cryohydrate, and Si the sum
of th(^ cntrojiies of the salt and ic(^ oi' which it is composed, the

heat absorbed in the reversible parts of the cycle will be

<.(Si-S).

Hence the heat absorbed in the formation of the cryohydrate

—an irreversible process—will be

Q= /.(S-Si).

LXIV. Notices respecting New Boohs.

Transactions of tJie ErJinhiirc/Ji Geoloqical Society, Vol. V., Part 111.

(Pp. 335-483.) Edinburgh, 1887.

ATs interesting inaugural address by Mr. Ealph Eichardsou,

< renting of Ihe di.scoA erics of Fossil Mammalia in ISeotlaud,

with a map and lists of the places at •sxliich tlie ijulividual species

haAC been foinid, commences (liis number of the 'Transactions.'

Pollowing this, ]\Jr. John Henderson treats of the Sands and

Clraxcls of Musselburgh and IStockbridge, containing remains of
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trees ; and in a second paper the sarae author describes an ancient

Lake-basin at Holyrood. Other papers on Stratigraphical Geolog^y

are given:

—

^Iv. Hamilton Bell writes "On Exposures of the Old
Ked between Callender and CriefP;" Mr. T, Wallace, "Upper
Stratherrick ;

'* and Mr. M'Diarmid, " On a Boring at Dumfries."
In this boring, at 149 feet from the surface, a bed of Permian
bi'eccia, composed of fragments of Silurian Rocks, Porphyry, and
Felstone, was met wirh, and proved to be 283 feet in thickness.

The Paheontological papers include :—Mr. Tait Kinnear, " On
the genus FenesteUa" and " On a new Crustacean from Ardross."
The first paper deals with the revision of species of this typically

Carboniferous genus of Polyzoa; aud the second notices a new
fossil Schizopod for which Mr. Peach proposes the name Rostrocaris,

Mr. James Thomson contributes one of his illustrated papers on
the Corals—with figures of the genus Lithrostrotion ; and Mr. John
Young discusses Ulrich's Cystodictyonidce, a family of Carboni-
ferous Polyzoa.

A Petrological paper is given by Mr. A. Johnstone, who treats

of the "Evolution and Classification of Igneous Rocks;" while
Physical Greology includes a paper by Dr. Black on " Brighton
Beaches after IStorms of October and December 1886," and an
address by Mr. James Mehdn on " Hutton's views of the Vegetable
Soil or Mould, and Vegetable and Animal Life."

Perhaps, however, the most important contribution to the pre-
sent number is Prof. E. A. Claypole's paper on " The Lake Age in

Ohio." By a careful study of the glacial deposits in the Northern
United States, Prof. Cla^^wle is enabled to map out the old Lake-
Basins caused by the Ice-dams aud other obstructions, his views
being rendered much clearer by a series of sketch-maps which
accompany the paper. These old lakes were apparently much
larger than any now existing, their size and extent varying con-
stantly, according to the advance, retreat, or breaching of the
Ice-dams. The nature and violence of the glacial floods are fully

discussed, and attention is dra\^n to the enormous and often
repeated denudation which occurred during this period.

LXV. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

[Continued from p. 447.]

April 25, 1888.—W. T. Blanford, LL.D., F.R.S., President,
in the Chair.

T^HE following communications were read :

—

-'- 1. " Report on the Recent work of the Geological Survey in the
North-west Highlands of Scotland, based on the field-notes and maps
of Messrs. Peach, Home, Gunn, Clough, Hinxman, and Cadcll."

At the outset a review was given of the researches of other
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—
observers, in so far as they forestalled the conclusions to which the

Geological Survey had been led. Keference was made to tlie obser-

vations of Macculloch, Hay Cunningham, C. W. Peach, and Salter

;

to the prolonged controversy between Sir Uoderick Murchison and
Professor Nicol ; to the contributions of Hicks, Eonney, Hudleston,

Callaway, I.apworth, Teall, and others. It was shown that Nicol

was undoubtedly right in maintaining that there was no conformable

sequence from the fossiliferous quartzitcs and limestones into the

eastern schists. It was also pointed out that the conclusions of

Professor Lapworth regarding the nature and origin of the eastern

schists involve an imjiortant departure from Nicol's position, and
are practically identical with those obtained independently by the

Geological Survey.

The results of the recent survey work among the Archoean rocks

may be thus summarized :—(1) the eruption of a series of igneous

rocks of a basic type in which pegmatites were formed
; (2) the

development of rude foliation in these masses, probably by mechanical

movement, and their arrangement in gentle antichncs and sj-nclines,

the axes of which generally run N.E. and S.W. ; (3) the injection

of igneous materials, mainly in the form of dykes, into the original

gneisses,composedof (a) basalt rocks, (6)peridotitesandpakropicrites,

(c) microcline-mica rocks, (d) granites
; (4) the occurrence of mecha-

nical movements giving rise to disruption-lines trending N.W. and

S.E., E. and W,, K.E. and S.W. : (5) the effects of these movements
on the dykes were to change the basalt-rocks into diorites and

hornblende-schists, the i)eridotites and paliTcopicrites into talcose

schists, the microcline-mica rocks into mica-schists, and the granites

into granitoid gneiss
; (6) the effects on the gneiss resulted in the

formation of sharp folds trending generally N.W. and S.E., the

partial or complete icconstruction of the original gneiss along the

old foliation-planes, and finally the development of newer schistosity

more or less parallel with the prominent disruption-lines.

There is an overwhelming amoujit of evidence to prove that all

these various changes had been superinduced in the Archaean rocks

in Pre-Cambrian time.

After reviewing the facts bearing on the denudation of the Ar-

chaian land-surface, the order of succession and thickness of the

Cambrian strata were given, from which it is apparent that the

deposits gradually increase in thickness as we pass southwards from

Durness to Loch l^room.

Prior to the deposition of the Silui-ian sediments the Cambrian

strata were folded and extensively denuded. Py these means
various Cambrian outliers were formed far to the east of the present

limits of the formation.

Tlie order of succession of the Silurian strata along the line of

comjtlicated structure from Eriboll to Ullapool was described, reft r-

encc being made to the further subdivision of the " J*ipe-rock " and

the (ihrudaidh Limestones (Group I. of Durness section). Kone of

the richly fossiliferous zones of Durness is met M'ith along this line,

as they occui)y higher horizons. An examination of the fossils
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recentlj obtained by the Geological Survey from the Durness Lime-

stones confirms Salter's conclusions that they are distinctly of an
American type, the Sutherland quartzitcs and limestones being

represented by the Potsdam Sandstones and Calciferous Sand Group
of North America.

After the deposition of the limestones, the Cambrian and Silurian

strata were pierced by igneous rocks, mainly in the form of sheets,

producing important alterations in the sedimentary deposits by con-

tact-metamorphism, the quartzites becoming crystalline, and the

limestones being converted into marble.

"When this outburst of volcanic activity had ceased, terrestrial dis-

placements ensued on a stupendous scale. By means of powerful

thrusts the Silurian strata were piled on each other, and huge
slices of the old Archeean platform, with the Cambrian and Silurian

strata resting on it, were driven westwards for miles. With the

view of illustrating the extraordinary com2)licatious produced by
these movements, a series of horizontal sections was described di'awn

across the line between Eriboll and Ullapool.

The evidence relating to regional metamorphism was next referred

to, from which it is obvious that with each successive maximum
thrust there is a progressive amoiint of alteration in the displaced

masses, as the observer passes eastwards to the higher thrust-planes.

Eventually the Archaean gneiss is so deformed that the Pre-Cam-
brian foliation disappears and is replaced by new divisional planes

;

the Cambrian grits and shales are converted into schists ; the Silu-

rian quartzites into quartz-schists
; the limestones become crystal-

line ; the sheets of intrusive felsite, diorite, and granitoid rock pass

into sericite schist, hornblende-schist, and augen-gneiss respectively.

These researches furnish a vast amount of evidence in support of

the theory that regional metamorphism is due to the dynamical and
chemical elfects of mechanical movement acting on crystalline and
clastic rocks. It is also clear that regional metamorphism need not

be confined to any particular geological period, because in the N.W.
Highlands, both in Pre-Cambrian time and after the deposition of

the Durness Limestone (Lower Silurian), crystalline schists and
gneiss were produced on a magnificent scale.

2. " On the Horizontal Movements of Eocks, and the relation of

these movements to the formation of Dykes and Faults and to Denu-
dation and the thickening of Strata." By William Barlow, Esq.,

F.G.S.

The paper commenced with a description of some horizontal move-
ments of rocks caused by gravitation ; and the author quoted Mr. C.

E.Dutton's descriptions of the Grand Canon District, especially noting

the fact that between succeeding escarpments the strata dip slightly

from the crest of the one below to the foot of the next above, and
that whilst the strata of the median parts of each terrace are nearly

horizontal, the inclination increases as we approach the escarpment
of the next higher terrace, and also that Dutton observed indications

Pliil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 157. Jmie 1888. 2 M
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—
of a slight elevation of the unloaded strata within the denuded ellip-

tical area known as the "San llafael Swell." After alluding to

Duttou's suggestion that the phenomenon referred to is analogous to

the action of creeping in deep mines, the author discussed the nature

of such " creeps," which he defined as the thickening of the parts of

beds from which a load of superincumbent rock has been lifted,

caused by a thinning of the adjoining jiarts which remained loaded,

some of the substance of the latter having been squeezed out to

furnish the material for the thickening, and suggested that some
of the subsidiary plications found on the flanks of mountains are

caused by the thrusts arising from creeps. He also paralleled the

fissures in the precipices of the Grand Canon District with those

produced in the pillars of coal owing to the strain induced by the

slight inequality in the yielding of the bed supporting it, and pointed

out how such fissures would facilitate denudation, giving instances

recorded by Dutton, and that an appreciable influence might be
thus produced in all cases of mountain-denudation.

The author next considered the case of a body of molten rock

below a considerable mass of solid rock. The pressure upon the

molten mass would cause movement to take place towards the point

where the superincumbent weight was least, provided that absolute

equilibrium did not exist. The overlying rocks being more or less

plastic, some horizontal movement of the solid rocks at the confines

of the molten mass, and subjected to its influence, might be looked

for. Any such yielding would tend to draw apart the solid crust

resting upoii the molten rock, and the ground would open along lines

of weakness, such as would be produced by the presence of joints,

the crust in some cases breaking up into larger or smaller fragments.

When a large mass of molten matter occurred near the surface,

and a fissure was produced in the way described, the weight of the

ruptured crust would, if the plastic mass beneath were sufliciently

liquid, cause the latter to rise in the fissure, producing dykes.

Attention was called to the fact observed by Dutton that basaltic

vents frequently occur on the brink of clifts, but never at their

bases ; also to the existence of dykes having a strike parallel to

the Colorado lliver. In most cases the vertical fissures which
received the molten rock would begin to open from below, and the

ujiper strata might altogether escape rupture.

The author discussed the case of the Henry Mountains, and
explained the formation of fiat-topped and flat-bottomed dykes
according to his views. He next called attention to the influence

which the motions of the rocks had exercised in determining direc-

tions of drainage when fissures left unfilled became occupied by
streams. He next alluded to river-valleys, the existence of which
had been accounted for by •' antecedent " and " superimposed

"

drainage, and suggested difficulties in the way of accepting the ex-

planations hitherto advanced, and considered them to be instances of

Assuring produced by movements of the strata due to the pressure

of a mass of molten or highly ])lastic rock spreading laterally.

After treating of the foimation of faults with normal hade, which
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he referred in some cases to rupture of the solid crust by the spread of
a vast mass of viscous matter lyiug beneath it (the faults being some-
times replaced above by monoclinal folds), he referred in conclusion
to the extent of the horizontal compression of the earth's superficial

crust which is seen to be associated with the elevation of mountain-
ranges, and called attention to some evidence that the thickening of
the strata caused thereby would be more considerable and general
than ordinarily supposed.

3. " JS'otes on a Eecent Discovery of Stigmaria ficoides at Clayton,
Yorkshire." By Samuel A. Adamson, Esq., F.G.8.

May 9.—W. T. Blanford, LL.D., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1. " The Stockdale Shales." By J. E. Marr, Esq., M.A., Sec.G.S,,

and Prof. H. A. Nicholson, M.D., D.Sc, F.G.S.

The Stockdale Shales extend in an E.N.E.-W.S.W. direction

across the main part of the Lake District, parallel with the under-
lying Coniston Limestone Series and the overlying Coniston Flags,

with both of which they are conformable. They also occur in the

neighbourhood of Appleby, and in the Sedbergh district. They are

divisible into a lower group of black and dark grey and blub Grap-
tolite-bearing shales, interstratified with hard bluish-grey mud-
stones containing Trilobites and other organisms, and an upper
group of pale greenish-grey shales, with thin bands of dark Grap-
tolitic shales. The lower group (Skelgill Beds) are well seen in the

stream which runs past Skelgill Farm, and enters Windermere near

Low Wood ; while the upper group (Browgill Beds) occurs fully

developed in the Long Sleddalo Valley, and its beds are very fossili-

ferous in Browgill.

The authors divide these shales into a series of fossil-zones in the

following order :

—

Ujjper \ -rj; ,

/' Browgill Beds

i

\^ o e at
T owe . i

•'^^' -^ ^o'l® f ^ Monograimis crispus.

\ Ba 1 turriculatus.

( f Kc 5 Bastrites maximus.
Stockdale

J
|
Ac 4 Acidaspis erinaceus.

Shales ' Upper { Ac 3 Monograptus sinnigerus.

I

Ac 2 Aiiipyx aloniensis.

\Ac\ Monogmpfus Clingani band.

f Ab 6 Barren band.
Skelgill Beds {

\
Ab 5 zone of Monograptus convolutus.

I Jiidclle \
^^' "* Phacops glabcr.

I

*

I

Ai 3 Monograptus argenteus.

I \
Ab2 Encriniirus punctatus.
\Ab\ Monograptus _fiinbriat us.

I Lq^-pj,
\ Aa '2 Dimurphograpfus coii/'crtus.

{ \Aal Diplograptus ucuminatics &
Atrypa Jlexuosa.

Of these zones, the lowest varies, occurring as a thin limestone in
Skelgill, with Atrypa Jlexuosa, n. sp., and as Graptolitic shale at

Browgill with Diplograptus acuminatiis, Nich. The others appear
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to run persistently across the district, with the exception of the

zone of Rasirites maximvs, which has only been discovered in the

Sedbergh area. The thicknesses, lithological characters, and fossil

contents of these zones were considered, and comparisons made
between these beds and the corres])ondiiig deposits of other areas.

The whole group attains a thickness of from 250 to 400 feet, of

which the Skelgill beds usually make up about one quarter.

The authors correlate the Graptolitc-zones with those of the

Birkhill and Gala groups of Professor Lapworth as follows :

—

Lake District. South of Scotland.

Zone of Monograptus crispus = Zone of M. cxiguus.

„ ttcrriciifatiis Kot separated.

,, Eastrites maximus = Zone of li. ))iaximus.

Monograptmspinigerus 1 Monograptus spinigerus.
Monograptus C/i»ga?ii mnd J

' ^•' j- ^

Not represented ? ,
, Pctalograptus cometa.

Zone of Monograptus convolutus "j

„ argenteus I = Zone of M. gregarius.

,, fmbriatus J

„ Dimorphograptuscoiifcrtus — „ Dii^hgraptus vesiculosus.

,, Biplograptus acuminatus — „ D. acuminatus.

The zones of M. convolutus, M. argenteus, and M. fimhviatus con-

tain abundance of M. gregarius, and the zone of Dimorpliograptus

confcrtus also contains Diplograptus vesicuhsus in considerable

numbers.
The beds were also compared with the corresponding beds in

Sweden, ]3ohemia, Bavaria, &c., and the fossils other than Grapto-
litcs were shown to occur elsewhere in strata of Llandovery-Tarannon

age, from which it was concluded that the Stockdale Shales occupy
that horizon.

A fault occurs everywhere between the Middle and Lower Skelgill

Beds, except perhaps in the Sedbergh district ; but it does not seem
to cut out a great thickness of rock, and the authors gave reasons

for supposing that it was produced by one set of beds sliding over

the other along a plane of stratification.

The beds are found to thicken out in an easterly direction, and
the possibility of the existence of land in that direction was suggested.

The authors directed attention to the importance of the Graptoli-

toidea as a means of advancing the comparative study of the strati-

fied deposits of Lower Paltcozoic age.

A description was given of the followingnew species and varieties :—
Phacops clcgans, Boeck <L Sars, var. glabcr, Cheirurus himucro7iatus,

Murch., var. acanihodes, Cheirurus moroidcs, Acidasjns erinaceus,

Harpesjudex, II. angustus, Ampgx aloniensis, Proiitus bracht/pggus,

and Atnjpa flexuosa.

2. " On the Eruptive Hocks in the Neighbourhood of Sam, Caer-

narvonshire." ]iy Alfred Harker, Esq., M.A., F.G.S.

The rocks in (luestion occupy an area about 5| miles long from

north to south and 2.{ miles broad near the south-western extremity

of Caernarvoiisbire. They were described by the author under the

following heads :

—
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(i.) Granite occupyiBg the northern and north-western part of

the district. The ordinary type is a fairly normal biotite-granite ;

but a variety at Meillionydd shows an exceptional structure, the

biotite moulding the other constituents in ophitic fashion. The
granites are intrusive in the Arenig shales.

(ii.) Gabbro, dioritc, &c. in two small patches only. The rock,

originally a gabbro, passes into diorite, tlie diallago becoming am-
phibolized, and the iron-ores disappearing with the production of

granular sphene. Near a bounding-fault this hornblendic rock

becomes locally schistose and gueissic.

(iii.) Diabase, in the centre, forming the mass of Mynydd-y-
E.hiw, and occurring in dykes and sheets near Sarn.

(iv.) Hornblende-diabase showing various relations between the

augite and hornblende. Besides the conversion of the former

mineral to the latter, a closely similar hornblende has grown as an

original border to augite-nuclei. The " secondary enlargement
"

of hornblende-crystals is also exhibited.

(v.) Hornblende-picrite in several varieties, forming stratiform

banks to a thickness of 250 feet and surmounted by hornblende-

diabase. The two rocks seem to be in close relation to one another,

and to have been injected as laccolites between the Upper Arenig

strata near Penarfynydd and llhiw.

(vi.) Dolerite-dykes cutting all the other rocks, and probably

Post-Carboniferous and Pre-Permian.

With the exception of the last all these rocks were referred, on such

evidence as is available, to the Bala age.

LXVI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

MOUNTAIN FOKMATION.

To tlie Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemen,
T AM glad that Prof. Le Coute has called attention to the views of
-*- American geologists regarding the boundaries of the Appalachian
Chain. When I suggested * that the Appalachians were only

apparently an exception to the general rule, that a great mountain-
range consists of a central gneissic core with largely involved rocks

on either flank, I was aware that many American geologists con-

sider that the folded sedimentaries making up what Prof. Le Conte
calls the " Appalachians proper," were originally laid down against

continental laud, of whicli the crystalline rocks to the eastward are

the remnants.

Though much indebted to the ideas of American geologists, I

confess that this is one I have never been able to assimilate.

In what respects do tliese crystalline rocks differ from those of

the Alps and other mountain-ranges in which they form the core ?

They are both folded with the sedimentaries, and although denu-

* " The Geological Consequences of the Discovery of a Level-of-no-
Strain in a Cooling Globe" (Phil. Mag. March).
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dation has gone much further in the Appalachians than in the Alps,

Pala?ozoic rocks are still found in troughs of the gneiss. The
Silurians that are in contact with the gneiss are, according to

the Sections by H. U. Rogers, the most folded of the sedimentaries,

and as we recede to the westward the sedimentaries take on more
gentle folds.

Consideriug that the sedimentaries are estimated to be from
8 to 10 miles thick, and that in mountain-chains the site of the

thickest deposits is also usually the site of greatest disturbance, it

is difficult to realize how the sedimentaries at the thinning-off on
a shore-line could be the most folded.

When also, on the other hand, we see, as in the Urals—which
in respect of age may be more correctly compared with the

Appalachians,—the same folded crystalline rocks forming the

core, we should have very good grouuds indeed before we make
an exception of the Appalachians. A comparison of the little

maps of the Appalachians and of Switzerland in my ' Origin of

Mountain-Ranges ' will, I think, show that if one side of the gneiss

core of the Alps were denuded, as I imagine has been the case

with the Appalachians, both maps would present very much the

same appearance.

I offer the idea only as a suggestion. That the sedimentaries

should be unconformable to the Archa)ans i.s what might be ex-

pected ; and, I venture to think, is no proof that the gneissic area

of the Appalachians has not been deeply covered with sedimentaries

since denuded.

At the same time I freely admit that either view may prove

tenable, and shall only be too glad to get further light upon the

subject. Yours &c.,

May 2otb, 1888. T. Mellard Reade.

ON THE MAGNETISM OF ORGANIC BODIES. BY S. HENRICHSEN.

The following summary of the results of a series of researches

on organic compounds belonging to the fatty-acid series is given

by the author :

—

1. All bodies as yet examined are diamagnetic.

2. For each CH., which is introduced into the formula of a body,

the molecular magnetism increases by a value which in the mean
is 1G;3-2, taking the molecular magnetism of water at 10.

3. The molecular magnetisms of isomeric and metameric bodies

are equal if the manner of binding is the same.

4. The molecular magnetism, however, depends on the mode of

binding of the atoms. A double binding appears to diminish the

molecular magnetism.

5. The specific magnetism for primary and normal compounds
is greater than I'or secondary and iso- compounds; in like manner

it is greater for the acids than for the corresponding ethers.

6. With certain assumptions the atomic magnetisms of the in-
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dividual elements may be calculated from the present observations.

The values I found are :

—

H.
9-0
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the haloid salts of silver, 451.

Aubel (E. v.) on the influence of

magnetism and temperature on the

electrical resistance of bismuth and
its alloys with lead and tin, 191.

Avogadro's law, on, 81

.

AjTton (Prof. W. E.) on the effi-

ciency of incandescent lamps witli

direct and alternating currents,

476; on the magnetic circuit of

dynamo machines, 496.

liall (Prof. V.) on eroded agate

pebbles from the Soudan, 442 ; on
the mode of transport of fragments

of granite and otlicr roclvs im-

bedded in the Carboniferous Lime-
stone near l)ul)lin, 44.'^>.

Barlow (W.) on the horizontal move-
ments of rocks, 517.

Bell (L.) on the absolute wave-
length of light, 24v'">, 350.

Bellati (M.) on the influence of light

on the tliermal conductivity of

crystallized selenium, 324.

Bismutli, im the influence of magne-
tism and temperature on the elec-

trical resistance of, and its alloys

with lead and tin, 191 ; on the

effect of magnetization on the

thermoelectrical properties of, 285.

Blake (Prof J. F.) on the Cambrian of

North-west Caernarvonshire, 239

;

on the Monian system, 439.

Blakesley (T. H.) on the conditions

of maximum efficiency in the

transmission of power by alterna-

ting electric currents, 30; on a
method of determining the differ-

ence in phase of two harmonic
cun'ents of electricity having the

same period, 295.

Boltzmann (Prof. L.) on some ques-

tions in the kinetic theory of gases,

81.

Bonney (Prof. T. G.) on stratified

palaeozoic rocks near Morlaix, Brit-

tany, 71 ; on the Obermittweida
conglomerate, 72 ; on the Iluronian

series of Sudbury (Canada), ib.

Books, new:—Uuwin's Testing of

Materials of Construction, 436;
Transactions of the Edinburgh
Geological Society, 514.

Bosanquet (R. 11. M.) on the use of

the term " resistance," 419.

Boys (C. V.) on experiments with
soap-bubbles, 409.

Braun (F.) on the emission of light

by ignited bodies, 242.

Buchmian (J.) on a law of distribu-

tion (if molecular velocities amongst
the molecules of a fluid, 1()5.

Burburv (S. II.) on the diilusion of

gases, 129.

Capillary analysis, on, 244.

Carbon, mathematical spectral ana-

lysis of, ;>43.

Carnot's theorem, on an extension

of, 512.

Cauchy's theory of double refraction,

on, 116.
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Cerium in the sun, on, 3.

Cole (G. A. J.) on some occurrences

of Tachylytc,3:31.

Copper, on the application of the

electrolysis of, to the measurement
of electric currents, 179.

Cryohvdrates, on the thermodjTia-

mics of, 40G.

Dale (T. P.) on the numerical rela-

tion between the index of refrac-

tion and the wave-length within a

refractive medium, and on the

limit of refraction, 32G.

Davison (C.) on the movement of

scree-material, 320.

Dedekind's theorem, on, 40.

Deeley (R. M.) on a theorem of

glacier motion, 156.

De Ranee (C. E.) on the Cae-Gwyn
cave, 447.

Diffusion, application of the, of gases

and vapours through porous bodies

to determine the amount of mois-

tm-e and carbonic acid in the sur-

rounding air, 77 ; of gases, on the,

129.

Draper (Dr. C. H.) on the polariza-

tion of platinimi plates, 487.

Dynamo machines, on the magnetic
circuit of, 496.

Earth, on the results of the contrac-

tion through cooling of a solid, 7,

210.

Ebert (11.) on the influence of light

upon the electric discharge, 162.

Edgeworth (F. Y.) on a new method
of reducing observations relating

to several quantities, 184.

Electric currents, on the conditions

of maximum efficiency in the

transmission of power by alterna-

ting, 30 ; on the application of the

electrolysis of copper to the mea-
surement of, 179.

discharge, on the influence of

light upon the, 162.

endosmose and allied pheno-
mena, on, 52.

Electrical impressions, on, 80,

phenomena provoked by radia-

tion, on some, 314.

transportation in liquids, 78.

Electricity, on, produced by the fric-

tion of drops, 75 ; on the velocity

of, 153 ; on the convection of, by
evaporation, 244 ; on a method of

determining the difference in phase

FJdl. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 25. No. 157. June 1888.

oftwo harmonic cuiTcnts of, having

the same period, 295.

Electrolysis, experiments on, 276.

Electromagnetic waves, on, 130, 202,

379.

Electromotive force of voltaic cells,

application of the deci-ampere or

centi-ampere balance to determine
the, 104.

in moving conductors, on
the, 271.

Elster (J .) on electricity produced by
the friction of drops, 75,

Endosmose, on the theory of electric,

52.

Energy, on the distribution of, in the

spectra of solids, 425.

Everett (Prof. J. D.) on the general

laws of brightness of images,

216,

Fisher (Rev, O.) on the results of

the contraction of a solid globe, 7.

Fox (H.) on the gneissic rocks oft'the

Lizard, 438.

Fresnel's kinematics of double refrac-

tion, on, 116.

Gardner (J. S.) on the Barton and
Upper Bagshot formations, 444.

Gas, on the motion of a, " in mass,"

38.

Gases, on some questions in the ki-

netic theory of, 81, 172; on the

difflision of, 1 29.

Gee (W. W. H.) on the change of

density of the electi-olyte at the

electrodes, 276.

Geikie (Dr. A.) on the age of the

altered limestone of Strath, Skye,
73.

Geitel (H.) on electricity produced
by the friction of drops, 75.

Geological Society, proceedings of

the, 71, 238, 316, 438, 515.

Geological Survey of the Highlands
of Scotland, on the recent work of

the, 515.

Glacier motion, on a theory of, 156,

452,.
Gold, on recent discoveries of, in the

Transvaal, 73.

Goppelsroder (F.) on capillary ana-
lysis, 244.

Gray (T.) on the application of the

electrolysis of copper to the mea-
surement of electric currents, 179.

Green (Prof. A. H.) on the geology
of the Cape Colony, 316.

2N
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Grefiu's theory of d> >ublc refraction,

on, 116.

Griiuwald {Dr. A.) on the mathe-

matical spectral analysis of mag-
nesium and carbon, .'343.

Ilarker (A.) on eruptive rocks in

S.W. Caernarvonshire, 520.

Heat, on the insulating,' action of

various substances in respect of

radiant, 523.

Ileaviside (O.) on electromagnetic

waves, and the forced vibrations of

electromagnetic systems, 130, 202,

379.

H.4mholtz'3 definition of valency, on,

21,

Ileurichsen (S.) on the magnetism of

organic bodies, 522.

Ileyes (J. F.) on the tetravalency of

oxygen, and on the varying valency

of 'the elements, 221 ; on valency,

validity, and residual affinity, 297.

Hicks (l)r. H.) on the Cae-Gwyn
cave, 440.

Hill (W.) on the lower beds of the

Upper Cretaceous series in Lin-

colnshire and Yor!:shire, 445.

Holden (II.) on tlie change of den-

sity of the electrolyte at the elec-

trodes, 276.

Hughes (Prof. T. M'K.) on the po-

sition of the Obermittweida con-

glomerate, 71.

Hunt (Dr. T. S.) on the integi-al

weight of water, 269.

Ilutchins (Prof. C. C.) on a new
instrument fur the measurement of

radiation, 70.

Hygrometer, new, 78.

Images, on the general laws of bright-

ness of, 216.

Induction, on the variation of the

coefficients of, 453.

Intluenc('-mar;hiue, on a modified

water-dropping, 283.

Iron, on the etl'cct of temperature on

the tlierm )electrii-al properties of,

45 ; on the recaloscence ui^ KK'..

Irving (Kev. A.) on the IJagshot

bedri of the London basin, 241
;

on tlie Ked-liock seri.js of the

Devon coast section, 241.

Keeping (H.) on the Ikrton and

Upper I5ar-<liot foriuatimis, 44 I.

Kolilrauscli (¥.) on the thermal con-

ductivity of bard a >d soft steel, 448.

Lamb (Pro''. 11.) on electric en los-

mose, and on the existence of a

sliding coefficient for a fluid in

contact with a solid, 52.

Lamps, on the efficiency of incan-

descent, with direct and alterna-

ting currents, 47l>.

Lecher ( Dr. E.) on the convection of

electricity by evaporation, 244.

LeConte (I'rcjf. J.) on mountain for-

mation, 450; on glacial motion, 452.

Light, on tlie influence of, upon the

electric discharge, 162 ; on the

emission of, by ignited bodies, 242

;

on the absolute wave-length of,

245, 343 ; on tiie influence of, on
the thermal conductivity of crys-

tallized selenium, 324; on the

action of, on the electrical conduc-
tivity of the haloid salts of silver,

457.

Lightning-rods, on the price of the

factor of safety in the materials for,

170.

Liquid ellipsoid, on the motion of a,

under its own attraction, 40.

Liquids, on electrical transportation

in, 78.

Love (A. E. H.) on the motion of a

liquid ellipsoid under its own
attraction, 40.

Love (E. E. J.) on discriminating

real from accidental coincidences

between the lines of dilFerent

spectra, 1.

Lusana (E.) on the influence of light

on tlie thermal conductivity of

crystallized selenium, 324.
Magnesium, mathematical spectral

analysis of, 343.

Magnetic circuit, on the, of dynamo
machines, 496.

fields, on the production of in-

tense, 322.

Miignetisni, on the influence of, on
the electrical resistance of bismuth
and its alloys with lead and tin,

191 ; on the, of organic bodies, 522.

Magnetization, on the efl'ect of, on
the tliermoeleclrial properties of

bismuth, 285.

Marr (.1. E.) on the Stockdale shales,

519.

Maxwell's law of the distribution of

volocitie.«, on the jnoof of, 89.

Michelson (\V.) im the distribution

of energy in the spectra of solids,

425.
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Mountain formation, on, 4o0, 521.

Newall (II. F.) on the recalescence

of steel, 510.

Nicholson (Prof. H. A.) on the Stock-

dale shales, 519.

Nickel, on the temperature at which,

be<fin3 to lose its magnetic pro-

perties, 372,

Obermayer (A. V.), experiments on

St. Elmo's fire, 323.

Oldham (R. D.) on the law governing

the action of flowing streams, 240.

Organic bodies, on the magnetism of,

622.

Oxygen, on the tetravalency of, 221.

Parker (J.) on the thermodynamics
of cryohjdrates, 406 ; on an exten-

sion of Carnot's theorem, 512.

Perry (Prof. J.) on the efficiency of

incandescent lamps with direct and
alternating currents, 476; on the

magnetic circuit of dynamo ma-
chines, 496.

I'olarization of platinum plates, on
the, 487.

Post-glacial time, an estimate of,

319.

Power, on the conditions ofmaximum
efficiency in the transmission of, by
alternating electric currents, 30.

Prestwich (Prof. J.) on the correla-

tion of some of the Eocene strata

in the Tertiary basins of England,

Belgium, and the North uf France,

238.

Puluj (J.) on an apparatus for illus-

trating the fall of bodies in a va-

cuum, 77.

Pumps, on the application of hy-
draulic power to mercurial, 313.

Quantities, on a new method of re-

ducing observations relating to

several, 184.

Kadiatiou, on a new instrument for

the measurement of, 76 ; on some
electrical phenomena provoked by,

314.

Eeade (T. M.) on the consequences

of a level-of-no-strain in a cooling

globe, 210 ; on an estimate of post-

glacial time, 310 ; on tidal action

as an agent of geological change,

338 ; on mountain formation, 6l!l.

Recalescence, experiments on, 110

;

of steel, 510.

Refraction, on Fresnel's kinematics
of double, 116 ; on the numerical

relation between the index of, and
the wave-length within a refrac-

tive medium, and on the limit of,

326.
" Resistance,"' on the use of the term,

419.

Righi (Prof. A.) on some electrical

phenomena provoked by radiation,

314.

Rimington (E. C.) on the measure-
ment of the power supplied to the
primary coil of a transformer, 482.

Rocks, on stratified Palaeozoic, 7iear

Morlaix, Brittany, 71 ; on the ho-
rizontal movements of, 517 ; on
eruptive, in S.W. Caernarvon-
shire, 520.

St. Elmo's fii'e, experiments on, 323.

Schidlowsky CF.), application of the
diffusion of gases and A^apoura

thi'ough porous bodies to deter-

mine the amount of moisture and
carbonic acid in tlve surrounding
air, 77.

Selenium, on the influence of light

on the thermal conductivity of

crystallized, 324.

Silver, on the action of light on the
electrical conductivity of the haloid

salts of, 451.

Sliding coefficient, on the existence
of a, for a fluid in contact with a
solid, 52.

Smith (F. J.) on the application of

hydraulic power to mercurial
pumps, 313.

Soap-bubbles, experiments with, 409.

Spectra, on discriminating real frc^m

accidental coincidences between
the lines of difierent, 1 ; on the
distribution of energy in the, of

solids, 425.

Spectral analysis, mathematical, of

magnesium and carbon, 343.
Steel, on the thermal conductivity of

hard and soft, 448 ; on the reca-

lescence of, 510.

Stefan (Prof.) on the production of

intense magnetic fields, 322.

Stratigraphical table for Western
Europe, on a, 274.

Streams, on the law governing the
action of flowing, 240.

Sumpner (W. E.) on the variation

of the coefficients of induction, 453.

Surface-elevations, on the mean
height of, 7.
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Tachvlyte, on some occurrences of,

3'2i.

Tait (Prof. P. G.) on the motion of

a gas " in mass," 38 ; on some
questions in the kinetic theory of

gases, 172.

Tereschin (S.) on electrical trans-

portation in liquids, 7S.

Thernioelectrical properties of iron

when under stress or strain, on the,

45 ; of bismuth, on the eiiect of

magnetization on the, 285.

Thompson (Prof. S. P.) on the price

of tlie factor of safety in the ma-
terials for lightning-rods, 170 ; on
a modified water-dropping influ-

ence-machine, 283.

Thomson (Sir W.) on Cauchy's and
Green's doctrine of extraneous

force to explain dynamically Fres-

uel's kinematics of double refrac-

tion, IIG ; on Kirchhtii"'s investi-

gation of the velocity of electricity,

155 ; on the application of the
deci -ampere or centi- ampere
balance to determine the electro-

motive forces of voltaic cells, 164.

Tidal action as an agent of geological

change, on, 338.

Tomlinson (H.) on the eflect of tem-
perature on the thermoelectrical

properties of iron, 45 ; on the re-

calescence of iron, 103 ; on the

effect of matrnetization on the ther-

moelectrical properties of bismuth,
285 ; on the tenjperature at which
nickel begins to lose its magnetic
properties, 372.

Tschc'c-howitsch (K.) on electrical

impressions, 80.

Valency, remarks on, 21, 297; re-

marlvs on the varying, of the ele-

ments, 221.

Velocities, on a law of distribution

of molecular, amongst the mole-
cules of a fluid, 105.

Vibrations, on the forced, of electro-

magnetic systems, 1.30, 202.

Vogel (11. 0.) on the insulating ac-
tion of various substances in respect

of radiant heat, 523.

Water, on the integral weight of,

269.

"Watson (Dr. II. W.) on the electro-

motive force in moving conductors,

271.

Waves, on electromagnetic, 130, 202,

379 ; on the height, length, and
velocity of ocean, 263.

Wethered (E.) on insoluble residues

from tlie carboniferous limestone

at Clifton, 319.

Wiedemann (Prof. E.) on the in-

fluence of light upon the electric

discharge, 102.

Young (Dr. J.) on a stratigraphical

table chiefly for Western Europe,
274.
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